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Preface

The Asian Information Retrieval Societies Conference (AIRS) is one of the most
established and competitive information retrieval conferences; the seventh edition
of this conference (AIRS 2011) aimed to bring together international researches
and developers to exchange new ideas and the latest results in information retrieval (IR). The scope of the conference encompassed theory and practice of all
aspects of IR in text, audio, image, video and multimedia data. The call for papers
invited submissions to the following areas of research:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arabic Script Text Processing and Retrieval
IR Models and Theories
Multimedia IR
User Study, IR Evaluation, and Interactive IR
Web IR, Scalability and Adversarial IR
IR Applications
Machine Learning for IR
Natural Language Processing for IR

AIRS 2011 was the ﬁrst edition to be organized in the western part of the
Asian continent with a growing interest to foster IR research and communalities
in natural language processing. A new track on Arabic Script Text Processing
and Retrieval was added for the ﬁrst time to the main areas of research in the
conference.
Historically, AIRS 2011 is a continuation of the series of conferences that
grew from the Information Retrieval with Asian Languages (IRAL) workshop
series back in 1996. It has become a mature venue of IR work, ﬁnding support
from the ACM Special Interest Group and Information Retrieval (SIGIR) and
many other associations.
The Organizing Committee was very pleased with the quality and level of
interest received to our call for contributions from the research community in
the IR ﬁeld. We received a total of 132 papers representing work by academics
and practitioners from all over the world and we would like to thank all of them.
The Program Committee used a double-blind reviewing process and as result
31 articles (23.5%) were accepted as full papers and 25 (19%) were accepted as
short (poster) papers.
The success of this conference was only possible with the support of the extremely active Program Committee members without whom the present proceedings would not have been possible. We would like to acknowledge the contributions
of Ali Farghaly (Oracle, USA), Minjie Zhang (University of Wollongong, Australia), Joemon M. Jose (University of Glasgow, UK), Tetsuya Sakai (Microsoft
Research Asia), Min Zhang Tsinghua (University, China), Wang Bin (Chinese
Academy of Sciences, China), Tie-Yan Liu (Microsoft Research Asia) and ChiaHui Chang (National Central University, Taiwan).
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Preface

For a conference to run smoothly, much behind-the-scene work is necessary,
most of which is largely unseen by the authors and delegates. We would like
to thank our Publication Chairs (Azadeh Shakery and Halim Khelalfa) who
painstakingly worked with each individual author to ensure formatting, spelling,
dictation and grammar were completely error-free.
October 2011

Khaled Shaalan
Farhad Oroumchian
Mohamed Vall Mohamed Salem
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Abstract. The technologies of learning to rank have been successfully used in
information retrieval. General ranking approaches use all training queries to
build a single ranking model and apply this model to all different kinds of queries. Such a “global” ranking approach does not deal with the specific properties
of queries. In this paper, we propose three query-dependent ranking approaches
which combine the results of local models. We construct local models by using
clustering algorithms, represent queries by using various ways such as Kullback-Leibler divergence, and apply a ranking function to merge the results of
different local models. Experimental results show that our approaches are better
than all rank-based aggregation approaches and some global models in
LETOR4. Especially, we found that our approaches have better performance in
dealing with difficult queries.
Keywords: Local model, query dependent ranking, distributed IR, LETOR.

1

Introduction

Many popular machine learning approaches such as RankSVM [1], AdaRank [2],
ListNet [3], and so on have been proposed for information retrieval. These models
result in a single linear ranking function. We call such a model a global model because it is used for all different queries. A single global ranking model is simple and
stable but it is not easy to perform well for all kinds of queries. On the other hand,
different queries have their ranking models in query dependent ranking [4]. We call
such a query-dependent model a local model because it uses only local information to
build a ranking function. The local model is good for some sort of queries but unstable for the other queries. To select a good ranking model is crucial and challenging,
and the selection depends on the semantics of each query and documents.
For example, a searcher wants to search information about Apple’s products such
as iPad and Macbook. If the searcher uses keyword “apple” to search, it is safer to use
a global model. Using “tech-Apple” local model or “fruit-apple” local model is risky
because we have no idea about the user intention. But if the searcher uses the keyword “apple ipod” to search, using the “tech-Apple” local model to rank documents is
better to fit the user intention. This example illustrates the difficulty and benefit of
selecting good local models to rank documents.
There are two possible ways to use local models. First, we can use the information
of a query to find one best local model to rank documents for this query. Second, we
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 1–12, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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can aggregate the results of many local models to balance the risk of using a bad local
model and use the information of this query to determine the weights of aggregation.
In these two alternatives, how to extract the information of a query is fundamental and
crucial. We call this a “query representation” problem in this paper. Finding a good
query representation is very challenging because we don’t know what kind of information is interesting to a user for an unseen query. However, if the framework could
represent queries correctly, it would improve the performance much.
In this paper, we will explore three approaches of using local models and investigate two different query representation schemes. We also analyze the upper-bound of
selecting the best local model, estimate the challenging of these approaches, and discuss the results from the viewpoint of query difficulty. The experimental results show
that we propose the best aggregation approaches in LETOR4 datasets, and our approach has a better performance to deal with hard queries.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our approaches. Section 3
shows the performance of each approach and gives the detail analyses. Section 4
summarizes the results.

2

Query Dependent Ranking

A query dependent ranking framework consisting of training and testing steps describes how to derive and use local models. Three query dependent ranking approaches, named as Naïve, SelectRanker and Transform, are proposed under the
framework. In the following, we first introduce the framework and then describe each
approach in details.
2.1

Framework

A query dependent ranking framework is shown in Figure 1. The corresponding training and testing steps are described as follows.
Training Step. The first step of our framework is to build local models. For this purpose, we use K-means clustering algorithm to separate a training set into small clusters, and use RankSVM [1] to train local models from the individual clusters. In other
words, each cluster has its own local model. The details of the clustering algorithm
depending on which approach, i.e., the Naïve, SelectRanker or Transform approaches
is used, will be discussed later.
Testing Step. For the aggregation, we measure the weight of each local model by
using the similarity between test query and cluster i (i=1,…,m). The definition of
similarity, which depends on the Naïve, SelectRanker and Transform approaches, will
be discussed later. The rank aggregation function is defined by Equation (1).
݂ݎ൫߮ሺ ݍᇱ ǡ ݀ሻ൯ ൌ

ଵ


ᇱ
σ
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Fig. 1.. The query dependent ranking framework

where m is the number of clusters,
,
is a feature vector of documennt d
related to test query ,
is a local model produced by RankSVM using cluster
,
i,
is the weight of local model , and
, , , the inner product of
and , represents the predicted score of using vector . The final ranking scoree of
a document d is calculated by
b averaging the weighted local predicted scores.
2.2

Three Approaches

The first approach named Naïve
N
uses heuristics to represent a query and then seleccts a
best local model to rank th
he documents of the query. Comparatively, the other ttwo
approaches, i.e., SelectRan
nker and Transform, aggregate scores from local moddels.
The Naïve approach, which
h selects the best model, can be viewed as a special casee of
Equation (1) where the beest local model i has weight
1 and the other loocal
models have weight
0
. Therefore the framework in Figure 1 and
Equation (1) can be used to
t describe different query-dependent ranking approachhes.
We specify these approachees as follows respectively.
Na ve. Algorithm 1 selects a best local model for document ranking. Then we usse it
to determine the ranks of documents related to this query in the similar way as wee do
in global model.
A
1 are generated in the training step as folloows.
The m input clusters in Algorithm
First, the relevant query-doccument (q-d) pairs of the training set are collected. Secoond,
these relevant q-d pairs arre clustered by using K-means clustering algorithm w
with
Euclidean distance as a sim
milarity metric. Third, if any of ’s relevant q-d pairs are
in cluster i, add all relevan
nt and non-relevant q-d pairs of query
to cluster i. L
Last,
the cluster is represented by
y a vector
where
is the average of relevannt qd pairs in this cluster, an
nd the local model
of cluster i is generated by ussing
RankSVM with cluster i as input.
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Algorithm 1. Naଓሷve approach
Input: (1) Test query  ݍᇱ
(2) A set of clusters i (i=1,…,m) with representation ܥ ܴ א
Steps: (1) For test query ݍᇱ , use the global RankSVM model to find query’s top-t
ranked documents, and use the mean of t vectors of q-d pairs to represent query ݍᇱ . The query representation is denoted asܸᇲ .
(2) Calculate the similarities between ܸᇲ and each cluster representation
ܥ using Euclidean distance.
(3) Find the most similar cluster.
Output: r: the best local model, i.e., the local model of the most similar cluster.

SelectRanker. This approach aggregates scores from local models. The weight of
cluster i is determined by the top-k most similar queries in this cluster. Algorithm 2 describes the procedure to calculate weight

of cluster .

Algorithm 2. SelectRanker approach
Input: (1) Test query
(2) A set of clusters i (i=1,…,m) with representation
and local ranking model
for each cluster
(3) The base ranking model
|| ,
for each query
in cluster i (using Equation (2))
(4)
for each cluster i.
Steps: (1) For test query , calculate
|| ,
(2) Calculate distance ,
|| ,
|| ,
for each
query
in cluster i.
(3) In each cluster i, find the top-k queries with the smallest
distance ,
.
∑
(4) Calculate
, , where
is a query in cluster i,
,
is the average precision of query
using local
and
model .
Output:
: i=1,…,m
The Kullback-Leibler divergence shown in Equation (2) is used to measure the distance between local model and base model for a given query. Peng et al. [5] showed
that KL divergence is useful in information retrieval. For the n retrieved documents of
and
are the normalized relevance scores [5] of docua given query q,
ment d in
and , respectively.
|| ,

∑

· log

(2)

Step 3 in Algorithm 2 filters out non-relevant queries. Step 4 computes the average
precision as the confidence of a query, and sums the confidences as the weight of this
cluster. We choose BM25 as the base ranking model
in the experiments.
After determining the weights of local models, we apply Equation (1) to merge the
ranking scores of each local model to determine the final scores of documents.
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Transform. This approach aggregates scores from local models too, but it uses different scheme to represent queries and feeds the transformed queries into a clustering algorithm. Because it is hard to find a good representation on the form of
, , we adapt
two global ranking models to transform query’s representation. This is also motivated by
Peng et al. [5]. Algorithm 3 describes how to determine the weight of each cluster
in the testing step. In the training step, we first transform each query
in training
set to a
|| , ,
|| ,
vector, where
and
are two
base ranking models, and Equation (3) shows the Jensen-Shannon divergence. In the
experiments, we let
and
be BM25 and global RankSVM model.
|| ,

·

|| ,

·

|| ,

(3)

Then we cluster those 2-dimension query vectors using K-means clustering with
, which is generated by averaging 2-dimension
Euclidean distance. We use
query vectors in a cluster i, to represent cluster i. After we have the input , we run
Algorithm 3 to get the weights of the clusters for a test query , and the documents
of
of query q are ranked using Equation (1). In this approach, the representation
cluster i acts as a local model, and the weight
is calculated by measuring the
and test query
.
distance between
Algorithm 3. Transform approach
Input: (1) Test query
(2) A set of cluster representations : —
(3) Two base ranking models
and
Steps: (1) For test query , calculate
(2) Calculate
: i=1,…,m
Output:
2.3

: i=1,…,m ˝

,

|| ,
.

,

|| ,

.

Time Complexity

The time complexity of SelectRanker is the largest one of the three approaches. Comparing to the ordinal global ranking, this approach has three more steps. The first
extra step is step 2 of Algorithm 2 which takes O
#q-d m , where
is the
dimensions of q-d pairs, #q-d is the maximum number of q-d pairs of queries in training set, and m is the number of local models. The other two extra steps are steps 3 and
4 of Algorithm 2, which takes O
ln
. In general settings, m is a predefined
constant. Thus it does not add too much cost in response time.

3

Experimental Results

3.1

Dataset and Parameter Selection

We adopt LETOR4 dataset [6] for our experiments. It contains two collections:
MQ2007 and MQ2008. MQ2007 and MQ2008 have 1,692 and 784 queries with total
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69,622 and 15,211 documents, respectively. Each q-d pair has 46 features. In our
approaches, some parameters, including the number m of clusters in the three algorithms, the t in step 1 of Algorithm 1, and the k in step 3 of Algorithm 2, are determined by the validation set to have the best mean average precision (MAP), and are
applied to the testing set.
3.2

Performance Comparison with LETOR4 Baselines

We compare our aggregation approaches to LETOR4 rank aggregation baselines, and
the results are shown in Table 1. The performance is in terms of the average of 5
folds. The score highlighted in bold means the best performance of all approaches.
We can see that the proposed three approaches are better than all baselines. The two
aggregation approaches, i.e., SelectRanker and Transform, have better performance
than Naïve approach. We will analyze the results later in details.
Table 1. Comparison between our approaches and LETOR4 rank aggregation baselines
Dataset
Metric
BordaCount
CPS-KendallTau
CPS-SpearmanFootrule
CPS-SpearmanRankCorrelation
Na ve
SelectRanker
Transform

MQ2007/MQ2007-agg
MAP
MeanNDCG

MQ2008/MQ2008-agg
MAP
MeanNDCG

0.3252
0.3891
0.3898
0.4069
0.4175
0.4654
0.4655

0.3945
0.4219
0.4027
0.4102
0.4349
0.4751
0.4747

0.3216
0.4088
0.4094
0.4330
0.4461
0.4991
0.4967

0.3895
0.4209
0.3977
0.4126
0.4391
0.4874
0.4831

In Table 1, the four LETOR4 rank aggregation baselines adopted the approaches
proposed by Qin et al. [7]. They used MQ2007-agg and MQ2008-agg while we use
MQ2007 and MQ2008 in our experiments. MQ2007/MQ2008 and MQ2007agg/MQ2008-agg have the same query set respectively, but their features are different. MQ2007-agg and MQ2008-agg used order as feature, where the order is from
individual rankers. Qin et al. used order-based rank aggregation approaches [7] in
MQ2007-agg and MQ2008-agg. Comparatively, we use score-based rank aggregation
approaches in MQ2007 and MQ2008. The performance of our approaches is better.
Although the performances of our approaches are far beyond the LETOR4 rank aggregation baselines, we want to know further the comparison to LETOR4 global
models. We show the results in Table 2, where “+” after a score means our proposed
approach outperforms the RankSVM baseline, and N.@k, MeanN., and AdaRank
denote abbreviations of NDCG@k, MeanNDCG, and AdaRank-MAP algorithm,
respectively. Although the results with + are better than the RankSVM baseline, they
did not pass the significant test.
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Table 2. Comparison between our local models and LETOR 4 global models
Dataset
Metric

MAP

MQ2007
P@1
P@2

P@5

MAP

MQ2008
P@1
P@2

RankSVM

0.4645

0.4746

0.4496

0.4135

0.4696

0.4273

0.4069

0.3474

AdaRank

0.4577

0.4392

0.4301

0.4054

0.4764

0.4426

0.4165

0.3419

ListNet

0.4652

0.4640

0.4471

0.4126

0.4775

0.4451

0.4120

0.3426

Na ve

0.4175

0.4421

0.4105

0.3695

0.4349

0.4184

0.3756

0.3087

SelectRanker

0.4654+

0.4782+

0.4540+

0.4136+

0.4751+

0.4413+

0.4171+

0.3454

Transform

0.4655+

0.4764+

0.4466

0.4099

0.4747+

0.4438+

0.4056

0.3428

Metric

MeanN.

N.@1

N.@2

N.@5

MeanN.

N.@1

N.@2

N.@5

RankSVM

0.4966

0.4096

0.4073

0.4142

0.4832

0.3626

0.3984

0.4695

AdaRank

0.4891

0.3821

0.3900

0.4070

0.4915

0.3754

0.4141

0.4794

ListNet

0.4988

0.4002

0.4063

0.4170

0.4914

0.3754

0.4112

0.4747

Na ve

0.4461

0.3826

0.3658

0.3683

0.4391

0.3503

0.3635

0.4172

SelectRanker

0.4990+

0.4139+

0.4103+

0.4174+

0.4873+

0.3715+

0.4072+

0.4744+

Transform

0.4967+

0.4078

0.4034

0.4124

0.4831

0.3639+

0.3960

0.4696+

P@5

We can see that the Transform approach has the best MAP and the SelectRanker
approach has the best P@1, P@2 and P@5 in MQ2007. If the metric is NDCG, the
SelectRanker approach has the best performance in MQ2007, and its performance in
MQ2008 is better than RankSVM baseline, which is used to build our local models.
In MQ2008, only the SelectRanker approach has the best P@2. If we compare our
results to RankSVM, most performance of the SelectRanker and Transform approaches are better than that of RankSVM. On the other hand, the Na ve approach does not
perform well when we compare it with the global models. Selecting the best local
model did not perform well because of our poor query representation scheme. We
show our analysis in next section.
3.3

Analysis of Selecting the Best Local Model

We represent a query by averaging top-t documents in the Naïve approach. Is this a
good query representation scheme? If we have a better query representation scheme,
is it possible for the Naïve approach to achieve better performance? To answer the
above two questions, we replace the query representation scheme in Algorithm 1 by
averaging the relevant documents only. Of course, that is not feasible in testing, but
the analysis will give us some interesting insights. The result is shown in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 2, the x-axis is the number of clusters, and the line of RelevantOnly is the
query representation scheme that uses only relevant documents. We can see that if we
have a better query representation scheme, the Naïve approach can beat RankSVM
baseline. We can also find that the performance increases along with the number of
clusters. That means we can find a more specific local model to fit users need. For
example, if the training set is clustered into 85 clusters, we can find a very specific
cluster to rank the documents of a test query precisely. From this analysis, we can
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Fig. 2. Performance analysis of selecting best model

conclude that our query representation scheme that uses the top-t documents may
introduce a lot of noise, and query representation scheme is the main reason why the
Naïve approach did not perform well.
We are also interested in the upper bound of selecting the best local model
approach. In the Naïve approach, if we can always select the best cluster that results in
the best average precision (AP) of a query, what is the performance? The line of UpperBound in Fig. 2 shows the situation. We can see that there is a lot of room for improvement. But is it easy to achieve improvement? We further answer this question in
Fig. 3.
0.7
UpperBound

0.6

Baseline(RankSVM)

0.5
MAP 0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
1

11

21

31

41

51

61

71

81

91

Selecting the n-th best AP

Fig. 3. The performance of selecting the n-th best AP in 100 clusters

In Fig. 3, we fix the number of clusters to be 100. We calculate AP of a query by
using the local model of a cluster, and order the 100 clusters by their AP scores. In
this way, we know the best AP, the 2nd best AP, the 3rd best AP, and so on, of a
query among the 100 local models. If we always select the best AP, we get the upper
bound. If we always select the n-th best AP, we know the challenging of this
approach. In Fig. 3, the x-axis is the n when the n-th best AP is selected. The
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performance of RankSVM baseline is around in selecting the 19-th best AP out of 100
clusters. In other words, if we can always select one of the top-19 clusters out of 100
clusters, we can beat the baseline. This is neither an easy task nor a very hard task.
We believe that it is achievable, but we leave it as future work.
3.4

Analysis in Terms of Query Difficulty

TREC held a hard track1 in 2003 and 2005. The goal of the hard track is to improve
the retrieval technology by focusing on the poorly performing topics. The topics of
the testing queries are selected from the topics that had low average effectiveness
across the runs in previous TRECs.
In this paper, the proposed algorithms heavily rely on the relevant documents of a
query, so we define the difficulty of queries in terms of the number of relevant documents. A hard query is defined to be a query with the number of relevant documents
less than 4; an easy query is defined to be a query with the number of relevant documents more than 20; and a query with the number of relevant documents between 4
and 20 is regarded as a normal query. We compare the performance of RankSVM and
our approaches at the three difficult levels. The query distribution with different number of relevant documents of MQ2007 is shown in Fig. 4, and the results in terms of
various difficulty levels are shown in Table 3.

250
200
150
#query
100
50
0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

Number of relevant documents per query

Fig. 4. Query distribution with different number of relevant documents in MQ2007

In Fig. 4, we can find there are lots of queries with zero relevant documents, so we
could ignore these queries in Table 3. According to our statistics, the ratios of queries
at the hard, normal, and easy levels in MQ2007 are 17%, 47% and 21%, respectively,
and their distributions in MQ2008 are 38%, 31%, and 2%, respectively.

1

TREC hard track: http://trec.nist.gov/data/hard.html
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Table 3. Comparison of performance (MAP) at different levels of query difficulty in LETOR 4

RankSVM
SelectRanker
Transform

Hard (17%)
0.3287
0.3296
0.3303

MQ2007
Normal (47%)
0.5085
0.5106
0.5107

Easy (21%)
0.8204
0.8192
0.8187

RankSVM
SelectRanker
Transform

Hard (38%)
0.5697
0.5790
0.5871

MQ2008
Normal (31%)
0.7425
0.7490
0.7394

Easy (2%)
0.7935
0.7918
0.7820

In Table 3, we use bold to emphasize the cases in which our approaches are better
than the baseline. We can find that our approaches perform worse than RankSVM in
easy queries. But the performances of our approaches are better than RankSVM in
hard and normal queries. This is an important property because doing well in hard and
normal queries will have higher user satisfaction. If we can find relevant documents
when the relevant documents are paucity, user may feel happier. We believe that this
advantage comes from the nature of aggregation approaches. Aggregation approaches
can utilize many local models to prevent very bad ranking results especially when
relevant document is scarce. We discuss this point by presenting the results of some
queries shown in Table 4.
Table 4. The average precision of some queries and their query terms
#

Query terms

1

i wish i wa in the land of cotton

2
3
4
5
6
7

venom mammal
north dakota deer hunt
polyest carpet
jame patrick connelli
how to stop smoke
thing to do Georgia

#relevant
document

RankSVM

SelectRanker

Transform

1
1
1
2
5
11
24

0.14
0.25
1.00
0.19
0.21
0.29
0.79

0.20
0.33
0.50
0.32
0.33
0.34
0.58

0.25
0.50
0.50
0.36
0.32
0.45
0.58

In Table 4, the AP in bold means our approach outperforms RankSVM, and underline of word in query terms means the query term is misspelled. We can find that the
performance of our approaches is better than RankSVM when query term lose alphabets. For example, the word “was” is misspelled as “wa”, “polyester” as “polyest”,
and “connelly” as “connelli”. Those examples demonstrate an aggregation approach
can prevent very poor performance. On the other hand, an aggregation approach is not
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as good as the baseline when the baseline has very high AP. This is also the nature of
aggregation approaches because some non-relevant local models are introduced. How
to filter out non-relevant local models is the key to improve the aggregation
approaches.

4

Related Work

Many learning to rank techniques have been proposed such as RankSVM [1], AdaRank [2], Topical RankSVM [8], ListNet [3] and RankBoost [9]. These algorithms
can be classified in terms of different criteria. The first four algorithms are classified
as linear models because they result in a linear ranking function. On the other hand,
RankBoost is classified as non-linear model because it combines base learners to rank
documents. Researchers also classify the learning to rank algorithms into point-wise,
pair-wise, and list-wise approaches [10] based on the way the learners use the training
data. RankSVM uses the information of pair of q-d pairs to train learner, so it is a
pair-wise approach. ListNet use the ranked list information to train learner, so it is a
list-wise approach. Aggregation algorithm, which builds on the top of base learners
and integrates base learners’ results to produce final ranking, is a special type of algorithms among these classifications.
Dwork et al. [11], Peng et al. [5] and Farah and Vanderpooten [12] proposed rank
aggregation approaches to enhance web systems. The meta-search approaches [11]
can be viewed as aggregation approaches, in which they aggregate results from different search engines. The difference between these aggregation approaches and our
approaches is the use of base learners. They all use global models as base models. In
general, if base learners have good results for all different kinds of queries, aggregation approach can produce better results. Our approaches use local models as base
models. Although we do not have a rigid experimental comparison, we believe that
the performance of aggregating local models has a higher upper bound than that of
aggregating global models. We leave this issue as future work.
Bian et al. [8, 13] and Fan et al. [14] also adopt aggregation approaches. Their
works used learning approaches to find best weighting scheme in clusters [8, 14] and
pre-defined query categories [13].
Geng et al. [4] proposed a good local model approach named as query-dependent
approach. Their approach of generating query representation is much like the algorithm we used in Algorithm 1, but they used K-nearest-neighbor to select similar
queries and dynamically generated local models from those similar queries. We use
fixed number of local models instead.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose three query dependent ranking approaches to improve retrieval performance, and the experiments show our approaches are better than all
LETOR rank aggregation approaches and are comparable to global machine learning
techniques. We conduct many detail analyses on the proposed approaches, and find
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that our approaches perform well in hard and normal queries. We also found that selecting the ideal local model has a very high upper bound, and there is a lot of room to
improve this kind of approaches. Finally, our analyses showed that query representation and filtering out non-relevant local models are two key issues to improve performance of using local models.
Several issues need to be further studied in the aggregation framework. The alternative ways to represent a query, the other learning approaches to select local models,
and some further methods to filter out non-relevant local models will be explored in
the future work.
Acknowledgment. Research of this paper was partially supported by National
Science Council (Taiwan) under the contract NSC 98-2221-E-002-175-MY3.
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Abstract. Estimating the probability of relevance for a document is
fundamental in information retrieval. From a theoretical point of view,
risk exists in the estimation process, in the sense that the estimated
probabilities may not be the actual ones precisely. The estimation risk
is often considered to be dependent on the rank. For example, the probability ranking principle assumes that ranking documents in the order
of decreasing probability of relevance can optimize the rank eﬀectiveness. This implies that a precise estimation can yield an optimal rank.
However, an optimal (or even ideal) rank does not always guarantee
that the estimated probabilities are precise. This means that part of the
estimation risk is rank-independent. It imposes practical risks in the applications, such as pseudo relevance feedback, where diﬀerent estimated
probabilities of relevance in the ﬁrst-round retrieval will make a diﬀerence even when two ranks are identical. In this paper, we will explore
the eﬀect and the modeling of such rank-independent risk. A risk management method is proposed to adaptively adjust the rank-independent
risk. Experimental results on several TREC collections demonstrate the
eﬀectiveness of the proposed models for both pseudo-relevance feedback
and relevance feedback.
Keywords: Probability of Relevance, Estimation, Risk Management,
Ranking-Independent Risk, Language Modeling.
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Introduction

A main aim of IR is to determine the relevance of each document in a collection with respect to the user’s information need (represented as a query).
Relevance has been regarded as a concept in a probabilistic view for decades [8].
The probability ranking principle (PRP) justiﬁed that ranking documents in
the order of decreasing probability of relevance can optimize the rank eﬀectiveness [11,12]. This implies that a precise estimation for the probability of relevance
can yield an optimal rank and the rank eﬀectiveness can empirically indicate the
quality of the estimation. Many retrieval models that explicitly or implicitly
estimate the probability of relevance are mainly for the ranking purpose. For
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 13–24, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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instance, the classical probabilistic models [12] usually estimate the odds-ratio
of the probability of relevance. The ﬁnal relevance scores are often obtained
via some rank-equivalent and approximate calculations. The language modeling
(LM) approaches [10,15] can also be considered as estimating the probability of
relevance under the generative relevance framework [4].
However, a fundamental research problem arises: can an optimal (or even
ideal) rank guarantee that the estimated probabilities are precise and without
a risk? For instance, suppose that based on the actual relevance judgements of
a group of users, the probabilities of relevance for two documents d1 and d2 are
p1 = 0.74 and p2 = 0.26, respectively. Therefore, the correct rank is d1 at ﬁrst
and then d2 . Assume that we have two sets of estimated probabilities by two
models. One model gives p1 = 0.71 and p2 = 0.29, while the other gives p1 = 0.92
and p2 = 0.08. Both models give a correct rank. However, the second model
overestimates d1 and underestimates d2 . Theoretically, this example indicates
that part of the estimation risk could be independent of the rank.
The rank-independent risk is not only of theoretical importance for risk modeling, but also for a wide range of retrieval tasks, where the initial estimation for
document relevance is not the ﬁnal decision. For example, in pseudo-relevance
feedback (PRF), the estimated relevance probabilities from the ﬁrst-round retrieval largely determine the document weights used for query expansion and
thus play an important role in the PRF models [5]. In meta-search [7], as another example, the relevance scores or probabilities obtained from diﬀerent search
engines should be fused before the ﬁnal estimation for the document relevance.
Therefore, it is necessary to control the estimation risk at the very early stage
before it spreads and gets more complicated in the later stages.
It is important to clarify that the rank-dependent risk refers to the relevance probability estimation risk that can inﬂuence the rank, while the rankindependent risk does not. Since in practice the ideal rank is usually unavailable, both types of risks may exist in the estimated relevance probabilities. In
this paper, we focus on the latter, which, to our best knowledge, has not yet
been paid much attention in the literature. Therefore, we aim to single out the
eﬀect of the rank-independent risk associated to the diﬀerent estimated relevance
probabilities when two resultant ranks are identical.
We propose an easy-to-implement risk management method to adjust the
rank-independent risk adaptively for an estimated probability distribution. For
a given retrieval model, the proposed method can be regarded as the microlevel adjustment, as opposed to the re-ranking approaches (tackling the rankdependent risk). The latter can be regarded as the macro-level adjustment and
is out of the scope of this paper. Our proposed method is applied and evaluated in the pseudo-relevance feedback and relevance feedback. The hypothesis
is that the management of the rank-independent risk associated to the estimated probabilities in the ﬁrst-round retrieval can improve the performance of
the second-round retrieval. Experimental results on several large-scale TREC
collections have shown the eﬀectiveness of our method.
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Literature Review

Researchers have paid much attention to the probabilistic characteristics of relevance [8] over decades. The probabilistic ranking principle (PRP) [11] suggests
that the document ranking in the order of decreasing probability of relevance of
documents can give the optimal rank eﬀectiveness (e.g., in terms of the expected
precision [11]) and minimize the overall risk [13]. The risk here refers to the retrieval risk [11,13], which is based on the loss function associated with a decision
on whether or not to retrieve a document. Therefore, the retrieval risk is closely
related to the rank eﬀectiveness. The risk minimization framework [3,16] suggests that the optimal ranking strategies can be obtained through considering
suitable loss functions in diﬀerent IR tasks, and the retrieval risks are formulated not only in terms of relevance, but also other factors such as novelty and
redundancy. In this paper, we focus on relevance only and leave the extension
to other factors as future work.
Recently, several approaches have been proposed for modeling the risk in estimating relevance probabilities or scores. In [17], it is argued that the formulation in most estimates of document relevance only provide the point estimation,
i.e., the mean, but ignoring the second-moment estimation, i.e., the variance.
The variance in computing the relevance score of each individual document can,
however, reﬂect the uncertainty of the corresponding estimation [17]. Wang and
Zhu [14] integrated the similar relevance estimation’s uncertainty and the interdocument dependency into a Portfolio Theory (PT) based framework. In the
above two models, a parameter is involved to adjust the level of uncertainty of
the relevance estimation. Diﬀerent parameter settings can yield diﬀerent document rankings, thus presumably satisfying diﬀerent kinds of user preference,
or diﬀerent performance metrics for diﬀerent IR tasks [17,14]. It turns out that
in the literature, little attention has been paid to the modeling of the rankindependent risk, which is the aim of this paper. Our main contributions are:
– We propose to study the rank-independent risk in estimating the probability
of relevance.
– A risk management method is proposed to control such risk.
– The above method has been eﬀectively applied to pseudo-relevance feedback
and relevance feedback.

3

Rank-Independent Risk Modeling

The probability of relevance of each document corresponds to one basic retrieval
question [4]: what is the probability of this document d being relevant to a query
q? Accordingly, it can be formulated as p(r|d, q) [12]. Let p̂(r|d, q) denote the
estimated probability of p(r|d, q). Once we obtain p̂(r|d, q), assuming a uniform
prior p(d), we can normalize it as
Sq (d) = 

p̂(r|d, q)

d ∈D p̂(|r|d , q)

(1)
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where D is the document set. This normalization is for the further analysis on
the estimated relevance probabilities for all the documents in D. Sq (d) denotes
the estimated relevance probability (after normalization) of the document d with
respect to the query q. Let Sq denote the estimated relevance distribution for all
the documents in D.
Our proposed rank-independent risk modeling is expected to be applicable
to most retrieval models that can estimate the probability of relevance. In this
paper, our focus is on the language modeling (LM) approaches [10,15]. Laﬀerty
and Zhai [3,4] linked the LM approaches to the probability of relevance p(r|d, q).
As explained in the introduction, we are going to explore the rank-independent
risk associated with any two rank-equivalent relevance distributions. Therefore,
we ﬁrst show two rank-equivalent LM approaches as follows.
3.1

Rank-Equivalent LM Approaches

The query-likelihood (QL) approach [10,15] is a standard language modeling
(LM) approach for the ﬁrst-round retrieval. It is formulated as:
p(q|θd ) =

mq


p(qi |θd )

(2)

i=1

where p(q|θd ) is the query-likelihood, q = q1 q2 · · · qmq is the given query, mq is
q’s length, and θd is a smoothed language model for a document d.
The Negative KL-Divergence (ND) [3] between the query language model θq
and document language model θd is formulated as
−D(θq |θd ) = −H(θq , θd ) + H(θq )

(3)

where H(θq , θd ) is the cross entropy between θq and θd , and H(θq ) is the entropy
of the θq . According to the deviation in [3,9], if a maximum-likelihood estimator
is used to estimate the query language model θq , then
−H(θq , θd ) =

1
log p(q|θd ).
mq

(4)

The above equation shows that −H(θq , θd ) is logarithmically proportional to the
query-likelihood p(q|θd ). This means that −H(θq , θd ) and p(q|θd ) are equivalent
in terms of ranking documents. Since in Eq. 3, the H(θq ) is independent of
document ranking, it turns out that negative KL-divergence is rank-equivalent
to the query-likelihood approach.
3.2

Diﬀerence between the Two Rank-Equivalent Estimations

We now present the diﬀerence between the two document relevance distributions
estimated by the QL model and ND model. For a given q, the document relevance
distribution estimated by the QL model is denoted as:
SqQL (d) = 

p(q|θd )
d ∈D p(q|θd )

(5)
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where D is a set consisting of all concerned documents.
The document relevance distribution estimated by the ND model can be deﬁned as the normalized exponential of the negative KL-divergence:
SqN D (d) = 

exp{−D(θq |θd )}
exp{−D(θq |θd ))}

(6)

d ∈D

The exponential transformation (i.e exp{}) is to transform the divergence value
to a probability value. Since the H(θq ) in Eq. 3 is a constant for every d ∈ D, it
can be eliminated in the normalization process of Eq. 6. We then get
1

[p(q|θd )] mq
exp{−H(θq , θd )}
=
1
mq
d ∈D exp{−H(θq , θd )}
d ∈D [p(q|θd )]

After normalizing p(q|θd ) by ZQL (i.e. d ∈D p(q|θd )), we have
SqN D (d) = 

1

1

SqN D (d)

=

[p(q|θd )/ZQL ] mq
d ∈D [p(q|θd )/ZQL ]

(7)

1
mq

= 

[SqQL (d)] mq
1

d ∈D

[SqQL (d )] mq

(8)

It shows that in the estimated ND distribution SqN D , the relevance probabilities
1

are raised to the powers of m1q of SqQL (d), turning to [SqQL (d)] mq before normalization. As a result, compared with the QL relevance distribution in Eq. 5, the
ND relevance distribution in Eq. 6 is often more smooth, in a sense that there are
less very large or very small probabilities. We will show in the next section that
the rank-independent risk of a relevance distribution is related to its smoothness. The powers-based idea in Eq. 8 then motivates the distribution remodeling
process of our proposed risk management method (detailed in Section 3.4).
3.3

Entropy-Based Risk Measurement

In our work, the concerned probability distribution is the estimated document
relevance distribution Sq (see Eq. 1) generated by a retrieval model. For instances, Sq can be SqQL (see Eq. 5) or SqN D (see Eq. 6). The entropy of an
estimated Sq is deﬁned as:

H(Sq ) = −
Sq (d) log Sq (d)
(9)
d∈D

where H is the Shannon entropy of the distribution Sq , and D is the document
set, which can be the whole document collection or the top n ranked documents.
The entropy H(Sq ) generally indicates the smoothness of the distribution Sq .
In general, the larger entropy of Sq implies a higher degree of smoothness, i.e.,
there are less probabilities which are relatively too large or too small in Sq .
Our assumption here is that the larger the entropy (i.e., the higher degree of
smoothness) is, the less rank-independent risk would be with the corresponding
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distribution, if true relevance judgements are not available to support the rationality of some too large or too small relevance probabilities. In this case, a higher
risk would be posed, if a document with relatively too small/large probability is
actually relevant/irrelevant.
Let us further illustrate the intuition of this assumption through an example.
Given two documents d1 and d2 , suppose two models give diﬀerent estimations
(p1 =0.71 p2 =0.29) and (p1 =0.92 p2 =0.08), respectively, for (d1 , d2 ). The ﬁrst
distribution (0.71, 0.29) is more smooth than the second one (0.92, 0.08). If
we do not have any relevance judgements of document d1 and d2 , the possible
(binary) relevance judgements for (d1 , d2 ) can be (1, 1), (1,0), (0,1) and (0,0),
where 1 denotes relevance and 0 denotes irrelevance. We can see that only in the
second case, i.e., (1,0), it is sure that d1 is more relevant than d2 and it would be
reasonable that d1 ’s probability is much bigger than that of d2 . However, in all
other possible cases, the ﬁrst distribution (which is more smooth) is better than
the second one. Speciﬁcally, in the cases (1,1) and (0,0), there is no distinction
between two relevance judgements, suggesting that the smoother distribution is
safer. In the case (0,1), it turns out that d1 should not have too large probability.
Thus, the ﬁrst distribution has a less risk since it is better in most (3 out 4) cases.
3.4

Powers-Based Risk Management (PRM) Method

We will present a novel risk management method and provide a theoretical analysis to show that the method can make every pair of probabilities in an estimated
distribution become more smooth so as to reduce (overall) rank-independent risk
(without changing the original document rank). This method can remodel an
estimated distribution and the remodeling method is motivated by the powersbased idea described in Eq. 8 Speciﬁcally, given a retrieval model and its estimated document relevance distribution Sq , the remodeling method will raise
every probability in Sq to the powers (f (q)) and then normalize the revised
probabilities. It can be formulated as:
1

f (q)
q (d) =  [Sq (d)]
S
1
 f (q)
d ∈D [Sq (d )]

(10)

q denotes the remodeled distribution, and the powers f (q)(> 0) is a
where S
function for the query q. f (q) can not only be mq in Eq. 8, but also can be other
functions (detailed later). Here, we ﬁrst explain the relations between this remodeling method and the rank-independent risk measurement. This remodeling
algorithm preserves the original document rank and has a property described in
Proposition 1 (See Appendix A for the formal Proof). This proposition proves
that in Eq. 10, the bigger f (q) value (i.e. b in the Proposition), the smaller the
q and thus
relative diﬀerence between any two probabilities in the distribution S
the higher degree of overall smoothness of the distribution.
Proposition 1. Given a distribution Sq , suppose Sq (di ) and Sq (dj ) are the
estimated relevance probabilities of any two document di and dj , respectively.
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1

If 0 < a < b, then the relative diﬀerence between [Sq (di )] b and [Sq (dj )] b should
1
1
be smaller than that between [Sq (di )] a and [Sq (dj )] a .
Intuitively, a bigger f (q) value will exclude too large or too small probabilities
q , making the distribution become smoother. Thus, we can
in the distribution S
draw the observation that in Eq. 10, the bigger the f (q) value is, the larger the
q will be. This has been veriﬁed based on
q ) of the distribution S
entropy H(S
several probability distributions (e.g., exponential distribution) and estimated
document relevance distributions from the TREC data.
In this paper, we adopt two options for f (q), each corresponding to an instantiated algorithm of our method. The ﬁrst option is mq as used in the Eq. 8,
where mq is the length of query q. We denote this option as
fN D (q) = mq

(11)

Since mq is often greater than 1, it turns out that the estimated distribution
(i.e. SqN D (d) in Eq. 8) by the ND model is often more smooth than the one (i.e.
SqQL (d) in Eq. 8) by the QL model.
The second option of f (q) can be an adjustable parameter λ as follows:
fλ (q) = λ (λ > 0)

(12)

This option allows us have diﬀerent remodeled distributions and a bigger λ
generally leads to a smoother remodeled distribution.

4

Application

The proposed Powers-based Risk Management (PRM) method (in Eq. 10) can
be viewed to some extent as a micro adjustment (or called ﬁne adjustment) for
the estimated document relevance distribution. Generally, the applications of the
proposed method are those tasks where the initial estimation of the document
relevance is not the ﬁnal decision. In this paper, the tasks we focus on are the
pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF) and the relevance feedback (RF), where the
relevance estimation in the ﬁrst-round retrieval can indicate feedback documents’
weights used in the second-round retrieval.
Relevance Model (RM) [5] is a typical language modeling approach for the
second-round retrieval. For each query q, based on the given document set D
(|D| = n), the RM1 is formulated as:
p(w|θR ) =


d∈D

p(w|θd ) 

p(q|θd )p(θd )
d ∈D p(q|θd )p(θd )

(13)

where p(w|θR ) is the estimated relevance model, p(θd ) is d’s prior probability. A
number of terms with top probabilities in p(w|θR ) will be selected to estimate
1

This formulation is equivalent to RM1 in [5].
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the expanded query model, which is then used for the second-round retrieval. In
the RM [5], the document prior p(θd ) is often assumed to be uniform. It turns out
that the estimated document relevance distribution (i.e. SqQL (d) in Eq. 5) by the
QL model plays an important role in the RM, since theoretically
it distinguishes

RM from a mixture of document language models (say d∈D p(w|θd )).
The Relevance Model was initially derived for the PRF task, where the document set D is set as the top n retrieval documents in the ﬁrst-round retrieval.
It can also be used in the RF task [1], by selecting all the truly relevant documents (based on the relevance data available for the standard benchmarking
collections) in top n documents as the document set D in Eq. 13.
For both PRF and RF tasks, the risk management method will remodel the
distribution SqQL (see Eq. 5) obtained from the ﬁrst round retrieval by the QL
model. Our hypothesis is that the management of the rank-independent risk in
the distribution SqQL could improve the retrieval performance of both tasks.
We would like to mention that other factors, e.g., the query-drifting after
query expansion [2] or the combination coeﬃcient for the feedback model [6],
etc., also have a direct inﬂuence on the rank performance of the PRF and RF
tasks. However, in this paper, we mainly focus on the usefulness of managing
the rank-independent risk in estimating relevance probabilities of documents.

5
5.1

Empirical Evaluation
Evaluation Conﬁguration

Evaluation Data. The evaluation involves three standard TREC collections,
including WSJ (87-92, 173,252 docs), AP (88-89, 164,597 docs) in TREC Disk
1 & 2, and ROBUST 2004 (528,155 docs) in TREC Disk 4 & 5. Both WSJ and
AP data sets are tested on queries 151-200, while the ROBUST 2004 is tested
on queries 601-700. The title ﬁeld of the queries are used. Lemur[9] 4.7 is used
for indexing and retrieval. All collections are stemmed using the Porter stemmer
and stop words are removed in the indexing process.
Evaluation Set-up. The ﬁrst-round retrieval is carried out by a baseline language modeling (LM) approach, i.e., the query-likelihood (QL) model [15,10] in
Eq. 2. The smoothing method for the document language model is the Dirichlet
prior [15] with μ = 1000, which is a default setting in Lemur toolkit, and also a
typical setting for query-likelihood model.
After the ﬁrst-round retrieval, the top n ranked documents are selected as
the pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF) documents for the PRF task. The truly
relevant documents in the PRF documents are selected as the relevance feedback
(RF) documents for the RF task. We report the results with respect to n = 30.
Nevertheless, we have similar observations on other n (e.g., 50, 70, 90). The
Relevance Model (RM) in Eq. 13, is selected as the second baseline method,
where the document prior is set as uniform. The number of expanded terms is
ﬁxed as 100. 1000 retrieved documents by the KL-divergence model are used
for performance evaluation in both the ﬁrst-round retrieval and second-round
retrieval.
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Table 1. Overall Pseudo-relevance Feedback Performance
MAP (chg)
WSJ8792
AP8889
LM
0.3127
0.3058
RM
0.3720 (+0.1896α ) 0.3864 (+0.2636α )
PRM ND
0.3765 (+0.2040α ) 0.4034 (+0.3192αβ )
PRM λ
0.3837 (+0.2271αβ ) 0.4064 (+0.3290αβ )

ROBUST04
0.2880
0.3324 (+0.1542α )
0.3443 (+0.1955αβ )
0.3439 (+0.1941αβ )

Improvements at significance level 0.05 over LM and RM are marked with α and β, respectively.

Table 2. Overall Relevance Feedback Performance
MAP (chg)
WSJ8792
AP8889
RM
0.4420
0.4493
PRM ND
0.4844 (+0.0959β ) 0.4913 (+0.0935β )
PRM λ
0.4929 (+0.1152βγ ) 0.4972 (+0.1066βγ )

ROBUST04
0.4228
0.4736 (+0.1202βγ )
0.4818 (+0.1395βγ )

Improvements at significance level 0.05 and 0.01 over RM are marked with β and γ, respectively.

The Mean Average Precision (MAP), which reﬂects the overall rank performance, is adopted as the primary evaluation metric. The Wilcoxon signed rank
test is the measure of the statistical signiﬁcance of the improvements over baseline methods.
Evaluation Procedure. We aim to test the performance of diﬀerent Powersbased Risk Management (PRM) algorithms (see Section 3.4). We denote these
algorithms (corresponding to fN D (q) and fλ (q)) as PRM ND and PRM λ, respectively. For both PRF and RF tasks, the risk management method will remodel the estimated document relevance distribution, i.e., the SqQL in Eq. 8.
Then, the remodeled document relevance distribution will be input to the RM
to construct the expanded query model for the second-round retrieval. Note that
the PRM ND is to remodel the SqQL in the ﬁrst-round retrieval.
5.2

Evaluation on Risk Management Method for PRF Task

The experimental results for diﬀerent PRM algorithms are summarized in Table 1. We can easily observe that RM signiﬁcantly outperforms LM on every
collection, which demonstrates its eﬀectiveness for the second-round retrieval.
For PRM ND, we can observe that PRM ND can improve the RM on every
collection, and the improvements are statistically signiﬁcant on AP8889 and
ROBUST2004 collections. This indicates that if we transform the negative KLdivergences to probabilities, these transformed probabilities can be used as the
document weights in the RM, for which the document weights are usually from
the query-likelihood model.
For PRM λ, the results show that the PRM λ with its best λ can signiﬁcantly
improve RM. It is also necessary to test PRM λ’s performance on diﬀerent λ.
Recall that the bigger the λ is, the smoother (i.e., with larger entropy) the remodeled probabilities are. The pseudo-relevance feedback performance of PRM λ are
shown in Fig. 1, from which we can generally conclude that when λ > 1 (i.e. to
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Fig. 1. The performance (y − axis) of PRM λ in the PRF task (the ﬁrst row) and the
RF task (the second row), where the value of λ (x − axis) is in [0.2, 4] with step 0.2

smooth the original probabilities in SqQL (d) in Eq. 5), PRM λ can signiﬁcantly
improve RM. On the other hand, when λ < 1 ( i.e., to force the original probabilities to be less smooth), the performance is always below that of the RM.
Since the results usually reach a peak and then drop down, we can not say that
the smoother estimated relevance probability distribution entails the better PRF
performance.
5.3

Evaluation on Risk Management Method for RF Task

This experiment is to test the performance of our PRM algorithms in the RF
context. Note that the involved documents in the RF task are all relevant (i.e.
with the same relevance status 1). Therefore, a more smooth relevance distribution over documents would have less risk.
The results are summarized in Table 2. We can observe that PRM ND can
signiﬁcantly improve RM on all collections. In some cases, the signiﬁcance level is
0.01. For PRM λ, the results show that the PRM λ with λ = 4 can signiﬁcantly
(with signiﬁcance level 0.01) improve RM on all collections. Concerning the inﬂuence of diﬀerent λ on PRM λ’s performance, Fig. 1 shows that the larger the λ
is, the less the rank-independent risk would be and hence the better performance
can be achieved.
This further indicates the importance of managing the rank-independent risk.
In above experiments, we can observe that with the same ranking diﬀerent estimated probabilities can have quite diﬀerent impact on the next-round retrieval
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performance. It also shows that the remodeling algorithm is eﬀective in reducing
the rank-independent risk.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we propose to look at the rank-independent risk in estimating
the probability of relevance. This paper aims to answer how to compare the
estimation risks between two rank-equivalent retrieval models, and how properly
modeling of such risk can improve the retrieval performance.
Speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst show that even though two language modeling approaches
(i.e., QL and ND models) are rank-equivalent, their estimated relevance distributions are diﬀerent and the distribution of the ND model is more smooth than
the one of the QL model. In addition, a risk management method, which is
based on the powers-based remodeling idea motivated from the distribution difference (see Eq. 8) of QL and ND models, is proposed to generally manage the
rank-independent risk for a given retrieval model. We apply the proposed risk
management method to the pseudo-relevance feedback and relevance feedback.
Experimental results on several TREC collections demonstrate the eﬀectiveness
of the proposed method.
In the future, it would be very interesting to derive an optimization method
to automatically obtain the optimal λ of PRM λ for diﬀerent query. To this
end, machine learning algorithms could be helpful . In addition, we would like
to incorporate relevance judgements from users/assessors into the risk modeling
and management process. For example, we can add some constraints designed
by using relevance judgements or implicit feedback features that can indicate the
document relevance. Moreover, in the pseudo-relevance feedback task, we would
consider how to implement the rank-independent risk management after the ﬁrstround retrieved documents are re-ranked. Furthermore, we are also interested to
incorporate the proposed risk modeling into the score distribution calibration
for the classical probabilistic models.

Appendix A: Proof for Proposition 1
Proof. For simplicity, in this proof, let Si and Sj denote Sq (di ) and Sq (dj ),
respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume that Si > Sj > 0. Then, we
have
1
1
1
1
(Sib − Sjb )/Sjb
(Si /Sj ) b − 1
(14)
1
1
1 =
1
(Si /Sj ) a − 1
(Sia − Sja )/Sja
1

1

Since (Si /Sj ) > 1 and 0 < 1b < a1 , we get 1 = (Si /Sj )0 < (Si /Sj ) b < (Si /Sj ) a . This
means that the right hand side of Eq. 14 is less than 1. Therefore, we have
1

1

1

1

1

1

(Sib − Sjb )/Sjb

(Sia − Sjb )/Sjb
The proposition then follows.

<1

(15)
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Abstract. Modelling the score distribution of documents returned from
any information retrieval (IR) system is of both theoretical and practical
importance. The goal of which is to be able to infer relevant and nonrelevant documents based on their score to some degree of conﬁdence.
In this paper, we show how the performance of mixtures of score
distributions can be compared using inference of query performance as a
measure of utility. We (1) outline methods which can directly calculate
average precision from the parameters of a mixture distribution. We (2)
empirically evaluate a number of mixtures for the task of inferring query
performance, and show that the log-normal mixture can model more
relevance information compared to other possible mixtures. Finally, (3)
we perform an empirical analysis of the mixtures using the recall-fallout
convexity hypothesis.

1

Introduction

Analysing the document scores returned from information retrieval (IR) systems
is a very useful, yet challenging problem. Work in this area can be dated back to
the early days of IR [16]. Modelling the document scores returned for diﬀerent
queries (and from diﬀerent systems) is an important task because it has been
noticed that the distribution of relevant document scores is diﬀerent than that
of non-relevant document scores. For example, if given the entire score distribution (SD) returned from a system, the distribution of relevant documents could
be accurately determined, it would be particularly useful for automatic query
performance prediction and/or meta-search (fusion) tasks [8,4]. Regardless, the
problem of correctly modelling the distribution of relevant and non-relevant documents remains an open, and theoretically important, area in IR.
Over the last decade, the predominant distributions [1] for modelling relevant
and non-relevant document scores have been a normal and an exponential respectively. There has been relatively little justiﬁcation as to why relevant and
non-relevant document scores should be drawn from two diﬀerent families of
distributions. Nevertheless, these distributions have best ﬁt the data for many
years now. More recently, it has been suggested that the normal-exponential
mixture is not theoretically valid under certain assumptions [14], and in fact, a
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 25–36, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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more theoretically valid approach might be to model the scores using two gamma
distributions [9].
This paper deals with determining the best distribution for use in a mixture
model by using the inference of performance (i.e. average precision) as a measure
of utility, when relevance information is available. While the task of inferring
average precision might be viewed as only one measure of utility, it is one of the
most important tasks in IR. This measure of utility is very important as it is
linked to a model’s ability to accurately model the relevance contained within,
and is not only of practical concern but is of theoretical importance. We show
that the log-normal distribution is the best distribution to use in a mixture
model of score distributions for both goodness-of-ﬁt and utilty.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 reviews related
work on modelling document score distributions. Section 3 outlines four mixture
distributions used in this paper, before the formulae for calculating the average
precision from a mixture model are introduced. Section 4 presents empirical results comparing the four mixture models for a number of metrics when relevance
information is known. Section 5 presents an empirical analysis of the four mixtures based on Robertson’s recall-fallout convexity hypothesis. Finally, section
6 outlines our conclusions and future work.

2

Related Research

In this section, we review related work in document score distributions.
2.1

Related Work

Early work into SD modeling has shown that the distribution of relevant documents somewhat follows a normal curve [16]. Approaches over the years have
tried various curves and ‘ﬁts’ to try and uncover the underlying distributions.
More recent work has shown that modelling relevant and non-relevant document
scores using a normal and exponential distribution respectively, ﬁts for the scores
at the head of the ranked list (i.e. top 1000 documents) [1]. Indeed, this has been
the predominant trend over recent years [14].
Others have addressed more theoretical aspects of the underlying distributions, and have developed hypotheses under which certain distributions can be
theoretically rejected [14]. The aforementioned work develops a recall-fallout hypothesis which states that the recall-fallout curve for good systems should be
upper convex and has shown that if the probability ranking principle [13] holds,
then certain distributions should be rejected on theoretical grounds. Further
work [2] has hypothesised that a theoretically valid distribution must be able to
approach the Dirac delta function (i.e. it must be able to approach an impulse
under which the entire mass of documents can reside).
Some of the theoretical problems associated with the inﬁnite support that
some distributions allow were addressed recently [1] using truncated forms of
distributions. Some novel approaches [10] to modelling the score distribution
have used multiple normal distributions for the relevant documents and a gamma
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distribution of the non-relevant ones. This approach uses these distributions
because they are a good ‘ﬁt’ given the data. Important work in analysing the
generation process (i.e. ranking functions) of document scores and their resultant
distributions has also been conducted [9]. On a practical note, research has been
conducted to use the score distributions for data fusion [12] and score threshold
optimisation [1].
2.2

Contributions

This work has a number of contributions. Firstly we show how average precision
can be inferred from a mixture distribution. Secondly, we conduct an extensive
evaluation of several mixture models for a number of metrics (one of which is
the task of inferring average precision accurately), and advocate the use of the
log-normal model in particular. Interestingly, we show that the best method of
estimating parameters for the task of inferring average precision, is the method of
moments (MME), rather than maximum likelihood estimates (MLE). Finally, we
show that the despite its superior performance the log-normal mixture does not
adhere to Robertson’s recall-fallout convexity hypothesis as well as the gamma
mixture.

3

Models

In this section, we present four mixture distributions used in this paper to model
the scores of both relevant and non-relevant documents.
3.1

Assumptions and Restrictions

Consider an IR system that retrieves a returned set of N documents, and thus N
scores given a query (Q). Firstly, we assume that an IR system ranks documents
independently of each other, in accordance with the probability ranking principle
(PRP) [13]. While this may not be true for certain systems (e.g. for those that
wish to promote diversity), it is a widely held principle in IR. Secondly, we
assume a binary view of relevance. While score distributions can be modelled
as mixtures of a multiple of diﬀerently graded relevance distributions, this work
only models a binary view of relevance.
We used the following two criteria to select the distributions that are presented in section 3.2. Firstly, under on the strong SD hypothesis [2], the distribution of both relevant and non-relevant documents should be able to approach
Dirac’s delta function (these distributions are valid under that hypothesis). And
secondly, there is no theoretically valid reason why relevant and non-relevant
documents should be drawn from two diﬀerent families of distributions, given
that the document score of relevant and non-relevant documents is generated
using the same process (ranking function) within an IR system.
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3.2

Mixture Distributions

The distributions that we consider are the normal distribution (N ), the exponential distribution (E), the log-normal distribution (L), and the gamma distribution (G) [11]. For most of the mixtures outlined in this section both relevant
and non-relevant documents are modelled using the same distribution. We only
include the normal-exponential (N1 E0 ) mixture as it has been used in many
studies to model score distributions for various tasks. Therefore, the next step
is to outline the mixture model that can be used in conjunction with any distribution. For most mixtures, we model both sets of documents using the same
distribution, where P (s|1) is the pdf (probability density function) for the scores
(s) of relevant documents, and P (s|0) is the pdf for the scores of non-relevant
documents. Therefore, similar to previous approaches, the document score distribution can be thought of as a mixture of relevant and non-relevant documents
as follows:
P (s) = (λ) · P (s|1) + (1 − λ) · P (s|0)

(1)

R
is the proportion of relevant documents R in the entire returned
where λ = N
set N . In practice, no form of document score normalisation is necessarily needed
for the upper limit for any of the distributions. Although, negative values are
not supported for the log-normal or gamma distributions, for the information
retrieval models used in this work, the issue of supporting negative scores is not
a problem in practice1 .
In this paper, we study four mixtures. Table 1 outlines the mixtures and the
parameters that need to be estimated for each model. For the parameters of
each model, we use the subscript 1 to imply that the parameter is used with the
distribution of relevant document scores, whereas we use the subscript 0 to imply
that the parameter is used with the distribution of non-relevant document scores.
For three of the mixtures, there are a total of ﬁve parameters (i.e. the mixture
parameter, two parameters to model the relevant scores and two parameters
to model the non-relevant scores), while the normal-exponential model (N1 E0 )
has only four parameters. This is important for comparison purposes, as models
(and distributions) with more parameters have more ﬂexibility in modelling the
observed data. Therefore, some models may have less ﬂexible in terms of their
ability to model scores from diﬀerent systems. Although we have included the
normal-exponential (N1 E0 ) model in this study, it is in the authors opinion that
document scores of relevant and non-relevant documents should not be drawn
from two diﬀerent families of distribution. For the N1 E0 and N1 N0 mixtures, the
MME (method of moments estimates) and MLE (maximum likelihood) estimates
are equivalent. However, for the L1 L0 and G1 G0 mixtures, the MME and MLE
estimates will lead to diﬀerent parameter settings.
1

The occurrence of negative score can easily be overcome in practice by simply shifting
all scores by some constant factor. In theory, as scores are generated from termfrequency evidence (bounded by zero), there are some arguments as to why negative
scores should not occur in an IR model.
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Table 1. Composition of Mixtures
Label
Relevant Non-Relevant # of parameters parameters M M E = M LE
N1 E0
Normal
Exponential
4
μ1 ,σ1 ,β0 ,λ
yes
N1 N0
Normal
Normal
5
μ1 ,σ1 ,μ0 ,σ0 ,λ
yes
L1 L0 Log-Normal Log-Normal
5
μ1 ,σ1 ,μ0 ,σ0 ,λ
no
G1 G0
Gamma
Gamma
5
k1 ,θ1 ,k0 ,θ0 ,λ
no

3.3

Inferring Average Precision

In this section, we will show how average precision (a standard metric for the
eﬀectiveness of a query) can be calculated directly from the mixture of continuous
distributions. Firstly, it is worth noting that average precision is an informative
measure. As average precision can be viewed geometrically as the area under
the precision-recall curve [3]2 , we know that it summarises the performance over
a large portion of the ranked list, and therefore, conveys a broad view of the
eﬀectiveness of a query. Secondly, it is a stable measure [5], and is probably
the most prevalent metric of both query and system performance used in IR
literature. The interested reader is referred to research which strongly outlines
the theoretical importance of average precision [15].
As recall is the proportion of relevant returned documents compared to the
entire number of relevant documents, the recall at score s can be deﬁned as
follows:
 ∞
 ∞
λ · P (s|1) · ds
P (s|1) · ds
(2)
=
recall(s) =
λ
s
s
which is the cumulative density function (cdf) of the distribution of relevant
documents (viewed from ∞). Under the distributions outlined earlier for our
model, we know that recall(s) will vary between 0 and 1, (i.e. when s = 0,
recall(s) = 1 as ensured by the cdf). Similarly, the precision at s (the proportion
of relevant returned documents over the number of returned documents) can be
deﬁned as follows:
∞
λ · P (s|1)
s
(3)
precision(s) =  ∞
(λ) · P (s|1) + (1 − λ) · P (s|0)
s
Now that we can calculate the precision and recall at any score s in the range
[0 : ∞], we can create a precision-recall curve. Furthermore, as average precision
can be estimated geometrically by the area under the precision-recall curve [3],
the average precision (avg.prec) of a query can be calculated as follows:


1

precision(s) · dr(s)

avg.prec() =

(4)

0
2

Preliminary experiments have shown that the linear correlation between the actual
average precision and the area under the interpolated precision-recall curve is greater
than 0.95.
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where r(s) = recall(s) which is in the range [0:1]. This formulation is an elegant
and intuitive way of calculating average precision using the score distributions.
As these expressions are not closed-form, they can be calculated using relatively
simple geometric numerical integration methods.

4

Mixture Performance

In this section we perform a comparative analysis of the four mixture models
across a number of diﬀerent IR models (i.e. vector space, classic probabilistic,
language model, learned model, and axiomatic model). First, however, we will
motivate our choice of comparison metrics.
4.1

Goodness-of-Fit, Correlation, and RMSE

Usually, the performance of a mixture model is determined by how well the model
‘ﬁts’ actual data. For diﬀerent ﬁelds of study and for diﬀerent problems, diﬀerent metrics may be applicable. Usually, goodness-of-ﬁt tests (e.g. KolmogorovSmirnov test) are used to either accept or reject certain models as a ‘good ﬁt’.
However, in IR, it is well-known that documents, and therefore document scores,
at the head of a ranked list are more important than those further down the list 3 .
These goodness-of-ﬁt tests do not make a distinction between observations (i.e.
scores) at various locations and they do not measure the amount of relevant
information that can be correctly maintained in the model.
We propose that better mixture models are better able to model the information regarding relevance. An intuitive way of measuring this is by trying to
infer the average precision of a query using the model (and its known parameters). Average precision is a natural candidate for capturing the performance
(as discussed earlier). Therefore, over a set of topics, the correlation between the
inferred average precision from the mixture model and the actual average precision of the query from the IR system, gives us a measure of how much relevance
information is contained in each model. From an information theoretic point of
view, it also gives us an indication of how much relevance information is lost
when modelling each ranking with a particular mixture model.
Table 2. Test Collection Details
Collection
# docs # topics
AP
242,918
149
Test FT
210,158
188
WT2G
221,066
50
WT10G 1,692,096
100

3

range
051-200
251-450
401-450
451-550

Looking at only a part of the ranked list (e.g. documents up to rank 1000) does not
eﬀectively solve this problem.
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Comparative Analysis

We now compare the four mixture models introduced earlier (i.e. Table 1) over
a range of IR systems and settings. Diﬀerent distributions may better be able
to model diﬀerent IR systems and so for a broader comparison, we compared
the four mixtures across ﬁve IR models. We chose the vector space model using
pivoted document normalisation (PIV) [7], the probablistic model (BM25) [7], a
language modelling (LM) approach (Jelinek-Mercer smoothing) [17], a learned
approach (ES) [6], and the axiomatic approach (F2EXP) [7], as these represent
a broad range of classical and more modern ranking functions. Table 2 shows
the test collections used in this research.
Goodness-of-ﬁt. Table 3 shows the Kolmgorov-Smifnoﬀ D-statistic4 (a measure of goodness-of-ﬁt ) on each of the collections averaged over the ﬁve systems.
The D-statistic measures the maximum distance between the cumulative density function of the theoretical distribution (i.e. one of the mixtures) and the
empirical distribution (i.e. the actual scores). Firstly, we can see that Table 3
shows that the log-normal model has a signiﬁcantly5 better ﬁt compared to the
gamma model on two collections for the entire returned set of document scores.
The results also show that the log-normal models ﬁts non-web collections very
well, but the gamma model has a better ﬁt for some IR systems on web collections. The normal-exponential model is the third best model in terms of ﬁt,
while the normal-normal model is particularly poor. We can also see from Table
3 that the MLE parameter estimation technique provides better ﬁts, in general,
than MME.
Table 3. Average Kolmgorov-Smifnoﬀ D-statistic for queries across all systems for
title queries using entire returned set of document scores

Collection
AP
FT
WT2G
WT10G

N1 E0
0.4580
0.3690
0.3058
0.3113

N1 N0
0.7062
0.6946
0.7464
0.7517

L1 L0
0.1676
0.1316
0.1197
0.1315

MME
G1 G0
†5 0.2096
†5 0.1554
†2 0.1172 †3
†1 0.1253 †4

L1 L0
0.1549
0.1181
0.1225
0.1349

MLE
G1 G0
†5 0.1901
†5 0.1405
†2 0.1126 †3
†1 0.1241 †4

Correlations and RMSE. Now we analyse the amount of relevance information that can be correctly contained within each mixture model across the ﬁve
IR systems using correlation measures. Using the MME and MLE approaches
4

5

As the parameters of the model are estimated from the observed samples, the critical
values of the Kolmgorov-Smifnoﬀ test are invalid. However, we use the D-statistic as
a relative measure to compare the mixtures, and not as a statistical test to accept
or reject the validity of the distribution.
†x denotes that the statistic is signiﬁcantly lower than the next best model using
the same parameter estimation technique for x of the ﬁve systems.
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Table 4. Average Spearman (and Pearson in parentheses) correlation between mixture
model’s inferred average precision and actual average precision across ﬁve IR systems
for title queries using entire returned set of documents

Mixture
AP
FT
WT2G
WT10G

N1 E0
0.47 (0.26)
0.33 (0.24)
0.45 (0.32)
0.39 (0.33)

N1 N0
0.56 (0.32)
0.55 (0.30)
0.49 (0.35)
0.40 (0.07)

MME
L1 L0
G1 G0
0.89 (0.84) 0.84 (0.76)
0.89 (0.81) 0.86 (0.75)
0.83 (0.83) 0.81 (0.81)
0.74 (0.61) 0.66 (0.55)

MLE
L1 L0
G1 G0
0.80 (0.71) 0.77 (0.66)
0.83 (0.75) 0.80 (0.67)
0.72 (0.67) 0.73 (0.70)
0.62 (0.46) 0.58 (0.44)

we can estimate the ﬁve parameters in each mixture model assuming relevance
information is known (i.e. labelled data). We then compare the correlation of the
inferred average precision (calculated from equation 4) for the mixture model
with the actual average precision from the IR system in question.
Table 4 shows the average Spearman and Pearson correlation of the four
mixture models averaged across the ﬁve systems6 . Firstly, it is worth noting that
the correlation coeﬃcients for some of the mixtures are quite high, indicating that
much of the information regarding average precision (relevance) are correctly
modeled by some of the mixtures. We can also see that the mixture model
comprised of a normal and exponential (i.e. the predominant model over the
last decade) is the lowest performing model of the four that we have studied.
The normal-normal model outperforms the exponential-normal model in terms
of utility despite having a worse ﬁt (see Table 3). In general, we can also see that
the log-normal mixture model tends to outperform the gamma model across a
variety of settings and parameter estimation techniques (i.e. for both MME and
MLE estimates). In general, the results show that the log-normal model is the
more general and consistent model for preserving relevance information across a
variety of IR systems.
Table 5 shows the root mean squared error (RMSE)7 of the inferred average
precision compared to the actual average precision for a set of queries for both the
BM25 and LM systems (the other systems tested showed comparable results).
We can see that the actual average precision predicted by the log-normal model is
closer to the true average precision. While the RMSE is not of major importance
in terms of the predictive quality of a model, it does inform us that the raw
output of the log-normal mixture model is closer to the actual average precision
of a query. The RMSE results of all other IR systems are comparatively similar
to those in Table 5. One reason for this error is that the formulae given for
inferring average precision from score distributions (Section 3.3) will actually
over-estimate the actual average precision value on TREC data due to the fact
6

7

The bold font indicates that the average correlation is higher than the next highest
across all ﬁve systems. Statistical tests do not show any diﬀerence between the top
two performing mixture models. Statistical tests do show a higher correlation for the
gamma and log-normal models compared to the other mixtures.
The † denotes that the reduced error is signiﬁcant compared to the gamma mixture.
A Wilcoxon ranked sign test at the 0.01 level was used.
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Table 5. RMSE of Inferred Average Precision (using MME) compared to two System’s
(BM25 and LM) Actual Average Precison for title queries using entire returned set of
document scores
Mixture N1 E0 N1 N0 L1 L0
G1 G0
N1 E0
BM25
AP
0.227 0.176 0.115 † 0.232
0.207
FT
0.315 0.270 0.143 † 0.179
0.303
WT2G 0.310 0.263 0.159 0.122 † 0.309
WT10G 0.234 0.209 0.164 † 0.220
0.214

N1 N0
0.159
0.361
0.235
0.167

L1 L0
G1 G0
LM
† 0.170 0.275
0.182 † 0.260
0.091 † 0.141
0.113 † 0.239

that recall is calculated as the number of relevant documents in the returned
set, rather than the total number of relevant documents in the collection.
MME vs MLE. Another interesting point is that the MME approach to parameter estimation consistently outperforms the MLE approach in terms of utility (i.e. for the task of inferring performance as measured by the correlations
in Table 4). However, when all sample observations are treated equally (as for
goodness-of-ﬁt tests), the D-statistic in Table 3 shows that models derived from
MLE are closer to the observed samples. This provides further proof that the
correlation coeﬃcients and goodness of ﬁt tests measure diﬀerent aspects. As we
are dealing with IR systems, and models of relevance, we argue that a standard
measure of utility is more apt.

5

Recall-Fallout Convexity Analysis

Of the mixtures studied in this paper, we have empirically determined that the
mixture of two log-normals is one of the better mixtures for modelling document
scores for a number evaluation metrics. Furthermore, our results suggest that it
is very robust and can accurately model rankings returned from many systems.
However, it is unclear if this mixture adheres to useful theoretical properties.
In this section, we analyse all of the mixtures using the recall-fallout convexity
hypothesis [14]. Interestingly, we show that the gamma mixture violates the
recall-fallout hypothesis less often than the log-normal mixture near the head of
the ranked list (i.e. where it is more important).
5.1

Locating Points of Non-convexity

The recall-fallout hypothesis states that as we traverse a ranked-list, the recall
should always be greater than fallout. This seems theoretically justiﬁable, as
IR systems should at least provide a better than random ranking. Therefore,
when modelling document rankings as continuous
the recall-fallout
 ∞ distributions, ∞
hypothesis can be more formally stated as s P (s|1) · ds > s P (s|0) · ds for
all s. A detailed analysis of the recall-fallout convexity hypothesis for all of
the mixtures studied in this paper (except the two log-normal mixture) can be
found in the original work [14]. Using notation similar to the original work, the
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convexity condition that must be satisﬁed to ensure that recall is greater than
fallout for all scores, can be written as follows:
g1 (s) > g0 (s)
where
g(s) =

(5)

1 df (s)
f (s) ds

(6)

where f (s) is the probability density function of a particular distribution. Now
assuming this hypothesis to be valid, it would be interesting to see how closely
the better mixture models adhere it.
Gamma Mixture. Therefore, as g(s) = ((k − 1)/s) − 1/θ for the gamma
mixture [14], the score at which the condition is violated is found by simplifying
the following:
k0 − 1
k1 − 1
1
1
=
−
−
s
θ1
s
θ0
which simpliﬁes to
s=

θ1 θ0 k0 − θ1 θ0 k1
θ1 − θ0

(7)

(8)

We can see that if θ1 = θ0 , there are no roots for s, and so no violations occur.
Furthermore, if k1 = k0 , s = 0 and so, the violation occurs at the point at which
both recall and fallout are 1 (which is acceptable). For the two-gamma mixture,
if s > 0, the violation occurs at a score that can be encountered by the mixture,
otherwise the violation does not occur.
Log-Normal
Mixture.
For the log-normal mixture g(s)
=
(μ − log(s) − σ 2 )/(s · σ 2 ), and therefore, the score at which the convexity
condition is violated is found at:
2

2

2

2

s = e(μ1 σ0 −μ0 σ1 )/(σ0 −σ1 )

(9)

by following a similar simpliﬁcation process as the gamma mixture. We can see
that if σ1 = σ0 , the function has no roots, and therefore, no violations (similar to
the normal distribution [14]). If the variances are not exactly equal, a violation
of the convexity condition, will occur at a score above zero. The score at which
a violation occurs can be translated to a point of recall using equation (2).
5.2

Empirical Results and Discussion

We analysed the four mixtures models by calculating the points of recall at which
the convexity condition was violated for each query on the test collections. It
is reasonable to assume that a violation at the head (i.e. low point of recall) of
the ranked list is more serious than if it occurs at high recall. However, if the
convexity condition is violated at a score that is rarely, or never, encountered
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Table 6. Average recall at which convexity violations occur for diﬀerent models
Mixture
AP
FT
WT2G
WT10G

N1 E0
0.001
0.003
0.000
0.000

N1 N0
0.401
0.309
0.236
0.309

L1 L0
0.178
0.199
0.159
0.147

G1 G0
0.540
0.556
0.695
0.594

by an IR metric (at high recall), it is deemed less serious. Table 6 reports the
average point of recall at which a violation of the convexity condition occurs for
a set of queries averaged across the ﬁve IR systems. The results in Table 6 are
from the four models when using MME as the parameter estimation technique.
In general, we can see that the two-gamma model is the more theoretically
sound as violations occur, on average, at a higher point of recall (e.g. at a lower
score s). Surprisingly, violations occur at a low point of recall for the log-normal
model (even lower than the two-normal model), which suggests that it is theoretically less sound that either the two-gamma model or the two-normal model.
The exponential-normal mixture has violations at both ends of the relevant distribution (i.e. both high and low recall) 100% of the time, and therefore, we can
see from Table 6 that the violations occur very early on in the ranking (i.e. low
point of recall). The results from Table 6 conﬁrm previous analysis [14] with
regard to many of these models.
The average results across the ﬁve IR systems in Table 6 are highly representative of each individual system. More work is needed to understand the reasons
for the apparent shortcoming in the theoretical behaviour of the two log-normal
model (especially as it outperforms other mixtures in terms of goodness-of-ﬁt
and utility).

6

Conclusion

In this work, we have performed a comparative analysis of diﬀerent distributions
that comprise mixtures for document score distributions in IR systems. We have
determined that the log-normal distribution is the best performing model in
terms of both its accuracy in inferring average precision, and its goodness-of-ﬁt.
The log-normal model has been used in relatively few practical works. Interestingly, we have shown despite its good performance the log-normal model is theoretically less sound than the two-gamma model towards the head of a ranking.
Interesting future work would be to create mixture models that unconditionally
adhere to the recall-fallout convexity hypothesis (e.g. by ensuring σ1 = σ0 for
the two log-normal model) and then compare the utility of those valid models.
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Abstract. In this paper we study cross-language information retrieval using a
bilingual topic model trained on comparable corpora such as Wikipedia articles.
The bilingual Latent Dirichlet Allocation model (BiLDA) creates an interlingual
representation, which can be used as a translation resource in many different multilingual settings as comparable corpora are available for many language pairs.
The probabilistic interlingual representation is incorporated in a statistical language model for information retrieval. Experiments performed on the English and
Dutch test datasets of the CLEF 2001-2003 CLIR campaigns show the competitive performance of our approach compared to cross-language retrieval methods
that rely on pre-existing translation dictionaries that are hand-built or constructed
based on parallel corpora.
Keywords: Cross-language retrieval, topic models, comparable corpora, document models, multilingual retrieval, Wikipedia.

1 Introduction
With the ongoing growth of the World Wide Web and the expanding use of different languages, the need for cross-language models that retrieve relevant documents becomes
more pressing than ever. Cross-language information retrieval deals with the retrieval
of documents written in a language different from the language of the user’s query.
At the time of retrieval the query in the source language is typically translated into
the target language of the documents with the help of a machine-readable dictionary
or machine translation system. Translation dictionaries do not exist for every language
pair, and they are usually trained on large parallel corpora, where each document has
an exact translation in the other language, or are hand-built. Parallel corpora are not
available for each language pair. In contrast, comparable corpora in which documents
in the source and the target language contain similar content, are usually available in
abundance. In this paper we address the question whether suitable cross-language retrieval models can be built based on the interlingual topic representations learned from
comparable corpora. We accomplish this goal by means of a cross-language generative
model, i.e., bilingual Latent Dirichlet Allocation (BiLDA), trained on a comparable corpus such as one composed of Wikipedia articles. The resulting probabilistic translation
model is incorporated in a statistical language model for information retrieval. The language models for retrieval have a sound statistical foundation and can easily incorporate
probabilistic evidence in order to optimize the cross-language retrieval process.
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 37–48, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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The contributions of the paper are as follows. Firstly, we show the validity and the
potential of training a bilingual LDA model on bilingual comparable corpora. Secondly,
we successfully integrate the topic distributions resulting from training the bilingual
LDA model in several variant retrieval models and perform a full-fledged evaluation
of the retrieval models on the standard CLEF test collections. We show that the results
obtained by our retrieval models, which do not exploit any linguistic knowledge from a
translation dictionary, are competitive with dictionary-based models. Our work makes
cross-language information retrieval portable to many different language pairs.

2 Related Work
Probabilistic topic models such as probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing [9] and Latent
Dirichlet Allocation [1] are both popular means to represent the content of a document.
Although designed as generative models for the monolingual setting, their extension to
multilingual domains follows naturally. Cimiano et al. [6] use standard LDA trained on
concatenated parallel and comparable documents in a document comparison task. Roth
and Klakow [23] try to use the standard LDA model trained on concatenated Wikipedia
articles for cross-language information retrieval, but they do not obtain decent results
without the additional usage of a machine translation system.
Recently, the bilingual or multilingual LDA model was independently proposed by
different authors ([17,14,7,2]) who identify interlingual topics of different languages.
These authors train the bilingual LDA model on a parallel corpus. Jagarlamudi and
Daumé III [10] extract interlingual topics from comparable corpora, but use additional
translation dictionary information. None of these works apply the bilingual LDA model
in a cross-lingual information retrieval setting.
Cross-language information retrieval is a well-studied research topic (e.g.,
[8,19,24,18]). As mentioned, existing methods rely on a translation dictionary to bridge
documents of different languages. In some cases interlingual information is learned
based on parallel corpora and correlations found in the paired documents [13], or are
based on Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) applied on a parallel corpus. In the latter
case, a singular value decomposition is applied on the term-by-document matrix, where
a document is composed of the concatenated text in the two languages, and after rank reduction, document and query are projected in a lower dimensional space ([3,15,5,29]).
Our work follows this line of thinking, but uses generative probabilistic approaches.
In addition, the models are trained on the individual documents in the different languages, but paired by their joint interlingual topics. Cross-language relevance models
[12] have also been applied for the task, but they still require either a parallel corpus or
a translation dictionary. LDA-based monolingual retrieval has been described by Wei
and Croft [28].
Transfer learning techniques, where knowledge is transfered from one source to another, are also used in the frame of cross-language text classification and clustering.
Transfer learning bridged by probabilistic topics obtained via pLSA was proposed by
Xue et al. [29] for the task of cross-domain text categorization. Recently, knowledge
transfer for cross-domain learning to rank the answer list of a retrieval task was described by Chen et al. [4]. Takasu [26] proposes cross-language keyword recommendation using latent topics. Except for Wang et al. [27], where the evaluation is vague and
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unsatisfactory (the same dataset is used for training and testing), and relies solely on 30
documents and 7 queries, none of the above works use LDA-based interlingual topics
in cross-language retrieval.

3 Bilingual LDA
The topic model we use is a bilingual extension of a standard LDA model, called bilingual LDA (BiLDA) ([17,14,7,2]).
As the name suggests, it is an extension of the basic LDA model, taking into account
bilingualism and initially designed for parallel document pairs. We test its performance
on a collection of comparable texts where related documents are paired, and therefore
share their topics to some extent. BiLDA takes advantage of the document alignment by
using a single variable that contains the topic distribution θ. This variable is languageindependent, because it is shared by each of the paired bilingual comparable documents.
Algorithm 3.1 summarizes the generative story, while Figure 1 shows the plate model.

α

β

φ

θ

zS

zT

wS
MS

wT
MT

ψ

Algorithm 3.1. G ENERATIVE STORY FOR B I LDA()

D

Fig. 1. Generative description and plate
model of the bilingual BiLDA model

for each
⎧ document pair dj
for each
i ∈ djS
⎪
 word position
⎪
⎪
S
⎪
sample
z
∼
M
ult(θ)
⎪
ji
⎪
⎨ do
S
S
∼ M ult(φ, zji
)
sample wji
do
for
each
word
position
i
∈
d
⎪
jT
⎪

⎪
T
⎪
⎪
⎪ do sample zji ∼ M ult(θ)
⎩
T
T
sample wji
∼ M ult(ψ, zji
)

Having one common θ for both of the related documents implies parallelism between
the texts, which might not always be the case. Still, we later show that the BiLDA model
can provide satisfactory results when trained on a comparable corpus such as Wikipedia.
The described BiLDA model serves as a framework for modeling our retrieval models. After the training using Gibbs sampling ([25]), two sets of probability distributions
are obtained for each of the languages. One set consists of per-topic word probability
distributions, calculated as P (wi |zk ) = φSk,i =

(w )

nk i +β
,
|W S | (wj )
+W S β
j=1 nk

(wi )

where nk

de-

notes the total number of times that the topic zk is assigned to the word wi from the
vocabulary W S . The formula for a set of per-topic word probability distributions ψ for
the target side of a corpus is computed in an analogical manner.
The second set consists of per-document topic probability distributions, calculated
as P (zk |DJ ) = θJ,k =

(k)

K

nJ +α

j=1

(j)

nJ +Kα

(k)

, where for a document DJ and a topic zk , nJ

denotes the number of times a word in the document DJ is assigned to the topic zk .
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4 LDA-Based CLIR
This section provides a theoretical insight to cross-language retrieval models relying on
per-topic word distributions and per-document word distributions.
4.1 LDA-only CLIR Model
Given the set {D1 , D2 , . . . , DL } of documents in a target language T , and a query Q
in a source language S, the task is to rank the documents according to their relevance
to the query. We follow the basic approach for using language models in monolingual
information retrieval [28]. The probability P (Q|DJ ) that the query Q is generated from
the document model DJ , is calculated based on the unigram language model:
P (Q|DJ ) = P (q1 , . . . , qm |DJ ) =

m


P (qi |DJ ).

(1)

i=1

The main difference between monolingual IR and CLIR is that documents are not
in the same language as the query. Thus, one needs to find a way to efficiently bridge
the gap between languages. The common approach is to apply translation dictionaries,
translate the query and perform monolingual retrieval on the translated query. If a translation resource is absent, one needs to find another solution. We propose to use sets of
per-topic word distributions and per-document topic distributions, assuming the shared
space of latent topics. We calculate the right-hand side of equation (1) as
Source zk

K   

P (qi |DJ ) = δ1
P (qi |zkS ) P (zkT |DJ ) +(1 − δ1 )P (qi |Ref )
  
k=1

= δ1

K


T arget zk
T
φSk,i θJ,k
+ (1 − δ1 )P (qi |Ref ),

(2)

k=1
T
by using the two BiLDA-related probability distributions φSk,i and θJ,k
. The parameter
δ1 is an interpolation parameter, while P (qi |Ref ) is the maximum likelihood estimate
of the query word qi in a monolingual source language reference collection Ref. It gives
a non-zero probability for words unobserved during the training of the topic model in
case it occurs in the query. Here, we use the observation that latent topics constitute a
language-independent space shared between the languages.
The per-topic word distributions for the source language are used to predict the probability that the word qi from the query Q will be sampled from the topic zkS , and the
per-document topic distributions for the target language to predict the probability that
the same topic zkT (but now in the other language1) is assigned to a token in the target
1

zkS and zkT basically refer to the same cross-language topic zk , but zkS is interpreted as a crosslanguage topic used by source language words, and zkT by the target language words.
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document DJ . As LDA is a generative model, we may infer the source or target language part of a pre-trained bilingual model on any monolingual collection in the source
T
or the target language, using the same formulas for φSk,i or ψk,i
and θJ , k as in Section 3.
We can now merge all the steps into one coherent process to calculate the probability
P (Q = q1 , q2 , . . . , qm |DJ ), where Q denotes a query in the source language, and DJ
denotes a document in the target language. We name this model the LDA-only model:
1. Infer the trained model on a test corpus in the target language to learn P (zkT |DJ )
2. For each word q1 . . . qm in the query, do:
(a) Compute P (qi |zkS ) for all source language topics, k = 1, . . . , K
(b) Sum the products of per-topic word and per-document topic probabilities:
K

P (qi |zkS )P (zkT |DJ )
P  (qi |DJ ) =
k=1

3. Compute the whole probability score for the given query and the current document
DJ :
 K
m


T
P (Q|DJ ) =
φSk,i θJ,k
+ (1 − δ1 )P (qi |Ref )
(3)
δ1
i=1

k=1

This gives the score for one target language document DJ . Finally, documents are
ranked based on their scores. If we train a bilingual (or a multilingual) model and
wish to reverse the language of queries and the language of documents, the retrieval
is performed in an analogical manner after the model is inferred on a desired corpus.
4.2 LDA-Unigram CLIR Model
The LDA-only CLIR model from Subsection 4.1 can be efficiently combined with other
models for estimating P (w|D). If we assume that a certain amount of words from the
query does not change across languages (e.g. some personal names) and thus could be
used as an evidence for cross-language retrieval, the probability P (qi |DJ ) from (1) may
be specified by a document model with the Dirichlet smoothing. We adopt smoothing
techniques according to evaluations and findings from [30]. The Dirichlet smoothing
acts as a length normalization parameter and penalizes long documents. The model is
then:
Nd
Nd
Pmle (qi |DJ ) + (1 −
)Pmle (qi |Coll)
Nd + μ
Nd + μ
+ (1 − δ2 )P (qi |Ref ),

Plex (qi |DJ ) =δ2

(4)

where Pmle (qi |DJ ) denotes the maximum likelihood estimate of the word qi in the
document DJ , Pmle (qi |Coll) the maximum likelihood estimate in the entire collection
Coll, μ is the Dirichlet prior, and Nd the number of words in the document DJ . δ2
is another interpolation parameter, and P (qi |Ref ) is the background probability of qi ,
calculated over the large corpus Ref. It gives a non-zero probability for words that have
zero occurrences in test collections. We name this model the simple unigram model.
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We can now combine this document model with the LDA-only model using linear
interpolation and the Jelinek-Mercer smoothing:
P (qi |DJ ) = λPlex (qi |DJ ) + (1 − λ)Plda (qi |DJ )
Nd
Pmle (qi |DJ ) + (1 − δ2 )P (qi |Ref )
= λ δ2
Nd + μ
+ (1 − λ)Plda (qi |DJ )

(5)

(6)

where Plda is the LDA-only model given by (2), Plex the simple unigram model given
by (4), and λ is the interpolation parameter. We call this model the LDA-unigram
model.
The combined model presented here is straightforward, since it directly uses words
shared across a language pair. One might also use cognates (orthographically similar
words) identified, for instance, with the edit distance ([16]) instead of the shared words
only. However, both approaches improve retrieval results only for closely related language pairs, where enough shared words and cognates are observed. We believe that
a more advanced ”non-LDA” part2 of the document model may result in even higher
scores, since knowledge from other translation resources may be used to model the
probability Plex (qi |DJ ).

5 Experimental Setup
5.1 Training Collections
The data used for training of the models is collected from various sources and varies
strongly in theme, style and its “comparableness”. The only constraint on the training
data is the need for document alignment, and it is the only assumption our BiLDA
model utilizes during training.
The first subset of our training data is the Europarl corpus [11], extracted from proceedings of the European Parliament and consisting of 6, 206 parallel documents in
English and Dutch. We use only the evidence of document alignment during the training and do not benefit from the “parallelness” of the sentences in the corpus.
Another training subset is collected from Wikipedia dumps3 and consists of paired
documents in English and Dutch. Since the articles are written independently and by
different authors, rather than being direct translations of each other, there is a considerable amount of divergence between aligned documents. Our Wikipedia training
sub-corpus consists of 7, 612 documents which vary in length, theme and style4 .
As a preprocessing step we remove stop words, and our final vocabularies consist of
76, 555 words in English, and 71, 168 words in Dutch.
2
3
4

By the “LDA-part” of the retrieval model, we assume the part of the model in equation (2).
http://dumps.wikimedia.org/
We will make the corpus publicly available at
http://www.cs.kuleuven.be/groups/liir/software.php
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5.2 Test Collections
Our experiments have been conducted on three data sets taken from the CLEF 20012003 CLIR campaigns: the LA Times 1994 (LAT), the LA Times 1994 and Glasgow
Herald 1995 (LAT+GH) in English, and the NRC Handelsblad 94-95 and the Algemeen
Dagblad 94-95 (NC+AD) in Dutch. Statistics of the collections are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Statistics of the experimental setup
(b) Statistics of used queries

(a) Statistics of test collections
Collection Contents
LAT LA Times 94 (EN)
LA Times 94 (EN)
LAT+GH
Glasgow Her.95 (EN)
NRC Hand. 94-95 (NL)
NC+AD
Alg. Dagblad 94-95 (NL)

# of Docs
110,861
166,753
190,604

CLEF Topics
# Queries
(Year: Topic Nr.)
NL ’01: 41-90
47
NL ’02: 91-140
42
NL ’03: 141-200
53
EN ’01: 41-90
50
EN ’02: 91-140
50
EN ’03: 141-200
56

Used for
LAT
LAT
LAT+GH
NC+AD
NC+AD
NC+AD

Queries are extracted from the title and description fields of CLEF topics for each
year. Stop words have been removed from queries and documents. Table 1(b) shows the
queries used for the test collections.
Parameters α and β for the BiLDA training are set to values 50/K and 0.01 respectively, where K denotes the number of topics following [25]. The Dirichlet parameter μ
in the LDA-unigram retrieval model is set to 1000. The parameters δ1 and δ2 are set to
negligible values5 , while we set λ = 0.3, which gives more weight to the topic model.

6 Results and Discussion
This section reports our experimental results for both English-Dutch CLIR and DutchEnglish CLIR. The cross-language topic model is trained just once on a large bilingual
training corpus. After training, it can be used for both retrieval directions, after we
infer it on the appropriate test collection. We have carried out the following experiments: (1) we compare our LDA-only model to several baselines that have also tried
to exploit latent concept spaces for cross-language information retrieval, such as crosslanguage Latent Semantic Indexing (cLSI) and standard LDA trained on concatenated
paired documents. We want to prove the soundness and the usefulness of the basic LDAonly model and, consequently, other models that might later build upon the foundation
established by the LDA-only model. (2) We provide an extensive evaluation over all
5

These parameters contribute to the theoretical soundness of the retrieval models, but, due to
the computational complexity, we did not use counts over a large monolingual reference collection. We used a fixed small-value constant in all our models instead, since we detected that
it does not have any significant impact on the results.
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CLEF test collections with all our retrieval models, and provide a comparison of the
best scoring LDA-unigram model with some of the best CLIR systems from the CLEF
2001-2003 campaigns. We have trained our BiLDA model with a different number of
topics (400, 1000 and 2200) on the combined EP+Wiki corpus. The main evaluation
measure we use for all experiments is the mean average precision (MAP). For several
experiments, we additionally provide precision-recall curves.
6.1 Comparison with Baseline Systems
The LDA-only model serves as the backbone of other, more advanced BiLDA-based
document models. Since we want to make sure that the LDA-only model constructs a
firm and sound language-independent foundation for building more complex retrieval
models, we compare it to state-of-the-art systems which try to build a CLIR system
based around the idea of latent concept spaces: (i) the cross-language Latent Semantic
Indexing (cLSI) as described by [3], which constructs a reduced (latent) vector space
trained on concatenated paired documents in two languages, and (ii) the standard LDA
model trained on the merged document pairs [23].
We have trained the cLSI model and the standard LDA model on the combined
EP+Wiki corpus with 400 and 1000 dimensions (topics) and compared the retrieval
scores with our LDA-only model which uses the BiLDA model with the same number
of topics. The LDA-only model outscores the other two models by a huge margin. The
MAP scores for cLSI and standard LDA are similar and very low, and vary between the
MAP of 0.01 and 0.03 for all experiments, which is significantly worse than the results
of the LDA-only model. The MAP scores of the LDA-only model for NL 2001, NL
2002, and NL 2003 for K=1000 are 0.1969, 0.1396, and 0.1227, respectively, while the
MAP scores for EN 2001, EN 2002, and EN 2003 for K=1000 are 0.1453, 0.1374, and
0.1713, respectively.
One reason for such a huge difference in scores might be the ability to infer the
BiLDA model on a new test collection (due to its fully generative semantics) more
accurately. Cross-language LSI for CLIR reported in the literature always uses the same
corpus (or subsets of the same corpus) for training and testing, while this setting asks
for inferring on a test corpus which is not by any means content-related to a training
corpus. BiLDA has a better statistical foundation by defining the common per-document
topic distribution θ, which allows inference on new documents based on the previously
trained model and also avoids the problem of overfitting inherent to the pLSI model
and, consequently, the cLSI model. Another problem with the baseline methods might
be the concatenation of document pairs, since one language might dominate the merged
document. On the other hand, BiLDA keeps the structure of the original document space
intact.
6.2 Comparison of Our CLIR Models
Using a Fixed Number of Topics (K=1000) In this subsection, the LDA-only model,
the simple unigram model and the combined LDA-unigram model have been evaluated
on all test collections, with the number of topics initially fixed to 1000. Table 2 contains MAP scores for the LDA-unigram model, Figure 2(a) shows the precision-recall
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Fig. 2. Precision-recall for all models. K=1000, training corpus is EP+Wiki.
Table 2. MAP scores of the LDA-unigram model for all test collections and different number of
topics K. Training corpus is EP+Wiki.
Queries
NL 2001
NL 2002
NL 2003
EN 2001
EN 2002
EN 2003

K=400
0.2330
0.2093
0.1608
0.2204
0.2455
0.2393

K=1000
0.2673
0.2253
0.1990
0.2275
0.2683
0.2783

K=2200
0.2813
0.2206
0.1658
0.2398
0.2665
0.2450

values obtained by applying all three models to the English test collections and the
Dutch queries, while Figure 2(b) shows the precision-recall values for the Dutch test
collections and the English queries.
Varying the Number of Topics. The main goal of the next set of experiments was to
test the performance of our models if we vary the number of topics set for BiLDA training. We have carried out experiments with the CLIR models relying on BiLDA trained
with different numbers of topics (400, 1000 and 2200). Figure 3 shows the precisionrecall values of the LDA-only and the LDA-unigram model, while the associated MAP
scores of the best scoring LDA- unigram model are presented in Table 2.
Discussion. As the corresponding figures show, the LDA-only model seems to be too
coarse to be used as the only component of an IR model (e.g., due to its limited number
of topics, words in queries unobserved during training). However, the combination of
the LDA-only and the simple unigram model, which allows retrieving relevant documents based on shared words across the languages (e.g. personal names), leads to much
better scores which are competitive even with models which utilize cross-lingual dictionaries or machine translation systems. For instance, our LDA-unigram model would
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Fig. 3. Precision-recall for the LDA-only and the LDA-unigram model for the 2001 test collections. Training corpus is EP+Wiki.

have been placed among the top 5 retrieval systems for the CLEF 2002 Bilingual to
Dutch task, would have been placed among the top 3 retrieval systems for the CLEF
2001 Bilingual to Dutch task, and outperforms the only participating system in the
CLEF 2002 Dutch to English task (MAP: 0.1495) [20,21]. All these state-of-the-art
CLEF systems operated in a similar settings as ours and constructed queries from title
and description or title, description and narrative fields from the CLEF topics. They,
however, rely on translation resources which were hand-built or trained on parallel corpora. We obtain competitive results by using the BiLDA model trained on comparable
corpora. We believe that our results could still improve by training the BiLDA model on
a corpus which is topically related with the corpus on which we perform the retrieval.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
We have proposed a novel language-independent and dictionary-free framework for
cross-language information retrieval that does not use any type of a cross-lingual dictionary or translation system. The framework is built upon the idea of cross-language topic
models obtained by applying a bilingual Latent Dirichlet Allocation model (BiLDA),
where the only prerequisite is the availability of abundant training data consisting of
comparable document-aligned documents.
We have thoroughly evaluated this cross-language retrieval model using standard
test collections from the CLEF 2001-2003 CLIR campaigns and have shown that our
combined model, which fuses evidence from the BiLDA model and the unigram model,
is competitive with the current top CLIR systems that use translation resources that are
hand-built or are trained on parallel corpora.
In future work, we will accumulate more comparable document-aligned data, exploiting Wikipedia and other sources. We also plan to construct other models that will
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combine topical knowledge with other evidences (for instance, using cognates instead
of exactly the same words shared across languages). Additionally, we plan to expand
the standard BiLDA to fit more divergent comparable training datasets. In addition, the
cross-language knowledge transfer based on the proposed generative topic models that
are trained on comparable corpora might be useful in many other multilingual information management tasks including categorization and summarization.
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Abstract. Many Learning to Rank models, which apply machine learning techniques to fuse weak ranking functions and enhance ranking performances, have
been proposed for web search. However, most of the existing approaches only
apply the M in − M ax normalization method to construct the weak ranking
functions without considering the differences among the ranking features. Ranking features, such as the content-based feature BM 25 and link-based feature
P ageRank, are different from each other in many aspects. And it is unappropriate to apply an uniform method to construct weak ranking functions from ranking features. In this paper, comparing the three frequently used normalization
methods: M in − M ax, Log, Arctan normalization, we analyze the differences
among three normalization methods when constructing the weak ranking functions, and propose two normalization selection methods to decide which normalization should be used for a specific ranking feature. The experimental results
show that the final ranking functions based on normalization selection methods
significantly outperform the original one.
Keywords: Learning to Rank; Weak Ranking Function; Final Ranking Function;
Normalization.

1 Introduction
We often refer to information retrieval techniques to find information from a vast dataset
or Internet. Ranking is an important part of information retrieval. Nowadays, more and
more features used to construct ranking functions have been proposed e.g. contentbased features such as T F IDF , BM 25; link-based features such as P ageRank,
HIT S; user behavior features based on clickthrough data. There are hundreds of parameters to tune when constructing a ranking function and it is unpractical to tune these
parameters manually. So ’Learning to Rank’ (shown as LT R for simplicity in the rest
of the paper), an interdisciplinary field of information retrieval and machine learning,
has gained increasing attention. The LT R method optimizes loss function to tune the
parameters for each weak ranking functions and fuses them into a final ranking function, such as the linear ranking function. The final linear ranking function is what this
paper focuses on.
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Fig. 1. Distribution Comparison Between BM 25 and P ageRank on the Proportion of the
Unique-Feature-Value Number in each interval

Almost all LT R methods, which output the linear ranking functions, need constructing the weak ranking functions by normalizing the ranking features before the training
process. And the M in − M ax Normalization is almost the only method considered
by the field of LT R for the best of our knowledge. The differences among the ranking
features are neglected when constructing the weak ranking functions. M in−M ax Normalization performs a linear transformation on the original data values and preserves
the relationships among the original data values.
However, ranking features are different from each other in many aspects, such as
data value distribution. For example, we conduct the statistics on the dataset used in
Section 4.1. The ranges of BM 25 and P ageRank are divided into 10 equal intervals respectively, and the proportion of the unique-feature-value number in each interval to the
unique-feature-value number in the range is calculated, shown in the Figure 1. The results show: (1) the proportion is 99% and 10% respectively for BM 25 and P ageRank
in the first interval; (2) there is only 1% of the unique values for BM 25 in the last
9 intervals; (3) the differences among the number of unique values for P ageRank in
each interval could be almost ignored. When used to construct the weak ranking functions from BM 25 and P ageRank, the M in − M ax normalization method does not
change the distribution showed in the Figure 1. And 99% of the unique BM 25 values
are located in the interval of [0, 0.1) when the range is [0, 1] after the normalization.
Is it appropriate to just apply the M in−M ax normalization method when constructing the weak ranking functions from the ranking features for the final linear ranking
functions? This question is the motivation of this paper, and the main contributions of
this work are: (1) three typical normalization methods are analyzed and compared to
construct the weak ranking functions: M in − M ax, Log and Arctan normalization
methods. The experiments show that for some ranking features, the final ranking functions could achieve significant improvements by using Log and Arctan normalization
instead of M in−M ax normalization. (2) two intuitive normalization selection methods
are proposed to handel the question above: Feature Distribution Selection Method and
One-Switch Selection Method. The experimental results show that final ranking functions based on normalization selection methods significantly outperform the original
one.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, related work is presented.
Section 3 introduces the normalization methods and normalization selection methods.
In section 4, experimental results are reported and discussed. In the last section, the
conclusion and future work are briefly discussed.

2 Related Work
The field of LT R is related to our work. In the LT R task, the data is composed of
queries, the retrieved documents for every query, and the relevance levels labeled by
human for the document and query pairs. The LT R methods proposed now could be
classified into two categories according to the formation of final ranking functions:
LT R models using linear ranking functions and LT R models using nonlinear ranking functions. For LT R models using nonlinear ranking functions, the formation of the
weak ranking function is nonlinear, such as RankBoost [2], the formation is bipartite.
For LT R models using linear ranking functions, the formation of weak ranking functions is linear, such as Ranking SV M [3, 9], SV M M ap [14, 12] and listM LE [13].
Ranking SV M [3, 9](shown as RankSV M for simplicity in the rest of the paper) is
a very effective algorithm proved by many previous studies [15, 10]. The optimization
formulation of RankSV M is as follows:

∀ dik , djk


→
→
ω ·−
ω + C εi,j,k
minω,ξ>0 12 −
→
→
∈ di × di : −
ω Φ qk , djk + 1 − εi,j,k
ω Φ qk , dik > −

This paper focuses on the LT R model using linear ranking functions and RankSV M
is used to verify the effectiveness of different methods to construct the weak ranking
functions from specific ranking features.

3 Construct the Weak Ranking Functions from the Ranking
Features
3.1 Normalization Methods
There are three typical normalization methods used to normalize the data into same
range: M in − M ax Normalization, Log Normalization and Arctan Normalization
Method.
M in − M ax Normalization performs a linear transformation on the original data
values and preserves the relationships among the original data values, showing as Equation 1 where xi is the value of ith ranking feature; the range of ith ranking feature is
[Xi,MIN , Xi,MAX ], and Xi,MIN and Xi,MAX are the maximum and minimum of ith
ranking feature respectively; fi,MM is regarded as the value of the ith weak ranking
function constructed from the ith ranking feature.
fi,MM = Ψm (xi , Xi,MIN , xi,MAX ) =

xi − Xi,MIN
Xi,MAX − Xi,MIN

(1)
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Fig. 2. The Comparison of Three Normalization Methods from the Same Ranking Feature whose
range is [0, 10]

Log Normalization and Arctan Normalization perform a nonlinear transformation
on the original data values, shown as Equation 2 Equation 3 respectively where fi,LOG
and fiA T AN depict the value of ith weak ranking function after the Log Normalization
and Arctan Normalization respectively.
fi,LOG = Ψl (xi , Xi,MIN , xi,MAX ) =

log(xi − Xi,MIN + 1)
log(Xi,MAX − Xi,MIN + 1)

fi,AT AN = Ψa (xi , Xi,MIN , xi,MAX ) =

arctan(xi − Xi,MIN )
arctan(Xi,MAX − Xi,MIN )

(2)

(3)

Three Normalization Methods map the original data into the same range and the
comparison is shown in Figure 2. The comparison result shows: (1) the Log and Arctan
Normalization methods could scatter the small values of the ranking feature and cluster
the large values; (2) the Log and Arctan normalization methods are useful to uniformly
distribute the original data when values are clustered around small values with few large
values.
3.2 Normalization Selection Method
There are three normalization methods: M in − M ax, Log and Arctan normalization
methods. In this section, two intuitive normalization selection methods are proposed
based on the feature value distribution: Feature Distribution Selection Method(F DM )
and One-Switch Selection Method(OSM ) summarized in Figure 3 and Figure 4
respectively.
F DM selects the features of which data values are clustered around small/large
value with few large/small values, while OSM selects the features with better performances through evaluation measure M AP . After the feature selection with F DM or
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Procedure. Feature Distribution Selection Method
Input 5-fold-cross-validation datasets without normalization: Set, and the number of
ranking features is N ;
Initialize feature set Sf with all features in Set;
for i = 1 to N do
Statistics the training set in Set to get following information: the number of unique
feature values Ni ; the maximum and minimum feature values M AXi and M INi ;
Divide range [M INi , M AXi ] equally into ten intervals, and the number of unique
feature values in each interval is αi,1 , αi,2 , ..., αi,10 ;
for j = 1 to 10 do
α
> 0.2 then
if Ni,j
i
Delete ith feature from Sf ;
Break loop;
end
end
end
Output feature set:Sf ;
Fig. 3. Feature Distribution Selection Method

Procedure. One-Switch Selection Method
Input 5-fold-cross-validation datasets without normalization: Set, and the number of
ranking features is N ;
Initialize feature set Sf = Φ ;
Normalize all ranking features in Set with M in − M ax normalization to get normalized
set: Set0 ;
Train and test the RankSV M model on Set0 and gain M AP (showing in Section 4.1)
value: map0 ;
for i = 1 to N do
Normalize all ranking features in Set with M in − M ax normalization except for
ith ranking feature with Log or Arctan normalization, then get normalized set:Seti ;
Train and test the RankSV M model on Seti and obtain M AP value mapi ;
if mapi > map0 then
Add ith feature into Sf
end
end
Output feature set:Sf ;
Fig. 4. One-Switch Selection Method

OSM , the weak ranking functions are constructed through LOG or AT AN normalization from selected ranking features, and through M in − M ax normalization from
other ranking features.
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4 Experiment
4.1 Experimental Setting
Data Information. The experiment dataset is Microsoft Learning to Rank Datasets [4,
6, 11] which are latest and one of the largest benchmark datasets in the field of LT R.
There are two large scale datasets: M SLR − W EB30k with more than 30, 000 queries
and M SLR − W EB10K with 10, 000 queries, and the queries in latter dataset are randomly sampled from the ones in the former dataset. The relevance judgments, depicting
the relevance degree between a query and a document, are obtained from a labeling set
of Microsoft Bing search engine, which take 5 values from 0 (irrelevant) to 4 (perfectly
relevant). And the larger the judgement value is, the more relevant the document is
with respect to a specific query. 136 ranking features, widely used in the research community, are extracted such as BM 25, P ageRank, HIT S and Language M odel [5].
M SLR − W EB30k is applied in the experiment.
Five-fold cross validation is adopted to train and test the ranking models with three
sets for training, one set for validation and one set for test. The evaluation measure value
means the average among five test sets in the rest of this paper.
Evaluation Measure. We use P @N , N DCG@N , M AP and ERR as our evaluation
measures.
P @N is the precision at top N returned results, which is defined as:

N
1 
1 if di is relevant to the query
rel(di ), where rel(di ) =
P @N =
0 otherwise
N
i=1

N DCG@N (Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain) [7, 8], considering the position (rank) of the document with different relevance degrees in the returned result list,
is quite an useful and popular measure for evaluating web search and related tasks. The
N DCG score at top n returned results is defined as:

N
1  2R(i) − 1 i = 1
N DCG@N =
2rel(i) −1
i>1
ZN
log(i)
i=1

where R(i) is the relevance degree which equals to the relevance judgement in this
paper; ZN is the normalization constant that makes the perfect list get a N DCG score
of 1.In this paper, N = 1, 2, . . . , 10.
M AP is the mean average precision for the queries. It is a comprehensive measure
which takes both precision and recall into consideration. The definition can be shown
as:
M AP =

m
m
k
1  1 
1 
APj =
(
relj (di ) · (P @i)j )
m j=1
m j=1 Rj i=1

where m is the total number of queries, Rj is the total number of relevant documents
for the j th query, k is the total number of returned documents for the query, relj (di )
and (P @i)j are the rel(di ) and P @i scores for the j th query respectively.
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ERR(Expected Reciprocal Rank) [1], calculates the gain and discount for a document in a position considering the documents shown above it. And the definition could
be shown as:
ERR =

N
i−1

1
i=1

i

j=1

(1 −

2R(j) − 1
)
2RM AX

where RMAX is the largest value of the relevance degree, and RMAX = 4 in this
paper.
4.2 Dataset Statistics Information
The statistics is conducted on the dataset, and we obtain following information for each
ranking feature(e.g. ith ranking feature):
1. the maximum of minimum values for ith ranking feature: M AXi and M INi ;
2. the number of unique values for ith ranking feature: Ni ;
3. the range of ith ranking feature is equally divided into 10 intervals, and the number
of unique values for each interval: αi,1 , αi,2 , , ..., αi,10 .
α
4. the proportion of ith ranking feature for j th interval is: Ni,2i ; then we get proportion
distribution for ith ranking feature.
The ranking features could be classified into four categories based on the differences
of the proportion distribution: (1) the first category, there does not exist an interval of
which the proportion is larger than 20%. the ranking features belonging to this category:
6 ∼ 10, 130 ∼ 133. (2) the second category, the sum of first five intervals is larger
than 80%. the ranking features belonging to this category: 1 ∼ 5, 11 ∼ 95, 106 ∼
110, 126, 127, 129, 134 ∼ 136. (3) the third category, the sum of last five intervals
is larger than 80%. the ranking features belonging to this category: 101 ∼ 105, 111 ∼
125, 128. (4) the fourth category, the number of unique values is smaller than 3. the
ranking features belonging to this category: 96 ∼ 100.
The intuitive idea is that: for the first category, the M in − M ax normalization is
more useful; for second and third categories, the Log and Arctan normalization are
more useful, and the feature value should be reversed first before normalization for the
third category; for the last category, all normalization methods perform the same as each
other. Is this intuitive idea correct? The experiments as follows will give the answer to
this question.
4.3 Experiments Results
Two experiments are conducted in this section: normalization methods comparison
without selection, and the experiment with normalization selection. The former experiment is to verify that other normalization methods, such as Log and Arctan normalization methods, could enhance the performance of the final ranking function. And it
is unappropriate to just use M in − M ax normalization method to construct the weak
ranking functions. The latter experiment is to verify the effectiveness of the normalization selection method.
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Table 1. Notations of four Ranking Functions

Name Number of Weak Ranking Functions
Normalization Methods
MM
136
M in − M ax Normalization
LOG
136
Log Normalization
AT AN
136
Arctan Normalization
M ERGE
136 ∗ 3 = 408
M in − M ax, Log and Arctan Normalization

Table 2. T-Test Results among four Ranking Functions with NDCG@1
LOG
AT AN
M ERGE
M M 5.84E − 61 2.72E − 21 5.19E − 56
LOG
N/A
1.67E − 11
0.49
AT AN
N/A
N/A
7.65E − 13

Normalization Methods Comparison Without Selection. Three normalization methods are applied to construct the weak ranking function, and we just apply the normalization methods to construct the weak ranking function without considering which one is
more appropriate for a specific ranking feature. Then four ranking functions are trained
in the new datasets: M M , the ranking function trained on the weak ranking functions
normalized from the ranking features through the M in − M ax normalization method;
LOG, the ranking function through the Log normalization method; AT AN , the ranking function through the Arctan normalization method; M ERGE, the ranking function trained on the datasets which are composed of three datasets used by M M , LOG
and AT AN . The comparison of these four ranking functions shows in Table 1 and the
experimental results show in Figure 5. T-Test is conducted among four ranking functions with N DCG@1, and the result is shown in Table 2(p − value < 0.05 means the
difference is significant);
From the results, we could see that: (1) four ranking functions conduct significantly
different performances from each other except for M ERGE and LOG with p − value
0.49. (2) M ERGE and LOG significantly outperform the other two ranking functions;
(3) M M performs the poorest in the four ranking functions; (4) AT AN performs better
than M M and worse than LOG, so Arctan normalization is ignored in the normalization selection method in the next section.
M in − M ax normalization is the poorest method to construct the weak ranking
functions from the ranking features, and it is unappropriate to just apply the M in −
M ax normalization when the ranking features are quite different from each other in
many aspects such as the number distribution of the unique ranking feature values. Log
normalization method is the best method, which means that Log normalization method
could fit the distribution of most ranking features and normalize them to construct the
weak ranking functions better than M in − M ax and Arctan normalization methods.
The Experiment with Normalization Selection. Which normalization method should
be used for a specific ranking feature? In this section, two normalization selection methods are applied to choose an appropriate normalization method for a ranking feature:
F DM and OSM . After normalization selection with either selection method, the Log
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Fig. 5. The Comparison Result among Four Ranking Functions with N DCG@1 ∼ 10 in (a),
P @1 ∼ 10 in (b), M AP and ERR in (c)

normalization method is used to construct the weak ranking functions from the selected
ranking features and the M in − M ax normalization method from the other ranking
features. Then four final ranking functions based on different weak ranking functions
are trained and tested: M M , LOG, RF F DM and RF OSM shown in Table 3. M M
and LOG are the same ranking functions used in Section 4.3.
Arctan and Log normalization methods are useful when the data values are clustered around small values with few large values, and Log normalization is better than
Arctan normalization according to the results in Section 4.3. So only M in − M ax and
Log normalization methods are used to verify the effectiveness of the normalization
selection methods.
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Table 3. Notations of four Ranking Functions

Name Normalization Selection Method
Normalization Methods
MM
N/A
M in − M ax Normalization
LOG
N/A
Log Normalization
RF F DM
F DM
Log Normalization for selected ranking features
and M in − M ax normalization for others
RF OSM
OSM
Log Normalization for selected ranking features
and M in − M ax normalization for others

Fig. 6. The Improvements of 0ne-Switch Normalization Selection

Fig. 7. The Comparison Results of Four ranking functions with N DCG@1, 5, 10, P @1, 5, 10,
M AP and ERR

After the normalization selection, the ranking feature set, not chosen by F DM , contains all the ranking features which are the second and third categories in Section 4.2;
the ranking feature set, chosen by OSM , is: { 5, 12, 14, 25, 27, 28, 35, 41, 46, 61,
62, 64, 79, 82, 86, 87, 90, 106, 109, 115, 116, 118, 127, 133, 134, 135 }, in
which 133 belongs to the first category and all others belong to the second or third category. OSM applies the M AP values to measure whether to choose a ranking feature,
and the improvement percent of mapi over map0 in Figure 4 for ith ranking shows in
Figure 6. T-Test is conducted among four ranking functions with N DCG@1, and the
result shows in Table 4.
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Table 4. T-Test Results among four Ranking Functions with NDCG@1
LOG
RF F DM
MM
5.84E − 61 3.26E − 47
LOG
N/A
0.15
RF F DM
N/A
N/A

RF OSM
8.62E − 3
7.92E − 52
1.72E − 39

The comparison results among four final ranking functions show in Figure 7. From
the results, we could see that: (1) four ranking functions perform differently from each
other significantly, except for LOG and RF F DM with p − value 0.15. (2) LOG
and RF F DM significantly outperform the other two ranking functions; (3) M M performs the poorest in the four ranking functions; (4) RF OSM performs significantly
better than M M and worse than LOG and RF F DM .
After normalization selection with F DM , RF F DM performs similarly to LOG
and better than M M , which means that: (1) the ranking features, selected by F DM , are
normalized with Log normalization in RF F DM and with M in−M ax normalization
in M M , and Log normalization is more useful for them than M in − M ax normalization. So, F DM is effective and could distinguish the ranking features whether Log
or M in − M ax normalization is more useful. (2) the ranking features, not chosen by
F DM , are normalized with Log normalization in LOG and with M in − M ax normalization in RF F DM , and Log normalization performs almost the same as M in−M ax
normalization for these ranking features.
After normalization selection with OSM , RF OSM performs better than M M ,
but significantly worse than LOG and RF F DM . The reasons we analyze are that:
ranking features are not independent from each other, so the weak ranking functions
affect the performances of the final ranking functions as a sub feature set instead of an
individual ranking feature. That makes the OSM not so useful as F DM .
According to the experimental results in this section, we could answer the question
in Section 4.2: the intuitive idea is almost correct except that: M in − M ax and Log
normalization are both useful for the first category. Based on the proportion distribution,
we could choose an appropriate normalization method to construct the weak ranking
function for a specific ranking feature.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
The weak ranking functions are mostly constructed through M in−M ax normalization
method for the final linear ranking functions in the field of LT R without considering
the differences among the ranking features. There do exist differences among the ranking features from many aspects. In this paper, we analyze the ranking features and apply
three normalization methods to construct the weak ranking functions: M in−M ax, Log
and Arctan normalization methods, and find that Log normalization could significant
improve the performances of the final ranking functions. Then two intuitive normalization selection methods are proposed to try to handle the problem which normalization
is appropriate to construct the weak ranking function for a specific ranking feature.
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The experimental results show that the ranking functions based on the normalization
selection methods significantly outperform the original one.
Future study could follow these aspects: (1) other normalization methods could be
attempted to constructed the weak ranking functions based on the specific distribution
of the ranking features; (2) a ranking feature depicts a special aspect of the relevance
between a query and a document, and how to design a normalization selection method
considering this to choose the best normalization method.
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Abstract. Simhash generates compact binary codes for the input data thus improves the search efficiency. Most recent works on Simhash are designed to
speed-up the search, generate high-quality descriptors, etc. However, few works
discuss in what situations Simhash can be directly applied. This paper proposes
a novel method to quantitatively analyze this question. Our method is based on
Support Vector Data Description (SVDD), which tries to find a tighten sphere to
cover most points. Using the geometry relation between the unit sphere and the
SVDD sphere, we give a quantitative analysis on in what situations Simhash is
feasible. We also extend the basic Simhash to handle those unfeasible cases. To
reduce the complexity, an approximation algorithm is proposed, which is easy
for implementation. We evaluate our method on synthetic data and a real-world
image dataset. Most results show that our method outperforms the basic Simhash
significantly.
Keywords: Information Retrieval, Simhash, Support Vector Data Description.

1 Introduction
Simhash [1], just like Achilles the Greek hero of the Trojan War, is the hero to solve
the large-scale similarity search problem such as text retrieval [2], duplicate detection
[3], etc. Simhash hashes similar objects to similar hash values such that searching over
the obtained hash values is much more efficient [2,3]. A natural question is whether
Simhash can be applied to any similarity search problems? Obviously, the answer is
NO. In this paper, we will give a quantitative analysis on this problem. We will also
give one feasible method for the case that the basic Simhash is infeasible.
The basic Simhash [1] randomly generates some hyperplanes and objects’ hash values are determined by the sides of these planes that they locate on. Just like the heel is
the deadly weakness of Achilles in spite of his overall strength, Simhash loses efficiency
when the data is ill-distributed. This is mainly because when data are ill-distributed, a
lot of points tend to lie on the same side of hyperplanes thus are hashed to the same hash
value. However, we can handle this problem by incorporating both similarity between
two objects and the location of the whole dataset.
Motivated by above analysis, we propose a novel analysis method of data distribution based on Support Vector Data Description (SVDD)[4]. It involves two steps: (1)
using SVDD to find a tighten sphere (called SVDD sphere) to cover most of the data
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 61–72, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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points, and (2) calculating the intersection circle between the unit sphere and the obtained SVDD sphere. Then, we can quantitatively measure whether the basic Simhash
is suitable or not. For those unfeasible cases, this paper proposes two methods, modeland feature- based Simhash. Specifically, model-based Simhash tries to generate some
random hyperplanes crossing through the data area, which makes the obtained hyperplanes be more discriminative. An approximation of this method is designed for largescale data, which is very simple for implementation. Differently, feature-based Simhash
alters the data representation so that the data points can be well distributed thus the basic
Simhash can be directly used.
We evaluate our method on a synthetic dataset and a real-world image dataset. We
also design some evaluation criterions to quantitatively compare our method with the
basic Simhash. Most results show that our method outperforms the basic Simhash.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our spacial analysis method.
In Section 3, we present our spacial analysis based Simhash algorithm in details. Experimental results and some analysis are shown in Section 4. Section 5 reviews some
related works. In Section 6, we make a conclusion.

2 Spatial Data Analysis
To begin, we fix some notation. We assume each data point is described by a column
vector x ∈ RK . Since Simhash measures the cosine similarity between two points,
we normalize each data point such that all the points are located on a unit sphere, i.e.
x = 1. We have a data set X = {xi }, i = 1, . . . , N .
2.1 Support Vector Data Description
Support Vector Data Description (SVDD) [4] concerns the characterization of a data
set but includes almost no superfluous space. Inspired by the Support Vector Machine
(SVM), SVDD describes a data set in terms of a sphere which tries to enclose all the
data. The sphere is characterized by the center a and the radius R > 0. SVDD obtains
the optimal description via solving the following optimization problem:
arg minR,a R2 + C
s.t.

xi −

N


ξi

i=1
a22 ≤

ξi ≥ 0,

R2 + ξi ,

∀i

(1)

∀i

where ξi is the slack variable and control parameter C is set to be a constant value in
pervious which controls the trade-of between the volume and the errors.
The intuitive interpretation of above problem is that (1) we hope that all the data
points can be involved in a tightened sphere, and (2) by introducing the slack variables,
SVDD can tolerate the outliers in the data set.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Spatial data analysis. (a) An illustration of the relationship between the unit sphere (the
larger) and the SVDD sphere (the smaller) in 3-dimensional space. The red circle is the intersection of such two spheres. (b) An illustration of the unit sphere and the SVDD sphere on a
2-dimensional plane. The point o = (0, 0) and a are the centers of two circles respectively. The
redias of two circles are 1 and R respectively. Two circles intersection at point b1 and b2 .

2.2 Accurate Spatial Data Analysis
Given a data set, we can obtain a SVDD sphere as described in Section 2.1. The relation
between the unit sphere and the SVDD sphere is illustrated in Figure 1(a). Since all the
points are located on the unit sphere, the volume of the SVDD sphere is no larger than
the unit sphere. Obviously, such two spheres must intersect and the intersected region
is the location of the given data. For description simplicity, as shown in Figure 1(b), we
assume our data is 2 dimensional and the center of the unit sphere o = (0, 0). Given the
center a and the radius R of the SVDD sphere 1 , it is convenient to obtain the radius r
of the intersection circle by solving the following equation:


a2 = 1 − r2 − R2 − r2 ,
(2)
and the center of the intersection circle is

√
a2 + R2 − r2
c=
a.
a2

Therefore, the intersection circle is:


cT · x = c2
x −¯ c2 = r

(3)

(4)

and the cone vertex angle is 2θ = 2 arcsin(r).
In short, we can summarize one guideline: the larger the distance from the center of
the intersection circle to the center of the unit sphere (the distance equals to c2 ), the
worse the data distribution is.
1

In fact, the geometric relationship between the unit sphere and the SVDD sphere can be divided
into two classes. One is that the center of the SVDD sphere is on the ”left” hand of the point c,
and the other is that the center of SVDD sphere is on the ”right” hand. We only illustrate the
first case which is described in Figure 1(b). The result of the second case is similar.
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3 Spatial Data Analysis Based Simhash (SDA-Simhash)
In this section, we firstly briefly introduce Simhash and figure out the Achilles hill of it.
Then, based on the analysis in Section 2, we will describe our approach.
3.1 Simhash
Charikar’s Simhash [1] is an effective method for similarity search. A notable implementation is random hyperplane based Simhash [1,3]. Specifically, it randomly generates some hyperplanes and hash objects according to the sides of these hyperplanes that
they lie on. Given an object x and a random hyperplane r = {r1 , r2 , . . . , rn }, the hash
function can be specified as:

+1, if rT x ≥ 0
h(x) = sign(rT x) =
(5)
−1, otherwise
The Achilles’s Heel of Simhash. The simplicity and effectiveness of simhash leads to
its great success in many applications in web search and data mining area. However,
just like the heel is the deadly weakness of Achilles in spite of his overall strength, a
shortcoming of Simhash makes it inefficient and even infeasible in some cases especially when the data is seriously distributed. For example, as described in Figure 1(a),
if most of the points are located in a small region of the unit sphere, Simhash is very
inefficient. In fact, Simhash would generate very similar fingerprints for most of points
such that further processing is quite time consuming. In short, Simhash prefers the welldistributed data.
3.2 SDA-Simhash
In this section, we will present our improved Simhash algorithm which is based on the
spacial analysis. Inspired by the guideline described in Section 2.2, we hope to:
– Make the random hyperplanes cross through the intersection circle;
– Minimize the distance from the center of the intersection circle to the center of the
unit sphere, i.e. c2 .
In brief, we have two ways to extend the basic Simhash. One (called model-based
Simhash) is to generate the random hyperplanes with the constraint that they should
cross through the intersection circle. Another (called feature-based simhash) is to alter the original representation such that the distance from the center of the intersection
circle to the center of the unit sphere, i.e., c2 , is minimum.
Model-Based Simhash. Model-based Simhash makes the hyperplanes cross through
the intersection circle. This is carried out by adding a constraint to the generation process. Specifically, after the spacial analysis, we can obtain a SVDD sphere (a, R), an
intersection circle (c, r) and the cone vertex angle 2θ. We hope to choose a random
hyperplane that crosses through the intersection circle. Some feasible methods include
coordinate-by-coordinate strategy [5] and a simple rejection method. Details are omitted here for the space limitation.
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h1
h2

h3
Fig. 2. An illustration of the approximation. The circle represents the unit sphere, and red points
represent the data. There are three hyperplanes in this figure, h1 , h2 and h3 . Two hyperplanes h1
and h2 cross through the shell while the hyperplane h3 does not.

Approximated Model-based Simhash. Although the model-based Simhash described
above can follow the guideline, the rejection method is inefficient for high-dimensional
data. This part presents an approximation version of the model-based Simhash for highdimensional data.
For description simplicity, we assume there do not exist outliers, i.e. the parameter C
in Equation 1 is set to a very large value. As shown in Figure 2, some hyperplanes cross
through the shell while others do not. Therefore, we divide all the random hyperplanes
into two groups:
U+ = {r | ∃xi , xj ∈ X , sign(rT xi ) = sign(rT xj )}
U− = {r | ∀xi , xj ∈ X , sign(rT xi ) = sign(rT xj )}

(6)
(7)

We measures the percentage of the points lying on the two different sides of a hyperplane r as follows:



 x∈X I{sign(rT x) = 1}

(8)
− 0.5
Γ(r, X ) =
|X |
where I{·} equals to 1 when the condition is true otherwise 0, and |X | the size of the
data set. Intuitively, if all the data lie on the same side of a hyperplane r, Γ(r, X ) = 0.5.
On the other hand, if the numbers of points lying on the two sides of a hyperplane
are equal, Γ(r, X ) = 0. Obviously, we can find that Γ(r, X ) > 0, ∀r ∈ U+ , while
Γ(r, X ) = 0, ∀r ∈ U− .
Furthermore, we assume all the points in the data set X are normally distributed on
the shell (determined by a SVDD sphere). Then, we observe that if the Γ(·) value of a
hyperplane equals to 0, such a hyperplane splits the shell into two parts of equal size.
The smaller the Γ(·) value is, the closer the hyperplane is to the boundary of the shell.
This offers a good inspiration for speed up the model-based Simhash.
If we choose a candidate set of hyperplanes uniformly distributed on the unit sphere
with size N , sort this set of hyperplanes in terms of the Γ(·) values and select 2θN
π
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hyperplanes with smallest Γ(·) values, we can ensure to a certain extent that the selected hyperplanes should cross througth the shell. The size of the candidate set can be
determined according to Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. Given the cone vertex angle 2θ, we need to generate N candidate random
2θ
hyperplanes such that, with the confidence interval ( 2θ
π − ε, π + ε), ε > 0 and the
2θN
confidence level α, we can ensure that there are π hyperplanes cross across the
shell. The N can be determined by the following inequality:
exp{−D(

2θ
2θ
2θ
2θ
− ε|| ) · N } + exp{−D( + ε|| ) · N } ≥ α
π
π
π
π

(9)

where D(x||y) = x log xy + (1 − x) log 1−x
1−y is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between
Bernoulli distributed random variables with parameters x and y respectively.
Proof. For description simplicity, a random hyperplane r crossing through the shell is
considered as an event A. The probability that A occurs (A = 1) is p = Pr[h(x) ≥
h(y)] = 2 Pr[sign(rT x) > 0, sign(rT y) < 0] = 2θ/π. Assume random variables
A1 , A2 , . . . , AN ∈ {0, 1} are i.i.d. According to Chernoff-Hoeffding theorem, we have
 

1
Pr
(10)
Ai ≥ p + ε ≤ exp{−D(p + ε||p) · N }
N
 

1
Pr
(11)
Ai ≤ p − ε ≤ exp{−D(p − ε||p) · N }
N
Furthermore,


1 
Ai ≤ p + ε
Pr p − ε ≤
N
 

 

1
1
= Pr
Ai ≥ p − ε − Pr
Ai ≥ p + ε
N
N
≥ 1 − exp{−D(p − ε||p) · N } − exp{−D(p + ε||p) · N }.

(12)
(13)

On the other hand, according to the definitions of confidence level and interval, we have


1 
Pr p − ε ≤
(14)
Ai ≤ p + ε = 1 − α.
N
Put it all together and finally we can get
exp{−D(p − ε||p) · N } + exp{−D(p + ε||p) · N } ≥ α

(15)

In short, the complete algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1. The structure of our
method is simple, so it is quite easy to implement. We should emphasize that, as the
method shown in [5], the generation of hyperplanes normally distributed on the unit
sphere is very efficient.
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Algorithm 1. Approximated Model-Based Simhash
INPUT: M , X ;
calculate the SVDD sphere;
calculate the cone vertex angle 2θ;
calculate N as Inequality 9;
generate N random hyperplanes normally distributed on the unit sphere;
for each r do
calculate Γ(r, X ) as Equation 8;
end
sort N hyperplanes according to the Γ(·) value;
select top M hyperplanes with the smallest Γ(·) values;
for each x ∈ X do
generate M -bit fingerprint according to the selected M hyperplanes;
end

Feature-Based Simhash. In this part, we present an alternative way to follow the
guideline. Different from the model-based Simhash, we directly convert the data representation. As we know, if a K-dimensional variable x follows the standard normal
distribution N (0, I), x/x2 is normally distributed on the unit sphere. This implies
that if we can convert a given distribution to the standard normal, we can re-locate the
data uniformly on the unit sphere. For example, if a data set X is normally distributed
and the features are independent, we can standardizing it via scaling transform and
translation transform. Specifically, we firstly calculate the mean Ej and the variance Vj
of the j-th component. Secondly, we standardize each component of x as follows:
xj =

xj − Ej

.
Vj

(16)

Then, we normalize each object x such that its L2-norm equals to 1, i.e. x 2 = 1.
Finally, the basic Simhash is directly applied to process the normalized data.

4 Experiments
To reflect different properties of our SDA-Simhash, we evaluate our method on a toy
case and a real-world data set. To begin, we will firstly describe the evaluation criterions
and then show the experimental results.
4.1 Evaluation Criterions
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, we compare SDA-Simhash with the
basic Simhash.
Simhash involves two periods, pre-processing and query. In the pre-processing period, Simhash generates fingerprints for data points by concatenating the outputs of
Equation 5 with M randomly generated hyperplanes {r1 , . . . , rM }. Then the algorithm
permutes the fingerprints and sort them lexicographically to form T sorted orders. In the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. A toy case. The big sphere represents the unit sphere and the red points represent the data
points. (a),(b) The small spheres in (a) and (b) are the SVDD spheres obtained by solving the
Equation 1 when the control parameter C equals to 0.5 and 0.01 respectively. It shows that the
radius of the obtained SVDD decreases with the decrease of the parameter C. (c) Data distribution after standardization. Obviously, standardization makes the data well-distributed on the unit
sphere.

query period, we firstly perform an approximation search in M -dimensional Hamming
space to generate a candidate set. The candidate set is defined as follows:
V = {x | x XOR q1 < k, x ∈ X }.

(17)

where q is a query fingerprint. Then, we need to compute the actual similarity between
the query object and objects in V. Finally, the items with the largest similarity are returned as results. Obviously, if the candidate set is very large, the further processing
is quite inefficient. Therefore, the size of candidate set |V| is a good measurement of
algorithms’ efficiency.
Alternatively, we can alter the data representation to relocate the data uniformly on
the unit sphere such that the basic Simhash can be directly applied. As the analysis in
Section 2, we calculate the distance from the intersection circle to the center of the unit
sphere c2 .
4.2 A Toy Case
To better understand the properties of our method, we utilize a toy case to prove the correctness of our method. We will generate some synthetic points in R3 . The visualization
of the results can help us intuitively understand our method.
We generate the synthetic data in two steps: (1) choosing an area (shell) on the 3dimensional sphere, and (2) randomly generating 200 points uniformly distributed on
the shell. The synthetic data are represented as the red points in Figure 3(a). We can see
that the data is ill-balanced distributed.
Figure 3(a)(b) present the influence of the control parameter C to our spatial data
analysis method. As described in Section 2.1, we compute the SVDD sphere with different values of C. When C is set to 0.5 and 0.01, the corresponding SVDD spheres are
displayed in Figure 3(a)(b) respectively. It shows that the radius of the SVDD sphere
decreases with the decrease C, which consists with the analysis in Section 2.1. The data
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Fig. 4. The mean and the variance of |V|. (a) Gray-Scale Histogram. (b) Local Binary Pattern
(LBP). It shows that our model-based Simhash can almost consistently decrease the mean and
the variance of |V|.

after standardization is displayed in Figure 3(c). Obviously, the data is well distributed
on the unit sphere thus the basic Simhash can be directly applied.
4.3 Real-World Data
In this section, we evaluate our method on a real-world image data set. This image
set is collected as follows: (1) crawling a large number of images from the web, (2)
resizing the images such that all the images are in the same size, and (3) removing all
the duplicated images. In short, we get an image set with 253,083 distinct images with
the same size.
Data Representation. We use two common features to represent each data, gray-scale
histogram and Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [6]. Gray-scale histogram is a representation
of the gray-scale distribution in the images. Given an image, we convert it to 256level gray scale, statistic its gray-scale histogram and finally normalize the histogram
such that the sum of all the components equals to 1. Local Binary Pattern feature has
been widely used in various applications, such as image retrieval, texture classification,
etc [6]. The most important property of LBP is its robustness to monotonic illumination
changes and rotation invariance. In our experiments, we use 8-neighborhood. Therefore
each image is represented as the histogram of 59 labels, which is a 59-dimensional
vector. Please see [6] for more details.
Experimental Results. Considering the dimension of images is relatively high, we
utilize the approximated model-based Simhash. We compare our method with the basic
Simhash [1] in terms of the size of candidate set |V|. We generate a 64-bit fingerprint
(M =64) for each image. To obtain the set V, we set the threshold k=1 when using
LBP feature and k=3 when using gray-scale histogram feature. The reason why we
use different thresholds is that we hope the intermediate set V to be large enough for
comparison. In our experiments, each time, we randomly select 1,000 images from the
data set as queries. Then we calculate the mean and the variance of |V|. To reduce the
influence of the random errors, this process is repeated 10 times.
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Fig. 5. The size of the candidate set V obtained by the feature-based Simhash. The left side of the
figure is LBP and the right side corresponds to gray-scale histogram. It shows the feature-based
Simhash works well when using LBP feature but totally fails when using gray-scale histogram.
Table 1. The mean and the deviation of |V| of different algorithms when using LBP: basic
Simhash, model-based Simhash, feature-based Simhash and the combination of model- and
feature- based Simhashs

basic Simhash
mod. Simhash
fea. Simhash
fea.+mod. Simhash

E[|V|]
580.0
187.457
1.790
1.430

SD[|V|]
1184.230
595.943
7.902
1.874

The results of approximated model-based Simhash are presented in Figure 4. It
shows that for both gray-scale histogram and LBP, our algorithm can effectively decrease E[|V|] and D[|V|]. This illustrates that in the further processing, our method is
more efficient thus is more discriminative.
From Figure 4(a), we find when the size of candidate hyperplane set is large (640
here), the basic Simhash outperforms our method. This is mainly because of the hyperplane selection process. Specifically, we select the random hyperplanes with the smallest Γ(·). According to the definition of the Γ(·) value, random hyperplanes with smaller
Γ(·) values tend to cross through the center of the shell. So when the N is very large,
our method prefers to choosing those hyperplanes that just cross through the center of
the shell, which makes the selected hyperplanes tend to be similar.
Figure 5 reports the performance of the feature-based Simhash. The left side of Figure 5 shows our feature-based Simhash can effectively decrease E[|V|]. But unfortunately, as presented in the right side of the Figure 5, the feature-based Simhash totally
fails when using gray-scale histogram feature. We examine the data set carefully and
find that most images have a large area of white background and the original value distribution is not normal or near normal. In this case, some other techniques should be
considered to convert the given distribution to a standard normal.
A natural question is whether the combination of the model-based and the featurebased Simhash can improve the final search performance. Here, we combine such two
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Fig. 6. The mean and the variance of |V|. (a) Gray-Scale Histogram. (b) Local Binary Pattern
(LBP). It shows that our model-based Simhash can almost consistently decrease the mean and
the variance of |V|.

models and test the combination on the image set. Specifically, we firstly process the
original data by the standardization transformation. Then, our approximated modelbased Simhash is carried out.
The results are shown in Figure 6. Figure 6(b) shows that when using LBP feature,
the combination significantly outperforms the basic Simhash. However, affected by the
feature-based simhash, the combination of model- and feature- based Simhashs completely fail (as presented in Figure 6(a)). As analysis above, Normal standardization in
feature-based Simhash needs to be replaced by some other standardization techniques.
Considering the result in Figure 6, we make a quantitative analysis of different algorithms when using LBP feature. The result is listed in Table 1. It shows that modeland feature- based Simhash are complementary and the combination can improve the
performance.
Most results illustrate that our model-based Simhash can significantly decrease E[|V|]
and D[|V|], which demonstrates that our method is more effective, robust and stable than
the basic Simhash.

5 Related Work
Many works have proposed on fast similarity search. For example, KD-tree [7] returns
accurate results. But when the dimension of the feature space is high (> 10), it becomes
quite inefficient and even slower than brute-force approach [8]. For high-dimensional
data, a notable method is Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [9]. Just like Simhash,
LSH also performs a random linear projection to map similar objects to similar hash
codes. However, in practice, LSH suffers from the efficiency problem, since LSH may
tend to generate long codes [10]. Another notable work is Spectral Hashing [11], which
has been proven significantly improvement on LSH. However, the assumption made
by spectral hashing of input vectors with a known probability distribution restricts its
application. Some other works involve reducing the storage of LSH/Simhash [12,13],
kernelized Simhash [14] and so on.
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6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a novel method for quantitatively measuring whether
the basic Simhash can be directly applied to perform similarity search in a given data
set. Our method is mainly based on the analysis on the location of the whole data set
via Support Vector Data Description (SVDD). Based on the analysis, we propose two
methods to improve the search performance of the basic Simhash algorithm. Most results show that our method outperforms the basic Simhash significantly.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank the anonymous reviewers for their insightful comments. This work is supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of
China under Grant No. 60873174.
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XML Information Retrieval through Tree Edit
Distance and Structural Summaries
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31062 Toulouse Cedex 9,
France
Abstract. Semi-structured Information Retrieval (SIR) allows the user
to narrow his search down to the element level. As queries and XML documents can be seen as hierarchically nested elements, we consider that
their structural proximity can be evaluated through their trees similarity.
Our approach combines both content and structure scores, the latter being based on tree edit distance (minimal cost of operations to turn one
tree to another). We use the tree structure to propagate and combine
both measures. Moreover, to overcome time and space complexity, we
summarize the document tree structure. We experimented various tree
summary techniques as well as our original model using the SSCAS task
of the INEX 2005 campaign. Results showed that our approach outperforms state of the art ones.

1

Introduction

XML documents are organized through semantically meaningful elements. As
content is distributed over diﬀerent levels of the document structure, using this
information should improve the overall search process as well as it enables the
returned information to be more focused on the expressed needs. In this context,
Semi-Structured information retrieval (SIR) models aim at combining content
and structure search processes.
XML documents are structured through nested tags. This hierarchical organization is naturally expressed through a speciﬁc graph representation, i.e. trees1 ,
in which nodes are elements and edges hierarchical dependencies. In an XML
tree, the text is located in the leaves which are the bottom nodes of the hierarchy. In structured retrieval, queries can be expressed using either Content
Only constraints (CO) or both Content And Structure constraints (CAS). As
for XML documents, the structural constraints expressed in CAS queries can
be visualized through a tree representation, and might contain two parts: the
target element indicates the tag element we want to retrieve and the rest of the
structural constraints is called support or environment.
Figure 1 shows a conversion example of an XML document and a query2 . The
1
2

Trees are a particular type of graphs which do not contain any cycles. Cycles are
paths starting and ending with the same node.
This query is expressed in the NEXI [20] (Narrowed Extended XPath) language used
in the context of the INEX evaluation campaign.

M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 73–83, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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Fig. 1. Tree representation of an XML document and a query in which we want a “p”
element about “matching”’ contained in an “s” element about “graph”

target element is “p”. For clarity reasons we shorten the tags. In real case the
“p” is equivalent to the semantically richer “paragraph”.
Based on these representations we propose a SIR model based on both graph
theory properties and content scoring. To our knowledge, only few SIR models
explicitly use tree matching algorithms between documents and queries. Most of
them reduce the structure of documents to strings which impoverish the amount
of information available to the matching process. Some authors such as Alilaouar
et al. [1], Ben Aouicha et al. [2] and Popovici et al. [16], lose a high level of
details to get back to their domain known approaches. Our approach uses the
well-known tree edit distance combined with a traditional IR model for content.
This allows to use the whole document structure to select relevant elements.
Moreover to improve space and time complexity we propose three methods to
summarize documents.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents existing
tree matching algorithms and XML retrieval approaches using trees; Section 3
presents our model and ﬁnally Section 4 discusses the experiments and results
obtained by our approach using the SSCAS task of the INEX 2005 campaign.

2

Related Works

In this section we will ﬁrst overview some tree matching algorithms and then
give a brief survey on some SIR approaches based on tree matching.
2.1

Structural Similarities between Trees

Two graphs are called isomorphic if they share the same nodes and edges. Evaluating how isomorphic are two graphs is called graph matching. We make the
distinction between approximate matching and exact matching. The ﬁrst one attempts to ﬁnd a degree of similarity between two structures while exact matching
tries to validate the similarity. Because of the context of our work, we will focus
here on approximate tree matching. There are three main families of approximate tree matching: alignment, inclusion, and edit distance. As the later oﬀer
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the most general application we will focus on this one. Tree edit distance algorithms [18] generalizes Levenshtein edit distance[14] to trees. The similarity is
the minimal set of operations (adding, removing and relabeling) to turn one tree
to another. Given two forests (set of trees) F and G, ΓF and ΓG their rightmost
nodes, T (ΓF ) the tree rooted in ΓF and the cost functions cdel () and cmatch () for
removing (or adding) and relabeling, the distance d(F, G) is evaluated according
to the following recursive lemma:
d(F, ∅) = d(F − ΓF , ∅) + cdel (ΓF )
d(∅, G) = d(∅, G⎧− ΓG ) + cdel (ΓG )
⎪ (a) d(F − ΓF , G) + cdel (ΓF )
⎪
⎨
(b) d(F, G − ΓG ) + cdel (ΓG )
d(F, G) = min
d(T (ΓF ) − ΓF , T (ΓG ) − ΓG )
⎪
⎪
⎩ (c)
+d(F − T (ΓF ), G − T (ΓG ))+cmatch (ΓF , ΓG )

(1)

Operations (a) and (b) are respectively the cost cdel () of removing ΓF or ΓG
while (c) is the cost cmatch () of relabeling the ΓF by ΓG . Later, Klein et al. [13]
reduced the overall complexity in time and space by splitting the tree structure
based on the heavy path (deﬁned in Section 3.3). Demaine et al. [6] further
improved this algorithm by storing substrees scores in order to reduce calculation
time. Finally Touzet et al. [8] used a decomposition strategy to dynamically
select always the best nodes to recurse on between rightmost and leftmost which
reduce the number of subtrees in memory. The best tree edit distance algorithms
uses Θ(nm) on space complexity and between Θ(n × log(n).m × log(m)) [8] and
n
))) [6] on time for n and m the respective sizes in nodes of
Θ(n.m(1 + log( m
two trees T1 and T2 . Tree edit distance algorithms are eﬃcient but slow on large
trees. One way to overcome this issue in SIR is to reduce the document tree size
by pruning or summaries. Used mainly on indexing and clustering, the latter is
based on the intuition that the document underlying structure can be captured
eﬃciently with a smaller size representation. As we will see in Section 2.2, the
summarizing algorithm proposed in [4] provides satisfying results in improving
the runtime. In this paper, we will apply this algorithm to XML retrieval.
2.2

Semi-structured Information Retrieval

XML documents as well as CAS queries can be represented as trees. It then
seems natural to apply tree matching algorithms for the document-query matching process. However, following INEX proceedings overviews ([7] and [9]), tree
matching is uncommon in SIR. One can however ﬁnd two main categories of
retrieval approaches in the literature using XML trees matching.
The ﬁrst one uses relaxation, which means reducing the links or constraints.
Relaxing is a research space expansion process. The general idea is to translate
the tree structure into a set of binary weighted edges. This simpliﬁed representation allows to use traditional IR models. For example, Alilaouar et al. [1]
combined relaxation and minimal covering trees. Similarly Ben Aouicha et al. [2]
relaxed the whole hierarchical constraints by adding virtual edges. These edges
are weighted based on the initial hierarchical distance in the document structure.
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The resulting arcs are then projected on a vector space and the document-query
matching is done using a traditional Vector Space Model. Some other approaches
as for example [5] use fuzzy closing in which a set of virtual edges representing
all tree’s transitive relationships is created based on the closing property. One
can also found approaches that directly use edit distance algorithms. Popovici
et al. [16] translated documents tree structure in a set of paths and evaluated
the document-query similarity using the Levenshtein [14] string edit distance.
Other works using tree matching algorithms can be found in IR related domains,
like error detecting and clustering. In their papers, Boobna [3] and Rougemont
[17] check XML documents conformity to their DTD thought tree edit distance.
Similarly, Dalamagas et al. [4] summarize documents before applying Tai [18]
algorithm to cluster them.
The fact that there are relatively few SIR models using explicitly tree matching algorithms could be due to the complexity of such approaches. All of the
previously presented models always applies trees conversion to restrict the problem to a smaller search space. This removes a lot of details. In this paper we
attempt to overcome the complexity drawback by summarizing the structure
without loosing too much of the structural information.

3

Tree-Edit Distance for Structural Document-Query
Matching

We assume that a query is composed of content (keywords) and structure conditions, as shown in Figure 1. The document-query similarity is evaluated by
considering content and structure separately, and we then combine these scores
to rank relevant elements. In this section, we ﬁrst describe the content evaluation. We then present our subtree extraction and summary algorithms. Finally
we detail our structure matching algorithm based on tree edit distance.
3.1

Content Relevance Score Evaluation

First, we used a tf × idf (Term Frequency × Inverse Document Frequency [11])
formula to score the document leaf nodes according to query terms contained in
content conditions. To score inner nodes, our intuition is that a node score must
depend on three elements. First, it should take into account its leaves scores,
that form what we call intermediate score. Second we should score higher a
node located near a relevant element than a node located near an irrelevant one.
Finally, there must be a way to balance the hierarchical eﬀect on the node score.
Based on these constraints we deﬁne the content score c(n) of an element n as
the intermediate content score of the element itself plus its father’s intermediate
score plus all its father’s descendants score. Recursively, and starting from the
document root:
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c(n) =

⎧
p(a1 )
⎪
p(n)
p(a1 ) − p(n) c(a1 ) − |leaves(a1 )|
⎪
⎪
+
+
if n = root
⎪
⎪
| | leaves(a1 ) |
| children(a1 ) |
⎪
⎨ | leaves(n)

 

 


(i)
⎪



⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
p(n)
⎪
⎩
| leaves(n) |

(ii)

(iii)
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(2)

otherwise

(i) is the intermediate content score part with | leaves(n) | the number of leaf
nodes descendants of n and p(n) the intermediate 
score of the node based on
the sum of the scores of all its leaf nodes: p(n) = x∈leaves(n) p(x), with p(x)
evaluated using a tf × idf formula.
(ii) is the neighborhood score part which allows us to convey a part of the relevance of a sibling node through its father a1 . p(a1 ) is the intermediate score of
a1 and | leaves(a1 ) | the number of leaves of a1 .
(iii) is the ancestor scores, with c(a1 ) the ﬁnal content score of the father a1
minus its intermediate score.
3.2

Extracting and Summarizing Subtrees

For each relevant leaf node (i.e. with a score p(x) > 0), we extract all the subtrees
rooted by all its ancestors starting from the ﬁrst one whose tag is similar to a
tag in the query. In Figure 2, ﬁve subtrees are extracted.
Even the best edit distance algorithm runs with the minimal time complexity
O(n3 ) [8], it thus remains costly on large trees. In order to reduce the matching space, we choose Dalamagas [4] summary rules which seem to be the best
compromise between preserving the overall structure and speed. As illustrated
in Figure 3 these rules are “remove nesting” which is equivalent to move the
subtree of a node having the same label than one of its ancestor; and “remove
duplicates from father-child relationship” which removes the siblings having the
same labels. Based on these rules we create four diﬀerent summary versions.
The ﬁrst one, illustrated on top, is the strict adaptation of these rules to all
nodes while the second version, illustrated at the bottom, apply the summary
rules only for the nodes which labels are not in the query. Thanks to this version

Fig. 2. Subtrees extraction based on relevant leaf nodes
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Fig. 3. The original document tree D and it’s tree summaries. On top the rules applied
for all node, at the bottom the rules applied only for tags that are not in the query.

we keep as many relevant nodes as possible while reducing the document size.
Finally, in the third and fourth versions, we adapt the ﬁrst two ones by keeping
a record of the number of removed nodes. This will be used to multiply the edit
costs cdel () or cmatch () during the recursion (eg. cdel (it) will be multiplied by 2).
3.3

Structure Relevance Score Evaluation

As seen in Section 2.1, the tree edit distance is a way of measuring similarity
based on the minimal cost of operations to transform one tree to another. The
number of subtrees stored in memory during this recursive algorithm depends
on the direction we choose when applying the operations. Our algorithm is an
extension of the optimal cover strategy from Touzet et al. [8]. The diﬀerence is
that the optimal path is computed with the help of the heavy path introduced by
Klein et al. [13]. The heavy path is the path from root to leaf which pass through
the rooted subtrees with the maximal cardinality. This means that selecting
always the most distant node from this path allows us create the minimal set
of subtrees in memory during the recursion creating the optimal cover strategy.
Formally a heavy pathis deﬁned as a set of nodes [n1 , ..., ni , ..., nz ] satisfying:
ni+1 ∈ children(ni )
∀(ni , ni+1 ) ∈ heavy
∀x ∈ children(ni ), x ∈ ni+1 , | T (ni+1 ) |≥| T (x) |
This strategy is used on the document and the query as input to our tree edit
distance algorithm (Algorithm 1). F, G are two forests (i.e. the document and
the query as ﬁrst input), and pF and pG are positions in OF and OG the optimal
paths (i.e. paths of the optimal cover strategy). Function O.get(p) returns the
node in path O corresponding to position p. .
To evaluate the ﬁnal structure score of a node n, we average the tree edit
distances between its subtrees and all of its ancestor ones and the query. These
distance are averaged by their cardinality in order to reduce the gap size between
the subtrees. With Anc(n) the set of n ancestors; a ∈ Anc(n); T (a) the subtree
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rooted in a; d(T (a), Q) the edit distance between the tree rooted in a T (a) and
Q, the structure score s(n) is formally:

s(n) =

a∈{n,Anc(n)} (1

−

d(T (a),Q)
|T (a)| )

| Anc(n) |

(3)

Algorithm 1. Edit distance using optimal paths
d(F , G, pF , pG ) begin
if F =  then
if G =  then
return 0;
else
return d(F - OF .get(pF )), , pF ++, pG ) + cdel (OF .get(pF );
end
end
if G =  then
return d(, G - OG .get(pG )), pF , pG ++) + cdel (OG .get(pG );
end
a = d(F - OF .get(pF ), G, pF ++, pG ) + cdel (OF .get(pF );
b = d(F , G - OF .get(pF ), pF , pG ++) + cdel (OG .get(pG ));
c = d(F - OF .get(pF ), G - OG .get(pG ), pF ++, pG ++) + d(F T(OF .get(pF )), G - T(OG .get(pG ))) + cmatch (OF .get(pF ), OG .get(pG ));
return min(a, b, c);
end

3.4

Final Combination

The ﬁnal score score(n) for each candidate node n extracted as explained in
Section 3.2 is evaluated through the combination of the previously normalized
scores ∈ [0, 1]. Then the elements corresponding to the target nodes are ﬁltered
and ranked. Formally, with λ ∈ [0, 1]:
score(n) = λ × c(n) + (1 − λ) × s(n).

4

(4)

Experiments and Evaluation

We evaluated our approach on both summarized and unsummarized subtrees on
the INEX 2005 collection and compared our results with the oﬃcial participants.
4.1

INEX Collection

INEX (Initiative for the Evaluation of XML Retrieval ) is the reference evaluation campaign for XML retrieval. To evaluate our approach we used the 2005
collection which is composed of 16000 XML documents from the IEEE Computer
Society scientiﬁc papers. These documents have an average of 1500 elements for
a hierarchical depth of 6.9.
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Fig. 4. MAeP score evolution over λ parameter variation for content and structure

Two main types of queries are available, namely Content Only (CO) and Content And Structure (CAS). Tasks using CAS queries are centered on structural
constraints and were not reconducted in later campaigns3 . Four subtasks were
proposed. To evaluate queries in which structural constraints are semantically
relevant, we use in our experiments the SSCAS subtask, in which constraints are
strict on the target element and its environment.
There are two measures for the CAS subtasks [12]: Non-interpolated mean average eﬀort-precision (MAeP) which is used to average the eﬀort-precision measure
at each rank and Normalized cumulated gain (nxCG). This last one corresponds
to the cumulative gain at a threshold and is based on the ideal ranking over the
sum of all score to that threshold.
Finally we will use the “strict” quantization to aggregate speciﬁcity and exhaustivity relevance judgments as it only takes into account fully relevant elements.
4.2

Experiments

We run our algorithm with four summary versions of document and query trees.
Our baseline is unsummarized version (full ). Regarding the summary versions,
dalamagas summary corresponds to the run for the exact summary rules while
in partial summary nodes containing tags from the query are not summarized.
The multi extension for the both previous versions are for the cases in which
we keep a record of the number of removed nodes as a coeﬃcient in the edit
distance. We set the removing cost cdel () to 0.5 for a label in the query and 1
otherwise and the relabeling cost cmatch () to 0 for similar tags (eg: section and
subsection are considered as semantically similar) and 1 otherwise.
Figure 4 shows the results for the MAeP metric depending on the λ parameter
of equation (4). The best tuning for our system is around 0.5 which means an
3

Since 2010 a new task called Datacentric appeared. Centered on rich structure it
is based on the IMDB database which contains around 1 590 000 documents about
movies and several millions about actors, producers, etc. Our next experimentations
will of course use this collection.
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Fig. 5. Results for λ = 0.5 compared to INEX 2005 participants

equal part of content and structure. However, if all of our solutions return better
results around the same value of λ it is clear that two of them are well over the
others (more than 80% for the MaeP ): our full tree algorithm and the partial
summary algorithm in which nodes that have tags equivalent to the query ones
are not summarized. We further notice that the results are equivalent for these
two cases which means that we can gain on runtime while keeping the score of
our intial solution. Moreover, keeping track of the removed nodes does not improve our results. Even if it seems natural for the dalamagas summary in which
the tree structure is strongly altered through the removal of duplicate node descendants, it seems more surprising for our partial summary. It can however be
explained by the fact that it artiﬁcially increases the number of nodes for a substitution score equal to 0. It means that it gives the same score for a summarized
tree with several noisy children nodes than for a subtree with only the correct
number of relevant nodes.Considering now eﬃciency, Dalamagas summary reduces the number of nodes to 48%, while our partial summary version reduces
their number to 45%. Regarding the running time, it is improved 20 times on
the average.
Figure 5 shows the results for λ = 0.5 over the various INEX 2005 metrics
compared to the best participants, namely the Max Planck institute with TopX
[19] a database-centered approach; IBM Haifa Research Lab [15] with a vector
space model and the University of Klagenfurt [10] which also uses a vector space
model. While our full tree and partial summary runs score slightly the same than
the ﬁrst participants for the nxCG (an average of 5% under the ﬁrst while 13%
over the second), our MAeP results are overall better (+45 % compared to the
ﬁrst one and +90% for the second) for all our runs.
4.3

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented an XML retrieval approach whose main originality is
to use tree edit distance. This solution allowed us to outperform other approaches
on the MAeP measure by 45% while proving the usefulness of structural information in SIR process. However its main drawback, i.e. complexity, was time
consuming on the runs. We overcame this issue with a new set of summary rules
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which allowed us to keep the eﬀectiveness of our solution while improving eﬃciency though search space reduction. In future work we will improve our content
score as well as the overall edit distance cost system in order to better use the
tag semantics. Finally we are currently working on the INEX 2010 Datacentric
collection which will allow us to conﬁrm our results on a bigger and semantically
richer collection.
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Abstract. A common limitation of many language modeling approaches is that
retrieval scores are mainly based on exact matching of terms in the queries and
documents, ignoring the semantic relations among terms. Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) is an approach trying to capture the semantic dependencies
among words. However, using as document representation, LDA has no
successful applications in information retrieval (IR). In this paper, we propose a
single-document-based LDA (SLDA) document model for IR. The proposed
work has been evaluated on four TREC collections, which shows that SLDA
document modeling method is comparable to the state-of-the-art language
modeling approaches, and it’s a novel way to use LDA model to improve
retrieval performance.
Keywords: Information Retrieval (IR), Language Model, Document Model,
Pseudo-Feedback, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA).

1

Introduction

The language modeling approach has been successfully applied to many IR tasks [16].
However, the state-of-the-art language model is a unigram language model because of
the computational complexity. Although various heuristics (e.g. proximity [13]) and
resources (e.g. WordNet [3]) have been used to improve it, the unigram language
model can hardly capture semantic information in an article. For example, considering
trying to match the following query in a set of articles -- pianist, the unigram
language modeling approach intends to find documents that include words “pianist”,
“piano”, or “musician”. A sentence such as “Her hands mercilessly pounded the keys,
notes cascading into the surrounding stairway.” would be likely assigned a poor score,
but obviously, this sentence is closely related to pianist.
Using topic models for document representation is an interesting and exciting
research in IR. The Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) model [5] and the probabilistic
Latent Semantic Indexing (pLSI) model [9], especially the recent Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) model [2], all focus on reducing high-dimensional data vectors to
lower-dimensional representations. Compared with the unigram language model,
LDA model has several advantages: (1) It creates a topical level between words and
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 84–92, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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documents [2], which gives a better generalization performance. 1 (2) Unlike the
unigram language model often using interpolated score, LDA integrates syntax [8],
specific information [4] and word burstiness [12] into the document generative
process naturally. (3) It offers a method for using semantic information in IR; it is
likely to highly rank documents that are related to the topic (even if they don’t
necessarily contain the exact query terms or their synonyms [4]). However, it is not
optimistic about directly using the LDA modeling approach as the document
representation in the IR literatures. Wang et al. [14] tested the TNG (topical n-gram
model, a variant of LDA) and LDA for IR on the SJMN (San Jose Mercury News)
collection, and pointed out that when the two models are directly applied to do ad-hoc
retrieval, the performance is very poor (their average precisions are 0.0709 and
0.0438, which are much lower than the state-of-the-art language modeling
approaches). We believe that there are two reasons which restrict the application of
LDA model in IR. First, good document model does not always bring good retrieval
performance [1], other factors (e.g. retrieval method, smoothing strategy, etc.) are also
important. Second, training LDA model for a corpus is too inefficient and the corpuslevel topics are not fit for each document in the set.
This paper proposes a generative probabilistic model for a document, which tries to
deal with the constraints of applying LDA model in IR mentioned above. The model,
which we call the single-document-based LDA (SLDA) model, is an extension to the
LDA model. In this paper, we further investigate the parameter setting and retrieval
method of SLDA, and compare it with the state-of-the-art language modeling
approach (the KL-divergence retrieval model [10]) on four typical TREC collections.
The experiment results show that (1) the appropriate topic number of SLDA model is
less than five; (2) the query likelihood retrieval method is suitable for SLDA model;
(3) compared with using the LDA model directly as the document representation,
using the SLDA model can obtain better retrieval performance, which competes with
the current state-of-the-art approaches.
This paper is organized as follows. The related work is reviewed in Section 2. The
SLDA model is defined in Section 3. In Section 4, the experiments are presented.
Finally we conclude the work in Section 5.

2

Related Work

Wei and Croft [15] believed that the LDA itself may be too coarse to be used as the
representation for IR, so they proposed three ways to integrate the LDA model into
the language modeling framework. Their method made the LDA-based document
model consistently outperform the cluster-based approach [11] and is close to the
Relevance Model.
Chemudugunta et al. [4] proposed a mixture model named SWB, modeling the
special words into generative model. Based on the modified AP and FR collections,
SWB improves the retrieval performance, and beats the TF-IDF retrieval method.
Wang et al. [14] presented a topical n-gram (TNG) model that automatically
determines unigram words and phrases according to the context and assigns mixture
1

The document model evaluated by LDA has lower perplexity score than by the unigram
language model.
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of topics to both individual words and n-gram phrases. Although directly employing
TNG gets poor retrieval performance, significant improvements still can be achieved
through a combination with the basic query likelihood model.
All the previous approaches used LDA (or modified LDA) as an assistant to
language model. Directly using LDA as document representation hurts retrieval
performance badly. In our work, we employ SLDA document model alone, and get
the comparable results to the state-of-the-art. Our goal is not to argue that SLDA
model can take the place of language modeling approach in IR, but to prove that the
LDA modeling approach has been underexploited, and show a novel way to use LDA
model to improve retrieval performance.

3

SLDA Modeling Framework

In information retrieval, most of existing works on LDA model are set for the corpus
and assume that all the documents are consistent with the same probability
distribution. Figure 1(a) shows the graphical model representation of the standard
LDA model. There are C documents and K is the number of topics. θ represents the
document-topic multinomial and φ represents the topic-word multinomial. α and

β are parameters of Dirichlet priors for θ and φ . For each document D, the ND
words are generated by drawing a topic t from the document-topic distribution θ and
then drawing a word w from the topic-word distribution φ .

α

( a)

θ

β

t

φ

w
K

αD

(b)
C

θD

βD

ND

t

φD

w
KD

ND

Fig. 1. Graphical models for LDA (a) and SLDA (b)

3.1

SLDA Model

For each document in the collection, corpus-level topics are too coarse. Intuitively,
the number of topics in a corpus is much larger than that in single document. It is
clear that using a large number of topics to represent the semantics of a document is
not unavailable, but the semantic representation of the document would be too
generalized, which will make no obvious semantic difference between two
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documents. What’s more, the LDA model of whole corpus implies relationships
among words of different documents, but these relationships would be useless or even
harmful to the retrieval score. Therefore, we decide to establish LDA model on single
document. Figure 1(b) shows the graphical model for SLDA model. It should be
noted that SLDA has a similar structure to the LDA model while the difference is that
all the parameters are for single document, not corpus.
3.2

Relevant Metrics

Query Likelihood Method. The basic approach for language modeling for IR is the
query likelihood method, which takes the maximum likelihood of the document
model generating the query terms under the “bag-of-words” assumption as the
relevance between query and document. Given a query Q, the retrieval score of a
document D is:

ScoreQL ( D , Q ) = p (Q | ϕ D ) .

(1)

where ϕD is a document model of D (i.e. p ( w | D ) for each word w of D). So, we
can use SLDA to create ϕD for each document D, and then compute the relevant
score via query likelihood method.
Like language model, SLDA need to take some smoothing strategy to handle the
sparseness problem of assignment zero probability to unseen words. In this work, we
take the Jelinek-Mercer (fixed coefficient interpolation) smoothing method for SLDA.

p ( w | D ) = (1 − λ ) pslda ( w | D ) + λ pslda ( w | Ref ) .

(2)

where pslda ( w | Ref ) is the reference model, i.e. the maximum likelihood estimate of
word w in the background collection. And pslda ( w | D) represents the SLDA model
for a document, its construction process is that: at first, we estimate the parameters θ
and φ using Gibbs Sampling [6, 7], after get their posterior estimates θˆ and φˆ , then
we calculate the probability of a word in a document as follows,
K

pslda ( w | D) = p ( w | D, θˆ, φˆ) =  p( w | t , φˆ) p(t | θˆ, D ) .

(3)

t =1

Negative KL-divergence and JS-divergence. LDA model can infer a new model on a
different set of data using existing model on old dataset, so we get another idea to
compute the relevance of document and query. After get each document SLDA model,
we use it to infer the query SLDA model, so we get document-topic and query-topic
multinomial distributions on the same topic collections, then we can use the KullbackLeibler (KL) divergence (a non-symmetric measure of the difference between two
probability distributions) of these two models to measure how close they are to each
other and use their negative distance as a score to rank documents as follows:
K

ScorenKL ( D, Q ) = − D (θ Q || θ D ) = − p (t | Q ) log
t =1

p (t | Q ) .
p (t | D )

(4)
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where θQ represents query-topic distribution and θ D represents document-topic
distribution.
In probability theory and statistics, the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence is a
popular method of measuring the similarity between two probability distributions. It
is a symmetrized and smoothed version of the KL-divergence:

ScoreJS ( D, Q) = ( D(θQ || θ M ) + D(θ D || θ M )) / 2 .

(5)

where θ M = (θ Q + θ D ) / 2 , we also use it as the metric.

4

Experiments

4.1

Dataset and Experiment Setup

The proposed work has been evaluated on four collections from TREC: AP
(Associated Press News 1988-1989), FR (Federal Register), SJMN (San Jose Mercury
News) and TREC8 (the ad hoc data used in TREC8) with three different TREC topic
sets, TOPIC 51-100, TOPIC 101-150 and TOPIC 401-450. Queries are taken from the
title field of topics. Table 1 shows some basic statistics on these data sets.
Table 1. Statistics of data sets
Collection
AP

query
51-100

avgdl
462

#docs
164,597

#qrels
6101

FR

51-100

1495

45,820

502

SJMN

51-150

408

90,257

4881

TREC8

401-450

480

528,155

4728

All the experiments make use of Lemur toolkit2 and Gibbs Sampling LDA toolkit3
for implement. Both the queries and documents are stemmed with the Porter stemmer.
Besides stemming, a total of 418 stop words from the Lemur stoplist are removed.
4.2

Comparison of Relevant Metrics

First of all, we compare the relevant metrics on AP dataset. Besides the query
likelihood method (QL), negative KL-divergence method (nKL) and JS-divergence
method (JS) mentioned above, we add two additional strategies. The motivation is
that when we take document-topic and query-topic as two K-dimensional vectors, we
can use angle and Euclidean distance of these two vectors (named VA and VD) to
measure their relevance. We use Dirichlet priors in the SLDA estimation with

2
3

http://www.lemurproject.org/
http://gibbslda.sourceforge.net/
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Fig. 2. The comparison of five metrics
α = 50 / K and β = 0.1 , which are the common and default settings in current research
[7]. We will try different values of K and Gibbs sampling iterations in following
experiments, so that we just fix the number of topics with K=100 and set the number
of iterations with 2000. The interpolated Recall-Precision curve represents the results
in Figure 2, which shows that the QL method significantly outperforms the others, so
we use query likelihood as the retrieval strategy in the rest experiments.

4.3

Parameter Settings

There are several parameters that need to be determined in our experiments. For the
SLDA model, the number of topics and the number of iterations are very important in
topic modeling. At the current stage of our work, we select these parameters through
exhaustive search manually. We have tried different iteration numbers with different
numbers of topics to see the MAP (Mean Average Precision) values of retrieval
results on the AP set. 4
Table 2 shows the retrieval results on AP with different number of topics (K) and
iterations. We find that the performance impact of different numbers of iterations is
not very obvious; and the best selection of K is less than five, performance is
significantly lower when there are more than 10 topics. Therefore, 50 iterations and
K=3 are a good tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency.
In order to choose a suitable value of λ on (2), we take a similar experiment
process as above on the AP collection and find 0.5 to be the best value for
performance.
4

The results on others corpus show the same trends, so we only list results on AP.
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Table 2. Results (MAP) on AP with different K and iterations

2
3
5

50
0.2460
0.2467
0.2442

iterations
200
0.2461
0.2465
0.2445

1000
0.2458
0.2467
0.2421

10

0.2398

0.2372

0.2371

20

0.2327

0.2315

0.2303

30

0.2307

0.2268

0.2266

50

0.2261

0.2257

0.2249

K

4.4

Comparison with Language Model

We compare the performance of the SLDA model (with query likelihood retrieval
method) with the KL divergence language model [10] (noted as LM) with Dirichlet
prior smoothing (we set the smoothing parameter to 2000, which are the common
settings in current research [17]) on the TREC collections. There are two comparison
experiments named Rank and Re-rank. For the “Rank” experiment, we use the two
models to retrieve top-ranked 1000 documents on the whole collections for each
query and compare their retrieval performance. In the other “Re-rank” experiment, we
first use the baseline model (i.e. LM) to retrieve 2000 documents for each query, and
organize these initial retrieved documents as a subset of the corpus, then re-rank the
subset and use top 1000 documents for all runs to compare performance.
Table 3. The comparison of LM and SLDA retrieval results
Rank
Metrics

AP

FR

SJMN

TREC8

LM

SLDA

LM

SLDA

LM

SLDA

LM

SLDA

MAP

0.2568

0.2464

0.1127

0.0982

0.1921

0.1755

0.2312

0.2209

P@10

0.3980

0.3780

0.0680

0.0640

0.2760

0.2530

0.4360

0.4160

#rel_ret

3454

3553

232

272

2987

2943

2764

2752

Re-rank
Metrics

AP

FR

SJMN

TREC8

LM

SLDA

LM

SLDA

LM

SLDA

LM

SLDA

MAP

0.1810

0.1686

0.0708

0.0575

0.1592

0.1182

0.1823

0.1641

P@10

0.3280

0.2700

0.0560

0.0440

0.2630

0.1960

0.2820

0.3100

#rel_ret

2928

2940

153

176

2590

2349

2398

2269
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The re-rank step could be considered as using the pseudo-feedback technology in
retrieval task. Generally, the language modeling approach using pseudo-feedback
documents to re-estimate the query model. However, in our experiment, we employ
the query likelihood retrieval model which cannot accommodate the feedback
information naturally [16]. Therefore, unlike the traditional method, we use the subset
to train the background model (reference model) and re-estimate the document model.
In order to facilitate a fair comparison, we also use the pseudo-feedback documents to
re-estimate document model in language modeling approach. Table 3 shows the
comparison of the two models.
In Table 3, we can observe that on the AP and TREC8, SLDA is comparable to the
LM; on the FR and SJMN, SLDA falls a bit behind. Fortunately, on all the
collections, the recall of SLDA method is good, even higher than LM approach.
Therefore, there are much room for improvement. What’s more, on SJMN, SLDA
(MAP 0.1755, recall 2943) is more superior to TNG (MAP 0.0709, recall 2450) [14]
and LDA (MAP 0.0438, recall 2257), which probably means that, SLDA has an
advantage over traditional LDA-like models on document representation in IR.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

Using LDA as an aid can improve the retrieval performance; however, directly using
LDA as representation of document hurts the retrieval performance [14, 15]. In this
paper, we propose the SLDA model which employs LDA model directly on single
document representation. Our experiment results show that SLDA document model is
close to the current state-of-the-art language modeling approaches, which is better
than traditional LDA models to improve information retrieval performance. We think
that the LDA modeling approach has been underexploited, our goal is not to argue
that SLDA model can take the place of language modeling approach in IR, but to
show a novel way to use LDA model to improve the retrieval performance.
We further study the parameter settings and retrieval model of SLDA. Experiment
results on four TREC test collections show that the appropriate topic number of
SLDA model is less than five and the query likelihood retrieval method is suitable.
Our work can be extended in several directions: First, although we have found
empirically that document-level topics are better than corpus-level topics for
document representation, how to determine the number of topics is still a very
important problem. Second, for different documents, setting different number of
topics instead of a fixed number of topics for all the docs is an interesting direction.
Finally, it is challenging to develop a method to define the Gibbs Sampling iterations.
Acknowledgments. The research is supported by National Natural Science
Foundation of China (60873097, 60933005). We thank the anonymous reviewers for
their useful comments.
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Abstract. Learning to rank is one of the most hot research areas in information
retrieval, among which listwise approach is an important research direction and the
methods that directly optimizing evaluation metrics in listwise approach have been
used for optimizing some important ranking evaluation metrics, such as MAP,
NDCG and etc. In this paper, the structural SVMs method is employed to optimize
the Expected Reciprocal Rank(ERR) criterion which is named SVMERR for short.
It is compared with state-of-the-art algorithms. Experimental results show that
SVMERR outperforms other methods on OHSUMED dataset and TD2003 dataset,
which also indicate that optimizing ERR criterion could improve the ranking
performance.
Keywords: Information Retrieval, Learning to rank, Listwise, ERR.

1

Introduction

Learning to rank is one of the popular research fields in Information Retrieval. At
present, learning to rank has been divided into three categories in general, they are the
pointwise approach that is based on single document with respect to a given query,
the pairwise approach that is based on document preference pair according to a given
query and the listwise approach that is based on document list w.r.t a given query[1].
The pointwise approach takes the feature vector of each single document as input
instance, and takes the similarity between document and query as output. Here,
ranking model could be regarded as regression model or classification model. The
representative algorithms are McRank[2] and Pranking[3]. The disadvantage of
pointwise approach is that the relative order between documents cannot be considered
in learning process. Pairwise approach takes the document pair as input instance, the
representative algorithms are RankNet[4] and Ranking SVM[5]. The input of listwise
approach contains a group of documents that are relevant to the given query and the
*
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output is a ranked list. Listwise approach can be divided into two categories, one of
which measures the difference between predict labels and ground truth labels using
loss function, such as ListNet[6] and ListMLE[7], the other one regards loss
function as the upper bound of evaluation metric, such as SVMMAP[8].
The experimental results on Letor3.0 indicate that listwise approach generally
performs better than pointwise approach and pairwise approach[1]. Hence listwise
approach could improve ranking performance. DCG metric is an important measure
for evaluating web retrieval results, which assumes that whether user chooses some
document in a ranked list only depends on position information of the document.
Nevertheless, the assumption ignores the fact that whether user chooses i-th document
in ranked list also depends on other factors. Therefore a new evaluation metric named
Expected Reciprocal Rank(ERR)[9] is proposed, which is employed for results
evaluation in learning to rank challenge organized by Yahoo! at 2010. Structural
SVMs[10] could find the global optimal solution, hence this paper proposes
SVMERR method for the above reasons, which employs structural SVMs to optimize
ERR metric. We expect this method may improve the retrieval performance.
This paper is organized as follows. It starts with the introduction of the new
evaluation metric ERR in Section 2. Section 3 describes our approach named
SVMERR. We make the experiments to test the performance of our method in
Section 4. Section 5 gives the conclusion and future work.

2

Ranking Evaluation Criteria

2.1

Expected Reciprocal Rank (ERR)

ERR is an improvement of DCG metric, DCG metric assumes that whether user
chooses some document in ranked list only depends on position information of the
document. However, in real scenario of a search engine, the browsing behavior of a
user is determined by diverse factors. Whether user choses i-th document in ranked
list also depends on the satisfaction that user thinks of the documents less than i, this
model is called cascade model, which can model the user’s real browsing behaviour,
and ERR metric is a ranking measure that based on cascade model.
For the given query q, we assumes that document i satisfies the user with
probablity Ri, then for a given set of Ri, we assumes that user browses ranked list from
top to bottom, the likelihood for which the user is satisfied and stops at position r is
calculated as follows:
r −1

∏ (1 − R ) R
i =1

i

r

(1)

which denotes the probability that the user is not satisfied with the first r-1 documents
and is satisfied with the r-th document.
The satisfied probability Ri could be estimated by maximum likelihood on the click
logs, and also could be set as a function of documents‘ relevance degree. Let gi be
the relevance degree of the i-th document, then:
R i = R(gi )

(2)
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where R is a mapping from relevance degree to relevance probability. Similar to the
gain function of DCG, R could be defined as follows:
R(g ) =

2g −1
,
2 g max

g ∈{0,..., g max }

(3)

where g is the relevance degree, gmax denotes that the document is extremely relevant.
For example, if a 5 point scale is used, then g equals to 0 denotes that the document is
irrelevant, and the most relevant document could be marked as g equals to 4. Equation
(3) indicates that the probability that the user will be satisfied and stop browsing is big
when the relevance degree of document is high.
Give a utility function φ, which is similar with the discount function in DCG,
should meet the condition that φ(1) equals to 1, and φ(r) tends to 0 when position r
tends to infinity. Given function φ, a cascade based metric is the expectation of φ(r),
the variable r is the ranking position where the user finds the document that he want.
Expected Reciprocal Rank (ERR) is defined as a cascade based metric that using
function φ(r) =1/r:
ERR =

n



r =1

1
Pr
r

(4)

where Pr stands for the probability that the user stops at position r, and n denotes the
number of documents in the ranked list. Pr is defined in equation (1). ERR criterion is
generated by taking equation (1) into equation (4):
ERR =

n

1

r −1

 r ∏ (1 − R
r =1

i =1

i

(5)

) Rr

Average the ERR(q) over all queries, we could get the final ERR value.

3

Optimize ERR Metric Using Structural SVMs

3.1

Structural SVMs

Ranking is composed of three parts, the first part is ranking model w, and the second part
is a feature map φ(xk, y) that maps ranked list xk and relevance labels y to a d-dimensional
space vector, in which d is the number of feature vectors. A score for rank y is noted as
wTφ(xk, y), through which we could evaluate the merits of rank y. Given the document list
for a query, we assume that the ideal ranking list is yk (i.e. it places all relevant documents
at top ranks and irrelevant documents after that). y is the ranked list that generated by
model w, and the difference between yk and y is the third part in ranking, which is called
loss function and noted asΔ(yk, y). We use the structural SVMs to learn a ranking model
w, the optimization problem is described as follows:
m in

1

C
|| ω ||2 +
m

ω ,ξ ≥ 0 2



m

ξ

k =1

k

∀k,∀y ∈ Y \ yk :

s .t .

ω T ϕ ( x , y ) ≥ ω Tϕ ( x , y ) + Δ ( y
k

k

k

(6)
k

, y) − ξ

k
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where parameter C is a penalty factor. Parameter m is the number of queries in
training dataset, w denotes ranking model. If predicted ranked list y is bad, then Δ(yk,
y) will be very large, to meet the constraint in equation (6), the slack variable k also
needs to be increased.

ξ

3.2

Optimize ERR Metric Using Structural SVMs

For any query k, the number of possible predicted ranked lists y is n!, where n is the
number of documents corresponding to k, which will increase the complexity of
finding solution. For this reason, cutting plane algorithm is employed to optimize
ERR metric, which is described in Table 1.
Table 1. Cutting plane algorithm

∈

1: Input: (xk,yk),k [1,n], C and tolerance ε
2: Set Wi to zero vector, for all i = 1, … , n
3: Repeat
3.1: for i = 1, … , n do
3.1.1: compute H(y, w)=Δ(yk, y)+ wTφ(xk, y)-wTφ(xk, yi)
3.1.2: find y*=argmaxy Y {H(y,w) }
3.1.3: find ξi =max{0,maxy’ ∈ Wi H(y’,w) }
3.1.4: if H(y*,w) >ξi+ε then
Wi = Wi U (y*)
optimize equation (12) on W=UiWi
Until no Wi has changed during iteration

∈

There are four problems to solve when structural SVMs is employed to optimize
ERR criteria. The first one is the selection of feature map φ(xk, y); the second problem
is how to find the most violated constraint y* that maximums the H(y,w); the third one
is how to define the loss function of ERR during training process; and the final
problem to solve is the definition of variation quantity generated by exchanging
documents. These will be explained in the following subsections.
In this paper, we choose the partial order feature map which is defined as follows:
ϕ ( xk , y ) =

1
| C + || C

−

|



|C + |
i =1



|C − |
j =1

(7)

y ij ( x k i − x k j )

where |C+| is the number of relevant documents in document list xk, and |C-| is the
number of irrelevant documents; for any y Y, yij=1 if relevant document di is ranked
ahead of irrelevant document dj, yij=-1 otherwise. xki denotes the feature vector of
document di in the document list corresponding to query k.
For each iteration of cutting plane algorithm, there is a working set. For the k-th
query, the ranked list y that maximizes H(xk, y; w) need to be find, where y yk; then
the ranked list y will be added to the working set, and equation (6) will be optimized
on the new working set. Its mathematical expression is listed below:

∈

≠
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(8)

y ≠ y k*

Since for the given query k, the score wTφ(xk, yk) of ideal ranked list yk is constant
with respect to y, equation (8) or equivalently,
arg max H ( xk , y; ω ) = arg max[ Δ( yk* , y ) + ω T ϕ ( xk , y )]
y ≠ y*k

(9)

y ≠ y*k

where wTφ(xk, y) is the score of ranked list y, according to the feature map in 3.2.1, the
wTφ(xk, y) in equation (9) is:

ω T ϕ ( xk , y ) =

1
|C + |
|C − |
y ( si − sj )
−  i =1  j =1 ij
| C || C |

(10)

+

where si equals to wTxki, which denotes the score of document i in the ranked list
corresponding to query k. The loss function of ERR criterionΔ(yk, y) in equation (9)
is defined as follows:
Δ ( yk , y ) err = 1 − E R R ( y ) = 1 −



n
r =1

1 r −1
∏ (1 − R i ) R r
r i =1

(11)

For given query k, the value of H(xk, y; w) will be changed when we exchange two
documents. Fist, the relevant documents and irrelevant documents will be both sorted
in descending order by wTxki and the ideal ranked list is generated (i.e. all relevant
documents are ahead of irrelevant documents).Then we insert each irrelevant
document into relevant documents list and find the positions that maximize H(xk, y;
w), so we get the most violated constraint y. In the following, we will consider the
situation that the i-th relevant document and j-th irrelevant document are swapped
with each other in query k. The exchange denotes the variation quantity generated by
exchanging the i-th relevant document and the j-th irrelevant document, whose
definition is:

δ

δexchange = δ [ω T ϕ ( xk , y )] + δ [ Δ ( y k, y )]

(12)

δ

exchange is made up of two parts, one of which is generated by the change of
feature map score wTφ(xk, y), the other is generated by the change of loss function
Δ(yk, y)err. Their definitions are listed in equation (13) and equation (14).

δ [ ω T ϕ ( x k , y )] = −
δ [ Δ ( y k, y ) ] =

1
2i

i −1

∏

t =1

(1 − R t ) −

1
2 j

2
ω T ( x ki − x kj )
| C + || C − |

j −1

∏

t =1

(1 − R t ) −

1
2

j −1



r = i +1

1
r

r −1

∏

t =1

(1 − R t ) R r

(13)
(t ≠ i )

(14)

Equation (14) denotes the variation quantity generated by the loss function of ERR
Δ(yk, y)err. Comparing with the change generated by DCG, equation (14) could reflect
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the influence generated by exchanging documents well, because ERR metric
considers that the documents ranked in front of document i will influence user‘s
choice behavior. In equation (14), variable i and j are the ranking positions of
document i and document j in the ranked list. Rt is the probability that user satisfied
with the t-th document, and Rr is the probability that user satisfied with the r-th
document (reference to equation (1)).
After we defined the loss function of ERR and the variation quantity generated by
exchanging documents, the most violated constraint y is generated by the method of
exchanging documents. Then ranking model w is computed by using cutting plane
algorithm. Further, the documents for query q will be scored by model w and be
ranked by scores in descending order.

4

Experiments

We use OHSUMED and TD2003 dataset in LETOR3.0 released by MSRA[12] as our
experimental data collection. The exact set of features is the set of standard features
proposed by LETOR3.0. OHSUMED dataset contains 106 queries, 11303 irrelevant
documents and 4837 relevant documents and TD2003 dataset contains 50 queries,
516 relevant documents and 48655 irrelevant documents. The two dataset are both
evenly divided into five groups for five times cross validation. We perform the
experiments on these dataset, and the results are compared with Regression (pointwise approach), Ranking SVM (pairwise approach), SVMMAP, SVMNDCG and
ListNet (listwise approach).
4.1

Experiment on OHSUMED Data

Figure 1 shows the precision curve for each algorithm on OHSUMED dataset, from
which we could observe that ListNet algorithm gets the best result at P@1and P@3;
SVMNDCG algorithm get the best result at P@2, but SVMERR algorithm does not
perform well and only outperforms others at the P@5 to P@10. From Figure 2, we
could see that at NDCG metric level, SVMERR performs normally compared with
other algorithms.
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Fig. 1. Average P@k Curve on OHSUMED dataset
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Table 2 shows the MAP value for each algorithm, and table 3 presents the
compared result on ERR value between SVMNDCG and SVMERR.
From table 2, we could see that SVMERR does not make much improvement on
MAP score level compared with other methods, and table 3 indicates that SVMNDCG
method outperforms SVMERR on ERR level.
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Fig. 2. Average NDCG@k Curve on OHSUMED dataset
Table 2. Comparison with other methods by MAP
Algorithms
SVMMAP
SVMNDCG
ListNet
Regression
Ranking SVM
SVMERR

Fold1
0.3423
0.3492
0.3464
0.2979
0.3038
0.3483

Fold2
0.4540
0.4730
0.4500
0.4302
0.4468
0.4500

Fold3
0.4620
0.4610
0.4610
0.4398
0.4648
0.4620

Fold4
0.5179
0.5112
0.5106
0.4978
0.4990
0.5121

Fold5
0.4500
0.4487
0.4611
0.4442
0.4528
0.4710

avgMAP
0.4453
0.4485
0.4457
0.4220
0.4334
0.4487

Table 3. Comparison with NDCG method by ERR
Algorithms
SVMNDCG
SVMERR

4.2

Fold1
0.4239
0.4251

Fold2
0.5190
0.4650

Fold3
0.5300
0.5350

Fold4
0.5052
0.5157

Fold5
0.5205
0.5209

avgERR
0.4995
0.4923

Experiment on TD2003 Data

Figure 3 presents the precision curve for each algorithm, where x-axis denotes the
position k and Y-axis denotes the precision for each position k, and Figure 4 is the
NDCG@k curve for each algorithm, where x-axis also denotes the position k and Yaxis denotes the NDCG@k value.
From Figure 3 and Figure 4, we could observe that the performance of SVMERR
is better than others at P@1, P@2 as well as NDCG@1, NDCG@3 and so on,
because the metric ERR, which is based on cascade model, takes user’s browsing
behavior into consideration, and exactly corresponds with the real retrieval situation.
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Fig. 3. Average P@k curve on TD2003 dataset
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Fig. 4. Average NDCG@k Curve on TD2003 dataset

Table 4 shows the MAP values of each algorithm at each fold in TD2003 dataset, and
table 5 presents the comparison of SVMERR method and SVMNDCG method on
ERR metric.
Table 4 presents that at MAP metric‘ level, SVMERR obtains the best result on
Fold1 and Fold5 compared with other methods and make a improvement at average
MAP value. Table 5 shows that compared with SVMNDCG, SVMERR gets the best
value on Fold2, Fold3 and Fold5, and the average ERR value outperforms that of
SVMNDCG.
Table 4. Comparison with other methods by MAP
Algorithms
SVMMAP
SVMNDCG
ListNet
Regression
Ranking SVM
SVMERR

Fold1
0.1719
0.1822
0.1925
0.1262
0.1637
0.2020

Fold2
0.2369
0.2206
0.3249
0.3009
0.2576
0.2888

Fold3
0.3421
0.4463
0.3813
0.2665
0.4079
0.3704

Fold4
0.2760
0.2979
0.2755
0.2658
0.2356
0.2753

Fold5
0.1958
0.1685
0.2023
0.2450
0.2490
0.2873

avgMAP
0.2445
0.2631
0.2753
0.2409
0.2628
0.2847
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Table 5. Comparison with SVMNDCG method by ERR
Algorithms

Fold1

Fold2

Fold3

Fold4

Fold5

avgERR

SVMNDCG
SVMERR

0.2740
0.2489

0.3351
0.3741

0.3606
0.3699

0.2911
0.2735

0.3427
0.4595

0.3207
0.3451

In general, SVMERR method performs normally on OHSUMED dataset but
performs better on TD2003 dataset. We analyse the reason and think that the most
likely reason for this phenomenon is the scale of OHSUMED dataset is small, by
contrast, TD2003 dataset’s scale is large. Therefore experimental result on TD2003 is
more obvious. Anyway, SVMERR method definitely improves the performance in
information retrieval.
4.3

Experimental Analysis

We analysed the experimental results and concluded the reasons as follows.
First of all, the input of listwise approach contains a group of document that are
relevant with given query and the output is a ranked list, however, pointwise approach
only considers single document with respect to a given query, which is more like a
traditional classification or regression problem, and pairwise approach concerns with
document preference pair according to a given query. Both of which couldn’t consider
the whole document list, so in general, listwise approach outperforms the other two
approaches. Therefore the experimental results of the algorithms that belongs to
listwise approach are good, such as SVMMAP, SVMNDCG, ListNet as well as
SVMERR proposed in this paper.
Secondly, DCG metric, which is an evaluation measure of multi-level relevance
degree, could model the user’s browsing behaviour better. Hence the SVMNDCG
method performs well.
Finally, the DCG metric, which is based on position model, does not consider the
relevance of documents above the document of interest. However, ERR metric
considers this factor. In a way, ERR metric is an improved version of DCG, and
SVMERR is the method that optimizes ERR metric, therefore SVMERR performs
better than other methods.
Optimizing ERR metric brings the improvement of ranking performance, i.e.
making the ranked list better and increasing the user’s satisfaction. Nevertheless,
SVMERR improves the performance at the expense of time. More calculation will be
produced when calculating ERR loss function Δ(yk, y)err. So the real systems should
balance the relationship between effectiveness and efficiency.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an algorithm named SVMERR, which adopts structural
SVMs to optimize ERR metric. We perform the experiments on LETOR3.0 dataset.
Experimental results show that optimizing ERR metric could help improve ranking
performance. Our contribution contains two parts as follows. Firstly, structural SVMs
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is employed to optimize ERR metric; secondly, we define the loss function of ERR
metric and the variation quantity generated by exchanging documents. Our future
work will focus on optimizing other evaluation measures.
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Abstract. This paper describes and evaluates different IR models and search
strategies for digitized manuscripts. Written during the thirteenth century, these
manuscripts were digitized using an imperfect recognition system with a word
error rate of around 6%. Having access to the internal representation during the
recognition stage, we were able to produce four automatic transcriptions, each
introducing some form of spelling correction as an attempt to improve the
retrieval effectiveness. We evaluated the retrieval effectiveness for each of
these versions using three text representations combined with five IR models,
three stemming strategies and two query formulations. We employed a
manually-transcribed error-free version to define the ground-truth. Based on our
experiments, we conclude that taking account of the single best recognition
word or all possible top-k recognition alternatives does not provide the best
performance. Selecting all possible words each having a log-likelihood close to
the best alternative yields the best text surrogate. Within this representation,
different retrieval strategies tend to produce similar performance levels.
Keywords: Medieval manuscripts, IR with noisy text, OCR, handwritten text
IR, Middle High German, text recognition, digital libraries.

1

Introduction

During the last decade, there has been a growing interest in building large digital
libraries with the largest projects receiving national (e.g., Gallica) or international
support (The European Library, or Europeana). The main motivation behind such
projects is the preservation of our cultural heritage and allowing a worldwide userfriendly access to this valuable material. From a technical perspective, handling old
historical documents and in particular medieval manuscripts represents a difficult
task. During the image processing and text recognition phases, we faced with the
artifacts surrounding the handwritten text, ink bleeding, holes and stitches on
parchments, etc. Our main objective is however to perform effective searches on the
transcriptions generated from these phases. Unfortunately, it is almost impossible to
obtain a perfect digital transcription of the original documents, meaning that we must
accept the fact that recognition errors will always reside. The level of the error rate
depends on various factors such as the accuracy of the recognition system, the quality
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 103–114, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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of the contrast between the background and the ink, the regularity of the handwriting,
etc., keeping in mind that a high error rate may result in low retrieval effectiveness.
The medieval manuscripts were written in a non-standardized spelling, this aspect
introduced an additional challenge. By inspecting some passages we can easily find
different spellings referring to the same entity. This issue will reduce the retrieval
effectiveness. Moreover, the grammar used in medieval languages was clearly different
once compared to that of our modern days, thus allowing more flexibility to the writer,
varying from one region to another, or even from one writer to another residing in the
same region. In this context, our research group is participating in the HisDoc1 project
wherein a large set of medieval handwritten manuscripts has been carefully digitized and
automatically transcribed (work done at the University of Fribourg and the University of
Bern respectively).
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of
related work while Section 3 describes the corpora used in our experiments. Section 4
outlines the indexing strategies and describes the selected IR models. Section 5
evaluates and analyzes the results obtained from applying these IR strategies.

2

Related Work

Performing effective retrieval on historical manuscripts is still an unsolved issue
despite the increasing need of museums, libraries, and even the general public for
easy access to historical manuscripts [1], [2]. Many studies and experiments, in both
commercial and academic frameworks, have tackled the task of retrieving noisy text.
The first challenge is having to deal with the effectiveness loss caused by imperfect
character recognition [3]. In this context, TREC-5 (confusion track) constitutes a
useful starting point [4]. During this evaluation campaign, three different versions of
a corpus written in English were made available. The first and clean version of the
corpus forms the baseline, the second and third versions are the output of scanning the
printed corpus having character error rates of around 5% and 20% respectively. To
measure the retrieval effectiveness with the presence of noisy text, the TREC
evaluation campaign chose the MRR (mean reciprocal rank) metric, which is based on
the inverse of the rank of the first relevant item retrieved [5]. Such a measure reflects
the concern of users wishing to find one or a few good responses to any given request.
Using this measure, the best system in TREC-5 [6] had an MRR of 0.7353 for the
clean corpus, and an MRR of 0.5737 (relative difference of -22%) when facing with
an error rate of 5%. For the corpus having a 20% character error rate, the MRR value
was as low as 0.4978 (-32%). Similar degradation levels were obtained by other
participants [4]. However, these results should be moderated, given that Tagva et al.
[7] had shown that when using high-definition images and a high quality OCR
system, the error rate could be limited to around 2%.
Dealing with medieval handwritten manuscripts instead of typed text as well as
colored paper or writing media with stains, holes and stitches instead of a
1

http://hisdoc.unine.ch
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high-contrast black-and-white would certainly generate an error rate higher than the
estimated 2%. Previous studies [1], [2], [3], [4] were also limited to the English
language, with, basically, documents dating to the last decades of the eighteenth
century (e.g. George Washington manuscripts [1], [2]). Working with older languages
means that we need to face with both spelling and grammar variations. In such cases,
various approaches have been suggested to deal with spelling variability as for
example the plays and poems in Early Modern English (1580 – 1640) [8], [9].
Shakespeare for instance had his name spelled as “Shakper”, “Shakspe”, “Shaksper”,
“Shakspere” or “Shakspeare”, but never as the current spelling. The German language
is known for its compound construction (e.g., worldwide, handgun). For instance, the
word Kühlschrank (refrigerator) is made up of two words, namely kühl (cold) and
Schrank (cupboard). According to CLEF evaluation campaigns [10], splitting
compound words has shown to be effective for IR purposes as the same concept can
be expressed using different forms (e.g., Computersicherheit vs. Sicherheit mit
Computern). It is worth mentioning that compounding was not used as frequently in
Middle High German as it is in modern German. The percentage of compound nouns
to nouns in the first half of the thirteenth century was around 6.8%, this ratio
increased over the centuries reaching 25.2% in the modern German language [11].

Fig. 1. A small excerpt of the Parzival manuscript

3

Evaluation Corpora and Methodology

The corpus used in our experiments is based on a well-known medieval epic poem
called Parzival and is attributed to Wolfram von Eschenbach. The first version dates
to the first quarter of the thirteenth century and was written in the Middle High
German language. Currently, we can find several versions (with variations) but the
St. Gall collegiate library cod. 857 is the one used for experimental evaluation [12].
An excerpt is shown in Figure 1. An error-free transcription of the poem was created
manually and made available by experts. This version forms our ground-truth (GT)
text and was used to assess the performance levels in our experiments.
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Handwritten Recognition

In HisDoc, the manuscripts have been transcribed to the digital format using a Hidden
Markov Model whose basic features are described in [12]. This recognition system is
based on the closed vocabulary assumption implying that each word in the test set is
known or has already appeared in the training set. This recognition system has evolved
in terms of performance and achieved a word-accuracy close to 94%. Thus, the produced
transcription has a word-error rate of around 6% and represents the noisy version of
Parzival employed in our IR experiments. Each image corresponding to a whole page has
been automatically subdivided into smaller images, each representing a single line (verse)
of the poem. The line images are then processed for recognition during which the system
determines, for each word, the best set of possible recognitions. Instead of being limited
to a single candidate, the recognition system provides a set of seven possible words.
Within each set, the seven alternatives are graded and sorted in terms of their likelihood
to be correct. Thus, for each word, the seven resulting recognition#likelihood pairs are
stored as [w1#L1, w2#L2, …, w7#L7] where w1 is the most likely word with L1 having the
highest log-likelihood value. As a concrete example, we can inspect the word “man” in
the verse “dem man dirre aventivre giht” for which the recognition pairs are:
[“man”#36006.7, “min”#35656.8, “mat”#35452.5, “nam”#35424.7, “arm”#35296.2,
“nimt”#35278.2, “gan”#35265.7]. In this case, the system succeeded to recognize this
occurrence of the word “man” correctly as it appeared in the first position of the
recognition set.
3.2

The Generation of Various Evaluation Corpora

Following medievalists' tradition, each verse (line) of the poem represents a
document. The current version used in our IR experiments contains 1,328 documents
corresponding to only a subset of the complete Parzival transcription. The remaining
4,477 verses form the training set used during the recognition phase and thus are not
included in the search evaluation. The number of tokens per verse ranges between 2
and 9 with a mean length equal to 5.3 words.
Having access to the internal representation of the recognition system, we can
investigate the quality of different output formats from an IR perspective. When
facing with a word error rate of around 6%, the simplest solution is to consider only
the most likely recognition for each word (e.g., using only “man” in our example).
We will refer to this version as BW1, which represents the classical output of a
recognition system. Considering that each document (verse) is quite short, the
existence of a recognition error will make the retrieval of the corresponding verse an
unattainable task without some sort of spelling correction or soft matching between
the search keywords and the text representation. Therefore, we generated three
additional corpora denoted BW3, BW7 and BWδ. The BW3 version is similar to
BW1 except that the best three possible alternatives for each word were automatically
included. For the same example above, the first token of the verse will be represented
by the three words “man”, “min” and “mat”. Following the same vein, we generated
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BW7 by incorporating all of the seven alternatives for each word. This version
corresponds to the highest intensity of spelling (and recognition) variants.
Finally, we produced BWδ with a wiser strategy for incorporating term substitutes.
Alternatives are included as long as the difference between the candidate’s loglikelihood value and that of the most likely term is less than or equal to δ (where
δ = 1.5% in the current study). Using our previous example, only the alternative
“min” is present in addition to the term “man” in the BWδ version.
The benefit sought from incorporating more than one recognition alternative is to
overcome the word recognition errors as well as the non-normalized spelling. For
instance, the term “Parzival” appeared in the original manuscript as “Parcifal”,
“Parcival” and “Parzifal”. All of these variants are possible and must be considered
as correct spellings. Another example of spelling variants would be “vogel” vs.
“fogel” (bird) and “fisch” vs. “visch” (fish) - unlike modern German, capitalizing
nouns’ initials was not used at that era. During the recognition phase, some of these
variants may appear in the recognitions’ list and using the BW3, BW7 or even BWδ
corpora, some or all of them can be retained in the text representation. At this lexical
level, one should also consider the inflectional morphology where various suffixes
were possibly added to nouns, adjectives and names to indicate their grammatical case
(e.g. as in Latin and Russian). With this additional aspect, the proper name “Parcival”
may appear as “Parcivale”, “Parcivals” or “Parcivalen”, increasing the number of
potential correct spelling variants.
3.3

Known-Item Query Generation

The manual construction of user queries together with their relevance judgments is a
very costly task. A cheaper alternative is to generate them automatically. This issue
had been the subject of many studies in order to obtain comparable quality between
the automatically generated queries and those built by real users [13], [14], [15]. In
the context of simulated query building and known-item search, we have adopted the
approach suggested by [13]. This approach is based on a probabilistic framework
(see Table 1) simulating the behavior of a user who wants to retrieve a known
document, trying to aggregate terms that s/he recollects from the target item.
Table 1. The basic known-item query generation algorithm according to [13]
Initialize an empty query Q = {}
Select the document dk to be the known-item with probability Prob[dk]
Select the query length s with probability Prob[s]
Repeat s times {
Select a term ti from the document model of dk with probability Prob[ti|θd].
Add ti to the query Q. }
Record dk and Q to define the (known-item / query) pair.

In adopting this algorithm, we excluded all short words (whose length is less than
four characters) from being potential search terms. Moreover, words belonging to the
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list of the 150 most frequent terms in the corpus were eliminated automatically.
Finally, we generated three sets of 60 queries each, these are denoted QT1, QT2 and
QT3 and contain single-, 2- and 3-term queries respectively.
To define the probability of selecting a given document (Prob[dk]), we used a
uniform distribution. For choosing the query terms (Prob[ti|θd]), each word has a
chance proportional to its length (in characters), the higher the length, the higher the
probability of being selected. This random process was used to generate the QT1 set.
For longer queries, we decided to augment the source of the search keywords. The
underlying language model would consider the verse defining the known-item itself,
and possibly the preceding and the following lines. In this random process, the verses
were not assigned the same probability since the words occurring in the central verse
were given twice the chance to be selected. As a final modification, when generating
the QT3 set, the third query term had the possibility to originate from the short words
list or the 150 frequent terms. This makes it possible to obtain nominal and
prepositional phrases by having two informative terms combined with a preposition.

4

Indexing Strategies and Retrieval Models

In this paper we present a broad view of the performance achieved by various
combinations of document representations and retrieval models [16]. As a first
representation of verses and queries we adopted the word-based model without any
stemming normalization. We used the same representation again but removed the four
most common forms, namely: der, daz, ir and er. Another possible variation would be
to remove all common words (e.g., the 150 most frequent forms).
As a second approach, we applied a light stemmer especially adapted for the
Middle High German language. Following the principles used in an English light
stemmer [17], this solution will remove a limited number of suffixes (namely “-e”, “en”, and “-er”) under the constraint that the resulting stem is longer than three
characters. We also implemented a more aggressive stemmer to remove a larger set
of both inflectional and derivational suffixes. We expect a higher effectiveness level
using this approach since the best performing run in TREC-5 confusion track [6]
implemented an aggressive stemmer (Porter).
Alternatively, text can be represented by overlapping sequences of n letters [18].
When setting n = 4 for example, the word “computing” generates the indexing terms
“comp,” “ompu,” … and “ting.” When adopting this representation strategy, the
stemming procedure can thus be ignored, letting the weighting scheme assign low
weights to the most frequent sequences (e.g., “ting,” or “ably”). As an alternative we
suggest considering only the first n letters of each word (trunc-n). When specifying
n = 4, the word “computing” would generate the single indexing term “comp”.
The terms extracted from a document can then be weighted using the classical tf idf
formula [16]. In this case, we account for the term frequency tfij of a term tj in a
document di and its document frequency dfj. More precisely, we define the idf
component as idfj = log(n/dfj) with n indicating the number of documents in the
corpus. Cosine normalization can then be applied to obtain better performance levels.
Several variants of this vector-space model have been suggested, given that the
occurrence of a new term must be regarded as a rare event. In this case the first
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occurrence of certain term should be given more importance than its following
occurences, thus the tf component can be evaluated as log(tf)+1.
Moreover, to account for document length differences, Buckley et al. [19] suggest
using the Lnu-ltu weighting method where Lnu and ltu correspond to the term
weighting of the document and the query respectively (Eq. 1). This scheme was used
in the best performing TREC-5 system [6].

(

)

 ln(tf ) +1

ij



(ln(mean tf ) +1)

wij =
(1 − slope) ⋅ pivot + slope ⋅ nt i

w qj =

(ln(tf qj ) + 1)⋅ idf j
(1 − slope) ⋅ pivot + slope ⋅ nt i

(1)

where nti indicates the number of terms in a document di, pivot and slope are two
constants used to normalize the weights as a function of the mean document length.
As a complement to these two vector-space models, we considered two IR
probabilistic schemes. First, we used the Okapi approach [20] based on the following
formulation for the term tj in document di.
wij = [(k1+1) . tfij] / (K + tfij) where K = k1 · [(1-b) + ((b · li) / mean dl)]

(2)

where li is the length of the di document, b, k1 and mean dl are constants whose values
are set to 0.55, 1.2 and 5.3 respectively. The second probabilistic scheme is the
I(ne)B2 model, a member of the Divergence from Randomness (DFR) family [21]. In
this case, the weight wij reflecting the weight of term tj in document di was a
combination of two information measures as follows:
wij = Inf1ij · Inf2ij = Inf1ij · (1 – Prob2ij) and
Prob2ij = 1 - [(tcj +1) / (dfj · (tfnij+1))]
Inf1ij = tfnij · log2[(n+1) / (ne+0,5)] with ne = n · [1 – [(n-1)/n]tcj ]

(3)

where tci represents the collection frequency of the term tj.
Finally, we used the language model (LM) [22] in which the probability estimates
were based directly on the occurrence frequencies in a document di, or in the corpus
C. In this paper, we chose to implement Hiemstra's model [22] (Eq. 4), combining an
estimate based on a document (Prob[tj|di]) and a corpus (Prob[tj|C]).
Prob[di | q] = Prob[di] . ∏tj∈Q [λj . Prob[tj | di] + (1-λj) . Prob[tj | C]]
Prob[tj | di] = tfij / nti

and Prob[tj | C] = dfj / lc

with lc = ∑k dfk

(4)
(5)

In this formula, λj is a smoothing factor (set to a constant value equal to 0.35 for all
terms tj), and lc is an estimation of the size of the corpus C.

5

Evaluation

As a retrieval effectiveness measure, the TREC-5 evaluation campaign selected the
MRR (mean reciprocal rank) approach which is based on the inverse of the rank of
the first relevant item retrieved [4], [5]. Such a measure reflects the user concern
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wishing to find one or a few good responses to a given request. In our case, we can
apply the same evaluation methodology. As the relevant items are verses, returning
the verse immediately before or after the correct one should not be regarded as fullyimpertinent, particularly when knowing that the user usually reads a passage (a few
verses) instead of a single line. Considering the immediate neighbor verses to be
fully-relevant is inadequate either. To allow some degree of relevance for adjacent
lines, we need to adapt the strict MRR computation to support graded relevance.
In this vein, Eguchi et al. [23] proposed a metric for the task of finding “one highly
relevant document” called Weighted Reciprocal Rank (WRR), a solution improved in
[24]. The word “highly” obviously implies some sort of graded relevance, but this
metric imposes that a “partially relevant document at rank 1 is more important than
ranking a highly relevant document at rank 2.”
In this context, there exist three possible cases (where the first two are identical to
the classical MRR scheme). When the search is unsuccessful; the query is evaluated
as 0, while if the rank of the fully relevant document is better than these of its
neighbors, the query is then evaluated as 1/R (the reciprocal of the rank of the
relevant item). Third, when one of the two neighbors appears in a better rank than
that of the target item (ranks denoted as Rn and Rt respectively), the query is evaluated
as Max[1/Rt; γ.1/Rn]. With γ=0.5, suppose having Rn =2 and Rt = 3, thus Max[1/3;
0.5.1/2] = 1/3. In this example, the rank of the relevant item is not really far from its
neighbor, the evaluation is based on the former. Having Rn = 2 and Rt = 5, the query
evaluation is then Max[1/5; 0.5.1/2] = 0.25. In this case, the evaluation depends on
the rank of Rn as Rt is too late to be favored to Rn. We will refer to this evaluation
scheme as G(M)RR for Graded (Mean) Reciprocal Rank.
5.1

Evaluation of the Recognition Corpora

Since our evaluation measure focuses on high precision, we deemed a word-based
representation without any morphological normalization (performance shown under
the label “No stem” in Table 2) would be adequate. Alternatively, a light stemmer
should also provide comparable or even better performance levels since it simply
removes a very limited number of plural suffixes (labelled “Light”). Finally, the
evaluation when eliminating some derivational suffixes, as it is the norm in many IR
empirical studies, is shown under the label “Aggressive” in Table 2. As an alternative
to the word-based model, we selected the n-gram model with a value of n = 4 which
usually provides good performance levels. Another option was to apply the trunc-n
scheme with n = 4, a strategy found effective for different corpora [18].
Concerning the IR models, we selected two vector-space schemes (Lnu-ltu and
tf idf), two probabilistic models (Okapi, DFR-I(ne)B2), and a language model (LM).
Based on other experiments, we selected the BWδ as the source for building the text
representation since this corpus has generally demonstrated the best performance. We
also implemented an approach to automatically decompose compound terms which
resulted in a slight improvement. The performance values shown in Table 2 & Table
3 and Table 4 were obtained using the 3-term and single-term queries respectively.
Table 2 reports results from experiments based on the BWδ corpus. As can be seen,
the Okapi model yields the best results regardless of the stemmer (columns “No
stem”, “Light” or “Aggressive”) or representation used. As indicated in the last line of
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Table 2, the mean performance differences between the various text representations
are rather small, varying from -1.1% (4-gram) to -2.34% (trunc-4) when compared to
an approach ignoring stemming normalization. In this table, statistically significant
differences in performance based on the t-test (significance level α = 5%) compared
to the best approaches (depicted in bold) are marked with an asterisk (*). As shown,
the performance differences between the Okapi and the LM models are rather small
and non-significant. However, with the tf idf model, the performance differences are
usually statistically significant. It can be seen from Table 3 that BW1 is the best
performing corpus followed by BWδ where the baseline is the error-free ground-truth
corpus (GT) with differences in performance equal to -1.10% and -4.19%
respectively. The performance differences between BW1 and GT are always nonsignificant. On the other hand, BWδ provides better retrieval effectiveness than BW1
for the QT1 set. This leads us to the conclusion that BWδ and BW1 represent the best
text surrogates and that BWδ outperforms BW1 when considering single-term
queries. From the MRR values shown in Table 4 for the single-term queries (QT1)
and the various corpora, we can also conclude that BW3 and BW7 do not constitute
pertinent alternatives. In Tables 3 and 4, we have, once again, applied the t-test
(significance level α = 5%) using the performance achieved by the GT as a baseline.
Significant performance differences compared to the GT levels are denoted with an
asterisk (*). As shown in these tables, the performance differences between the GT
and the BW3 and BW7 corpora are usually statistically significant.
Table 2. GMRR for the BWδ corpus with five IR models, using three stemming strategies, 4gram, and trunc-4 representations, with the QT3 (60 queries)

Representation
IR Model
Okapi
DFR-I(ne)B2
LM (λ=0,35)
Lnu-ltu
.
tf idf
Difference %

word-based
No stem
Light Aggressive
0.6706
0.6586
0.6528
0.6161* 0.6145
0.6183
0.6647
0.6485
0.6466
0.6544
0.6315
0.6379
0.6313
0.6146* 0.6193
-2.15%
-1.92%

4-gram

trunc-4

0.6471
0.6473
0.6504
0.6393
0.6176*
-1.10%

0.6503
0.6336
0.6479
0.6240
0.6057*
-2.34%

Table 3. GMRR for different recognition corpora together with the ground-truth (GT) using
five IR models, aggressive stemmer (QT3, 60 queries)

IR Model
Okapi
DFR-I(ne)B2
LM (λ=0,35)
Lnu-ltu
.
tf idf
Difference %

GT
0.6594
0.6572
0.6642
0.6649
0.6679

BWδ
0.6528
0.6183
0.6466*
0.6379
0.6193*
-4.19%

BW1
0.6555
0.6528
0.6596
0.6596
0.6495
-1.10%

BW3
0.6406
0.6358
0.6491
0.6130
0.5956*
-5.42%

BW7
0.5866*
0.5808*
0.5875*
0.5866*
0.5405*
-13.03%
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Table 4. MRR for different recognition corpora together with the ground-truth (GT) using five
IR models, aggressive stemmer (QT1, 60 queries)

IR Model
Okapi
DFR-I(ne)B2
LM (λ=0,35)
Lnu-ltu
.
tf idf
Difference %
5.2

GT
0.6123
0.6123
0.6123
0.6121
0.6271

BWδ
0.6030
0.5950
0.5951
0.6210
0.6365
-0.83%

BW1
0.5839
0.5839
0.5839
0.5837
0.5890
-4.94%

BW3
0.4001*
0.4001*
0.4078*
0.4100*
0.3956*
-34.54%

BW7
0.3184*
0.3184*
0.3085*
0.3218*
0.3271*
-48.18%

Selected Query-by-Query Analyses

Single-term Queries #4, #11, #25, and #43 are composed of a rare term each, having,
according to the GT corpus, df values equal to 1 (term appearing only in the knownitem). Using the BW1 corpus and Okapi model, none of these four queries got any
pertinent items retrieved. Query #4 “machete”, for instance, has the verse “er
machete ê daz er gein ir sp(ra)ch” as its known-item. Using the BW1 corpus, the
most likely recognition of the term “machete” is “machen” which is an incorrect
recognition. Since this is the only occurrence of the term in the collection, the system
failed to retrieve any documents in that case. Using the BWδ corpus, the known-item
was retrieved at Rank 1 since the term “machete” was the second likely recognition
with a log-likelihood difference of less than 1.5%. This second possible recognition
was therefore included in the text representation. Using the BW3 or BW7 corpora, the
known-item was also retrieved but in lower ranks, in Rank 3 for BW3 and 18 for
BW7. This poor performance is due to the fact that BW3 and BW7 include more
alternatives which merely acted as noise in this case. Non-relevant documents
containing the search term alternatives are now competitors as the final ranking
depends on the tf values. A non-relevant item yet with a higher tf will thus appear
before the target verse in the ranked list of retrieved items. For the same examples
using the classical tf idf vector-space model, the known-items were retrieved in all
cases (BW1, BW3, BW7, and BWδ) in acceptably high rankings: 3, 2, 2 and 7 or in
positions 7, 7, 2 and 15 using DFR-I(ne)B2. Applying an automatic decompounding
strategy may provide some successful improvement, particularly for longer queries
(three terms). The use of either a light or a more aggressive stemming approach was
also usually more beneficial for longer queries.

6

Conclusion

In this study we investigated the underlying issues when facing with a noisy corpus
having a word error rate of around 6%, originating from medieval manuscripts
handwritten in Middle High German and digitized via a text recognition device. In
addition to this issue, difficult matching between queries and documents can be caused
by the non-standardized spelling used in medieval languages and the presence of less
strict grammatical rules. Having access to the internal representation of the recognition
phase, we generated the BW1 corpus by considering only the best recognition for each
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input word. We also created the BW3 and BW7 corpora retaining, respectively, the best
three and seven alternatives for each word. The fourth version, BWδ, includes all
possible word recognition(s) having a log-likelihood less than or equal to 1.5% compared
to the highest value. The error-free ground-truth transcription had been manually
transcribed by the experts and served as the evaluation baseline. Based on three text
representation formats (word-based, n-gram, trunc-n), five IR models (tf idf, Lnu-ltu,
Okapi, DFR-I(ne)B2, LM), three stemmers (none, light, and aggressive), and two query
formulations (single-term, 3-term), we found that the best retrieval effectiveness was
usually produced by the Okapi and LM models. We cannot clearly determine the best
text representation as the mean differences among them are rather small. Regarding the
stemming procedure, we suggest applying either an aggressive stemming that tends to
produce slightly better retrieval performance when facing with longer queries. On the
other hand, ignoring the stemming normalization with short queries offers usually the
best performance. We have assessed the various recognition corpora against the groundtruth version. Compared to this error-free version, the BWδ shows a mean degradation in
retrieval performance ranging from -4.19% (3-term queries) to -6.05% (single-term
queries). When using the classical output of the recognition process (recognition output
limited to a single term, or BW1), the degradation in mean performance ranges from
1.1% (3-term queries) to 10.24% (single-term queries). Considering systematically three
(BW3) or seven (BW7) alternatives per input word usually tends to cause the retrieval
effectiveness to decrease significantly (from -5.42% for 3-term queries to 64.34% with
single-term queries).
With very few media written in older languages (newspapers did not exist in the
thirteenth century), the corpus size is limited to a subset of the manuscript pages with
their corresponding error-free transcriptions serving as the ground-truth text during
the evaluation. Another issue that arises is that manual transcription of medieval
manuscripts is a very costly task as it is quite time-consuming and can solely be
performed by the experts. The best practices found and the conclusions drawn from
our experiments can be applied to further manuscripts, hence making them digitally
accessible and effectively searchable with the least cost possible by partially or totally
eliminating the need to having them manually transcribed which will result in saving
a lot of resources (time, human effort, money, etc.). With these documents being
totally searchable via digital means, real user needs (queries) will thus be obtained via
search requests from experts as well as public users, which in turn, will help improve
the performance a great deal.
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Abstract. Relevance Feedback methods generally suffer from topic drift caused
by words ambiguity and synonymous uses of words. As a way to alleviate the
inherent problem, we propose a novel query phrase expansion approach
utilizing semantic annotations in Wikipedia pages, trying to enrich queries with
context disambiguating phrases. Focusing on the patent domain, especially on
patent search where patents are classified into a hierarchy of categories, we
attempt to understand the roles of phrases and words in query expansion in
determining the relevance of documents and examine their contributions to
alleviating the query drift problem. Our approach is compared against
Relevance Model, a state-of-the-art, to show its superiority in terms of MAP on
all levels of the classification hierarchy.
Keywords: Pseudo-Relevance Feedback, Patent Information Retrieval,
Wikipedia Categories, Query Expansion, Phrase-based Query Expansion.

1

Introduction

Query Expansion (QE) is one of the Information Retrieval (IR) techniques to enhance
effectiveness of document retrieval. It is generally used to disambiguate the context of
a user query. One of the heavily researched approaches is Pseudo-Relevance
Feedback (PRF): an automatic query expansion method based on the assumption that
top ranked documents retrieved for a query are the most relevant ones. While the
terms in top-ranked documents are considered the best resource for selecting
expansion terms, past research shows that PRF-like models suffer from several
drawbacks such as query-topic drift [6], [7] and inefficiency [5]. There have been
attempts to use lexical resources, most notably WordNet, for QE. As WordNet has
been exploited in various IR tasks including QE [10], [13], [14], a common
conclusion resulting from its limited coverage of words and relations, and the lack of
contextual information for each word, is low effectiveness [11]. While words’
ambiguity is a main reason behind using QE to disambiguate the query context,
phrases can play the same role because the surrounding word(s) in a phrase provide
additional contextual information. When phrases were used alongside with words for
IR, however, the results have been disappointing with only a slight improvement or
even a decrease in effectiveness [16]. A reason is that phrases have different
distributions over documents when compared to words [15]. Motivated by the topic
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 115–126, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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drift problem in PRF, inability to improve retrieval effectiveness with automatically
identified phrases, and the limitations of using WordNet for word-based QE [10],[17],
this paper proposes a novel QE approach utilizing Wikipedia semantic annotations
(i.e. categories) for query phrase expansion. Our approach concentrates on reducing
query topic drift using both WordNet and Wikipedia, to handle word synonyms and
concurrently compensate the limitation of WordNet by enriching queries with phrases
to disambiguate query context.
Wikipedia is an online collaborative contribution of the Web community to
building an encyclopedia. Generally, it was utilized for IR-related tasks including
Word-Sense Disambiguation (WSD) [9], Named-Entity Retrieval [24], Document
Clustering/Classification [20], Question Answering [21], and QE [24], [28]. In
Wikipedia, a page describing concept expressed as a word or phrase belongs to one or
more categories, each of which contains a category title (i.e. Information Retrieval),
titles of the pages in this category (i.e. Discount Cumulative Gain, Generalized Vector
Space Model, etc.), and other related categories (i.e. Information Science). Our work
differs from all other works in its utilization of individual categories, page titles under
each category, and links to other related categories.
We test our method on patent search, which has arisen as one of the important
information retrieval fields, especially for legal IR [1], [8]. As current patent search
systems use a keyword-based approach, effectiveness of retrieval relies on the quality
of search keywords [2]. Patents are particularly suitable for testing our method
because they usually contain a large number of phrases because they often deal with
technical vocabulary. Aside from several unique characteristics such as vocabulary,
usage, and structure, patent search is unique in that each patent is manually assigned
to one or more classes from the IPC (International Patent Classifications). A group of
patents belonging to a class are said to be relevant to each other. IPC has a hierarchy
of three levels, Sub Class (SC), Main Group (MG), and Sub Group (SG), with SC
being most general. For example, when a patent is assigned to the IPC “G06F 17/30”,
its SC, MG, and SG are “G06F”, “G06F 17”, and “G06F 17/30”, respectively. The
IPC hierarchy allows us to study generalization/specialization capabilities of phrases
as our retrieval task is to classify patents with or without query expansion. Our
proposed query expansion approach has been tested on US Patent & Trademark
Office (USPTO) patents provided by NTCIR.
In our experiment, comparisons are made against Relevance Model (RM) [4]
because it has often been used as a comparison benchmark [3], [4]. Among many
PRF-based efforts [4], [5], [6], [11], RM has drawn much attention with its strong
probabilistic ground. Details of RM are omitted for brevity.
The contributions of this work are: (1) a thorough study of the effect of adding
phrases to the baseline and RM in ranking documents. (2) an evaluation of the effect
of RM and WordNet for word-based query expansion, their roles in
generalizing/specifying the query topic, and their relevance to the query topic. (3) an
exploration of the effect of utilizing Wikipedia for query phrase expansion and its role
in generalizing/specifying the query topic, and (4) an analysis of the interaction
between WordNet-based expanded words and Wikipedia-based expanded phrases, in
addition to studying their effects on ranking documents and then finding an optimal
weight ratio between them for achieving the best retrieval effectiveness.
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This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, related work is presented. Our
proposed framework is described in section 3. Experiment goals, environment and
results are discussed in section 4. Finally, we conclude in section 5.

2

Related Work

Among the several automatic QE approaches, PRF has shown its effect in improving
retrieval effectiveness [19]. While several attempts to enhance PRF were reported
[12], [18], [4], others tried different approaches (i.e. expansion based on query
characteristics [22], mining user logs [25], using external resources [26]). QE based
on local collection statistics may fail due to the lack of relevant documents for a
query, necessitating external collections were used for query enrichment [26]. In this
work, we follow the strategy of using external resources as a way of enriching and
disambiguating queries with relevant words and phrases.
Relevance feedback models have been proposed as query expansion methods.
However, it is well known that it suffers from topic drift [6], [7], especially in short
queries. Major causes are the ambiguity of query terms and the method adopted by
PRF in weighting and selecting query candidate expansion terms (i.e. IDF). We
attempt to alleviate these problems by expanding query phrases using external
resources rather than collection-dependent phrases. RM was adopted in Lemur IR
Toolkit, which we used to implement and test our model. Generally, in Lemur toolkit
an RM query takes the form of #weight( w1 Baseline_Query w2 Expansion_Terms ),
where w1 and w2 are normalized weights, set to 0.5 by default. This way of scoring
seems unfair considering that expansion terms are not guaranteed to be relevant to the
query topic in the first place. In this paper, we try to find the optimal weight balance
between the baseline query and the expansion terms for producing the best
effectiveness and then compare our proposed model with the best possible results
obtained from RM.
WordNet has been utilized for QE in different ways. For example, WordNet
semantic relations have been used to solve the problem of vocabulary mismatch [10].
In [17], the query words were expanded separately by intersecting each word’s
synsets sharing a lexical relation in different resources. An interesting result shows
that using WordNet synsets in addition to “glosses” as expansion words contributed
significantly towards effectiveness. We compare our model with best reported results
in [17].
Wikipedia has been utilized for QE in different ways. A link-based expansion
approach is [28], where PRF is modified to rank links based on their target documents
scores, and then use link texts as expansion terms. RM is then used for another round
of expansion. This approach has shown a significant improvement over RM on blog
documents. Our work is different from the state of the art works in that we utilize
different parts from Wikipedia (i.e. categories, category links to relevant categories,
and page titles under category pages), trying to expand different type of query terms
(i.e. Phrases).
Several types of phrases (i.e. noun phrases, head/modifier, bigrams, and others)
have been used for different IR applications [23], [3], [27], but very rarely for query
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expansion. In [3], for example, semantic information extracted from DBpedia is
utilized. A phrase is run against DBpedia index using cosine similarity. SKOS
(Simple Knowledge Organization System) of top ranked documents are used as
thesauri to expand phrases. Additionally, all synonyms extracted from WordNet are
added as expansion terms to the query used for research article classification over the
IPC hierarchy. Our work shares the same idea of using an external resource for
phrase-based QE but proposes a new method with a different resource, i.e. Wikipedia,
and examines various options with a greater depth.

3

Proposed Method

Our method concentrates on providing contextual information to the query and
avoiding vocabulary mismatches. Query words are expanded considering the most
likely synset returned from searching WordNet, where synsets’ ranking is based on
word frequencies in the British National Corpus. In addition, phrases are also
expanded as they contain contextual information for individual query words. Phrases
are used to search the Wikipedia index to extract a set of Wikipedia categories
(primary categories), their related categories (secondary categories), and the
Wikipedia pages belonging to the primary categories, which are later processed to
generate a set of candidate expansion phrases. Merging the original query with the
candidate expansion words and phrases generates our expanded query.
3.1

Page Similarity

In Wikipedia, each titled page belongs to one or more categories. In computing page
similarities, we consider pages belonging to the same category are similar to each
other, instead of using the text in them. In addition, we use the related (secondary)
categories linked to a category page of the primary category. Two categories with
different titles can be seen similar to each other when they share related categories.
For example, two pages whose categories are “Green Automobiles” and “Green
Vehicles” are considered relevant to each other when the corresponding category
pages share some secondary category names. However, their similarity is not as
strong as the pages belonging to the same category. Further, page titles can be used
for similarity calculation when the pages do not match in terms of their primary and
secondary category names. We consider two pages are similar to some extent when
there is an overlap between the titles of the pages belonging to the primary and
secondary categories of the original pages being compared. For example, while
“Precision & Recall” page and “Accuracy & Precision” page do not share any
primary and secondary categories, they share several page titles belonging to their
categories. Similarity between two Wikipedia pages is computed as follows:

Sim ( P1 , P2 ) = 0.5×PPCP1 , P2 + 0.3×PSCP1 , P2 + 0.2 ×PTP1 , P2

(1)

Where PPC is percentage of primary category phrases match to all distinct primary
categories, PSC is percentage of secondary category phrases match to all distinct
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secondary categories, and PT is percentage of page title phrases match to all distinct
page titles. Phrases considered matching iff an exact string match exists. Weights
assigned arbitrarily upon our assumption that PPC is the most important among all,
followed by PSC then PT. Weight optimization is left as future work. For this
computation, each Wikipedia page is indexed with primary and secondary categories
and page titles of the categories. Indexing in this way will allow us to estimate
Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) of each query phrase under language models
of each field (i.e. primary category field, secondary categories field, category page
titles field), as will be explained later.
3.2

Query Term Extraction and Expansion

In patent search, terms are extracted from a query patent to form a search query. Key
terms are extracted from different parts of query patents to see their roles in
experiments as will be explained in section 4. We first apply a stop word filter that
uses a customized list collected from different sources (i.e. KEA, InQuery, Lemur).
We then apply Stanford POS Tagger to the resulting text and Regular Expressions
(RegEx) to extract keywords and keyphrases. This process is particularly useful for
short fields like titles and abstract as the brevity might not be enough for statisticsbased methods (e.g. TFIDF, CHI, IG) of feature selection. Nouns, verbs and
adjectives are extracted as keywords, and then phrases using RegEx. Further, all
unigrams that are covered by a phrase are removed, as they are already disambiguated
by additional contextual information in the phrase. The RegEx used to extract
keyphrases is given by: (VBG|VBN|JJ|JJR|JJS)(NN|NNS|NNP|NNPS)+ where VBG
and VBN are verbs, JJ, JJR and JJS represent adjectives, and NN, NNS, NNP and
NNPS represent nouns and proper nouns in singular and plural forms. This RegEx
was built based on our observations over the tagged query patents. After generating a
query by extracting key terms from a query patent document, it is split into a bag of
words (BOW) and a bag of phrases (BOP). Each entry in BOP and in BOW is
expanded using Wikipedia and WordNet, respectively. A query phrase is expanded in
order to alleviate any vocabulary mismatch by, for example, finding an alternative
name for a technology (e.g. “speaker identification” and “speaker verification”).
Often times, the same technology can be expressed in different phrases. A phrase is
expanded using the Wikipedia index. To retrieve Wikipedia pages, we employ the
following model:

P ( ph j |D ) =

λ

i

p(ph j | θi , j )

i∈G

(2)

where G = {Primary Categories, Secondary Categories, Titles of the pages under
Primary and Secondary Categories} represents three background language models,
and σߣ ீא  ൌ ͳ are the mixture weights which were empirically set to 0.5, 0.3, and
0.2, respectively. Additionally, language models are estimated as:
p ( ph j | θi , j ) =

c( ph j , X i )
c( X i )

(3)
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where c(phj, ܺ ) is the count of phrase phj in the Xi field of the index (with cosine
similarity higher than 0.7), and c(Xi) is the count of distinct categories and page titles
in the LMs. Further, top ranked 5 documents categories and titles are intersected to
find common phrases. Phrases exist in 3 or more documents are added to the query.
Finally, another cycle of word filtering is done to remove words covered by phrases
trying to avoid duplicates, considering that those words are already disambiguated
through a phrase or more.
In our method, every query word is expanded, where the first synset found in
WordNet is considered as an expansion candidate term. That is because different
feature selection approaches (i.e. Chi, IG, DF,..etc) have shown different weaknesses
in weighting terms (i.e. preference of terms with specific characteristics). For
example, a statistical model such as IDF weights the term based on its discriminating
power assuming that terms with low document frequency are more discriminating
than others. To alleviate such an issue, query words are expanded separately aiming to
reduce the effect of terms with higher weights over others with low weights, granting
the chance for all query words to be expand regardless of their distribution over the
corpus. This method of word expansion was followed hoping that WordNet expansion
words will help in the case of vocabulary mismatch between the query and the
collection. Furthermore, in patent domain IPC skewness is a very serious problem for
patent search tasks (i.e. State-of-Art). In our indexed USPTO collection, less than 50
IPCs embrace more than 13% of the documents, showing a long-tailed distribution
where term sparseness for the majority of IPCs is the major problem.
3.3

Patent Retrieval

Using the expanded queries generated by our model, they were run against patent
index using Okapi BM25 with default variables set in Lemur where, k1 and b are
BM25 variables set to 1.2 and 0.75 respectively, while IDF is described in [29].
After a ranked list of patents RQ is returned from a query, we re-rank them using
the IPC information associated with them. The main idea is that if a retrieved patent
belongs to the IPC to which the query patent belongs, it should be considered relevant
to the query. A re-ranking algorithm should consider the fact that a search result is
likely to contain multiple documents belonging to the same IPC and that each
document may have multiple IPCs itself. Our re-ranking process is divided into three
successive stages: IPC Mapping, IPC Expansion, and IPC Scoring. The process of
generating a new list of documents’ IPC(s) with their scores is called IPC Mapping.
Next, patents with multiple IPCs are expanded into several entries holding the same
score, and rank, as the whole patent. This stage is called IPC Expansion. The
expanded list is denoted as RIPC. Final stage is re-scoring IPCs as an IPC will
probably occur several times in RIPC. For that purpose list LQ= {distinct IPCs in RIPC
for query Q}. IPCs are re-scored as follows:
S co re ( ip c ) =



ip c ∈ L Q

ra n k ( ip c , R IP C

co u n t ( ip c , R IP C )

)

(4)
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In this case, IPCs with higher frequency on higher scores in RIPC are favored as they
are assumed to be highly relevant compared to other IPCs. IPCs are further re-ranked
based on their new scores.

4

Experiments

Our experiments aim at answering the following series of research questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the effect of using phrases in the baseline query in addition to words?
What are the best weights assigned to baseline and expansion parts in RM query?
What is the effect of query word expansion using WordNet?
What is the effect of using Wikipedia for query phrase expansion?
What is the effect of combining both Wikipedia and WordNet expansions?
What is the best weight balance between words and phrases in our expansion
model?

For our experiments, we used Wikipedia Dump of August 2010, in addition to Indri,
which was used for indexing Wikipedia articles and NTCIR-6 USPTO patents of
1993-2002 (~1.3M documents). Queries were patents selected randomly from those
contained in the IPCs having at least two patents. The query patents were then
removed from the Index. A total of 1,780 patents were selected as the queries for
experiments. Relevance judgments of the queries were made based on IPCv9 crawled
from the USPTO website. Query patents were mapped to their corresponding IPCv9
to generate the relevance judgment. In all our experiments, we used Okapi BM25 as
the retrieval model for the combined query of words, phrases, and their expansions in
our model. To determine which parts of a patent will generate the best query terms
preliminary experiments with various combinations of patent parts were undertaken to
find that a combination of Titles and Abstracts was the best. Thus all the results
reported in this paper are for queries extracted from those two parts. During
experiments, Precision and Recall were used to evaluate our work; however,
depending on IPCs instead of documents. They are given as follows:
Relevant _ Retrieved _ IPCs(Q)
All _ Retrieved _ IPCs(Q)

(5)

Distinct _ Relevant _ Retrieved _ IPCs
All _ Relevant _ IPCs

(6)

Precision ( Q ) =

Recall =

where Q is Query, Relevant_Retrieved_IPCs represents the number of documents
with relevant IPCs in RQ, All_Retrieved_IPCs is set to number of top ranked
documents (i.e. 1000 in our case), Distinct_Relevant_Ret-rieved_IPCs is the number
of distinct IPCs correctly retrieved, while All_Relevant_IPCs represents number of
IPCs assigned to the query patent. Same precision was used in evaluating NTCIR
Patent Mining tasks; however, Recall was modified to evaluate based on IPCs. The
number of relevant IPCs for each classification level is given beside the classification
level notation (i.e. “SC (3155)” indicates that at Sub-Class level, there are 3,155
relevant IPCs for the whole set of 1,780 query patents used for experiments)
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Baseline Queries

In our experiments two different baseline queries were used: unigram baseline queries
and the unigram baseline queries plus phrases after deleting the unigrams involved in
the phrases (denoted as “word/phrase” in Table 1). Table 1 shows a significant
decrement in MAP (Mean Average Precision) with the word/phrase queries. This can
be attributed to the generality of added phrases, while unigrams succeeded to rank
relevant documents higher than word/phrase did. However, the recall drop was less
severe, meaning that phrases disambiguated the context almost similarly to unigrams.
Table 1. A comparison between the baseline, RM, and our method (OM)
Query
Unigram
Word/Phrases
OM Wikipedia
Wiki-Links
OM WordNet
WN-Gloss
RM
Our Model

4.2

SC (3155)
MAP
Recall
39.19
84.40
36.75
84.12
33.97
84.21
50.57
77.65
40.19
84.43
22.39
82.12
52.99
83.99
54.34
84.97

MG (3801)
MAP
Recall
23.99
80.03
22.15
78.19
20.9
78.37
37.94
73.30
24.66
80.53
12.95
75.24
36.07
81.76
38.37
82.92

SG (5391)
MAP
Recall
15.64
72.71
13.32
70.69
12.23
68.72
22.06
78.52
15.84
75.71
9.25
61.07
22.86
87.01
25.82
86.95

Relevance Model

In our work, as in Lemur, RM expanded queries generally follow a weighting
structure that provides 50% of the weight to the original query terms, and the other
50% to the expansion terms. To tune weights for RM queries, a preliminary set of
experiments for variants of weights have been undertaken, and 0.6/0.4 was selected
for Baseline/Relevance parts of the queries as they generated the best result
(Experiment results were not listed in the paper due to page limit). As can be seen in
Table 1, our model gave significantly better MAP values compared to RM but only
slightly better results in recall. With further analysis it was found that RM
performance worsens as participation from RM expansion part in scoring documents
increases (i.e. 78% or more of query weight determined by RM expansion part).
However, performance enhanced after weight participation decreased to less than
77%.
4.3

WordNet

In our method (an experiment of expanding baseline query using WordNet, and
skipping Wikipedia expansion part), 76% of words added by WordNet (representing
more than 23% of all query words) had very high IDF; however, many of them were
irrelevant to the patent topic. Further analysis revealed that WordNet expansion terms
exist twice as many in the irrelevant retrieved documents as in the relevant ones.
Those terms had the highest weights in the query and affected the search negatively,
causing the query topic to drift. Table 1 also shows that queries consisting of words
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and their WordNet expansions work slightly better than those phrase queries at the
general level (SC) but much better at a specific retrieval level (SG Level). An
interesting finding is that in each WordNet expanded query there are in average 8
words overlapped with phrases in the title-abstract queries, representing 26% of
average query length, and having a good chance covering general query topic.
Furthermore, our method of WordNet expansion was compared to the WordNet
expansion using glosses described in [17], denoted as WN-Gloss in Table 1. The
result shows that QE using WordNet words from the first synset retrieves a better
result than that of using WordNet glosses.
4.4

Wikipedia

In this section, two different sets of experiments were performed. First, to understand
the effect of our proposed idea of Wikipedia expansion on query performance, this
expansion has been performed on the baseline queries (annotated as OM Wikipedia).
Even though this experiment’s MAP result was the second worst amongst all, it is
important to note its recall result, which is only slightly lower than those of most
other cases at the general level of IPC, and worsened at more specific classification
levels. Examining Wikipedia expansion phrases, it was found that these results can be
attributed to one (or more) of the following reasons:
• Wikipedia titling policy which requires that category titles are topic descriptors
specific enough to be distinguished from each other but general enough to cover
more specific concepts in each page.
• The number of relevant/irrelevant expansion phrases. As in retrieval process all
phrases has exactly the same weight. This weighting policy was basically followed
aiming not to judge a phrase based on its existence in Wikipedia index because it
might be a new or uncommon phrase. On the other hand, the equal weighting
policy might seem have helped irrelevant phrases to drift the query topic; however,
this seems to be a low possibility considering that relevant phrases appear, in
average, more frequently in relevant documents (i.e. In average, 2.7 expansion
phrases exist in relevant documents compared to 2.1 phrases in irrelevant ones)
• Wikipedia categories can be unreliable sometimes because it is possible to arrive at
complete different sets of categories from similar pages (i.e. Wikipedia pages
“precision and recall” and “accuracy and precision”).
Furthermore, our model was compared to another state-of-the-art method of utilizing
Wikipedia for query expansion [14]. As can be seen, the state-of-the-art model
(annotated as Wiki-Links in Table 1) performed better in terms of MAP than our
proposed method of Wikipedia expansion (without WordNet part) at all the classification
levels and also better in recall at the SG classification level. However, it performed worse
in recall at the more general classification levels (i.e. SC, MG). This indicates that
expansion phrases added by our method are more general than terms added from
hyperlinked texts, because they performed better on recall over higher classification
levels; however, they are not enough for retrieving relevant documents higher in rank as
can be concluded from MAP results. Note that the Wiki-Links based query expansion
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performed comparably to RM. This indicates that selected hyperlinked texts contain good
expansion terms comparable to the ones selected using RM.
4.5

Proposed Method

Our proposed method depends on the interaction between Wikipedia and WordNet
expansions. All words and phrases were considered for expansion under the
hypothesis that phrases provide good contextual information and hence valuable
assistance to context disambiguation. Words and phrases were merged together in
order to generate a more coherent, and a less ambiguous query than a RM expanded
query. Our analysis reveals that phrases play an important role of promoting relevant
documents in the ranked list since IDF values for phrases are usually higher than
those of the words. It is worth mentioning that baseline queries consisted on average
of 31 terms, and after applying our expansion method, the number of terms was
increased to become 51. As shown in Table 1, our method performed better than RM
at all levels of classification. As can be seen, the combination of WordNet-expanded
words, and Wikipedia-based expanded phrases exploited the best of both to achieve
the best MAP and recall. As in Table 2, our method shows significantly better
precision@N, using a t-test at p = 0.05, especially at the specific classification levels
where precision is significantly higher.
Table 2. Precision@N, Our Method (OM) vs. Relevance Model (RM)

P@5
P@10

4.6

SC
RM
OM
18.81 19.84
11.23 11.74

MG
RM
OM
15.21 16.88
9.74 10.64

SG
RM
OM
14.29 16.21
9.81 11.16

Phrase Weight Balance

As our proposed method performed the best amongst all other cases, it seems
important to find the best weight balance between words and phrases in the expansion
method. A preliminary experiment with a subset of queries showed that fixing phrase
weights twice as big as that of words gave the best results amongst all other
combinations. However, giving higher weights to phrases over a certain limit (i.e.
twice as much in our experiment) will generalize the query more, and decrease
effectiveness as well (Experiment detailed results were not listed in the paper due to
page limit). The same experiment was performed on RM by modifying phrase
weights in the baseline part of the expanded query; however, the results shows that
the higher weight assigned to phrases in the baseline part worsens the results in terms
of both MAP and Recall. The reason is that RM expansion part still dominates the
weighting of the query, with minor participation from the baseline part. Furthermore,
increasing the weights of phrases in the baseline part decreases their weighting effect
severely.
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Conclusions and Future Works

We have proposed a new method of using Wikipedia categories and WordNet at the
same time for query word and phrase expansion in the task of search for patents. In a
series of experiments using IPC categories and USPTO patents, our proposed method
has shown the usefulness of expanding query phrases with Wikipedia categories of
two kinds and titles, when they are used together with expanded words. Our analysis
of the experimental results reveals that added phrases control topic drift caused by
PRF. Our future work includes incorporating the Wiki-Links idea to our proposed
expansion method, an IPC re-ranking model is being researched, as well as devising a
more accurate method for keywords expansion by using a more accurate synset
recommender method, so that we can pinpoint where the expanded phrases play an
essential role.
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Increasing Broadband Subscriptions for Telecom
Carriers through Mobile Advertising
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Abstract. Mobile devices are popular. However, mobile broadband subscriptions are 20 percent of the mobile subscriptions, due to the high
payments requirement for broadband subscriptions. On the other hand,
US mobile ad spend will exceed US$1 billion in 2011 according to emarketer.com. Therefore, to increase broadband subscribers by providing
free or discounted fees through the deployment of mobile advertising
framework by the telecommunication system is important. Telecommunication runs ads agent platform to attract investments from advertisers.
Subscribers read promotional advertisements to get discounted payment.
While the advertisers pay a reasonable price for advertising, the possible
commercial activities will bring revenues. As a result, this framework is
a triple-win for telecommunication, advertisers and subscribers. We describe a framework for delivering appropriate ads of the ideal time at the
ideal place to the ideal subscriber is the three key issues on how/when
to show the ads and what potential ads clicked by subscribers.

1

Introduction

In recent years, we have seen the trends in the growing popularity of mobile
device (e.g. mobile phone, PDAs, vehicle phone, and e-books). According to the
report of International Telecommunication Union (ITU), mobile cellular subscriptions have reached an estimated 5.3 billion (over 70 percent of the world
population) at the end of 2010. Intuitionally, mobile device is now playing an
increasingly important role in human life. Moreover, it is becoming a special
market potential. According to IAB1 (Interactive Advertising Bureau), mobile
advertising is accepted by a lot of consumers, comparing to online advertising on
World Wide Web due to its highly interactive with users, which is hard to achieve
for other media. Mobile advertising is an alternative way of web monetization
strategies, especially for telecommunication corporations to expand revenue. Furthermore, it is predicted that the average annual growth will rose by 72% in the
next ﬁve year.
There are many ways of mobile communication, such as WAP, GPRS, 3G
modem, and PHS. However, due to high charge of internet access, not all users
have mobile internet access. Mobile broadband subscriptions are 1 billion (about
20 percent of the mobile subscriptions)2 . In Taiwan, for example, the ratio of
1
2

http://www.iab.net/media/ﬁle/StateofMobileMarketing.pdf
http://www.mobiletechnews.com/info/2011/02/02/131112.html
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the mobile web users to the mobile users is less than 50%. Meanwhile, VAS
(Value-Added Services) is deeply inﬂuenced by prices. There are about 75%
customers, who will consider prices rather than interest when choose VAS [9].
Therefore, the lower VAS prices and internet accessing charges the customers
get, the more customers we ﬁnd. Thus, a way to reduce the internet accessing
fee mobile devices is important.
In this paper, we propose a framework for mobile advertising, which involves
the telecommunication, the advertiser, and the subscriber. It is dubbed “triplewin” that all of them get beneﬁts from each other. The telecommunication provides the Ads Agent Platform to attract campaign for advertisers. The advertiser registers commercial ads with the telecommunication, and pays a reasonable price. The users subscribe for promotional ads, which are sent to their
mobile devices by the Ads Agent Platform in order to get discounted internet
accessing from the telecommunication. Within this framework, the advertiser
gets repay when the ads bring potential customers; the telecommunication gets
beneﬁt by increasing the number of internet subscribers; and the subscriber also
gets coupons and discounted internet accessing. As a result, this framework is
triple-win for the telecommunication, the advertiser and the subscriber.
However, delivering appropriate ads of the ideal time at the ideal place to the
ideal subscriber are key issues. We consider HWW (How, When and What), the
three key issues that we really care about: (1) How do we show the ads in subscribers’ mobile phone? (2) When should we show the ads to ensure subscribers
will read ads without redundancy? (3) What potential ads will be clicked by the
subscribers?
In this paper, we describe our design for mobile advertising platform based on
three aspects: context, content and user preference. The system makes utilization
of velocity-detection and content-match to allocate personalized ads. In order
to decrease redundant ads and to increase business value, mobile ad matching
system should consider subscriber’s current status and activities before delivering
personalized mobile ads.

2
2.1

Related work
Consumer Behavior and Personalized Advertising

Marketing researchers have studied consumer behaviors for decades from analyzing the factors of consumer behaviors and to model building. Turban et al.
[7] analyzed the main factors on consumer’s decision, including consumer’s individual characteristics, the environment and the merchant’s marketing strategy
(such as price and promotion). Varshney and Vetter [10] also proposed the use
of demographics, location information, user preference, and store sales and specials for mobile advertising and shopping application. Rao and Minakakis [5] also
suggest that customer proﬁles, history, and needs are important for marketing.
Xu et al. [9] proposed a user model based on experimental circumstances studies
of the restaurants, and used Baysian Network to analyze which variables would
aﬀect the attitude of consumers toward mobile advertising.
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In summary, the most eﬀective factors can be divided into three parts: Content, Context and User Preference. Content factor includes brand, price, marketing strategy, etc. Context factor includes user location, weather, time, etc. At
last, User Preference includes brand, interest, user activity, etc.. Online (Web)
advertising is shown to be more eﬀective than traditional media since it predicts
user’s intent by the pages that the user visits. However, for mobile advertising,
more contextual information and user preference can be obtained based on the
location, speed of users’ mobile device.
2.2

Web Contextual Advertising

In contextual advertising, an ad generally features a title, a text-based abstract,
and a hyperlink. The title is usually depicted in bold or a colorful font. The
latter of the abstract is generally clear and concise due to space limitations. The
hyperlink links to an ad web page, known as the landing page.
Several studies pertaining to advertising research have stressed the importance of relevant associations for consumers and how irrelevant ads can turn oﬀ
users and relevant ads are more likely to be clicked [1], [2], [3]. Ribeiro-Neto
et al [6]. proposed a number of strategies for matching pages to ads based on
extracted keywords. To identify the important parts of the ad, the authors explored the use of diﬀerent ad sections (e.g., bid phrase, title and body) as a basis
for the ad vector. The winning strategy required the bid phrase to appear on
the page, and then ranked all such ads using the cosine of the union of all the
ad sections and the page vectors. While both pages and ads are mapped to the
same space, there exists a discrepancy (called “impedance mismatch”) between
the vocabulary used in the ads and on the pages. Hence, the authors improved
matching precision by expanding the page vocabulary with terms from similar
pages.
Besides, in contextual advertising, Fan et al. proposed the utilization of sentiment detection for blogger-centric contextual advertising. The results clearly
indicated that their proposed method can eﬀectively identify those ads that are
positively correlated with the given blogp ages [2], [3].
2.3

Mobile Advertising

Mobile advertising is predicted to will become an important telecommunication’s revenue and monetization strategies. Advertisers can associate each user
with fully personalized ads to increase large value of mobile ads. The existing
mobile advertising methods can be divided into 3 categories including SMS, Applets, and Browser. SMS typically contain one or more commercial oﬀers or ads
that invite users to subscribe or purchase products and services. Mobile ads embedded in applets are contextual ads that are set pop-up when users are using
the applets. The browser is a particular applet for retrieving, presenting, and
traversing information resource on the World Wide Web. Mobile ads showed in
browser are more similar contextual advertising on the web. Note, both applets
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and browsers require data transmission through the internet. This leads to additional payment of internet charges to users, while receiving SMS is free for
users.
SMS is the most common mobile advertising for enterprises. However, due
to infrastructure limitations, it does not support customized mobile ads per
individual. Thus, many users treat these SMS as spam. As indicated by Giuﬀrida
et al. in [4], even though the mobile advertising makes a substantial improvement
in overall business performance by targeting users with most relevant oﬀers based
on user purchase histories, the hard limit imposed by the carrier forces them to
target clusters of consumers and send to all users in a cluster.
As mentioned earlier, mobile broadband adoption using 3G are about 20 percents of all mobile subscriptions worldwide due to high price. Thus, it seems
promising to explore the mobile advertising market for telecom industry. In fact,
the telecom industry has used SMS for mobile advertising since a long time
ago. However, such advertising mechanism does not work well since users do not
gain any beneﬁt. On the other hand, web-based advertising provided by Google
and Apple is more acceptable by users for the reason of free applications. By
providing discounted broadband subscriptions, users are more willing to read advertisements. After all, the idea of paying broadband subscription fee to receive
ads will not make users feel good, even for free applications. For example, VIBO
Telecom Inc. in Taiwan, provides MobiBon service for users to obtain bonus by
reading online ads. However, the data transmission of MobiBon is paid by users.
We believe that the proposed framework in this paper could solve the dilemma
and increase the revenue for telecom industry.

3
3.1

Design Methodology
Addresses the 3 Key Issues for Mobile Advertising

SMS or Broadband Ads? There are 2 mechanisms for existing mobile advertising: SMS and broadband advertisement. SMS is a common way of mobile
advertising. It often contains textual ads to promote products and services. However, the infrastructure limitation of SMS makes full customization infeasible [4].
On the other hand, broadband ads are not restricted by this limitation and can
be supported by cloud computing technique.
For broadband advertising, the access prices/fees of mobile broadband services
will also aﬀect the advertising mechanism. If the access fees are charged by
packages, the style of the ads and the number of ads to be delivered can be
limited. If, however, the subscribers have unlimited internet access, various style
of ads can also be considered. Here, we consider a design of ad allocator which
can be applied for both situations via mobile broadband service. While delivering
ads to subscribers, the potential ad allocator also records the time that user spent
on ads, the number of mobile ads that are clicked/closed by the user in exchange
for discounted mobile broadband access. This kind of design can work for either
kinds of charging methods.
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In addition, due to the limited size of smartphone screen and data transmission
charge, we use the textual ads as the mobile ads to save the screen space. We
show the mobile ads on the top of screen to get subscribers attention. If the
subscribers are interested in the ads, he/she can read the detail by clicking on
the ads. The subscribers can also submit query to the mobile ad allocator for
promotions and select products by themselves. In the meantime, the mobile ad
allocator provides maps and the location information of the products. He/she
can visit the nearby stores. We consider such activities to be more eﬀective, since
the subscriber is more likely to buy their favorite products.
When to Show the Ads? Two timing often used in mobile advertising are
trigger-based and ﬁxed-schedule. The trigger-based timing refers to activities
which happen after certain user events. For example, the mobile ads are sent
to the user when the user sends or receives SMS in [4]. In our framework, the
mobile ad allocator is designed with both ﬁxed schedule as well as trigger-based
advertising. To avoid redundant ads and to reduce the system loads, the mobile
ad allocator does not match or show ads when the phone is on standby mode.
When a smart phone is running on standard power mode, mobile ads are shown
in an interval of 30 minutes. However, ads will also be triggered when the smart
phones wake up from standby mode for ﬁve minutes or by submitted queries.
Ads Allocation Factors. As mentioned earlier, mobile advertising has a wide
variety of factors to be considered, including: context, content and user preference. In our framework, we consider one context factor (locality) and three
dimensions of content factor including product category and promotion activity
as well as short-term interest represented by user query. These four factors and
the mapping between the user and the content are used for personalized ads
allocation.
– Locality We consider the reachibility of ads based on user location and velocity. That is, the system calculates the available range of a user and then
selects mobile ads from the available range for recommendation. The motivation is to attract customers who are near the store.
– Product Category The system categorizes ads can be classiﬁed into 5 categories: delicacies, clothing, residence, transportation and life service. The ad
category is paired with the long-term interest of the user.
– Promotion Price and discount are the most signiﬁcant factor for customers’
decision. For users who make decisions based on price and discount, such
information is a key factor.
– User Query It reﬂects the factor for short-term requirement that is triggerbased advertising. Such information can be used to locate ads that are of
short-term interest to users.
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Fig. 1. The Ad Agent Platform consists of three components: the mobile ad database,
the user proﬁle and the personalized ad matching

3.2

System Architecture

As shown in ﬁgure 2, the Ad Agent Platform consists of three components: the
mobile ad database, the user proﬁle and the personalized ad matching. When the
advertiser registers commercial mobile ads, we obtain the data for the mobile ad
database. Similarly, we can attain subscriber’s information as user proﬁle when
they subscribe for the mobile advertising service and download the mobile ad
allocator which is developed by carrier to get discounted broadband access. The
ad allocator matches mobile ads with user proﬁles based on subscriber’s location
information and current velocity.
3.3

Personalized Ad Matching

Personalized ad matching can be regarded as an information retrieval problem.
In other words, we can calculate similarity between the user information and
the ad information with combination of various IR models. Our ad matching
algorithm is given in Algorithm 1, which contains 3 steps: ad ﬁltering, content
similarity computation and adjustment. In our opinion, we try to ﬁnd the ad
which is satisfying the user needs from context information. That is, we suppose
probably the user needs, and then we select the most related ad though the
scoring function of the candidate ads.
First, we calculate the radius, the available distance, Radius, which a user u
can arrive in m minutes. Assuming the velocity of the user u is v, then we get
Radius = v ∗ m. The mobile ads in this range is denoted by R(u) = {a|d(a, u) <
Radius} where d(a, u) represents the distance between the user u and the store
of the ad a.
Next, for each candidate ad, we calculate the content similarity score between
ad a and user u. The long-term factors include the promotion activity and ﬁve
product category, which are binary attributes, so we calculate them by Jaccard
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similarity Jaccard(u, a). Furthermore, the short-term factor, represented by user
query, q(u) is compared with ad titles t(a) and landing pages p(a) to get the
cosine similarity, denoted by Cos(v1 , v2 ) = v1 • v2 . Note that Jaccard similarity
scores can sometimes dominate the content similarity score. So, the Jaccard
similarity score is multiplied by a weighted value α, α ∈ [0.1, 0.2].
Finally, after the calculation of content similarity, if the highest score of the
ﬁltered ads in R(u) is less than α, then the top k ads with discounted content
similarity score are added based on distance average. For ads with distance less
than average distance, the discounted score is calculated by Simdiscounted (u, a) =
0.5∗Simscore(u, a); while, for ads with distance larger than average distance, the
discounted score is calculated by Simdiscounted (u, a) = 0.3 ∗ Simscore (u, a). On
completion of ordering the scores, we can get the ads that are most appropriate
for the user u.

Algorithm 1. The personalized ad matching algorithm contain ad ﬁltering,
content similarity computation and adjustment.
1. Ads ﬁltering based on GPS and velocity v. Radius = v ∗ m
2. Content similarity scoring based on long-term and short-term:
→
→
u ,−
a ) = α ∗ Jaccard(u, a) + Cos(q(u), t(a)) + Cos(q(u), p(a));
Simscore (−

(1)

Jarccard similarity is used for binary product categories and promotion
Cosine similarity is used for user query and ad titles / landing pages
3. If the highest score of ﬁltered ads in step 1 is less than α, then add top ranked 50
ads by discounted score.

4

Mobile Ad Collector

In general, the information of mobile ads is acquired from the advertiser when the
advertiser registers the advertisement with the telecommunication. However, we
didn’t have a massive amount of mobile ads in live data because this framework
does not run in a real business environment. Thus, we build a mobile ad collector,
collecting ads from online advertisements.
4.1

Ad-crawler Platform

We proposed a mobile ad collector, which collect online advertisements automatically from Google AdSense3 as shown in [4], [5]. First, we choose some general
topic words as the query term to request web pages from search engines such
as Google and Yahoo! About 200,000 web pages are retrieved as our web page
set. Next, we place these web pages on the ad-clawer platform to obtain the
3

http://www.labnol.org/google-adsense-sandbox/
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corresponding online ads assigned by Google AdSense. The information of these
online advertisements consisted of hyperlink, title and abstract. We collect 54,709
online ads. In order to calculate the similarity between the user and the ad, we
extract features including postal address, promotion activity, product category
and user query (or the brand name) as the mobile ads factors in our system. We
extracted these features for each online ad from its landing page as follows.
4.2 Ad Feature Extraction
Postal Address Extraction. The landing page of each online advertisement
may contain the location information for consumers. A landing page could even
contain more than one postal address. For example, the location search page
for KFC4 lists ten postal addresses in one web page. Thus, an ad could be
associated with more than one postal address. Unfortunately, only 4,003 online
advertisements contain postal addresses (a total of 9,327 postal addresses are
extracted). Hence, we randomly assign a geographic coordinates around a user
to each online advertisement. Using Google Map API, we convert each geographic
coordinates into a postal address.
Text Preprocessing. Before introducing the promotion activity identiﬁcation
and the product category classiﬁcation, the landing page of each online advertisement is processed for term representation. The preprocessing steps include
HTML tag removal, tokenization, stemming, etc. Finally, we count term frequency in each landing page. To be brief, the text preprocessing is a process to
translate the raw landing pages into term features and term frequency.
Promotion Activity Identiﬁcation. The promotion activity identiﬁcation is
regarded as a classiﬁcation task. The promotion classiﬁer is implemented with
the tool WEKA5 using bag of words representation. We train a model to classify
whether an ad contains promotional information with supervised learning. We
manually label 550 online ads with postal addresses in Illinois for 10-fold cross
validation. The (weighted) average precision, recall and F-Measure are about
88.9%.
Category Classiﬁcation. Five classes including delicacies, clothing, residence,
transportation and life service are used for product categories. To prepare training data, we deﬁne some query keywords for each category (except for the last
category: life service), and use an IR system to retrieval top relevant ads for
manual labeling. Relevant ads are used ad positive examples, while negative examples are chosen randomly. For each categorization task, around 300 training
examples including equal number of positive and negative examples are collected
for training data. Then, a binary classiﬁer is trained by state-of-the-art learning
algorithm using 10-fold cross-validations. Note that if an ad is not classiﬁed to
any category, we attribute it with the life service category. In brief, we make use
4
5

http://www.kfcclub.com.tw/Story/Store/
http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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Table 1. The training result for category classiﬁcation with ten-fold cross-validations
shows the performance is acceptable
Class
Examples Precision Recall F-measure
Delicacies
313
0.911 0.911
0.911
Clothing
302
0.984 0.983
0.983
Residence
302
0.815 0.815
0.814
Transportation
302
0.931 0.930
0.930

of an IR system to prepare the training data for each product. Table 1 shows
the performance (weighted average) of the categorization tasks are acceptable
(above 90%) except for the category “residence” (81.4%).

5

Experiment Result

We built a simulated platform to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of our approach. The
location of the experiment is set at Illinois, USA. Two situations are copied in the
simulated platform: surrounding situation is when the user goes around without
particular destination, while route situation is when the user travels from a start
location to some end location. The simulated platform is a web site written in
HTML, Java Script and PHP.
Table 2 shows preliminary result of the proposed approaches with 30 subjects,
each with 20-25 runs of tests. At each run, the user is presented with four ads selected by four approaches shown randomly. The evaluation is measured by precision, recall and F-measure per user base and then averaged over all subjects. The
ﬁrst row shows the performance of the proposed approach, which includes all four
factors, while the second row shows the performance of user information involving
long-term interests (promotion activity and product category) and short-term interests (user query) but excluding locality factor. We also show the performance of
the locality factor and random selection as a comparison. The proposed approach
has the best precision (49.4%), recall (36.9%) and F-measure (40.1%).
Table 2. Performance with various approaches
Approach
Precision Recall F-measure
Proposed Approach 0.494 0.369
0.401
User Information
0.428 0.311
0.313
Locality
0.310 0.199
0.232
Random
0.200 0.118
0.141

6

Conclusion and Future Work

Mobile devices are more and more popular and vital for people’s life. So, mobile
advertising will be an important market for web monetization. Google and Apple have launched their mobile advertising strategies through AdMob and iAd,
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which will bring revenue for the OS providers by sharing proﬁts with programmers. While telecommunication still have a hard time increasing the number of
broadband subscriptions since many student users still consider the cost to be
the main issue. In this paper, we propose the framework that is a triple-win for
the telecommunication, the mobile advertisers and the subscribers. We address
the three key issues: (1) how to show the mobile ads, (2) when to show the
mobile ads and (3) what potential mobile ads will be click by the subscribers.
Our system recommends mobile ads to the users based on the factors of velocitydetection and content-match. In order to conduct experiments, we also design a
mobile ad collector, which crawls online advertisements automatically. The preliminary result shows that ad allocation based on all factors (locality, product
category, promotion and user query) can achieve the best performance.
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Abstract. Query recommendation has been widely applied in modern search engines to help users in their information seeking activities. Recently, the queryflow graph has shown its utility in query recommendation. However, there are
two major problems in directly using query-flow graph for recommendation. On
one hand, due to the sparsity of the graph, one may not well handle the recommendation for many dangling queries in the graph. On the other hand, without
addressing the ambiguous intents in such an aggregated graph, one may generate
recommendations either with multiple intents mixed together or dominated by
certain intent. In this paper, we propose a novel mixture model that describes the
generation of the query-flow graph. With this model, we can identify the hidden
intents of queries from the graph. We then apply an intent-biased random walk
over the graph for query recommendation. Empirical experiments are conducted
based on real world query logs, and both the qualitative and quantitative results
demonstrate the e«ectiveness of our approach.

1 Introduction
Nowadays, query recommendation has been recognized as an important tool that helps
users seek their information needs. Many approaches have been proposed to generate
query recommendations by leveraging query logs. Di erent types of information in the
query logs have been taken into account, including search results (11), clickthrough
(12) and search sessions (5).
Recently, the query-flow graph (2) has been introduced as a novel representation of
session information in query logs. It integrates queries from di erent search sessions
into a directed and homogeneous graph. Nodes of the graph represent unique queries,
and two queries are connected by a directed edge if they occur consecutively in a search
session. The Query-flow graph has shown its utility in query recommendation (2–4).
However, there are several problems in directly using the query-flow graph for recommendation as in existing approaches. Firstly, due to the information sparsity, lots
of dangling queries which have no out-links exist in the query-flow graph1. Therefore,
recommendation approaches based on random walks (2, 3) over the directed graph may
not well handle such dangling queries. Moreover, queries are often ambiguous in their
1

In our experiment, we observe that the dangling queries account for nearly 9% of the total
queries, which is not negligible in real application.

M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 137–146, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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search intent and thus the aggregated query-flow graph in fact is a mixture of multiple
search intents. Most existing approaches (2–4) do not take into account the ambiguous
intents in the query-flow graph when generating recommendations. Therefore, for ambiguous queries, one may either produce recommendations with multiple intents mixed
together which are diÆcult for users to consume, or provide recommendations dominated by certain intent which cannot satisfy di erent user needs.
In this paper, we propose to model the query-flow graph for better query recommendation. Specifically, we introduce a novel mixture model for the query-flow graph.
The model employs a probabilistic approach to interpret the generation of the graph,
i.e., how the queries and the transitions between queries are generated under the hidden
search intents. We then apply an intent-biased random walk over the graph for query
recommendation. In this way, we can well resolve the recommendation problems for
dangling queries and ambiguous queries in using query-flow graph.
We conducted empirical experiments based on a collection of query logs from a
commercial search engine. Both the qualitative and quantitative results demonstrate the
e ectiveness of our approach as compared with existing baseline methods.

2 Related Work
2.1 Query Recommendation
Query recommendation is a widely accepted tool employed by search engines to help
users express and explore their information needs. Beeferman et al. (1) applied agglomerative clustering algorithm over the clickthrough bipartite graph to identify related
queries for recommendation. Ma et al. (7) developed a two-level query recommendation
method based on both the user-query graph and the query-URL graph. Zhu et al. (13)
generated diverse query recommendations based on the query manifold structure.
Recently, query-flow graph was introduced by Boldi et al. (2), and they applied personalized random walk (2, 3) over the query-flow graph to recommend queries. Unlike
previous work on query-flow graph, our approach explores the query-flow graph with a
mixture model for query recommendation, so that we can well resolve the recommendation problems for dangling queries and ambiguous queries in using query-flow graph.
2.2 Mixture Models
Recently, there have been di erent mixture models applied on graphs for community
discovery. For example, Newman et al. (8) proposed a probabilistic mixture model to
discover the overlapped communities in graph. Ramasco et al. (9) introduced a more
general mixture model on graph for the same purpose. Ren et al. (10) described a mixture model for undirected graph, where each edge in the graph is assumed to be from
the same community. Inspired by the above work, we propose a novel mixture model to
interpret the generation of the query-flow graph under multiple hidden intents.

3 Our Approach
In this section, we first briefly introduce the query-flow graph. We then describe the proposed mixture model in detail, which learns the hidden intents of queries by modelling
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the generation of the query-flow graph. Finally, we show how to leverage the learned
intents for better query recommendation with an intent-biased random walk.
3.1 Query-Flow Graph
The query-flow graph integrates queries from di erent search sessions into a directed
and homogeneous graph. Formally, we denote a query-flow graph as G  (V E w),
where V  Q  s t is the set of unique queries Q in query logs plus two special nodes
s and t, representing a starting state and a terminal state of any user search session.
E  V  V denotes the set of directed edges, where two queries qi and q j are connected
by an edge if there is at least one session of the query log in which q j follows qi . w is
. The
a weighting function that assigns to every pair of queries (qi q j )  E a weight w
ij
definition of the weight w may depend on the specific applications. In our work, we
simply consider the weight to be the frequency of the transition in the query log. Fig. 1
shows a query-flow graph that is constructed from the a set of search sessions.
Yahoo Æ 360

Yahoo Æ Yahoo mail

1

360 Æ Xbox 360 Æ kinect
Kinect Æ Xbox 720
Yahoo messenger Æ Yahoo
Yahoo mail Æ Yahoo messenger
360 Æ Xbox 360 Æ Xbox 720
apple Æ Yahoo

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1
1

apple Æ apple tree
Query sessions

Query-flow graph

Fig. 1. A simple query-flow graph constructed from query sessions

3.2 Mixture Model on Query-Flow graph
We propose a novel mixture model to interpret the generation of the query-flow graph.
In essentials, our model is based on the following assumption: Queries are generated
from some hidden search intents, and two queries occurred consecutively in one session if they are from the same search intent. The above assumption is quite natural
and straightforward. Typically, users submit a query to search according to their potential information needs (i.e., search intent). Users may consecutively reformulate their
queries in a search session until their original needs are fulfilled (or exit with a failure).
Therefore, without loss of generality, queries occurred consecutively in a search session
can be viewed as under the same search intent.
Specifically, given a query-flow graph G which consists of N nodes and M directed
edges, we assume the graph G is generated under K potential search intents, where each
 E denote a directed edge
intent is characterized by a distribution over queries. Let e
ij
from query qi to query q j . We then assume the following generative process for each
in the query-flow graph:
edge e
ij

 r from the multinomial distribution .
1. Draw an intent indicator g
ij
2. Draw query nodes qi , q j from the same multinomial intent distribution
respectively.

r

,
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±

qi
gij

eij

´

£
K

qj

M

Fig. 2. The graphic model of generation of query-flow graph

3. Draw the directed edge e
from a binomial distribution 
under a hidden intent
ij
ij r
gi j  r.
Here, the K-dimensional multinomial distribution  reflects the proportion of di erent
search intents over the whole query-flow graph, the multinomial distribution  over
queries describes the hidden search intents, and the binomial distribution  captures the
probability of the edge direction between two queries under a given search intent. The
Fig. 2 shows the graphic model of generating query flow graph.
belongBased on the above process, the probability of an observed directed edge e
ij
ing to the r-th search intent can be obtained by

 r 

g
Pr(e
ij ij

 

)  r r i r j 
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In this way, the likelihood of the whole query-flow graph G is
Pr(G
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w
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(1)

where w
denotes the weight of edge e
, and C(i) denotes the set of nodes pointed by
ij
ij
query qi .
The parameters to be estimated in our model are , , and . We maximize the likelihood shown in Equation (1) to estimate these parameters. The sum in the bracket makes
the direct estimation diÆcult, but with the help of Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm the problem can be solved easily.
. In
As we can see, the hidden variables in our mixture model are intent indicators g
ij
E-step, the posterior probabilities of hidden variables are calculated as
q
ij r
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In M-step, we update the parameters by the following formulas:
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The E-step and M-step are repeated alternatively until the log-likelihood does not
increase significantly. Note that the EM algorithm will not necessarily find the global
optimal. We resolve this by trying several di erent starting points to get an good solution in practice.
3.3 Intent-Biased Random Walk
As aforementioned, directly applying the traditional personalized random walk on
query-flow graph into recommendation may not well handle the dangling queries and
ambiguous queries. Here we further introduce our intent-biased random walk to recommend queries based on the learned intents above. The basic idea of our model is
to integrate the learned intents of queries into the prior preference of the personalized
random walk, and apply the random walk under di erent search intent respectively.
Formally, let W denote the weight matrix of the query-flow graph G with row normalized. An intent-biased random walk over the query-flow graph G under the r-th
search intent given the original query qi is then determined by the following transition
probability matrix Ai r , which is defined as following:

 (1  )W  1Pi r

Ai r

where  denotes the teleportation probability, and Pi r denotes the preference vector of
intent-bias random walk under the r-th intent defined as
Pi r

  eTi  (1  )

r

where eTi is the vector whose entries are all zeroes, except for the i-th whose value is
1, r is our learned r-th intent distribution over queries, and   [0 1] is the weight
balancing the original query and its intent.
The intent-biased random walk has a unique stationary distribution Ri r such that
Ri r  ATir Ri r (called the personalized PageRank score relative to qi under the r-th intent). Such a personalized PageRank can be computed using the power iteration method.
We can then employ the personalized PageRank score to rank queries with respect to qi
for recommendation.
We apply our intent-biased random walk under each intent of query qi , and obtain
the corresponding recommendations. Finally, the recommendations are grouped by intent and represented to users in a structured way, where the intent groups are ranked
according to the intent proportion of the given query qi calculated by
Pr(ri)

Pr(r) Pr(ir)  r r i

As we can see, if we set the parameter  to 1, our intent-biased random walk will
degenerate into the traditional personalized random walk as applied in previous work
(2, 4). Obviously, under such a personalized random walk, we may not obtain any recommendations for dangling queries. To avoid non-recommendation, one may add a
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small uniform vector to the preference vector (i.e., teleportation to every node). However, in that case, the recommendations for the dangling query will be mostly popular
queries which may not related to original query at all. While in our model, we set 
less than 1 so that we can smooth the preference vector with the learned intents, which
can provide rich background information of the original query in a back-o way. If the
original query is a dangling query, the preference vector will be reduced to the corresponding intent distribution so that we can still obtain related recommendations for the
original query.
Moreover, previous approaches usually applied the personalized random walk on
the graph for recommendation without addressing the hidden intents. In this way, for
ambiguous queries, they may either produce recommendations with multiple intents
mixed together which are diÆcult for users to consume, or provide recommendations
dominated by certain intent which cannot satisfy di erent user needs. In our model,
we can naturally generated recommendations for the original query with respect to its
di erent intents. The structured recommendation results would be easy to understand
and diverse search intents can be covered.

4 Experiments
4.1 Data Set
The experiments are conducted on a 3-month query log from a commercial search engine. We split the query stream into query sessions using 30 minutes timeout, and construct the query-flow graph as section 3.1 described. To decrease the noise in search
sessions, we get rid of those edges with frequencies lower than 3. We then draw the
biggest connected component of the graph for experiment. After these steps, the obtained graph consists of 16 980 distinct queries and 51 214 distinct edges.
4.2 Evaluation of Intents
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Fig. 3 shows how the log likelihood varies over iterations under di erent number of
hidden intents. According to Fig. 3, the increase of log likelihood turns slow when the
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Table 1. Top 10 queries for 3 randomly sampled learned intents
lyrics

cars

poems

lyrics
bmw
song lyrics
lexus
lyrics com
audi
a z lyrics
toyota
music lyrics
acura
azlyrics
nissan
lyric
infiniti
az lyrics mercedes benz
rap lyrics
volvo
country lyrics mercedes

poems
love poems
poetry
friendship poems
famous love poems
love quotes
sad poems
quotes
mother s day poems
mothers day poems

Table 2. Recommendations for dangling queries
Query

“yamaha motor”

baseline

ours

Query
baseline

“radio disney”
ours

mapquest
yamaha
mapquest
disney
american idol
disney channel
american idol
honda
yahoo mail
disney com
yahoo mail
suzuki
home depot disneychannel com
home depot
kawasaki
bank of america yamaha motorcycles bank of america disney channel com
target
disneychannel
target
yamaha motorcycle

intent number is larger than 600. It indicates that the mixture model with 600 hidden
dimensions is basically suÆcient to capture the potential search intents over this graph.
Larger number of intents are very probably to be redundant and may cause the problem
of over-fitting. Therefore, we set the intent number to 600 in our experiments.
We randomly sample 3 learned intents to demonstrate the e ectiveness of our mixture model, as shown in Table 1. For each intent, we list the top 10 ranked queries
according to their probabilities under the corresponding intent. The first, second, and
third columns are about lyrics, cars, and poems, respectively. The labels of each intent
are created by human judge for illustration.
4.3 Evaluation of Query Recommendation
In this part, we evaluate the recommendation performance of our approach by comparing with traditional personalized random walk (2). For our intent-biased random walk,
the parameter  is set to 0.8, and  is set to 0.3.
Qualitative Comparison. We take the randomly selected dangling queries “yamaha
motor” and “radio disney” as examples to demonstrate the e ectiveness of our approach. The recommendation results from our approach and baseline method are demonstrated in the Table 2 . We can see the recommendations from our methods are much
more related to the initial queries . On the contrary, the recommendations from baseline
method are mostly queries that are popular in the whole date set but unrelated to the
original queries. This is because for the dangling queries, the traditional random walk
based approaches can only find recommendations with the help of the uniform teleport.
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Table 3. Recommendations for Ambiguous Queries

Query
baseline

“hilton”
ours

Query
baseline

“we”
ours

marriott
wwe
expedia
marriott
wells fargo
wells fargo
holiday inn
weather
bank of america
holiday inn
sheraton
wellsfargo com
wellsfargo
hyatt
hotel
hampton inn
we channel
wamu
embassy suites
tna
mapquest
hampton inn
hotels com
bank of america
weather
yahoo mail
weather channel
sheraton
paris hilton
weather channel
accuweather
hilton com
michelle wie
wellsfargo
noaa
hotels com
espn
embassy suites nicole richie
residence inn jessica simpson
usbank com
wwe
wwe com
tna
choice hotels pamela anderson
daniel dipiero www wellsfargo com wrestleview
marriot
richard hatch
bankofamerica com
ecw
hilton honors

We also compared our approach with the baseline method on ambiguous queries.
We randomly selected two queries with multiple hidden search intents based on our
learned model as shown in the Table 3. We can see that structured query recommendations can be provided by our approach for ambiguous queries. Take the query “we”
as an example, the top three categories of recommendations provided by our approach
correspond to “financial”, “weather” and “wrestling”, respectively. The labels here are
also human annotated for illustration. However, the baseline method only produces one
recommendation list which is a mixture of several intents. Query “hilton” is another
interesting example with multiple intents. In this case, the recommendations generated
by the baseline method are dominated by queries related to the hotel. In contrast, our
approach can obtain two categories of recommendations, one about the hotel and the
other about the celebrity. Therefore, our approach may better satisfy users’ needs by
covering diverse intents of the query.
Quantitative Comparison. Furthermore, we conducted quantitative experiments for
evaluating the performance of our recommendation approach. As aforementioned, our
proposed approach naturally provides structured query recommendation to users . While
the baseline method using personalized random walk provides the traditional list-based
query recommendations to users. We thus follow the way proposed in (6) to compare
the performances of di erent recommendation methods by users’ click behaviour.
We randomly sampled 100 queries as our test set. For each query, top 15 recommendations are used for performance comparison. For each recommendation, human judges
are required to label how likely heshe would like to click it with a 6-point scale (0, 02,
04, 06, 08, 1) as the willingness measure. 3 human judges were asked to participate
the labelling process .
We also adopted the Clicked Recommendation Number (CRN), Clicked Recommendation Score(CRS), and Total Recommendation Score(TRS) as our evaluation measures.
For each query q, let R  r1    rk  denote the k recommendations generated by a
certain method, and L  l1    lk  denote the corresponding label scores on these
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Table 4. Comparisons between Our Approach and Baseline Approach

Average CRN
Average CRS
Average TRS

Baseline

Ours

4.09
0.598
0.181

4.21(2.9%)
0.652(9.0%)
0.194(7.1%)

recommendations, where k is the size of recommendations. The three measures for
query q are then defined as follows
CRNq

 ri li  0 i  [1 k] 

CRS q



k
i 1 li

CRNq

T RS q



i 1 li

k

where   denote the set size. As we can see, CRN reflects the adoption frequency of
query recommendations, CRS shows the preference on adopted recommendations, and
TRS indicates the e ectiveness of overall query recommendations.
Table 4 shows the quantitative evaluation results of the two approaches. The numbers in the parentheses are the relative improvements of our approach over the baseline
method. The results show that by providing structured query recommendations based
on our intent-biased random walk, we can largely improve both the click number and
click willingness on recommendations.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose to explore the query-flow graph for better query recommendation. Unlike previous methods, our novel mixture model identifies the hidden search
intents from the query-flow graph. An intent-biased random walk is then introduced to
integrate the learned intents for recommendation. Experimental results show the e ectiveness of our approach. For the future work, it would be interesting to try to combine
the query words, search session and clickthrough information in a unified model to help
generate better query recommendations.
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Abstract. With the recent rapid growth of social image hosting websites, such as Flickr, it is easier to construct a large database with
tagged images. Social tags have been proven to be eﬀective for providing
keyword-based image retrieval and widely used on these websites, but
whether they are beneﬁcial for improving content-based image retrieval
has not been well investigated in previous work. In this paper, we investigate whether and how social tags can be used for improving contentbased image search results. We propose an unsupervised approach for
automatic ranking without user interactions. It propagates visual and
textual information on an image-tag relationship graph with a mutual reinforcement process. We conduct experiments showing that our approach
can successfully use social tags for ranking and improving content-based
social image search results, and performs better than other approaches.

1

Introduction

Social image hosting websites, e.g., Flickr, have recently become very popular.
On these websites users can upload and tag their images for sharing them to
others. This social tagging is similar to keyword annotation in traditional image
retrieval systems. One diﬀerence is that keyword annotation requires several
experts for annotating images. This requires too much time and labor if the
image database is large. Social tagging does not have this problem because a
large number of users can participate in tagging task. It is easier to construct
a large database with tagged images. Another diﬀerence is that social tags are
user-generated and folksonomy tags [1]. Compared with taxonomy keywords in
keyword annotation which uses a number of speciﬁc ﬁxed words, social tags have
an open vocabulary in which the words are free and are neither exclusive nor
hierarchical. This results in social tags having lots of noises.
Social tags have been proven to be eﬀective for providing keyword-based image retrieval and widely used on social image hosting websites. It is regarded
that textual information can naturally improve the results of keyword-based image retrieval, but whether social tags are beneﬁcial for improving content-based
image retrieval (CBIR) has not been well investigated in previous work. CBIR
has a long history and a large amount of research has gone into it, but its performance still needs to be improved for practical application. In CBIR, for a query
image sample, systems search for content-based similar images from a speciﬁc
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 147–156, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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Fig. 1. Query by Example, Content-Based Similar Image Results and Social Tags

multimedia database by image visual information. Since the query image does
not include any textual information, the relationships between the query image
and the textual information of other images in the database are hard to be evaluated because of the well-known semantic gap problem. For example, for the
query ”horse” image in Fig. 1, it’s hard to know the relationship between it and
the ”cat” tag of a ”cat” image in the database. The eﬀectiveness of textual information, especially social tags, for improving content-based similar image results
is unknown.
We observe that in content-based similar image results of a given query image
and database, relevant images are relatively few while irrelevant images are many.
There is a characteristic followed by image semantics that the image semantics
of relevant images are alike while the image semantics of irrelevant images are
diverse. For example, for a query ”horse” image, its relevant images have alike
”horse” concept while its irrelevant image have diverse concepts such as ”cat”,
”bird”, and so on. However in most cases content-based similar image results do
not follow this characteristic. Fig. 1 shows a query image and its content-based
similar images by SIFT feature [13]. These diverse similar images are regarded
as ”relevant” images in content-based similar image results by CBIR. This is
one of the reasons that why the performance of CBIR is unsatisfactory. On
the other hand, social tags sometimes follow this characteristic. In Fig. 1, the
relevant images have alike tag sets including a ”horse” tag, while the irrelevant
images have diverse tag sets. It shows that social tags may be able to be used
for improving content-based image search results.
We propose an unsupervised approach which automatically ranks the images
in content-based similar image results. We construct an image-tag relationship
graph model with both images and their tags as vertices, and using image similarity, tag co-occurrence and image-tag annotation relationships as edges. The
approach propagates visual and textual information on the graph with a mutual
reinforcement process. Fig. 1 gives a brief overview of the graph. It shows some
of the content-based similar images and social tags on the graph. In the mutual reinforcement ranking process, the good tags (in red and bold) of relevant
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images contribute more scores on the graph; the bad tags of relevant images,
and the good and bad tags (in blue and italic) of irrelevant images contribute
less scores on the graph; the irrelevant images contribute less to their tags, while
the relevant images contribute more. In other words, a high-ranked image is one
to which many high-ranked tags point; a high-ranked tag is a tag that points
to many high-ranked images. After several iterations, the relevant images can
obtain higher rank scores.
The contributions of this paper are as follows.
– We investigate whether social tags can be used for improving content-based
search results. We successfully propose an approach which can use social tags
to improve the results eﬀectively. To the best of our knowledge, it has not
been well investigated in previous work. We conduct experiments showing
that our proposed approach performs better than other approaches.
– The mutual reinforcement process is not so novel and some approaches based
on it have been proposed in other areas. We also conduct experiments showing that a naive mutual reinforcement approach does not perform well for
our topic. Our proposed improved mutual reinforcement approach performs
better than a naive one.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a
brief review of related work. In Sections 3, we propose our social image ranking
approach. In Section 4, we report and discuss the experimental results, and
present a summary and discuss future work in Section 5.

2

Related Work

There have been studies related to image ranking for keyword-based image retrieval in unsupervised scenarios. Lin et al. [2] proposed an approach only based
on text information. Several approaches [3,4,5] only based on visual information
have also been proposed. The well-known visualrank approach proposed by Jing
and Baluja [5] applies a random walk method for ranking images. We have different goals than the above-mentioned studies based on keyword-based image
retrieval. We concentrate on image ranking with social tags for content-based
image retrieval. It has not been well investigated in previous work. The graphbased mutual reinforcement approach we propose eﬃciently uses both visual and
textual information in the reﬁning process, and performs better.
Relevance feedback (RF) has been widely used in image ranking in supervised scenarios[6]. In early work some approaches [7,8] adjust the weights of
diﬀerent components of the queries or change the query representation to better
suit the user’s information need. On the other hand many approaches use RF
instances as training sets and include a oﬄine learning process for learning a
query-independent ranking model to classify image search results into relevant
and irrelevant images, e.g. the approaches [9,10] using support vector machines
(SVM). We have diﬀerent goals than the above-mentioned studies based on relevance feedback. We concentrate on automatically image ranking in unsupervised
scenarios without user interactions.
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Automatic Social Image Ranking

Our ranking task could be formulated as follows. For a given query image q, the
content-based image retrieval system computes the content-based similar image
results A = {a1 , ..., an } from a speciﬁc multimedia database D. Let siq as the
similarity between q and ai . We regard A as the candidate image set and the
social tags of images in A as the candidate tag set T = {t1 , ..., tm }. We deﬁne
Tai as the tag set of each image ai ∈ A. Our task is to rank the image set A
with the tag set T .
There is no user interaction information available for the ranking task in our
unsupervised scenario. The approach should automatically gather visual and
textual information to rank the content-based similar image results. We analyze
the relationships among the images and social tags to construct our image-tag
relationship model. We propose an approach with a mutual reinforcement process
base on the characteristics of this graph model.
3.1

Image-Tag Relationship Model

To leverage social image visual information as well as social tag textual information for ranking, we construct a graph model in Fig. 2 with candidate set
A and T for analyzing the image-tag relationships. The vertices of the graph
model denote social images which represent visual information and their tags
which represent textual information. Note that query image q has no textual
information.
The edges of the graph model denote the relationships among images and
tags. There are three kinds of image-tag relationships: image-to-image relationship based on image similarity, tag-to-tag relationship based on tag co-occurrence
to images, and image-to-tag annotation relationship. The ﬁrst two kinds of relationships reﬂect the intra relationships among images or tags. The third one
reﬂects the inter relationship between images and tags.
3.2

Visual and Textual Descriptor

To make use of visual and textual information in our approach, we convert them
into visual and textual descriptors. The visual descriptors are based on image
similarity. To compute image similarity, we use the following six types of low level
features [13]: 64-D color histogram, 144-D color correlogram, 73-D edge direction
histogram, 128-D wavelet texture, 225-D block-wise color moments and 500-D
bag of words based on SIFT. The distance between image ai and aj on low level
feature k is computed using a correlation distance d(Hik , Hjk ) deﬁned as



x (Hik (x) ∗ Hjk (x))

d(Hik , Hjk ) =
,


 (y)2 ) ∗ (

2
( y Hik
y Hjk (y) )

(x) = Hik (x) −
Hik


y

Hik (y)/Nk ,
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Fig. 2. Image-Tag Relationship Model

where Hik and Hjk are feature vectors. Nk is the size of the feature vector k. The
image similarity sij between two images with multi-feature is computed using a
weighted sum.

wk d(Hik , Hjk )
sij = s(ai , aj ) = k 
, vdi = siq .
k wk
We use wk = 1 for any k in our work. It means that all low level features have
same weights. This strategy has usually been used in existing work such as [11].
For each image ai in candidate image set A, we propose visual descriptor vd
deﬁned as vdi .
To leverage social tags information, diﬀerent from some existing work in other
topics such as [12] which use some paired tag co-occurrence measures tcxy for
each pair of tags tx and ty , we propose a single tag co-occurrence measure tcx
for each tag tx . This measure considers the local tag frequency in candidate tag
set T as well as the global tag frequency in database D. It can evaluate how
important tag tx is to current candidate tag set T in database D. We propose
textual descriptor td deﬁned as

|tx |T
tcx , if |tx |T > δ,
tcx =
, tdx =
0, if |tx |T ≤ δ.
|tx |D
Here, |tx |T means the number of images in candidate tag set T that contain tx ,
|tx |D means the number of images in database D that contain tx . δ is a local
frequency threshold for ignoring the noisy tags which have low frequency in T
as well as in D and therefore have high value on tcx .
3.3

Social Image Ranking

Following the image-tag annotation relationships in the graph model, we propagate the rank scores of images in A and tags in T along the links between images
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and tags. We observe a phenomenon that for an image ai , when propagating the
rank scores from images to tags, if ai has a high rank score, its related tags will
obtain higher rank scores. When propagating the rank scores is from tags to
images, if the related tags of ai have high rank scores, ai will obtain a higher
rank score. On the other hand, for a tag tx , it also has similar phenomenon.
Therefore, we naturally come to the following mutual reinforcement assumption: a high-ranked image for q is one to which many high-ranked tags point;
a high-ranked tag for q is a tag that points to many high-ranked images. The
iterative formulas for computing the rank scores are deﬁned as follows:
Initialization: Q0 (ai ) = Φ(vdi ), Q0 (tx ) = Φ(tdx ); 0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1
⎧


⎪
⎨ Qk+1 (tx ) = αΦ(tdx ) + (1 − α)  ∨ai :tx ∈Tai Φ(vdi )Qk (ai )
Qk+1 (ai ) = βΦ(vdi ) + (1 − β) ∨tx :tx ∈Ta Φ(tdx )Qk (tx )
Iteration:
i
⎪
⎩ Q (t ) = Φ(Q

k+1 (tx )), Qk+1 (ai ) = Φ(Qk+1 (ai ))
k+1 x
Φ(Qk (tx )) =

Qk (tx ) − min{Qk (ty )}
max{Qk (ty )} − min{Qk (ty )}

The iteration parameters α and β are damping factors. k is the number of
iteration steps. We initiate Q0 (t) of tags with textual descriptors and Q0 (a)
of images with visual descriptors. Qk (·) is the normalized rank score of Qk (·).
Content-based image similarity to the query image is an inherent property of
a candidate image ai . The images which have high similarity can be regarded
as more important on the graph. For a candidate tag tx , it is also similar. We
therefore use visual descriptors and textual descriptors as the weights in the
iterations. These weights represent the importance of these images and tags on
the graph.

4
4.1

Experiment
Experimental Settings

The dataset we use for experiment is NUS-WIDE [13]. It is created by downloading images and their social tags from social image hosting website Flickr. It
has 269,648 images and about 425,000 unique original tags. For images, it provides six types of low-level features extracted from the images, which we have
introduced in section 3.2. For tags, the authors of this dataset set several rules to
ﬁlter the original tag set. They delete the tags with too low frequency. The low
frequency threshold is set to 100. They also remove the tags that does not exist
in WordNet. At the end, they provide 5,018 unique tags. We keep this ﬁltering
in our experiment for the following reasons. It reduces the noises in the tag set.
It also reduces the size of candidate tag set T and the number of links between
images and tags, which can reduce the time cost in the ranking computation.
NUS-WIDE also provides image annotation ground-truth of 81 concepts for
the entire dataset, but it doesn’t appoint query sample set and provide groundtruth for content-based image retrieval. We need to construct them by ourselves
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for our experiment. In our experiment, we randomly choose 100 images as a
query image set from the entire dataset for our evaluation. Note that there is
no textual information available for these queries. For each query, we rank the
images in top-n content-based similar image results, n = 100. The images in
content-based similar image results are labeled with ﬁve levels by human beings.
The range of levels is from 0 (irrelevant) to 4 (relevant). The evaluation metric
used in our experiment is Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [14].
NDCG is an eﬀective metric often used in information retrieval for evaluating
the rank results with relevance levels. It is deﬁned as follows.
N DCG@k = Zk

k

((2r(j) − 1)/log(1 + j))
j=1

r(j) is the relevance level of the image at rank j. Zk is a normalization constant and equal to the maximum DCG value that the top-k ranked images can
reach, so that NDCG score is equal to 1 for the optimal results. We evaluate the
performance with the average NDCG value of all query images.
4.2

Parameter Selections

The proper local frequency threshold δ of td is diﬀerent for diﬀerent approaches.
According to Fig 3 which shows NDCG@100 value of the approaches with diﬀerent δ, we set δ = 3 for our approach. Note that the NDCG@100 of the contentbased similar images results is 0.6168.
To select proper iteration parameters α and β in our mutual reinforcement
approach, we choose their candidate values by an interval of 0.1 in the range of
[0, 1] and obtain 121 pairs of candidate values. We run our approach with these
pairs on the query image set and observe the performance on the NDCG@100
metric. According to Fig.4, we choose (α, β) as (0.0, 0.4) in our experiments.
When β = 1, it means the iteration formula of an image rank score has
degenerated into only depending on the visual descriptor. Because of using image
similarity as the visual descriptor, the ranking result is equal to the content-based
similar image results. The ﬁgure also shows that for any (α, β) in the range, our
approach performs not worse than content-based similar image results.
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Experimental Results

We compare our approach with three other approaches as well as with the
content-based similar image results. The parameters selection and tuning is carried out for all these approaches. We compare the best results these approaches
can generate.
1. Visual-based Approach (VisualRank): This approach does not use
any social tag information. It is based on VisualRank but with modiﬁcations to
make it appropriate for our scenario. VisualRank uses a random walk method
on the image complete graph in which vertices are the candidate images, and
uses content-based image similarity for computing the transition matrix. The
iteration formula is as follows.

1
sij
(Qk (aj ) ∗ 
), Q0 (ai ) = Φ(vdi )
Qk+1 (ai ) = (1 − γ) ∗ + γ ∗
n
x sxj
j
We follow the settings in VisualRank and set damping factor γ to 0.85. n is
the size of the candidate image set A. We want to conﬁrm that social tags are
beneﬁcial for ranking content-based similar image results and show that our
approach performs better than VisualRank in the content-based social image
ranking scenario.
2. Text-based Approach: To show that our mutual reinforcement process
can use social tag information more eﬀectively, we design a text-based approach
that uses social tag information but without a mutual reinforcement process. We
compute the rank score of candidate image ai by using the following formula. Note
that pure text-only-based approach in our scenario because the candidate image
and tag set is generated by visual information. According to Fig 3, we set δ = 4.

Φ(tdx )
Q(ai ) =
∨ai :tx ∈Tai

3. Naive Mutual Reinforcement Approach: The mutual reinforcement
process is not so novel and some approaches based on it have been proposed in
other areas. We design this naive mutual reinforcement approach to show that
our proposed mutual reinforcement approach performs better than a naive one.
There are two important diﬀerences between this naive one and our approach.
One is that the iterative formulas of this naive one do not consider the importance
of images and tags on the graph. The other is that we observe the performance
among diﬀerent parameters and select them cautiously in our approach.
Initialization: Q0 (ai ) = Φ (vdi ), Q0 (tx ) = Φ (tdx ); 0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1;
⎧




⎪
⎨ Qk+1 (tx ) = αΦ (tdx ) + (1 − α)  ∨ai :tx ∈Tai Qk (ai )



Qk+1 (ai ) = βΦ (vdi ) + (1 − β) ∨tx :tx ∈Ta Qk (tx )
Iteration:
i
⎪
⎩ Q (t ) = Φ (Q


k+1 (tx )), Qk+1 (ai ) = Φ (Qk+1 (ai ))
k+1 x
 |tx ∩ ty |T
Qk (tx )
Φ (Qk (tx )) = 
, vdi = vdi , tdx =
.
|tx ∪ ty |T
2
ty ∈T
y Qk (ty )
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|tx ∩ ty |T means the number of the images that contain both of tx and ty , and
|tx ∪ ty |T means the number of the images that contain tx or ty . (α, β) is also
chosen as (0.0, 0.4). Note that it is not too naive because it still uses good visual
descriptor and damping factors. The rule of parameters chosen here is to choose
some intuitive parameters.
Fig. 5 illustrates the evaluation of NDCG@10, NDCG@20 metrics on ranking the top-100 images in content-based similar image results. Compared with
content-based similar image results, all metrics are improved with our approach.
Our approach performs best among all of the approaches here. Table 1 illustrates
a social image ranking samples of our approach.
Our approach performs better than the visual-based approach in our contentbased social image ranking scenario. Although VisualRank performs well in [5],
the initial image results in that work are from keyword-based image retrieval, and
the ranking is based on image similarity. In other words, the approach uses both
visual and textual information to generate the ﬁnal results. But in our scenario,
since the initial image results are content-based, the visual-based approach can
only use visual information. It illustrates that using social tag information for
ranking the content-based image search results is beneﬁcial. Furthermore our
approach also has better time complexity than VisualRank because our approach
computes less links on the graph in real time iterations. In our experiments, on
the average running time for all queries, VisualRank costs 0.076 seconds while
ours costs 0.031 seconds.
Compared with the text-based approach which does not use our mutual reinforcement process, our approach which is also based on textual information performs better. The text-based approach also performs better than VisualRank.
It shows that social tags are beneﬁcial for ranking content-based similar image
results and our approach can use them more eﬀectively.
Furthermore, our approach performs better than the naive mutual reinforcement approach which outperforms than VisualRank. It shows that a mutual
reinforcement process is useful in our ranking scenario, but a naive mutual reinforcement approach without an optimized design still can not generate better
rank results than the content-based similar image results from a statistical point.
Our proposed mutual reinforcement approach can improve the content-based
similar image results eﬀectively.
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Table 1. Social Image Ranking Example

Image
Similarity
Our
Query
Approach

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we conﬁrm that we can successfully use social tags to improve
content-based social image search results. We propose an approach with a mutual
reinforcement process using both visual and textual information on a image-tag
relationship graph model. The experiments illustrate that our approach can reach
the goals and performs better than other approaches. For future work, we will
extend our work to a keyword-based image retrieval scenario.
Acknowledgments. This work was partially supported by Grant-in-Aid for
Scientiﬁc Research(B) (20300036) from Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS).
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Abstract. Previous research is able to distinguish search patterns of domain
experts and non-domain experts. However, little is known about the finer details
of a non-domain expert searcher. This is especially so when a non-domain
expert performs a search on an expert type domain. Do non-domain experts
search similarly? What can we learn and infer from their search patterns? More
importantly can we identify the searcher behind the search? In this paper, we
perform a study of non-domain experts search behavior on an expert domain.
Our results indicate search patterns can be used to generally classify a
non-domain expert searcher.
Keywords: interactive search, medical domain, user study.

1

Introduction

At some point of their life, most people have searched for medical information. An
online medical search behaviour survey reports people between the ages of 18-34 go
online to find healthcare information while people above the age of 50 seek for
medical information online after consulting their physician [10]. As more health care
questions and challenges arise, many turn to online resources to obtain information
[15]. There is also a trend among patients today where they prefer to be more
informed before, during and after consulting their physicians [3].
Previously, medical search engines were exclusive for medical professionals; other
types of users were only passively exposed to medical information online [4]. Today,
non-medical professionals are aware of many medical search engines and utilize them
to search for medical based information. Medical and health queries have declined as
a proportion of all web queries, as the use of specialised medical/health websites have
increased [15]. In some cases, users solely rely on the Web for healthcare diagnosis
and treatment [16,11].
Searching for medical information is certainly not as straightforward as other types
of search task. A health information seeker must know within the realm of language,
the near specific location of the knowledge they seek [12] otherwise it is likely that a
search might become unsuccessful. Medical terms have multiple sense and can be
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 157–168, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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discussed from different perspectives [3]. Performing a medical search on a huge and
information intensive domain such as a medical search domain where there are
massive amounts of information available at disposal [3] could intimidate a nonmedical professional.
Little is known about the search behaviour of non-medical professionals on this
domain. This information will enable medical search engines to categories users
based on search behaviour and subsequently tailor relevant information retrieval
strategies to enhance a user’s search session.
In this paper, we present results of an exploratory survey of studying interactive
search behaviour for non-medical professionals on Medline Plus1. To better
understand the search behaviour of non-medical professionals we study query and
browsing patterns using simulated work task scenarios. We attempt to report and
classify non-homogenous search behaviour of non-medical professionals when
searching on a medical domain. We believe these classifications will allow for better
understanding of search behaviour of non-domain experts. The rest of the paper is
organised as follows: in Section 2 we review related work, in Section 3 we describe
our research methodology, in Section 4 we provide demographic details of our
participants, in Section 5 we provide our results and analysis, in Section 6 we discuss
our findings and in Section 7 we conclude the paper with future work.

2

Related Work

Domain experts search differently compared to non-domain experts. They prefer
technical sites, complete tasks faster and use specialised vocabulary [18]. Research
has also found when domain experts perform a search task outside their domain or
topic expertise only general purpose strategies were utilised [1]. There were obvious
differences in site selection and search goal sequencing. Software engineers
demonstrate distinct and unique search behaviour when searching on work-related
tasks in comparison to when a search is performed for a non-work related task [5].
They issue longer queries, used technical terminology and acronyms in 66% of their
work related tasks. Domain knowledge has also been found to influence search
behaviour [1,8]. Users with domain knowledge used elaborate reformulation
strategies in comparison to users without domain knowledge. Users without domain
knowledge used simple stemming and backtracking modification techniques in a
search session. Specific topic knowledge has also been found to influence search
behaviour. Searchers with high topic knowledge expressed queries more effectively
and found more search results [7].
Self-rated domain experts also used different search strategies in comparison to
non-self rated domain experts. Self-rated domain experts used significantly more
unique query terms while non-self rated domain experts required supplemental
features to augment their search experience [6]. Search experience also affects search
behaviour. When an experienced searcher had little knowledge on a domain, more
1

http://www.nlm.nig.gov/medlineplus
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time is spent preparing queries and examining search results [8]. Search novices were
more likely to reformulate queries and access websites through search engines rather
than accessing websites directly [7].
Hu, Zeng and Niu [9] were able to determine the gender of a searcher simply by
analysing words on a page that is clicked on and topic classifiers used. Similarly,
Jones [14] was able to determine the age bracket of searchers based on queries used.
Webber and Castello [17] conducted an in-depth study to relate specific search
behaviours with demographic details. They found older and younger searchers use
different terms to arrive at the same result page. Searchers from higher income percapita brackets locate web site addresses using navigational queries. Demographic
information based on age and ethnic background also helped to effectively determine
the second query term for the purpose of query expression.
In summary, previous work focused on the differences amongst domain experts
and non-domain experts. However, little is known about the finer details of a search
session of a non-domain expert on an expert domain (i.e. medical domain). Nor is
there research to relate medical searching to demographic details. This deeper
understanding will allow medical search engines to categorize search behaviour of
searchers and provide relevant assistance during a search session. An interactive study
such as this provides initial understanding of search behaviour and eliminates issues
with noisy and data sparcity from search logs.

3

Research Methodology

We performed an exploratory survey on a convenient sample of 30 participants in a
university setting. In this paper, to qualify a participant as a non-medical professional
we ensured participants did not have any formal medical education. We utilized the
following data gathering techniques in our survey: pre-experiment interview,
simulated work task scenario, observation and post-experiment interview. Participants
were told that the entire search session had to be performed on Medline Plus. Medline
Plus was chosen as the domain of search as it currently only enables basic text
matching techniques and spelling correction. This domain enables us to obtain true
user interaction when searching for medical information without being affected by
additional information retrieval strategies.
The search was limited to Medline Plus as we did not want participants to perform
medical searching on non-medical domains which could interfere or influence data
gathered. There was no time limit for each search task and participants were told that
they may stop searching once they have found satisfactory results or were not able to
locate satisfactory results (user perceived satisfaction). Each participant was given an
instruction letter to explain their involvement in the experiment. None of the
participants had prior search experience on Medline Plus. Hence, we gave them some
time to familiarize themselves with this medical domain.. Each participant had to
perform 3 searches using simulated work task scenarios. These scenarios were rotated
for each participant.
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Pre-experiment Interview

The pre-experiment interview was used to obtain demographic details, information on
general search experience, medical knowledge and medical search experience. We
asked participants to self rate their medical knowledge using one of three options:
expert, average or poor.
3.2

Simulated Work Task

We developed 3 (Task A,B,C) simulated work task scenarios according to [2]. We
used simulated work task scenarios to study interactive search behavior as it not only
invokes a common information need amongst participants but also allows participants
to engage in the task. We developed clinical- based scenarios as this type of medical
search is typically performed by non-medical professionals. We provide the scenario
for Task A, B and C in Figures 1,2 and 3. Task A describes a common health
complain amongst young and old adults in a surveyed health clinic. Task B describes
a prevalent health condition surveyed at a public hospital and Task C describes a
condition experienced by one of out of 25 children between the ages of 6 months and
5 years. Each work task focuses on different medical topics to provide variety. Each
work task also invokes several search goals within a search session.
Simulated work task scenario: Today morning after getting out of bed
you noticed that you could not move your neck. You can’t move it left
or right. There is swelling on the left side of your neck. The swelling
seems to be near lymphatic nodes. You want to find out what is
wrong.
Indicative Request: Find for an instance, information to inform you of
your condition, what caused you to experience pain and what can be
done to relief you of this condition.
Fig. 1. Simulated Work Task A

Simulated work task scenario: Your colleague had just undergone a
health test and found out that his kidney is enlarged and there is a
stricture. A procedure called URS&RPG was performed. After this
procedure, he then experienced urine retention. He is in pain and has
been told that surgery is required. You are concerned for your
colleague and would like to use Medline Plus to provide him with
some information.
Indicative Request: Find for an instance, information about his
condition and determine if alternatives are available to treat his
condition or is surgery the only solution.

Fig. 2. Simulated Work Task B
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Simulated work task scenario: Yesterday at the mall you witnessed a
child about the age of five fitting/having seizure. The child’s parents
who were nearby were in a state of shock. On arriving home, you were
curious about the situation at the mall and would like to find out more
about the child’s condition. Use Medline Plus to help you find out
what could have been done to assist the child.
Indicative Request: Find for an instance, information to provide you
with some background about fits/seizures, why does it take place and
what first aid measures you could have taken to assist the child.

Fig. 3. Simulated Work Task C

3.3

Observation

We observed the following query activities: the number of queries issued, the type of
query issued (medical/non-medical), usage of query operators, ineffective queries
(queries which returned no search results), length of the query (number of terms) and
query re-issues (exact). We also observed the following search results evaluation
behavior: number of search results clicked, sub-links clicked and going beyond the
first page of results. We also kept track of unsuccessful search session (users ended
the search session without arriving at satisfactory results) and task completion time.
These observations were performed for each task.
3.4

Post- experiment Interview

The post experiment interview took place after participants completed each individual
search task. At this stage, we obtained feedback from the search session.

4

Demographic Details

There were 30 participants in our experiment. There were 16 female participants and
the rest were males. The average age of was 33.7 years (SD=9.6). The youngest
participant was 19 and the oldest was 57 years. Participants ranged from
undergraduate students from the business and information technology discipline
(13.3%) and post-graduate students from the information technology, business and
health sciences discipline (40%). Other participants include industry researchers,
university lecturers, managers, consultants and retirees with undergraduate or/and
post-graduate degrees in the following disciplines: Physics, Business, Health Science,
Information Technology, Bio-medical and Engineering. 30% of participants who were
working professionals had postgraduate education. Participants were of different
nationalities: 60% of participants were Malaysians, 6% were from the Middle East,
6% were Sri Lankans, and the remaining 28% were made up of Indonesians,
Burmese, Africans, Japanese, Indians and Bangladeshi.
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The average general search experience was 10.3 years (SD=3.5). The most
experienced searcher had been searching on the Internet for 16 years and the least
experienced searcher had been searching on the Internet for 2 years. 67% of
participants self rated their medical knowledge as average, 27% self-rated their
medical knowledge as poor and 6% self-rated their medical knowledge as expert.
Only 2 participants had never searched for medical information. The rest have
searched for medical information using general search engines or medical search
engines. 9 participants had searched for medical information using medical search
engines. The average search experience on a medical search engine was 6.2 years
(SD=3.5). The minimum and maximum time participants had searched on a medical
search engine was 2 and 12 years respectively. Other participants who had been
searching for medical information on general search engines had been doing so for an
average of 9.9 years (SD=3.5). The least experienced medical searcher on a general
search engine had been doing so for one year and the most experienced searcher had
been doing so for 10 years.
Participants from the health sciences and biomedical discipline performed medical
searches on an average of 3 hours per day. Typically they searched for research
articles and treatment options for clients. Other participants performed medical
searching as and when there was a need to do so. Typically, they searched for
information on diagnosis, medication options and general healthcare.

5

Results and Analysis

We provide an overview of results from 90 search sessions conducted by 30
participants using 3 simulated work task scenarios in Table 1. We analyze search
behavior based on querying behavior, search results evaluation behavior and querying
versus result browsing ratio. These search features were investigated as they represent
typical interactions during a search session.
5.1

Querying Behavior

In this section we analyze querying details in Table 1.
5.1.1 Medical Query
We qualify a query as a medical query if the query is found in the Medical Subject
Heading Database (MeSH)2 database and not used to describe our work task. We
provide samples of medical queries issued by participants: epilepsy, hydronephrosis,
retrograde pyelogram, ureteroscopy, tuberous sclerosis, polycystic kidney. Our
observation data show medical queries are only issued in the middle of a search
session. Participants who issued medical queries discovered the medical query as a
result of thorough browsing and evaluation of search results. This explains why a

2

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/MBrowser
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Table 1. Overall Search Session Details Based on 90 Search Sessions

Search Feature
Value
Total Number of Queries
395
Query Details
Natural Language
8.5%
Medical Query
10%
Keyword
47%
Structured
42.7%
Operators
0.8%
Re-Issue
2.5%
Query Without
13.6%
Clicks
Domain
14.5%
Information
Ineffective
7.6%
Mean Number of
4.0 [1.8]
Queries Per Search
Session [SD]
Mean Query
8.6 [4.9]
Length Per Search
Session [SD]
Total Search Time (Mean) [SD]
218 minutes (7.9) [4.8]
Total Search Results Clicked (Mean)
240 (4) [2.3]
[SD]
Search Results
Sub-links Clicked
7.5%
Details
2nd Page of
0.9%
Results Evaluated
Unsuccessful Search Sessions
6.5%
Note: A query may fall into more than one query detail category
medical query is only issued mid-way in a search session. Participants continued to
use the medical query as part of their query iteration process for subsequent queries.
Participants who issued medical queries all had experience searching for medical
information on medical domains (mean=6.2 SD=3.5) regardless of age and education
background. Participants who issued medical queries did so at least once while
searching on Task B and C. Other participants without medical search experience on
medical domains did arrive at result pages that contained medical queries but did not
‘discover’ the medical query in the results page. Participant’s prior search experience
on medical domains allowed for an active learning process to take place during the
search session. These participants had the ability to acquire and use ‘new’ knowledge
discovered during the search process. This factor led to the ability of expressing
medical queries within this group of participants. We note medical queries were not
issued for Task A.
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5.1.2 Natural Language
We define natural language queries as queries that form a complete English sentence.
We provide samples of natural language queries: what is a stricture, what are causes
of enlarged kidneys, what has to be done for a 5 year old with fits, what first aid
measure for children with seizure, what is the care for swelling of lymphatic nodes on
the left side of the neck, how to help a child with seizure. There were 10 natural
language queries observed in total.
Whenever a natural language query was issued, participants did not click on
returned search results. Instead, they continued to issue natural language queries or
immediately ended the search session. In search sessions where natural language
queries were issued, participants ended the search without arriving at satisfactory
search results.
In the 10 observations of natural language usage, 20% of these search session only
consisted of natural language queries. In the remaining 80% of search sessions
keyword based queries were issued first before natural language queries. Participants
who issued natural language queries were above the age of 50 years. There were 3
participants above the age of 50 and all three participants issued natural language
queries in all three work task at least once. These three participants had an average
general search experience of 9 years (SD=6.5). These participants have never
searched on a medical domain but have performed medical searching on general
search engines (mean= 2.6, SD= 2.0). The use of natural language queries is usually
related to novice Internet searches. Our results indicate an experienced searcher
searching on an unfamiliar domain could also demonstrate search behaviour akin to
novice Internet searchers. Domain specific search experience plays a more important
factor in influencing search behaviour.
The use of natural language queries in a search session had two implications.
Firstly, a search session is coming to an end and secondly a search session was going
to be unsuccessful.
5.1.3 Structured Queries
We define a structured query as a semi-complete English sentence. We provide some
examples of structured queries: precautionary measures for fitting, solutions to
enlarged kidney, alternatives to kidney surgery, cure for urine retention,
consequences for kidney enlarged, alternative for urine retention, pain kidney surgery
treatment, treatment for swelling neck, relief for stiff neck, medication for lymph
nodes, first aid for seizure for children. Participants who issued structured queries
were between the ages of 27 and 32 regardless of education background. Only three
participants out of 15 participants who fell within this age group did not issue
structured queries. Participants within this age range had an average general search
experience of 11 years (SD= 1.8) and medical search experience of 6.2 years
(SD=3.7).
Participants outside this age range did not issue structured queries but used
keyword queries instead. Participants within this age group did not only use structured
queries in their search session, but also issued keyword based queries (10%).
Structured queries appeared mid-way of a search session. Once a structured query is
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issued participants did not revert to using keyword based queries. Structured queries
were issued by participants within this age group for all three tasks.
5.1.4 Branching Away from Query Usage
Some participants branched out from using queries to use MedlinePlus built-in search
features such as Health Topics, Drugs and Supplements. After briefly using these
features, participants continued the search process by using the Search MedlinePlus
feature and did not continue to use these built-in features. Participants who used these
features were mapped into two categories. The first category was participants with
experience using medical search domains (mean=6.5 SD=0.7 ) and had health
sciences and bioinformatics background. The second category was participants who
have never searched for medical information. The post-experiment interview reveals
other participants were aware of this search feature but opted not to use them.
Participants with medical domain search experience and background in health
sciences and biomedical used the same search utilities as an in-experienced medical
searchers.
5.2

Search Results Evaluation Behaviour

In this section we analyze search results evaluation details in Table 1.
5.2.1 Preference for Non-text Based Search Results
Majority of participants favoured search results that contained only text information,
while 26.7% participants preferred search results with images, embedded video files
and interactive tutorials. In the post-experiment interview participants who had
selected search results with these multimedia elements made comments to say they
preferred such search results. Participants who favoured these results were between
the ages of 27 – 32 had post-graduate education or were pursuing post-graduate
education. Other participants outside this age group and education level did arrive at
the same page but favoured text-based results instead. Multimedia based pages were
not available for Task C hence, for this task participants within this age group and
education level favoured text results instead.
5.2.2 Interaction on Search Results Page
Half of participants used the Find on this page function (Ctrl-F) which is a default
function available on web-browsers. In all cases the searched item within the page
was domain information. We provide samples of items searched for : URS, kidney
stricture, fits, seizure, lymphatic nodes. This search behaviour was demonstrated for
70% of result pages that were clicked. Participants who demonstrated this behaviour
either had or were pursuing post-graduate degrees in Information Technology,
Biomedical or Health Sciences.
5.2.3 Medline Plus Features Used in Refining the Query
Among MedlinePlus features used to refine search results were: Refine by keyword,
Refine by topic and Refine by type. These features were made available after search
results were displayed. Participants used these features to further refine returned
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search results. This behaviour occurred in 30% of search sessions. Participants who
used these MedlinePlus features were either experienced medical searchers on
medical search domains (mean= 6.2 years SD=3.5) or were students or post-graduate
degree holders from the Information Technology field. The post-experiment interview
reveal other participants were aware of these features but opted not to use them.
5.3

Querying versus Results Browsing Behaviour

There were three patterns of querying to browsing ratios: high and equal querying to
browsing ratio, high querying and low browsing ratio and low and equal querying and
browsing ratio. Participants who had search experience using medical domains
(Mean=7.5 SD= 3.1) demonstrated high and similar ratios for querying and browsing
behaviour (87:97) Participants with more than 10 years of general search experience
(mean= 13.3 SD=1.8 ) demonstrated uneven and high querying ratios compared to
browsing ratios (16:5). Other participants who did not fit into these two categories
had relatively low and almost equal querying and browsing behaviour (4:5).

6

Discussion

Our study dwells into the finer details of search behavior of non-medical
professionals on a medical domain. We were able to identify non-homogenous search
patterns amongst non-medical professionals. Our results are not without limitation.
The use of operators, query re-issues, clicking on sub-links, going beyond the first
search result page were too few to analyze. Queries without clicks and ineffective
queries were related to resources available on Medline Plus thus not covered as part
of our study. We were not able to relate the number of queries issued, query length
and task completion time to a particular category of users. Neither were we able to
determine which category of user is prone to experience unsuccessful search sessions.
There were two patterns as to how search results are viewed. Half of participants
viewed results serially while the other half viewed results in parallel. In serial
browsing results are not re-visited and the search session stops as soon as a
satisfactory result is found or when participants decide to terminate the search. In
parallel browsing, pages are often re-visited and compared. We were not able to
classify this behavior to any particular category.
We considered all possible methods of classification based on: age, education level,
self-rated medical knowledge, general search experience, medical search experience,
nationality, gender and native language and only report classifications where participants
matched 100%. Hence, gender, nationality, native language, self-rated medical
knowledge did not affect a non-medical professional’s search behavior.
There were many interesting outcomes of this research study. We were able to
generally classify users into demographic groups based on search behavior. Medical
search engines could exploit these findings to enhance a user’s search session. We
suggest several personalization approaches based on our findings. The usage of a
medical query suggests users with above average medical knowledge and search
experience. Similarly this group of users could also be identified by the high querying
to browsing ratio. Search engines could return pages that require higher level
understanding to these users. Providing these users with medical query suggestions
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could minimize search time and effort required to locate and issue medical queries.
Participants between the ages of 27 – 32 issue structured queries and favor
multimedia based search results. Hence, once a structured query is identified search
engines should aim to provide multimedia based pages to these searchers. These
pages should appear at the top of a page with some information on the content of the
page.
The use of natural language queries should immediately signal the retrieval
strategy that the user is an inexperienced medical search and is having difficulty in the
search session. It is likely that the user is already dissatisfied and unhappy with the
session. To enhance the users experience we suggest that retrieval strategies exploit
the search strategies of participants from the Information Technology background or
had prior experience on medical search engines (branching away from query,
highlighting keywords in the results page, using query refining features). These
participants were able to utilize search features to achieve higher search efficacy in
comparison to other participants.

7

Future Work and Conclusion

We conducted an exploratory survey on medical information search behavior of nonmedical professionals.. Our study is not without limitation, our results is limited to the
population of study and does not necessarily represent medical search behavior of
non-medical professionals as a whole. In addition, results obtained are specific to the
domain where the search is performed.
For future work we intend to run the same study on a larger group to further
substantiate our findings. Similarly we would also like to study the search behavior of
medical professionals and medical students.
Acknowledgement. We thank participants of this survey.
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Abstract. An interesting aspect emerging in mobile information retrieval is related to the several contextual features that can be considered
as new dimensions in the relevance assessment process. In this paper, we
propose a multidimensional ranking model based on the three dimensions
of topic, interest, and location. The peculiarity of our multidimensional
ranking lies in a “prioritized combination” of the considered criteria,
using the “prioritized scoring” and “prioritized and” operators, which
allow ﬂexible personalization of search results according to users’ preferences. In order to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of our model, we propose a
simulation based evaluation framework that investigates the integration
of the contextual dimensions into the evaluation process. Extensive experimental results obtained by using our simulation framework show the
eﬀectiveness of our multidimensional personalized ranking model.
Keywords: mobile IR, multidimensional personalization, contextual
criteria, prioritized aggregation, simulation-based evaluation.

1

Introduction

Every user has a distinct context and a speciﬁc background when searching for
information. The goal of contextual information retrieval (CIR) is to tailor search
results to a particular user according to his/her speciﬁc context and preferences
[1]. This implies the need to go beyond the topical relevance assessment to a
multi-dimensional relevance assessment, where the considered relevance dimensions encompass besides the topical relevance, some contextual relevance [2].
We are speciﬁcally interested in the emerging mobile IR ﬁeld, where mobile
users’ queries are known to be sensitive to several interdependent contextual
criteria (e.g., users’ interests, location, time) and where users can be diﬀerently
interested in each context criterion depending on their information needs [3]. For
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 169–180, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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example, let us consider the query “cultural event.” Document relevancy of this
query may depend on a user’s implicit interest “jazz events” and location “in
Paris.”
Traditionally, IR algorithms have been evaluated primarily at a system level
with little reference to the user. This discrepancy has led to criticism of the
IR community for relying on relevance criteria that are solely objective, considering only the relationship between a retrieved document and the query with
respect to a topical perspective, rather than considering subjective dimensions
of relevance related to the person whose individual information needs led to the
query being conducted [2]. Several researchers [9,10] have thus argued for the
multidimensional nature of the concept of relevance. Mizzaro [10], for example,
proposed a relevance model in which relevance is represented as a four dimensional relationship between an information resource and a representation of the
user’s problem. A further judgment is made according to the topic, task, or context, at a particular point in time. These dimensions pointed out by Mizzaro
were extended by Coppola et al. [11] in an attempt to deﬁne the concept of
relevance in mobile IR settings. The authors argued for the necessity to move
the notion of relevance into the “real/physical world” so that it will be closer to
what users want and need.
Multidimensional personalization approaches that include aspects of the mobile user’s contextual environment have then been proposed. For instance, authors in [12,5] integrated users’ interests as a second criterion besides the topical
relevance, to personalize search results. Given the importance of location for
mobile users, other works have integrated the user’s location as a criterion to
select or to rank the retrieved search results according to their spatial distance
from the user’s location [13,6,14]. Some works attempt to go besides the location
context, and also handle time context [15,16] or social context [4,17]. The main
limitations of the aforementioned works is that these new personalization dimensions are considered as ﬁlters or are combined in a linear model independently
of users’ preferences over the relevance dimensions. None of these works has attempted to formulate a functional relationship between the combined criteria
and the user’s perception of relevance in a multi-criteria setting. An interesting
research direction related to personalized search is to make the user an actor in
determining such an aggregation model.
The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we propose a multidimensional
ranking model based on the three dimensions of topic, interest, and location.
The multidimensional rank has the peculiarity of exploiting some “prioritized
aggregation operator” [7,8] allowing a ﬂexible personalization of search results
according to users’ preferences. In this way, for a same query and a same user,
diﬀerent document rankings can be computed based on the user’s preference
over the diﬀerent relevance criteria. The proposed prioritization is modeled by
making the weights associated with a criterion dependent upon the satisfaction
of the higher-priority criteria. Hence, it is possible to take into account the
fact that the weight of a less important criterion should be proportional to the
satisfaction degree of more important criteria. This combination has the merit
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of being user-dependent, by allowing the user to express his/her preference order
on the considered criteria. To illustrate this, let us come back to our introductory
example query “cultural event,” depending on user’s preferences, we can imagine
a scenario in which the user, who does not want to move, will favor document
about any cultural event in “Paris,” independently of being a “jazz event,” and
dismiss documents about “jazz events” that are outside “Paris.” In another
scenario, the user may favor documents about his/her interest in “jazz events”
although the event location is diﬀerent from “Paris.”
Second, in the absence of a standard evaluation collection suited to evaluate an
IR system which is user-dependent, we propose to build a simulated user-centered
evaluation framework in order to test the eﬀects of the prioritized aggregation
operators on the ﬁnal system performance in comparison with a standard linear
combination approach.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the prioritized multicriteria aggregation background. Section 3 presents our multidimensional relevance ranking model. In section 4, we present our simulation-based framework
to evaluate our approach and discuss the obtained results. In the last section,
we conclude and outline future work.

2

Background: Prioritized Multi-criteria Aggregation

The problem of prioritized aggregation is typical in situations when one wants
to model a relationship between multiple criteria. In such a case, the lack of
satisfaction of a higher priority criterion cannot be compensated with the satisfaction of a lower priority criterion. In this section we apply the approach
proposed in [7,8] for a priority-based aggregation of distinct relevance assessments. In sect. 2.1 the problem representation is introduced as a multi-criteria
decision making problem where the possible alternatives are the documents in
the considered document collection. In sect. 2.2 the priority-based aggregation
operators “prioritized scoring” and “prioritized and” are described.
2.1

Problem Representation

Let us consider a decision making setting in which we have the following components:
– The set C of the considered criteria: C = {C1 , . . . , Cn }. In order to simplify
the notation, we denote by Ci also the function evaluating the ith criterion.
After the user preference reordering of the n considered criteria we denote
by C1 the most preferred criterion, by Cn the least preferred criterion (i.e.,
the last in the user preference list), and we assume that Ci is preferred to
Cj if and only if i < j.
– The collection of documents D.
– The Cj (d) satisfaction score (of document d with respect to relevance criterion j).
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– An aggregation function F to calculate for each document d ∈ D an overall
score RSV (d) = F (C1 (d), . . . , Cn (d)) on the basis of the evaluation scores
of the considered criteria.
For each criterion Ci ∈ C, an importance weight is computed in a way that is
both document and user-dependent. In fact, the weight computation depends
both on the preference order expressed by the user over the criteria, and also
on both the weight computed for criterion Ci−1 (of greater priority with respect
to Ci ), and the satisfaction degree of the document with respect to Ci−1 . In
other words, for a considered document d, for each criterion Ci an importance
weight λi ∈ [0, 1] is computed, which varies in accordance with the considered
documents. The weights associated with the ordered criteria (criteria are ordered
by users on the basis of their preferences), are computed as follows:
– For each document d, the weight of the most important criterion C1 is set
to 1 (i.e., by deﬁnition we have: ∀ d λ1 = 1).
– The weights of the other criteria Ci for i ∈ [2, n] are calculated as follows:
λi = λi−1 · Ci−1 (d)

(1)

where Ci−1 (d) is the degree of satisfaction of criterion Ci−1 by document d,
and λi−1 is the importance weight of criterion Ci−1 .
What is changing in this aggregation model is the way in which function F is
deﬁned, as is explained in the next section.
2.2

Prioritized Aggregation Operators

In this section we present two alternative formalizations of the proposed prioritized aggregation operator F : “prioritized scoring” and “prioritized and.”
– Prioritized “Scoring” (Fs ). This operator allows to calculate the overall
score value from several criteria evaluations, where the weight of each criterion depends both on the weights and on the satisfaction degrees of the most
important criteria. The higher the satisfaction degree of a more important
criterion, the more the satisfaction degree of a less important criterion inﬂuences the overall score. It is deﬁned by: Fs : [0, 1]n → [0, n] which is such
that, for a given document d,
Fs (C1 (d), . . . , Cn (d)) =

n


λi · Ci (d)

(2)

i=1

where all the Ci represent the considered relevance dimensions.
– Prioritized “And” (Fa ). The peculiarity of such an operator, which also
distinguishes it from the traditional “min” operator, is that the extent to
which the least satisﬁed criterion is considered depends on its importance
for the user. If it is not important at all, its satisfaction degree should not
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be considered, while if it is the most important criterion for the user, only
its satisfaction degree is considered. This way, if we consider a document
d for which the least satisﬁed criterion Ck is also the least important one,
the overall satisfaction degree will be greater than Ck (d); it will not be
Ck as it would be the case with the traditional “and” operator, since the
less important is the criterion, the lesser its chances to represent the overall
satisfaction degree. The aggregation operator Fa is deﬁned by: Fa : [0, 1]n →
[0, 1] which is such that, for all document d,
Fa (C1 (d), . . . , Cn (d)) = min ({Ci (d)}λi )

(3)

i∈[1,n]

3

Multidimensional Personalization of Mobile IR

In this paper, we apply the proposed prioritized relevance model as a ranking
model within personalized IR in a mobile environment. Our personalization approach is multidimensional, considering within this context the set of three main
relevance criteria: C = {topic, interest, location}. The ﬁnal ranking of a document d, given a query Q, a user’s interest I and a location L will be represented
by his overall score RSV (d) deﬁned by:
RSV (d) = F (topic(d, Q), interest(d, I), location(d, L))
where topic(d, Q) (respectively interest(d, I), location(d, L)) is the function evaluating the topic (respectively interest, location) criterion, and F is the prioritized aggregation operator. In this section we present a description and a formal
deﬁnition for each of these criteria and their associated relevance functions.
3.1

Topic

The “Topic” criterion refers to the standard topical relevance computed by IR
systems. The topical relevance is generally measured with an IR model. One of
the prominent models is the probabilistic model [18] with the BM25 weighting
scheme as a ranking function. For this reason, we adopt this model although
topical relevance could be also computed based on alternative models. BM25
is a bag-of-words retrieval function that ranks a set of documents based on
the query terms occurring in each document. More precisely, given a query Q
containing keywords t1 , . . . , tn , the topic relevance score of a document d is:
topic (d, Q) =

n

i=1

IDF (ti ) ·

f (ti , d) · (k1 + 1)
f (ti , d) + k1 · 1 − b + b ·

|d|
avgdl

(4)

where f (ti , d) is the frequency of term ti in the document d, |d| is the number of
words occurring in document d, and avgdl is the average document length in the
text collection from which documents are retrieved. k1 and b are free parameters
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usually chosen such that k1 = 2.0 and b = 0.75. IDF (ti ) is the inverse document
frequency of the query term ti , usually computed as:
IDF (ti ) = log

N − n(ti ) + 0.5
n(ti ) + 0.5

(5)

where N is the total number of documents in the collection, and n(ti ) is the
number of documents containing ti .
3.2

Interest

The “Interest” criterion measures how strongly a retrieved document is similar
to the user’s interest. Users’ interests are known to be the most important contextual factor that can be used to personalize web search in an ad hoc retrieval
task [19]. The Interest criterion is measurable when the system makes use of a
user proﬁle. In this paper, we use the semantic user proﬁle model proposed in
our previous work [20], where user’s interests are represented as a list of weighted
concepts from the ODP1 . Each concept cj in the ODP is represented by a term
→
vector cj extracted from the web pages classiﬁed under that concept, as well as
→
of its sub-concepts. Each term’s weight wi in a concept cj is computed using
tf × idf weighting scheme. In order to compute the interest score of a document d according to the user proﬁle I, document d is represented by a vector of
weighted terms. The interest relevance function of the document d is computed
according to a term-based similarity measure, namely the cosine similarity measure between the document d and the top k ranked concepts of the user proﬁle
I as follows:
→

→

sw (cj ) × cos d , cj

interest (d, I) =

(6)

cj ∈I∧j∈[1,k]

where sw (cj ) is the similarity weight of the concept cj in the user proﬁle I.
3.3

Location

In this paper, we recognize the importance of location information in mobile
search (more than 31% according to a recent study [21]), and propose to incorporate the user’s location in addition to user’s interest in the personalized
search. Dealing with geographical information needs and localizing search results is a known problem within the ﬁeld of geographical IR [22]. Of the various
geographical ranking functions deﬁned in the literature, we adapted the geographical weighting function presented in [23], as a geographical relevance score
of a document. Given a geographic hierarchy GH, a geographical place L of a
user query, and a document d, the location relevance function is given by:
location (d, L) = f (L) +



f (Li )

(7)

Li ∈oﬀspring(L)

where f (L) refers to the number of occurrences of location L in d and the
oﬀspring locations Li of the given location L are identiﬁed from GH.
1

Open Directory Project (ODP): http://www.dmoz.org/
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Experimental Evaluation

In the absence of a standard evaluation collection suited to evaluate an IR system
which is user-dependent, we propose an evaluation protocol that integrates the
user context in the evaluation by means of simulation. Our experimental setup
is in line with simulation-based evaluation [24]. The objective of our experimental evaluation is twofold: 1) to study the eﬀectiveness of the combination of the
multi-relevance criteria in comparison with the traditional topical relevance assessment standard, and 2) to compare the eﬀect of the prioritized aggregation
operators in the retrieval performance in comparison with the linear combination schemes. In the following, we ﬁrst present our experimental settings then
we discuss the obtained results.
4.1

Experimental Settings

For experimental purposes, we use a branching part of the ODP Ontology consisting of the set of web pages classiﬁed under the US region. The ODP is the
most widely distributed data base of web content classiﬁed by humans. These
web pages are in fact classiﬁed under concepts but also under geographical places
allowing us to study all our criteria topicality, interest and location. We crawled
171,541 web pages that we divided into two sets: a test set (T) representing 2/3
of the crawled web pages, and a proﬁle set (P) composed of the remaining web
pages. The documents were randomly assigned to one of the two subsets.
Document collection. The (T) set is used as the document collection for
search, it is indexed using the Terrier2 search engine [25], and is used as the
search collection. For all these documents, we kept track of which concepts and
locations these documents were originally classiﬁed under. This information is
exploited as an evidence source in the relevance judgment as described below.
Users’ interests. We simulated 30 users proﬁles. For simplicity, we assigned
one interest to each user (k = 1 and sw(c1 ) = 1 in formula 5). To simulate users’
interests we randomly selected 30 concepts from the ODP. More speciﬁcally, each
interest is represented as a concept from the ODP using the set of documents
from (P) classiﬁed under this concept as described in sect. 3.2.
Users’ locations. Users’ locations are chosen from the US cities. We suppose
a diﬀerent location for each user. They are simply added to the users’ queries.
Users’ Queries. To simulate search, we designed a set of 6 queries for each
user proﬁle. They are constructed using diﬀerent strategies. As a result, a query
may be formulated in each one of the following ways:
1. A set of terms describing a particular information need about the concept.
2. The most frequent term in the concept.
3. The two most frequent terms in the concept.
2

http://terrier.org/
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Table 1. An example of queries constructed according to each strategy
Strategy Query terms
1

“ book room spa wifi San Francisco”

2

“hotel San Francisco”

3

“hotel service San Francisco”

4

“hotel service chain San Francisco”

5

“location reserve resort San Francisco”

6

“park activity San Francisco”

4. The three most frequent terms in the concept.
5. Two or more overlapping terms within highest weighting 10 terms among
diﬀerent concepts.
6. An information need expressed using terms from another concept (diﬀerent
from the current considered one).
Our goal behind these strategies was twofold: (1) since the queries of mobile users
tend to be short and ambiguous [26], we wanted to cover such queries, and (2) to
cover at the same time situations in which the user formulates queries in line with
his/her interest, but also queries formulated on new interests (not yet present in
his/her proﬁle). We ﬁnally obtained a set of 180 queries (30 × 6). Table 1 gives
an example of queries constructed according to each strategy. Queries 1 to 5 are
constructed on the concept “Hotels and Motels” and query 6 is on an another
concept “Parks.”
Evaluation scenarios and relevance judgment assignment. The importance order () of a user on the three relevance criteria (topic, interest, and
location) allows us to deﬁne six possible evaluation scenarios:
–
–
–
–
–
–

TIL: TopicalInterestLocation.
TLI: TopicalLocationInterest.
ITL: InterestTopicalLocation.
ILT: InterestLocationTopical.
LTI: LocationTopicalInterest.
LIT: Location InterestTopical.

Each pair (query, document) returned in the result list was judged according to
each one of these evaluation scenarios. Relevance judgments were made automatically by exploiting the locations and concepts from which the documents
were originally classiﬁed in the ontology. Relevance assignment of each individual
criterion was done like this:
– If a document was classiﬁed under the query concept, it was judged topically
relevant to the query.
– If a document was classiﬁed under a concept which corresponds to the current
user’s interest, it was judged relevant to the user’s proﬁle.
– If a document was classiﬁed under the user’s location, it was judged relevant
to the user’s location.
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Algorithm 1. Assigning relevance judgment depending on the ordered criteria satisfaction degree
if the document does not satisfy the first order criterion then
- the document is not relevant.
else
if the document does not satisfy the second order criterion then
- the document is partially relevant.
else
if the document does not satisfy the third order criterion then
- the document is relevant.
else
- the document is very relevant.
end if
end if
end if

The ﬁnal relevance judgment of a document is made by combining its individual
relevances using a four-level relevance scale. It is done according to Algorithm 1
depending on the ordered criteria satisfaction degree.
Evaluation metrics. To estimate the quality of the produced ranks, three
measures are used. The MAP, the nDCG at n and the Precision at n, which
are usually used to represent the system performance. We computed them with
standard trec eval 3 program. The computed values were averaged over all the
evaluated queries results and/or over the diﬀerent evaluation scenarios.
4.2

Results and Discussions

Eﬀectiveness of the Combination of the Multi-Relevance Criteria. In
this ﬁrst series of experiments we performed for each query a standard baseline
search using a topical based relevance system Terrier [25]; we then computed an
interest score and a location score, for all the documents in the collection like described in sect. 3.2 respectively in sect. 3.3. In order to combine these scores, we
computed a normalization of these individual scores. We then performed a combination relevance scheme using standard operators min, average and weighted
average (denoted w-average) where we assigned weights for the criteria in accordance with their importance order in the evaluated scenario. We have carried out
experiments with the aforementioned evaluation scenarios. Figure 1(a) and 1(b)
show the results performance, measured using Precision respectively nDCG at
diﬀerent cut-oﬀ points, averaged over all the evaluation scenarios. Results show
that in general, the combination of relevance criteria outperforms the topical
relevance assessment standard, with the weighted average combination achieving best performance in terms of nDCG and Precision at diﬀerent cut-oﬀ points.
This conﬁrms the eﬀectiveness of the multi-relevance based model.
Eﬀectiveness of the Prioritized Aggregation Operators. In this second
series of experiments we combined the multi-relevance criteria using the prioritized aggregation operators. We then compared the obtained result ranks with
3
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Fig. 2. Average Precision at n (a) and nDCG at n (b) comparison between the combination search using prioritized operators and the combination search using standard
weighted average operator, over all scenarios
Table 2. MAP comparison between the Table 3. MAP comparison between the
scoring and the standard weighted average scoring and the standard weighted ranks
for each query strategy
ranks for each evaluation scenario
Scenario W-average Scoring Improvement

Strategy W-average Scoring Improvement

TIL

0.0419

0.0478

14.08%(*)

1

0.2915

0.3207

10.02%(*)

TLI

0.0316

0.0413

30.70%(*)

2

0.3033

0.3305

8.96%(*)

ITL

0.0378

0.1150

204.23%(*)

3

0.3113

0.3387

8.83%(*)

ILT

0.0265

0.1086

309.81%(*)

4

0.3152

0.3437

9.04%(*)

LTI

0.8255

0.8312

0.69%(*)

5

0.2822

0.3141

11.31%(*)

LIT

0.8315

0.8315

0.00%(-)

6

0.2912

0.3277

12.52%(*)

the rank of the standard weighted average as the baseline. Figure 2(a) and 2(b)
show results performance in terms of Precision respectively nDCG at diﬀerent
cut-oﬀ points, averaged over all the evaluation scenarios. Results show that the
“prioritized scoring” operator outperforms its counterpart standard weighted average. However, the “prioritized and ” operator degrades the results.
In order to evaluate signiﬁcance of the “scoring” operator improvement, we
conducted a paired two-tailed t-test. Table 2 shows the performance results in
terms of MAP computed for each evaluation scenario. Results show that the
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improvement of the “scoring” operator comparatively to the baseline was found
to be statistically signiﬁcant (noted * in the table) with p-values < 0.01 for
the majority of the scenarios. However improvements are diﬀerent between the
tested scenarios. We notice that best improvements are obtained on scenarios
where user’s interest is the ﬁrst order criterion. Little and no improvement was
noticed on the MAP of the two scenarios LTI respectively LIT where the location
criterion is the ﬁrst order criterion. We notice also that the MAP of the two
scenarios LTI and LIT are somewhat better than the other scenarios. This is
likely due to the fact that the score of the location criterion is computed with
higher precision than the interest and the topical based scores.
Further, we analyzed the results performance for the diﬀerent types of queries
issued from the diﬀerent construction strategies. Table 3 shows comparison on
MAP results averaged over the six evaluation scenarios for each query construction strategy, obtained by the “scoring” and the weighted average ranks. Results
show that the “scoring operator ” shows its superiority in all query construction
strategies, with a statistically signiﬁcant improvement (noted * in the table)
with p-values < 0.01 over the standard weighted average operator.

5

Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, we have proposed a multi-criteria relevance model for personalizing
mobile IR. The main contribution of this work concerns the adoption of a “prioritized operators” for aggregating the considered relevance criteria. Thanks to
this aggregation scheme, it is possible to take the user’s preference order over the
criteria in the aggregated score of a document. Experimental results show that:
(1) the “prioritized scoring” aggregation scheme allows to improve the ranking
of the documents for the majority of the considered preference orders and all the
query strategies, and (2) the “and operator” is not suited for the aggregation
of criteria within our retrieval mobile IR settings. In future work, we plan to
enhance our multidimensional model to include other contextual criteria and to
conduct experiments with real mobile users and queries.
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Abstract. This paper seeks to understand and describe web searching patterns
for Islamic and Qur’anic information, an area receiving little attention in past
research. A mixed-methods approach has been taken to data collection utilizing
both quantitative and qualitative techniques. Query logs collected in 2006 from
the Microsoft Live search engine were analysed for Islamic-related terms.
Characteristics such as query frequency, term frequency, query length, and
session length were derived from the data. To complement these quantitative
data, interview data were collected from 25 users who had experienced
searching for Islamic and/or Qur’anic materials on the web. The interviews
gave a deeper understanding of aspects of information seeking including search
processes, challenges and opinions on locating Islamic and Qur’anic
information on the web.
Keywords: user studies, interactive IR, information seeking, query log analysis,
Islamic and Qur’anic information.

1

Introduction

Increasingly the Internet is being used as a common means of transmitting
information of a religious nature. Højsgaard and Warburg (2005) reported that by the
year 2004, there were approximately 51 million religious websites on the Internet
disseminating information and communicating with their followers. A number of
further studies have looked at how religions use Internet technologies in
disseminating their beliefs (Helland, 2000; Dawson & Cowan, 2004; Karaflogka,
2006). Members of religious communities use the Internet to undertake activities,
such as listening to sermons, asking for advice, networking and even shopping for
religious merchandise (Helland, 2002; Foltz & Foltz, 2003; Campbell, 2005a; Cheong
et al., 2009).
An area of increasing interest in the field of information seeking is the study of the
relationship between religion and Internet use (Campbell, 2005b; Krueger, 2005).
Studies have found that an important component of online religious activities is
*
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searching for religious information (Casey, 2001; Larsen & Rainie, 2001; Ho et al.,
2008). A study in 2002 by the Pew & Internet American Life Project reported that
25% of Americans used search engines to search for religious information (Fox,
2002). In a more recent study, Hoover et al. (2004) found that 64% of 128 million
American online users had used the Internet for spiritual and religious purposes where
28% of the online users had searched for their own religion and 26% for religion of
others.
Dawson (2000) suggests that, in addition to analyses of online religious content, it
is important to investigate people’s search purposes and processes. This is supported
by Jansen et al. (2009) who claim that few studies have investigated how people
search specifically for religious-related information. Understanding the users of
search tools is important for the design of systems that help people with different
cultural and linguistic backgrounds to search for religious and culturally-related
information (Neelameghan & Raghavan, 2005). However, the studies mentioned
above do not focus on searching processes and issues specifically relating to
searching for religious information.
Therefore, given the growth of Islamic and Qur’anic content on the web, and the
paucity to date of user-oriented studies in this field, the study reported here aimed to
complement existing literature on religious searching by investigating search purposes
and processes specifically for relating to Islamic and Qur’anic information, and also
to better understand the nature of religious queries on the web.
Two different approaches have been used to collect data and inform the findings:
(1) a quantitative approach based on real user-system interactions from a large web
search engine; (2) a qualitative approach based on interviews with a purposive sample
of users selected to reflect the diversity of Islamic and Qur’anic information seekers
on the web. The findings provide a picture of what users are actually searching for on
the web and of their current experiences with web search.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses previous work on analysing
patterns of web searching; Section 3 presents the methodology used to gather data
including both the datasets used in the log analysis study, and the interview data;
Section 4 discusses the results; and Section 5 concludes with a summary of the paper
and directions for future study in this area.

2
2.1

Related Work
Patterns of Web Searching

Studies of user searching patterns have a long history going way back to the late ‘70s
where one of the first researchers to investigate how people search was Bates (1979).
Her study looked at how people perform searches, and she proposed ways to
characterize the overall search process. After web search engines became available
and popular, many studies were conducted to understand how people perform
searches on the web. These include studies by Jansen et al. (1998), Silverstein et al.
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(1999), Spink et al. (2001) and Baeza-Yates et al. (2005), which explored how online
users conduct their searches, and proposed various search behavior models.
2.2

Islam and Web Searching

There have been a number of previous studies on information seeking and Islam. For
example, Bunt (2003) and Lawless (2004) found that there are various kinds of
information on Islam on the web, e.g. Qur’an translations, recitations, opinions,
sermons, fatwas and discussions. These are intended for different kinds of readers i.e.
Muslim or non-Muslim. There have also been studies investigating the presence of
Muslim and Islamic documents on the web and Muslim’s online activities in general
(Bunt, 2003, 2004; Adamu, 2002; Brouwer, 2004).
The number of Islamic and Qur’anic websites appearing online has shown to be
steadily increasing (Bunt, 2003). However, as Shoaib et al. (2009) mention in their
study, in the case of keyword searching for verses in the Qur’an, there are three basic
problems: (1) in most cases all the relevant verses are not retrieved; (2) the sequence
of retrieved verses does not appeal to the reader; and (3) some irrelevant verses are
also retrieved. Baqai et al. (2009) believe that it “remains a challenge to reach out to
the learner and research community of the Qur’an, using the emerging technologies,
to help create better, user-centric means to facilitate the learning, exploration,
management and retrieval of Qur’anic knowledge resources”.
Overall, there have been very few studies undertaken from the perspective of end
user of their real experiences of retrieving information related to Islam and the
Qur’an. This is an area which the current study aimed to fill.

3

Methodology

To gather data for analysing patterns of web searching behaviour for Islam-related
information and Qur’anic materials on the web, a mixed methods approach was
adopted (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2010). This entails the complementary use of both
quantitative and qualitative methods. The quantitative analysis (Section 3.1) was
based on queries from a large web search engine, and explored search terms. The
qualitative analysis (Section 3.2) was based on interviews with people who commonly
search for Islamic/Qur’anic information, and aimed to discover their preferences and
levels of success when searching for information online.
3.1

Query Logs

We used the Live Search query log released by Microsoft in 2006 which contains
12,251,068 queries originating from users located in the United States. The logs
contain data about each query: a unique identifier, the query string itself, timestamp,
the URLs of clicked results and the click position of items selected by the user. From
all queries we extracted only those with Islamic-related terms as a part of the query
string. We used a list of terms gathered from a combination of the top 10 religious
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queries (Islamic-related) as suggested by Jansen et al. (2009) and terms compiled
from directories in the Islamic sections of Google, Yahoo! and DMOZ. We extracted
queries with any or a combination of the terms listed in Table 1. This also included
queries with possible spelling variations.
Table 1. Islamic-related terms used to identify queries from the query logs
Allah

Fiqh

Haram

Madinah

Muslim

Religion

Sufi

Aqsa

God

Holy

Makkah

Prayer

Salat

Sunni

Daawah

Hadith

Islam

Masjid

Prophet

School

Tafsir

Eid

Hajj

Jihad

Mosque

Qur'an

Shari'ah

Umrah

Fatwa

Halal

Ka'aba

Muhammad

Ramadan

Shiite

Zakat

2,089 queries were found to contain at least one of the terms listed in Table 1. As
suggested by Jansen and Pooch (2001), query logs can be analysed at three levels: the
session, the query, and the term. At the session level we derived statistics on the
number of unique sessions and the average session length (the number of queries in
each session). At the query level we computed the number of queries submitted with
any combination of the terms listed in Table 1 above (query frequency). At the term
level we computed the total number of terms, unique terms, and the number of terms
per query (query length).
3.2

Interviews

In-depth, face-to-face interviews were conducted with 25 users who were willing to share
on their experience of searching for Qur’anic materials on the web. In accordance with
established qualitative research principles (Silverman, 2009) a purposive sampling
approach was used. Email invitations were sent to selected groups including Islamic
student groups, new (converted from other beliefs) Muslim societies, and cultural
societies from around the UK. Invitations were also broadcast to similar groups and
societies via Facebook, the online social network. A range of respondents were selected
for the interview based on a purposive sampling approach (Mason, 2002) in order to
reflect the diverse range of web-based Qur’anic information seekers.
We used open-ended questions to emphasize issues pertaining to the online users’
search processes and purposes, their perceived challenges, levels of relevance,
satisfaction and desired improvement. Transcriptions of the interviews were analysed
inductively to identify emergent themes (Boyatzis, 1998).

4
4.1

Results
Query Log Analysis

Of the 12.2 million queries from the Microsoft Live Search, 2089 (0.02%) contained
at least one of the Islamic-related terms listed in Table 1. There were 1220 unique
sessions.
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Next, we examined the number of queries in each unique session (session length)
where more than 65% of searchers for Islamic-related terms submitted only one query
per session. This is within range with the Jansen et al. (2009) study on the religious
and religious-related searches (between 61 to 76 percent) for one to two queries per
session. We recorded 12 queries as the largest number of queries submitted in a
session. The average number of queries per session was 1.72, which is lower than the
2.84 reported in the Jansen et al. (2000) study on general web search.
Next, we analysed the number of terms used in each query (query length) where
two-term queries were most frequent (26.47%). The maximum number of terms in a
query was 17. The average (mean) number of terms per query was 3.14 terms. This is
higher than that of the general web population which is 2.16 terms per query (Spink et
al., 2001).
Table 2. Searching trends for Islamic queries
All queries
Queries with Islamic terms (query frequency)
Unique sessions

12,251,068 (100%)
2,089 (0.02%)
1,220

Terms (total)

5,398 (100%)

Unique Terms

942 (17.5%)

Number of queries per session (session length)
1 query

795 (65.2%)

2 queries

211 (17.3%)

3 queries

111 (9.1%)

4+ queries

103 (8.4%)

mean (average)

1.72

median

1.00

mode

1.00

Number of terms per query (query length)
1 term

357 (17.1%)

2 terms

553 (26.5%)

3 terms

454 (21.7%)

4+ terms

725 (34.7%)

mean (average)

3.14

median

3.00

mode

2.00
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Table 3. Top 10 most frequent queries

Query
islam

Frequency
71

%
3.40

koran

36

1.72

muslim names

27

1.29

quran

20

0.96

99 names of allah

18

0.86

islamic prayers for repentence

16

0.77

islamic calligraphy

16

0.77

nation of islam

14

0.67

qur'an

13

0.62

islamic art

13

0.62

The queries issued by users was analysed and result are shown in Table 3 which
shows the top 10 most frequent queries. There are three spelling variations of Qur’an
(koran, quran and qur’an) which are listed in the top 10 queries frequently used by
the users. The combination of all three queries makes up 3.3% of all the Islamic
queries issued.
Query terms were also analysed to establish the most frequently occurring terms
across all queries. The top 10 most frequently occurring terms is shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Top 10 most frequently occuring terms (across all queries)
Term

Frequency

%

islam

608

11.26

islamic

380

7.04

muslim

351

6.50

mosque

93

1.72

muslims

82

1.52

koran

75

1.39

quran

72

1.33

allah

71

1.32

names

67

1.24

halal

54

1.00

From the list of terms in Table 4, combining the terms with similar concepts or
spelling variations into groups, the most common terms are muslim/muslims (8%)
and koran/quran (2.7%). This follows Islam/Islamic (18.3%) which is the most
popular query topic. The distribution of query terms generally follows a Zipfian
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curve: relatively small set of terms are used frequently, whilst large set of terms are
used infrequently (Jansen et al., 2000). The 100 most frequently utilized terms were
found to account for 61.8% of the total number of terms, which is relatively higher
than the 18-22% for general web search reported in the study by Jansen et al. (2000).
4.2

Interview data analysis

Table 5 summarises characteristics (age, gender, occupation, country of origin,
ethnicity and religion) about the 25 interview participants.
Table 5. Profile of the interview sample
Age range
Gender
Occupation

Country of
origin
Ethnicity
Religion

21 – 61
13 Male, 12 Female
Student (Undergraduates, Postgraduates) (11), Researchers (5), University
Professors/Lecturers (2), University Faith Advisors (2), Computer-related
Executives (2), Housewives (3)
Algeria (1), France (1), Germany (1), Indonesia (1), Jordan (1), Kashmir (1),
Kuwait (1), Malaysia (3), Morocco (1), Netherlands (1), Pakistan (3),
Philippines (1), Saudi Arabia (1), Sudan (1), Syria (1), United Kingdom (6)
Caucasian (7), Asian (11), Arab (5), African (2)
Islam [born (18), convert (3)], Christianity (1), Atheist (1), Other (2)

Emergent themes
Almost all of the participants interviewed used the English version of Google in their
searches for Islamic and/or Qur’anic information, with the exception of one who used
the French version of Google. Most searched using English keywords, but there were
a number that searched in Arabic using Arabic characters, or Arabic keywords spelled
using Roman alphabets. Interviewees commented that searching in other languages,
such as French, Malay, German, Urdu, and Persian would retrieve fewer results
compared to English and Arabic. More than half of the participants believed that there
are not enough reliable websites in the language of their choice, and that this situation
needs to be improved. Many believe that a lot of good links and content are in Arabic
and therefore queries using non-Arabic languages would not be able to retrieve them
unless they had been translated. A couple of participants believed that with some
countries imposing filters on search engines, many good links from the Arabic and
Muslim countries are being filtered out, thus hiding ‘innocent’ good links.
Whilst Qur’anic verses, translations, explanations and recitations were the most
searched for items, almost all the Muslim participants reported that they would also
search for Hadith (sayings and teachings by the Prophet Muhammad) when searching
for Qur’anic information, since the Qur’an and Hadith are very closely related to each
other. Most of the explanations for verses in the Qur’an came from Hadith. However,
the construction of Hadith is different from that of the Qur’an. The Qur’an only has
one version with a standard structure (i.e. chapters and verses) whereas Hadith is a
collection of Prophet Muhammad’s sayings and teachings, and has been compiled by
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a number of people. The structure varies among the compilers. Therefore, searching
for Hadith is more difficult than searching for Qur’anic information, especially for
those with little knowledge of Hadith. Searching for Hadith in non-Arabic language is
even more problematic. This was also seen as one of the most important aspects of
Qur’anic searching that needs to be improved. As one of the Muslim participants said,
“As the Qur’an verses have Hadith connected to them, not getting the related Hadith
means not getting the whole knowledge. Results should retrieve the related Hadith
and also the Asbab (occasions/circumstances of Qur’an revelation).” Other topics
being searched for are listed in Table 6.
Table 6. List of the most searched for topics by participants
Qur’an

Hadith
Other
Islamic
topics

translation, Tafsir (explanation), Ruqyah (verses to cure illness), motivational
verses, miracles of Qur’an, Asbab-ul-Qur’an (occasions/circumstances of Qur’an
revelation), history, learning the Qur’an, tajwid/tarteel (proper pronounciation
when reciting Qur’an) and how to read the Qur’an,
Hadith & Sunnah (practice of Prophet Muhammad), translation, sanad (chain of
narration), matn (text of the Hadith), explanation
Fatwa (religious opinion issued by scholars concerning Islamic law) and rulings
on current issues, Prophets, Seerah (historical biography of Prophets), Sahabah
(Prophet Muhammad’s Companions), Fiqh (jurisprudence, an expansion under
the Sharia law), talks, Islamic Finance, digitized Islamic books, masa’el (issues
and problems), women/feminism in Islam, about Islam, Shariah law, Naat
(poetry to praise Prophet Muhammad)

Among the reasons cited by the participants for why they used the web to search
for the topics listed in Table 6 (especially learned Muslims and those that already
have a large collection of physical copies of the books) included: speed and ease of
access to many versions of Tafsirs and Hadiths; access to more collections; and being
able to retrieve more and deeper explanations for Qur’anic verses. They also use
retrieved information to prepare for studies, assignments, exams or papers; for
teaching, talks and sermons; to gather scholars’ opinions as solutions to problems; for
work; out of self-interest or curiosity to learn more or to find the truth concerning
misconceptions; to help in reciting or memorizing the verses by listening to it online,
to copy the sounds of recitation for non-Arabic speakers; to see what incorrect
information about Islam has been put up on the Web and to correct the
misinformation; to acquire the full version of half-remembered knowledge; to
discuss/debate issues; and to copy verses into their own writings.
However, the main issue for Muslim participants, and also for a few non-Muslims,
was the reliability and credibility of Islamic and Qur’anic websites. This affected
their selection processes when viewing search results, where the brief descriptions
given with each result (snippet) did not help them verify the credibility of the link.
The only way was to click on each hit and to browse through the websites to see if it
was an authentic Islamic or Qur’anic website. This entailed a long, and sometimes
frustrating, process. Some would only look at websites that were recommended by
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scholars or friends. Most would regard links from universities, established institutions
or foundations, and URLs ending with .org as reliable, especially those that are
associated with famous scholars names in the particular field. Most of the Muslims
agreed that familiar information which corroborates their existing knowledge tended
to be considered relevant and correct. However, in some cases it was recognized that
in order to establish credibility one would need to read a number of different parts of
a website, or visit a website frequently in order to be able to assess its balance and
reliability.
In terms of the credibility of information, most of the Muslim participants would
cross-check retrieved Qur’anic verses or Hadith with the printed materials in their
collections, or verify them with a learned friend, an accessible scholar, or other
trusted Qur’anic/Hadith websites. However, some non-Muslims did admit that they
would not be able to differentiate between authentic Islamic or Qur’anic websites and
non-authentic ones. One of them even believed that there would not be any fake
Qur’anic information on the web as it would be such a waste of time for anyone to put
them there. A couple of Muslims said that they would be suspicious of contents
without the Arabic verses. Other issues and challenges mentioned by the participants
are listed in Table 7.
Table 7. A list of issues and challenges emerging from the interviews

Information overload
Misleading information
Disorganized information
Low volume of information

Unavailable information
Incorrect information
Too much sectarian information
Dissatisfaction with retrieved information

Among the many types of website mentioned and discussed by the participants,
Islamic forums are one that received mixed reviews. Although more than half thought
that the information from forums is not reliable since they tend to be more opinionbased, a couple of Muslim participants thought that forums actually give better
information because it is common to find that answers in forums tend to be supported
with Qur’an or Hadith references, and sometimes by recommended links to further
information. In a way, forums can be a one-stop resource where one obtains answers
or solutions to problems, as well as recommendations to other links specific to set
topics.
Most participants who thought that this type of searching is different from general
searching, or searching for other topics, considered prior knowledge (of Islam or
Qur’an or Hadiths) and the ability to specify keywords accurately as helping to
retrieve more relevant results. However, query recommendation given by Google
during the query formulation process does not necessarily retrieve better or more
relevant results. Almost all of the Muslim participants expressed concern about those
with little or no prior knowledge retrieving non-authentic websites without realizing
it, and not knowing how to verify their contents. As one Muslim participant said,
“One also needs to have some prior knowledge. Those with little knowledge should
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ask around as to which ones are good sites, as they wouldn’t know how to
differentiate authentic from non-authentic sites.”
Participants made a number of suggestions for improvement. These include the
need for us to find ways where online users can collectively rate or recommend links
that are believed to be authentic with reliable contents or to find ways on how to push
good links up in the search result lists. Another suggestion was that there should be a
governing body to verify the authenticity of those Islamic and Qur’anic links.
We end this section with a quote from one of the participants which we think
summarizes the main finding of this study perfectly, “The issue here is evaluating
your results hits. How do you decide which one is reliable? … It’s a problem for
everybody who is not Islamic to be able to find something that they are able to trust. I
cannot see what I can trust.”

5

Conclusion

This study is the first to combine analysis of search engine query logs and user
interviews in order to understand how people search for Islamic and Qur’anic
information on the web. The study has revealed the frequency of Islamic and Qur’anic
related searches amongst 12.2 million searches by people using a large general web
search engine, and has identified the most frequently used queries and most frequently
occurring terms relating to these queries, as well as the spelling variations of Qur’an
being used in the queries. The study complements the quantitative study with
qualitative information gathered from interviews in order to illuminate the purposes
and thoughts of people searching for Islamic and Qur’anic related information on the
web.
From a diverse purposive sample, a number of key issues emerged as of concern to
users. These included: information relevance and credibility; retrieval of Hadith in
relation to the Qur’an; and the language of search queries in relation to the language
of the web content itself. It was also found through the interviews that all of the
Muslim participants only use the terms qur’an or quran in their queries for Qur’anic
information whereas other participants would also use the terms koran, kuran and
coran. For the Muslim participants, cross-checks between items retrieved from the
web and the printed materials (Qur’an, Hadith, Tafsir, etc.), or with learned persons,
are almost always needed to be done to avoid retrieving wrong information. However,
for the non-Muslim participants they put more trust in the results from web search
engines and therefore would not commonly cross-check the results.
In the future we plan to study particular groups of people interested in searching
for Islamic and Qur’anic related information and searchers from other parts of the
world, in order to discover if there are, for example, age-related or cultural differences
in searching or if there are any other differences in the searching behaviour and
activities amongst the groups. Also, further research is needed to discover whether
religious searching of this type differs significantly in any way compared to more
general searching. Such results might be able to inform both search engine designers
and the providers of religious materials on the web.
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Abstract. The increased availability of large amounts of data about
user search behaviour in search engines has triggered a lot of research in
recent years. This includes developing machine learning methods to build
knowledge structures that could be exploited for a number of tasks such
as query recommendation. Query ﬂow graphs are a successful example of
these structures, they are generated from the sequence of queries typed
in by a user in a search session. In this paper we propose to modify the
query ﬂow graph by incorporating clickthrough information from the
search logs. Click information provides evidence of the success or failure
of the search journey and therefore can be used to enrich the query ﬂow
graph to make it more accurate and useful for query recommendation. We
propose a method of adjusting the weights on the edges of the query ﬂow
graph by incorporating the number of clicked documents after submitting
a query.
We explore a number of weighting functions for the graph edges using
click information. Applying an automated evaluation framework to assess
query recommendations allows us to perform automatic and reproducible
evaluation experiments. We demonstrate how our modiﬁed query ﬂow
graph outperforms the standard query ﬂow graph. The experiments are
conducted on the search logs of an academic organisation’s search engine
and validated in a second experiment on the log ﬁles of another Web site.
Keywords: Search Log Analysis, Query Suggestions, Automatic
Evaluation.

1

Introduction

User interfaces of modern search engines have evolved rapidly in recent years.
Modern web search engines do not only return a list of documents as a response
to a user’s query but they also provide various interactive features that help
users in quickly ﬁnding what they are looking for or assist them in browsing the
information. Google, for example, provides a list of query suggestions while a
user is typing in her queries in the search box. Beyond Web search we also observe more interaction emerging as illustrated by the success of AquaBrowser1 as
1
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a navigation tool in digital libraries. Such interfaces rely on a wealth of knowledge that characterise the domain and specify relations between the diﬀerent
concepts and entities. A number of approaches have been developed to extract
knowledge structures that could be exploited to enrich these interfaces. One
promising approach is to perform search log analysis which captures the community knowledge about the domain. Query ﬂow graphs extracted from query
logs are an example of these approaches which have proven to be useful for
providing query recommendations.
In this study, we extend the query ﬂow graph model which relies on query
ﬂows as implicit source of feedback by incorporating the post-query user browsing behaviour in the form of clicks. We explore various settings of this model
by running an automatic evaluation on actual search logs to understand the
impact of various interpretations of click information on the quality of query
recommendations.
The paper is structured as follows. We will give a short review of related
work in Section 2. Section 3 will describe how we extend the query ﬂow graph
model by adding click information using query logs. The experimental setup is
explained in Section 4. Results are presented and discussed in Section 5. We will
draw conclusions in Section 6 and outline future work in Section 7.

2

Related Work

Query recommendations have become ubiquitous in modern search engines. This
is true for Web search engines but also for more specialised search engines.
The challenge is to identify the right suggestions for any given search request,
and this may depend on a number of factors such as the actual user who is
searching, the context, the time of the day etc. A promising route for deriving
query recommendations appears to be the exploitation of past interactions with
the search engines as recorded in the logs. Several approaches have been proposed
in the literature to provide query modiﬁcation suggestions. Studies have shown
that users want to be assisted in this manner by proposing keywords [19], and
despite the risk of oﬀering wrong suggestions they would prefer having them
rather than not [16].
With the increasing availability of search logs obtained from user interactions
with search engines, new methods have been developed for mining search logs to
capture “collective intelligence” for providing query suggestions as it has been
recognised that there is great potential in mining information from query log
ﬁles in order to improve a search engine [9,15].
Given the reluctance of users to provide explicit feedback on the usefulness of
results returned for a search query, the automatic extraction of implicit feedback
has become the centre of attention of much research. Clickthrough data is one
form of the implicit feedback left by users which can be used to learn the retrieval
ranking function [10], [11], [1]. Queries and clicks can be interpreted as “soft
relevance judgements” [6] to ﬁnd out what the user’s actual intention is and what
the user is really interested in. Query recommendations can then be derived, for
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example, by looking at the actual queries submitted and building query ﬂow
graphs [4], [5], query-click graphs [6], cover graphs [3] or association rules [8].
Jones et al. combined mining query logs with query similarity measures to derive
query modiﬁcations [12].
Mining post-query click behaviour has also been studied and applied in information retrieval tasks. For example, Cucerzan et. al. [7] used landing page
information to derive query suggestions. White et. al. [18] mined user search
trails for search result ranking, where the presence of a page on a trail increases
its query relevance. Click graphs were used by White and Chandrasekar to derive
labels to shortcut search trails to help users reach target pages eﬃciently [17].
Given the successful application of both the query ﬂow graph model as well as
post-query click information we explore the potential of extending the query ﬂow
graph with click information for deriving query recommendation suggestions.

3
3.1

The Model
The Query Flow Graph

The query ﬂow graph was introduced in Boldi et al. [4] and applied for query
recommendations.
The query ﬂow graph Gqf is a directed graph Gqf = (V, E, w) where:
– V is a set of nodes containing all the distinct queries submitted to the search
engine and two special nodes s and t representing a start state and a terminate state;
– E ⊆ V × V is the set of directed edges;
– w : E → (0..1] is a weighting function that assigns to every pair of queries
(q, q  ) ∈ E a weight w(q, q  ).
The graph can be built from the search logs by creating an edge between two
queries q, q  if there is one session in the logs in which q and q  are consecutive.
A session is simply deﬁned as a sequence of queries submitted by one particular
user within a speciﬁc time limit.
The weighting function of the edges w depends on the application. Boldi et al.
[4] developed a machine learning model that assigns to each edge on the graph
a probability that the queries on both ends of the edge are part of the same
chain. The chain is deﬁned as a topically coherent sequence of queries of one
user. This probability is then used to eliminate less probable edges by specifying
some threshold. For the remaining edges the weight w(q, q  ) is calculated as:
w(q, q  ) =

f req(q, q  )
Σr∈Rq f req(q, r)

(1)

Where:
– f req(q, q  ) is the number of the times the query q is followed by the query
q .
– Rq is the set of all reformulations of query q in the logs.
Note that the weights are normalised so that the total weights of the outgoing
edges of any node is equal to 1.
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Enriching the Query Flow Graph

In this section we explain how we extend the query ﬂow graph model with click
data. The intuition here is to use implicit feedback in the form of clickthrough
data left by users when they modify their queries which has been shown to be
powerful feedback, e.g. [6]. We consider the number of clicked documents by a
user after submitting a query as an indication of how useful the results are. This
is line with previous work on evaluating search engines with clickthrough data
[14].
Let φ(q, q  ) = {ϕ0 (q, q  ), ϕ1 (q, q  ), ϕ2 (q, q  ), ..} be an array of the frequencies
of the reformulation (q, q  ), where ϕk (q, q  ) is the number of the times the query
q is followed by the query q  and the user has clicked k (and only k) documents
on the result list presented to the user after submitting query q  . We aggregate
over all users here.
We modify the weighting function in equation 1 to incorporate the click information as follows
Σi Ci .ϕi (q, q  )
(2)
w(q, q  ) =
Σr∈Rq Σi Ci .ϕi (q, r)
Where C is an array of co-eﬃcient factors for each band of click counts.
Choosing diﬀerent values for Ci allows us to diﬀerentiate between queries that
resulted in more or fewer clicks. For example queries which result in a single
click might be interpreted as more important than the ones which resulted in no
clicks or more than one click as the single click may be an indication of quickly
ﬁnding the document that the user is looking for.
In our experiments we investigate how diﬀerent values of the co-eﬃcient
Ci aﬀect the quality of the query recommendations. Note that the weighting function of the standard graph in Equation 1 is the special case where
C0 = C1 = C2 = .. = 1.
3.3

Query Recommendations

Query recommendation is the problem of ﬁnding for a given query q relevant
query suggestions. If we want to recommend only a single query, then we try to
identify the “most important” query q  . The query ﬂow graph can be used for
this purpose by ranking all the nodes in the graph according to some measure
which indicates how reachable they are from the given node (query). Boldi et
al. [4] proposed to use graph random walks for this purpose and reported the
most promising results by using a measure which combines relative random walk
scores and absolute scores. This measure is
sq (q  )
sq (q  ) = 
r(q  )

(3)

where:
– sq (q  ) is the random walk score relative to q i.e. the one computed with a
preference vector for query q.
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– r(q  ) is the absolute random walk score of q  i.e. the one computed with a
uniform preference vector.
In our experiments, we adopted this measure for query recommendation and
used the random walk parameters reported by Boldi et al.

4

Experimental Setup

The aim of the experiments is to investigate whether the query ﬂow graph can be
enhanced and how the performance of query recommendations can be aﬀected by
diﬀerent values of the coeﬃcient factors of click counts presented in Equation 2.
The experiments conducted try to answer these questions:
1. Using search logs of a local search engine2 , can we achieve better query
recommendations over the standard query ﬂow graph by boosting certain
co-eﬃcient factors of click counts and eliminating others?
2. Does the same observation hold true when we use the search of another
organisation?
In this section we ﬁrst provide a description of the search logs used in these
experiments. Then we introduce our experimental design and illustrate the different models being tested.
4.1

Search Logs

The main search log data in our experiments are obtained from the search engine
of the Web sites of the University of Essex (UOE). In this search log we can
obtain the query that has been entered, a time stamp of the transaction and the
session identiﬁer. In addition to that the clicked documents from the result lists
by users following each query can also be obtained. We used a period of 10 weeks
of logs between February and May 2011. During this period a total number of
142,231 queries were submitted to the search engine in 90,684 user sessions and
99,733 clicks on the results were logged. Figure 1 illustrates a histogram of the
frequency of queries corresponding to the resulting number of clicks following
each query as recorded in the logs of that search engine.
To validate the ﬁndings of our experiments on those search logs we conducted
further experiments on search logs of another academic institution, the Open
University (OU), where the same sort of data can be obtained. Figure 2 shows
the corresponding histogram for the logs of the OU search engine using exactly
the same 10-week period. It has a similar shape with much higher values of
counts. In both histograms, for most cases the users either click on one result or
do not click at any.
2

Here we investigate a search engine of an academic organisation.
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Fig. 1. Frequency of queries for each click counts band - UOE Search Engine

4.2

Query Flow Graphs

To assess the quality of query recommendations that can be achieved using our
enriched query graph model we used an automatic evaluation approach based
on the search logs to compare the quality of recommendations for various combinations of co-eﬃcient factors of click counts.
Based on the fact that less than 2% of all queries result in more than 2 clicks,
we simpliﬁed Equation 2 for the experiments as follows:
w(q, q  ) =

C0 .ϕ0 (q, q  ) + C1 .ϕ1 (q, q  ) + Ck .ϕk (q, q  )
Σr∈Rq Σi Ci .ϕi (q, r)

(4)

where Ck is the co-eﬃcient factor of all click counts which are larger than
1. i.e. no matter whether a query has resulted in 2 or more clicks on resulting
documents we treat all cases the same.
Table 1 lists all the combinations we considered in running the automatic
evaluation framework.
We adopted the frequency weighting used by Boldi et al. [4] without incorporating the learning step as our goal is to show how we can enrich the query ﬂow
graph with click data. The learning step can always be added to the enriched
version of the graph.
QF Gstandard is the standard query ﬂow graph where no click information are
incorporated. QF Gno zero is an enriched query ﬂow graph where reformulations
which result with no clicks on the presented document list to the user are not
considered. Both QF Gboost one and QF Gboost one more are enriched graphs that
boost queries with a single click on the presented list. QF Gpenalise many penalises
queries which attract 2 clicks or more.
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Table 1. Experimental Graphs

QF Gstandard
QF Gno zero
QF Gboost one
QF Gboost one more
QF Gpenalise many

4.3

C0
1.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

C1
1.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
2.0

Ck
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5

The Evaluation Framework

The automatic evaluation framework assesses the performance of query recommender systems over time based on actual query logs by comparing suggestions
derived from a query recommender to query modiﬁcations actually observed in
the log ﬁles. The validity of the framework has been conﬁrmed with a user study
[2].
The evaluation is performed on arbitrary intervals, e.g. on a weekly basis. For
all Q query modiﬁcations in a given week, we can calculate the system’s Mean
Reciprocal Rank (M RR) score as
Q

1
)/Q
M RRw = (
r
i=1 i

(5)

where ri is the rank of the actual query modiﬁcations in the list of modiﬁcations recommended by the system. Note that in the special case where the actual
query modiﬁcation is not included in the list of recommended modiﬁcations then
1/r is set to zero. The above evaluation process results in a score for each logged
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week. So overall, the process produces a series of scores for each query recommendation system being evaluated. These scores allow the comparison between
diﬀerent system. One query recommender system can therefore be considered
superior over another if a statistically signiﬁcant improvement can be measured
over the given period.
In our experiments we start with an empty query ﬂow graph and we go through
the search log data. At the end of each interval, we calculate the M RR score for
that interval by producing a ranked list of query suggestions using the process
described in Section 3.3 and then we use that interval data to update the graph
adding necessary edges and adjusting the weights.
Producing query suggestions from the graph is computationally expensive as it
requires performing a random walk on the nodes in the graph. Due to computing
limitations, when calculating the M RR score we consider only a sample of the
query modiﬁcations in the batch by taking every tenth query modiﬁcation.

5

Results and Discussion

The automatic evaluation framework has been run on the various enriched query
ﬂow graphs listed in Table 1. We used the log ﬁles collected on the UOE search
engine for our ﬁrst experiments. We ran the evaluation on the entire 10-week
period and used weekly batches to calculate the M RR scores for each graph.
Using the MRR scores, we can assess the graph performance over time in
generating query recommendations and compare the performance of diﬀerent
graphs.
Table 2. Average Weekly M RR scores obtained for the query ﬂow graphs in UOE
search logs. The graphs are ordered by their scores.
Graph
Avg. Weekly Score
QF Gboost one
0.0820
QF Gboost one more
0.0817
QF Gpenalise many
0.0812
QF Gstandard
0.0789
QF Gno zero
0.0533

Table 2 presents the average weekly M RR scores obtained (ordered by average score). We observe that the enriched query ﬂow graphs are outperforming
the standard query ﬂow graph. Apart from QF Gno zero all enriched graphs are
producing higher average M RR scores. To perform a statistical analysis on the
diﬀerences between the enriched query ﬂow graphs, in Table 3 we compare the
query ﬂow graphs using the average percent increase of M RR scores and the p
value of a two-tailed t-test.
We observe that when boosting the co-eﬃcient factor of single clicks,
statistically signiﬁcant improvements are obtained. Both QF Gboost one and
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Table 3. Comparison of the query ﬂow graphs (UOE search engine)

QF Gboost one vs. QF Gstandard
QF Gboost one more vs. QF Gstandard
QF Gboost one more vs. QF Gboost one
QF Gpenalise many vs. QF Gboost one
QF Gno zero vs. QF Gstandard

per. increase(%) paired t-test
2.3%
< 0.05
2.2%
< 0.05
-0.1%
0.91
-0.8%
0.16
-61.2%
< 0.01

QF Gboost one more are signiﬁcantly better than the standard query ﬂow graph
QF Gstandard . However no further improvement can be observed when we further
boost the co-eﬃcient factor of single clicks. In fact QF Gboost one more is slightly
worse than QF Gboost one .
Comparing QF Gpenalise many to QF Gboost one would inform us about the impact of reducing the co-eﬃcient factor of more than one click counts. The results
show that this does not have a positive impact on the quality of recommendations. QF Gpenalise many is worse than QF Gboost one .
Only enriched graph QF Gno zero failed to improve the M RR scores, and in
fact it was signiﬁcantly worse than the standard graph with a high average percentage decrease. This appears to be counter-intuitive as we would assume that
queries resulting in no clicks are not good candidates for query recommendation
suggestions, and this ﬁnding warrants further analysis in future experiments.
In any case, this last ﬁnding suggests that completely eliminating reformulations with no user clicks aﬀects the query recommendation quality negatively.
Note that in QF Gboost one and QF Gboost one more we are considering these reformulations but we are also penalising them as they have a smaller co-eﬃcient
factor.
To validate the ﬁndings we obtained the log ﬁles of another academic search
engine. To get a comparable number of interactions we decided to run this experiment in daily batches over 10 days of the April 2011 logs, i.e. we now use
daily intervals to update the graph and calculate the M RR scores.
Table 4 presents the results obtained in this experiment. The corresponding
t-test results can be found in Table 5.
Table 4. Average Daily M RR scores obtained for the query ﬂow graphs in OU search
logs. The graphs are ordered by their scores.
Graph
Avg. Daily Score
QF Gboost one
0.0488
QF Gpenalise many
0.0480
QF Gboost one more
0.0478
QF Gstandard
0.0476
QF Gno zero
0.0425
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Table 5. Comparison of the query ﬂow graphs (OU search engine).

QF Gboost one vs. QF Gstandard
QF Gboost one more vs. QF Gstandard
QF Gboost one more vs. QF Gboost one
QF Gpenalise many vs. QF Gboost one
QF Gno zero vs. QF Gstandard

per. increase(%) paired t-test
2.1%
0.15
0.1%
0.88
-2.0%
< 0.05
-1.4%
< 0.05
-9.9%
< 0.01

Despite some minor diﬀerences we can see the same pattern. The ordering
of the graphs according to their average M RR scores is similar. Only positions
2 and 3 (QF Gboost one more and QF Gpenalise many ) are swapped. The enriched
query ﬂow graphs are outperforming the standard query ﬂow graph but no statistical signiﬁcant was observed this time.
Like before, reducing the co-eﬃcient factor of many click counts did not have
a positive impact on this dataset either. In fact QF Gpenalise many is now significantly worse than QF Gboost one . Again, we ﬁnd that eliminating queries that
result in no clicks does not improve performance but instead results are signiﬁcantly worse.

6

Conclusions

Query ﬂow graphs built from query logs are a common and eﬃcient technique
to learn useful structures that can be utilised in query recommendation. We
presented a new approach for incorporating user post-query browsing behaviour
in the query ﬂow graph. This is done by taking into account the number of
documents that have been clicked by the user after submitting a query.
In this paper we explored variations of interpreting the number of clicked
documents by conducting controlled, deterministic and fully reproducible experiments. which are based on an automatic evaluation framework that uses real
world data to assess the performance of diﬀerent models. Our experiments allowed us to quantitatively answer our research question and to draw very useful
conclusions.
Boosting queries which result in a single document click has a positive impact
on query recommendation. A single click can be interpreted as quickly reaching
a landing page and rewarding these queries signiﬁcantly improved the automatic
evaluation scores. This is line with previous ﬁndings on using landing pages to
generate query recommendations [7].
Eliminating queries which result in no clicks negatively impacted query recommendation. One possible explanation (but certainly only one single aspect)
could be that some users found what they are looking for in the result snippets and as a result they would not continue clicking on the right document.
Therefore, the graph will miss those useful suggestions. Penalising these reformulations without completely eliminating them though would have a positive
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eﬀect as graphs QF Gboost one , QF Gboost one more have a smaller co-eﬃcient factors for zero clicks.
We also show the observation made on one dataset was similar on a diﬀerent dataset. The performance of the experimented graphs was similar on both
datasets. However no statistical signiﬁcance was observed for the enriched query
ﬂow graph over the standard query ﬂow graph on the OU search engine. This
may be due to the higher sparsity of the OU search engine logs.

7

Future Work

There is much room for future work. One area we will investigate is to automatically optimise the parameters. An extension of that work will then also allow
us to look at building a machine learning model which can be trained on actual
search log data taking as features the post query browsing behaviour including
the click information to optimise the graph weighting function. Other browsing
behaviour features can be further explored.
The appeal of an automated evaluation framework is that we can re-run experiments and explore a large search space without any user intervention. The
shortcoming is that any automated evaluation makes some simplifying assumptions, and end users will ultimately need to be involved to assess the real impact
of the query recommendation suggestions being employed. We see our evaluation as a ﬁrst step in assessing what methods are promising and select those
that promise the highest impact. We are about to incorporate a number of these
models in a live Web site where we interleave recommendations coming from
diﬀerent models in the spirit of the active exploration approach presented by
Radlinksi et al. [13]
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Abstract. This paper presents a task-based user study carried out to
investigate how explicit roles assigned to group members aﬀected collaborative information seeking behaviour during a travel planning task.
24 pairs participated our study where half of them were given a speciﬁc
instruction to divide the roles into a searcher and writer, while others
were given no such instruction. The evaluation looked at travel plans
generated, search interaction logs, task perceptions, and dialogues between members. The results suggest that explicit division of roles can
have signiﬁcant eﬀect son a group’s knowledge building during the collaborative search task. The paper also discusses experimental designs of
task-based collaborative search studies.

1

Introduction

Collaborative search can be seen as an activity where a group of people carry
out search for shared goals [3]. According to a survey [6], collaborative search is
often conducted in professional context such as academic literature survey, but
also in personal context such as travel planning. As people’s information seeking
tasks increases its complexity, they are more likely to pursue a collaboration
to complete the problems [11]. However, collaborative search itself can be more
complex than single-person search which has been a main assumption made in
existing Information Retrieval (IR) research.
This paper presents a user study investigating eﬀects of explicit roles on collaborative search. Taking a role is a typical and eﬀective way to perform a complex
task [5]. Roles have an eﬀect of labour division in group activities, clarifying
individual contributions to the goal, and increasing awareness during collaboration [2], and thus, it is an important research agenda in collaborative search.
Algorithmic support for diﬀerent roles has been suggested [10], but behavioural
analysis of role-based collaborative information seeking has been limited. Therefore, our main research question was to examine eﬀects of explicit human roles
on collaborative search tasks.
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 205–214, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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We chose travel planning as our evaluation task for several reasons. First, it is
one of the most popular motivations for people to perform collaborative search
[6]. Second, ﬁnding travel information (e.g., transportations, accommodations,
visiting places) and organising them into a single plan is a fairly complex task.
Finally, travel planning is a fun and familiar task, and thus, we can expect a
high level of user commitment to the task which is an important element in
interactive IR studies. However, along the way of our investigation, it became
clear that we needed to develop a fair part of evaluation methodology for a taskbased evaluation of collaborative search. More speciﬁcally, we devised a set of
dependent variables for travel planning tasks. Therefore, this paper should also
be seen as a report of an exercise that considered various aspects of experiments
when travel planing was used as an evaluation task in collaborative search.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental design we devised to examine eﬀects of explicit roles. Section 3 presents
the results of our experiment. Finally, Section 4 discusses the implications of our
main ﬁndings to conclude the paper.

2

Experiment

This section presents the user study designed to examine eﬀects of explicit roles
on collaborative search task.
2.1

Travel Planning Task

As discussed earlier, travel planning task is a frequent collaborative search task
with a high level of complexity and familiarity. A set of task conditions was
devised to ensure its complexity and to facilitate user engagement in the experiment. One, a travel plan was for ﬁve to seven days where the main destinations
were abroad. Two, a pair had to agree on decisions made during the task. Three,
it was not allowed to take a package tour which covered most of the plan (but
a short guided tours were allowed). Four, the plan should have place names (to
visit, eat, or stay), transportation methods and their schedule and costs, and
any activities. Fifth, the upper limit of the travel cost was set to 5,000 USD
per person. We set a relatively high budget to encourage participant pairs to
consider a wide range of opportunities during the task.
Participants were given 90 minutes to complete the task. However, since task
completion time was not our main concern in this study, we gave extra time when
participant pairs asked. Some pairs asked for few minutes extra time to wrap
up the planning. No noticeable diﬀerence of average task completion time was
found between two conditions, which will be described in the following section.
2.2

Independent Variable

Our research question looks at the eﬀect of explicit roles assigned to a group
member on their collaborative information seeking behaviour. Therefore, our
independent variable is the presence (or absence) of explicit instruction to divide
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the roles during the travel planning task. The instruction of role division was
given to participant pairs as a part of the description of travel planning task.
In our task, all members involved in travel planning. However, the instruction
explicitly asked a pair to take roles of a searcher and writer. The searcher role
operates a PC to gather information needed to make a travel plan, while the
writer role takes notes and write down travel information on a given sheet. This
role assignment has been shown to be eﬀective in solving a complex task [5].
Other types of role models were left for future work. Participant pairs were
asked to decided the role in advance, but they were allowed to swap the role
anytime during the task. Another diﬀerence between the two conditions was the
number of PCs. Two laptops (one for each) were used by the pairs who were
given no speciﬁc role instruction, while only one laptop (for searcher) was used
by those who were given the explicit role instruction. This was to ensure that
assigned roles were taken place in the latter. 12 participant pairs were given the
task description with the explicit role division while the other 12 participant
pairs were given the task description without the explicit role division.
2.3

Dependent Variables

The eﬀect of explicit roles on collaborative information seeking behaviour was
measured at diﬀerent levels, which are described below.
Executability of travel plan. The ﬁrst question raised in our experimental
design was “what was a good travel plan?”. This was not trivial to answer.
Existing work [7,9] which used travel planning as an evaluation task did not
either ask participants to make a travel plan or make careful consideration on a
performance of travel plan as dependent variables. There are some performance
measures of travel plans [8] in the context of workplace, and are not necessarily applicable to our experimental design. After a series of discussion among
the authors, we decided to employ the concept of executability as a performance
measure of travel plans. The assumption here was that a good travel plan should
deﬁne necessary information to complete a trip. The necessary information includes the name of places to visit, accommodation to stay, restaurant to eat,
transfer methods (e.g., air plane, train, bus, taxi, walk), time of transportation
if used, and the cost. Although a real travel plan is likely to have uncertainty
in these aspects for a good reason, we deﬁned that more travel information was
deﬁned the better the plan was.
Search actions and subjective assessments The next two groups of
dependent variables were common to interactive IR studies. Search actions
include the number of queries submitted to search engines and other web
sites, number of web pages visited, and domains. These objective variables speciﬁcally looked at search eﬀorts made by participants to complete the task. Search behaviour which recorded by the QT-Honey system
(http://cres.jpn.org/?QT-Honey). QT-Honey is an extension of the Lemur
Query Log Toolbar (http://www.lemurproject.org/querylogtoolbar/)
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Table 1. Dialogue development scheme

Levels
1: Experience
2: Clariﬁcation
3: Opinion

Travel
I heard Carib irelands are great
Is Hawaii warm in the winter?
We aren’t opera people, are we?

Search

What’s there in Germany?
Should we ﬁnd the way to get
there?
4: Formulation How can we get there, ..., it’s far I can’t ﬁnd with “london train”!
away.
5: Suggestion Shall we do some sightseeing Why don’t we search for X bus Y
around here before taking the bus? because we don’t know the schedule?

which works as a Firefox add-on to record action events detected on the web
browser. Subjective assessments, on the other hand, measures how participants
perceived various aspects of the travel planning tasks. This study asked many
questions but will report the perceptions about task completion, satisfaction,
and other general feedback on collaborative tasks.
Development of dialogues. The last category of dependent variables was a
level of dialogue development between team members. Our objectives of analysing
dialogue data were to gain insight into the verbal communication during the task.
While it has been suggested that investigating relevant information or knowledge shared by team members is an important aspect of collaborative information seeking and retrieval [3], little study has been carried out to examine the
verbal communication. In our study, participant pairs conversations were videorecorded and the dialogue data were coded by a variant of a scheme proposed
by Chan, et al. [1]. A brief description of the dialogue development levels are as
follows. Level 1 is an utterance regarding participant’s experience or its generalisation. Level 2 is regarding clariﬁcation of term’s deﬁnition or its explanation.
Level 3 is regarding conﬁrmation of a group member’s opinion or perspective.
Level 4 is regarding awareness and formulation of a problem to solve. Finally,
Level 5 is regarding presentation of an idea or suggestion about the problem
recognised during the task. A summary of the dialogue development model is
shown in Table 1 along with sample conversations. The scheme allowed us to
measure a level of dialogue development between team members. Due to lack of
resources, we were only able to code the ﬁrst 10 minutes, middle 10 minutes, and
last 10 minutes of the task. The coding was performed by one of the authors,
and when necessarily, the authors jointly coded ambiguous cases.
2.4

Participants

Participants were recruited as a pair to ensure comfortable communication and
collaboration during the task. Recruitment was carried out by multiple channels
such as mailing lists, notice board, and word-of-month in our university. As a
result, 24 pairs (48 people) participated the experiment. The entry sheet established that all participants were either undergraduate or postgraduate students
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in our university. Their academic majors ranged from Pure Science, Informatics,
to Social Science, Arts and Humanities. Of 24 pairs, 12 pairs (50%) had known
each other for over 3 years, 8 pairs (33%) for over 1.5 years, and 4 pairs (17%)
for less than 6 months. Participants had on average 7.5 years (SD: 2.3) of search
experience on the Web and frequent users of search engines. 11 pairs (46%) had
had a collaborative search task with the pair member at least once. In summary, our participants were frequent search engine users with various academic
background although they were all university students. All pairs had a friendly
relationship which helped to perform a collaborative task in the experiment.
2.5

Procedure

The whole session took approximately two hours per participated team. Participants were rewarded with 10 USD per an hour of work. The procedure of
the user study was as follows. 1) Welcoming a pair and asked them to read
Information Sheet which described the aim of the experiment and participating conditions; 2) Asked the pair to sign Agreement Form; 3) Asked the pair
to ﬁll Entry Questionnaire individually to collect demographic information and
search experience; 4) Asked the pair to read the task instruction (with/without
explicit role division) along with an example travel planning sheet; 5) Asked the
pair to perform the travel planning task for 90 minutes, writing their plan on
a blank sheet; 6) When the task completed, we asked the pair to ﬁll in Task
Questionnaire individually to capture their subjective assessments on the task;
and ﬁnally, 7) Asked the pair to ﬁll in Exit Questionnaire individually to capture
an overall feedback on collaboration and experiment. Pilot tests were carried out
with three pairs to verify and adjust the experimental conditions prior to the
ﬁnal experiments whose results will be presented in the next section.

3

Results

This section presents the results of the experiments. We use the notation of ER
group to denote the pairs who were given an explicit role instruction while NR
group to denote those who were given no role instruction.
3.1

Travel Plans

The ﬁrst investigation looked into the travel plans generated by participant pairs
as the outcome of the task. Since participants were asked to write a travel plan
in a free format, the generated schedule was ﬁrst converted to a simple graph
model where a node represented a place and edge represented a path between
the places. The following analyses were based on the converted models.
The ﬁrst analysis on the travel plans counted the number of places identiﬁed
in the sheet. The types of places counted were transportation stops (airports,
train stations, bus stops), accommodations, and places to sightsee. In addition,
participants sometimes formulated only a vague idea about the places to sightsee,
and wrote a description like “somewhere to go” tentatively. We counted these
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Fig. 1. Percentage of traveling places

cases as undecided in the analysis. Finally, some pairs chose to take a local tour
as a part of plan. This was also included in the analysis. The average number of
places identiﬁed in the travel plans was 17.3 (Standard Deviation: 5.1) in the ER
group and 18.3 (SD: 7.2) in the NR group. The Mann-Whitney U test showed
that the diﬀerence was not signiﬁcant (p ≤ .862). Figure 1 shows the distribution
of the places in the ER and NR groups. As can be seen, the EP group tended
to have a higher proportion of transportation stops and accommodation than
the NR group, while the NR group tended to have a higher proportion of places
to sightsee than the ER group. The NR group also tended to have a higher
proportion of undecided places than the ER group.
The next analysis looked at the travel methods participants planed to used for
moving between the places. We categorised the travel methods into six groups,
namely, walking, buses, trains, ﬂights, taxies, and others. The average percentage
of the travel methods is shown in Figure 2. As can be seen, the most frequent
travel methods identiﬁed in the plans was ﬂights in both groups. A relatively
large diﬀerence was observed in the use of buses, trains, and taxies. In particular,
the use of buses was very rare in the ER group, while the NR group had a similar
percentage of all travel methods except ﬂights.
The last analysis on the travel plans investigated the amount of travel information written in the sheet. More speciﬁcally, we counted the number of
information about time (schedule) and costs of travel. In the ER group, 38.6%
(SD: 14.6) of travel information contained time data while it was 27.0% (SD:
14.3) in the NR group. 28.1% had cost data in the ER group while it was 20.7%
(SD: 15.5) in the NR group. Therefore, the ER group tended to have a higher
ratio of recording the time and cost information during the travel planning task.
The t test shows that the diﬀerence was not signiﬁcant in both cases. The results
also suggest that both groups appeared to be more aware of recording the time
information than the cost information.
To summarise, this section looked at the travel plans generated by participant
pairs. Noticeable diﬀerences were observed in the types of places identiﬁed in the
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Fig. 2. Percentage of traveling methods
Table 2. Search Behaviour (N=12)

Result pages
Web pages
Input forms
URI domains

ER Group
54.9 (30.3)
142.4 (39.1)
11.8 (7.0)
30.7 (8.7)

NR Group
86.0 (24.3)
240.1 (100.7)
22.3 (11.7)
44.6 (9.1)

p-value
.011
.005
.014
.001

plans, their choices of travel methods, and records of travel information. However,
these diﬀerences were not statistically signiﬁcant.
3.2

Search Behaviour

The second set of investigation looked at participant information searching behaviour during the travel planning task. To gain understanding of participant
pairs search behaviours, we analysed the number of search result pages viewed,
number of web pages browsed, number of domains (e.g., www.booking.com),
and number of input form pages submitted from QT-Honey logs. The results are
shown in Table 2. The numbers in the NR group are a union of both members
who had a PC each. As can be seen, the NR group had a greater level of search
activities than the ER group. The diﬀerence was found to be signiﬁcant by the
t test in all aspects. However, as we observed earlier, these diﬀerence did not
seem to have a signiﬁcant impact on travel plans.
3.3

Dialogue Development

As described in Section 2.3, our dialogue analysis was carried out at the ﬁrst 10
minutes, middle 10 minutes, and last 10 minutes of the task.
First, we counted the number of utterances made by participants. The total
number of utterances in the ER group was on average 276.2 (SD: 52.2) while
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Fig. 3. Percentages of dialogue development levels

the NR group was 191.3 (SD: 64.0). The Mann-Whitney test showed that the
diﬀerence was signiﬁcant (p ≤ .004). This suggests that having an explicit role
can facilitate the communication in a group.
Next, we analysed the development of conversation using a variant of Chan’s
dialogue development scale [1]. We added Level 0 to Chen’s scale to annotate
the utterances which were judged to be clearly irrelevant to the task. The results
are shown in Figure 3. We can observe that the percentage of Level 1 and 5 in
the ER group was larger than the NR group while Level 2 and 3 of the NR
group were larger than the ER group. The Mann-Whitney tests showed that
the diﬀerence between the two groups were signiﬁcant at Level 3 (p ≤ .037) and
Level 5 (p ≤ .015). This suggests that the conversations in the ER group tended
to develop further than the NR group. According to Chan’s scale, the NR group
tended to utter to conﬁrm a partner’s opinions more frequently than the ER
group who, on the other hand, tended to utter to explain their opinions and
make suggestions based on an issue commonly recognised by the group.
We also analysed objectives of utterances from two perspectives: travel and
search. We observed, on average, 97.0% of utterances were about travel in the
ER group and 98.4% in the NR group. Therefore, most utterances were made
to discuss travel itself and only 1.6 to 3% were made to discuss speciﬁc search
issues. This was common to both groups and the diﬀerence was found to be
insigniﬁcant. This reinforces our intension of looking at collaborative search in
the context of work task. A large proportion of group’s communication concerned
with the goal of work task, and thus, they were likely to aﬀect search behaviour
which played a signiﬁcant role to complete the travel planning task.
To summarise, this section analysed the dialogue data to examine the eﬀects of
explicit roles on travel planning tasks. The results suggest that explicit roles have
signiﬁcant eﬀect to facilitate the communication between members. It also suggests
that the dialogues in the ER group tended to be more advanced than the NR group.
3.4

User Perceptions

The last part of our investigation looked at participants’ perceptions on the task
they performed and collaboration in general.
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At the end of the task, we asked participants to indicate the degree of task
progress and level of satisfaction about the outcome of the task. We used a 5point Likert scale to capture participants’ perceptions. As for the task progress,
ER group had 3.6 (SD: 1.1) on average while NR had 3.3 (1.1). As for the
satisfaction, ER had 2.6 (SD: 1.1) while NR had 2.4 (1.1). Therefore, the ER
group appears to have a higher level of task completion and satisfaction when
compared to the NR group. However, the t tests show that the diﬀerence was
not signiﬁcant.
In Exit Questionnaire, we asked a series of questions about the task and collaboration. One of the questions where we observed a noticeable diﬀerence was
about potential ideas to improve the collaborative task. In the NR group, 11
participants a need for more facilitated communication, 8 participants stated a
need for more eﬃcient labour division, and 3 participants stated a need for a better planning strategy. In the ER group, on the other hand, 6 participants stated
a need for a better planning strategy, 6 participants stated a need for a better
use of search engines, others mentioned diﬀerent aspects of planning strategy.
This supports two aspects of our study. One was that the eﬀect of independent
variable. There was some observations in the search logs which suggests that
there was some labour division strategy in the NR group. However, the feedback
from the NR group indicates that the labour division was not eﬀectively executed while no one mentioned about labour division in the ER group. Another
was the eﬀect of explicit roles on the communication. In the dialogue analysis,
we observed that the ER group had more frequent and advanced communication
than the NR group. The most frequently mentioned feedback in the NR group
was about communication.

4

Conclusive Discussion

This paper presented a task-based user study to examine the eﬀects of explicit
human roles on collaborative information seeking and retrieval. There are two
major contributions in this paper which are discussed below.
The ﬁrst contribution of this paper was to gain insight into the eﬀects of explicit roles given to group members on the performance of a collaborative search
task. There are multiple ﬁndings. First, explicit roles can facilitate the communication between group members with advanced level of development. In our
results, the NR group had more conversations for conﬁrming a partner’s opinions
while less for suggesting ideas. The resulted advanced communication appears to
enable the ER group to be more aware of the details of a given task. On the other
hand, we observed an eﬀect of explicit roles to limit a range of opportunities that
can be found by the group. This might be an artifact of our experimental set
and other combinations of roles might remedy the eﬀect. However, it is also clear
that there are many remaining questions that our study did not address. One
such aspect is the relationship between the shared knowledge (via dialogues)
and subsequent search strategies. We are currently performing further analysis
on the dialogue data along with search logs to address the problem.
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The second contribution of this paper was the research design for a taskbased evaluation of collaborative search. Travel planning has been known as one
of the most frequently performed collaborative search task [6]. In addition, as
we discussed in Section 1, travel planning is an intellectually complex task, and
therefore, it is worth a careful consideration on research methodology. In this
paper, we proposed a set of dependent variables that can be used to measure
eﬀects of independent variables in the context of travel planning tasks. Those
includes the properties of travel plans generated and dialogue analyses in addition to conventional searching behaviour and subjective task assessments. We
do not claim that this is a deﬁnitive set of dependent variables, but we consider
that it is signiﬁcantly more holistic than existing work in this area. Collaborative
search is a complex research problem, and a task-based investigation is crucial to
understand underlying issues of the activity. We are interested in revising what
we deviced in this study, as well as, developing dependent variables for other
types of collaborative search tasks, as future work.
Acknowledgements. Funding was provided by KAKENHI Grant-in-Aid for
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Abstract. Most current search engines return a ranked list of results in response
to the user’s query. This simple approach may require the user to go through a
long list of results to find the documents related to his information need. A
common alternative is to cluster the search results and allow the user to browse
the clusters, but this also imposes two challenges: ‘how to define the clusters’
and ‘how to label the clusters in an informative way’. In this study, we propose
an approach which uses Wikipedia as the source of information to organize the
search results and addresses these two challenges. In response to a query, our
method extracts a hierarchy of categories from Wikipedia pages and trains
classifiers using web pages related to these categories. The search results are
organized in the extracted hierarchy using the learned classifiers. Experiment
results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Keywords: Wikipedia, Classification, Search result Organization.

1

Introduction

With the current growth of the World Wide Web, it is now possible to access huge
amounts of data and information from different sources all over the world. Web
search engines aim to help users to find appropriate data for their information needs.
Most current search engines return a list of results in response to the user’s query.
Although this simple method is sufficient in many cases, it may be inefficient in
others, requiring the user to sift through a long list of results to reach the relevant
documents. This issue is especially annoying when the keywords that the user has
chosen as the query have other more popular senses. For example, suppose that a user
is using the query “Java” to get some information about Java Island. Since the
“programming language” sense of Java is much more popular, the user will have
difficulty finding results related to his information need.
There has been limited research on organizing search results and efficiently
presenting them to the user compared to the vast amount of work on ranking search
results. Most work on organizing search results is focused on clustering the results
and presenting them to the user in groups. Hearst [24] provided a clustering algorithm
as an alternative to simple ranked list. Sanderson [12] introduced a method to
automatically create a hierarchical organization of concepts. Although this work is
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 215–225, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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not focused on organizing search results, it can be applied to such a problem as well.
Also [3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 25] introduced new techniques to cluster
search results. There are also real-world clustering engines like Clusty1 and Carrot2
that cluster search results before presenting them to the user. Although all these
approaches show some benefit of clustering search results, all these approaches are
faced with two challenges: 1) how to identify appropriate clusters and 2) how to label
the clusters properly.
To address these two challenges, in this paper we propose to use Wikipedia to
organize the search results. Specifically, our proposed method first identifies the
appropriate categories using Wikipedia. It then extracts a set of training documents
for each category and builds a soft classifier to classify the search results in the
categories. We also create a hierarchical structure, so if a user needs categories to be
more detailed, she can go through the hierarchical structure. Since the articles in
Wikipedia are written and edited manually, the extracted categories are expected to
better match the ideal partitioning of documents for the user.
Recently there has been a lot of research on using Wikipedia for different purposes.
[7, 8, 9 and 15] have used different features of Wikipedia for clustering and/or
cluster labeling, [2, 13, 10, 17, 22 and 23] have used Wikipedia for query processing
purposes and [1 and 16] have used Wikipedia for query expansion.
Although a lot of research has been conducted on Wikipedia for different purposes,
our perspective for using Wikipedia for hierarchical search result organization seems
to be new.
In our study, experiment results show that using Wikipedia, we can build a
hierarchical category structure that is more accurate than the structures constructed by
the clustering methods in most cases. Also we discovered that by using Wikipedia, we
can build appropriate training sets for the purpose of training the classifiers. Our
proposed method is shown to be especially successful for simple queries and one
word queries.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We describe some of Wikipedia’s
features and the details of our proposed method for organizing search results in
section 2, discuss the experiment results in section 3 and finally conclude in section 4.

2

Search Results Organization

Wikipedia is a free collaborative online multilingual encyclopedia. The basic unit of
Wikipedia is article. Each article is about a specific entity, a concept or an incident.
Usually important words in each article are linked to their corresponding pages. Each
article is divided into a number of sections, and a specific concept is discussed in each
section. Usually, these concepts have their own pages in Wikipedia and there is a link
to that article called Main Article. In some articles, there exists a link to a list of
related topics. Usually this list is organized well and can be very helpful for extracting
related categories. For example in the list of Iran related articles3, a number of articles
1

http://clusty.com
http://search.carrot2.org/stable/search
3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Iran-related_topics
2
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about Iran are categorized into meaningful categories. Some of these categories are:
”Economy”, “Historical”, “Politics” and “Geographic”. Another type of Wikipedia
pages that we are interested in is Template pages. In template pages, like the list of
related topics, we can find articles related to a specific topic categorized into
meaningful categories. Each Wikipedia article is placed in one or more categories.
These categories have a hierarchical structure and each one contains a set of related
topics.
Search queries vary in semantics and user’s need. Similar to Xu [2] we define three
types of queries:
1. Ambiguous queries (AQ)
2. Queries about a specific entity (EQ)
3. Broader queries (BQ).
By AQ we mean a type of query that contains exactly one term which has more than
one potential sense, e.g. “Java”. These queries may or may not be semantically
ambiguous. Usually there exists a disambiguation page for ambiguous terms. By EQ,
we mean a type of query that has specific meaning and covers a narrow topic, e.g.
“Persian history”. This kind of query should have an article in Wikipedia with the
exact title. We should note that this definition does not restrict the entity queries to
queries about entities; they could be queries about an entity, a concept, or an event.
By BQ we refer to the rest of query types. These queries are neither ambiguous nor
focused on a specific entity, and there exist no article in Wikipedia with the same title.
The difference between our definitions of query types and the definition propose by
Xu [2] is that we count the queries about specific subjects with no corresponding
Wikipedia pages as BQ. For example a query such as “Persia History” with no article
in Wikipedia is treated as BQ.
We organize the search results in five steps, as shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Search result organization flow

In the first step we try to find a matching article in Wikipedia for the query. After
finding the matching article we extract categories from that article. The extraction
process is described in details in the following sections. In the third step, we gather
training data for each category and train a classifier for the categories. We also
expand the training set to obtain better results. The expansion process is described in
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2.2. In the fourth step we give the original query to a search engine and categorize
returned result into the extracted categories using the trained classifier. In order to
avoid sparse categories, in the fifth step, we expand the original query for each
category to provide additional search results. The result will be a hierarchy of
organized search results, with at least a minimum number of pages in each category.
2.1

Finding Wikipedia Page and Extracting Categories

Although the overall algorithm is the same for all types of queries, it differs in details
especially in finding a matching Wikipedia page and extracting categories. These
details are described in the following sub sections.
•

Finding Wikipedia Page and Extracting Categories for Ambiguous Queries

For this type of query, it would be desirable to categorize the results in different
categories corresponding to different senses of the ambiguous term. This introduces
two challenges: how to find all the meanings of the term, and how to categorize
search results in the groups
As stated before, Wikipedia contains disambiguation pages that cover the possible
senses of a specific term. Even some people believe that Wikipedia is more suitable
than WordNet for disambiguation [14]. For example while WordNet contains three
different senses for the word “Java”, Wikipedia’s disambiguation page for this term
contains eight possible senses. Each section in a disambiguation page refers to a
specific sense of that word. Also each section contains a number of links to some
articles related to that sense. For Example in the disambiguation page for ‘Java’ the
title of the first section is “Animals” which contains links to articles with titles “Java
Pipistrelle”, “Java Shark”, “Java Sparrow” and “Java Chicken”. The title of each
section perfectly describes that sense and thus we propose to use the section’s titles as
the category names. For the query Java, the extracted groups from Wikipedia will be:
‘Java-Animals’, ‘Java-Literature’, ‘Java-Computer Science’, ‘Java-Consumables’,
‘Java-Entertainment’, ‘Java-Geography’, ‘Java-Plants’ and ‘Java-Transportations’. In
order to train a classifier corresponding to these categories we use existing links in
each section as training data set with the intuition that the links in each section are
pointing to related articles.
•

Finding Wikipedia Page and Extracting Categories for Entity Queries

By EQ, we mean a type of query that has specific meaning and covers a narrow topic.
Also there should exist an article about these queries in Wikipedia. When the query
exactly matches the title of an article, the corresponding Wikipedia article can be
easily located. Similar to the case of ambiguous queries, we use section’s titles as
group names. Usually each section contains some subsections. We use these
subsections to create a hierarchical structure. To gather training data, we use links in
each sections or subsections. For example for query “Iran”, to gather training data
about the group “Iran-history”, we use links in history section of article with the title
of “Iran”. The links in each section are about a topic in that section and that topic
somehow relates to that section’s title, thus we expect to gather an appropriate dataset
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for training this way. Each section may contain a list of links, and the theme changes
smoothly in each section. Thus we use uniform sampling for link selection in each
section, both to avoid the large number of training articles, and to make sure that we
have articles related to all parts of the section in our training data.
•

Finding Wikipedia Page and Extracting Categories for Broader Queries

Since for some queries the corresponding page cannot be found easily, we try to use
other features of Wikipedia for this purpose. Consider a query like “Iran energy”. To
find the appropriate categories, we consider each query term in turn and try to find the
appropriate page from the list of related topics to the term. In each list of related
topics, the topics are presented in a categorized manner. Each category is considered
as a group name and a classifier is trained for the categories using the linked pages for
training. We then classify the original query in the extracted categories. In the above
example and among the categories extracted from the list of related topics to “Iran”,
the query will fall in the “Economy” category. Now we create a new classifier whose
groups are the links in the selected category. We train this new classifier by content of
linked article. Also we gather our training data for each group by extracting texts from
a uniform sample of links in that article. In the above example, candidate groups are
“Airlines of Iran”, “Economy of Iran”, “Energy in Iran”, “Iranian cars” and etc. We
use existing text in each article as training data and classify the word “energy” using
that classifier. We select the top ranked article and consider that page as the target
Wikipedia page. Extracting the categories from this page is similar to the method
presented for EQ.
At the end of some articles there is a link to a template page related to that page. If
no article matches our need in related pages we can use these template pages just like
list of related topics to find the target page.
This algorithm only works if a corresponding page in Wikipedia exists whose
content is about the query or is similar to it. This method will not work for queries
with more than one ambiguous term. For example it will succeed for query “Iran
energy” but it will not find a matching page for “north Iran” or “Java Brand Iran” and
so it cannot organize results for these queries. Focusing on these kinds of queries is
postponed to our future works.
2.2

Expanding the Training Set and Gathering Search Results

Since in some articles there may not exist enough links for training the classifier, we
propose an expansion technique to expand our training set. To this end, we construct a
query for each category, which is an expansion of the original query biased toward the
category. We use popular information retrieval query expansion techniques for this
purpose. To expand the query for each category, we use the links in the corresponding
section. We gather linked documents as document set for query expansion, search the
query within this document set, and then we use top ranked results to expand the
query. We expand our query using lemur toolkit language modeling methods. We do
expansion three times with different expansion strategies and then fuse the expansion
results. To do so, we simply add the score of each term in all three result sets and
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select top five results as the biased query terms. We use these terms along the original
query as our new query and submit it to a search engine. We add top 10 returned
results’ content to our training set. Expanding the training set had a great influence on
the classification accuracy. In our experiments we noticed that even when there are
lots of links available in the original document, the expansion step makes the
classification more accurate.
Having a category structure and a training set makes it easy to categorize search
results. But what if after categorizing all results we end up with some empty
categories? For example when we searched “java” in Google, there were no result
related to the island of java in the first 5 pages. To avoid this situation we try to
change the query and collect a minimum number of results for our categories. To do
so, we create a new query using our original query along with the category name and
use the returned results to fill empty categories. Despite changing the query usually
there exist some results that aren’t related to our target category. So we use a binary
classifier to determine if a returned result belongs to our target category or not. We
use a binary language model classifier for this purpose and train it with the collected
training data. After gathering all the results we simply re-rank the results so that user
can find high quality results at top.

3

Experiments and Results

Since Wikipedia’s articles are created by human, we expect that our results be more
accurate and suitable than any clustering algorithm. To illustrate, Figure 2 shows the
clustered result returned by carrot for the query “tiger” as of May 2011. As like many
other queries, the query, tiger has multiple meanings, we expect the organizing
engine, to cover all possible senses. But returned results by carrot do not do so.

Fig. 2. Our evaluation system (left) and carrot clustering engine (right)

Consider that we want some information about a company with the named “tiger”.
By current result of this clustering engine, it is difficult to find some pages related to
this information need.
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It will be easy to find the needed information with our proposed method.
Considering the query “tiger”, the Categories returned by our method is: “Zoology”,
“People”, “Places”, “Vehicles”, “Sports”, “Media and fiction”, “Game character”,
“Music”, “Business”, “Technology and mathematics”, “Other”.
Our method almost returns all possible meaning for that query. With these
categories, it will be easier to find some information about a company named “tiger”.
In order to do a more thorough evaluation of our system, we did a user study, and
evaluated our method based on participants’ judgments. A screenshot of the
evaluation system is shown on the left side of Figure 2
3.1

Experiment Settings

In our experiments we downloaded our needed page from Wikipedia website using
“htmlparser” library4, and created a Naïve Bayes classifier using “lingpipe”
framework. Also we used KL-divergence method in lemur toolkit5 for expanding
query. All the coding was done with Java language. To obtain some search results for
training and testing purpose, we used “Yahoo BOSS”6. Yahoo boss is a free API that
allows developers to access yahoo search.
We evaluate our method from two aspects. 1) Provided categories suitability. 2)
Classification accuracy
We had 9 participants in our experiments from age 22 to 28. Four of them were
female and five were male. Three of them had BS degrees, two of them had MS
Degree and the remaining Four Person was MS student. Also one of them had BS in
Horticulture, one of them had MS in Food Science and another participant was MS
student of Tourism management. The remaining six participants had BS or were MS
students in computer related fields.
Each participant has tested the system with at least 5 queries with one term, 3
ambiguous Queries and 3 queries with more than one term. In First steps designed
software asked participants to provide a query term and a preferred category structure.
After that System shows retrieved categories and asks users to compare retrieved
categories with theirs and give our category a grade by selecting among these options:
1) Just like mine, or even Better
2) Good. But from different point of view
3) Not bad. But incomplete
4) Not relevant
Also we asked them if there exist a category that exactly matches their seeking
category. After that system shows them search results in a categorized view.
For Evaluating the classification and re-ranking performance, System asks
participants to judge top 10 results by answering a question about does this result
fulfill their information needs by selecting among following options: ‘Yes’, ‘No, But
4

http://htmlparser.sourceforge.net/
http://www.lemurproject.or
6
http://developer.yahoo.com/search/boss/
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Relevant’, ‘No’. By first option they declare that the item is interesting and fulfills
their information needs. By selecting second option, user tell us that the result is
relevant to subject but it wasn’t exactly what they were looking, and by third option
they tell the system that the search result is not related to the subject.
After evaluating top 10 results we ask them 2 additional questions. First we ask
them to search the exact query in carrot (by selecting yahoo in carrot) and one system
or both as their preferred categories. Second question was that does our category give
them a hint to improve their query. They could answer this question by a simple
yes/no.
•

Ambiguous queries

As it is shown in Figure3 in 70.4% of questions user answered that our categories are
similar or even better than their provided categories. 22.2% of answer was “good. But
from different point of view” and 7.4% answered that the categories are incomplete.
Some of these queries were: “jaguar”, “Tourist“,” mint” and etc.

Table 1. Ambiguous Query results

Fig. 3. AQ category suitability

Choice
Our is better
Cannot make decision
Carrot is better

Result
70.3%
22.2%
7.4%

In table 1 we show Participant preference between our category and carrot
categories. In answer to existence of users preferred category within the presented
categories, in 56% of queries the answer was “yes”. Also in question about does
system gave them a hint to improve their query the answers for 59% of queries were
“yes”. We also asked participant to judge top 10 results in their selected categories.
84% of these judged results were exactly what they were looking for. 9% of judged
results were categorized correctly but were not exactly what they were looking for.
And the remaining 7% was not relevant to the selected category.
•

Entity Queries

Participants evaluated out method by answering the questions introduced in 4.1. As it
is shown in Figure3 in 75.6% of questions user answered that our categories is similar
to or even better than their provided categories. 11.1% of answer was “good. But from
different point of view” and 13.3% answered that the categories are incomplete. Some
of these queries were: “Dennis Ritchie”, “data mining”, “flowers”, “JavaScript”,
“tourism”, “data warehouse”, “Yoghurt” and etc.
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Table 2. Entity Queries results

Fig. 4. EQ category suitability

Choice
Our is better
Cannot make decision
Carrot is better

Result
58%
20%
22%

Table 2 shows Participant preference between our categories and carrot categories.
In answer to existence of users preferred category within the presented categories, in
73% of queries the answer was “yes”. Also in question about does system gave them
a hint to improve their query the answers for 78% of queries were “yes”. We also
asked participant to judge top 10 results in their selected categories. 90.1% of these
judged results were exactly what they were looking for. 6% of judged results were
categorized correctly but were not exactly what they were looking for. And the
remaining 0.9% was not relevant to the selected category.
•

Broader Queries

In 44% of questions system wasn’t able to provide category structure for user queries.
The result below is about those 56% of queries which our system could find
category structure for them.
As Figure 4 shows in 73.3% of questions user answered that our categories is
similar to or even better than their provided categories. 20% of answer was “good.
But from different point of view” and in 6.7% they said that the results is not relevant
to their query. Some of these queries were: “Maldives music”, “fiber made of glass”,
“Revolution in Egypt”, “Middle east war” and etc.

Table 3. BQ results

Fig. 5. BQ category suitability

Choice
Our is better
Cannot make decision
Carrot is better

Result
47%
13%
40%

In table 3 we show Participant preference between our category and carrot
categories. In answer to existence of users preferred category within the presented
categories, in 53% of queries the answer was “yes”. Also in question about does
system gave them a hint to improve their query the answers for 60% of queries were
“yes”. We also asked participant to judge top 10 results in their selected categories.
74% of these judged results were exactly what they were looking for. 18% of judged
results were categorized correctly but were not exactly what they were looking for.
And the remaining 8% was not relevant to the selected category.
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Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we proposed a search result organization method with dynamically
extracted categories for each query. Our algorithm uses Wikipedia for extracting
categories and gathering training data. By comparing our system’s result with
carrot’s, we noticed that when the query is simple, usually there is a well-formed and
complete article in Wikipedia that leads to better human defined categories which
covers the subject from different aspects. Carrot uses its own techniques to
automatically generate labels that does not cover all aspects of query and may not be
relevant to each other. But when the query becomes much more complex, the quality
of Wikipedia’s articles decreases and the article is no longer complete. This situation
makes users to prefer carrot over our system. It shows that our proposed method still
needs to be improved so that it could be able to handle more Complex Queries.
Our proposed algorithm is still a prototype and we are planning to do some
functional improvement in it. For example Wikipedia has lots of features that can help
us to improve our algorithm like Wikipedia redirections and Wikipedia’s category
structure. Another interesting feature of Wikipedia is “Main article”. Using this
feature will probably help constructing the hierarchy.
Acknowledgments. This research is partially supported by Iran Telecommunication
Research Center (ITRC).
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Abstract. We propose an approach to adapt the existing item-based (moviebased) collaborative filtering algorithm based on the timestamp of ratings to
recommend movies to users at opportune moments. Over the last few years,
researchers focused recommendation problems on rating scores mostly. They
analyzed users’ previous rating scores and predicted those unknown rating scores.
However, we found rating scores are not the only problem we have to concern
about. When to recommend movies to users is also important for a recommender
system since users’ shopping habits vary from person to person. To recommend
movies to users at opportune moments, we analyzed the rating distribution of each
movie by the timestamps and found a user tending to watch similar movies at
similar moments. Several experiments have been conducted on MovieLens Data
Sets1. The system is evaluated by different recommendation lists during a specific
period of time - tspecific, and the experimental results show the usefulness of our
system.
Keywords: Recommender Systems, Collaborative Filtering, Advertising.

1

Introduction

In film market analysis, we find rating scores are not the only problem we have to
solve. Fig. 1 is an example to illustrate our problem. One user is used to watching the
latest action movie in the first few weeks of the release date and giving it a high rating
score. Of course, a recommender system would give the latest action movie to the
user at start because of his previous high rating scores on action movies. Nevertheless,
after weeks, if the user still did not watch the movie, should we assume that the user
just missed the movie information and keep recommending the movie to the user? Or
should we assume that the user already knew the movie and did not like it and then
stop recommending the movie to the user?
People watch a movie for several reasons. If we group people by their reasons and
analyze their timestamps, we would find an interesting cascading process. First, film
critics would watch a movie at the release date. Then stars’ fans and people appealed
1

http://www.cs.umn.edu/Research/GroupLens
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by the previews would watch it in the first few weeks. Next, people who accept
friends’ recommendation or positive feedback from the public would watch it.
Afterward people who enjoy watching movies at home can rent a DVD or watch it on
Cable TVs. In the previous example of the first paragraph, the user is one of the 2nd
group users of action movies. If the user does not watch the movie in the first few
weeks, we will assume that the user does not like the movie and then stop
recommending the movie to the user. In other words, if he liked the movie, he would
have already watched it. In our system, a user would be dropped from the
recommendation list of the new movie if he belongs to the early group but does not
watch in the early time.
Coincidentally, Diffusion of Innovations theory [3], one of the most frequently
cited books in Management Science2, demonstrated a similar idea. The theory divides
users of a product into 5 categories by their adoption time: Innovators, Early
Adopters, Early Majority, Late Majority and Laggards and the proportions of them
are 2.5%, 13.5%, 34%, 34% and 16%. It inspired researchers [8][14] to discover the
trust relationship between the innovators and followers wherein the innovators and
early adopters influence the community while the early majority, late majority and
laggards follow their lead.
However, what attracts our attention more is not only the trust relationship between
the innovators and followers. First, the theory infers that similar products have similar
innovators. Namely, similar products may have similar innovators and similar
followers. Second, users of a product are categorizable. That is, if the categorization is
good enough, partial users may represent the composition of whole users of a product.
Fig. 2 illustrates the main idea of this paper. Similar products may have similar users
in each corresponding category and vice versa.
In this paper, we propose a new approach rather than the trust network. We adapt
the existing item-based (movie-based) CF algorithm to demonstrate that people are
latent suggested to be users of the corresponding categories among similar movies.

Fig. 1. Our problem

2

http://mansci.journal.informs.org/
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Fig. 2. The main idea

2

Related Work

Most existing works [1][4][12] on recommendation problems focus on the like /
dislike problem. A recommender system is measured by MAE and RMSE of its
predictions on the unknown rating scores so that it can recommend users’ likes
accurately. Other works focus on the purchase / not purchase problem by optimizing
some evaluation metrics such as Precision and Recall. [5] used the item-to-item
collaborative filtering algorithm, “customers who bought items in your shopping cart
also bought”, to improve Precision of a recommendation list. Our work focuses on the
purchase / not purchase problem and uses time factors to improve a recommendation
list. Due to the lack of real “purchase” logs, we consider each rating to be that the user
really purchases the item.
There were two related papers applying the Diffusion of Innovations theory on
solving recommendation problems recently. Both of them transfer the rating
information into graphical network. S. K. Tyler [14] modeled user adoption behaviors
by creating a total ordering. It showed that by using order sequences, a recommender
system could more accurately predict the category of a new product as well as predict
which users will follow. Noriaki Kawamae [8] proposed a recommendation algorithm
that focuses on the search time that, in the absence of any recommendation, each user
would need to find a desirable and novel item by himself. Following the hypothesis
that the degree of user’s surprise is proportional to the estimated search time, the
algorithm considers both innovators’ preferences and trends for identifying items with
long estimated search times. In our work, other than finding relationship between
users, we discover relationship between user groups. We take early users to be a
leader group. A leader group influences a follower group; similar leader groups may
have similar follower groups.
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Problem Specification

3.1

Motivation
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People have their own shopping behaviors, so we mine the rules of their behaviors
and then apply the rules to a recommender system. Here we bring up 2 types of
shopping behaviors: favorite & habit.
For favorite, people give each movie a rating with a score to show their feelings of
it. A recommender system analyzes users’ previous ratings and predicts that one user
would have similar favorites to other users (User-Based CF Algorithm) or one user
would like other similar movies (Item-Based CF Algorithm). For Habit, people have
different attitudes toward new products: some people rush to the store whenever it has
new products, and some people would like to try after many people saying it is good.
Obviously, “Rating scores” should not be the only feature to classify users and
movies anymore because they do not explain the habits we defined here. A mature
recommender system should consider both “Rating Scores” and “Rating
Timestamps.” Rating scores represent personal favorites, which most conventional
recommender systems addressed. Rating timestamps represent personal shopping
habits which we address in this work.
The following formula describes the function of our recommender system:
f’(mid,uid,tspecific) → Yes/No
1. Opportuneness during a specific period of time - tspecific= [tlb,tub]
2. Recommend mid to uid or not during tspecific
3. Evaluated by Precision
Other than conventional recommender systems which predict personal favorites:
f(mid,uid) → rating scores
1. Rating prediction
2. Recommend users’ likes
3. Evaluated by MAE & RMSE of rating scores
The Basic concept of our system is whether the user likes the movie or not, the
“purchase” does happen according to logs. Beyond the reasons of the purchase,
should we recommend movies to user all the time or recommend movies to user
during a specific period of time - tspecific? The application of our system is to reduce
the recommendation cost. Since every recommendation has an opportunity cost, so we
have to recommend at opportune moments.
3.2

Group Dependency

Here we divide users of each movie averagely into 10 groups (10% users for each
group),
Gmid = {g1 , g 2 ,..., g10 } , and the boundaries of Gmid are

Tmid = {t0% , t10% , t20% ,..., t100% } , and use vectors composed of partial users of each

movie to compute the similarity. Fig. 3 illustrates how we divide users of each movie.
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t x % ∈ {t10% , t20% ,..., t90% } and analyze
the relation between the early part similarity - CosSimilarity(mi (t 0% , t x % ] , m j (t 0% ,t x % ] )

In the following, we will choose a boundary

and the late part similarity - CosSimilarity ( mi (t x % , t100% ] , m j (t x % , t100% ] ) of any two
distinct movies in the observation dataset. We use a parenthesis instead of a bracket
because there is no user at t0% so set a period of time which excludes the left boundary
and includes the right boundary.
For every movie mi ≠ movie mj, we generate a <tuple> = <x,y> where x = the early
part similarity and y = the late part similarity. Then we plot these tuples on a scatter
graph to be Fig. 4 and found the group dependency between the early parts and late
parts of movies through the trend line. Fig. 4 is the summary of this section. Scatter
graphs with the boundaries from t10% to t90% show the robustness of our observation of
the group dependency. That is, the early part is positive related to the late part.

Fig. 3. Divide users into 10 groups

Fig. 4. Scatter graphs with the boundaries from t10% to t90%
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Main Idea

Due to the group dependency, If mi (a new movie) and mj (an old movie) are highly
similar to each other, uid who saw mj in (tx%,t100%] should have higher priority to be
recommended to watch mi during (tx%,t100%]. In other words, we prefer recommending
movies to users in the corresponding time - tspecific.
Here we assume the late part of each movie is tspecific. In our experiments, each
leave-one-out new movie would have 3 recommendation lists during tspecific:
1. ListOUR is composed of users of the late parts of similar movies.
2. ListCV is composed of all users of similar movies
3. ListCT is composed of users of the early parts of similar movies.
Of course, users who watched the new movie in the early time would be deleted from
the recommendation lists. We take ListCV to be the baseline for our experiments since
it is a conventional method and want to verify “Is the performance ListOUR > ListCV >
ListCT?”

Fig. 5. Recommendation lists: ListOUR, ListCV and ListCT

4

Methodology

4.1

The Proposed Approach

Given a movie and a period of time tperiod, the system will generate an opportune
recommendation list. The tperiod decides the boundary tx% and tspecific where tx% should
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be early than tperiod. After knowing the boundary tx%, the system will compute the
similarity between movies by the early parts and select Top-K (Given K=47) similar
movies to generate the recommendation list by the late parts. The ground truth is
composed of users of the late part of the leave-one-out new movie. Afterward, the
recommendation list is evaluated by the evaluation metrics and reported the
experimental results.

MovieLens Data Sets
a leave-one-out movie

Movie Database

rest movies

Challenge - Determine Boundary tx% of Early & Late
select Top-K (Given K=47) similar movies
Ground Truth

Recommendation Lists: ListOUR, ListCV, ListCT
5.2 Evaluation Metric
5.3 Experimental Result
Fig. 6. Our system architecture

4.2

Theory-Based Boundary (t2.5%, t16%, t50%, t84%)

The inspiration of the theory-based boundary is from Diffusion of Innovations theory
[3]. It divides users of a product into 5 categories: Innovators, Early Adopters, Early
Majority, Late Majority and Laggards and the proportions of them are 2.5%, 13.5%,
34%, 34% and 16% and provides four tentative boundaries: t2.5%, t16%, t50% and t84%
where the accumulated user amount reaches 2.5%, 16%, 50% and 84% respectively.
4.3

Global Optimal Boundary

The global optimal boundary is a heuristic boundary. We test all possible boundaries
from t2% to t98% with a fixed interval – 2%. There are two problems have to be solved
in this experiment. On the one hand, we want to get an optimal boundary for this
movie database. So once the accumulated user amount of the new movie reaches x%,
we can make an optimal recommendation list. Of course, tx% is the earlier the better.
On the other hand, we want to know whether the more information of the early part (t0%,tx%], the better Precision we can get on predicting the late part - (tx%,t100%].
4.4

Local Optimal Boundary

This section, we use a dynamic boundary other than a fixed one. Fig. 7 illustrates the
idea of this section. First, we use a fixed boundary – t50% on the leave-one-out new
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movie i and then use a dynamic boundary – tx% (adjusting from t2% to t98% with a fixed
interval – 2%) on the rest old movies j in the database to maximize the
sim mi (t 0% ,t 50% ], m j (t 0% ,t x % ] .
The idea of the local optimal boundary is that not all movies are ideal distributed.
Here we divide users of each movie into two groups – the leader group and the
follower group. The boundary of two groups is tx%, and the principle is that similar
leader groups affects similar follower groups to purchase the item. Finally, we merge
users of the follower groups to be ListOUR.

(

)

Fig. 7. Local Optimal Boundary

5

Experiment

5.1

Dataset

We use 1-million MovieLens Data Sets for our experiments. Since we try all the
boundaries between t2% to t98% in 4.3 and 4.4, the minimal rating amount is necessarily
required for each interval. We filter out all movies with ratings less than 100, so every
movie in the filtered dataset has at least one user in its 1% interval. Table 1 is the
information of the filtered dataset.
5.2

Evaluation Metric

In our experiments, we use Precision and Recall to evaluate the three recommendation
lists. A perfect precision score of 1.0 means every user in the recommendation list can
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Table 1. The filter 1-million MovieLens Data Sets

1-million
Filtered 1-million
MovieLens Data Sets
MovieLens Data Sets
UserID::Gender::Age::Occupation::Zip-code

DEMOGRAPHIC
MOVIES FILE
DESCRIPTION
RATING SCALE

MovieID::Title(IMDB) (with year)::Genres
5-star scale (whole-star ratings only)

TIME

Unix Timestamp(s)

# of ratings

1,000,209

942,225

Movies

3706

2019

Movie(MAX ratings)

3428

3428

Movie(min ratings)

1

100

Users

6040

6040

User(MAX ratings)

2314 (UserID:4169)

1568 (UserID:4169)

User(min ratings)

20

12

be found in the ground truth. A perfect recall score of 1.0 means every user in the
ground truth can be found in the recommendation list. We will analyze Precision and
Recall of the top 1, 5 and 20 users in the recommendation lists of each movie.
5.3

Experimental Result

In the following experiments, we assume that we are at the time t50% of each leaveone-out new movie - mnew, so our recommender system only knows the rating
information in mnew(t0%,t50%].
Table 2. The theory-based boundary

Theory-based

t2.50%

t16%

t50%

t84%

Boundary

Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall

TOP1

0.8694 0.0038 0.9142 0.0061 0.8893 0.0095 0.7469 0.0177

TOP5

0.7801 0.0154 0.8567 0.0216 0.8312 0.0345 0.6457 0.0685

TOP20

0.6896 0.0504 0.7723 0.0688 0.7385 0.1072 0.5064 0.1947

From the results, we can see the Precision is maximized with the boundary t20%, hence we
would choose the boundary t20% to be a heuristic boundary in this movie database. Of
course, the boundary is necessary before the boundary t50% (we are at the time t50%),
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Fig. 8. The global optimal boundary
Table 3. The local optimal boundary

Global: t50%

Local Optimal

Precision

Recall

Precision

Recall

TOP1

0.8893

0.0095

0.8921

0.0095

TOP5

0.8312

0.0345

0.8421

0.0351

TOP20

0.7385

0.1072

0.7486

0.1092

Table 4. The three recommendation lists under the global optimal boundary t20%

Global: t20%

ListOUR

ListCV

ListCT

Precision

Recall

Precision

Recall

Precision

Recall

TOP1

0.9194

0.0064

0.9169

0.0066

0.0998

0.0004

TOP5

0.8636

0.0231

0.8536

0.023

0.07

0.0014

TOP20

0.775

0.0729

0.7594

0.0712

0.0542

0.0044
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so the boundary t20% is proper. Finally, we check out the experiment results of the
three recommendation lists in Table 4.
In Table 4, we can see ListOUR has better results than ListCV, and the difference
does pass the t-test with p-value<0.01. Moreover, ListOUR obviously outperforms
ListCT, and the results show how importance to recommend at opportune moments.
Furthermore, on answering the second problem mentioned in 4.3, “the more
information of the early part, the better Precision we can get on predicting the late
part,” we check Fig. 8 and find the P@1 is maximized at t20%. So if we are at the time
before the boundary t20%, we had better use all information we know because the P@1
is increasing before the boundary t20%. Then again if we are at the time after the
boundary t20%, we had better to choose boundary t20% for our recommender system
because the P@1 is decreasing after the boundary t20%.

6

Discussion

Most people are curious about the user amount of our work. How do we know the
user amount so to know the boundary tx%? Actually, it is not a big problem. On the
one hand, you can use some prediction theories such as Bass Diffusion Model to
predict the user amount. On the other hand, here we also propose a solution by the
local optimal boundary which is mentioned in 4.4. The concept of the local optimal
boundary is to divide all users of a product into two groups – the leader group and the
follower group by a dynamic boundary. That is, if the leader groups are similar, the
follower group may be similar too. In other words, the local optimal boundary doesn’t
really use a fixed boundary so it does not need to know the user amount. Table 5 is
the results of the different boundary cases of the leave-one-out new movies solved by
the local optimal boundary. The results look good at any time.
Table 5. The solution by the local optimal boundary

by Local Optimal
Boundary

7

t25%

t50%

t75%

Precision

ListOUR

ListCV

ListOUR

ListCV

ListOUR

ListCV

TOP1

0.9194

0.9155

0.8921

0.8751

0.8307

0.7413

TOP5

0.8662

0.8551

0.8421

0.7971

0.7476

0.6365

TOP20

0.7813

0.7584

0.7486

0.6763

0.6260

0.5034

Conclusion

In the paper, we propose an approach to adapt the existing item-based (movie-based)
collaborative filtering algorithm based on the timestamp of ratings to recommend
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movies to users at opportune moments. We first present the observation and bring up
the main idea of our system architecture. The experimental results show the
performance of our system is very promising on MovieLens Data Sets.
More than increasing the precision, another feasible application is to decrease the
computational cost. Researchers have been working on the problem of a small group
of users to represent whole users, and our method may work well on this problem.
That is, if the boundary tx% is well-chosen, users of the early part of a product may
represent whole users of the product.
In the future, to add one more boundary is a good further development in our
system. Add one more boundary to reduce the tspecific range and then make the
recommendation list more accurate. However, a system with two boundaries is more
complex than it with only one boundary. For example, the definition of the best case
and the similarity functions of different combinations of the vectors become more
complicated. We hope we can find out the solution in the near future.
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Abstract. Twitter is a microblogging service where worldwide users
publish their feelings. However, sentiment analysis for Twitter messages
(tweets) is regarded as a challenging problem because tweets are short
and informal. In this paper, we focus on this problem by the analysis
of emotion tokens, including emotion symbols (e.g. emoticons), irregular
forms of words and combined punctuations. According to our observation on ﬁve million tweets, these emotion tokens are commonly used (0.47
emotion tokens per tweet). They directly express one’s emotion regardless of his language; hence become a useful signal for sentiment analysis
on multilingual tweets. Firstly, emotion tokens are extracted automatically from tweets. Secondly, a graph propagation algorithm is proposed
to label the tokens’ polarities. Finally, a multilingual sentiment analysis
algorithm is introduced. Comparative evaluations are conducted among
semantic lexicon based approach and some state-of-the-art Twitter sentiment analysis Web services, both on English and non-English tweets.
Experimental results show eﬀectiveness of the proposed algorithms.
Keywords: Multilingual sentiment analysis, Twitter sentiment analysis, Emotion token, Sentiment lexicon, Network informal language.

1

Introduction

Nowadays millions of users publish short messages on Twitter. It is widely spread
all over the world and becomes a rich resource of texts in many diﬀerent languages. Twitter’s messages (tweets) are full of opinions and emotions, thus sentiment analysis for tweets is important for information spreading and marketing.
However, this is more diﬃcult than traditional text analysis.
Tweets are limited with no more than 140 characters and are usually composed on mobile devices, hence people often use irregular expressions both for
convinience and to save room for more words. Emotion tokens (including emotion
symbols, irregular forms of words and combined punctuations) are usually seen
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in tweets, such as “– Me tienes olvidada :( – (-.- otra vez esta...) Disculpa es
que estaba dormido. – AAAAH ok, ¿qué harás ahora? – Dormir mucho más.”
(Spanish: “– I have forgotten :( – (-.- again this...) Sorry is that he was asleep.
– AAAAH ok, what will you do now? – Sleep more.”) Based on our observation
(see section 3.2), there are about 0.47 emotion tokens per tweet; about one third
tweets contain at least one emotion token. Emotion token is one of the most
remarkable features of Internet text. It strongly expresses the feelings of the
author and is often utilized across languages. Thus, emotion tokens are helpful
for multilingual Twitter sentiment analysis, to determine if a tweet expresses a
positive or a negative feeling, no matter what language the author uses.
Although the emotion tokens have been studied previously, they are usually
considered as annotation of the texts and are chosen manually [6]. Diﬀerent from
these studies, we automatically extract diﬀerent types of emotion tokens and use
a propagation algorithm to label their polarities by few “seed” tokens. Therefore,
many diﬀerent tokens and their scores are discovered to build a sentiment lexicon
which helps multilingual Twitter sentiment analysis.
The highlight of our work is: Diﬀerent types of emotion tokens are extracted
automatically, without considering the semantic information; their sentiment polarities are labeled with an unsupervised propagation algorithm. The sentiment
lexicon built based on the tokens works as a bridge over the gap among diﬀerent languages, while most state-of-the-art Twitter sentiment analysis approaches
only deal with English tweets. In addition, the corpus for building the lexicon is
independent of time which is practical and feasible for real-world applications.
This paper is organized as follows. Related work on sentiment analysis and
Twitter is introduced in Sec. 2. Emotion tokens and their characteristics are
analyzed in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4 and 5, algorithms for sentiment lexicon construction
and sentiment analysis are proposed respectively. In Sec. 6, the algorithms are
evaluated. In the last section, conclusions and future work are addressed.

2

Related Work

Sentiment analysis plays an important role with the growing of user-generatedcontent services. In traditional studies, most researchers build statistical models
for sentiment and aﬀect analyses, where semantic information is highly considered as features [17,20]. These models require annotated corpus, which is often
limited for online texts. Alternatively, manually built sentiment lexicons can
be used as a useful resource [2,22]. Linguistic information (part-of-speech tags,
syntactic information) is used for rule-based approaches [18]. Even though the
feature words can be extracted with automatic algorithms [16], the semantic
diﬀerences among languages limit multilingual analysis.
An intuitive idea for multilingual sentiment analysis is to translate languages
into a well-studied language (e.g. English); hence traditional methods can be applied. Previous studies on news and blogs work on sentence level [5] or word level
[11]. Cross-language dictionaries work as bridges between diﬀerent languages [9].
Obviously, without language techniques, these methods do not work. Some ma-
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chine learning models may be independent of languages, but training requires
multilingual annotations [7,19] or is based on machine translation [3].
Emoticons and irregular words, however, are commonly seen in Internet texts
of many languages. Emoticons are considered as annotations since they directly
express the one’s attitude [6]. Unfortunately, they have various forms; most studies manually choose some smileys (e.g. “:-)”) as labels [19]. They fail to consider
many other ﬁgures such as “<3 ” (heart, means love). In Twitter, we need to discover more possible emoticons with diﬀerent forms, since they are independent
of languages and are helpful for multilingual analysis. On the other hand, the irregular words are usually seen when people wish to save keystrokes, or the length
of message is limited. We focus on the emphasized spelling, i.e. the repeating of
consecutive letters in a word (e.g. “nooooo WTF everyone left me”).
Twitter is a popular research topic nowadays. Besides its network characteristics [15], social impacts reﬂected by Twitter sentiment are also of interests, such
as word-of-mouth branding [13]. Other work follows the trends of sentiment [8].
As mentioned before, smileys are usually considered as annotations [6,19]. Most
studies use linguistic rules or supervised learning to help sentiment analysis [14],
which is diﬃcult to be generalized into multiple languages.
There are websites that provide sentiment detection of Twitter. However,
a study on the comparison of these results concludes that they contain much
noise and lack precision [4]. The twitrratr site (http://twitrratr.com/) builds lists
of positive and negative keywords and classiﬁes the sentiment of tweets based
on matching. The twittersentiment site (http://twittersentiment.appspot.com/)
uses distant supervision to classify the sentiment of Twitter messages [12]. Although some smileys are used to collect training data as labels, emoticons are
removed in their classiﬁcation. We compare our results with these two websites.
To sum up, we notice that the traditional sentiment analysis methods are in
shortage on Twitter and are limited to a speciﬁc language. To achieve a better
multilingual Twitter sentiment analysis, we consider the emotion tokens as a
bridge over the gap among languages.

3
3.1

Study on Emotion Tokens in Tweets
Types of Emotion Tokens

The three types of emotion tokens are listed in Table 1. They express emotions
and cover most of the emotional informal words on the Internet.
Note that some of the repeating letters words may be relevant to language.
However, based on our observation, many of them are onomatopoeic words (Table 2). Therefore, they can be simply considered as another type of emoticons.
3.2

Characteristics of Emotion Tokens in Twitter

In this paper, we use Stanford’s SNAP data (http://snap.stanford.edu/data/)
which contains more than 400 million tweets in over six months.
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Table 1. Types of emotion tokens
Type
Emotion
symbols

Deﬁnition
Every combination of
symbols with alphabets
and numbers. This type
is an extended set of
the traditional emoticons, since they are not
limited to “faces”.
Repeating The repeating (or compunctua- bination) of the exclations
mation mark (!) and
the question mark (?).
They reﬂect if a tweet
contains strong emotions.
Repeating One letter or a group
letters
of lettersarepeat within
a real word, because of
the author’s excitement
when typing the word.

Example
\o/ Domingo +
Canjica quentinha =
tudo de bom! :D (In
English: \o/ Sunday
+ warm Canjica =
all the best! :D)

Explanation
This Portuguese tweet
contains “\o/” (man
raising arms, cheering)
and “:D” (laughing face),
telling us the author is
happy.

@sinceday1
http://twitpic.com/
76hen - No!!!! Dnt
eat it we got 2 eat
healthy remember?!?
Smh!! LOL

The author doesn’t want
@sinceday1 to eat candies (the URL) for health
reason, and he shake
his head. The punctuations enhance his negative
opinion of the candies.
The author repeats letters in the words “best”,
“so” and “hum” to emphasize his praise on the
user @Brockaldersley.

YAY. Presentation
done. @Brockaldersley is the besttt.
@BindinDTP thinks
he’s
soooo
cool.
Hummm hummm hum.

a

Most real words contain less than three consecutive same letters [10], so we set
the minimal repeated times to be three. The repeating patterns are removed to
recover the word’s origin; hence “lololol” and “looooool” are all reduced to “lol”.

Table 2. Word origins of the most frequent (more than 0.1%) repeating letters words
Rank Origin Frequency POSa Example
Explanation
1
ha
36,110
Excl haha Laughing
2
so
17,232
Adv
sooo For emphasizing
3
ah
10,618
Excl ahhh Surprise, pleasure, etc.
4
hm
8,025 Onmt hmm Thinking or pondering
5
aw
7,572
Excl awww Entreaty, commiseration, etc.
6
oh
5,991
Excl ohhh Surprise, anger, etc.
7
m
5,370 Onmt mmm Similar as hmm
a

Part-of-speech: Excl: Exclamation. Adv: Adverb. Onmt: Onomatopoeia.

For a simple classiﬁcation of English and non-English tweets, we examine the
Unicode of the characters in each tweet. If all the characters in one tweet are
from the Basic Latin or symbols section, the tweet is called a Basic Latin tweet.
We ﬁnd that most of them are in English. If some characters are in the Latin
extended section, it is called an Extended Latin tweet. These tweets are often in
Portuguese, Spanish, German, etc. Tweets containing characters beyond these
sections (such as Chinese) are not studied in this paper.
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From the SNAP dataset of more than 400 million tweets, we uniformly sample ﬁve million tweets. Among them, 1,649,503 (33.0%) tweets contain emotion
tokens. Their proportions in each character set are shown in Table 3. Shown in
Table 4, each tweet with emotion tokens contains about 1.4 tokens. There are
about 0.47 emotion tokens (either of the three types) per tweet.
Table 5 lists how many tweets contain such types of emotion tokens. Many
types of emotion tokens co-occur in tweets. This is the basic idea of our propagation algorithm. For example,
@xClaire Cullenx LOVE YOU TOO!!! *gives party hat* xxxxx <3
I’m in a slplendid mood right now =D
The misspelled word “splendid” may lead to a missing of the emotion in
semantic-based methods, but the emotion tokens help us identify its sentiment.
Since the tweets are rich of co-occurred emotion tokens, a propagation algorithm based on the co-occurrence can be applied to label the polarities.

4

Multilingual Sentiment Lexicon Construction Based on
Graph Propagation

As mentioned in Section 2, sentiment lexicons are commonly used for sentiment
analysis. Previous studies take semantic links (WordNet relations, conjunctions,
etc.) to build such lexicons [1]. The emotion tokens, however, do not have semantic links between each other. Considering the frequent emotion tokens in
tweets, the co-occurred tokens are likely to have similar sentiment. Thus the cooccurrences between words are links for constructing a graph. Then a few initial
seeds are used to propagate and discover new tokens.
4.1

Co-occurrence Graph Construction of Emotion Tokens

An undirected graph G = (V, E) is constructed to represent the links of words.
Each node v ∈ V is a word, while each edge (vi , vj ) ∈ E represents a coTable 3. Proportion of tweets with emotion tokens in diﬀerent character sets
Basic Latin
Extended Latin
Total tweets
4,536,590 (90.7%) 266,831 (5.4%)
Tweets w/ emotion tokens 1,494,499 (29.9%) 115,025 (2.3%)
Table 4. Avg. number of emotion tokens Table 5. Percentage of each type of emoper tweet (tweets with tokens)
tion tokens in tweets (with tokens)
Token type Basic Latin Extended Latin
Emot.Symb.
0.79
1.00
Rept.Punc.
0.32
0.23
Rept.Ltr.
0.25
0.20

Token type Basic Latin Extended Latin
Emot.Symb.
65.9%
78.1%
Rept.Punc.
26.8%
19.4%
Rept.Ltr.
21.0%
16.9%
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Tweets
Emotion tokens Normal words
ˆ ˆ yes we did ! RT @JetLife24 7 Me and
ˆ ˆ :)
good, . . .
@tinyy tee had some good times last summer :)
@JASMINEVILLEGAS Pretty <3 , How are
you ? . I wanna see you in the #MyWorldTour
<3 :)
love, . . .
on S.America :) . Love you
That’s A Good Boyfriend(: RT @CallMeYoshi :
good, love,
I Rather Stay In With My Girlfriend All Night
(: <3
Than Go Out To Party I Love Her To Much <3
...
I can’t wait for high-school (: gonna be back with
my friends <3 on top of that my girls @ BRILove
(: <3 :)
...
and @ THATSLEX are gonna be there too :)

(a) Example tweets for building the graphs

ABA

ABA







(b) Using emotion tokens only



JRRG





ORYH



(c) Using emotion tokens and normal words

Fig. 1. Example of co-occurrence graphs construction

occurrence between the two words vi and vj . The weight wij of edge (vi , vj ) is
the count of co-occurrence between vi and vj . This co-occurrence matrix W (i.e.
the adjacent matrix of G) is symmetric. Each diagonal element wii of the matrix
is the frequency of the corresponding vi in the corpus.
A direct idea is to build such a graph with only the emotion tokens. However,
the lexicon built with this graph does not contain any normal words; it could not
deal with tweets without any emotion tokens. Therefore, we build the graph on
both emotion tokens and normal words. Note that the semantic information of
normal words is not considered. We show an example for the graph construction
(with the four tweets) in Fig. 1. Only two normal words are shown in the ﬁgure
for simplicity. Fig. 1(c) is the graph we propagate to build the sentiment lexicon.
To illustrate a clear scale of the graph, 100,000 Basic Latin and Extended
Latin tweets from August, 2009 are sampled from the SNAP dataset. Both emotion tokens and normal words are extracted from them. The built graph contains
98,924 vertices (with only 10,390 emotion tokens) and 3,353,873 edges (22,515
among emotion tokens themselves, 314,186 among normal words and the rest
are bridges). This undirected graph is extremely sparse (edges take only 0.08%).
4.2

The Propagation and Smoothing Algorithm

Similar to the SentiWordNet [1], we assign a positive score and a negative score
to each word, which are calculated separately – the propagation starts with one
seed for calculating the positive scores and one for negative scores, respectively.
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A general algorithm for label propagation is used. Let xk be the vector of
scores of each word after the k-th iteration. The xk+1 is calculated by a cooccurrence matrix W and a bias vector b, formally,
xk+1 = W · xk + b

(1)

Normalizations in each iteration are applied after the W · xk and W · xk + b. The
convergence of xk has been proved [23]. This form of graph propagation is used in
many algorithms such as Page-Rank and TrustRank. The bias vector b is set to
the seed vector x0 to keep the superiority of seeds. Also due to this reason, W ·xk
is normalized before adding b to make them in a same scale. Since the initial x0
is always added in each iteration, the seed token may have a much higher score
than the other thousands of tokens. To smooth the scores into a reasonable scale,
we add a logarithm transformation on each word followed by a normalization to
the [0, 1] interval. The positive and negative scores are normalized separately.
This method maps the scores into a natural distribution.
We choose only one seed to start the propagation (one for positive and one
for negative, respectively). Since the graph contains both emotion tokens and
normal words, two types of initial seeds are proposed: (1) smileys: “:)” for positive
scores, “:(” for negative. (2) good/bad: “good” for positive, “bad” for negative.
We build two SentiLexicons based on the two types of initial seeds.
With the graph built in Section 4.1, we ﬁnd many of the scores (positive
score minus negative score) of the emotion tokens are labeled correctly after the
propagation. Many of the tokens do not have explicit emotions when judged by
humans, but may contain hidden emotions brought by the context. We examine
the scores by P + @100 and P − @100, i.e. the precision of the ﬁrst 100 tokens with
the largest absolute scores. Only 25% and 34% tokens have obvious emotions
within the positive and negative ones, respectively. Among them, P + @100 =
0.92 and P − @100 = 0.53. Similarly, P + @200 = 0.88, P − @200 = 0.56, while
P + @300 = 0.83 and P − @300 = 0.59. This demonstrates that the tokens are
usually propagated with larger positive scores.

5

Sentiment Analysis with Emotion Tokens

The sentiment polarity of a tweet t is determined by both its positive score,
score+ (t) and its negative score, score−(t), shown in the equation below. Note
the scores of the emotion tokens (ve ) and normal words (vw ) of t are looked up
from the built SentiLexicon. The score− (t) is calculated similarly as score+ (t).
⎧
⎨ neutral max{score+(t), score− (t)} ≤ θ, or score+(t)=score− (t)
polarity(t) = positive score+ (t) > max{score−(t), θ}
⎩
negative score− (t) > max{score+(t), θ}


score+ (ve ) + (1−α) score+ (vn )
(2)
score+ (t) = α
This model is similar as a bag-of-words model. Though simple, it does not involve
any linguistic (semantic) information of the sentence. Thus it can be used for
multilingual sentiment analysis without much linguistic knowledge.
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Experiments and Discussions
Dataset

Tweets for building the SentiLexicon and evaluating the algorithms are sampled
from the Basic Latin and Extended Latin tweets in the SNAP dataset. Over
99.99% tweets are from June 11th, 2009 to December 31st, 2009, so only the
tweets within this period are considered.
During this 204 days period, we pick eight tweets per day for evaluation
(no overlap with the tweets building lexicons), including English, Portuguese,
Spanish and German tweets (two of each language), which are among the most
popular languages in Twitter [21]. Google’s Translation API is used to automatically pick out the tweets of a certain language. Each tweet is then given one
of the three labels: positive, negative or neutral with two annotators. The third
annotator is introduced when there is no majority. If the label is still uncertain,
the tweet is discarded (it is diﬃcult even for human judgements). We ﬁnally
have 449 positive, 211 negative and 553 neutral tweets (total 1,213).
6.2

Strategies of Comparative Evaluations

1. SentiWordNet : The baseline method
The SentiWordNet provides positive and negative scores for senses, part-ofspeech tags of English words. We use this lexicon with the strategy as referred to
its website (http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/), summing up the scores of each POS
tags of a word. With this strategy, the SentiWordNet provides 17,778 positive
words (whose positive score is greater than its negative score), 20,350 negative
and 1,565 neutral words (with non-zero scores) among 39,693 words. The positive
and negative scores of a tweet is the sum of each word. Then a threshold θ is
used to classify its sentiment.
2. twitrratr
The twitrratr provides two lists of positive and negative keywords. We try to
match them in a tweet and count their numbers. Similarly, we determine the
sentiment of the tweet by the bigger count of positive and negative words. If two
numbers are equal, we consider it as a neutral tweet.
3. twittersentiment
We retrieve twittersentiment ’s results of our data from its API. The authors
test their method on their own dataset[12]. However, the API they provided
makes it comparable for both their and our methods on our dataset.
6.3

Results and Discussions

We examine the lexicon from several aspects. Besides the evaluation on English
and non-English tweets, we build the lexicons with diﬀerent sizes of tweets to
see if the size is “the bigger, the better”. Moreover, the lexicons are built from
diﬀerent months’ tweets in SNAP data, to examine if the lexicon built from a
speciﬁc month is stable for the analysis on tweets in other months. Our results
are all compared with the SentiWordNet baseline and the two websites.
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Table 6. Comparative evaluations of algorithms in English tweets
Algorithm
1. SWN, θ = 0.5
2. twitrratr
3. twittersentiment
SentiLexicon

Accuracy
51.3%
49.3%
59.0%
57.8%

Positive (166)
F1 / P / R
/ 59.9% / 58.4%
/ 87.2% / 41.0%
/ 78.0% / 55.4%
/ 65.2% / 63.3%

0.591
0.557
0.648
0.642

Negative (62)
F1 / P / R
/ 38.5% / 48.4%
/ 27.9% / 27.4%
/ 70.0% / 45.2%
/ 100.0% / 8.1%

0.429
0.276
0.549
0.149

Neutral (111)
F1 / P / R
/ 47.5% / 42.3%
/ 41.0% / 73.9%
/ 44.2% / 72.1%
/ 49.7% / 77.5%

0.448
0.527
0.548
0.606

F¯1
0.489
0.454
0.582
0.466

Table 7. Comparative evaluations of algorithms in non-English tweets
AccuPositive (283)
Negative (149)
Neutral (442)
Algorithm
F¯1
racy
F1 / P / R
F1 / P / R
F1 / P / R
1. SWN, θ = 0.5
–
–
–
–
–
2. twitrratr
52.2% 0.311 / 72.7% / 19.8% 0.130 / 20.9% / 9.4% 0.659 / 52.9% / 87.3% 0.366
3. twittersentiment 51.0% 0.218 / 44.1% / 14.5% 0.129 / 52.4% / 7.4% 0.656 / 51.8% / 89.1% 0.334
SentiLexicon
57.4% 0.500 / 51.3% / 48.8% 0.123 / 76.9% / 6.7% 0.685 / 59.8% / 80.1% 0.436

Parameters and Seeds. The parameter α determines how much the emotion
tokens inﬂuence the sentiment score, while θ determines the proportion of neutral
tweets. We conduct experiments with several combinations of them (both in the
[0, 1] interval), based on the SentiLexicon built with both smileys and good/bad
as seeds from 10,000 tweets in August, 2009 without loss of generality. In general,
α = 1 is better, i.e. the scores of emotion tokens are weighted with 1 while
normal words are weighted with 0. This implies that it is the emotion tokens
that aﬀect the sentiment of the tweet. The θ is somehow stable among diﬀerent
α’s. Similarly, there are no signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the two types of seeds.
For simplicity, we ﬁx θ = 0.7 and smileys as seeds in the following experiments.
Comparative Evaluations on Diﬀerent Languages. To show our method’s
eﬃciency on multilingual tweets, we compare SentiLexicon (smileys as seeds,
α = 1, θ = 0.7) with the three algorithms mentioned above. The lexicons are
built with tweets from June to December, respectively. Since the results are
similar, we only show the results built with the August tweets. The performances
are compared on English tweets and non-English tweets respectively, shown in
Table 6 and Table 7. The F1 , P and R under each class stand for F1 -score,
Precision and Recall, respectively. The last column F¯1 is the average of three
F1 -scores in the three classes. For the performance of SentiWordNet, we only list
the best one with θ = 0.5. Since this lexicon is for English, it should not be used
for non-English sentiment analysis.
These two tables suggest that our method is eﬃcient on multilingual tweets.
Most of the F1 -scores, precisions and recalls of the SentiLexicon are higher than
the current state-of-the-art methods. In English tweets, the recall rate on negative tweets of our method is rather low, which pull down the overall accuracy.
We examine that these negative tweets do not contain many strong emotion tokens; hence we classify most of them as neural ones. Another reason is that the
tokens are usually have larger positive scores. Therefore, many of the negative
tweets are classiﬁed as positive ones. We ﬁnd that in Twitter, there are usually more positive tweets than negative ones (e.g. 449 positive vs. 211 negative
ones with our annotation). As a result, the construction of the co-occurrence
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Fig. 2. Comparison of diﬀerent datasizes for building lexicons

graph links many tokens with positive words implicitly; the propagation process
assigns larger positive scores for many of the tokens. This indicates that the
negative tweets may be processed diﬀerently from the positive tweets. However,
in non-English tweets, our method outperforms the other methods.
Sizes of Datasets for Building Lexicons. With the tweets from August,
2009, three sizes of datasets are extracted: 1,000 (1k), 10,000 (10k) and 100,000
tweets (100k). We compare their performances on the evaluation tweets with the
SentiLexicon built from them, and draw the diﬀerences between accuracies and
average F1 -scores on the same scale to compare 1k vs. 100k (Fig. 2(a)) and 10k
vs. 100k (Fig. 2(b)). We see that 10k vs. 100k is less diﬀerent than 1k vs. 100k.
Hence we conclude that 1,000 tweets is not suﬃcient to build a good lexicon,
since many tokens may not even appear in such small amount of tweets. On the
other hand, the lexicon built with 100,000 tweets does not perform much better
than just 10,000 tweets. This ﬁnding is helpful for practical use – we do not have
to build a very big lexicon. The tokens covered in 10,000 tweets are enough to
build a helpful lexicon for sentiment analysis.
Stability of the Lexicons over Time. The lexicons are built with tweets
from only one month, hence we propose to examine whether or not the lexicon
from one month can work on future months. One strategy is to build the lexicon
with tweets in the ﬁrst month in the dataset (June 2009), and evaluate it on
tweets in the succeeding months in the evaluation set. The other strategy is to
build with each month (except the last one) and evaluate it on tweets in just
the next month (e.g. use June to evaluate July tweets). We also build a lexicon
with the ﬁrst week (June 11th to June 17th, 2009) and evaluate it on July to
December tweets. The performances of each strategy are shown in Fig. 3.
The results show the accuracies are all around 50% to 60% in each month’s
evaluation tweets, and the average F1 -scores are also within 0.4 to 0.5. The
performances of the lexicons do not rely on tweets in a speciﬁc month or week.
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Fig. 3. Stability of SentiLexicon with smiley seeds, α = 1 and θ = 0.7

This infers that the lexicon is stable along with time. Therefore, we can build a
lexicon with the current tweets and use it for future sentiment analysis.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose the emotion tokens to help sentiment analysis on multilingual Twitter messages. A graph propagation algorithm with a smoothing
method is applied; hence the polarities of the tokens are labeled automatically
based on their popular co-occurrences. With this lexicon, we perform a multilingual sentiment analysis for tweets, and achieve a better performance than
traditional semantic based approach as well as several Twitter sentiment analysis websites. The comparative evaluations indicate that the emotion tokens are
helpful for both English and non-English Twitter sentiment analysis, and are
independent with the tweets in diﬀerent time periods to build the lexicon.
There are also several technical issues we would like to address as future
work, such as improving the bag-or-words model for sentiment analysis for higher
accuracies, tracking Twitter’s sentiment within a longer period and to discover
if some tokens have opposite or weak emotions.
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Abstract. Web users usually have a certain search goal before they submit a
search query. However, many laypersons can’t transform their search goals into
suitable queries. Thus, understanding original search goals behind a query is
very important for search engines. In the past decade, many researches focus on
classifying search goals behind a query into different search-goal categories. In
fact, there may be more than one search goal behind a certain query. We thus
propose a novel Popular-Search-Goal-based Search Model to effectively
identify search goals by the features extracted from search-result snippets and
click-through data. Furthermore, we proposed a Search-Goal-based Ranking
Model which exploits the identified search goals to re-rank the search result.
The experimental result shows our proposed model can effectively identify the
search goals behind a search query (achieve precision of 0.94) and enhance the
search result ranking (achieve precision of 0.72 for top-1 returned snippet).
Keywords: Web search, information retrieval, user need, search goals, short
query, language model.

1

Introduction

Different from classic Information Retrieval (IR) works, search engines help users to
retrieve not only textual (informational) data, but also various resources from the web.
However, conventional search engines usually relied on classic IR techniques like
keyword matching mechanisms, and they only considered that search queries are driven
by informational need. In fact, many users' search goals behind the queries are not always
informational. Perhaps their search goals are navigational or transactional in the
viewpoints of Broder [1]. The definitions of search goal types are given as follows:

 Informational goal is that users want to learn/know something about the query
topic.

 Navigational goal is that users want to go to specific websites that users already
have in mind.

 Transactional goal is that users want to obtain a resource available on web pages
or to transact online.
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 250–262, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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In recent years, some researchers have studied for the research area of identifying user
search goal. Kang and Kim [3] try to classify the search queries based on search goals
by utilizing content, link, and URL information. Lee et al. [4] proposed to use past
user-click behavior and anchor-link distribution as potential features for predicting
informational and navigational goal. The above two works only consider automatic
classification of the two broad categories, navigational and informational goal. In this
paper, we propose a novel Popular-Search-Goal-based Search Model to identify a
variety of search goals behind search queries based on features extracted from searchresult snippets and click-through data.
A few researchers [5,6] argued that accurate understanding and modeling of user
search goals has a great benefit in applications to web search ranking, click spam
detection, web search personalization, and other tasks. In this paper, we focus on
improving the web search ranking, thus we proposed a Search-Goal-based Ranking
Model which exploits the identified search goals to re-rank the search result. The
experimental result shows our proposed model can effectively identify the search
goals behind a search query and enhance the search result ranking.
There are three main contributions in this paper. First, we addressed the problem of
search-result snippet classification for three search-goal categories. Second, we
proposed a generative framework to identify the search goals behind a search query.
Finally, we further re-rank search results based on identified search goals. The
following sections consist of our idea and observation (in Section 2), the main method
(in Section 3), experimental results (in Section 4), and the conclusion (in Section 5).

2

Observation and Main Idea

In general, web users often have certain implicit search goals in their minds to drive
their searching behaviors before submitting queries to a search engine. Therefore, we
assume that such searching behaviors can be implicitly expressed in users’ minds with
certain natural sentences like “I want to do something ...” Generally, a typical
sentence in Chinese/English consists of a subject, a verb, and an object (SVO
syntactic structure). Obviously, the subject of the implicit sentences in the user’s mind
is the user himself/herself, and the remaining part of verb-object (VO) pair can be
used to represent the user’s search goal.
Figure 1 shows an example, if a user submits a query “Google Map” to a search
engine, he/she may have a certain search goal among the goal-categories including
informational, navigational, and transactional. For informational goal example (Figure
1a), the user wants to learn how to use Google Map API, and thus has an
(refer to source code)”. For navigational goal
informational goal “
example (Figure 1b), users want to visit Google Map official web sites, and thus has a
(go to home page)”. For transactional goal example
navigational goal “
(figure 1c), users want to download map from the web and thus has a transactional
(download offline map)”.
goal “

參考原始檔
前往首頁
下載離線地圖
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refer

souce code

(a)
go to

home page

(b)
download

offline map

(c)
Fig. 1. Example of research-result snippets returned by Google with the query “Google Map”
including (a) a snippet contained informational goal, (b) a snippet contained navigational goal,
and (c) a snippet contained transactional goal

3

Popular-Search-Goal-Based Search Model

Figure 2 shows the framework of our proposed Popular-Search-Goal-based Search
Model (PSGSM), which is proposed to automatically identify user search goals from
search-result snippets and further improve the ranking of search results. First, we
collect a set S of search-result snippets returned by search engines and then separate
the snippets into three categories. Second, the search goal candidates will be
generated from search-result snippets, and then we identify each type of search goals
based on features from search-result snippet and click-through data. Finally, the
identified search goals are used in re-ranking the original search result snippets.
3.1

Search-Result Snippet Classification

In this paper, we investigate whether user goal identification can be boosted by
classifying search-result snippets into three types including transactional, informational,
and navigational. Classifying search-result snippets can effectively increase the precision
of identifying each type of popular search goals. Considering computational cost, we use
a simple but efficient approach to classifying search-result snippets.
First, for navigational snippets, we observed that the URL of navigational snippets
is usually the host name of a website. For example, Figure 3 illustrated a snippet
about the website of “Apple Computer Inc.”, and the page is in the root (e.g., in the
first level directory) of the website. Moreover, we also observed that it is a good clue
to determine a navigational snippet if the query terms usually appear in the title of the
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snippet. Figure 3 shows the query “Apple Computer” appears in the title of Apple
Computer website. Therefore, a page’s title and URL are considered as useful features
to determine whether a snippet belongs to navigational category. The scoring function
Navig_Snippet(s) for navigational snippets is given as follows:
_

2

,

,

(1)

where is the directory level (e.g., for a root page, d is 1), and
, returns 1
if the query q occurred in the title of a snippet s, otherwise, returns 0. We select the
as
snippets which the scoring function achieved more than a threshold
navigational snippets, and leave the remaining snippets in further classification.

Fig. 2. The framework of Popular-Search-Goal-based Search Model

Fig. 3. The Snippet with the URL www.apple.com of the website “Apple Computer Inc.”
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下載

試聽

Second, to identify transactional snippets, we find some verbs occurred in search
queries are usually refer to the transactional goals, like
(download),
(listen),
(buy), etc. We manually select 394 hint verbs
from 3000 high
frequent queries within one-month query-log of Sogou. The scoring function
_
for transactional snippets is given as follows:

購買

_

|

|,

(2)

is the set of high frequent hint verbs,
is the set of verbs occurred in the
where
search-result snippet s, and | | is the number of elements in set X. We select the
snippets which the scoring function achieved more than a threshold
as
transactional snippets.
Finally, for informational category, it is hard to choose any unique feature to
determine an informational snippet since this category of snippets cover any topic
contents in the web. Fortunately, the above two categories of identification have
strong distinguishability among the three different categories of snippets. Therefore,
we simply treat the remaining snippets as informational snippets.
To efficiently classify search-result snippets, we develop an algorithm which is
described in Figure 4. The input is a single search-result snippet, and “I”, “N”, “T” are
the output labels representing categories of informational, navigational, and transactional,
respectively. For each snippet, we calculate the navigational snippet score ns and
transactional snippet score ts. If ns is greater than threshold tn the snippet is considered as
a navigational snippet. If ts is greater than threshold tt the snippet is considered as a
transactional snippet. Otherwise, the snippet is considered as a informational snippet. To
estimate tn and tt, we manually labeled k snippets with categories and set the values of tn
and tt according to the percentage of snippets per category.
Algorithm 1: Search_Result_Snippet_Classification( , ,

)

Input: search-result snippet s, search query q, and hint verb vocabulary set Hv.
Output: search-goal category c

I, N, T

1.

Compute navigational snippet score ns of s based on Equation (1).

2.

If ns is greater than threshold tn then return “N”

3.

Compute transactional snippet score ts of s based on Equation (2).

4.

If ts is greater than threshold tt then return “T”

5.

Return “I”
Fig. 4. Algorithm for search-result snippet classification

3.2

Search Goal Candidate Generation

To extract popular search goals from the classified search-result snippets, we need to
generate goal candidates. We extract all verb-noun combinations (i.e., VO-pairs) from
each search-result snippet (where nouns include unigram and bigram). We only adopt
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the VO-pairs whose verb-noun distance is less than w terms (the window size w is set
to 3 in this work). In this paper, we only select three types of verb and three types of
noun. The types of verb include active intransitive verb, active transitive verb, and
active transitive verb with sentential object. The percentage of selected verbs is
92.1%. The types of noun include common noun, proper noun, and location noun.
The percentage of selected nouns is 99.8%. We only extracted those three types of
verb and three types of noun from search-result.
3.3

Popular Search Goal Validation

Once goal candidates are generated, then we need to determine which goal candidates
are correct search goals. The correct search goals defined in this paper are not only
relevant to the query, but also should be semantically suitable. To automatically
detect correct search goals, we select various useful features which can be extracted
from search-result snippets effectively, and then we compare three binary classifiers
to classify the search-goal candidates into two categories including correct search
goals and incorrect search goals.
3.3.1 The Features Used in Popular Search Goal Model
According to our observation, we found there are several useful properties in the
search-result snippets and click-through data for identifying the correctness of search
goal candidates. In the following, we will introduce several effective features, and the
usage of features for different search-goal categories is described in Section 3.3.2.
(1) Search-Result Snippet Features
Noun Phrase Length: According to our preliminary experiments, we found that
some noun phrases can describe the complete meaning of the objects. For example,
“
(download cellphone game)” is more clear than “
(download
cellphone)” or “
(download game).” To deal with noun phrase extraction
problem, we simply extract all unigrams and bigrams as noun part in the VO-pair,
and assume that longer noun phrases are probably more meaningful than shorter
nouns.

下載手機遊戲

下載手機

下載遊戲

,

(3)

where Length(gn) is the number of terms in gn, and g=(gv, gn).
VO-Distance: In general, a smaller distance between verb and noun indicates its VO
combination is more semantically suitable. We found that the probability of distance d
approximately obey normal distribution. Therefore, we employ normal distribution
model as follows:
√

exp

where g=(gv, gn) and d is distance between gv and gn,
the standard deviation of distance.

,

(4)

is the distance mean, and

is
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TFIDF: This feature is used to calculate the importance of search goals by using
weighting mechanism Term Frequency- Inverted Document Frequency.
|

|

,

(5)

where
represents frequency of search goal g in a search-result snippet, |D(w)|
the number of set of search-result snippet that contains search goal g, and N is the
number of search-result snippets in set S. Intuitively, more frequent terms are more
likely to be better candidates of search goals; while terms with higher document
frequency might be less informative.
Search-Result Snippet Rank: For some search engines, top ranked-search result
snippets would possibly contain popular search goals. We employ a power-law
distribution to estimate the snippet rank feature function.
,

(6)

is a constant, rs is search-result snippet rank, and ps is the scaling
where
parameter.
Title: If a search goal occurred in the title of a snippet, it would have more attraction
for users to click the snippet. Thus, the title feature function is
1, if search goal
0, otherwise

appears in a snippet title

(7)

URL: For navigational search goals, we assume users intend to browse a specific web
site (home page, especially). Thus, we use the directory level of URL as a feature.
Here is the URL feature function
2

,

(8)

(2) Click-through Data Features
Hint Verb and Hint Noun: According to our observations, we found some verbs and
nouns in click-through data are more suitable to be the verb or noun parts of search
goals. The feature function is given as follows:
1, if

is a hint verb or

is a hint noun

0, otherwise

,

(9)

where gv and gn are the verb or noun parts in the VO-pair g=(gv, gn).
User Click Order: As our observation, user would like to click the snippets which
contain their search goals. We assume that the more early a user clicks a snippet, the
more probable the snippet contains search goals. Thus we exploit a power-law
distribution to estimate the user-click-order feature function.
,

(10)

where
is a constant, ru is search-result snippet rank, and pu is the scaling
parameter.
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Snippet Click Count: A snippet which has been clicked many times is probably
containing search goals. We use a log function to alleviate the domination of click
count of popular web site.
log
where

,

(11)

is the click count of the snippets which contains the search goal g.

3.3.2 Search Goal Classifiers
Originally, our goal is to identify correct search goals G from search goal candidates
Gc, in fact the above problem we addressed can be simplified to classify search goal
candidates into two categories, including correct search goal, and incorrect search
goal. That is, each search goal candidate belongs to one of two categories
,
. Since the properties of specific search-goals in different categories
of snippets are different, we select different feature sets for each search-goal category.
Table 1 shows the features used in each search-goal category. User Click Order and
Snippet Click Count are used in three search-goal categories. For informational
category, using TFIDF can effectively identify the query topics from search result
snippets, VO-Distance can improve the semantic correctness of identified search
goals, and using Noun Phrase Length to favor the noun phrases (bigram nouns). For
navigational goal, URL & Title are the most important features used in this category.
For transactional goals, Hint Verb & Hint Noun are the major features used in this
category, and using TF (Term Frequency) to favor high-frequency terms occurred in
search-result snippets.
Table 1. The features used in three different categories of search goals

Informational
Goals
Navigational Goals

Transactional
Goals

Search-Result Snippet Features
TFIDF
VO-Distance
Noun Phrase Length
URL
Title
Search-Result Snippet Rank
TF
Noun Phrase Length

Click-Through Data Features
User Click Order
Snippet Click Count
User Click Order
Snippet Click Count
Hint Verb & Hint Noun
User Click Order
Snippet Click Count

To deal with the problem of binary classification, we employ three different
classifiers including log-linear model, support vector machine, and adaptive boost,
and compare their performance among the three classifiers.
Support Vector Machine
Support vector machine, SVM, is the state-of-the-art classifier, which maps samples
into a higher dimensional space [Cortes and Vapnik, 1995], and is very effective to
handle the case when the relation between categories and features is nonlinear. A
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well-known implementation of SVM naming LIBSVM is adopted in this paper. We
use the radial basis function as the kernel function
K

,

exp

γ

(12)

where the capacity constant and γ are set to 0.03 and 0.125 respectively.
Log-Linear Model
Log-linear model is a far-reaching extension of logistic regression [Christensen,
1997], which maps each of features into a feature function and is modeled by
conditional probability
|
as follows:
| ;

∑

| |

,

| |

∑

∑

(13)

,

where c is the category of candidate search goal g (i.e.,
), F is the set of
is a feature weight parameter, and
,
features, |F| is the number of features,
can be estimated by the feature functions mentioned in Section 3.3.1 when given the
category c.
AdaBoost
AdaBoost (short for Adaptive Boosting) is a machine learning algorithm formulated
by Freund and Schapire [1995]. AdaBoost can deal with the binary classification task
by adapting in the sense that subsequent classifiers built are tweaked in favor of those
instances misclassified by previous classifiers. Although, AdaBoost is sensitive to
noisy data and outliers, it can be less susceptible to the overfitting problem. In this
paper, we use decision stumps as the weak learners. The simple algorithm is as
follows:
(1) Computes classification score of weak learner
feature functions mentioned in Section 3.3.1).
(2) Multiplies by learned confidence value
(3) Sums over

(in this paper, we use the

.

rounds.

(4) Compares sum to zero (return the discrete classification value +1 or -1).
Thus the decision function is given as follows:
∑
3.4

.

Search-Goal-Based Ranking Model

One of most important application of detecting search goal is to improve the searchresult snippet ranking. We propose a Search-Goal-based Ranking Model (SGRM) to
rank the search-result snippet s for a given query q as follows:
|

∑

|

| ,

(14)
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is the probability of search goals in top t search result snippets with the query

q.
|

∑

|

, ,

| ,

,

(15)

where c is the category of search goals, including informational I, navigational N
| is the probability of the query q belongs to the search goal
transactional T.
category c. The equation is given as follows:
|

|

|

| |

,

(16)

where | | is the count of search-result snippets we crawled from search engines with
the search query q, | | is the count of search-result snippets in the goal-category c
and
.
| ,

,

∑

(17)

where
is the occurrence count of the search goal g in all search result
snippets with the query q, and
is the set of correct search goals of the category c.
P(s| g, q) represents the probability that a user will click on the snippet s in the set S of
returned search results given a query q with a user goal g. It is estimated as follows.
| ,
where
snippet s.

4

,

,
∑

,

,

(18)

is the occurrence count of the search goal g in the search result

Performance Evaluation

To realize the performance of our proposed Search Goal Detection Model, we
conducted a series of experiments. First, we need to verify the accuracy of searchresult snippet classification. Second, three classifiers were compared against three
different search goal types. Finally, we compared our Search-Goal-based Ranking
Model with the Query-Expansion-based Ranking Model.
4.1

Experimental Setup

4.1.1 Dataset
We selected 1200 top-frequency queries (named top-1200 query set) from the onemonth query log (which contains 21,422,773 records and 3,167,170 distinct queries)
of Sogou search engine in 2006. For each query, we crawl top 100 snippets from
Sogou search engine, and generate about 200-300 search goal candidates for each
query in average. We employed three judges to label “TRUE” or “FALSE” for each
search goal candidate. For each judge, only the queries and search goal candidates are
observable, and they label the search goal candidate based on the guideline “Label a
search goal candidate with “TRUE” only when the search goal is relevant to the query
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看影片
購買手機
聽電影

and semantically suitable.” For example, given the query “Youtube,” a judge labeled
(watch video).” On the other hand, a
search goals with “TRUE” such as “
judge labeled search goals with “FALSE” such as “
(buy mobile phone)”
(since it is not relevant to the query) and “
(listen movie)” (since it is not
semantically suitable). We only consider a search goal candidate as a “correct search
goal” only if that there are at least two judges label the search goal with “TRUE”. In
average, there are 23.2 correct search goals for each query.
4.1.2 Evaluation Metrics
We use overall precision, recall, and F1 as the metrics to evaluate the performance of
three compared classifiers. Recall evaluation is very difficult in this work since we do
not really understand the total number of relevant search goals behind a search query.
Therefore, we consider all correct search goals occurred in crawled search-result
snippets as the total relevant search goals. To evaluating the performance of two
compared search result ranking models, we employ the metrics of top-t NDCG,
precision, and recall.
4.2

Experimental Result

4.2.1 Performance of Snippet Classification
To determine the effectiveness of search-result snippet classification, we employed
three judges to manually classify the search-result snippets into three categories,
including informational, navigational, and transactional. For this preliminary
experiment, we use 5000 search-result snippets returned by 50 queries which were
randomly selected from our top-1200 query set (100 snippets for each query) as our
testing data. The 5000 snippets consist of 2612 informational snippets, 1493
navigational snippets, and 895 transactional snippets. Table 2 shows the results of
search-result snippet classification, and each column shows the numbers of snippets
classified to a certain category by our proposed algorithm (see Figure 4). The overall
accuracy is 0.94 ((2543+1322+837)/5000), which is adequate to be exploited in the
following experiments.
Table 2. The overall results of classified categories over real (human labeled) categories

Classified Info.
Classified Navi.
Classified Trans.

Informational
2543
7
62

Navigational
45
1322
117

Transactional
12
46
837

4.2.2 Performance of Popular Search Goal Validation
To enhance the quality of search goals, we use binary classifiers to validate the
correctness of our extracted search goal candidates. We compare the performance of
three state-of the-art classifiers for each goal-category over the top-1200 query set
under the measure of 5-fold cross validation. The classifiers we evaluated including
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Support Vector Machine (SVM), Log-Linear Model (LLM), and AdaBoost (AB).
Table 3 shows the performance comparison of identified popular search goals of three
classifiers over three different search goal categories. The SVM achieved best F1
measure of 0.74 in average, but LLM achieved best recall of 0.654 in average.
Therefore, we use the SVM classifier to detect correct search goals for Search-Goalbased Ranking Model in next experiment.
Table 3. The overall results of three classifiers over different search goal types

Info.
Navi.
Tran.
Aver.

Prec.
0.927
0.832
0.847
0.865

SVM
Rec.
0.613
0.667
0.674
0.648

F1
0.734
0.736
0.749
0.740

Prec.
0.901
0.808
0.831
0.847

LLM
Rec.
0.611
0.668
0.682
0.654

F1
0.728
0.731
0.749
0.736

Prec.
0.865
0.782
0.812
0.820

AB
Rec.
0.607
0.581
0.623
0.604

F1
0.713
0.667
0.705
0.695

4.2.3 Performance of Search-Goal-Based Ranking Model
In order to evaluate the performance of our Search-Goal-based Ranking Model
(SGRM), we employ a pseudo-relevance feedback ranking method based on Okapi
BM25 Query Expansion (QE) as the baseline. We selected top 10 search result
snippets as "relevant snippets", and utilized top 2 expanded terms with original query
as a new expanded query to re-rank the original search results.
Table 4 shows the top-k NDCG and precision of SGRM and QE. Obviously,
SGRM outperforms QE. The reason is that, although they are both based on nonexplicit relevance feedback approach, the SGRM adopts more useful keywords (i.e.,
search goals) contained in search-result snippets instead of considering query
expansion based weighting.
Table 4. The top-k NDCG and precision of SGRM and QE

Top-t snippets
1
3
5
10

5

SGRM
NDCG
72.81%
78.72%
82.64%
85.75%

QE
Precision
72.81%
55.62%
43.86%
29.01%

NDCG
45.44%
53.42%
59.34%
63.48%

Precision
45.44%
27.86%
22.78%
12.02%

Conclusion

We have presented a novel approach to effectively extract popular search goals based
on features of search-result snippet features and click-through data features. The
experimental results show that our proposed approach is effective for suitable search
goal identification and further improve the search-result ranking.
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Abstract. Crawler is a main component of search engines. In search engines,
crawler part is responsible for discovering and downloading web pages. No
search engine can cover whole of the web, thus it has to focus on the most valuable web pages. Several Crawling algorithms like PageRank, OPIC and FICA
have been proposed, but they have low throughput. To overcome the problem,
we propose a new crawling algorithm, called FICA+ which is easy to implement. In FICA+, importances of pages are determined based on the logarithmic
distance and weight of the incoming links. To evaluate FICA+ we use web
graph of university of California, Berkeley. Experimental result shows that our
algorithm outperforms other crawling algorithms in discovering highly important pages.
Keywords: World Wide Web, Search engines, Web crawling, Web Graph, Hot
pages.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, World Wide Web is the best environment for producing information, publication and accessing to the required data. However, the web is a highly dynamic
environment which is growing fast in content and developing fast in the structure
[18]. New pages are built, old pages are deleted and links are changed, all at a high
rate. Each week, 320 million new pages are added to the web graph. Every year, 20
percent of the web pages of today will disappear and 50 percent of all contents will be
changed. The web graph (link structure) will change even faster: about 80 percent of
all links (web graph) will have changed or will be new within a year [12]. The results
show how important it is for a search engine to find important pages faster (earlier) in
this vast dynamic environment.
One of the main components of the search engines is crawler. The crawler is a program for the bulk downloading of the web pages. The aim of the crawling process is to
retrieve whole of the web content. Over the time frame of crawler development, the web
has been growing rapidly, and so crawlers need to operate efficiently and effectively.
Most crawlers will not be able to visit every possible page for three main reasons:
• The network bandwidth is expensive [2].
• The crawlers may have limited storage capacity, so it is reasonable to expect that
most crawlers will not be able to cope with all data [5].
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 263–272, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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• Crawling takes time, so at some point the crawler should revisit previously scanned
pages to prevent index inconsistency [5].
The Crawling algorithm usually uses a ranking mechanism to calculate the importance of pages as a crawling priority. In this paper, we propose a new method based
on FICA (Fast Intelligent Crawling Algorithm) [19], called FICA+, which has higher
performance than the previous algorithms. It acts based on the connection links between web pages.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: The next section reviews the
background and related work. In Section 3, we introduce our algorithm, FICA+. Experimental analysis and comparison to some of the well-known algorithms are given
in Section 4, and finally our conclusion and future work of research are presented in
section 5.

2

Background and Related Work

Web crawlers have been studied since the advent of the web. Nowadays, crawling
algorithms are the subject of extensive research. These studies can be categorized into
one of the following topics [5]: Crawler architecture, page selection, page update
(freshness), and change frequency estimation for web pages. This paper is placed in
the page selection category.
By retrieving important pages earlier, a crawler can improve the quality of the
downloaded pages. Methods based on link analysis have been widely used to calculate the page importance such as HITS [11] and PageRank [15]. In the following some
of the well-known algorithms are considered.
PageRank is a popular ranking algorithm used by Google which measures the importance of web pages. PageRank weights each link based on the importance of the
document from which it originates and the number of outlinks in the origin document.
It models the users’ browsing behaviors as a random surfer model [3][16]. In this
model a person who surfs the web by randomly clicking links on the visited pages.
When she (PageRank) reaches to a web page that does not have any outward link, she
will randomly jump to another page. PageRank assumes that a user either follows a
link from the current page or jumps to a random page on the web graph. The rank of
page j is then computed by following equation:

r( j) =

1− d
+ d ∗  r (i ) / o(i )
n
i∈B ( j )

(1)

where n is the number of web pages and O(i) denotes the number of outgoing links
from page i, and B(j) shows the set of pages that point to page j. Parameter d, damping factor, is used to guarantee the convergence of PageRank and remove the effects
of sink pages-pages with no outputs.
There is a similar work that a new metric called RankMass has been proposed to
find highly important pages [7]. The RankMass metric is based on commonly used
variations of PageRank such as Personalized PageRank [10] and TrustRank [9] which
assumes that users’ random jumps are limited to a set of specified pages.
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In [14], breadth-first algorithm is used as a crawling algorithm. They examined the
average quality of downloaded pages during a web crawling of 328 million unique
pages and connectivity-based metric PageRank was used to measures the quality of
downloaded pages.
In [6], a comparison between some crawling algorithms including PageRank,
Backlink count and breadth-first has been done. It was found that the crawling based
on PageRank finds the hot (important) pages earlier than others.
Abiteboul, Preda and Cobena [1] proposed an algorithm called OPIC, to find the
importance of pages online in the crawling process. In their method, each page has a
value called cash. Initially all pages have the same cash equal to 1/n (n is the number
of web pages). The crawler will download web pages with the higher cash and when a
page is downloaded its cash will be distributed among the pages it points to. In this
method, each page will be downloaded many times leading to increasing crawling
time. Unfortunately, the experiments were done on a synthetic web graph including at
most 600,000 nodes with the power law distribution. There is no comparison between
OPIC and other crawling strategies.
A site-based method named largest site first has been proposed [4]. In this method
the sites with the larger number of pending pages have higher priority for crawling. It
is found that this algorithm is better than the breadth-first method.
A crawling algorithm has been proposed to schedule web pages for
(re)downloading into a search engine repository [16]. The objective of the algorithm
is to maintain the freshness of the search engine’s index based on a quality metric
using users’ experiences.
Dasgupta, Ghosh and Kumar et al. [8] proposed a new crawling algorithm in order
to discover newly-arrived content on the web. They measured the overhead of discovering new content, defined as the average number of fetches required to discover a
new page. They showed that with perfect foreknowledge of where to explore for links
to new content, it is possible to discover 90 percent of all new content with under 3
percent overhead and 100 percent of new content with 9 percent overhead.
ZarehBidoki and Yazdani proposed an intelligent crawling algorithm based on
reinforcement learning, called FICA [19]. Our algorithm is based on FICA, so we
explain it in more details in the following subsection.
2.1

FICA

FICA is an intelligent crawling algorithm that models a random surfer user. FICA acts
like breadth-first method, but with a new definition of distance between web pages [13].
FICA models a user browsing the web. In the initial stages of the crawling process,
she (FICA) does not have any background (knowledge) about the web pages and selects
them only by current status and over time her knowledge gradually increases. Over time,
she learns more and more, with accumulating knowledge from the web environment she
learns which page is more important than others and improves her selections.
FICA defines two new metrics, the first is the link weight and the second is the
logarithmic distance:
• Definition 1. Link weight: if page i points to page j then the weight of the link
between i and j equals to log10O(i) where O(i) denotes i’s out-degree.
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• Definition 2. Logarithmic distance: the distance between pages i and j is the weight
of shortest path (the path with the minimum value) or sum of link weights in the
shortest path from i to j. They denoted it with dij. Also they denoted the logarithmic
distance between the root and page i with di.

Fig. 1. Logarithmic distance in the crawling tree [19]

For example, in Fig. 1, the weight of outward links in pages p, q and s are equal to
log2, log3 and log4, respectively. The distance between p and t is log2+log3 and between
p and v is log2+log2. Thus, whereas both t and v are the same number of links away from
p (two clicks), v is closer to p in terms of logarithmic distance (dpv<dpt) [19].
If a crawled page i has distance di from root page, by using Definition 2 the distance of each of its child nodes is computed as follows:

d j = log(O(i )) + d i

(2)

If Eq. (2) was used as the selection criteria, after passing several iteration, the values
of log(O(i)) and di are not comparable and almost the effect of current link’s weight
will be lost. So they proposed the following formula which is similar to the reinforcement learning algorithm [17].

d j = log(O(i )) + γ * d i , 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1
The distance factor

γ

(3)

is used to regulate the effects of parent nodes. For example, if

there is a path like i → k → l → j , then the effect of distance of i on j is γ . Eq.
(4) shows the main formula of FICA which is based on reinforcement learning [17].
3

d j t +1 = (1 − α ) * d jt + α * (log(O(i )) + γ * d it )
i ∈ B( j ) , 0 < α ≤ 1 , 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1

(4)
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Where α is the learning rate that is modelled in Eq. (5) and log(O(i)) is the instantaneous punishment that the crawler receives in transition from i to j, the old distances,
d jt and d it show the distance values of pages j and i in time t respectively and d jt +1
is the new distance of page j at time t+1. The aim of FICA is to decrease the sum of
the punishments (distances) received from the web environment.

α = e − β *t

(5)

α . Initially,
the agent has little knowledge about the web pages (environment), hence α = 1 , as
she visits more pages, she slowly learns from environment ( α decreases).
In Eq. (5) t shows time and

β

is a static value to control learning rate,

Eq. (4) used when we reach page j for the first time. In situations that a page has
different parents, the parent which produces the least distance has been chosen. Thus
Eq. (4) changes to Eq. (6) which is based on Q-learning [19].

d jt +1 = (1 − α ) * d jt + α * min (log(O(i )) + γ * d it ) , i ∈ B ( j )
i

(6)

where β and γ were set to 0.1 and 0.5, respectively. Although FICA proposes a
well-defined method for crawling, but it has two major weaknesses.
FICA weaknesses. FICA has two main problems:
• Problem 1. FICA is only dependent on out-degree of web pages. As Eq. (6) shows
the main operand in FICA is O(i).
• Problem 2. In initial stages of the crawling process the crawler agent has little
knowledge about web environment, and it is possible it makes wrong choices in
her decisions.
Suppose page j currently has the distance 2.3 and has been reached directly through
page i (Fig. 2), the crawler then finds page j for the second time through page k.

Fig. 2. Logarithmic distance for page j [19]

Suppose page k has the distance 0.4 and an out-degree of 10. Then the distance of
page j through page k is calculated as 1.4. Since this number is smaller than 2.3, it
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will be chosen as the new distance value for page j [19]. In fact, FICA chooses a parent which produces the least distance. This paper is the extended version of FICA
[19], called FICA+. In this version we eliminate the defects of previous version and
tried to cover all of the weaknesses of the old version.

3

Proposed Algorithm

At first we explain an interesting feature of the breadth-first algorithm which has an
important role in developing our new algorithm. The breadth-first crawling algorithm
traverses the graph by following its links. The distance of each crawled page from the
root (seed) is always less than or equal to that of the uncrawled pages. The breadthfirst ordering is not the best method for crawling [6], but breadth-first has an interesting feature. It can discover pages with high PageRank in the initial stages of the
crawling process. Because important pages have many backlinks from different web
sites, so in the breadth-first algorithm high-quality pages have more chance to be
crawled, in [14], this issue has been proven by Najork and Wiener. They examined
the average page quality during a web crawl of 328 million unique pages. They used
the PageRank metric as benchmark. Fig. 3 shows the average PageRank (unnormalized) of all downloaded pages on each day of the crawl.

Fig. 3. Average PageRank score by day of crawl [14]

The average score of crawled pages on the first day is 7.04 which is more than
three times the average score of 2.07 for crawled pages on the second day. The average score of pages decrease to 1.08 on the first week, then to 0.84 after the second
week, and to 0.59 after the fourth week.
According to Figure 3, we can say that the breadth-first method downloads the hot
pages in the first day of the crawling process. It happens due to the large number of
links from others pages to these pages, then the average quality of pages decrease
gradually. We use this feature of breadth-first in our algorithm.
3.1

FICA+

As was mentioned, in the initial stages of the crawling process the crawler agent has
little knowledge about web environment, and it is possible it makes wrong choices in
her decision. Furthermore, it is based on outward links. To solve these problems, we
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propose a new crawling algorithm, called FICA+ which is based on FICA, Backlink
count, and the feature of the Breadth-first method. We introduce Eq. (7) as a new
distance formula.

d jt +1 = (1 − δ t ) * [(1 − α ) * d jt + α * min (log(O(i )) + γ * d it )] − δ t
i

(7)

In other words:

d jt +1 = (1 − δ t ) * ( the gained knowledge by the crawler )

(8)

− ( the weight of each incoming link which
depends on the percentage of crawled pages )
Where

i ∈ B ( j ) and δ t is balancing factor in time t. We use δ t to create balancing

between knowledge gained by the crawler agent and the web structure feature. Balancing factor would help her (crawler agent) in her page selection policy, especially
in the initial stages of the crawling process. So, in the early stages of the crawling
process that crawler agent does not have any background about web structure, α = 1 ,

δ t has its maximum value. Over time as it accumulates more knowledge about
environment, δ t will reduce linearly. In fact, FICA+ in initial stages of the crawling

and

process tends to the Backlink count method- to utilize the feature of the Breadth-first
method. In the final stages of the crawling process, balancing factor approaches to
zero- because in the final stages she has almost compelete knowledge about web environment. Experimentally, we found if the initial value of δ t was in the range of [0.35,
0.45], the algorithm has high throughput, and at the end of crawling process it will
reach ε ≈ 0.01 . In our experiments, we model the balancing factor, δ t as in Eq. (9):

δ t = −0.39 * Percentage of crawled web pages + 0.4
4

(9)

Experimental Result

In this section, we report the result of our algorithm evaluation. For evaluation of
FICA+, we used web graph of university of California, Berkeley. Our goal was to
compare FICA+ with other crawling algorithms, and see which one of them finds
more important pages (high PageRank) faster. We compare our algorithm with the
following Crawling algorithms:
• Breadth-first: The crawling process is done in the breadth-first order. Initially, the
algorithm starts with some starting URLs as the roots of the crawling tree.
• Backlink count: In this algorithm, pages with more input links are crawled first
[13], that is, pages with more input links have higher ranks.
• Partial PageRank: This method uses the PageRank algorithm [7] on the web pages
seen so far and crawls the pages with higher PageRank first.
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• OPIC: In this algorithm, all pages start with the same amount of cash [14]. Every
time a page is crawled, its cash is distributed to its outward links. In each step the
next page for crawling is the one with the highest amount of cash up to now.
• FICA: It is an intelligent crawling algorithm based on reinforcement learning that
models a random surfer user. The priority for crawling pages is based on a new
concept, called logarithmic distance, web pages with low logarithmic distance are
more important than others.
Initially, we start crawling the web with every algorithm with some starting URLs (5000
URLs as seed URLs). Every time by crawling k new web pages (k is set to 125,000 web
pages), we run one of the above ranking algorithms. Afterward, we sort the web pages in
the queue according to the produced ranking. This process continues until a specified
portion of the web is crawled. All methods will be run in this way with their own ranking
criteria [6]. Unlike other ranking algorithms, FICA+, FICA and OPIC are scheduling
algorithms and they do not require an additional ranking stage.
The aim of the crawling is to find hot pages. To do this, we choose the PageRank algorithm as benchmark. First, the ranks of all web pages are computed using PageRank
algorithm on the entire graph. In a set of K pages, gathered from a running algorithm, a
page is hot if it exists in the first K hot pages of the benchmark ranking. Clearly, the algorithm that retrieves the most hot pages will be better than others. We define throughput at
each step as a fraction of crawled hot pages to all hot pages that can be discovered.
We compared the aforementioned algorithms with FICA+ in Figure 4 on the web
graph of Berkeley University. The damping factor of PageRank, β, γ were set to 0.85,
0.1, and 0.5, respectively. As the following figure shows, FICA+ outperforms all
other algorithms in the tested web graph. For example, in Figure 4, when 25 percent
of pages are crawled, FICA+ finds about 54 percent of hot pages whereas partial PageRank, FICA and OPIC find 49 percent, 45 percent, and 50 percent of hot pages,
respectively. In comparison to PageRank, FICA and OPIC, FICA+ exhibits an 6.0
percent increase in the average throughput.

Fraction of crawled hot pages

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
FICA+

0.3

FICA
Partial PageRank

0.2

OPIC

0.1

BAcklink count
Breadth-first

0
0.05

0.15

0.25

0.35

0.45

0.55

Fraction of crawled pages

Fig. 4. University of California, Berkeley- 2,500,000 web pages
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we proposed a new crawling algorithm called “FICA+”. This algorithm
selects each page based on its background knowledge from visited pages and the feature of web environment. In fact, it makes a relationship between the obtained knowledge by the crawler agent and the web structure feature. For evaluation of FICA+ we
used the web graph of Berkeley university.
The result shows FICA+ is an efficient crawling algorithm for web pages. The
main contribution of the paper is an efficient crawling algorithm that finds hot pages
faster (earlier) than previous algorithms. FICA+ does not need to save the matrix of
web graph and only a vector of web graph nodes for saving the distances of pages is
enough.
There are two directions in which we would like to extend this work. One direction
is to execute FICA+ as a crawling algorithm on a dynamic web graph and the second
direction is to evaluate FICA+ as a ranking algorithm.
Acknowledgments. This work has been partially supported by Iran Telecommunication Research Center (ITRC).
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Abstract. We propose a method for grasping the content of each Web
page and extracting a part of the Web page related to query keywords,
in order to make more eﬀective snippets of a Web search engine. We
regard the content as a set of words in the text of a Web page, and
we generate the content-density distribution by using both the position
and the inﬂuence of the word. In our experiments, we found that the
proposed method facilitated the recognition of the content of Web pages,
as compared to conventional methods based on snippets.
Keywords: Web page recognition, content-density distribution.

1

Introduction

Currently, the Internet has witnessed a proliferation of Web pages. Although
users access Web pages in order to obtain useful information, it is diﬃcult to
search for the Web pages that contain such information. When users perform
a search, they get a ranked list of Web pages with their summaries, which are
called result snippets [1]. Using the result snippets, users can select the pages that
contain relevant information. However, users are sometimes unable to recognize
the contents of Web pages because the snippets consist of a combination of text
strings and query keywords; these strings are not suﬃciently long to determine
whether the corresponding Web page contains relevant information.
If the contents of Web pages are represented using summaries that are more
comprehensible than the snippets, users will be able to identify the Web pages
that contain relevant information. Thus, we propose a method for extracting a
relevant text string based on the content-density distribution of a Web page; this
method provides the user with an alternative snippet of the Web page, thereby
enabling him/her to grasp its content. Then, the content can be regarded as
a set of words in a text string. The content-density distribution helps users to
understand the position and inﬂuence of the content of the Web page.
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 273–282, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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Related Work

Ercan et al. extracted nouns from a Web page by using lexical chains for its
summarization [3]; this approach is a type of text segmentation [4,5]. Text segmentation is a method for separating text into blocks; it is adopted in several
research ﬁelds including query extraction [6,10]. A lexical chain is a sequence
of words in each sentence of a Web page; each lexical chain has a lexical chain
occurrence vector. When we regard a lexical chain as a type of content, the its
occurrence vector is regarded as the position and the inﬂuence of the content.
However, it is diﬃcult to grasp the content if there is a sudden in-text content
change; this is because a lexical chain is deﬁned for each sentence.
Another related concept is passage retrieval [7], which involves the extraction
of parts of a Web text related to query keywords. Consequently, users can obtain
these parts or the entire Web pages. In other words, they can search for a part of
a Web text in the vicinity of the query keywords. In contrast, our objective is to
determine the position and inﬂuence of the content of a Web text; we calculate
the content related to the keywords.
Lv et al. constructed the positional language model by extending the information retrieval model on the basis of the language model [8]. They carried out
passage retrieval without determining the size of passages, and they determined
the position and proximity of query keywords. They described the construction
of the positional language model and its application to the passage retrieval
score. In addition, they calculated the values representing the estimated word
count at each position in a Web text. Thus, they did not use the model to determine the position and inﬂuence of the content of the Web text. They evaluate
their study not on the basis of the content but passage retrieval. Moreover, if the
estimated word count is regarded as the inﬂuence of the word in a Web text, the
inﬂuence does not take the value of zero at any position in their method. In our
method, zero value of the inﬂuence of the word indicates no content of the word
in that position. Therefore, we cannot compare their method to our method.

3

Our Method

In this section, we describe the construction of the content-density distribution,
and we extract a text as a summary of the Web page. As described in Section 1,
the content-density distribution denotes the positions of the words and their
inﬂuence in a Web text. Thus, the content-density distribution reﬂects both the
position and the inﬂuence of the content. We construct it in the following steps:
1. Calculation of word-density distribution in a Web text
2. Construction of content-density distribution in a Web text and extraction of
a text
Before calculating the word-density distribution, we should extract words in a
text string of a Web page (Web text, in short). Therefore, we search for Web
pages using a search engine, extract the Web text, and specify the POS (part of
speech) of each word in the Web text. If the word is not in dictionary form, we
convert the word into its dictionary form.
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Calculation of Word-Density Distribution in a Web Text

We calculate the word-density distribution of each word from the extracted Web
text. The Web text is composed of a set of words, and we can recognize the
appearance position of each word in it. In addition, if we deﬁne the inﬂuence
of the word to be the highest at the appearance position, we can brieﬂy survey
both the position and the inﬂuence of the word, and calculate the word-density
distribution. We explain its calculation using Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Weighted Hanning window function

If we extract the Web text sm , tm
i denotes the word ti in sm . When we count
the words in the Web text sm , hw[tm.j
](k) denotes a value of the word-density
i
distribution, which is taken by the j-th word of tm
i at the k-th word in the Web
text sm (j = 1, 2, · · · ) (See Fig. 1). The j-th word tm
i appears at the position
m.j
m.j
l[ti ], so that hw[ti ](k) becomes the highest. The greater the distance of
], the smaller is hw[tm.j
](k). In addition, the inﬂuence
the position from l[tm.j
i
i
of the content may suddenly change at the end of a sentence; this is known as
] as the sentence separator just before
a sentence separator1. We deﬁne a[tm.j
i
m.j
l[tm.j
],
and
b[t
]
as
the
sentence
separator
just after l[tm.j
]. In this case, the
i
i
i
m.j
m.j
],
Web text from a[ti ] to b[ti ] is a sentence. Therefore, if k is far from l[tm.j
i
m.j
m.j
hw[ti ](k) would be smaller. hw[ti ](k) is given by Equation (1), which we call
the weighted Hanning window function; it has been suggested that this function
is the most useful function for extracting the inﬂuence of words [9]2 :
⎧
m.j
⎪
⎨ 1 (1 + cos 2π k − l[ti ] )
( a[tm.j
] < k < b[tm.j
])
i
i
2
W m.j
hw[tm.j
](k)
=
i
⎪
⎩ 1 S(1 + cos 2π k − l[ti ] ) ( a[tm.j ] ≥ k, b[tm.j ] ≤ k)
i
i
2
W
] |≤
(| k − l[tm.j
i

W
2

(1)

, 0 ≤ S ≤ 1)

We use the window function because we assume that the word has an eﬀect on
other words that precede and follow it. Therefore, we assume its eﬀect in the
] |≤ W
range | k − l[tm.j
i
2 . S is a weighting parameter whose value lies between
1
2

For example, periods, exclamation marks, and question marks.
In this related work, the authors discuss the eﬀective function to extract the inﬂuence
of the words. Then, they use this function to generate links between documents.
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zero and one, and we deﬁne this parameter in order to consider the change in the
content of a Web text. Although the Hamming window function was proposed
as an improved variant of the Hanning window function, the Hamming window
function does not take the value of zero at the tail. The Hamming window
function is not suitable for treating this inﬂuence because we assume that the
inﬂuence of the word gradually tends to zero.
We present the following example in order to provide readers with a better
understanding of word-density distribution. Fig. 2 shows the calculation of the
word-density distribution of tm
1 . We assume three t1 in a Web text, and the words
m.2
m.3
m.1
m.2
are denoted by tm.1
1 , t1 , and t1 . Then, we calculate hw[t1 ](k), hw[t1 ](k),
m.3
m
and hw[t1 ](k) by using Equation (1). We also calculate hw[t1 ](k) by summing
m.2
m.3
up and normalizing hw[tm.1
1 ](k), hw[t1 ](k), and hw[t1 ](k).
.
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Fig. 2. Calculation of word-density distribution

There are several methods for integrating multiple values into one value [2].
We select the summation of all hw[tm.j
](k) at each position k because summation
i
is an intuitive approach. Here, the word tm
i may appear many times, in which
](k)
to
construct the entire content-density
case we have to combine hw[tm.j
i
distribution. However, if we treat the summation as the word-density distribution
m
of tm
i , the highest value of this distribution depends on the occurrence of ti in the
m.j
Web
 textm.jsm . To solve this problem, we normalize hw[ti ](k) by dividing each
hw[ti ](k) by the highest value among these values. hw[tm
i ](k) is deﬁned as
j


hw[tm
i ](k) =

j

max
k

3.2

hw[tm.j
](k)
i



hw[tm.j
](k)
i

(2)

j

Construction of Content-Density Distribution in a Web Text
and Extraction of a Text

After calculating the word-density distribution, we use it to construct the contentdensity distribution. In this paper, we denote the content-density distribution of
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sm as hw[Qm ](k), where Qm is a query composed of word tm
i (i = 1, 2, · · · , n)
in sm . If the query has only one word, the word-density distribution and the
content-density distribution are equivalent.
Because the query is usually composed of two or more keywords, we need
to judge whether a set of query keywords forms content. We believe that a set
of keywords forms content if each keyword is closely located in a Web text.
We judge the existence of the content as the overlap between the word-density
distributions of keywords. In this study, we assume the presence of a range
in which the content exists if the word-density distributions overlap with each
other. Fig. 3 shows the construction of the content-density distribution of sm .
The two-headed arrows in Fig. 3 represent content related with the query Qm ,
m
comprising tm
1 and t2 , because two word-density distributions overlap in sm .

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

( )
( )

Fig. 3. Deﬁnition of content in the Web text sm

Here, we construct the content-density distribution from the word-density
distributions. In much the same fashion as the construction of word-density distributions, we use the summation of each word-density distribution related to
each query keyword. If we calculate the content-density distribution related to
query keywords Qm to sum up hw[tm
i ](k) at each k, the content-density distribution relies on the number of query keywords at the same position; thus, we
divide their summation by the number of query keywords to get hw[Qm ](k) as:
⎧ 
⎪
m
⎨1
hw[tm
i ](k) (hw[ti ](k) > 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , n)
m
n
hw[Q ](k) =
i
⎪
⎩0
(others)

(3)

We illustrate the following example to facilitate the understanding of word denm
sity. In Fig. 4, if we judge whether tm
1 and t2 form content, we check whether two
word-density distributions overlap in sm . According to Fig. 4, these words in the
query Qm have the range of content. Then, we can construct the content-density
distribution related to Qm . We can regard these word-density distributions as
m
content-density distributions because tm
1 and t2 overlap with each other. Finally, we can extract three contents related to the query keywords in the Web
text sm because we can construct three content-density distributions; hw[tm
1 ](k),
m
](k),
and
hw[Q
](k).
hw[tm
2
Finally, we extract a part of a Web text including the content by using the
content-density distribution. If the value of the content-density distribution at
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a position is larger than a threshold, we can say that the content related to the
query Qm exists at this position. In this paper, we regard this threshold as zero
because we believe that the content will exist, no matter how small the value of
the content-density distribution is, unless the value is zero.
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Fig. 4. Construction of content-density distribution

4

Experiment

The content extracted by the content-density distribution has two aspects. One
is the range of the content; the other is the inﬂuence of the content. If we evaluate
these aspects precisely, we must conﬁrm whether our method is appropriate with
regard to these aspects. In this section, we evaluate a Web text extracted by the
content-density distribution and the position containing the highest value of
the content-density distribution in each Web text. Next, we assume that these
aspects are suitable for the content users consider useful. Then, they use the
Google AJAX Search API to obtain Japanese Web texts [12]. We describe the
evaluation of our method and the objectives of these experiments as follows:
– Evaluating the extracted Web text
We evaluate the extracted Web text, that is, whether the extracted Web text
is suitable for the content of the Web page.
– Evaluating the inﬂuence of the extracted Web text
We evaluate the position of the highest value of the content-density distribution.
In order to evaluate the aspects mentioned above, we create two indicators, and
in order to conduct the experiments from the viewpoint of these aspects, we
have to create a data set for evaluating our method. We request an external
individual (collaborator) to create it in the following steps:
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1. The collaborators of the experiments generate queries composed of two familiar words to each collaborators, and they issue these queries to the Google
AJAX Search API for extracting Web texts. As described in previous sections, we deﬁne content as a set of several words; however, we treat it as two
words for the purpose of simplicity. By issuing queries to the API, we can
get eight Web texts per query3 . Thus, we can store numerous Web texts for
constructing the data set.
2. In order to construct the data set, the extracted Web texts should be parsed
to divide into words. We employ a part-of-speech and morphological analyzer [13] to carry out the partition4 . The collaborators also select the answer
part of each Web text.
3. The collaborators choose a word that they believe to be the most important
part of the Web text. This part is equivalent to the answer part described
above; in this experiment, this position expresses the content of the Web
text, so that we can evaluate a method, i.e., whether this position expresses
the content or not. We call this position the answer position cans . We also
deﬁne the position with the highest value of the content-density distribution
as the extracted position cmax .

the answer position

government of the people, by the people, for the people･･･
the answer part

Fig. 5. Answer part and the answer position

Fig. 5 shows the answer data in the Web text sm . The shaded positions in
Fig. 5 represent the answer part of the word “people.” In addition, the square
shows the answer position.
In this experiment, we used 89 Web texts for constructing the data set because
some Web pages do not include the Web text. Moreover, we conduct preliminary experiments in order to obtain good parameters. As a result, we set some
parameters as W and S. W equals 0.6, and S is three times the average length
of sentences in each Web text.
4.1

Evaluating the Extracted Web Text

In this experiment, we evaluate whether the part of the Web text, which is
extracted on the basis of a threshold of the content-density distribution, coincides
with the answer part of the Web text. Thus, we compare the Web text extracted
by our method with that extracted by the Google Snippet using the answer parts
in the data set. For this comparison, we use an indicator called the concordance
3
4

Google AJAX Search API can return only eight Web texts as a search result.
MeCab is the most famous morphological analyzer for Japanese texts. This morphological analyzer processes texts faster than the conventional analyzer [11].
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rate of an answer. Equation (4) represents the indicator used for the comparison.
This indicator shows the concordance rates of an answer, the part calculated by
the numbers of words in both the answer part and the positions of the values of
the content-density distribution.
ITsm =

Na·e
Na

(4)

This indicator shows how much of the answer part can be extracted for evaluating
all extracted Web texts by using each method. We utilize the answer part for
the evaluation. In this equation, Na indicates the number of words in the range
of the answer extracted by all Web texts, Na·e indicates the number of words in
the answer part and the part of all Web texts extracted by our method.
When we utilize the number of words to evaluate the extracted Web text, the
number of words in the result snippet is smaller than the number of words in
our method. At this time, we are unable to compare these methods directly. To
solve this problem, we adopt the proposed method, which can extract the Web
text containing the same number of words as the proposed method.
We calculate the concordance rate of an answer to compare this rate, based
on each method. According to the results, this value based on the proposed
method is 0.1801. In contrast, this value based on the conventional method is
0.1645. Therefore, the proposed method coincides with the answer more than
the conventional method in this evaluation. This is because we consider not only
the proximity of the query keywords but also the position where the content
may change. As a result, we can precisely extract the position where the value
of the inﬂuence is large. Thus, we can say that the Web text extracted by the
content-density distribution is more appropriate for a comprehensible summary
of a Web page than a result snippet.
4.2

Evaluating the Inﬂuence of the Extracted Web Text

In the other experiment, we determine whether the inﬂuence of the contentdensity distribution is suitable for cans . In the paper, we denote the collaborators
believe that the inﬂuence of the content is the highest at cans , and the value of
the content-density distribution at cmax is the highest. When cans coincides
with cmax , we can say that we can extract the inﬂuence of the content using
the content-density distribution. Even though the gap between cans and cmax is
small, the value of the content-density distribution at cans is not always small.
Consequently, we cannot evaluate it using only the distance between cans and
cmax . Thus, we also deﬁne another indicator to evaluate the proximity between
the values of the content-density distribution at cans and cmax .
First, we evaluate our method on the based on the gap between cans and cmax .
When we deﬁne the number of words in each Web text sm as Nsm , we utilize
these positions to deﬁne this indicator as
IPsm =

| cans − cmax |
Nsm

(5)
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Equation (5) represents the normalized distance between cans and cmax . Therefore, if the value calculated by Equation (5) is smaller, cans is closer to cmax , we
can assume that the content-density distribution grasps cans .
We also evaluate our method based on the proximity between the value of the
content-density distribution at cans and the highest value of the content-density
distribution. We deﬁne the equation to calculate the indicator as
IVsm =

hw[Qm ](cans )
hw[Qm ](cmax )

(6)

In Equation (6), hw[Qm ](cans ) describes the value of the content-density distribution at cans , and hw[Qm ](cmax ) describes the value of the content-density
distribution at cmax for a query Qm in the Web text sm . If IVsm is large, we
can say that our method can precisely extract cans from the Web text. As a
result, we can assume that the gap between hw[Qm ](cmax ) and hw[Qm ](cmax )
is small.
We evaluate the inﬂuence of extracted Web
text, whether cmax can grasp the answer position
1
of the content by combining these two indicators,
0.75
and plot the data for evaluations on a scatter diagram. When IPsm is small, the content-density
0.5
distribution of the Web text sm can grasp the
0.25
answer position cans . On the other hand, when
IVsm is large, the value of the content-density
0
distribution at cans is similar to the highest value
0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1
of the content-density distribution. Thus, if the
Web text produces a good result by the two in- Fig. 6. Evaluating the inﬂuence
dicators, the content-density distribution of the of extracted Web text
Web text can grasp the content by evaluation
of the position as well as by evaluation of the
inﬂuence.
Fig. 6 shows the result calculated for each Web text. The vertical axis in
Fig. 6 denotes the indicator IPsm and the horizontal axis in Fig. 6 denotes the
other one IVsm In this experiment, the plots on the lower-right indicate the
Web text precisely extracted the center of the content by the content-density
distribution. This is because the result of the evaluation will be better, when
IPsm is smaller and IVsm is larger. According to Fig. 6, 43 plot appear on the
lower-right; we can precisely extract the important part of 48% texts related to
the content from the viewpoint of both the position and the inﬂuence. When we
use the summary extracted by the content-density distribution, we can recognize
whether the content exists in one of the two Web pages. Therefore, we can show
that the range and inﬂuence of the content extracted by the content-density
distribution are appropriate.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method for grasping the content of text on a
Web page in order to construct the content-density distribution related to query
keywords. For the sake of evaluation, we compared the range of the contentdensity distributions and result snippets on the basis of the average concordance
rate of an answer. Consequently, the proposed method produces much better
results than conventional one. According to discussions on the inﬂuence of the
content-density distributions, users believe that the center of content in a Web
text has a larger value of the content-density distribution; moreover, we also
have to evaluate our method from the the viewpoint of time complexity.
Acknowledgments. This work is partly supported by JSPS Grant-in-aid for
Scientiﬁc Research (A) #22240005 and for Young Scientists (B) #22700248.
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Abstract. Search engines present query results as a long ordered list
of web snippets divided into several pages. Post-processing of retrieval
results for easier access of desired information is an important research
problem. In this paper, we present a novel search result clustering approach to split the long list of documents returned by search engines
into meaningfully grouped and labeled clusters. Our method emphasizes clustering quality by using cover coeﬃcient-based and sequential
k-means clustering algorithms. A cluster labeling method based on term
weighting is also introduced for reﬂecting cluster contents. In addition,
we present a new metric that employs precision and recall to assess the
success of cluster labeling. We adopt a comparative strategy to derive the
relative performance of the proposed method with respect to two prominent search result clustering methods: Suﬃx Tree Clustering and Lingo.
Experimental results in the publicly available AMBIENT and ODP-239
datasets show that our method can successfully achieve both clustering
and labeling tasks.
Keywords: Cluster labeling, search result clustering, web information
retrieval.

1

Introduction

The utility of search result clustering (SRC) and associated cluster labeling algorithms for easy access to the query results has been widely investigated [6].
Without a proper arrangement of search results, ﬁnding the desired query result
among ranked list of document snippets is usually diﬃcult for most users. This
problem is further aggravated when the query belongs to a general topic which
contains documents from a variety of subtopics. At this point, the burden of solving inter-relations among documents and extracting the relevant ones are left to
the user. More recently; however, there are continuous research and commercial
eﬀorts for developing online search result clustering and labeling methods [6].
Even though there exists some search result clustering algorithms, embedding
these methods in search engines is not a common practice. There are three main
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 283–292, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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reasons behind this problem: (1) existing algorithms are not able to capture
the relationships among documents since the snippets are too short to convey
enough information about query subtopics; (2) ﬁnding descriptive and meaningful labels for clusters is a diﬃcult problem; (3) the evaluation of SRC task is not
well-deﬁned. Motivated by these observations, we present a new search result
clustering method based on cover coeﬃcient (C3 M) [3] and sequential k-means
clustering algorithms [14].
Early works on the SRC problem include the Scatter-Gather system [13], Sufﬁx Tree Clustering (STC) [22], and Lingo [16]. Apart from those, MSEEC [12]
and SHOC [9] also contribute to the use of words proximity in the input documents. Clustering web results is also essential for mobile devices since it decreases
the amount of information transmitted, provides a more eﬀective and informative user interface that require less interactions in terms of page scroll or query
reformulation [5] [6]. Search result diversiﬁcation is another approach to postprocessing of search results. Related studies re-rank search results for presenting
documents from diﬀerent subtopics at the beginning of search results list [4]
which is similar to but diﬀerent from the SRC problem. Although SRC seems as
a subset of document clustering, it has distinguishing constraints coming from efﬁciency, eﬀectiveness and labeling quality requirements [6]. While both keyword
extraction and labeling task of SRC are based on frequent phrases, labeling
diﬀerentiates from keyword extraction with eﬃciency requirement it possesses.
Note that, among all SRC methods, for comparison we study two prominent
algorithms; Lingo [16] and STC [22]. Lingo uses singular value decomposition
to generate cluster descriptions that are crucial for user-friendly search engines.
The Lingo method is currently being used in Carrot2 open source search result
clustering engine [21]. Besides, STC introduced in [22] is based on suﬃx tree
data structure that enables the usage of phrases instead of single words as cluster
labels. In this method, clustering and labeling steps are accomplished using suﬃx
tree.
Our search result clustering method, C3 M+K-means is based on C3 M and sequential k-means algorithms. The adaptation of these two methods to the search
result clustering problem is one of the contributions of this paper. Additionally,
a new labeling approach “labeling via term weighting” is introduced. The key
contribution of this paper is the labeling evaluation strategy. To assess the effectiveness of cluster labeling, we introduce a new metric called simF-measure ,
by employing precision and recall. We provide experimental results by systematically evaluating the performance of our method in the AMBIENT [7] and
ODP-239 [8] test collections. We show that our method can successfully achieve
both clustering and labeling tasks [19].

2

An Approach to Search Result Clustering and Labeling

The methodology we use in this study is to extract the relationships among
documents with C3 M method and to construct the ﬁnal clusters through feeding
the results of C3 M to the sequential k-means algorithm. We then use our term
weighting-based approach to label the generated clusters.
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Preprocessing

The ﬁrst step is to clean the document text from non-letter characters and to
convert all characters to lower case. Afterwards, stopwords are eliminated and
stemming is applied by the Porter Stemmer [18]. Finally, the terms appearing
in the 3-30% of the snippets constitute the term list (that is used for document
description).
In order to generate meaningful cluster labels, phrase discovery is a crucial
phase in SRC problem. Most of the time, a combination of words, namely, phrases
are needed to reﬂect the cluster content. In this study, we use suﬃx tree structure
[22] to extract phrases from the document snippets. Suﬃx tree indexes sequence
of words in the nodes and stores number of occurrences. Then, the inner nodes
with suﬃcient occurrences are considered as a phrase (in our experiments nodes
that occur in more than %2 of the documents are selected as phrases) and they
are added to the term list.
Before passing to the clustering phase, we index each document using its
terms that appear in the term list. The term weights are computed by using
the log entropy formula [10] [19]. Entropy based term weighting considers the
distribution of term over documents. Finally, we reduce the weights of singleword terms by multiplying them with a constant value, in our experiments 0.3,
and to increase the importance of phrases, they are multiplied with 0.7. Then,
we normalize the term weights of documents and the collection becomes ready
for clustering [19].
2.2

Clustering

Cover coeﬃcient-based clustering. It is a seed oriented, partitioning, singlepass, linear-time clustering algorithm introduced in [3]. The main goal of C3 M
is to convey the relationships among documents using a two-stage probability
experiment. The eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness of C3 M for information retrieval
in texts has been experimentally demonstrated in [1]. To accomplish clustering
task, brieﬂy, ten documents are selected as seed documents and for each nonseed document we check the coverage of the document with the seed documents
and select the seed that has the highest coverage over the non-seed. If none of
the seeds covers the non-seed document, then, it is directly added to the Others
cluster. Detailed information about C3 M can be found in [3].
Modiﬁed sequential k-means algorithm. K-means is a linear-time and
widely used clustering algorithm which groups given documents after the initial centroids are provided.The success rate of the k-means algorithm highly
depends on the initial cluster centroids. Therefore, we use the results of C3 M
clustering to derive the centroids as accurately as possible. The input centroids
are the vectorial averages of the documents in each C3 M cluster.
Sequential k-means algorithm [14] updates the cluster centroid after each document assignment to the cluster instead of after all documents distributed in
original k-means. We use a modiﬁed version of the sequential k-means algorithm
where we assign documents to the centroids as in k-means in the ﬁrst pass. Then,
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the centroids are re-calculated according to the new distribution of documents.
At the beginning of each following pass, we empty the cluster contents. Then, we
assign each document to the nearest cluster and update that cluster’s centroid
again as:

jclusteri docj + centroidi
centroidi =
(1)
|clusteri | + 1
where |clusteri | is the number of documents in the cluster and 1 is added to the
denominator for the centroid vector in numerator.
2.3

Labeling via Term Weighting

The ﬁnal step of our method is the labeling phase. We aim to assign descriptive labels to clusters that reﬂect their contents. This step is very important
because meaningless or confusing labels may mislead users to check the wrong
clusters for the query and lose extra time. We present a novel labeling strategy
called labeling via term weighting that assesses signiﬁcance of terms for clusters.
Firstly, the terms of documents in a cluster are merged, then term weighting
is applied to the clusters (by assuming them as documents). We use the same
term weighting formula as in Section 2.1 [10] [19]. A single-word label generally
lacks expressiveness, so we give more weight to phrases than single-word terms
during cluster labeling as in Section 2.1. For each cluster, we select the highest
weighted terms into the candidate labels list. In our experiments, we add topmost ﬁve terms to the list. While we are assigning the ﬁnal labels of the clusters
from these lists, we follow the criteria below:
•
•
•
•

3
3.1

Clusters are labeled in descending order of cluster size,
Label should not be one of the previously given labels to another cluster,
Phrase label candidate with less than ﬁve words is preferred (if exists),
Term with a higher weight is preferred.

Performance Measures
Clustering Evaluation

To be able to quantify clustering performance, we ﬁrst need to deﬁne a success measure which reﬂects the actual performance of clustering results as fairly
as possible, regardless of the clustering method we choose. In this paper, we
use weighted average F-measure (wF-measure ) [20] which is the average of total
weighted F-measure of each class. Intuitively, precision reﬂects to what extent
presented cluster includes documents of ground truth class and recall reﬂects to
what extent ground truth class is presented to the user. The necessary equations
to measure the similarity between a ground truth class i and represented cluster
j are given.
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classi ∩ clusterj
|clusterj |
classi ∩ clusterj
recall(i, j) =
|classi |
2 × recall(i, j) × precision(i, j)
F -measure(i, j) =
recall(i, j) + precision(i, j)
precision(i, j) =
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(2)
(3)
(4)

For each class in the ground truth we ﬁnd the best matching cluster (that has
the maximum F-measure among all clusters). We are interested in weighted
F-measure to better evaluate the contribution of each class to the overall performance. Clustering performance is computed as follows.
wF -measure

n
class
1

= nclass
(max{F -measure(i, j)} |classi |)
j
|classi | i=1
i=1

(5)

where nclass represents the number of classes.
3.2

Labeling Evaluation

Although human judgment is preferred to evaluate the labeling performance of
most of the SRC methods, this approach is very expensive and diﬃcult to repeat
for diﬀerent parameters. It is also diﬃcult to compare distinct labeling methods
based on human judgment. Due to such drawbacks, we propose a new labeling
evaluation measure called simF-measure based on the assessment of similarity
between two labels (ground truth and generated label).
3.2.1 Comparison of Ground Truth and Generated Label
We use four similarity metrics to automatically ﬁnd similarity between generated
label and ground truth label and they are semantic similarity, exact, partial and
overlap match. Each metric reﬂects the labeling performance of SRC methods
from diﬀerent aspects. While exact match is strict to the ground truth, partial
match requires the ground truth structure (also human readability) is preserved
partially. Overlap match considers how close suggested labels are to the ground
truth. Lastly, semantic similarity ﬁnds the indirect relationship between labels.
Before applying these metrics, stopwords are eliminated and stemming is applied. If the ground truth class is Others cluster, and algorithm cluster is not,
or vice versa, the similarity score between labels is set to 0. Similarity metrics
give Boolean output; 1 for similarity and 0 for dissimilarity, except semantic
similarity.
Semantic similarity. It is a research ﬁeld in artiﬁcial intelligence, that aims
to determine the similarity between concepts by mapping them into an ontology
and investigating their relationship within the ontology. In this paper, we use semantic similarity to detect the similarity between the ground truth and proposed
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labels. For the experiments, we use Java WordNet Similarity Library [17] that
exploits WordNet [11] as the ontology source. The semantic similarity metric
outputs a similarity value within the range of 0 and 1 to quantify the measure of
similarity between two labels. Although there are diﬀerent formulations of this
metric, we are using the approach presented in [15] that uses the information
content concept of information theory. For example, in our experiments, ground
truth and generated label pairs “News” - “Broadcasts” and “Sound Files” “Streaming Audio” are found to share respectively 0.90 and 0.78 similarity according to the semantic similarity metric of [15].
Exact match. It suggests similarity if the generated label is the same as the
ground truth or the generated label covers the other. To exemplify, when ground
truth and generated label pair is “Instruments” - “Musical Instrument,” exact
match is ensured.
Partial match. It suggests similarity if the cluster label covers the ground truth
label or vice versa. For instance, the ground truth - extracted label pair “USS
Coral Sea, disambiguation” - “USS Coral Sea” is accepted. The partial and exact
match do not cover the case when the words in ground truth change order in
generated label.
Overlap match. It aims to catch the slightest similarity between labels. If the
intersection between the label and ground truth label is not empty, then the
overlap match accepts the label. As an example; if the ground truth label is
“Editorial Illustration,” the overlap match accepts the generated label “Digital
Illustrations.”

3.2.2 Labeling Evaluation Measure: simF-measure
In order to obtain a robust labeling evaluation metric for the entire clustering
structure, we introduce a new measure, simF-measure , based on precision and
recall. It is inspired by [20]. In this formulation, similarity precision (simprecision)
represents to what extent labels presented to the user resemble ground truth
labels and similarity recall (simrecall ) deﬁnes to what extent ground truth labels
are reﬂected to the user. The methodology for computing the overall similarity
can be summarized as follows. For each class in the ground truth, we ﬁnd the
matching cluster that gives the highest F-measure with the class. Then, we
compute the similarity between the labels by using one of the similarity metrics
(represented as similarity function in equation 6). After that, we sum up the
similarity scores for all classes and normalize by the number of classes to ﬁnd
the simrecall . We ﬁnd the simprecision by applying the same procedure to the
clusters. Finally, simF-measure is computed as the harmonic mean of simrecall
and simprecision. The necessary formulation for this procedure can be derived as
follows (note that all of them have a value between 0 and 1).
simi = similarity {label(classi), label(clustermax F -measure(i,j) )}

(6)

simj = similarity {label(clusterj ), label(classmax F -measure(i,j) )}

(7)
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simprecision =
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simF -measure =
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nclass
simrecall =

simi
nclass

i=1

2 × simrecall × simprecision
simrecall + simprecision

(8)

(9)

where nclass and nc are respectively the number of classes and clusters.
3.3

Experimental Results

In order to assess the the performance of clustering and cluster labeling algorithms, we perform experiments in two publicly available datasets speciﬁc to
SRC task: the AMBIENT Dataset [7] and ODP-239 Dataset [8]. They consist
of 44 and 239 queries, respectively and 100 snippets for each query. We present
both the results of C3 M and C3 M+K-means methods to discuss the eﬀect of using sequential k-means clustering. We use a comparative strategy to derive the
relative performance of our algorithm with respect to the two state-of-the-art
algorithms: Lingo and Suﬃx Tree Clustering (STC). Implementation of these
methods are available in Carrot2 API [21].
Clustering results. The ﬁrst step of the clustering evaluation is to prove that
the algorithm shows signiﬁcant diﬀerence from random clustering according to
the Monte Carlo method [14]. If the cluster sizes are preserved and documents are
added to the clusters randomly, we obtain random clustering. A target cluster of
a class contains at least one relevant document of the class. As a rule, the average
number of target clusters of the clustering method should be signiﬁcantly less
than the average number of target clusters of random clustering [3]. The random
clustering is performed 1000 times and as a result, on the average, the proposed
method outperforms %97.3 (in AMBIENT) and %98.8 (in ODP-239) of the
1000 random clusterings. So we conclude that the proposed method performs
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from random.
Table 1. Clustering results in terms of wF-measure
Algorithm
AMBIENT ODP-239
C3 M
0.444
0.386
C3 M+K-means
0.603
0.464
STC
0.413
0.510
Lingo
0.370
0.420

Afterwards, we test our algorithm in the AMBIENT and ODP-239 datasets
by using wF-measure success measure. Table 1 details the average results for all
queries in both datasets including the results for STC and Lingo. As seen in
this table, the proposed C3 M+K-means algorithm performs the best among all
methods in the AMBIENT dataset when we look at the wF-measure results. To
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prove that our results are statistically signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from those of the
other algorithms, we also run a paired t-test over wF-measure scores of all queries
in AMBIENT. With a threshold level of 0.01, we achieve statistical signiﬁcance
in our results. The proposed method ranks second in the ODP-239 dataset after
STC, but the diﬀerence between the proposed method and STC is not statistically signiﬁcant. Therefore, we conclude that the proposed method is successful
at clustering search results. Notice that, the usage of sequential k-means as a
secondary clustering mechanism after the C3 M method increases the clustering
performance signiﬁcantly.
Labeling results. Labeling performances of the proposed method are provided
in Table 2. Success rates are shown based on the previously mentioned semantic
similarity, exact, partial and overlap match similarity metrics applied on similarity F-measure (simF-measure ) label evaluation measure. In contrast to the smaller
exact match scores by all methods in AMBIENT relative to ODP-239, we observe higher scores in the other measures. The reason behind is that the ground
truth labels, which deﬁne the meaning of ambiguous words, are too long in the
AMBIENT dataset (on average 8.6, 1.63 words in AMBIENT and ODP-239
datasets, respectively). Note that scores are low by all methods because according to the labeling evaluation strategy, success of labeling depends on how good
clusters are obtained.
For the AMBIENT dataset, our algorithm performs best with overlap match,
while ranking second in other measures following the STC algorithm. We show
the signiﬁcance of these results using a t-test as described previously. In contrast,
our method outperforms the other methods in all the success metrics in the
ODP-239 dataset (with one exception and in that case there is a tie with STC).
However, statistical signiﬁcance is not observed due to the close results of the
proposed method and STC. In the light of these results, it can be concluded
that, the proposed method shows comparable performance on labeling clusters.
In fact, the automatically computed similarity metrics are more strict than
human judgment and they produce smaller similarity scores since they only compare with ground truth label, while human can also consider cluster content. In
addition, automatic evaluation ﬁnds similarity between labels if they share words
Table 2. Labeling results in terms of simF-measure . Similarity between labels are decided
by exact (E), partial (P), overlap (O) match and semantic similarity (S) metrics.
Dataset

Algorithm
E
P
O
S
C3 M
0.002 0.151 0.481 0.214
C3 M+K-means 0.005 0.235 0.488 0.261
AMBIENT
STC
0.086 0.335 0.455 0.331
Lingo
0.049 0.209 0.406 0.225
C3 M
0.091 0.112 0.149 0.108
C3 M+K-means 0.151 0.185 0.221 0.172
ODP-239
STC
0.119 0.176 0.195 0.172
Lingo
0.112 0.144 0.168 0.137
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or have a relationship in the ontology, but human infer similarity intuitively, even
such an association does not exists. However, the disadvantage of such an evaluation method is that the results may vary from person to person. Therefore, we
can say that, using an automatic similarity metric simpliﬁes the comparison of
search result labeling methods. Inserting F-measure constraint into the computation of simF-measure provides that the cluster content should match with the
class content. This ensures that not only the label similarity is enough but also
the documents in the cluster should be common with the ground truth subtopic.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose methods for solving two key information retrieval
problems; search result clustering and cluster labeling. Our study addresses the
diﬃculty of clustering and labeling search results. Our contribution on SRC can
be summarized as taking document relationships into account by using cover
coeﬃcient-based clustering method and using its results as an initial clustering
structure for the sequential k-means clustering algorithm to improve the SRC
performance. We experimentally show that our approach generates meaningful
clustering structures.
A novel cluster labeling approach called “labeling via term weighting” is introduced. This labeling method observes both the behavior of terms within the
documents of cluster and in the document collection. The key contribution of this
study is the proposed labeling evaluation strategy. We introduce a new metric,
similarity F-measure, by employing precision and recall, to assess the eﬀectiveness of cluster labeling. The resemblance between the generated and ground
truth labels is determined by semantic similarity, exact, partial, and overlap
match metrics.
Extensive experimental results for both clustering and labeling show that the
proposed method successfully cluster and label search results while maintaining a
performance competitive with the two state-of-the-art methods Lingo and Suﬃx
Tree Clustering. In our future research we plan to embed the proposed method
to the information retrieval interface of Bilkent News Portal [2].
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Abstract. Current web search engines perform well for “navigational
queries.” However, due to their use of simple conjunctive Boolean ﬁlters, such engines perform poorly for “informational queries.” Informational queries would be better handled by a web search engine using
an informational retrieval model along with a combination of enhancement techniques such as query expansion and relevance feedback, and
the realization of such a engine requires a method to prosess the model
eﬃciently. In this paper, we describe a novel extension of an existing
top-k query processing technique. We add a simple data structure called
a “term-document binary matrix,” resulting in more eﬃcient evaluation
of top-k queries even when the queries have been expanded. We show
on the basis of experimental evaluation using the TREC GOV2 data set
and expanded versions of the evaluation queries attached to this data set
that the expanded technique achieves signiﬁcant performance gains over
existing techniques.
Keywords: web search engine, top-k query processing, early pruning,
early termination, term-document binary matrix.

1

Introduction

Current web search engines perform well for navigational queries which are used
to acquire particular web pages that a user has in mind. However, due to their
use of simple conjunctive Boolean ﬁlters [4], such engines perform poorly for
informational queries, which are used to acquire information about a certain
topic where the information may be on one or more web pages. To better support
informational queries, such engines should incorporate an information retrieval
(IR) model [8], such as the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TFIDF) or BM25, along with a combination of enhancement techniques [8], such as
query expansion and relevance feedback. Moreover, highly optimized techniques
are needed for eﬃciently evaluating expanded queries because the sizes of the
expanded queries may often result in ﬁfty or more.
There has been a large amount of work on optimization techniques including
index compression and caching [12], result caching [7], and top-k query processing [1], [2], [3] [5], [6], [9], [10]. In this paper, we focus on top-k query processing
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 293–302, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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techniques, which are used to ﬁnd the correct top-k documents without processing the entire posting list for each query term. This approach is especially
eﬃcient in the case of large-scale IR systems such as web search engines, where
k is small and the posting lists can be overwhelmingly long. Much of the previous work on this approach mainly dealt with relatively short queries, not longer
queries. We have developed a novel extension of an existing top-k query processing technique that enables it to eﬃciently evaluate informational queries using
an IR model even when the queries have been expanded. It uses a simple data
structure called a “term-document binary matrix,” which indicates which document contains which query term. To the best of our knowledge, there have been
no reports on integrating such a data structure into top-k query processing to
increase the eﬃciency.
1. We describe the integration of the term-document binary matrix into the best
known top-k query processing technique, the Combined Algorithm (CA),
enabling more eﬃcient evaluation of top-k queries even when the queries
have been expanded using enhancement techniques such as query expansion
and relevance feedback.
2. We describe our experimental evaluation of the extended technique using
the TREC GOV2 data set and expanded versions of the evaluation queries
attached to this data set and show that it performs signiﬁcantly better than
CA.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work on top-k query
processing. Section 3 presents the model and algorithm that are used. Section
4 describes our approach. Section 5 explains the experimental evaluation done
using the TREC GOV2 collection, describes the key results, and presents our
conclusions. The key points are summarized and future work is mentioned in
Section 6.

2

Related Work

Top-k query processing is an eﬃcient method to retrieve top-k documents by
combining the values from sorted posting lists for query terms without processing the entire lists. There has been considerable work on top-k query processing
in the IR and database communities. The IR community has a long history of
research on eﬃcient evaluation of vector space queries. Earlier work includes [3]
and [9]. Although Buckley and Lewit [3] and Persin et al. [9] dealt with longer
queries, their techniques are intended for relatively small collections. There has
been recent work, e.g., Anh and Moﬀat [1], aimed at eﬃcient evaluation for
top-k queries for large collections, but the techniques reported mainly focus on
relatively short queries consisting of at most ten or so terms. In the database
community, seminal work has been done by Fagin [5] who introduced a family
of threshold algorithms for top-k query processing. He introduced the notion of
instance optimality and showed that his family of threshold algorithms satisfy
this notion. Inspired by his work, many researchers in both the IR and database
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communities extended Fagin’s threshold algorithms. Among them, those most
relevant to our work are those using upper level information of sorted posting
lists such as intersections of such lists [6], and those using lower level information of sorted posting lists, such as histograms of value distributions in such
lists and/or co-occurrence statistics between such lists [2]. For the former type,
Kumar et al. [6] generalized Fagin’s threshold algorithms to the case in which
pre-aggregated intersection lists of diﬀerent sorted posting lists are available in
addition to the original sorted posting lists. Although these ideas are relevant
to our approach, which uses upper level information in a term-document binary
matrix, they deal with conjunctive queries. In contrast, we focus on disjunctive
queries, which are traditionally studied in the IR community. Schenkel et al.
[10] developed an eﬃcient top-k query processing technique using upper level
information such as indexes for pairs of terms in each document. However, their
work aims at the case in which term proximity, i.e., the distance between term
occurrences in a document, is integrated into the IR model used. Therefore their
work is orthogonal and complementary to our work. Among the techniques using
lower level information of sorted posting lists, Bast et al. [2] proposed integrating
into Fagin’s threshold algorithms a novel access scheduling based on statistics
on such lists, such as histograms of per-term score distributions in such lists
and co-occurrence statistics between such lists. While they did not report the
instance optimality of the resulting algorithms, they demonstrated signiﬁcant
performance improvements in evaluating shorter disjunctive queries. The approach of Bast et al. [2] is also orthogonal and complementary to our approach.

3
3.1

Preliminaries
Model

We describe the underlying model that is used.
Queries. We assume that a query q contains m terms t1 , . . . , tm and that the
score of a document d for q is of the form score(d) = score(w(d, t1 ), . . . , w(d, tm ))
where score is a given scoring function and w(d, ti ) is the per-term score of d for
a term ti .
Indexes. We assume that a posting list Li is maintained for each term ti , that
each posting in each Li has a unique document ID and a per-term score, i.e., each
posting is of the form d, w(d, ti ), and that the postings in each Li are sorted in
descending order by the per-term score, w(d, ti ), of d for ti . As in Fagin [5], we
consider two modes of access to the sorted posting lists. The ﬁrst mode is sorted
access in which the query processor obtains the per-term score of a document for
ti in Li by proceeding through Li sequentially from the top. The second mode
is random access in which the query processor obtains the per-term score of a
document for ti in Li in one random access. In addition, we assume that we have
a list for each term which contains only the IDs of documents containing that
term. These document-ID-only lists are used for creating the term-document
binary matrices presented in the next section.
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3.2

Combined Algorithm

We extended CA, the best known top-k query processing technique and one of
the threshold algorithms of Fagin [5]. CA combines sorted access with random
access and is appropriate when random access is expensive relative to sorted
access as in the case of IR systems. The outline of CA is following:
1. CA begins by doing sorted access in parallel for each of the sorted posting
lists, and every h steps (that is, every time the depth of the sorted access
increases by h), random access is performed to compute the total score of a
viable document seen so far but for which not all per-term scores for query
terms are known.
2. At each step of the execution of the algorithm, the query processor maintains the set of current top-k documents denoted as Tk , based on the lower
bound score of each document seen so far, i.e., the score computed from the
per-term scores of already known query terms in that document. Then the
query processor halts when it observes that the upper bound score of each
document left outside Tk , i.e., the score computed from the per-term scores
of already known query terms in that document and the last obtained perterm scores through sorted accesses in the other query terms’ lists, is not
larger than the lower bound score of the rank-k document in Tk .
The characteristics of CA include early pruning and early termination, which
are described next.
Early pruning. Let scoreLB (d) be the lower bound score of document d seen
so far:

scoreLB (d) =
w(d, ti ) ,
(1)
ti ∈a(d)

and let scoreUB (d) be the upper bound score of document d seen so far:
scoreUB (d) = scoreLB (d) +



wi ,

(2)

ti ∈q\a(d)

where a(d) = {ti1 , . . . , til } ⊆ q = {t1 , . . . , tm } contains already known query
terms in d, with per-term scores w(d, ti1 ), . . . , w(d, til ), and wi is the last (smallest) per-term score obtained through sorted access in sorted list Li . Let mink be
the lower bound score of the rank-k document in Tk . The query processor safely
prunes oﬀ d when the scoreUB (d) is no longer larger than mink. Thus, CA can
keep bookkeeping cost small. Early pruning is very important for the eﬃcient
execution of the algorithm.
Early termination. Let S be the set of documents seen so far left outside Tk
and U be the set of documents which have not been seen so far. Let scoreUB (S)
be the maximum upper bound score of documents in S:
scoreUB (S) = max scoreUB (d) .
d∈S

(3)
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And let scoreUB (U ) be the maximum upper bound score of documents in U :
scoreUB (U ) =

m


wi .

(4)

i=1

The query processor halts, yielding the correct top-k documents, when both
scoreUB (S) and scoreUB (U ) are no longer larger than mink. Thus, CA can
stop without processing the entire sorted posting list for each query term. Early
termination is especially eﬃcient in the case of large-scale IR systems such as
web search engines where k is small and the posting lists can be overwhelmingly
long.

4
4.1

Our Approach
The Key Idea

As reported by Bast et al. [2], CA shows poor eﬃciency when used for retrieving
top-k documents for longer queries for a number of reasons. First, the upper
bound score, scoreUB (d), computed using Equation (2), becomes looser (larger)
when the number of query terms is increased because of the increase in unknown query terms. Looser upper bound scores restrict early pruning, which signiﬁcantly increases bookkeeping overhead. Second, the maximum upper bound
scores, scoreUB (S) and scoreUB (U ), computed using Equation (3) and (4) respectively, also become looser (larger) when the number of query terms is increased. This restricts the possibility of early termination. Thus, CA is not eﬀective in this scenario. To overcome these shortcomings of CA for longer queries,
we propose integrating a simple data structure Bq , which depends on query q,
into CA. The (i, j) entry of Bq is 1 if query term ti is contained in document
dj , and 0 if not. We call this matrix a “term-document binary matrix.” We reestimate the upper bound score, scoreUB (d), and the maximum upper bound
scores, scoreUB (S) and scoreUB (U ), more tightly by using the term-document
binary matrix. When d = dj , referring to the j-th column of the term-document
binary matrix,

scoreUB (dj ) = scoreLB (dj ) +
wi .
(5)
ti ∈q\a(dj )
Bq (i,j)=1

Thus, scoreUB (S) is re-estimated using Equation (3) and (5). scoreUB (U ) is
re-estimated using
m

w i ,
(6)
scoreUB (U ) =
i=1

w i

is ith largest value of w 1 , . . . , wm and m is the maximum
co-occurrence
where
m
of query terms in documents in U , i.e., m = maxdj ∈U i=1 Bq (i, j). The m
can be eﬃciently computed by calulating the co-occurrence statistics for all
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documents in a collection based on Bq at the begining of the algorithm and
updating the statistics each time an unknown document is obtained during the
execution of the algorithm. CA using these tighter upper bounds leads to better
early pruning and early termination.
4.2

Term-Document-Binary-Matrix-Based Combined Algorithm

We call our version of the CA algorithm “BMCA,” short for “term-documentbinary-matrix-based Combined Algorithm.”
1. Create Bq for q = {t1 , . . . , tm } from the document-ID-only lists of t1 , . . . , tm .
Initialize Tk , S, U , w i and mink; i.e., Tk ← {}, S ← {}, U ← all documents,
w i ← a suﬃciently large value, and mink ← 0.
2. Choose sorted posting lists and perform sorted accesses:
(a) Compute scoreUB (U ). If scoreUB (U ) > mink, choose the m sorted posting lists corresponding to the largest m wi . Otherwise, choose the following sorted posting lists: {Li | ∃ not-yet-pruned dj ∈ Tk ∪ S s.t. ti ∈
q \ a(dj ) and Bq (i, j) = 1}.
(b) Perform sorted access in parallel for each of the chosen lists. When the
sorted accesses are completed,
– Maintain the last obtained w 1 , . . . , wm in the sorted posting lists.
– Maintain the set of current top-k documents, Tk , based on the lower
bound score of each document seen so far; if two documents have
the same lower bound score, the tie is broken using the upper bound
scores, such that the document with the largest upper bound score
wins. A tie among documents with the largest upper bound score
is arbitrarily broken. Update mink to the lower bound score of the
new rank-k document in Tk .
– Maintain S and U .
3. Call document d viable if scoreUB (d) > mink. Every μ sorted accesses (that
is, every time sorted accesses for μ sorted posting lists are performed), do the
following: pick ν viable documents (if any) seen so far which have the largest
upper bound scores but in each of which not all per-term nonzero scores for
t1 , . . . , tm are known (again, ties are broken arbitrarily). Perform random
accesses for all of its (at most m − 1) missing per-term nonzero scores for
unknown query terms in each of those ν documents. Update mink. If there
is no such documents, do not perform random accesses in this step.
4. Compute scoreUB (S) and scoreUB (U ). If the following conditions are satisﬁed, halt and return documents in Tk . Otherwise return to step 2.
– Tk contains k distinct documents.
– There are no viable documents left outside Tk ; that is, scoreUB (S) ≤
mink and scoreUB (U ) ≤ mink.
This algorithm consists of two phases. The ﬁrst phase of this algorithm (that is,
when scoreUB (U ) > mink, which means that some document in U might make
it into the ﬁnal top-k documents.), is to ﬁnd all the documents which could
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qualify for the ﬁnal top-k documents, and the second phase of this algorithm
(that is, when scoreUB (U ) ≤ mink, which means that no document in U could
make it into the ﬁnal top-k documents.), is to choose the ﬁnal top-k documents
from documents found in the ﬁrst phase. The algorithm optimizes the execution
of the sorted and random access, which is described next.
Optimizing Sorted Access. In the ﬁrst phase, the algorithm decreases
scoreUB (U ) by performing as few sorted accesses enough to decrease scoreUB (U )
as possible based on Equation (6), not performing sorted accesses for all the
sorted posting lists as in CA. This reduces sorted accesses. In the second phase,
the algorithm identiﬁes and ignores sorted posting lists based on Bq , from each
of which any missing per-term nonzero score for any query term in any not-yetpruned document in Tk or S can not be obtained. This avoids useless sorted
accesses.
Optimizing Random Access. By Equation (5), which estimates scoreUB (d)
more tightly than Equation (2) of CA, the algorithm chooses more viable documents for random accesses than does CA. This leads to an increase in mink and
thereby better early pruning and early termination.

5

Experimental Evaluation

5.1

Setup

We used the TREC GOV2 collection. This collection contains about 25 million
web documents crawled from the gov domain during early 2004. The uncompressed size of this collection is 426GB. To evaluate the performance for longer
queries, we created expanded queries from the title ﬁelds of TREC topics 701–850
using the query expansion feature of the Indri search engine.1 We used 32- and
64-term expanded queries. In the experiments in described here, no stopwords
were removed. We implemented CA and BMCA on the Zettair search engine.2
Because the Zettair search engine provides a standard technique for processing
the entire posting list for each query term for the pivoted cosine model [11], we
implemented this model both in CA and BMCA. For handling sorted access,
both CA and BMCA were implemented such that they obtained a partition
of 64KB in each sorted posting list per sorted access. This partition contained
about 13,000 postings. For handling random access, we integrated the additional
data structure which assigned each document to a document vector containing
all terms in that document with nonzero per-term scores along with their scores.
Thus, both CA and BMCA were implemented such that they obtained a document vector for each random access.3 For a term-document binary matrix, we
1
2
3

http://www.lemurproject.org/indri/
http://www.seg.rmit.edu.au/zettair/
μ and ν were set as follows: μ = 32 for 32-term queries, and μ = 64 for 64-term
queries for the ﬁrst iteration, and μ = 100 for k = 5 and 10, and μ = 200 for k = 50
and 100 after the ﬁrst iteration for both query sizes. ν = 50 for k = 5 and 10, and
ν = 100 for k = 50 and 100 for both query sizes.
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(a) 32-term queries

(b) 64-term queries

Fig. 1. Average execution times for standard technique, CA, and BMCA for 32- and
64-term queries for various values of k for TREC GOV2 data set

created a matrix as an array of 32- or 64- bit integers for a 32- or 64-term expanded query from document-ID-only lists corresponding query terms. All runs
were performed on a single core of a 2.50-GHz Intel(R) Xeon CPU. For BMCA,
the runs were performed on condition that the term-document binary matrices
were created beforehand and cached.
5.2

Results

We compared the performance of our algorithm, BMCA, with that of a standard
technique, in which the entire posting list for each query term is processed, and
that of the original algorithm, CA. We measured the average execution time per
query. Figure 1 shows the average execution times for 32- and 64-term queries
for various values of k for the TREC GOV2 data set. BMCA signiﬁcantly outperformed the standard technique and CA for every query size and every k.
In particular, while the performance of both CA and BMCA deteriorated as k
increased for both query sizes, the CA degration was much greater, and its performance actually became worse than that of the standard technique for query
size = 64 and k = 100. BMCA showed high performance, yielding performance
gains of up to a factor of 2.7 over CA. This is because our term-document-binarymatrix-based algorithm leads to better early pruning and early termination even
for expanded queries. Figure 2 illustrates the eﬀects of the better early pruning
and early termination property of BMCA. It shows the number of documents
retained at each iteration during the execution of both algorithms for a 32-term
expanded query from the title ﬁeld of TREC TOPIC 741 and k = 100. BMCA
pruned more documents than CA by an order of magnitude and terminated after
about three ﬁfths of the number of iterations performed by CA. That is, BMCA
performed about three ﬁfths of sorted and random accesses performed by CA.
We statistically analyzed this property of BMCA. Figure 3 shows the average
total number of sorted and random accesses performed by CA and BMCA, and
the average maximum number of documents retained by both algorithms, for
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Fig. 2. Number of documents retained at each iteration during execution for a 32-term
expanded query from the title ﬁeld of TREC TOPIC 741 for k = 100 for CA and
BMCA

(a) No. of accesses

(b) No. of documents

Fig. 3. Average total number of sorted and random accesses performed by CA and
BMCA and average maximum number of documents retained by both algorithms for
32-term queries for various values of k for TREC GOV2 data set

32-term queries for various values of k for TREC GOV2 data set.4 The results
shown in these ﬁgures indicate that, for longer queries, CA incurs substantial
I/O overhead due to more sorted and random accesses along with considerable
CPU overhead due to the explosive increase of retained documents, resulting
in performance degradation for longer queries. In contrast, BMCA incurs much
less I/O overhead due to eﬃcient early pruning and early termination based on
the term-document binary matrices along with much less CPU overhead due to
a reduced number of retained documents, even for longer queries. As a result,
BMCA has signiﬁcantly better performance than CA.

6

Conclusion

Our integration of a simple data structure, the “term-document binary matrix,”
into the CA algorithm resulted in eﬃcient evaluation of top-k disjunctive queries,
4

Similar results are obtained for 64-term queries.
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even ones expanded using enhancement techniques such as query expansion and
relevance feedback. Experimental evaluation using the TREC GOV2 data set
and expanded versions of the evaluation queries attached to this data set showed
that the resulting algorithm performed signiﬁcantly better than CA. In addition,
we have studied the instance optimality of the resulting algorithm, but we will
discuss on this issue at the next chance.
The evaluation was done under the assumtion that the term-document binary matrices were created beforehand and cached because the creation from
the document-ID-only lists imposes relatively large overhead due to our farily
simple implementation of the functionality. However, the term-document binary
matrices should be created at runtime in the case of large-scale IR systems such
as web search engines because it is not realistic for such systems to create beforehand and cache the term-document binary matrices for a large number of
queries. We plan to re-implement the functionality using state-of-the-art techniques, e.g., [12], which should greately reduce the overhead. We also plan to
investigate the combination of our approach with that of Bast et al. [2] to achive
a more sophisticated random access scheduling.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new probabilistic generative model for
topic analysis of online reviews, called Author-Experience-Object-Topic Model
(AEOT). This model is to capture the relationship between the authors, objects
and reviews in order to improve the performance of topic analysis. The model,
as a general one, can be transformed to six simpler models, and can produce
topic-word, author-topic and object-topic distributions. Experimental results
show that the model is suitable for topic analysis of online reviews, and
outperforms other existing methods.
Keywords: Latent Dirichlet Allocation, Author-Experience-Object-Topic
Model, Social Review Network, Topic Model.

1

Introduction

Statistical topical modeling [1, 2] has attracted much attention recently due to its
broad applications in text mining and information retrieval. Particularly, the Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model has become popular due to its solid theoretical
foundation and promising performance, and several strategies have been proposed to
extend the model in order to simulate the contexts for different purposes [3, 4, 5, 8].
On the other hand, social data available in the internet has drawn attention to
improve traditional topic analysis. For instances, the Topic-Perspective model [9]
simulates the generation process of social annotations by modeling the tag generation
and word generation process separately and incorporating the user information into
the process. The Author-Topic Model (AT) [3] extends the basic topical model to
include author information in which topics and authors are jointly modeled. Each
author is a multinomial distribution over topics and each topic is a multinomial
distribution over words. The Author-Recipient-Topic model (ART) [4] is proposed
for social network analysis, which learns topic distributions based on the direction
sensitive messages sent between entities.
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 303–314, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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The online reviews, free text generated by the authors to comment on target objects
(i.e. services or products), is one popular type of social media in the current internet.
The authors, target objects as well as the reviews form a heterogeneous network,
which we refer to as social review network. Although much work has been done for
online reviews, few of them can model the review content alongside with the social
review network [7, 12]. The AT model adds an author layer to LDA, and the ART
model is conditioned distinctly on both the sender and recipient for social network
analysis. But for online reviews, the author and object is heterogeneous with the
reviews. Previous work in recommendation systems and collaborative filtering has
modeled the existence of such links from the authors to objects, but no text content
exist on those links [10, 11].
In order to utilize the social network information of online reviews, we propose an
Author-Experience-Object-Topic Model (AEOT), a new probabilistic generative
model, which models the relationships among the different entities involved in the
social review network, including the authors, objects and content of reviews.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work on
topic modeling and various models for social media proposed in previous research.
Section 3 presents the proposed AEOT Model for online reviews and introduces the
parameter estimation process. In section 4, we evaluate the performance of the
proposed model based on an online movie dataset. In section 5, we conclude the paper
and present the future work.

2

Related Work

For social media, several strategies extending LDA have been proposed, which
generally employ information other than document words for topic learning.
For instance, the APT model assumes that each author write under one or more
personas, which are represented as independent distributions over hidden topics for
matching papers with reviewers [6]. The Pairwise-Link-LDA and the Link-PLSALDA models jointly model both text and link for Academic Social Networks [5]. The
author-topic model [3] uses the authorship information together with the text to learn
topics. Among these models only the authorship information is incorporated into the
model.
In recommendation system and collaborative filtering domain, the users, items and
the links between them form a heterogeneous network. Generally the user and the
item are modeled together [17]. The Topic-Perspective model [9] simulates the
generation process of social annotations, by representing all related entities (users,
documents, words, and tags) as well as latent variables (topics, user perspectives) in a
unified model. FolkRank [11] is proposed to exploit the structure of the users,
resources, and tags, and the user-based assignment of tags to resources called
folksonomies for social bookmark. To our knowledge, few of work utilize the social
review network for topic analysis.
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Author-Experience-Object-Topic Model

In this section, we introduce the proposed Author-Experience-Object-Topic Model for
topic analysis of online reviews. This model depicts the social commenting process
and the generation process of content terms in a unified framework. This model is to
represent and connect all the observed and hidden variables of social review network
in a unified framework. By estimating this model, we can learn the topical structures
of the reviews relevant with the authors and objects.
3.1

Motivation

In web communities for online reviews, one author may write multiple reviews
towards different objects and one object may be commented by multiple authors.
Thus the authors, objects and reviews form a heterogeneous social review network.
In social review network, we assume that the content of each review entails the
hidden relationship between the author and the object. The assumption is motivated
by three reasons. Firstly each author has a different preference and style of
commenting. For the same target object and the nearly same experience, different
authors may give different review. Secondly, each object has multiple aspects which
may have different qualities. Thirdly, the author's experience on the object should
affect the content of review. For example an author might feel well after he went to
see a film because he had a nice seat. As shown in Table 1, the snippet 1 is about the
author, the snippet 2 discusses the experience, and the snippet 3 talks about the movie.
Table 1. Three textual snippets in lowercase from review18645 in IMDB

1: they recently sent me a vhs copy of their down with america trilogy and i
decided to spend an hour of my day watching it.
2: sure , the risky use of vhs instead of super 8mm or 16mm was a pain , and the
natural light was one of the most annoying things about public access films,
3: but the movie itself was fairly enjoyable. down with america concerns a
government agent , needless murder , and a book containing everything from the
unabomber's manifesto to the 1995 apple computer profit report .
3.2

The Author-Experience-Object-Topic Model

The model is designed based on the real social commenting process, in which a term
may be generated from the author, the object or the experience. In order to reflect this
nature of online review in the generative model, we adopt a switch variable x to
control the influence of the author, the object and the experience. The proposed model
is illustrated in Fig. 1 (c), where D denotes the number of reviews, Nd denotes the
number of terms in review d, K denotes the number of topics, V denotes the size of
vocabulary, U denotes the number of authors and O denotes the number of objects in
the dataset. The αe, αu, αo, η and β are hyper parameters and priors of Dirichlet
distributions.
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Fig. 1. Generative models for documents. (a) Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). (b) The author
model. (c) The Author-Experience-Object-Topic model.

As shown in Fig. 1, the generative process of review in the model can be described
as follows:







For each document d, sample θ(e)d~Dir(αe)
For each author u, sample θ(u)u~Dir(αu)
For each object o, sample θ(o)o~Dir(αo)
For each document d, sample λd~Dir(η)
For each of the K topics k, sample φk ~Dir(β)
For each of the Nd word tokens wi in document d:
-

Choose xi~ Multinomial(λd)
If xi = exp, Choose a topic zi~ Multinomial(θ(e)d)
If xi = user, Choose a topic zi~ Multinomial(θ(u)u)
If xi = obj, Choose a topic zi~ Multinomial(θ(o)o)
Choose a word wi~Multinomial(φzi)

As shown in Fig. 1 (c), our model adds an author layer, an object layer based on LDA.
Dir(η) is the prior Dirichlet distribution for choosing x among experience, author and
object for each term. The latent variable x indicates that the term is associated with
author, object or experience. Through the latent variable x, we try to distinguish
which term is associated with the author, which term is associated with the object and
which term is associated with the experience, as shown in Table 1. In fact our model
is very similar to author-topic model [3] except the generation of variable x as shown
in Section 3.4.
3.3

Gibbs Sampling Algorithms

Several methods have been developed for estimating the latent parameters in LDA
model, such as the variational expectation maximization [1], expectation propagation
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[13], and Gibbs sampling [2]. Compared to the other two methods, Gibbs sampling
often yields relatively simple algorithms for approximate inference in highdimensional models such as LDA. Therefore we select this approach for parameter
estimation. For our model, we derive the sampling equations for our model.
In the AEOT model, we have two sets of latent variables: z and x. The joint
probability of the z, x assignments and the words can be factored into the following
terms:

p( w, z, x) = p( w | z ) p( z | x) = p( w | z )( p( z | θ e ) p( x = exp)
+ p( z | θ u ) p( x = user) + p( z | θ o ) p( x = obj))

(1)

We draw each (zi; xi) pair as a block, conditioned on all other variables. When x=exp,
the sampling equation is:

p( zi = k , xi = exp | w, z−i , x−i ) ∝

nwk i + β

n de + ηexp
nke + α e
⋅
n.k + Vβ n de + Kα e N d +
η x
⋅

(2)

x∈{exp ,user ,obj }

where
d;

nde is the number of times that words are generated from experience in review

nke is the number of times that words assigned topic k are from experience in the

review d;

n.k is the number of times that words are assigned topic k. nwk i is the

number of times that word in the position i of review d are assigned topic k; V is the
number of terms in the vocabulary.
When x=user, the equation is:

p ( zi = k , xi = exp | w, z−i , x−i ) ∝

nwk i + β

n du + η user
nku + α u
⋅
n.k + Vβ n u + Kα u N d +
η x
⋅

(3)

x∈{ exp ,user ,obj}

where

nu is the number of times that words are generated from author u; nku is the

number of times that words assigned topic k are from author u;

ndu is the number of

times that words are generated from author u in the review d;.
When x=obj, the equation is:

p( zi = k , xi = exp | w, z −i , x−i ) ∝

nwk i + β

n do + η obj
nko + α o
⋅
n.k + Vβ n o + Kα o N d +
η x
⋅

(4)

x∈{exp ,user ,obj }

where

n o is the number of times that words are generated from object o; nko is the

number of times that words assigned topic k are from object o;
times that words are generated from object o in the review d;.

ndo is the number of
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After a set of sampling processes based on the posterior distributions calculated with
above equations, we can estimate the parameters for any single sample using the
following equations:

θ ke ≈

nke + α e
nde + Kα e

(5)

θ ku ≈

nku + α u
nu + Kα u

(6)

θ ko ≈

nko + α o
n o + Kα o

(7)

ϕ wk ≈

nwk + β
n k + Vβ

(8)

3.4

Generation of Variable x

Note that AEOT, AT and ART models all have two latent variables: z and x for each
word, where x is to control the generation of z and w. In AT [3] for each word w, an
author, x is chosen at uniform from ad, all authors of the documents. And in ART [4]
for each word w, a recipient, x, is chosen uniformly from rd, all recipients of the email.
The ACT model in [14] is similar to AT model for the generation of latent author xd.
But in our model, the generation of x is not at random, but is chosen from a
multinomial distribution λ, which means that x is not distributed evenly in the
document. In fact the author's and the object's roles are different in the review
content. Modeling the object can achieve better performance, which suggests that the
object plays a more important role in the model than the author. It seems that the
generation of x in this paper is more reasonable than in AT and ART. For comparison,
another model is proposed which we refer to as AEOT-R. In AEOT-R model, the x is
chosen at random. Experiments show the strategy for the generation of x in AEOT
model is better than AEOT-R for online reviews.
3.5

Variants of AEOT Model

In our model, we use an additional multinomial distribution λ (λexp, λuser and λobj ,
subject to λexp+λuser+λobj=1) to record the probability that each word is generated from
the experience, the author or the object. Greater value of λexp indicates a higher
probability that the word is generated from the experience and vice versa. Note that
the words with λexp=1 are completely generated from the experience and not affected
by the author and the object, and thus our model is degraded and equivalent with
LDA. Contrarily, the words with λuser = 1 are totally generated from the author. Thus
the AEOT model is similar to the AT model. Similarly the words with λobj=1 are
totally generated from the object.
Especially if only λuser is set to 0, the words are generated from the experience or the
object, not from the author. If only λobj is set to 0, the words are generated from the
experience or the author, not from the object. If only λexp is set to 0, the words are
generated from the author or the object.
Summarily our model can be transformed to six simpler models, as listed below.
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LDA, when λexp=1, λuser=0, λobj=0;
AT, when λexp=0, λuser=1, λobj=0;
OT, when λexp=0, λuser=0, λobj=1;
EOT, when λexp>0, λuser=0, λobj>0;
EAT, when λexp>0, λuser>0, λobj=0;
AOT, when λexp=0, λuser>0, λobj>0;

Note that for document with single author the AT model in this paper is equivalent
with the AT model in [3]. And each review has only one author.

4

Experiments

In this section, we investigate the performance of the proposed AEOT model based on
a movie review dataset [19]. We also compare our model to other six simpler models
for online reviews.
4.1

Dataset

The dataset used in the experiments is from a social movie review dataset collected
from [19] by Bo Pang1. The original dataset contains 27886 html pages. From the
27886 html pages we extracted 27857 reviews contents, and their authors and movie
ids. And the information of the left 29 html pages is incomplete. For the experiments,
we selected 17657 reviews as the dataset. To further clean the dataset, stop words and
words with term frequency less than 5 or greater than 7000 are filtered out. The final
dataset used for experimentation contains 17657 reviews, 155 authors, 1540 movies,
46661 unique words and 4,970,358 word tokens. Then we randomly selected 1601,
around 9% of the reviews as a held-out test data and trained the model on the
remaining 90%. The data is available online2.
4.2

Experimental Setup

The AEOT model has five Dirichlet prior parameters. Previous research also found that
these parameters only affect the convergence of Gibbs sampling but not much the
output results [15]. So we set αe=0.5, αu=0.5, αo=0.5, β=0.05 and η=0.5 for all
experiments. For the number of topics K, we set to 50, 100, 150 and 200 respectively
in the experiments. For the training process, the number of iteration of the Gibbs
sampler is set to 1000, and the iteration number is set to 400 for the held-out test data
in all experiments empirically.
4.3

Document Modeling

In the experiments, we use perplexity as the criterion for model evaluation. Perplexity
is a standard measure for evaluating the generalization performance of a probabilistic
1

2

http://www.cs.cornell.edu/People/pabo/movie-review-data/
http://www.clr.org.cn/ychang/social-review/
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model. The value of perplexity reflects the ability of a model to generalize to unseen
data. A lower perplexity score indicates better generalization performance. Formally,
the perplexity for a test set of Dtest documents is calculated as formulation 9, where

θ( train) uk , θ (train) ok

and

ϕ ( train ) kw

i
d

are learned from the training process, and p(x) and

θ (test ) ek are estimated through a Gibbs Sampling process on the test data based on the
parameters learned from the training data. Mtest denotes the number of reviews in test
data.
M test

perplexity( Dtest | Dtrain ) = exp(−

 log( p(w

d

| Dtrain )

d

)

M test

 Nd
d

Nd

log( p(w d | Dtrain )) =  log( p( wdi | Dtrain ))

(9)

i

K

p ( wdi | Dtrain ) = p ( x = exp) θ ( test ) kϕ( train ) wi
e

d

k =1

K

k

K

+ p ( x = user ) θ (train ) kϕ ( train ) wi + p ( x = obj ) θ ( train ) kϕ ( train ) wi
u

k

d

k =1

o

k =1

k

d
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Fig. 2. The perplexity results of eight models with topic number K=50, 100, 150 and 200

Fig. 2 plots the perplexities of eight models being compared, introduced in the
section III-E on the test data for topic number set to 50, 100, 150 and 200 respectively.
The ULM is the abbreviation of smoothed unigram language model, where the
smoothing parameter is set to 0.05.
From Fig. 2, we can see that the perplexity values of EAT model and LDA perform
similarly, and are the best of all the eight models. It’s very strange that the performance
of EAT is so good. Further studies uncover the secret that the most of words are assigned
to the experience, and little words are assigned to the author for each review in EAT
model. That is to say, the EAT is degraded and similar to the LDA.
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However the AT performs very badly, just better than the ULM. But OT and EOT
perform similarly and better than AT. It seams that the object plays a more important
role in social review network. In fact the most of words in the movie review are related
with the target movie, and the results are consistent with our intuitive.
The AEOT works better than AOT slightly. At the same time, we note that the result
of EAT is better than AT, and EOT is better than OT. It suggests that the experience
can improve the performance and plays an important role in the AEOT model for
online reviews. In fact the role of the experience is similar to the fictitious authors in
AT Model [3], which could improve the performance of AT. However the role of
experience is limited for the AOT and AEOT perform similarly.
However the performances of AOT and AEOT are worse than the results of EAT
and LDA, but the AOT and AEOT can produce the distributions over topic of authors
and objects simultaneously from the social review network.
4.4

Two Strategies about the Generation of x

As mentioned in section 3.4, the variable x can be drawn at uniform, such as AT [3],
ART [4] and ACT [14]. We implemented the AEOT-R and AOT-R, where the x is
drawn uniformly.
5000

y4500
t
i
x
e4000
l
p
r
e
p
3500

AOT
AEOT
AOT-R
AEOT-R

3000
K50

K100

K150

K200
number of topic

Fig. 3. The perplexity results of AEOT, AOT, AEOT-R and AOT-R models with topic number
K=50, 100, 150 and 200

For perplexity, the AEOT-R is a little worse than AEOT except for K=50 and
AOT-R is much worse than AOT, as shown in Fig. 3. Especially the performance of
AOT-R is much worse than other models. The experimental results suggest that the
drawing strategy of variable x in this paper is more efficient than that in AT, ART and
ACT for online reviews. The results provide a good suggestion for design of the
switch variable in probabilistic generative model.
4.5

Discovered Topics

Table 2 shows 9 topics discovered by LDA and AEOT respectively in the training
dataset, where the topic number K is set to 200. Each topic is shown with the top 10
words. The symmetrized Kullback Leibler (KL) distance [2] is used to find the most
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similar topic discovered by AEOT (as shown in the right of Table 2) for each topic
obtained by LDA (as shown in the left of Table 2). In machine learning there has been
less effort on qualitative understanding of the semantic nature of the learned topics.
Some work has been done on the evaluation of topic coherence [16], but there is no
standard measure for it yet. We leave the problem as future work.
In our experiments, we remained the words "the, their, them, then" in the
vocabulary, not contained in the stop word list. In most of topics discovered by LDA,
the word "the" is the top 1 word out of the top 50 words. As shown in the left column
of Table 2, there are 8 topics in which the word "the" takes the first place. But in the
topics discovered by AEOT, there is only one topic, in which the list of top 50 words
contains the word "the", as shown as topic No. 9 in Table 2. It seems that the AEOT
model could produce more coherent topics than LDA intuitively. This is a very
interesting result that we will explore how to evaluate in the future work.
Table 2. A subset of discovered topics by LDA and AEOT

No.
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

5

Topics by LDA

Topics by AEOT

trial, lawyer, court, courtroom, attorney,
the, lawyer, trial, law, court, courtroom,
judge, accused, richard, defense,
legal, attorney, firm, civil
murder
the, horse, annie, pleasantville, color, horse, grace, redford, whisperer, annie,
grace, redford, jennifer, tom, ross
andrew, thomas, tom, sam, golf
the, eye, usual, todd, apt, evil, suspects, todd, singer, apt, thomas, pupil, angus,
stephen, ian, singer
kurt, sally, russell, celebration
scream, horror, scary, halloween,
the, scream, horror, killer, halloween,
slasher, killer, genre, summer, sequel,
slasher, genre, urban, scary, sequel
williamson
dance, musical, dancing, numbers,
the, musical, song, band, rock, songs,
songs, dancer, singing, song, sing,
singing, soundtrack, singer, sing
tango
boy, parents, child, children, kid, dad, child, boy, children, parents, emotional,
age, mom, older, brother
heart, drama, living, tale, sister
space, mission, mars, armageddon,
the, space, armageddon, summer, bay,
crew, nasa, earth, apollo, astronauts,
team, bruce, rock, deep, impact
team
jokes, laughs, laugh, gags, joke, comic, jokes, laughs, comic, hilarious, laugh,
hilarious, comedies, amusing, funniest
gags, joke, comedies, their, amusing
the, girls, their, godfather, coppola, the, their, them, then, side, called, hand,
francis, them, boys, ford, ii
full, including, early

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a social review network, and proposed the AuthorExperience-Object-Topic Model for topic analysis of online reviews. This model
provides a probabilistic view to explore the relationships between authors, objects,
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reviews, topics, and words in the social review network. The proposed model can not
only produce the topical distribution of each review, but also generates the topical
distributions of each user and each object simultaneously in an unsupervised manner.
The proposed AEOT is general and can be transformed to simpler models including
LDA. Experiments on the movie review dataset that we extracted from the original
27886 review html files show that the method is promising. Furthermore, this model
also generates topical structures for authors and objects, which may be helpful for
social recommendation, review classification, author’s community analysis, target
object clustering, information retrieval for reviews, review sentiment analysis and
other review’s text mining tasks.
How to evaluate the coherence of topics produced by topic models is intractable. In
future work, we will focus on the evaluation of coherence of topics and study how to
produce more coherence topics for online reviews. At the same time, we will try to
apply the model to recommendation system. Recommender systems are usually
classified into three categories based on their approach: content-based, collaborative,
and hybrid approaches combining content-based and collaborative methods [18].
Recommendation system based on social review network may be another promising
future task. However other social datasets of different characteristics will be chosen
for experimentation to test our model's applicability in the future.
Acknowledgments. We thank anonymous reviewers for their useful comments. The
paper is supported in part by the National Nature Science Foundation of China (Grant
No. 90820005 and 61070082). Ying Su is the corresponding author.
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Abstract. The task of predicting query performance has received much
attention over the past decade. However, many of the frameworks and
approaches to predicting query performance are more heuristic than not.
In this paper, we develop a principled framework based on modelling the
document score distribution to predict query performance directly.
In particular, we (1) show how a standard performance measure (e.g.
average precision) can be inferred from a document score distribution. We
(2) develop techniques for query performance prediction (QPP) by automatically estimating the parameters of the document score distribution
(i.e. mixture model) when relevance information is unknown. Therefore,
the QPP approaches developed herein aim to estimate average precision
directly. Finally, we (3) provide a detailed analysis of one of the QPP
approaches that shows that only two parameters of the ﬁve-parameter
mixture distribution are of practical importance.

1

Introduction

Query performance prediction (QPP) has become an important problem in the
area of information retrieval (IR). These predictors aim to automatically estimate the performance of queries so that diﬀerent strategies (e.g. query expansion
or reduction) can be applied based on their estimated performance. The performance of these predictors are usually compared by measuring the correlation
between the output of the predictor and query performance (e.g. average precision). However, many approaches to QPP are unprincipled, and it is unclear how
to improve their performance, or if their performance can even be improved.
In this paper, we develop a principled framework based on modelling document score distributions that aims to predict query performance directly. Fig. 1
shows an example of a document score distribution returned for a query (when
relevance information is known). We (1) develop formulae that directly infer average precision from a document score distribution, (2) develop simple heuristics
that can estimate the important parameters of the score distribution when relevance information is unknown, and (3) provide an analysis that informs us of
the most important parameters in the distributional model. This analysis helps
in narrowing the focus of future research.
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 315–326, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 reviews related
work on score distributions and query performance prediction (QPP). Section
3 outlines our principled model, before the formulae for calculating the average
precision from a mixture are introduced. In section 4, we outline three approaches
to automatically predict the performance of a query from the score distribution
when relevance information is unknown. Furthermore, we present an analysis
that shows that only two parameters of the model are crucial in the estimation
of average precision. Section 5 presents comparative results of the newly developed QPP approaches versus existing predictors. Finally, section 6 outlines our
conclusions and future work.
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Fig. 1. A Typical Distribution of Scores Returned from a Classical IR System

2

Related Work

Modelling the distribution of document scores returned from IR systems has
been studied from a theoretical perspective since the early days of IR [13]. More
recently renewed interest has led to research that uses score distributions for
data fusion [14]. Other researchers have modelled document score distributions
for threshold ﬁltering [1]. Others [9] have studied the generation process of the
score distribution and have provided reasons for the typical shape (Fig. 1) of the
distribution.
Automatically predicting query performance can aid information retrieval systems by enabling these systems to apply diﬀerent strategies (e.g. query expansion) to queries of varying diﬃculty. One of the earliest approaches to QPP has
been that of the clarity score [4], which measures the KL-divergence between
the query and collection model in a language modelling framework. Some approaches [15] have measured the robustness of a ranking to perturbations and
have developed novel predictors from this, while others [7] have investigated the
clustering ability of similarly ranked documents to develop predictors.
Recent research has shown that the standard deviation (σ) (i.e. dispersion) of
scores in a ranked-list is a good predictor of query performance [10,12,5]. These
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approaches are more heuristic based and lack a deeper theoretical understanding.
The performance of predictors are usually measured by calculating the correlation (i.e. linear and/or non-parametric) between the output of the predictor and
the performance of the query (i.e. usually average precision) over a set of queries.
However, to the authors knowledge, to date there has been no research that
has directed aimed to estimate the performance of a query (either using score
distributions or other methods). While some predictors use document scores
returned from a system, and use various measures of the dispersion of such
scores to develop their predictors, the methods are unprincipled and do not aim
to directly predict performance, rather some surrogate of performance.

3

Explicitly Modelling Query Performance

In this section, we present a mixture distribution that is used in this paper to
model the scores of both relevant and non-relevant documents.
3.1

Assumptions and Mixture Model

Consider an IR system that retrieves a returned set of N documents, and thus
N scores given a query (Q). We assume that a system ranks documents independently of each other, in accordance with the probability ranking principle
(PRP) [11] and that the relevance judgments are binary.
The log-normal distribution has been used successfully [14] to model scores
for fusion tasks in IR, and therefore, we adopt this distribution1 . The probability
density function (pdf) of the log-normal distribution is as follows:
P (x) =

1
√

e−

(ln(x)−μ)2
2σ2

(1)
xσ 2π
where μ and σ are the parameters. This distribution is supported from 0 to
∞ and the cumulative density function (cdf) is again simply the integral of this
2
function from 0 to ∞. The mean of the distribution is eμ+σ /2 , while the variance
2
2
is (eσ − 1) · (e2μ+σ ). Therefore, by rewriting these equations the method-ofmoments estimates (MME) are as follows:
v
v
1
σ̂ 2 = ln(1 + 2 )
(2)
μ̂ = ln(m) − (1 + 2 )
2
m
m
where m and v are the sample mean and variance respectively. Therefore, similar
to previous approaches, the document score distribution can be thought of as a
mixture of relevant and non-relevant documents as follows:
P (s) = (λ) · P (s|1) + (1 − λ) · P (s|0)

(3)

where P (s|1) is the probability density function (pdf) for the scores (s) of relevant
documents, P (s|0) is the pdf for the scores of non-relevant documents, and where
R
is the proportion of relevant documents R in the entire returned set N .
λ= N
1

Noting that any reasonable choice of distribution can be substituted into the mixture.
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Inferring Average Precision

We will now show how average precision (a standard metric for the eﬀectiveness
of a query) can be calculated directly from the mixture of continuous distributions. As recall is the proportion of relevant returned documents compared to
the entire number of relevant documents, the recall at score s can be deﬁned as
follows:
 ∞
 ∞
λ · P (s|1) · ds
=
P (s|1) · ds
(4)
recall(s) =
λ
s
s
which is the cumulative density function (cdf) of the distribution of relevant
documents (viewed from ∞). Under the distributions outlined earlier for our
model, we know that recall(s) will vary between 0 and 1, (i.e. when s = 0,
recall(s) = 1 as ensured by the cdf). Similarly, the precision at s (the proportion
of relevant returned documents over the number of returned documents) can be
deﬁned as follows:
∞
s λ · P (s|1)
(5)
precision(s) =  ∞
s (λ) · P (s|1) + (1 − λ) · P (s|0)
Now that we can calculate the precision and recall at any score s in the range
[0 : ∞], we can create a precision-recall curve. Furthermore, as average precision
can be estimated geometrically by the area under the precision-recall curve [2],
the average precision (avg.prec) of a query can be calculated as follows:


1

precision(s) · dz(s)

avg.prec() =

(6)

0

where z(s) = recall(s) which is in the range [0:1]. As these expressions are not
closed-form, they can be calculated using relatively simple geometric numerical
integration methods. It is worth noting that the formulae given for calculating
average precision can over-estimate the actual average precision value calculated
from TREC runs. This is due to the fact that recall is calculated as the number of
relevant documents in the returned set, rather than the total number of relevant
documents in the collection.

4

Estimating Parameters without Relevance Information

In this section, we develop approaches to automatically estimate (i.e. when no
relevant information is known) the ﬁve parameters of the mixture model (i.e. λ,
μ1 , σ1 , μ0 , σ0 ) using a number of diﬀerent methods. The section is comprised
of three approaches to estimating the parameters of the mixture models. The
ﬁrst two approaches are based on heuristics and the MME of parameters. The
third approach makes use of the standard EM algorithm for mixture models. We
perform an analysis to ﬁnd the most important parameters in one of the new
parameter estimation approaches. Firstly Table 1 outlines the TREC2 datasets
used in this paper.
2

http://trec.nist.gov/
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Table 1. Test Collection Details
Collection
# docs # topics
Tuning LATIMES 131,896
144
AP
242,918
149
Test
FT
210,158
188
WT2G
221,066
50
WT10G
1,692,096
100

4.1

range
301-450
051-200
251-450
401-450
451-550

Estimating Moments and Mixture

In this section we aim to estimate the sample moments so that the parameters
of the model can, in turn, be automatically calculated using method of moment
estimates (MME) from equations (2) (i.e. Section 3.1). Therefore, to estimate
the ﬁve parameters of the log-normal model using MME, we must estimate the
sample mean (m1 and m0 ) and variances (v1 and v0 ) for the relevant and nonrelevant document scores and the mixture parameter (λ).
Firstly, as the number of non-relevant documents (NR) is usually much larger
than the number of relevant documents (R) in the entire returned set (i.e. N R 
R), we can estimate the sample mean (m0 ) and sample variance (v0 ) of the nonrelevant documents by using the mean and variance of the scores in the entire
returned set (i.e. N  N R), as this seems a rather sound heuristic. However,
the estimation of the mean and variance (m1 and v1 ) of relevant documents is
more problematic.
Recent research has posited that a theoretically valid distribution should be
able to approach Dirac’s delta function under the strong SD hypothesis [1]. Fundamentally, as IR systems are striving to separate the set of relevant documents
(R) from the set of non-relevant documents (NR), we estimate the mean (m1 )
and variance (v1 ) of the relevant set by assuming that all documents over a
certain threshold score (min-max normalised for convenience) are relevant. Fig.
2 shows the tuning3 of this threshold on a separate tuning collection collection
(i.e. the LATIMES for both title and desc queries) averaged over ﬁve diﬀerent
IR systems (i.e BM25, LM, Pivoted Normalisation, F2EXP [8] and ES [6]). We
can see that a common stable performance (i.e. average Spearman correlation
with average precision) for both title and desc queries, can be achieved at a
min-max normalised score of around 0.5 (i.e. midway between the minimum and
maximum score of a ranked list). Therefore, the sample mean (m1 ) and variance
(v1 ) of the relevant document scores are estimated by calculating the mean and
variance of all scores that lie in the top half of a min-max normalised score range.
At this stage, we have estimates of the mean and variance of both relevant and
non-relevant document scores, and consequently, from these we can calculate four
parameters of the mixture model using MME. However, the ﬁnal parameter that
needs to be estimated is the mixture parameter λ. We apply a similar approach as
before and assume that all documents over a certain threshold normalised score
3

During this tuning process, the actual mixture value (λ) is assumed to be known.
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Fig. 2. Estimating m1 (and v1 ) threshold by tuning on LA Times collection averaged
over ﬁve IR systems

are deemed relevant4 . Similar to the previous tuning experiment, Fig. 3 shows
the performance of the mixture model at various normalised threshold scores for
estimating the mixture parameter λ. We can see that the best performance (i.e
correlation with actual average precision) occurs when assuming that very few
documents are relevant (i.e. only those scores that are at or above a normalised
score of 0.95).
Now we have estimated, albeit heuristically, all the information needed to infer
average precision without relying on relevance information. Furthermore, for all
future experiments using this MMP1 (method of moments predictor) approach,
the threshold for estimating m1 and v1 remain at normalised score of 0.5, and the
threshold used for estimating λ is a normalised score of 0.95. As we will see in the
next section, the estimation of the mean and variance of non-relevant documents
(m0 and v0 ) is based on a rather sound heuristic. However, the approach to
estimating the mean and variance of the relevance document scores, and the
mixture parameter, is where loss in predictive performance can be attributed.
We shall see later in the results section (section 5.1) that the estimation from
these heuristics yields very good performance compared to other predictors.
However, in the next section, we analyse the most important parameters (i.e.
m1 , v1 , m0 , v0 , λ) for the MMP1 approach outlined in this section.
4.2

Analysing Moments and Mixture

In this section, we aim to identify the parameters (i.e. m1 , v1 , m0 , v0 , λ) that
contribute most to the performance of the model outlined in the previous section (i.e. MMP1). It would be beneﬁcial to know which parameters are more
4

Preliminary experiments informed us that the number of documents above the normalised score of 0.5 grossly overestimated the number of actual relevant documents,
although the estimates of m1 and v1 are suitable. Therefore, a separate and more
stringent threshold is needed.
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Fig. 3. Estimating λ threshold by tuning on LA Times collection averaged over ﬁve IR
systems

important in terms of performance (i.e. correlation with average precision). We
measure the amount of information contained in each parameter by initially
assuming that all parameters (i.e. moments and mixture parameters) are as accurate as possible (i.e. using MME when relevance labels are known). We then
substitute an estimated version of each parameter (i.e. estimated without relevance labels) and recalculate the performance of the model. At each stage of
the process, a parameter is estimated using the heuristics in the previous section
(section 4.1). Therefore, when the process is complete, all of the parameters of
the model have been estimated without use of relevance information.
Fig. 4 show the results of such a process5 . As we view the Figure from left
to right, an estimate (i.e. without using labelled data) of each parameter is substituted into the model. It is clear from Fig. 4 that the estimation of the mean
and variance of non-relevant documents (m0 and v0 ), and the variance of relevant documents (v1 ) can be accurately estimated using the approach previously
outlined (section 4.1), as the correlation coeﬃcient does not decrease. However,
when the m1 and λ parameters are estimated without using relevance information, the correlation coeﬃcient decreases a signiﬁcant amount. Therefore, the
two most important parameters in the model are the mean of relevant document
scores (m1 ) and the mixture parameter (λ), the former being the most important. These results are averages across ﬁve diﬀerent IR systems. We can report
that all of the systems tested behaved very similarly.
4.3

Motivation and Improvement

While Fig. 4 (and the results later in Section 5.1) show that the ﬁrst approach
(MMP1) to estimating the mean and mixture of the set of relevant documents
seems to be eﬀective to some degree, there is little motivation as to why this
5

The results of all other collections show similar trends.
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Fig. 4. Decrease in Spearman correlation with actual average precision as moments
and mixture are estimated (FT Collection) from unlabelled data

may be so. The MMP1 approach estimated the mean and variance of relevant
documents by using all of the scores above a normalised score of 0.5. Consider
a system which returns N documents and where K = #(S(d) > 0.5) is the
number of documents that are above a min-max normalised score of 0.5 (i.e. they
have a score in the top half of the distribution). If K is small it implies that the
system has also succeeded in promoting a relatively small number of documents,
compared to the returned set N . Given the view of score distributions in Fig.
1, we can see that if the relevant and non-relevant scores are separated to a
higher degree, the performance of the query will also be higher. Given that the
distribution of document scores from systems is positively skewed, a smaller
number of documents in this set of K documents will lead to a higher mean for
the relevant documents (m1 ). This in turn is an indicator that there is a good
separation between relevant and non-relevant documents (and subsequently an
indiction of a good query).
The initial estimate of m1 was calculated by averaging all the scores above a
normalised score of 0.5. A subsequent analysis on the LATIMES tuning collection
has informed us that for 80% of the queries, the mean of the set of relevant
document scores lies in the top half of the score distribution. However, our initial
method of estimating the mean score of relevant documents (m1 ) cannot return
an estimate below a normalised score of 0.5. Therefore, we now propose a small
modiﬁcation to the initial estimate of m1 so that a score of below 0.5 can be
achieved when it is detected that the distribution of relevant and non-relevant
document have not been seperated to a suﬃcient degree. Given that a small
value of K explicitly indicates good separation, the following formula give us
an updated measure of the normalised mean score of relevant documents (m1 )
using a simple linear combination with the original normalised m1 estimate:
m1  = α · (1 −

log(K)
) + (1 − α) · m1 
log(N )

(7)
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where K is the number of documents above a normalised score of 0.5, N is the
returned set, and α is a parameter we set to 0.5 for all subsequent experiments.
The left-hand side of this equation will reduce the estimate of the normalised
mean score (m1 ) when K is relatively large. Consider a query which returns
N = 10, 000 documents, for which a relatively large proportion K = 4, 000
lie in the top half of the distribution. The left-hand side of the equation (1 −
log(4,000)
log(10,000) = 0.099) will return a low value which can reduce the initial normalised
estimate of m1  below 0.5. The new estimate can be unnormalised to recover
a new updated mean m1 . This updated mean m1 can be used in place of m1
in the initial MMP1 approach to yield a second approach (MMP2). A further
discussion of the comparative results of these approaches is undertaken in the
results section.
4.4

Expectation Maximisation Approach

The EM algorithm is a popular unsupervised learning algorithm for estimating
the parameters in mixture models [3]. We initialised the EM algorithm with
the parameter estimates from the ﬁrst MME approach (Section 4.1) that were
generated using heuristics. We ran the EM algorithm for 50 iterations. Our initial
experiments showed that the parameters converged prior to the 50th iteration.

5

Results and Discussion

In this section we present comparative results of the two QPP approaches based
on heuristics that estimate the model parameters via moments (MMP1 and
MMP2), and the approach based on the EM algorithm (EM). We then discuss
the contributions and limitations of the research undertaken. In the subsequent
results we focus on the two most popular IR systems (i.e. BM25 and LM).
5.1

Comparative Results

In this section, we compare the performance of the new QPP approaches developed in Section 4 (labelled MMP1, MMP2 and EM) against other state-of-the-art
post-retrieval approaches. The state-of-the-art baseline approaches that we use
are the clarity score [4] (a principled approach using KL-divergence), the standard deviation of document scores at 100 (σ(100)) [10], and NQC [12] also at
100 documents. We also tested the automatically tuned version of the standard
deviation [10], and the maximum retrieval score of a ranked list, and found that
the baselines presented in Tables 2 and 3 are stronger.
Tables 2 and 3 show the Spearman correlation6 of the output of each predictor
and average precision, for the approaches on four test collections for two prominent IR systems (BM25 and LM). The column labelled ‘OPT’ is the theoretically
6

Best results are in bold. Due to the sizes of the diﬀerences and the number of
queries in some of the test collections, statistical tests tend not to ﬁnd signiﬁcant
diﬀerences between most of the correlations. However, for all but the EM approach
the individual correlations are signiﬁcant.
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maximum correlation of the mixture model, if the parameters could be predicted
using the MME from labelled relevance data. We can see that the new MMP approaches outperform the clarity score on most of the collections and, in general,
are comparable in performance to that of the best baselines for longer queries.
In general, on short queries, the new MMP1 and MMP2 approaches outperform
the baselines, with MMP2 noted as the best predictor. We performed statistical
tests7 on the correlation coeﬃcients of the new MMP approaches against both
baseline approaches for each collection, and found that on most of the collections, the correlation coeﬃcients were not signiﬁcantly higher. We can report
that when any of the baselines outperformed the MMP approaches the result
was not signiﬁcant, but on some collections, the MMP approaches signiﬁcantly
outperformed one (always the lower) of the baselines (denoted by †). The MMP2
approach tends to outperform the MMP1 approach especially for longer queries.
It should be noted that we have not tuned the linear combination (i..e α = 0.5)
parameter in this approach.
The results of the unsupervised EM learning approach are particularly poor.
We analysed the parameters returned from the approach and determined that
the EM algorithm tends to grossly over-estimate the mixture parameter (λ),
while not estimating values that are close to the actual values for μˆ1 , σˆ1 , μˆ0 ,
or σˆ0 .
Table 2. Spearman correlation of output of various predictors vs average precision for
title (top half of table) and desc (bottom half of table) queries for BM25

Collection
AP
FT
WT2G
WT10G
Avg(title)

clarity
0.393
0.426
0.352
0.357
0.382

σ(100)
0.280
0.492
0.445
0.328
0.386

NQC
0.265
0.513
0.411
0.342
0.382

BM25
EM
0.037
0.173
-0.125
-0.031
0.013

MMP1
0.511 †
0.596 †
0.423
0.298
0.457

MMP2
0.495 †
0.590 †
0.473
0.344
0.475

AP
FT
WT2G
WT10G
Avg(desc)

0.508
0.382
0.321
0.400
0.402

0.591
0.431
0.584
0.501
0.526

0.543
0.518
0.592
0.491
0.536

0.060
-0.025
-0.129
-0.042
-0.034

0.513
0.519
0.507
0.411
0.487

0.571
0.84
0.543 † 0.86
0.552
0.81
0.456
0.72
0.530
0.81

OPT
0.87
0.88
0.82
0.74
0.83

It is true that the methods for estimating the parameters of the distributions
are heuristic, but these can be removed when more theoretically sound methods
for estimating these are discovered. There are many approaches to query performance prediction that have not been evaluated against the new approaches
developed here, but comparative studies [10] would tend to suggest that our approach is highly competitive. Furthermore, other approaches to QPP have not
7

We transformed both coeﬃcients to z-scores and tested whether the 0.95 conﬁdence
interval levels overlapped.
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Table 3. Spearman correlation of output of various predictors vs average precision for
title (top half of table) and desc (bottom half of table) queries on for a Jelinek-Mercer
Language Model

Collection
AP
FT
WT2G
WT10G
Avg(title)

clarity
0.387
0.467
0.335
0.246
0.358

σ(100)
0.170
0.432
0.467
0.276
0.336

LM
NQC
EM MMP1
0.205 0.184 0.389 †
0.467 0.105 0.442
0.428 -0.158 0.453
0.253 0.040 0.523 †
0.338 0.042 0.451

MMP2
0.378 †
0.469
0.514
0.537 †
0.474

AP
FT
WT2G
WT10G
Avg(desc)

0.525
0.414
0.249
0.333
0.380

0.519
0.296
0.533
0.567
0.478

0.456 -0.038 0.430
0.368 0.002 0.347
0.517 -0.139 0.513
0.455 0.017 0.381
0.449 -0.039 0.417

0.499
0.86
0.388
0.87
0.577 † 0.82
0.482
0.75
0.486
0.83

OPT
0.89
0.89
0.80
0.76
0.83

aimed to explicitly estimate the performance measure in question. One interesting practical advantage of the predictors developed here is that they can be
easily modiﬁed to predict other performance measures.

6

Conclusion

In this work, we have developed new query performance predictors that explicitly
aim to predict average precision. The new predictors (MMP1 and MMP2) based
on estimating the moments and mixture parameter are comparable to state-ofthe-art predictors. Furthermore, an analysis of the parameters of the predictor
has determined that only two parameters (m1 and λ) are of crucial importance
to the performance of the predictor. This analysis aids in narrowing the focus
of future work. In a broader IR sense, it follows that only these two parameters are of importance to any IR application using score distributions. Future
work, involves researching other unsupervised learning approaches to parameter
estimation in the hope that they may yield higher performance predictors.
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Abstract. The conventional algorithms for text clustering that are based on the
bag of words model, fail to fully capture the semantic relations between the
words. As a result, documents describing an identical topic may not be
categorized into same clusters if they use different sets of words. A generic
solution for this issue is to utilize background knowledge to enrich the
document contents. In this research, we adopt a language modeling approach
for text clustering and propose to smooth the document language models using
Wikipedia articles in order to enhance text clustering performance. The contents
of Wikipedia articles as well as their assigned categories are used in three
different ways to smooth the document language models with the goal of
enriching the document contents. Clustering is then performed on a document
similarity graph constructed on the enhanced document collection. Experiment
results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
Keywords: Text clustering, Wikipedia, Smoothing, Language models.

1

Introduction

With the fast growth of text data in management systems and on the web, it is
essential to develop efficient methods to organize the content of text documents. Text
clustering is a fundamental method for organizing large number of documents, and
can also be used to enhance the performance of information retrieval systems.
However, most of the previous text clustering algorithms are based on the “bag of
words” (BOW) model in which the semantic relations between the words are not
considered. In BOW approach, a document is represented by its individual terms and
their frequencies in the document’s content. However, two documents describing the
same topic may falsely be categorized into different clusters if they use different sets
of words that are not necessarily identical but have semantic relations (e.g.,
synonymy). This issue negatively affects the reliability of the text clustering results.
One way to overcome this drawback is to use background knowledge to enrich the
documents.
WordNet, ODP, and Wikipedia have already been used to improve document
clustering. WordNet has limited coverage. It mostly contains common words but not
scarce ones. In that sense, using WordNet may cause information loss [10]. In
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 327–339, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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contrast, Wikipedia is a large online repository which contains millions of articles and
is regularly updated. It has a widespread coverage over different concepts and is more
complete than other resources. In this paper we propose to utilize Wikipedia to
enhance the results of text clustering. There have been few attempts to use Wikipedia
to improve text clustering [9]. These methods mostly extract features from Wikipedia
for documents to enrich their contents [10].
In this research, we adopt a language modeling approach for text clustering and
propose to smooth the language models of text documents using Wikipedia articles in
order to enhance the content of the documents. Language modeling has recently been
successfully applied to many different information retrieval and text mining problems
[13] and smoothing has been shown to be a critical part for many of these solutions. A
short document pertaining to a particular topic may not contain all the words related
to that topic. As a result, it becomes unlikely to have all related words in the language
model, a problem addressed by smoothing in order to enrich the documents.
Smoothing refers to the adjustment of the maximum likelihood estimator of a
language model so that it will be more accurate [14]. When estimating a language
model based on a limited amount of text, smoothing is extremely important.
In this paper, we propose two smoothing methods and for each method, we define
a neighborhood of the Wikipedia articles, the target neighborhood, for each text
document to smooth the content of documents. In the first method we extract the top
features of each document, which are the terms, and define the target neighborhood in
Wikipedia using these features. Intuitively, since top features are appropriate
representatives of the document, document expansion based on these features can
enhance the document content. In the second approach the content similarity of the
documents and Wikipedia articles are used to define the neighborhoods. We also
propose to combine the two methods and use both neighborhood sets for smoothing to
benefit from the advantages of both methods.
After smoothing, we model the smoothed documents by a graph constructed
upon the language models, and perform link-based clustering on the resultant graph.
For link-based clustering, we use a link-based algorithm proposed in [12]. For
baseline we use the K-Means algorithm on the BOW model. Our experiments on
Reuters-21578 [15] and 20-newsgroup (20NG) [16] show that both proposed
smoothing methods improve the clustering results, and the combination of them
provides the best performance, confirming the power of proposed methods in
enriching document contents using Wikipedia articles. Link-based clustering of the
documents has also shown to be superior to the traditional content based clustering
method, K-Means.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review some related
works. Section 3 introduces the proposed smoothing methods based on Wikipedia
articles and presents construction of the document similarity graph and link-based
clustering algorithm. Experimental results are described in section 4. Finally we
discuss our main results and conclude the paper in section 5.
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Related Works

A number of different methods have been applied to improve basic text clustering
algorithms. Recently the research on utilizing background knowledge and ontology to
enhance text mining tasks such as text classification and clustering is increasing.
In [1], WordNet is used to improve text clustering. They enrich the term vector of
each document using three different strategies based on WordNet concepts. Another
algorithm that represents the vector of text documents using WordNet is introduced in
[2]. Both these researches somehow resolve the problem of BOW model. But they
have some limitations. WordNet covers a limited number of words and is focused on
common words not rare ones. Another problem is that most of the descriptions
presented by WordNet for each term are too short.
Another resource studied in recent researches is Wikipedia. Though using
Wikipedia is more difficult because it is not as structured as WordNet, but researches
on utilizing Wikipedia to enhance text mining are growing recently because it is widespreading and rectifies the limitations of WordNet. In [3] and [4], a method was
proposed to incorporate encyclopedia knowledge with text classification systems.
Wikipedia was also used in [5] to improve text categorization. Other text mining tasks
have been enhanced by Wikipedia, such as cluster labeling [6]. Wikipedia can also
improve information retrieval, for example in [7] Wikipedia was used for query
expansion and relevance feedback.
In addition, Wikipedia has been used for text clustering. The representation of
short text documents are improved using Wikipedia features in [8]. In [9] an
algorithm is presented which maps the terms in the text documents into Wikipedia
concepts and the term vector of the document is reduced to a vector of Wikipedia
concepts. They also compare Wikipedia with WordNet and show that most of the
terms in a document that are appropriate features for the document are not covered in
WordNet but they are included in Wikipedia concepts.
Beside the concepts of Wikipedia, the categories of the articles have also been
utilized to improve text clustering [10]. Although these methods show improvement
in text clustering using Wikipedia, they have some limitations. They use Wikipedia to
add new features to the document mostly using concepts and categories of the articles.
But Wikipedia has a rich content for each article that can also be used to improve text
clustering. In this paper we use the whole content and the categories of Wikipedia
articles to smooth the language models of text document to enrich the documents and
enhance text clustering.

3

Wikipedia-Based Smoothing

In this paper we propose to utilize Wikipedia to improve text clustering. Our approach
is to smooth the language models of the text documents using Wikipedia articles in
order to enrich the documents. We then construct a document similarity graph using
the method proposed in [11] and based on the contents of the enriched documents.
The document similarity graph is a graph of documents citing each other, where the
weighted links are induced from the new, improved contents of documents. We
finally cluster the documents using the result graph.
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For the first step we propose two smoothing methods and for each method, we
define a neighborhood of the Wikipedia articles for any of the text documents. Next,
we smooth each document using the given set. Wikipedia articles have different parts;
in both proposed methods we choose to use the content and the categories of the
articles for smoothing and discuss the effects of each part. The contents of Wikipedia
articles are very rich as they are encyclopedia knowledge on the subject of the
articles; and thus can be used for expansion and enriching text documents. Wikipedia
contains a hierarchical categorization system, and each article belongs to at least one
category. The category information of each article is an appropriate summarized
narration of its subject and therefore is suitable for enriching documents.
In the first proposed method, “Top-Feature Smoothing”, we extract the top features of
each document and define the target neighborhood in Wikipedia using these features. In
the second approach, “Similarity Smoothing”, the content similarity of the documents
and Wikipedia articles are used to define the neighborhoods. We also propose to combine
the two methods and use both neighborhood sets for smoothing to benefit from
advantages of both methods. The details of these algorithms are described below.
3.1

Top-Feature Smoothing Algorithm

For this algorithm we first extract the top m features of each document. We rank the
document features using:
Score (w, d) = TF (w, d) * log (IDF (w)) .

(1)

where, w is a word in the document d and Score(w, d) is the score of w as a feature of
document d indicating the importance of w in d. TF(w, d) is the raw frequency of w in
document d, and IDF(w) is the inverse of the document frequency of the word w in
the whole collection. For each document, we rank its words based on this score and
select the top m words as top features of the document: f1, f2… fm.
Next, we use these features to define a neighborhood of Wikipedia articles for each
document d. For this purpose, we match each feature fi with Wikipedia concepts,
considering the titles of Wikipedia articles as Wikipedia concepts. We bring in all
Wikipedia articles whose titles match fi and construct a set of Wikipedia articles for each
feature. The neighborhood set of d, named S, is defined as the union of all these sets and
is used to smooth the document d. Smoothing is done in two steps. In the first step, the
raw content of the document is smoothed using Dirichlet prior smoothing method [14]:
|d|

μ

pS(w | d) = (|d|+ )* pML(w | d) + (|d|+ )* p(w | S) .
μ

μ

(2)

In the second step, the smoothed content of the previous step is smoothed with the
contents of the whole collection:
p(w | d) = (1-β) * pS(w |d) + β * pML(w | C) .

(3)

In the above equations, C is the whole collection of the documents, pML is the
maximum likelihood estimation, and |d| is the length of the document. Here, β and μ
are smoothing parameters; and p(w | S) is computed in two ways:
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1. TopF-Content: In this method, we only use the content of the Wikipedia
articles for smoothing, and p(w | S) is:
α pML w|Df

p w|S

.

(4)

where, Dfi is the set of Wikipedia articles corresponding to feature fi. Since the top
features of the document have different importance compared to each other, we
combine their language models in a weighted manner, and define αi as:
αi =

2 * (m-i+1)
,
m * (m+1)

m

αi =1 .

(5)

i=1

2. TopF-Content&Cat: As described before, beside the content of the Wikipedia
articles, we also use the categories of each article for smoothing. We combine the
language model of the articles with the language model of categories. For this
purpose, we define pML(w | Catfi) as the probability of w occurring in the categories of
the articles in Dfi; and we linearly combine this probability with pML(w | Dfi). In this
method, p(w | S) is calculated as follows:
p w|S

α

1

γ

pML w|Df

γ

pML (w|Catf )] .

Here, weighting scheme is similar to equation (4); and
combining the probabilities.
3.2

(6)

is a parameter for

Similarity Smoothing Algorithm

In our second smoothing method, the language model similarities are used. We define
the distance between two text documents based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence
(KL-divergence) measure between their language models:
Dist (di, dj) = KL-divergence (θ(di), θ(dj)) .

(7)

Where, θ(di) is the language model of the document di. We compute the distance
measure defined above between each document and all Wikipedia articles. Then we
smooth the documents using the two stage smoothing method described in section
3.1, equations (2) and (3); only the parameter p(w | S) is different in this method; it is
computed in two ways:
1. Sim-Content: In this method we use the contents of Wikipedia articles weighted
based on the similarity between the articles and each document; so p(w | S) is:
p w|S

β

pML w|a .

(8)

W

where ai is a Wikipedia article and the summation is performed on all Wikipedia
articles for the document d. This summation is weighted by the KL-divergence
distance between the document and Wikipedia articles, so the articles which are more
similar to d will have more effect on its language model:
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β

D

,

D

,

D

∑

W

D

,

.

(9)

2. Sim-Content&Cat: In this approach, both content and categories of the
Wikipedia articles are used for smoothing. Therefore p( w | S) is:
p w|S =

βi *[ 1-γ *pML w|ai + γ*pML w|Cati

.

(10)

ai is a Wikipedia article

Here, Cati is the set of categories of the article ai and γ is the parameter for combining
the language models.
3.3

Combination of the Two Methods

“Top-Feature Smoothing” and “Similarity Smoothing” algorithms can be used
together for smoothing a document taking advantage of both methods. Similarity
smoothing benefit from all Wikipedia articles, while Top-Feature smoothing
increases the effect of the words resembling top features of the document. We again
use the two stage smoothing formula in section 3.1; except in this method p(w | S) is:
p5(w | S) = α * p2(w | S) + (1-α) * p4(w | S) .

(11)

Here, α is a parameter to control the effect of each part.
3.4

Construction of the Document Similarity Graph and Link-Based Clustering

After smoothing, we model the smoothed documents with a directed graph by using
the method proposed in [11]. This method considers each document as a query q; and
then defines Dinit as a set of top documents returned by some initial retrieval algorithm
in response to the query q. As defined in [11], the top n generators of a document o
Dinit, denoted TopGen(o), is the set of n documents g Dinit- {d} that yield the highest
pg(o), where, pg(.) is the unigram language model induced from g. Then the graph is
defined as:
pg (o)
if g TopGen o
wtW o→g =
(12)
0
otherwise;
So the links created between document o and other documents are weighted based on
the probability which their induced language model assigns to o. Because the links are
weighted, we set n = |Dinit| and consider all generators instead of selecting top n. Then
we cluster the resultant graph to achieve a clustering for the documents. In all parts of
this paper when we talk about modeling documents with a graph, this algorithm is
used. To cluster the graph of the documents, we applied a link-based clustering
method [12]. This algorithm needs an initial clustering of all nodes of the graph as its
input which can be a random clustering. In this algorithm, for each node ni, we
examine all its adjacent nodes, and assign ni to the cluster which includes more
neighbors of ni. This algorithm can be extended for using in graphs with weighted
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edges, as in our research. In this case, we use the summation of the weights of the
edges between ni and its neighbors, instead of the number of the adjacent nodes in
clusters. Given K clusters, we define the assignment of ni to cluster cm as xi, m where
xi, m = 1 if ni is in cluster cm and 0 otherwise. We represent our graph with a matrix M,
where mi, j indicates the weight of the edge from ni to nj. Then, we rank all clusters for
ni based on the score defined as: Score(ni, cm) = Σj [(mi,j + mj,i)*xj, m].
Then ni will be assigned to the cluster which has the highest score. All nodes are
reassigned iteratively until no reassignment is possible or a specific number of
iterations have been performed. After smoothing the documents and modeling them
with a graph as described before, we use this algorithm to cluster the resultant graph.
We have given different random clusterings of nodes as input to this algorithm, but
the best results were achieved when the results of K-Means were given as input to the
algorithm. Thus, in all experiments on graph clustering we used the result of K-Means
as input of the graph clustering algorithm.

4

Experiments and Results

The Wikipedia articles are available in form of database dumps and are updated
periodically. They can be downloaded from http://download.wikipedia.org. The
version we have used in this research was released on May, 2009. It contains about
3,000,000 articles. The experiments are performed on two datasets: Reuters-21578
[15] which contains 21,578 documents and 135 categories and 20-newagroup (20NG) [16] with 19,997 documents and 20 classes.
4.1

Evaluation Metrics

Three metrics are used in this research to evaluate clustering quality: purity [17], fscore [18] and normalized mutual information (NMI) [19]. Given a dataset with N
documents and M classes in which documents are labeled as C = (c1, c2, … cM), if our
algorithm generates K clusters Q = (q1, q2, … qK), then purity measure of a cluster is
defined as:
1
max q
c .
purity Q, C
(13)
N
Purity is used extensively in clustering tasks but it increases as the number of clusters
increases and equals to 1 when each document is in an individual cluster. Thus, we
also use other metrics for evaluating the clustering. The f-score measure combines
precision and recall: F-score = [2 (precision * recall)] / (precision + recall); and NMI
is defined as the mutual information between the clustering results (Q) and the class
labels (C):
I (X;Y)
NMI (X, Y) =
(14)
(logM+ log K)/2
where X is a random variable for cluster assignments and Y is a random variable for
class labels. Unlike purity, when the number of the clusters increases, NMI does not
necessarily grow. The values of the three measures described in this section range
between 0 and 1, and the higher values indicate better clustering results.
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Baselines

In text clustering, the number of documents is high, and the feature space will be very
large. Thus we need a clustering algorithm which can address these two issues. KMeans [18] is a partitioning algorithm which iteratively calculates the cluster centroids
and reassigns each document to the closest cluster until no document can be reassigned
or a specific number of iterations has been performed. The time complexity of K-Means
is linear in the number of documents and it is the most widely used algorithm for text
clustering [18]; therefore we apply it as the baseline method in this research: K-Means,
is K-Means clustering method with cosine similarity measure. We also perform another
experiment as baseline: Link-based, is the link-based clustering algorithm described in
section 3.4 performed on the similarity graph constructed upon initial documents. The
results achieved on baseline experiments are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Baseline experiments on Reuters-21578 dataset
Experiment
K-Means
Link-based

Purity
0.538
0.562

F-score
0.323
0.330

NMI
0.431
0.438

We conducted several experiments to evaluate our proposed algorithms. The
details of the experiments are described in the remainder of this section.
4.3

K-Means Clustering of the Smoothed Documents

After smoothing documents using the three methods described in section 3, and
before construction of the similarity graph, we clustered documents using K-Means
algorithm. In the first set of experiments, K-Means-TopF-Content, we used KMeans to cluster the documents smoothed using the contents of Wikipedia articles
and specifically the proposed TopF-Content smoothing algorithm. In the second set of
experiments, K-Means-TopF-Content&Cat, we applied K-Means to documents
smoothed with the contents as well as categories of Wikipedia articles, the proposed
TopF-Content&Cat algorithm. The results on the Reuters-21578 dataset are shown
in Table 2 (Numbers in parentheses show the percentage of improvement compared
with the baseline experiment presented in each table).
Table 2. Comparison of K-Means-TopF-Content and K-Means-TopF-Content&Cat with
baseline on Reuters-21578
Experiment
K-Means (baseline)
K-Means-TopF-Content
K-Means-TopF-Content&Cat

Purity
0.538
0.572 (6.3%)
0.585 (8.7%)

F-score
0.323
0.332 (2.8%)
0.338 (4.6%)

NMI
0.431
0.455 (5.6%)
0.463 (7.4%)

In Top-Feature smoothing we tested different values for parameter m and the best
result was achieved for m = 8. Thus in all experiments with this smoothing algorithm,
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we set m = 8. In Dirichlet prior smoothing we set μ = 2000 due to the research in
[14]. In the second smoothing step, we set β = 0.5. Parameter γ for combining content
and categories is set to 0.1; and α = 0.5 in the combination of two smoothing methods
so that both algorithms have same effect in the combination.
From the performance results in Table 2, it is observed that clustering results are
enhanced after applying Top-Feature smoothing. The same experiments are
performed for Similarity smoothing algorithm and the combination of the two
smoothing methods: K-Means-Sim-Content: applying Sim-Content smoothing and
cluster documents by K-Means algorithm. K-Means-Sim-Content&Cat: applying
Sim-Content&Cat smoothing and cluster documents by K-Means algorithm. KMeans-Combination: applying combination of TopF-Content&Cat smoothing
method with Sim-Content&Cat smoothing algorithm. The results of the experiments
are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Comparison of K-Means-Sim-Content, K-Means-Sim-Content&Cat and K-MeansCombination with baseline on Reuters-21578
Experiment
K-Means (baseline)
K-Means-Sim-Content
K-Means-Sim-Content&Cat
K-Means-Combination

Purity
0.538
0.561 (4.3%)
0.569 (5.8%)
0.597 (11 %)

F-score
0.323
0.331 (2.5%)
0.335 (3.7%)
0.346 (7.1%)

NMI
0.431
0.451 (4.6%)
0.458 (6.3%)
0.470 (9%)

As indicated in Table 3, Similarity smoothing improves text clustering results. The
combination of the two smoothing methods improves clustering purity by the factor
of 11% compared to the baseline which is the best performance among these
experiments. From the results in Tables 2 and 3, in both smoothing algorithms, adding
categories to the content for smoothing works better than using content only; we can
also see that Top-Feature smoothing achieves more improvement than Similarity
smoothing algorithm, on the Reuters-21578 dataset.
4.4

Link-Based Clustering of the Smoothed Documents

Further, we construct the document similarity graph and apply link-based clustering
as described in section 3.4. At this point, we performed the following experiments:
Link-based-TopF-Content: applying TopF-Content algorithm for smoothing. Linkbased-TopF-Content&Cat: applying TopF-Content&Cat algorithm for smoothing.
Table 4. Comparison of Link-based-TopF-Content and Link-based-TopF-Content&Cat with
Link-based on Reuters-21578
Experiment
Link-based (baseline)
Link-based-TopF-Content
Link-based-TopF-Content&Cat

Purity
0.562
0.595 (5.8%)
0.608 (8.2%)

F-score
0.330
0.348 (5.4%)
0.355 (7.6%)

NMI
0.438
0.464 (5.9%)
0.473 (8%)
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The results in Table 4 indicate that not only Top-Feature smoothing enhances
clustering performance, but also link-based clustering of documents has shown
improvement, compared to the results in Table 2.
We performed similar experiments for Similarity smoothing algorithm and the
combination of the two smoothing methods: Link-based-Sim-Content: applying
Sim-Content algorithm for smoothing. Link-based-Sim-Content&Cat: applying
Sim-Content&Cat algorithm for smoothing. Link-based-Combination: applying
combination of TopF-Content&Cat method with Sim-Content&Cat algorithm for
smoothing. The results are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Comparison of Link-based-Sim-Content, Link-based-Sim-Content&Cat, and Linkbased-Combination with Link-based on Reuters-21578
Experiment
Link-based (baseline)
Link-based-Sim-Content
Link-based-Sim-Content&Cat
Link-based-Combination

Purity
0.562
0.579 (3%)
0.591 (5.1%)
0.629 (11.9 %)

F-score
0.330
0.340 (3%)
0.347 (5.2%)
0.365 (10.3%)

NMI
0.438
0.457 (4.3%)
0.466 (6.4%)
0.481 (9.8%)

From the performance results in Table 5, we observe that the combination of
the two smoothing algorithms improves clustering results more than individual
smoothing algorithms. Though Similarity smoothing algorithm has improved
clustering results but compared to Top-Feature smoothing it achieved less
improvement. Among all proposed methods in this research, Link-based-Combination
has the best results with the three metrics and improved purity of the K-Means
clustering results by the factor of 16.9%. The comparison of Link-Com results with KMeans is shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Link-based-Combination method compared with K-Means, on Reuters-21578
Experiment
K-Means (baseline)
Link-based-Combination

4.5

Purity
0.538
0.629 (16.9%)

F-score
0.323
0.365 (13%)

NMI
0.431
0.481 (11.6%)

Experiments on 20-NG Dataset

To compare our results with previous clustering methods which utilized Wikipedia,
we performed the experiments on 20-NG dataset and compared the results f our
proposed methods with the algorithms presented in [10]. The results are summarized
in Table 7. The Word-Category and Word-Concept-Category methods are
proposed in [10] and had the best results in that research. Improvements are computed
compared to the K-Means baseline.
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Table 7. Comparison of the experiments with K-Means, on 20-NG dataset
Experiment
K-Means (baseline)
Link-based
K-Means-TopF-Content
K-Means-TopF-Content&Cat
K-Means-Sim-Content
K-Means-Sim-Content&Cat
K-Means-Combination
Link-based-TopF-Content
Link-based-TopF-Content&Cat
Link-based-Sim-Content
Link-based-Sim-Content&Cat
Link-based-Combination

Purity
0.411
0.420 (2.2%)
0.415 (1%)
0.419 (1.9%)
0.417 (1.5%)
0.422 (2.7%)
0.425 (3.4%)
0.428 (4.1%)
0.439 (6.8%)
0.433 (5.3%)
0.442 (7.5%)
0.446 (8.5%)

F-score
0.381
0.387 (1.6%)
0.384 (0.8%)
0.390 (2.4%)
0.388 (1.8%)
0.392 (2.9%)
0.397 (4.2%)
0.393 (3.1%)
0.403 (5.8%)
0.401 (5.2%)
0.411 (7.9%)
0.421 (10.5%)

NMI
0.388
0.393 (1.3%)
0.391 (0.8%)
0.398 (2.6%)
0.394 (1.5%)
0.401 (3.4%)
0.413 (6.4%)
0.408 (5.2%)
0.419 (8%)
0.412 (6.2%)
0.425 (9.5%)
0.432 (11.3%)

Word-Category
Word-Concept-Category

0.442 (7.5%)
0.442 (7.5%)

0.412 (8.1%)
0.418 (9.7%)

0.429 (10.5%)
0.412 (6.2%)

As indicated in the Table 7, Similarity smoothing algorithm outperforms TopFeature smoothing algorithm on 20-NG dataset, unlike Reuters-21578. Since the
performance of Top-Feature smoothing depends on the top features extracted from
the documents, this can be because the feature extraction method did not get
acceptable results on 20-NG dataset. This issue is to be examined in the future works.
Using categories in addition to the content of the Wikipedia articles improves
clustering more than using content only. The combination of both smoothing
algorithms (Link-based-Combination) gives the best improvement (8.5% in purity)
among all other experiments. Compared to Word-Category and Word-ConceptCategory, that map text documents to Wikipedia concepts and categories, our best
algorithm (Link-based-Combination) achieved more improvement based on three
measures. Besides, in [10] the authors did not obtain any improvement without using
categories, but our smoothing algorithms which used content only, had improvements
based on all three metrics; because we utilize the whole content of Wikipedia articles
that are very rich in content compared with concepts of Wikipedia (only titles of the
articles).

5

Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we adopt a language modeling approach for text clustering and propose to
smooth the language models of the text documents using Wikipedia articles in order to
enhance the content of the documents. We propose two smoothing methods and for each
method, we define a neighborhood of the Wikipedia articles for each text document to
smooth the content of documents. In the first method we extract the top features of each
document and define the target neighborhood in Wikipedia using these features. In the
second approach the content similarity of the documents and Wikipedia articles are used
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to define the neighborhoods. We also propose to combine the two methods and use both
neighborhood sets for smoothing to benefit from the advantages of both methods. After
smoothing, we construct a document similarity graph using the enriched contents of
documents, and perform link-based clustering on the resultant graph.
The proposed algorithms are tested on two datasets: Reuters-21578 and 20NG. In
order to evaluate the effectiveness of proposed smoothing methods on clustering we
perform different experiments and compare them with K-Means clustering algorithm as
the baseline. Based on the empirical results, both proposed smoothing algorithms
improve text clustering performance on both collections. Top-Feature smoothing
algorithm achieves more improvement than Similarity smoothing algorithm, on Reuters21578 dataset; and, Similarity smoothing algorithm outperforms Top-Feature smoothing
algorithm on 20NG dataset. Since the performance of Top-Feature smoothing depends
on the top features extracted from the documents, this can be because the feature
extraction method did not get acceptable results on 20-NG dataset. This issue is to be
examined in the future works. Another conclusion obtained from experimental results is
that using categories in addition to the content of the Wikipedia articles for smoothing,
improves text clustering performance. The combination of both smoothing algorithms
achieves the best improvement, taking advantage of both methods. Similarity smoothing
benefit from all Wikipedia articles, while Top Feature smoothing increases the effect of
the words resembling top features of the document.
Link-based clustering of the documents has also shown to be superior to the traditional
content based clustering method, K-Means. Based on the experimental results, creating
content similarity graph and performing link-based clustering generates better text
clustering results. Our best algorithm (Link-based-Combination) achieves 16.9% and
8.5% improvement in purity compared with K-Means on Reuters-21578 and 20NG,
respectively. Comparison with existing text clustering methods using Wikipedia has
shown that our proposed smoothing approach is more effective in text clustering results;
because we utilize the whole content of Wikipedia articles that are very rich in content
compared with concepts of Wikipedia (only titles of the articles). The results achieved in
this research can be extended to other applications such as text classification and
information retrieval. For future works we will use parameter tuning methods to make
the proposed algorithms more accurate. Moreover, we will study how to utilize other
parts of Wikipedia such as hyperlinks, to improve text clustering.
Acknowledgments. This research is partially supported by Iran Telecommunication
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ASVMFC: Adaptive Support Vector Machine
Based Fuzzy Classifier
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Abstract. SVM1 and FNN2 are popular techniques for pattern classification.
SVM has excellent generalization performance, but this performance is
dependent on appropriate determining its kernel function. FNN is equipped with
human-like reasoning, but the learning algorithms used in most FNN classifiers
only focus on minimizing empirical risk. In this paper, a new classifier called
ASVMFC has offered uses capabilities of SVM and FNN together and does not
have the mentioned disadvantages. In fact, ASVMFC is a fuzzy neural network
that its parameters is adjusted using a SVM with an adaptive kernel function.
ASVMFC uses a new clustering algorithm to make up its fuzzy rules.
Moreover, an efficient sampling method has been introduced in this paper that
drastically reduces the number of training samples with very slight impact on
the performance of ASVMFC. The experimental results illustrate ASVMFC can
achieve very good classification accuracy with generating only a few fuzzy
rules.
Keywords: Fuzzy neural network (FNN), support vector machine (SVM),
adaptive kernel, pattern classification, clustering.

1

Introduction

Pattern classification is one of the most important issues in machine learning and data
mining that encompasses a wide domain of problems. Support vector machine (SVM)
and fuzzy neural network (FNN) are considered as important tools for pattern
classification; among them, SVM is a kernel based machine learning method. The
theory of SVM is based on statistical learning theory and had been proposed by
Vapnik in 1992 [1]. Although SVM due to reliance on the principle of structural risk
minimization, has high generalization power theoretically; but this power is heavily
dependent on appropriate determining its kernel function according to problem. This
means that using common kernel functions for SVM, due to lack of compliance with
the conditions of different problems, is caused SVM has good performance only in
1
2
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special problems; experimental results given in this paper confirm this fact. Up to
now, some efforts have been made to determine the SVM kernel function or kernel
matrix adaptively, but the results of these efforts have not been very satisfactory [2,
3]. On the other hand, FNN has human-like reasoning benefit for handling uncertainty
of information [4], but the learning algorithms, which so far have been used in most
FNN classifiers, suffer from the weakness of focusing on minimizing empirical risk
(training error) regardless of expected risk (testing error). In this paper a new
classifier called ASVMFC is presented that uses capabilities of SVM and FNN
together and does not have the mentioned disadvantages.
In fact, ASVMFC is a fuzzy neural network that its rules are produced by a new
fuzzy clustering method and its parameters are adjusted by training a SVM equipped
with an adaptive kernel. ASVMFC tries to achieve generalization power of SVM and
human-like reasoning benefit of FNN together. The clustering method, which is used
in ASVMFC to determine fuzzy rules, generates clusters that appropriately
approximate data distribution of the problem and counteract the effects of outliers in
creating ASVMFC. In addition, using an adaptive kernel for training SVM in
ASVMFC has been caused ASVMFC achieves good classification performance for
different problems and also generates a few number of support vectors. Moreover, a
method for reducing number of training samples of ASVMFC is introduced in this
paper. This method can identify samples, which are effective in adjusting ASVMFC,
according to fuzzy membership values of samples and reduces number of training
samples drastically. Empirical results show that the ASVMFC classification accuracy
is more than classification accuracy of the three types of SVM which use RBF kernel,
polynomial kernel, and sigmoid kernel respectively.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the theory of SVM is presented
briefly. Section 3 describes structure of ASVMFC and its learning algorithms in
details. The results of experiments are expressed in section 4. Finally, the conclusions
are summarized in section 5.

2

Support Vector Machine

The major purpose of SVM in binary classification problems is finding optimal
discriminator hyper-plane in n dimensional problem space. To do that, SVM find a
discriminator hyper-plane that has maximum margin to boundaries of two classes.
Suppose we are given a set S of labeled training set, S
X , y , X , y , … , X N , yN ,
where X
, and y
1, 1 . The goal of SVM is to find an optimal hyper-plane
such that
y WT X

b

1

ξ ,

i

1, … , N

(1)

where W
, b
, and ξ
0 is a slack variable. For ξ
1, the data are
misclassified. To find an optimal hyper-plane is to solve the following constrained
optimization problem:
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Minimize

C ∑N ξ

W

Subject to y W T X

b

1

ξ ,

i

1, … , N

(2)

where C is a user defined positive cost parameter and ∑ ξ is an upper bound on the
number of training errors. In fact, (2) is a quadratic programing problem and we can
write (2) as (3) by using the Lagrange technique. Values of Lagrange multipliers are
obtained by solving (3) and we can use them to compute values of W and b [5].
N

L α

α

1
2

N

α α y y X TX
,

(3)

N

αy

0,

α

0,

i

1, … , N

To extend the above linear SVM to a nonlinear classifier we can use the kernel trick
for realizing the idea of "in order to achieve better separability mapping the input data
into a higher dimensional feature space". To this end, we apply a kernel function with
form of K X , X instead of X T X term in (3). A standard kernel is a function that is
symmetric and positive-definite and satisfies the Mercer conditions [6].

3

Adaptive Support Vector Machine Based Fuzzy Classifier
(ASVMFC)

ASVMFC is a classifier in a form of FNN, which uses a new fuzzy clustering method
to generate its fuzzy rules and a SVM which equipped with an adaptive kernel to
adjust its parameters. The ASVMFC learning algorithm consists of three phases as
follow: 1) Clustering phase, 2) SVM training phase, 3) Creating and adjusting FNN
phase. In this section, these phases will be described in details.
3.1

Clustering Phase

The basis of the clustering phase is to approximate the probability distribution of
either classes of problem by a set of clusters with Gaussian distribution. To this end,
we run a new clustering algorithm that its pseudo code is given in follow for either
class individually. The clusters obtained in this phase will be considered as fuzzy
rules of ASVMFC.
Pseudocode 1. The algorithm of clustering method of ASVMFC.
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Clusters Clustering (Samples, InitCovariance, Thershold)
{
FOR i ՚ 1 TO number of the samples
FOR j ՚ 1 TO number of the samples
IF i = j THEN
InfluenceMatrix[i,j] ՚ infinite
ELSE
InfluenceMatrix[i,j] ՚ CalculateInfluence(
Samples[i], Samples[i], InitCovariance)
ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
Influences ՚ sum of the rows of InfluenceMatrix
Influences ՚ Influences/max(Influences)
WHILE Influences is not empty
I ՚ argmax(Influences);
IF Influences[I] != -infinite THEN
L ՚ InfluenceMatrix[I, all];
I_th ՚ indexes of entries of L that their values
are greater than Thershold and are not
infinite
WHILE I_th is not empty
L ՚ L + sum of the rows of
InfluenceMatrix[I_th, all]
I_th ՚ indexes of entries of L that their
values are greater than Thershold and
are not infinite
ENDWHILE
I_inf ՚ indexes of entries of L that their
values are infinite
IF I_inf has more than one entity THEN
InfeluenceCoeff ՚ max(Influences[I_inf])
AddNewCluster(Clusters, Samples[I_inf],
InfeluenceCoeff)
ENDIF
Influences[I_inf] ՚ -infinite
ENDIF
ENDWHILE
}

According to this algorithm, first we consider one small Gaussian distribution for
each sample and calculate sum of influences of these distributions on each sample and
indicate it as Influence value of that sample (δ ). In fact, the Influence value of each
sample is calculated as follows,
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δ

exp

1
X
2

X

T

X

X

(4)

where N is the number of the samples of the class which the desired sample is belong
to it and
is the predetermined covariance matrix of the small Gaussian
distributions. We select the sample, which has maximum influence value, as the initial
member of a new cluster. We calculate effect of small distribution of selected samples
on the rest samples and select the samples that the acquired value for them are greater
than a special threshold (δ_th) and add these samples to members of the new cluster.
Then we continue with calculating effect of the small distributions of the selected
samples on the rest samples until no sample is exist that its calculated influence value
is greater than δ_th. Finally, if the new cluster has more than one member then we
compute its parameters by using its elements.
In above algorithm, CalculateInfluence() function takes two samples and
calculates effect of the small Gaussian distribution of the first sample on the second
sample. Each cluster obtained in this phase, forms a hyper-ellipsoid in n dimensional
problem space and probability distribution of the data within it, is considered as a
Gaussian distribution. So, each of these clusters are determined by a center vector and
a covariance matrix that are computed by (5). Also each cluster has an influence
coefficient which determines amount of cluster influence in the next learning steps.
The value of this parameter is equal to maximum Influence values of members of
desired cluster. Indeed, AddNewCluster() function calculates center and
covariance matrix of the new cluster and add it to list of clusters.
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and δ_th are actually the internal parameters of the clustering algorithm and they
can be calculated by the algorithm automatically. We can use (6) to determine value
automatically,
of
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where NC is number of the samples of the class. Also, value of δ_th can be calculated by
(7),
S

δ_th
1
NC
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µ |

is mean of δ s, and S is standard deviation of δ s.

(8)
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SVM Training Phase

As noted earlier, SVM uses the kernel trick on to deal with problems which their
samples are not linearly separable. Although, some functions as common standard
kernel functions are available, but due to the diversity and complexity of various
problems, these kernel functions cannot have reasonable performance in all problems.
Hence, requirement to have an adaptive kernel for SVM is strongly felt in this
domain. Because of this, in the learning algorithm of ASVMFC we try to realize the
goal of SVM kernel being adaptive. For this purpose, in this phase, the kernel
function of SVM is made up automatically according to the data distribution of
training set which approximated in previous phase. (9) defines the adaptive kernel
function which has been used in ASVMFC,
K X ,X

δA X

δB X

X .X

δA X . δA X

∑NCA βCA exp
∑NC βC exp
∑NCB βCB exp
∑NC βC exp

CA
C

CB
C

X
X
X
X

δB X . δB X
T

(10)
X

C

C

X

CA

CA
T

T
T

(11)
X

C

C

X

CB

CB

(9)

with βCA
0 and βCB
0, where βCA is the influence coefficients of the jth cluster
of class A and βCB is the influence coefficients of the jth cluster of class B, NCA
indicates the number of the clusters of class A, NCB indicates the number of the
clusters of class B and , NC is equal to NCA NCB . In (9), δA X returns a value,
which approximated data distribution of class A assigns to X . In other word, the
output of δA X is equal to normalized sum of effects of the Gaussian distributions of
the obtained clusters for class A on X . Also δB X is similar to δA X except that is
related to class B.
In order that the kernel function defined by (9) is suitable for application in SVM,
we must prove that the kernel function has the Mercer conditions. According to
Mercer's work [6, 7], we know that if K is the symmetrical and continuous kernel of
an integral operator O : L
L , such that
OK

X

K X, Y g Y dY

(12)

is positive, i.e.,
K X, Y g X g Y dXdY

0

g

then K can be expanded into a uniformly convergent series

L,

(13)
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λ

K X, Y

X
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0. In this case, the mapping from input space to feature space produced by
with λ
the kernel is expressed as
:X

λ

X , λ

X ,…

(15)

such that K acts as the given dot product, i.e.,
X ,

Y

X

T

X

K X, Y

(16)

Lemma 1. A nonnegative linear combination of Mercer kernels is also a Mercer

kernel.
According to Lemma1, whereas the kernel function of ASVMFC is linear
combination of three terms, to prove the kernel function of ASVMFC is a standard
kernel, it is sufficient to prove that each of these terms is a standard kernel. Like
linear kernels, the first term is product of two vectors and satisfies conditions of a
standard kernel.
Lemma 2. The product of Mercer kernels is also a Mercer kernel.

Also according to Lemma 2, whereas the second and third terms of the kernel
function of ASVMFC are product of two functions, it is sufficient to prove that each
of these functions satisfies Mercer conditions.
Lemma 3. For any function ψ x that can be expanded as uniformly convergent power
∑ ax , a
series of
with nonnegative coefficients; that is, ψ x
0,If we
define the kernel function, then it is a Mercer kernel.

According to Lemma3, many common functions such asexp x , cosh x , sinh x ,
etc., can be used as possible kernel. Hence, δA X and δB X which are linear
compositions of some exponential functions with positive coefficients, satisfy Mercer
conditions according to Lemma1 and Lemma2. Therefore, we can claim that the
kernel function of ASVMFC is a standard kernel.
Finally, in this phase we train a SVM with the kernel function defined in (9) and
use its Lagrange multipliers for adjusting ASVMFC parameters in the next phase.
3.3

Creating and Adjusting ASVMFC Phase

In this phase a FNN is created using the results of previous phases. This FNN, which
is shown in Fig. 1, is final classifier system of ASVMFC and consists three layers. In
the first layer called input layer no computation is done. Each node in the input layer
only transmits input values to the next layer directly. The second layer is called rule
layer. A node in this layer represents one fuzzy rule and performs precondition
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matching of a rule. In fact, these rules are corresponding to the obtained clusters. The
fuzzy rules of this FNN are divided into two groups and each of these groups consist
the rules which are related to one of two classes. A and B indices show class label of
the rules. The output weights of the rules are influence coefficients of the clusters and
are computed by (17),
wA

βCA ∑N α y δA X

,

wB

βCB ∑N α y δB X

(17)

where N is the size of training set and X is the jth sample of training set. Also, βCA is
the influence coefficient of the ith cluster of class A and βCB is the influence
coefficient of the ith cluster of class B. The parameters α and y are Lagrange
multiplier (acquired in the previous phase) and class label of the jth sample of training
set respectively.

Fig. 1. The structure of the fuzzy neural network of ASVMFC

In Fig. 1 p represents number of data samples of class A and q represents number
of data samples of class B. The third layer is output layer and has a single neuron unit.
This unit, which is labeled with ∑, computes the overall output as the summation of
second layer outputs and two additional inputs. Also, W and b are computed by (18).
W

∑N α y X ,

b

N

∑N

y

WT X .

(18)
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Sample Reduction

One of the main problems of SVM is high time consumption of its training phase in
the case of large training sets. Due to this problem, using the standard SVM is not
affordable for cases with very large training set. A solution to overcome this problem
is reducing number of samples by sampling from training set [8]-[10]. This means
that we can remove samples which are not very impressive to form separator hyper
plane. In other word, if we can identify the samples which probably will be chosen as
support vectors, then we can use only these samples for training SVM.
The samples, which are lied in the area between two classes, have more potential to
be selected as support vectors; so the problem of sample reduction can be converted
to find samples in the area between two classes. This seems as a good solution but it
is impractical for a SVM which operates based on a kernel. Because, in this kind of
SVM the separator hyper plane is chosen based on the samples which have been
mapped by kernel and there is no assurance that samples in the area between two
classes in the original space are samples in the area between two classes in the
mapped space. However, because in ASVMFC the feature space is scaled form of the
original space, we can apply that solution here.
Another interesting point that should be noted is that finding the samples in the
area between two classes is done easily based on fuzzy belonging degrees of samples
to each of two classes and this process does not require much processing. We can say
the samples which have high belonging degrees to both classes are in the area
between two classes. Also, it is better that we add some samples from outer boundary
of each class to training samples to determine class areas for preventing deviation of
hyper plane. To this end, we apply (19) on the all samples and select some of smallest
ones for training.
θ X

|δA X

δB X |

(19)

The absolute of difference between two belonging degrees for each sample of the
classes’ boundaries is small value. So by choosing an appropriate threshold we can
select efficient samples for training SVM. Interesting point here is that θ . assigns
large values to samples located in area of opposite class; due to this, these samples are
not selected for training and separator hyper plane will not be deviated by them.

4

Experiments

We used the six Benchmark datasets from UCI Repository [11] and LIBSVM
software [12] to assess performance of ASVMFC. Table 1 describes these datasets in
details. In these experiments we apply 10-fold cross validation to estimate the
generalized accuracy of ASVMFC, RBF-kernel-based SVM, polynomial-kernelbased SVM and sigmoid-kernel-based SVM For each data set. In each round of cross
validation we run the four classifiers on all the “one class against rest class” cases of
each dataset and average all the results for it. The value of cost parameter of SVM is
C = 2 for all cases. Table 2 shows the classification accuracy and support vector
(SV) count of (the numbers of SVs have been rounded).
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Table 1. Descriptions of the benchmark datasets
Dataset name
Iris
Ecoli
Glass
Wine
Heart Disease
Breast Cancer

Number of samples
150
336
214
178
270
683

Number of Features
4
8
10
14
14
10

Number of classes
3
8
6
3
2
2

Table 2. Comparison between the accuracies and number of support vectors
Dataset name
Iris
Ecoli
Glass
Wine
Heart Disease
Breast Cancer

ASVMFC
%Acc #SVs
98.75
8
96.05
33
93.06
26
98.18
10
84.53
60
97.22
42

RBF SVM
%Acc #SVs
95.29 13
95.27 34
91.70 33
70.34 160
56.65 243
96.48 259

Polyno. SVM
%Acc
#SVs
96.58
9
95.17
37
91.01
27
95.98
11
75.41
64
93.96
56

Sigmoid SVM
%Acc #SVs
66.76 90
92.78 38
87.40 50
66.87 107
55.58 216
30.61 430

As shown in Table 2, ASVMFC has the best classification accuracy for all cases.
The accuracies of polynomial-kernel-based SVM on Heart data set and RBF-Kernelbased SVM on Wine and Heart data sets are very low. Also, sigmoid-kernel-based
SVM has unpromising accuracy for majority cases. Better performance of ASVMFC
in all cases is because of being adaptive. In other word, using the common kernel
functions for SVM, due to lack of compliance with the conditions of the problem, is
caused SVM does not has good performance in any type of problems. Moreover
corresponding to results shown in Table 1, numbers of fuzzy rules that ASVMFC has
generated for Iris, Ecoli, Glass, Wine, Heart, and Breast datasets are 3, 2, 3, 6, 3, and
3 respectively. Also, as shown in Table 2 the number of generated support vectors in
ASVMFC is lowest for all data sets. These results show that the adaptive kernel
function used in ASVMFC increase the capabilities of linear separability of the data
and so find the separator hyper plane with lower support vectors.
Fig. 2 shows how the proposed sample reduction method reduces the number of
training samples for ASVMFC. Fig. 2 illustrates that by decreasing the
value of threshold the number of samples is reduced significantly while the changes
of the classification accuracy of ASVMFC has been minor for all datasets. For
example, when the value of threshold is 0.2, 250 samples are almost reduced from
336 samples of Ecoli dataset while the classification accuracy of ASVNFC is still
near 96%. These results actually confirm the good performance of the sample
reduction method.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) The effect of sample reduction on the accuracy of ASVMFC; (b) The effect of
sample reduction threshold value on the number of reduced samples for ASVMFC

5

Conclusion

In this paper a new classifier called ASVMFC is introduced. ASVMFC makes up a
FNN and adjusts the parameters of this FNN by using a new fuzzy clustering method
and training a SVM equipped with an adaptive kernel. ASVMFC actually takes
advantages of the SVM generalization and human-like reasoning of FNN. The fuzzy
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rules of ASVMFC are generated automatically by a new clustering method according
to data distribution of problem. This enhances the accuracy of ASVMFC against the
common standard kernel functions. Moreover, because ASVMFC uses an adaptive
kernel for training SVM, it has a good performance with a few fuzzy rules in most
problems while creates a few support vectors in SVM training phase of its learning
algorithm. Also, we can easily reduce number of training samples for ASVMFC by
using belonging degrees of samples to both classes.
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Abstract. Ensemble methods can improve the eﬀectiveness in text categorization. Due to computation cost of ensemble approaches there is
a need for pruning ensembles. In this work we study ensemble pruning
based on data partitioning. We use a ranked-based pruning approach.
For this purpose base classiﬁers are ranked and pruned according to
their accuracies in a separate validation set. We employ four data partitioning methods with four machine learning categorization algorithms.
We mainly aim to examine ensemble pruning in text categorization. We
conduct experiments on two text collections: Reuters-21578 and BilCatTRT. We show that we can prune 90% of ensemble members with almost
no decrease in accuracy. We demonstrate that it is possible to increase
accuracy of traditional ensembling with ensemble pruning.
Keywords: Data partitioning, ensemble pruning, text categorization.

1

Introduction

Ensemble of classiﬁers are known to perform better than individual classiﬁers
when they are accurate and diverse [5], [19]. In text categorization, they are
proven to perform better in some cases [6]. However, they are not eﬃcient due
to computational workload. For instance, in news portals, it is a burden to
train a new ensemble model or test new documents. Various ensemble selection
methods are proposed to overcome this problem [3]. The main idea is to increase
the eﬃciency by reducing the size of ensemble without hurting the eﬀectiveness.
Besides, it can increase the eﬀectiveness if selected classiﬁers are more accurate
and diverse than base classiﬁers. In this work, we study these two aspects of
ensemble selection by giving the accuracy (i.e. eﬀectiveness) results [16].
Ensemble selection mainly consists of three stages: constructing base classiﬁers (ensemble members), selecting target classiﬁers among base classiﬁers,
and combining their predictions. Base classiﬁers are constructed homogeneously
or heterogeneously. Homogeneous classiﬁers are trained by the same algorithm
and constructed by data partitioning methods in which training documents are
manipulated [5], [6]. Heteregeneous classiﬁers are usually created by training different algorithms on the training set [3]. There are also mixed constructions in
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 352–361, 2011.
Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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which data is partitioned and diﬀerent algorithms are applied separately. There
are various ensemble selection approaches [17]. In general, they search for an
optimal subset of ensemble members. Searching evaluation is done with a validation (hillclimbing or hold-out) set, which can be used either in training or
as a separate part of training set. Lastly, ensemble predictions are combined by
simple/weighted voting, mixture of experts or stacking [17]. Voting is the most
popular approach. It combines predictions of ensemble based on sum, production or other rules. It is called weighted when each prediction is multiplied by a
coeﬃcient.
Construction of base classiﬁers, training them and getting predictions from
each of them require a considerable amount of time in text categorization when
there are huge numbers of text documents. This becomes crucial when text
documents become longer as experienced in news portals. There is a need for
pruning as many base classiﬁers as possible. Therefore, in this study, we examine
ensemble pruning in text categorization by applying diﬀerent data partitioning
methods for construction of base classiﬁers and popular classiﬁcation algorithms
to train them. We select a simple ranked-based ensemble pruning method in
which base classiﬁers are ranked (ordered) according to their accuracy in a separate validation set and then pruned pre-deﬁned amounts. We choose to use
weighted voting to combine predictions of pruned ensemble.
Our answers to the following questions are the contributions of this study:
1. How much data can we prune without hurting the eﬀectiveness using data
partitioning?
2. Which partitioning and categorization methods are more suitable for ensemble pruning in the text categorization domain?
3. How do English and Turkish diﬀer in ensemble pruning?
4. Can we increase eﬀectiveness with ensemble pruning in the text categorization domain and which combination of partitioning method and categorization algorithm gives the highest accuracy?
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the related work on
ensemble selection. Section 3 explains the experimental design and the datasets
used in our study. Section 4 gives the experimental results. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper.

2

Related Work

There are several ensemble selection studies. Tsoumakas et al. [17] give a taxonomy and short review on ensemble selection. Their taxonomy divides ensemble
selection methods into search-based, clustering-based, ranked-based, and other
methods. Search-based methods apply greedy search algorithms (forward or
backward) to get the optimal ensemble. Clustering-based methods employ a
clustering algorithm and then prune clusters. Ranked-based methods rank ensemble members once, and then prune a pre-deﬁned amount of members. Our
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approach also uses a ranked-based selection approach that examines diﬀerent
pruning levels.
Margineantu and Dietterich [11] study search-based ensemble pruning considering memory requirements. Classiﬁers constructed by the AdaBoost algorithm
are pruned according to ﬁve diﬀerent measures for greedy search based on accuracy or diversity. Their results show that it is possible to prune 60-80% ensemble
members in some domains with good eﬀectiveness performance.
Prodromidis et al. [14] deﬁne pre-pruning and post-pruning for ensemble selection in fraud detection domain using meta-learning. In our study, their prepruning corresponds to forward greedy search and post-pruning means backward
greedy search. They produce their base classiﬁers in a mixed way such that they
divide the train data into data partitions by time divisions and then apply different classiﬁcation algorithms including decision trees to these partitions. They
get up to 90% pruning with 60-80% of the original performance.
Caruana et al. [3] employ forward greedy search with heteregeneous ensembles
on binary machine learning problems. They show that their selection
approach outperforms traditional ensembling methods such as bagging and boosting. Caruana et al. [2] then examine some unexplored aspects of ensemble
selection. They indicate that increasing validation set size improves performance.
They also show that pruning up to 80-90% ensemble members rarely hurts the
performance.
Martı́nez-Muñoz and Suárez [12] examine search-based ensemble pruning with
bagging. They use CART trees and three diﬀerent measures for forward greedy
search. They show that 80% members can be removed with Margin Distance
Minimization (MDM). Hernández-lobato et al. [7] study search-based ensemble
pruning with bagging on regression problems. They decide to use 20% of ensemble members by looking regression errors. Martı́nez-Muñoz and Suárez [13]
use training error deﬁned in boosting in order to use in greedy search of ensemble pruning. Results are similar with the work by Hernández-lobato et al.
[7].
In a recent work, Lu et al. [10] introduce ensemble selection by ordering according to a heuristic measure based on accuracy and diversity. Similar to our
study, they prune the ordered (ranked) ensemble members using a pre-deﬁned
number of ensemble sizes. They compare their results with bagging and the
approach used by Martı́nez-Muñoz and Suárez [12]. Their method usually outperforms the others when 15% and 30% of ensemble members are selected.
Our study is diﬀerent from the above studies in terms of the production
method of ensemble members, the way of ensemble selection, and the domain to
which ensemble selection applied. We introduce a novel approach that examines
data partitioning ensembles in ensemble selection. We also examine diﬀerent
classiﬁcation algorithms that are popular in text categorization for ensemble
selection. Our ensemble selection method is also simple such that we do not use
greedy search or a genetic algorithm.
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Fig. 1. Ensemble selection process used in this study (adapted from [16])

3
3.1

Experimental Environment
Experimental Design

Figure 1 represents the ensemble selection process used in this study. Firstly,
the training set is divided into two separate parts. The base training set is used
for training the base classiﬁers (i.e the ensemble). We construct the ensemble by
dividing the base training set with homogeneous (in which base classiﬁers are
trained by the same algorithm) data partitioning methods.
We apply four diﬀerent partitioning methods: bagging, random-size sampling,
disjunct, and fold partitioning [6].
– Bagging [1] creates ensemble members each of size N documents by randomly
selecting documents with replacement where N is the size of the training set.
– Disjunct partitioning divides the training set into k equal-size partitions
randomly and each k partition is trained separately.
– Fold partitioning divides the training set into k equal-size partitions and k-1
partitions are trained for each partitions.
– Random-size sampling is similar to bagging, but the size of each ensemble
member is chosen randomly.
The base classiﬁers are then trained with four popular machine learning algorithms: C4.5 decision tree [15], KNN (k-nearest Neighbor) [4] , NB (Naive Bayes)
[8], and SVM (Support Vector Machines) [18]. KNN’s k value is set as 1 and the
default parameters are used for other classiﬁers.
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Fig. 2. Accuracy vs. pruning level: experimental results of diﬀerent data partitioning and categorization methods on two datasets: (a) Reuters-21578 (b) BilCat-TRT.
(Figures are not drawn to the same scale.)

After constructing the ensemble we decide to use simple solutions for ensemble
selection since constructing data partitioning ensembles is a time-consuming
process for large text collections. We choose ranking-based ensemble pruning
that does not use complex search algorithms of other ensemble selection methods.
Each ensemble member is ranked according to their accuracy on the validation
set. We use a distinct part of the training set for the validation. The size of
the validation set is set as 5% of the training set since we observe reasonable
eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency and accordingly, 5% of each category’s documents are
chosen randomly without replacement. After ranking, we prune the ranked-list
10% to 90% by 10% increments.
For the combination of the pruned base classiﬁers, we choose weighted voting
that avoids the computational overload of stacking, mixture of experts etc. Class
weight of each ensemble member is taken as its accuracy performance on the
validation set. If the validation set of a class is empty (when number of documents
in a class is not enough), then simple voting is applied.
Considering each four data partitioning methods with four classiﬁcation algorithms, we use a thorough experimental approach and repeat the above ensemble
pruning procedure for 16 diﬀerent scenarios. All experiments are repeated 30
times and results are averaged. Documents are represented with term frequency
vectors. Ensemble size (i.e data partitioning parameter) is set as 10 and the most
frequent 100 unique words per category are used to increase eﬃciency. We use
the classiﬁcation accuracy for eﬀectiveness measurement.
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Table 1. The highest ensemble pruning degrees(%) obtained by unpaired t-test for
each partitioning and categorization method on both datasets*

C4.5
Bagging
10
Disjunct
10
Fold
0
Random-size 10
Avg.
7.5

Reuters-21578
KNN NB
10
90
30
60
0
90
10
90
12.5
82.5

SVM
60
40
50
90
60

Avg.
42.5
35
35
50
40,6

BilCat-TRT
C4.5 KNN
10
20
10
0
10
60
0
20
7.5
25

NB
60
20
90
50
55

SVM
50
30
90
70
60

Avg.
35
15
62.5
35
36,8

* All accuracy diﬀerences between traditional ensemble and ensemble pruning approaches are statistically insigniﬁcant (p > 0.05) up to the pruning degrees given
above. This means that, for example, with Reuters-21578, NB, and Bagging we
can prune 90% of ensemble members with no statistically signiﬁcant decrease in
accuracy with respect to traditional ensemble approach.

3.2

Datasets

We use the following two datasets in the experiments: Reuters-21578 and BilCatTRT (http://cs.bilkent.edu.tr/∼ctoraman/datasets/ensemblePruning). The former one is a well-known benchmark dataset [9]. After splitting it with ModApte,
eliminating multi-class documents and choosing the 10 most frequent topics, we
get 5,753 training and 2,254 test news articles. The latter consists of 3,184 training and 1,660 test Turkish news articles. We choose these two datasets to observe
the performance in both English and Turkish.

4
4.1

Experimental Results
Pruning Results

The four questions given in introduction are answered in this section. Firstly,
Figure 2 gives the results of how much ensemble member we can prune with
diﬀerent data partitioning and categorization methods. These ﬁgures can be
interpreted either heuristically or statistically. In heuristic way, one can look at
Figure 2 and choose an appropriate pruning degree regarding some accuracy
reduction. In general, fold partitioning seems to be more robust to accuracy
reduction while disjunct partitioning is the weakest one. Similarly, NB and SVM
are more suitable for ensemble pruning while C4.5 prunes the least number of
base classiﬁers.
One can also apply some statistical methods to obtain a pruning degree regarding no accuracy reduction. We apply unpaired two-tail t-test between each
pruning degree and traditional ensembling to check whether accuracy reduction is statistically signiﬁcant. We apply unpaired t-test until diﬀerence becomes
statistically signiﬁcant. Pruning degrees regarding no accuracy reduction with
unpaired t-test are listed in Table 1. We can prune up to %90 ensemble members
using fold partitioning and NB on both datasets. Disjunct partitioning seems to
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Table 2. Traditional ensembling accuracy and pruning’s highest accuracy for each
data partitioning and categorization method on Reuters-21578
Traditional / Pruning’s Highest (Pruning Degree)
C4.5
KNN
NB
SVM
Bagging
0.8646/0.8044/- 0.7928/0.8007(40%)** 0.8714/0.8722(10%)
0.8024/- 0.8351/0.8404(40%)* 0.8414/0.8452(30%)**
Disjunct
0.8490/0.7921/- 0.7780/0.7846(60%)**
0.8718/Fold
0.8576/Random-size 0.8624/0.8629(10%) 0.8139/- 0.8092/0.8174(30%)** 0.8565/0.8682(40%)**

Table 3. Traditional ensembling accuracy and pruning’s highest accuracy for each
data partitioning and categorization method on BilCat-TRT
Traditional / Pruning’s Highest (Pruning Degree)
C4.5
KNN
NB
SVM
Bagging
0.7325/0.5277/0.5282 0.7128/0.7163(20%)* 0.7605/0.7620(20%)
0.5529/0.7209/0.7220(10%)
0.7206/Disjunct
0.6987/0.5180/0.7076/0.7101(20%)* 0.7554/0.7612(10%)**
Fold
0.7159/0.7171
0.5423/0.7186/0.7205(10%) 0.7479/0.7549(30%)*
Random-size
0.7290/-

* Diﬀerence between traditional and pruning’s highest is highly statistically significant when p < 0.05
** Diﬀerence between traditional and pruning’s highest is extremely statistically
signiﬁcant when p < 0.01

be the worst method for ensemble pruning with no accuracy reduction. Similar
to heuristic observations, we get better pruning degrees when either NB or SVM
is used. Small amount of ensemble members are pruned using C4.5 and KNN
with no accuracy reduction.
Table 1 also suggests that all partitioning and categorization methods prune
similar number of ensemble members in both English and Turkish when no
accuracy reduction is considered. However, NB prunes more or equal number
of ensemble members with all partitioning methods in English than those of
Turkish.
In some pruning degrees, we observe that ensemble pruning even increases
accuracy of traditional ensembling. Table 2 and 3 list accuracies of traditional
ensembling and highest increased accuracy that we can obtain by ensemble pruning using Reuters-21578 and BilCat-TRT respectively. If any degree of ensemble
pruning makes no increase in accuracy, then we only give its traditional ensembling accuracy. We also give the pruning degree in which we get the highest
accuracy within parentheses. Note that these pruning degrees are not the same
as those in Table 1. Unpaired t-test is applied for all comparisons between traditional ensemble and pruning’s highest increased accuracy. Results show that,
in general, it is possible to increase accuracy with NB and SVM when ensemble
pruning is applied. The combination when highest accuracies are seen is bagging
with SVM on both datasets. Fold with SVM and random-size with SVM are
almost as good as bagging with SVM.
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Fig. 3. Accuracy vs. validation set size: eﬀect of diﬀerent validation set size between
1% and 50% of original training set

Fig. 4. Accuracy vs. pruning level: eﬀect of diﬀerent ensemble set size between 10 and
50 base classiﬁers. (Figures are not drawn to the same scale.)

4.2

Pruning-Related Parameters

Ranked-based ensemble pruning explained in Section 3.1 is a simple strategy
that depends on choosing an appropriate validation set and ensemble size. In the
previous experiments, validation set is chosen as 5% of the original training set
and ensemble size is set as 10. These decisions are chosen for simplicity. However,
other decisions may aﬀect the accuracy result of ranked-based ensemble pruning.
The following experiments are conducted on only bagging with SVM.
Diﬀerent validation set sizes on both datasets are examined in Figure 3. Validation size experiments are conducted by 90% pruning of 10 base classiﬁers.
We randomly select news documents for each category between 1% and 50% of
the original training set and set this separate part as validation set. Figure 3
shows that if validation set size is either too small or too big, accuracy becomes
reduced. Optimal validation set size is somewhere between 5% and 10% of the
original training set.
Ensemble size is another parameter for ensemble pruning. Figure 4 displays
pruning accuracies of diﬀerent number of base classiﬁers between 10 and 50.
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In ensemble set size experiments, validation set size is selected as 5% of the
original training set. Accuracy is slightly increased with increasing number of
base classiﬁers as expected. Moreover, accuracy reduction due to pruning becomes lower as ensemble size increases. However, eﬃciency is reduced due to the
additional workload of training base classiﬁers. Thus, one should consider the
trade-oﬀ between reduction in eﬃciency and increase in accuracy.

5

Conclusion

In this work we study ensemble pruning in text categorization. Ensembles are created with diﬀerent data partitioning methods and trained by four diﬀerent popular text categorization algorithms. The controlled experiments are conducted
on English and Turkish datasets. We plan to perform further experiments with
additional datasets. However, our statistical tests results provide strong evidence
about the generalizability of our results. The main goals are to ﬁnd how many
ensemble members we can prune in text categorization without hurting accuracy,
which data partitioning methods and categorization algorithms are more suitable for ensemble pruning, how English and Turkish diﬀer in ensemble pruning,
and lastly whether we can increase accuracy with ensemble pruning.
This study employs data partitioning methods with several classiﬁcation algorithms in ensemble pruning. The main results of this study are:
1. Up to 90% of ensemble members can be pruned with almost no decrease in
accuracy (See Table 1).
2. NB and SVM prune more ensemble members than C4.5 and KNN. Using
disjunct partitioning prunes less members than other methods.
3. Pruning results are similar for both English and Turkish.
4. It is possible to increase accuracy with ensemble pruning (See Table 2 and 3).
But pruning degrees are decreased in comparison to degree values without
accuracy decrease (See Table 1). The best accuracy results are obtained by
bagging with SVM on both datasets.
We also examine the eﬀect of diﬀerent ensemble and validation set sizes. It is seen
that using 5-10% of the training set for validation is an appropriate decision for
both datasets. We also ﬁnd that accuracy reduction becomes smaller as ensemble
size increases.
In future work diﬀerent ensemble selection methods and validation measures
can be studied. Additional test collections in other languages can be used in
further experiments.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a probabilistic generative model for online
review sentiment analysis, called joint Author-Review-Object Model (ARO).
The users, objects and reviews form a heterogeneous graph in online reviews.
The ARO model focuses on utilizing the user-review-object graph to improve
the traditional sentiment analysis. It detects the sentiment based on not only the
review content but also the author and object information. Preliminary
experimental results on three datasets show that the proposed model is an
effective strategy for jointly considering the various factors for the sentiment
analysis.
Keywords: Sentiment Analysis, Topic Model, Author-Review-Object Model.

1

Introduction

In business sectors, lots of research work has been done to find out customers'
sentiments and opinions from online reviews [1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Usually the
sentiment polarities are dependent on topics or domains [14]. It is more suitable to
analyze the topic and sentiment simultaneously. At the same time, lots of research
works have been done focusing on utilizing the social data to improve the traditional
data mining [12, 13]. The online reviews are one type of such social data in Web 2.0,
which are free text generated by the users to comment on target objects (i.e. services
or product). The users, target objects and reviews form a heterogeneous graph.
Although much work has addressed the problem of sentiment detection on such
social reviews in various levels [6, 10] and various joint sentiment and topic models
are proposed, none of them can model joint sentiment and topic analysis alongside
with such user-review-object graph.
For joint topic and sentiment analysis, the sentiment is analyzed in more detailed topic
or domain level. Multi-grain LDA (MG-LDA) and Multi-Aspect Sentiment model
(MAS) proposed by Titov [10] are based on LDA and focus on extracting text for
sentiment summaries of each aspect ratings for online reviews. Joint Sentiment/Topic
Model (JST) [1, 8] based on LDA draws a word from the distribution over words jointly
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 362–371, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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defined by topic and sentiment label. Li [9] presents an extension of JST and forces on
dependency of the sentiment of words. The model proposed in [5] tries to learn a set of
properties of a product and captures aggregate user sentiments towards these properties
by supervised. But these models do not exploit the structure of user-review-object graph.
For social media, many models extending LDA have been proposed and explored
information other than document words for topic learning. For instance, the authortopic model proposed in [11] uses the authorship information together with the words
to learn topics. To our knowledge, few of work utilize the user-review-object graph
for sentiment analysis.
In this paper, we propose a new probabilistic generative model on sentiment
analysis for online reviews using user-review-object graph. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed ARO Model and formulation.
In section 3, we evaluate the performance of ARO model, and in section 4, we
conclude the paper and present the future work.

2

Social Review Sentiment-Topic Model

In this section, we introduce the joint Author-Review-Object model (ARO), which
integrates the user preference and object quality to the estimation of review sentiment
at topic level in a unified framework.
2.1

Motivation

In general, a review is about some topics of an object, and reflects some sentiments or
opinions of the author about the topics. In a web community with reviews, one user
may contribute multiple reviews towards different objects, and one object may be
commented by multiple users. Thus the users, objects and reviews form an interconnected network as shown in Fig. 1.

r1,
u1
u2

un

r2
r3

rs

o1
o2

om

Fig. 1. The user-review-object graph for online reviews

For users, they have different preference and styles of commenting. Some users
tend to be very strict, and give more negative reviews in average, while some users
may be the opposite. On the other hand, some users may focus on certain aspects of
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an object, but some users may be concerned with the overall performance. So for one
same object, different users may give different opinions. As to objects, each object
has multiple aspects or topics for users to comment on. If an aspect of an object
performs well, most of users tend to give positive comments, and the vise versa. On
the other hand, an ambiguous review may be clarified resolved for an object with
good quality. Generally the user preference can be mined from reviews commented
by him, and the object quality can be mined from reviews commenting it. At the same
time, the user preference and object quality can contribute to the analysis of the
reviews associated with them.
2.2

Model Formulation

In our model, we adopt a switch variable to control the influence of user preference,
object quality and the experience between the user and object. The proposed model is
illustrated in Fig. 2, where D denotes the number of reviews, Nd denotes the number
of terms in review d, K denotes the number of topics, V denotes the size of
vocabulary, S denotes the number of sentiment label, U denotes the number of users
and O denotes the number of objects in the dataset. The αe, αu, αo, γe, γu, γo, η and β are
hyper parameters and priors of Dirichlet distributions. As shown in Fig. 2 (c), the
generative process of review in the model can be described as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For each document d, sample π(e)d~Dir(γe)
For each sentiment label s under each documents d, sample θ(e)d,s~Dir(αe)
For each user u, sample π(u)u~Dir(γu)
For each sentiment label s under each user u, sample θ(u)u,s~Dir(αu)
For each object o, sample π(o)o~Dir(γo)
For each sentiment label s under each object o, sample θ(o)o,s~Dir(αo)
For each document d, sample λd~Dir(η)
For each of the topics k and sentiment labels s, sample φsk ~Dir(β)
For each of the Nd word tokens wi in document d:
• Choose xi~ Multinomial(λd)
-

-

If xi = exp, choose a sentiment label si~π(e)d, Choose a topic zi~θ(e)d,s
If xi = user, choose a sentiment label si~π(u)u, Choose a topic zi~θ(u)u,s
If xi = obj, choose a sentiment label si~π(o)o, Choose a topic zi~θ(o)o,s
Choose a word wi from the distribution over words defined by topic zi
and sentiment label si, ϕ zsii

As shown in Fig. 2 (c), our model adds a user layer, an object layer based on JST, and
it integrates the user preference and object quality to the estimation of review
sentiment at topic level. The ARO model seems much more complex than both LDA
and JST. Actually its running time of parameter estimation is a little more than the
JST because the time complexity is mainly estimated by the number of tokens, K, S
and the number of iteration.
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Fig. 2. Generative models for documents. (a) Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). (b) The JST
model. (c) The ARO model.

2.3

Parameter Estimation

In ARO model, we select Gibbs sampling [3] to derive the equations for our model,
and we have three sets of latent variables: l, z and x. The joint probability of the l, z, x
assignments and the words can be factored into the following terms:
p ( w, z , l , x) = p ( w | z , l ) p ( z , l | x)
= p ( w | z , l )( p ( z | l , θ e ) p ( s | x = exp ) p ( x = exp )
+ p ( z | l , θ u ) p (l | x = user ) p ( x = user )

(1)

+ p ( z | l , θ o ) p (l | x = obj ) p ( x = obj ))

We draw each (li; zi; xi) pair as a block, conditioned on all other variables. When
x=exp, the sampling equation is:

p( zi = k , li = s, x = exp | w, z −i , l−i , x−i )
∝

nwk i,s + β
n.k ,s

n de + η exp
nse,k + α e nse + γ e
⋅
⋅
+ Vβ nse + Kα e n e + Sγ e N d +
η x
⋅

(2)

x∈{exp ,user ,obj}

e

where nd is the number of times that words are generated from experience in review
e

d; ns is the number of times that words assigned sentiment label s are generated
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from experience in the review d;

nse,k is the number of times that words assigned
k ,s

sentiment label s and topic k are from experience in the review d; n.
of times that words are assigned sentiment label s and topic k.

n

k ,s
wi

is the number

is the number of

times that word in the position i are assigned sentiment label s and topic k.
When x=user, the conditional posterior for zi, li is:

p ( zi = k , li = s, x = user | w, z −i , l−i , x−i )
∝

where n

u

nwk i, s + β

nsu, k + α u

⋅

n.k , s + Vβ nsu + Kα u

⋅

nsu + γ u
ndu + η user
⋅
n.u + Sγ u N d +
η x

(3)

x∈{exp , user , obj }

u

is the number of times that words are generated from user u; nd is the
u

number of times that words in review d are generated from user u; ns is the number
of times that words assigned sentiment label s are generated from user u;

nsu,k is the

number of times that words assigned sentiment label s and topic k are generated from
user u;
When x=obj, the conditional posterior for zi, li is:

p ( zi = k , li = s, x = user | w, z −i , l−i , x−i )
∝

nwk i, s + β

⋅

nso, k + α o

n.k , s + Vβ nso + Kα o

⋅

ndo + η obj
nso + γ o
⋅
n.o + Sγ o N d +
η x

(4)

x∈{exp ,user , obj}

o

o

where n. is the number of times that words are generated from object o; nd is the
o

number of times that words are generated from object o in review d; ns is the
number of times that words assigned sentiment label s are generated from object o;

nso,k is the number of times that words assigned sentiment label s and topic k are
generated from object o.
After a set of sampling processes based on the posterior distributions calculated
with above equations, the overall approximated predictive distribution over sentiment
for review d can be estimated by equation 5:

π sd ∝

n e + ηexp
nse + γ e
nsu + γ u
ndu + ηuser
+
⋅
⋅
n.e + Sγ e N d +
η x n.u + Sγ u N d + η x
x∈{exp , user , obj}

n + ηobj
n +γ
+
⋅
o
n + Sγ N d +
η x
o
s
o
.

o

o
d

x∈{exp , user , obj}

x∈{exp , user , obj}

(5)
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As shown in Equation 5, the distribution over sentiment for review is estimated based
on three factors: the experience, the user preference and the object quality.
The distribution of words in topics and sentiment labels can be approximated by

ϕi ,k , s ∝

2.4

ni ,k , s + β

(6)

nk , s + Vβ

Sub Models of ARO

In ARO model, we use three additional variables λ (λexp, λuser and λobj ,
λexp+λuser+λobj=1) to record the probability that each word is generated from
experience, user or object. Especially if only λuser is set to 0, the words are generated
from experience or object, not from user. Our model is degraded to another model,
which we call Object-Review Model (OR) which is based on the object-review
graph, as shown as Figure 1. Similarly if only λobj is set to 0, our model is transformed
to a simpler model called User-Review Model (UR) which is based on the userreview graph, as shown as Fig. 1.

3

Experiment

3.1

Experimental Setup

# of reviews

The review datasets with social information are very rare. We exacted the user’s name
and movie’s id for each review of movie review polarity dataset 2.01 based on the
pool of 27886 unprocessed html files. And we found 312 users and 1107 movies in
the 2000 reviews. Fig. 3 (a) depicts the number of reviews for each user, and Fig. 3
(b) depicts the number of reviews for each movie sorted in descending order. The data
now is available online2.
40
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# 4
2
0
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(b)

Fig. 3. The number of reviews for each user (a) and each movie (b)

Before experiments, preprocessing was performed. The punctuation, numbers, stop
words and other non-alphabet characters were removed, and stemming was performed.
1
2

http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/
http://www.clr.org.cn/ychang/social-review/
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The ARO has eight Dirichlet prior parameters, which affect the convergence of
Gibbs sampling but not much the output results [13]. Generally we set αe=0.1, αu=0.1,
αo=0.1, β=0.05, S=3 and η=0.5 for all experiments. For the rest hyper parameters γe, γu
and γo, we set to 0.01 for positive sentiment label and 5 for negative sentiment label.
3.2

Define and Incorporate Sentiment Prior

In the experiments, we chose two lexicons: MPQA subjectivity lexicon and filtered
MPQA subjectivity lexicon, which were both used in JST [1].
3.3

Sentiment Classification

The document sentiment is classified based on p(l|d), which is approximated using
Equation 5. In the experiments, we only consider the probability of positive and
negative label given document. At the same time, we followed the approach in (B.
Pang, 2004) and performed subjectivity detection prior to sentiment classification,
which we named as "subjective MR".
Table 1. Results of experiments using different models and prior sentiment knowledge
Prior Sentiment
MPQA
Filtered MPQA
Filtered MPQA(subjective MR)
Supervised Classification (Yessenalina
et al. (2010) ) [7]

ARO

OR(%)
69.8
81.5
84.8

UR(%)
71.0
82.3
85.2

ARO(%)
71.5
83.5
86.3

JST(%)
70.4
82.8
84.6

The best accuracy: 93.22%

OR

UR

90%

yc
ar 85%
uc
ca 80%
75%
1

50

100

# of topics

Fig. 4. Sentiment classification accuracy with different topic numbers

Results with Different λ. As mentioned in Section 2.4, we evaluated the performances
of OR and UR models. From Table 1, we see that the performances of OR and UR are
comparable to the result of JST, and are not better than ARO. Actually OR and UR
models just utilize the user-review-object graph partly.
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At the same time, we can see that the performance of UR is a little better than OR.
Intuitively the object should play a more important role than the user. We guess that
the results are dependent with dataset. In the movie dataset, there are 312 users, but
1107 movies. Because the object-review graph is sparser than user-review graph.
Results with Different Topic Numbers. We also analyze the influence of topic
numbers. We used Filtered MPQA as the prior sentiment knowledge on the subjective
MR Dataset. Fig. 4 shows the sentiment classification accuracy of our model ARO, OR
and UR with the number of topic set to 1, 50 and 100. From the results, we can conclude
that topic information indeed helps in sentiment classification.
3.4

Topic Extraction

The top words (most probable word) for each distribution could approximately reflect
the meaning of the topic. Table 2 shows the selected 4 examples of global topics
extracted with our model. The 2 topics on the left columns of Table 2 were generated
under the positive sentiment label and the remaining topics on the right were
generated under the negative sentiment label, each of which is represented by the top
20 words (all words were stemmed). As shown in Table 2, the 4 extracted topics are
quite informative and coherent. For example, topic 1 is likely to be very positive
review comments for a movie; topic 2 is apparently about the movies "Lost World:
Jurassic Park, The (1997)" and "Jurassic Park III (2001)"; topic 3 is likely to be
negative and topic 4 is probably about gangster movies.
Table 2. Extracted topic examples

Positive sentiment label
Topic 1
Topic 2
like just
dinosaur park
time good
jurass sky
come love
octob grant
best want
homer island
great star
rocket cooper
effect live
fund taylor
better real
laura kirbi
funni right
dern dino
origin moment
uplift adventur
friend person
jake skillfulli
3.5

Negative sentiment label
Topic 3
Topic 4
hollow sleepi
action cop
depp susan
fight car
gaug granger
polic crime
burton ichabod
gui chase
crane gilbert
crimin thriller
town johnni
plot gun
horseman murder
partner stunt
particularly kevin
explos villain
tim headless
tough big
andrew wood
littl laugh

Experiments for Chinese Reviews

In another set of experiments, we chose to evaluate with Chinese movie and restaurant
reviews. More details about the datasets are described in Table 3. The datasets is
available online3.
3

http://www.clr.org.cn/ychang/social-review/
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Table 3. The details about Chinese review datasets

Domains
restaurant
movie

# of pos. reviews # of neg. reviews Average length # of users
3000
3000
363
336
3000
3000
284
5797

# of objects
4514
396

Table 4 shows the experimental results with different methods using HowNet
sentiment lexicon4. The results of SVM method are obtained using SVM-light5 with 3fold cross-validation. The results show that our ARO model performs better than the JST.
However the accuracies of ARO are about 10% lower than the supervised SVM method.
Table 4. Accuracies for Chinese reviews
restaurant
movie

4

OR(%)
70.1
73.7

UR(%)
71.5
67.3

ARO(%)
72.7
73.4

JST(%)
69.3
67.5

SVM(%)
84.6
82.8

Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, we present a joint Author-Review-Object model for sentiment analysis
of online reviews. The proposed model can not only produce the topical and
sentiment distributions for each review, but also generate the topical and sentiment
distributions for each user and each object simultaneously in an unsupervised manner.
Consequently, the opinion polarity is jointly determined based on the review content
including topics and sentiments as well as the author and object information.
Experiments demonstrated that our model give competitive performance in document
level sentiment classification compared with existing approaches, which means that
both author and object information is meaningful for sentiment classification.
One of the limitations of our model and JST is that it represents each document as
a bag of words and ignores syntax. How to model sentiment at sentence level or
phrase level is a promising work. At the same time, the user preference and object
quality at topic level could be captured by ARO model, and we will carry more
experiments in social recommendation and collaborative filtering domain to analysis
them in future work.
Acknowledgments. We thank anonymous reviewers for their comments. The paper is
supported by the National Nature Science Foundation of China (Grant No. 90820005
and 61070082). Ying Su is the corresponding author.
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Abstract. We present the results of our experiment on the use of predicateargument structures containing subjective adjectives for semantic-based opinion
retrieval. The approach exploits the grammatical tree derivation of sentences to
show the underlying meanings through the respective predicate-argument
structures. The underlying meaning of each subjective sentence is then
semantically compared with the underlying meaning of the query topic given in
natural language sentence. Rather than using frequency of opinion words or
their proximity to query words, our solution is based on frequency of
semantically related subjective sentences. We formed a linear relevance model
that uses explicit and implicit semantic similarities between predicate-argument
structures of subjective sentences and the given query topic. Thus, the technique
ensures that opinionated documents retrieved are not only subjective but have
semantic relevance to the given query topic. Experimental results show that the
technique improves performance of topical opinion retrieval task.

Keywords: semantic-based opinion retrieval, predicate-argument structures,
subjective adjectives, linear relevance model.

1

Introduction

Opinionated documents (documents that contain opinion) in opinion-driven sources
such as collection of blogs called blogosphere (e.g. Google Blogs Search1, Technorati
Blog Directory2) and review websites (e.g. reviewcenter3) often contain opinion words
used in different semantic contexts. However, current opinion retrieval techniques are
only concerned with retrieving opinionated documents as long as they contain some
opinion words. Usually, the opinion words may be within a proximity window [1] (a
certain distance of opinion words to a query word) or randomly located within the
document. For example, consider an opinion finding scenario below:
1

http://blogsearch.google.com/
http://technorati.com/
3
http://www.reviewcentre.com/
2

M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 372–385, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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User query topic: Why Apple made huge sales on iPhones?
A relevant blog: “One [interesting] piece of information revealed by the report is that
[Apple] may be its own [worst] [enemy]. The numbers show that iPod sales [fell] by about 20
percent – a trend that has been in place since the [iPhone] 3G hit the market. While [Apple] noted
that most of those iPod [sales] are iPod touches, which run on [Apple’s] iOS platform and
therefore spread its mobile software’s influence and gather revenue through the iTunes App
Store”
If we assume a unified opinion retrieval model that combines topical relevance and
opinion relevance to retrieve the above document [1], it is quite obvious that the result
has been favored by only the frequency or co-occurrence of query words (i.e. Apple,
iPhone, sales) used in the topical relevance and then the proximity or presence of
opinion words (i.e. interesting, worst, enemy, fell) used in the opinion relevance.
However, if we consider the semantic context of the query topic based on human
judgment, it could be observed that the query topic and the retrieved document are not
semantically relevant. Consequentially, opinions retrieved for the qualitative analysis of
products, performance measurement for companies, and public reactions to political
decisions are more likely to be largely biased.
Few approaches have made attempts to perform sentence-level opinion retrieval, for
example, by merging opinionated nature of individual sentences (sentiment flow) with
the degree of relatedness of individual sentences to the given query (topic relevance
flow). The result forms a sentiment-relevance flow (SRF) [2] that is still largely based
on frequency of opinion words within sentences.
Considering these challenges, our work introduces a semantic-based approach for
identifying semantic and subjective relationships between the given query topic and
the sentences in opinionated documents. The proposed technique employs the
semantic similarities between predicate-argument structures of a given query topic
and the sentences in a given opinionated document. The predicate-argument structures
are derived from the output parse tree of a syntactic parser. In addition, each
predicate-argument structure is checked to contain a subjective component identified
by subjective adjectives. This ensures semantically relevant sentences are also
subjective. To overcome the efficiency problem due to syntactic parsing, predicateargument structures are derived offline and used to index the opinionated documents.
We summarize our contributions as follows:
•
•

Rather than proximity-based or keyword-based opinion retrieval approaches, we
employ frequency of semantically relevant subjective sentences.
Our technique employs the predicate-argument structures output of syntactic
parse trees for subjective sentences to detect semantic similarities.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work. Section
3 presents the overview of the proposed technique. Section 4 explains the approaches
used in our model. Section 5 explains model formations. Section 6 discusses
experiments and results. Finally, section 7 presents conclusions and future work.

2

Related Work

Opinion polarity detection techniques have recorded some level of success [3]. In
opinion polarity detection, specific keywords within a document are labeled with a
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particular polarity (e.g. positive or negative). However, determining an effective way
to differentiate between what is positive and what is negative is still an unsolved
problem[4][10][16]. For example in [4], the presence of ironic phrases and inverted
polarity in opinionated documents led to lower precision for positive opinions with
just 77% accuracy. As a result of this, the choice of individual words for polarity
detection in opinionated documents is still a big challenge.
Subjectivity detection shows if a sentence contains opinion or not [5]. Words or
sentences that contain opinions are systematically categorized according to the degree
of subjectivity shown by their lexicons. However, an automatic and effective way to
detect hidden and inverted polarities in phrases and sentences is still a huge research
challenge [4]. According to Pang and Lee [5], subjectivity is a two-state task and can
be interpreted differently in some cases. It is still very challenging to effectively
determine appropriate subjectivity state in many documents that contain opinion.
Lexicon-based approaches consider domain-specific evidences to form lexicons
for opinion retrieval [6]. For generating lexicons, individual opinionated keywords are
selected from each sentence in a document. However, we believe opinionated words
alone cannot completely and independently express the overall opinion contained in a
document, without taking into consideration the grammatical dependencies between
words. We suggest opinion should be syntactically retrieved from a complete
sentence rather than individual words. Individual keywords in the lexicon might have
been selected from varying grammatical contexts.
Probabilistic approaches are commonly used to evaluate and explain theoretical
foundations for information retrieval models [7-8]. In many cases, estimates or
assumptions made in probabilistic approaches may not be practically applicable to
real scenarios. It is only effective where there are high chances of frequency of
observations as applicable to BM25[9] and Divergence from Randomness
probabilistic models. Some probabilistic models use proximity density information to
calculate probabilistic opinion score for individual query terms [10]. However,
proximity of words to some of the query terms may not reflect the semantic context at
which opinion is required.
Language model approach combines prediction of occurrence for natural language
words and then shows a probabilistic interpretation of such occurrences. A common
limitation is the estimation of model parameters. It is often difficult to effectively
model a document to give a higher probability of relevance to user query. For
example, [11] addressed the parameter tuning or optimization problem in higher order
language models by incorporating different component models as features. A
common approach is to perform smoothing at varying levels to ensure high chance of
document retrieval. However, this approach usually leads to having higher number of
model parameters, where all of such parameters would also require optimization at
different levels.

3

Overview of Semantic-Based Opinion Retrieval

As shown in Figure 1, given a document from a collection, sentences are transformed
to grammatical trees. Predicate-argument structures are derived from the trees and
then annotated semantically for indexing. In the online process, the given query topic
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is semantically annotated as done for each sentence in the offline process. The index
is then searched for relevant documents based on a scoring scheme that compensates
each relevant annotation containing a subjective adjective with an empirical score.

Fig. 1. Overview of the semantic-based opinion retrieval

4

Approaches Used for Semantic-Based Opinion Retrieval

4.1

Grammatical Tree Derivations

We use a context-dependent syntactic parser, specifically, Categorial Combinatory
Grammar (CCG) [12]. This does one-time complete natural language processing
(NLP) tasks to show the underlying meaning of each query topic or well formed
sentence. CCG has a relatively straightforward way of providing a compositional
semantics for the intending grammar by providing completely transparent interface
between syntax and semantics [13]. We chose CCG because of its distinct ability to
integrate syntactic and semantic information in its single parse process even for longrange dependencies in natural language sentences. It also has speed advantage over
other parsing models such as Collins parser and Charniak parser [13]. Derivation
examples are shown below:
Sentence I: China proposed regulations on Tobacco.

Sentence II: regulations that China proposed

Fig. 2. Grammatical tree derivation using CCG notations

The focus of this paper is beyond the deep understanding of the CCG parsing
processes as it has been thoroughly discoursed in existing literatures [12-13]. For the
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purpose of our experiment, we use a log-linear CCG syntactic parser by Clark and
Curran [13]. The model is described in [14] as part of the popular C&C tools4.
4.2

Predicate-Argument Structures

Predicate-argument structures are derived from the output parse tree of a syntactic
parser as words that fill the argument slots of predicates. They essentially show the
local and long-range word-word dependencies structures for a sentence. These
structures can be retrieved with F-measure accuracy of about 83% labeled recovery
and 91% unlabeled recovery [15]. Usually, a transitive verb category denoted as
(S\NP)/NP, contains two predicate-argument relations. One is the object NP argument
and the other is the subject NP argument. To differentiate between argument slots, the
arguments are indexed from left to right. Indices can be used to number the argument
slots of the categories. For example, the transitive verb can be represented as \
/
. Thus, the predicate-argument structure can be presented as tuples
, where
,
,
,
is the head word,
is the lexical category of the head
,
is the index of the argument slot, and
is the head word that shows
word
. A detailed illustration for representing
the semantic and dependency relation of
predicate-argument semantic structure as tuples can be found in [15,13].
Table 1. Representation of predicate-argument structure for the sentence “China proposed
regulations on Tobacco”

proposed
proposed
on
on

\
\
\
\

/
/
\ \
\ \

/
/

1
2
2
3

China
regulations
proposed
Tobacco

Table 2. Representation of predicate-argument structure for the sentence “Regulations that
China proposed”

proposed
proposed
that

\
\
\

/
/
\ \

1
2
2

China
regulations
proposed

In Table 1 and Table 2, both sentences have the same predicate-argument semantic
relation between China and proposed and regulations and proposed. In both
sentences, the subject China holds index 1 of the argument slots of the predicate
proposed, that is,
in \
/
, and the object regulations holds index 2 of
in \
/
. For the
the argument slots of the predicate proposed, that is,
purpose of our experiment, we are interested in the
column above. Thus we use the

4

http://svn.ask.it.usyd.edu.au/trac/candc/wiki
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Boxer5 component of the C&C tools [14], to get the predicate-argument semantic
structure from the CCG output parse trees.

5

Constructing a Semantic-Based Model for Opinion Retrieval

5.1

Subjective Component Identification

Adjectives play significant role in expression of feelings in English language. We use
a list of 1336 subjective adjectives reported by Hatzivassiloglou and Mckeown [24] to
identify subjectivity from the predicate-argument structure of each sentence. Given a
of a sentence is computed as follows:
structure, the subjectivity score
,

1

0.5

(1)

where
is the predicate-argument structure, is an adjective element in list
of subjective adjectives , is the number of adjectives in
, is the length
, and the constant 0.5 can vary empirically while 0 is assigned to a nonof
subjective structure. For example, if the predicate-argument structure of a sentence
contains five terms, at least one or more of these terms must be present in the list of
subjective adjectives.
5.2

Semantic Similarity between Structures

Having derived predicate-argument structures that represent underlying meaning of
sentences, we propose to identify semantic similarities between predicate-argument
structures. Given that
,… ,
is a set of well formed sentences in document
d, the semantic similarity function
is used to estimate the similarity score
between a given natural language query q and each well formed sentence s, i.e.,
, . Given that
,… ,
is a set of predicate-argument terms
derived from q,
,… ,
is a set of predicate-argument terms
derived from s. Since the semantic similarity between q and s can be shown using the
, can either be 1 (q similar to s) or 0
predicate-argument relation, for each s,
(q not similar to s). However, it is often difficult to determine when
, must
be 1 or 0. One straightforward way is to model similarity between each term in
and
. For example, by using topic models such as LSA [16] and
and
. We
PLSA [17] to measure term co-occurrences (t,s) between
use PLSA because of its advantages over the conventional LSA.
,

| ,

|

|

|

2

where
is the similarity score between
and
, s is the derived
predicate-argument structure for sentences, t is each term in the derived predicateargument structure, and z is an un-observed class variable which acts as a bottleneck
variable in predicting terms for each observation. Intuitively, similar predicate5

http://svn.ask.it.usyd.edu.au/trac/candc/wiki/boxer
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argument structures would show a similarity score that tends towards 1. However,
this process suffered a particular set back. We observed direct word overlap between
q and s since the similarity score in equation 2 is designed to give values between 0
and 1. Whereas, a similarity score of 0.85 does not necessarily indicate similarity. For
example, a single dissimilarity among terms in the predicate-argument structures may
change the semantic meaning of the concerned sentence. Consider q and s in the
following word overlap problem as shown by their predicate-argument structures.
q: Amazing clothes are designed for Oscar awards.
: designed\amazing/clothes/Oscar/awards
: The amazing fashion show at Oscar awards.
: show\amazing/fashion/Oscar/awards

In the above example, the predicate-argument structure for query q (i.e.
)
has word overlap (i.e. designed/show) with the predicate-argument structure for
(i.e. 1
. Although, the two predicate-argument structures share the same
turned out to have different
words like “amazing” and “awards”, but q and
semantic meaning. Thus, we propose a more intuitive similarity function that can
to
help model semantic relevance such that the relations score of
and
, we propose a
can be equal to 1. For each structure pair of
transformed term-term similarity matrix on which Jaccard Similarity Coefficient
(JSC) value can be easily calculated for each pair. We chose JSC since it is largely
used to measure word overlaps between the attributes of paired sets. Ideally, the best
JSC value is 1. For each document, we then consider linear combinations of the JSCs
and the relevance scores given by a popular relevance model. The chosen relevance
model was proposed by Lavrenko and Croft [18], and it has shown good performance
for effectively detecting topical relevance in sentences [19]. We give the reason for
using this relevant model in section 5.4.
5.3

Transformed Terms Similarity (TTS)

Since we can no longer apply PLSA because of its word overlap problem, our model
may be prone to implicit relevance problem resulting from synonymy and polysemy.
These problems are without doubt solved in LSA and PLSA respectively. We
understand that two terms with the same implicit meaning (e.g. clothes and dresses)
can exist among
and
. Thus, we propose a straightforward
transformation mechanism that uses synonyms and hyponyms of individual terms in
and
. Arguably, we use the method to determine implicit
both
similarity between terms, such that two paired terms and have implicit meaning if
either term is the synonym or hyponym of the other. Thus, we form a similarity
matrix distribution over terms to measure implicit relationship between
and
. This approach is used within LSA, termed as LSA term-term matrix.
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Table 3. Term-term similarity matrix with semantic word overlap problem

show
amazing
fashion
Oscar
awards

designed
0
0
0
0
0

amazing
0
1
0
0
0

clothes
0
0
1
0
0

Oscar
0
0
0
1
1

awards
0
0
0
1
1

We form a similarity matrix where each
0
1 is the similarity
between and . The similarity
is calculated as the absolute observation of
or
, where
and
is the synonyms and
, or the presence of in sets
hyponyms of term
respectively. To calculate the JSC, we use the Binary
Independent Model (BIM) [20], to construct the term-term similarity matrix. The BIM
method avoids using frequency of terms but takes each term as binary vector over the
and
. That is,
shows the similarity between term
vocabulary space of
and as a binary attribute 1 (term is similar to ) if is or is present in
or is
. Conversely,
can also show dissimilarity between term and as
present in
a binary attribute 0 (term not similar to ) if is not or is not present in
or
. Synonyms in
and hyponyms in
were derived using
is not present in
Wiktionary [22]. More importantly, the binary attributes help in calculating the JSC
for the term-term similarity matrix which can only contain asymmetric binary
attributes of each pair predicate-argument structures. Let
,…,
and
,…,
be the pair predicate-argument structures respectively. Thus,
as the probability of term incidence vectors
|, .
using BIM, we calculate
1| ,

|

0| ,

|

,

|

(3)

|
,

|

(4)

|

|
|
In the above,
1, in equation 3 and
0, in equation 4 are the
probabilities that term is and term is not respectively. However, since the actual
probabilities are not known, the prior probability of is or is not is defined as
1| and
0| respectively. Since can either be present or not present
in
, then:
1| ,

0| ,

1

(5)

Consider the following term-term similarity matrix with asymmetric binary attributes:
q: Amazing clothes are designed for Oscar awards.
: designed\amazing/clothes/Oscar/awards
: The amazing clothes were made for Oscar awards.
: made\amazing/clothes/Oscar/awards
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Table 4. Term-term similarity matrix without semantic word overlap problem

made
amazing
clothes
Oscar
awards

designed
1
0
0
0
0

amazing
0
1
0
0
0

clothes
0
0
1
0
0

Oscar
0
0
0
1
1

awards
0
0
0
1
1

The term-term similarity matrix shown in Table 4 is constructed for a sample
and
by using BIM to compute the binary attributes. It is therefore
straightforward to compute the JSC value for the term-term similarity matrix.
Intuitively, the best JSC would be 1 provided all diagonal elements of the similarity
matrix is filled with 1 (i.e. all elements must be identical to all elements).
JSC

6

where
is the total number of attributes where and both have a value of 1,
is the total number of attributes where the attribute of is 0 and the attribute of is 1,
is the total number of attributes where the attribute of is 1 and the attribute of
is 0. Using equation 6, the JSC for Table 4 is equal to 1, which means query is
semantically similar to sentence unlike Table 3 which has a JSC value of 0 because
of the word overlap problem.
5.4

Linear Relevance Model (LRM)

The Transformed Term Similarity (TTS) approach that is described above is efficient
and
are squared (i.e. equal rows and columns). This is
provided
based on the fundamental principle of term-term similarity matrix which we adopted.
and
may not have the same number of
However, in some cases,
rows and columns since there may be variations in the number of terms in each
predicate-argument structure. For example, a given query may have just three terms in
its predicate-argument structure, while another sentence with much longer
grammatical dependencies may have five or more terms in its predicate-argument
structure. Which is why we use the relevance model proposed by [18] to estimate
. The relevance model
is
estimated in terms of the joint probability of observing a term together with terms
[18]. Consider, for example, the following scenario:
from
q: important regulations that China proposed
: proposed\important/regulations/China
: China proposed some important regulations on tobacco.
: proposed\important/regulations/China/tobacco
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: The proposed regulation on tobacco is a new and important development in China.
: proposed\important/regulation/China/tobacco/development

Each predicate-argument structure above has different number of terms. The chosen
relevance model solves this problem with the fact that
and all terms from
are sampled independently and identically to each other. By
this way, the relevance model would be appropriate to determine when the predicateis independently present as part of the predicateargument structure
and
argument structure of some long range sentences such as shown in 1
2
above. The relevance model is computed below:
,

…

|

|

7

where
is a unigram distribution from which and are sampled identically and
independently, Z is the finite set of terms in each predicate-argument structure. For
each document, we do a linear combination of the absolute sum of subjectivity scores
in equation (1) and the results of TTS in equation (6) and the relevant model in
equation (7). Thus, the predicate-argument structure of a given query can be
compared with the predicate-argument structures of sentences with either short-range
or long-range grammatical dependencies. While the subjectivity score ensures a
document is subjective, we believe the TTS model and the relevance model would
solve the short-range and long-range dependencies efficiently and respectively. The
linear relevance score for ranking a document is computed as follows:
,

8

where
, is the linear relevance model that takes input as query q and document
d satisfying a linear combination expression
, where a and b can be
empirical constants, and X ,Y and Z are the values to be linearly combined. is the
number of sentences with short-range dependencies that satisfy TTS, N is the total
number of sentences in document d,
is derived using equation 6, is the
number of sentences with long-range dependencies that satisfy
in equation 7.

6

Experimental Results on Opinion Retrieval Task

We perform experiments on TREC Blog 08 [21] and compared our results with Blog
08 best run and one of the TREC Blog 08 best runs that used title and description
fields for opinion finding task (KLEDocOpinTD) [23]. 50,000 English TREC Blog
posts were extracted using our ad-hoc blog posts extraction algorithm with optimized
sentence model (BlogTEX)6. At least 90% of the extracted posts have well formed
sentences and are transformed to their equivalent syntactic parse trees and then
predicate-argument structures. Again, we use the log-linear CCG parsing model and
the Boxer tool[14]. The description fields of 50 query topics (TREC 1001-1050) are
6

https://sourceforge.net/projects/blogtex
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also transformed to their equivalent syntactic parse trees and predicate-argument
structures. We use Lucene7 for indexing with focus on high precision at top-ranked
documents. Thus, we use a re-ranking technique by initially retrieving top 20
documents using BM25 popular ranking model with empirical parameters k=1.2 and
b=0.75. These top 20 documents are then re-ranked by our model. The IR evaluation
metrics used include Mean Average Precision (MAP), R-Prec, and precision at ten
(P@10). A comparison of opinion MAPs with the increased number of top-K blog
documents is shown in Figure 3. Our model shows improved performance over Blog
08 best run and significantly outperforms Blog 08’s KLEDocOpinTD. Performance
improvement in precision and recall curves upon the re-ranking technique is shown in
Figure 4. We observed improved performance with and without our re-ranking
technique with marginal difference between the two performances. This shows the
effectiveness of our model and the possibility of good performance without a reranking mechanism. In Table 5 below, the best significant improvements over Blog
08 best run is indicated with *.
0.65
Linear Relevance Model
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Blog08 Best Run
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Fig. 3. MAP comparisons for different models at Top-K documents
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Fig. 4. Precision and Recall curves with and without re-ranking mechanism
7
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Table 5. Performance and improvements on Opinion Retrieval task
Model

MAP

R-Prec

P@10

Best run at Blog 08

0.5610

0.6140

0.8980

Linear Relevance Model re-ranked

0.5937 *

0.6446 *

0.9051

Improvement over Best run at Blog 08

5.8%

5.0%

0.8%

Linear Relevance Model without re-ranking

0.5882 *

0.6364 *

0.9036

Improvement over Best run at Blog 08

4.8%

3.6%

0.6%

Blog 08’s KLEDocOpinTD

0.3937

0.4231

0.6273

Improvement with Linear Relevance Model re-ranked

50.8%

52.4%

44.3%

In terms of MAP, our model has significant performance more than Blog 08 best
run and Blog 08’s KLEDocOpinTD. Our model also shows significant improvement
in terms of R-prec in all cases. This shows the effectiveness of our model in terms of
retrieving semantically relevant opinionated documents.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

We proposed semantic-based opinion retrieval using predicate-argument structures
and subjective adjectives. The predicate-argument structures were derived from the
output of a syntactic parser. We developed a linear relevance model that is based
on semantic similarity between a pair of structures for a query topic and each
subjective sentence. We performed experiments on TREC Blog 08 and compared
the results with Blog 08 best run and Blog 08’s KLEDocOpinTD. Our model
outperforms the baselines in the results shown above. We observed that relevant
document to not only contain opinionated query words but opinionated sentences
that lexically combine synonyms and hyponyms of query words. This implies that
frequency of keywords may not be helpful to context-dependent opinion retrieval
afterall. In future, we will consider semantic and opinion dependencies between
multiples sentences in the same document. We will also consider using sentencelevel subjective component to detect and assign weight to opinionated sentences
rather than using only subjective adjectives.
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Abstract. Recently, there has been increased interest in topic-focused
multi-document summarization where the task is to produce automatic
summaries in response to a given topic or speciﬁc information requested
by the user. In this paper, we incorporate a deeper semantic analysis of
the source documents to select important concepts by using a predeﬁned
list of important aspects that act as a guide for selecting the most relevant sentences into the summaries. We exploit these aspects and build
a novel methodology for topic-focused multi-document summarization
that operates on a Markov chain tuned to extract the most important
sentences by following a random walk paradigm. Our evaluations suggest that the augmentation of important aspects with the random walk
model can raise the summary quality over the random walk model up to
19.22%.
Keywords: Topic-focused summarization, multi-document summarization, aspects, random walk model.

1

Introduction

The main goal of topic-focused multi-document summarization is to create a
summary from the given documents that can answer the need for information
expressed in the topic. We consider the problem of producing extraction-based1
topic-focused multi-document summaries given a collection of relevant documents. To generate the summaries, we focus on a deeper semantic analysis of
the source documents instead of relying only on document word frequencies to
select important concepts. We use a predeﬁned list of important aspects to direct
our search for the most relevant sentences, and generate topic-focused summaries
that cover all these aspects. For example, a topic about Natural Disasters might
consider the aspects: what happened; date; location; reasons for the disaster;
casualties; damages; rescue eﬀorts etc. while generating the summary.
1

Extract summaries contain original sentences extracted from the documents whereas
abstract summaries can employ paraphrasing [8].

M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 386–397, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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In this paper, we propose a novel topic-focused multi-document summarization framework that operates on a Markov chain model and follows a random
walk paradigm in order to generate possible summary sentences. We build three
alternative systems for summary generation that are based on important aspects,
random walk model, and a combination of both. We run our experiments on the
TAC2 -2010, and DUC3 -2006 data and based on the evaluation results we argue
that augmenting important aspects with a random walk model often outperforms the other two alternatives. Contributions of this work are: a) constructing
an aspect-based summarization model that generates summaries based on given
important aspects about the topics, b) building a novel summarization model
based on a random walk paradigm that operates on a Markov chain exploiting
topic signature [6] and Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) [9] as node weights
and WordNet4 -based sentence similarities as edge weights, and c) generating a
hybrid summarization model combining the aspect-based model with the random walk approach. Extensive automatic evaluations suggest that the combined
model can raise the performance up to 19.22% while manual evaluations further conﬁrm this improvement. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the related work, Section 3 describes our three alternative
summary generation models, Section 4 shows the evaluation results, and ﬁnally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Related Works and Motivation

Although the task of topic-focused summarization has got a lot of attention
recently (TAC-2010), the task is not new. A topic-sensitive LexRank is proposed
in [12], where the set of sentences in a document cluster is represented as a
graph. In this graph, the nodes are sentences and links between the nodes are
induced by a similarity relation between the sentences. A substantial body of
work on summarization using Information Extraction (IE) templates have been
accomplished over the years in the Message Understanding Conferences (MUC5 ),
DUC-2004 biography-related summarization task6 , as well as TREC7 . In [15],
they discuss the use of MUC templates for summarization. In [16], the authors
deﬁne several biographical facts that should be included into a good biography.
Filatova et al. [3] automatically create templates for several domains and use
summarization-like task to evaluate the quality of the created templates. All
the templates and facts are used in these researches to generate more focused
summaries. Nastase [11] expands the query by using encyclopedic knowledge
in Wikipedia and use the topic expanded words with activated nodes in the
graph to produce an extractive summary. New features such as topic signature
2
3
4
5
6
7

http://www.nist.gov/tac/2010/
http://duc.nist.gov/
http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/related_projects/muc/proceedings/ie_task.html
http://duc.nist.gov/duc2004/
http://trec.nist.gov/
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are used in the NeATS system by Lin and Hovy [7] to select important content
from a set of documents about some topic to present them in coherent order.
An enhanced discourse-based summarization framework by rhetorical parsing
tuning is proposed by Marcu [10]. In our work, we exploit topic signature and
rhetorical structure theory [9] to weight the sentences. In [4], they introduced
a paradigm for producing summary-length answers to complex questions. Their
method operates on a Markov chain, by following a random walk with mixture
model on a bipartite graph of relations established between concepts related to
the topic of a complex question and subquestions derived from topic-relevant
passages. Motivated by all these related researches, we propose to augment a
predeﬁned list of important aspects (that provides a better coverage of the topic
on the entire document collection) into a random walk framework that no other
study has used before to the best of our knowledge.

3

Our Approaches

In this section, we give a detailed description of all the three models that we build
for the task of topic-focused multi-document summarization. Our ﬁrst model is
solely based on aspect information, while the second follows a novel random walk
framework, and the third model is the aspect-driven random walk approach that
combines the intuitions of the ﬁrst two models. We get a candidate summary from
each of the model at the end of the summary generation procedure. Therefore,
three models give us three candidate summaries for the same given topic. Figure 1
presents the overall architecture of our systems.

Fig. 1. The overall architecture of our approaches
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Aspect–Based Model

Our ﬁrst approach exploits the predeﬁned list of important aspects to ﬁnd the
most relevant sentences from the document collection for creating the summaries.
For each question (i.e. aspect) of a topic, we did keyword expansion using WordNet8 [2]. For example, the word “happen” being a keyword in the given aspect :
“What happened?” returns the words: occur, pass, fall out, come about, take
place from WordNet. On the other hand, for each document sentence in the
collection we perform Named Entity (NE) tagging using the OAK system [13].
Named Entities (NE) are deﬁned as terms that refer to a certain entity. For
instance, USA refers to a certain country, and $200 refers to a certain quantity
of money. OAK system has 150 named entities (such as PERSON, LOCATION,
ORGANIZATION, GPE (Geo-Political Entity), FACILITY, DATE, MONEY,
PERCENT, TIME etc.) that can be tagged. They are included in a hierarchy.
We weight each sentence based on the presence of one or more Named Entity
classes. We rank the document sentences based on the following two criteria:
1. Similarity of each sentence with the expanded aspect (in terms of word
matching), and
2. weight assigned to each sentence by the NE tagging procedure9 .
Finally, we select the top-ranked sentences to be included in the candidate summary (Summary 1 in Figure 1).
3.2

Random Walk Model

To include into our second candidate summary, we select the most relevant sentences by following a random walk on a graph where each node is a document
sentence and the edges represent similarity between sentences. The whole procedure operates on a Markov chain (MC). A Markov chain is a process that
consists of a ﬁnite number of states and some known probabilities pij , where pij
is the probability of moving from state j to state i. For each node (i.e. sentence)
and each edge in the graph, we calculate “node weight” and “edge weight”, respectively. Once we ﬁnd all the node weights and edge weights, we perform a
random walk on the graph following a Markov chain model in order to select the
most important sentences. The initial sentence is chosen simply based on the
node (sentence) weights using the following formula:
N

InitialSentence = arg max (weight (Si ))
i=1

(1)

where N is the total number of nodes in the graph. After ﬁnding the initial best
sentence, in each step of the random walk we calculate the probability (transition probability) of choosing the next relevant sentence based on the following
equation:
8
9

For simplicity, we consider the synsets up to level 1 in this research.
For example, for an aspect like “When did the accident happened?”, we search for
< T ime > tag in the NE tagged sentences and give them higher weights if found.
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P (Sj |Si ) =

1
Z
arg max (weight (Sj ) ∗ similarity (Si , Sj ))
j=1
α

(2)

where Si is the sentence chosen early, Sj is the next sentence to be chosen, Z
is the set of sentence indexes that does not contain i, the similarity(Si , Sj )
function returns a similarity score between the already selected sentence and
a new sentence under consideration, and α is the normalization factor that is
determined as follows:

α=

Z


(weight (Sj ) ∗ similarity (Si , Sj ))

(3)

j=1

Node Weight. We associate each node (sentence) in the graph a weight that
indicates the importance of the node with respect to the document collection.
Node weights are calculated based on a Topic Signature (TS) model [6] and
Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) [9]. We combine the weights of TS and RST,
and normalize it to get the ﬁnal weights of the sentences/nodes.
Using Topic Signature. Topic signatures are typically used to identify the presence of a complex concept–a concept that consists of several related components
in ﬁxed relationships [6]. Inspired by the idea presented in [6], for each topic
present in the data set, we calculate its topic signature deﬁned as below:
T S = {topic, signature}
= {topic, (t1 , w1 ), · · · , (tn , wn )}

(4)

where topic is the target concept and signature is a vector of related terms. Each
ti is a term highly correlated to the topic with association weight, wi . We use
the following log-likelihood ratio to calculate the weights associated with each
term (i.e. word) of a sentence:
wi = log

occurrences of ti in topic j sentences
occurrences of ti in all topics sentences

(5)

To calculate the topic signature weight for each sentence, we sum up the weights
of the words in that sentence and then, normalized the weights. Thus, a sentence
gets a high score if it has a set of terms that are highly correlated with a target
concept (topic).
Exploiting Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST). Rhetorical Structure Theory provides a framework to analyze text coherence by deﬁning a set of structural relations to composing units (“spans”) of text. The most frequent structural pattern
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in RST is that two spans of text are related such that one of them has a speciﬁc role relative to the other. A paradigm case is a claim followed by evidence
for the claim. RST assumes an “Evidence” relation between the two spans that
is denoted by calling the claim span a nucleus and the evidence span a satellite 10 . In this paper, we parse each document sentence within the framework
of Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) using a Support Vector Machine (SVM)based discourse parser described in [1] that was shown 5% to 12% more accurate
than current state-of-the-art parsers. We observe that in a relation the nucleus
often contains the main information while the satellite provides some additional
information. Therefore, we assign a weight to each sentence that is a nucleus of
a relation and normalize the weights at the end.
Edge Weight. Edge weight is determined by measuring similarity between the
sentences. Initially, we remove the stopwords from the sentences using a stopword
list. Then, we use the OAK system [13] to get the stemmed words of a sentence.
We expand the remaining keywords of the sentence using WordNet. Finally, we
ﬁnd the similar words between each pair of sentences that denotes the edge
weight between the two sentences. We build a similarity matrix by populating
into it the edge weights between sentences.
3.3

Aspect-Driven Random Walk Model

The third model that we construct to generate a candidate summary is based on
augmentation of the predeﬁned important aspects into the random walk framework. Motivated by Harabagiu et al. [4], where they describe how a random walk
can be used to populate a network with potential decompositions of a complex
question, we propose to use the list of aspects (given in TAC-2010) in the random walk model as a guided way to provide a better coverage to satisfy a wide
range of information need on a given topic. Through out the rest of the paper, we
term this model as a Combined Model since it combines the important aspects
with the random walk paradigm. The whole procedure can be again formulated
according to a Markov Chain principle described in Section 3.2 except the fact
that the node(sentence) weights will also include the weights obtained by using
the list of aspects’ information as deﬁned in Section 3.1. Figure 2 shows a part
of the graph with node and edge weights (after applying the combined model)
for the top ranking sentences that were chosen by the random walk. This is an
example of a DUC-2006 topic outlined below.
<topic id = "D0626H"
category = "2">
<title> bombing of US embassies
in Africa </title>
S1: Among them is Saudi dissident Osama bin Laden, who allegedly runs al
Qaida, a radical Islamic network accused of planning the bombings.
10

http://www.sfu.ca/rst/01intro/intro.html
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S2: In an interview Tuesday, Home Aﬀairs Minister Ali Ameir Mohamed
likened Ahmed to a chameleon.
S3: It said Khalid, who can not speak English or Kiswahili but only Arabic,
was identiﬁed by a guard and a civilian worker at the embassy and a third
witness.
S4: Although no details were released in court, local media said traces of
chemicals that could have been used to make the bomb had been found in Saleh’s
home and car.
S5: The action contrasted markedly to a decision by Kenya, where the American Embassy was bombed on the same day.

Fig. 2. Important aspects with random walk model

From Figure 2, we get to the fact that initially, sentence S1 is chosen into
the candidate summary as it has the highest node (sentence) weight, then, by
performing a random walk based on the transition probabilities of the Markov
chain model, we ﬁnd S2 as the next candidate sentence, then, S3, S4, S5 and
so on. The random walk stops after the k steps which is related to reaching the
summary-length of 250 words.

4
4.1

Evaluation Results and Analyses
Task Description

TAC-2010 provides a new research direction for multi-document summarization
by the means of predeﬁned supervision or guide (the category and its aspects)
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that deﬁnes what information the reader is actually looking for. The task of
DUC-2006 models the real-world complex question answering in terms of multidocument summarization. That is: “Given a complex question (topic description)
and a collection of relevant documents, the task is to synthesize a ﬂuent, wellorganized 250-word summary of the documents that answers the question(s) in
the topic”. In this paper, we consider a modiﬁed task description that induces
the guided concept of TAC-2010 in order to automatically generate 250-word
summaries like DUC-2006. Our summarization task can be deﬁned as:
“To write a 250-word summary of a set of given newswire articles
for a given topic, where the topic falls into a predefined category.”
4.2

Data

In this research, we run our experiments using the TAC-2010 and DUC-2006 data
applying three diﬀerent models to generate three candidate summaries for each
topic. The test dataset in TAC-2010 is composed of 44 topics, divided into ﬁve
categories: Accidents and Natural Disasters, Attacks, Health and Safety, Endangered Resources, Investigations and Trials. In this paper, we consider only the
ﬁrst two categories11 . As DUC-2006 data were not categorized, we manually categorize them to put into our chosen categories: Accidents and Natural Disasters,
and Attacks. Since human-generated abstract summaries are not publicly available, we perform an extensive manual evaluation on the TAC-2010 data to report
comparisons based on linguistic quality and responsiveness of the summaries. For
DUC-2006 data, we obtain both an automatic12 and a manual evaluation.
4.3

Automatic Evaluation

For the DUC-2006 data, we carried out automatic evaluation of our candidate
summaries using ROUGE [5] toolkit, which has been widely adopted for automatic summarization evaluation. For all our systems, we report the widely
accepted important metrics: ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU. We also present the
ROUGE-1 scores since they provide a better correlation with the human judgement. We show the 95% conﬁdence intervals of the important evaluation metrics
for our systems to report signiﬁcance for doing meaningful comparison. ROUGE
uses a randomized method named bootstrap resampling to compute the conﬁdence interval. We used 1000 sampling points in the bootstrap resampling.
Table 1 to Table 3 show the ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-SU scores of
our three diﬀerent summary generation models.
For all the three systems, Table 4 shows the F-scores of the reported ROUGE
measures while Table 5 reports the 95% conﬁdence intervals of the important
ROUGE measures. Table 4 clearly shows that the Combined system improves
the ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-SU scores over the Random walk system by 3.67%, 19.22%, and 8.21%, respectively, whereas, it could not beat
11
12

TAC provides already categorized data.
Abstract summaries are available for comparisons.
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Table 1. ROUGE-1 measures
Scores
Recall
Precision
F-score

Aspects Random Walk Combined
0.3488
0.3344
0.3624
0.3415
0.3604
0.3556
0.3444
0.3460
0.3587

Table 2. ROUGE-2 measures
Scores
Recall
Precision
F-score

Aspects Random Walk Combined
0.0711
0.0500
0.0633
0.0693
0.0545
0.0609
0.0701
0.0520
0.0620

the ROUGE-2 score of Aspect–based system but improves the ROUGE-1, and
ROUGE-SU scores by 4.15%, and 4.97%, respectively. These results suggest
that augmenting important aspects with the random walk model provides a
better content coverage to satisfy the information need. The proposed methods
are also compared with a Baseline system. The Baseline is the oﬃcial baseline
system established in DUC-2006 that generated the summaries by returning all
the leading sentences (up to 250 words) in the T EXT  ﬁeld of the most recent
document(s). We also list the average ROUGE scores of all the participating systems of DUC-2006 (i.e. DUC-Average). Table 6 presents this comparison which
denotes that the Combined system improves the ROUGE-1, and ROUGE-2
scores over the Baseline system by 11.77%, and 17.78%, respectively, whereas,
it performs closely to the average DUC-2006 systems.
4.4

Manual Evaluation

Even if the ROUGE scores come up promising, it might be possible to generate
bad summaries that get state-of-the-art ROUGE scores [14]. So, we conduct an
Table 3. ROUGE-SU measures
Scores
Recall
Precision
F-score

Aspects Random Walk Combined
0.1159
0.1029
0.1211
0.1109
0.1182
0.1156
0.1123
0.1090
0.1179

extensive manual evaluation in order to analyze the eﬀectiveness of our approach.
We judged the summaries for linguistic quality and overall responsiveness according to the DUC evaluation guidelines13 . Table 7 and Table 8 presents the average
linguistic quality and overall responsive scores of all the systems on TAC-2010
13

http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/duc/duc2007/quality-questions.txt
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Table 4. ROUGE F-scores for diﬀerent systems
Systems
ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-SU
Aspects
0.3444
0.0701
0.1123
Random walk 0.3460
0.0520
0.1090
Combined
0.3587
0.0620
0.1179

Table 5. 95% conﬁdence intervals for diﬀerent systems
Systems
ROUGE-2
Aspects
0.0569 - 0.0844
Random walk 0.0373 - 0.0682
Combined 0.0364 - 0.0879

ROUGE-SU
0.1053 - 0.1190
0.0894 - 0.1262
0.0989 - 0.1363

Table 6. Comparison with DUC-2006 systems
Systems
ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2
Aspects
0.3444
0.0701
Random walk 0.3460
0.0520
Combined
0.3587
0.0620
Baseline
0.3209
0.0526
DUC-Average 0.3778
0.0748

Table 7. Linguistic quality and responsiveness scores (TAC-2010 data)
Systems
Lin. Quality Responsiveness
Aspects
4.00
4.00
Random walk
3.60
3.00
Combined
4.00
3.00

data and DUC-2006 data, respectively. To compare the proposed models’ performance with the state-of-the-art systems, in Table 8 we also list the scores of
LCC’s GISTexter14 system that participated in the DUC-2006 competition and
was ranked as one of the best systems. Analyzing these results yields the fact that
augmenting important aspects with the random walk model often outperforms
the random walk model alone in terms of linguistic quality and responsiveness
scores. Table 8 shows that the proposed aspect-driven random walk model (i.e.
Combined ) performs very close to LCC’s system in terms of linguistic quality
while considerably outperforming it in terms of overall responsiveness scores.
This conﬁrms that the use of the aspect information enhances the coverage of
the information that is necessary to satisfy the quest of the users.
14

http://duc.nist.gov/pubs/2006papers/lcc2006.pdf
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Table 8. Linguistic quality and responsiveness scores (DUC-2006 data)
Systems
Lin. Quality Responsiveness
Aspects
3.72
3.00
Random walk
3.52
3.00
Combined
3.76
3.20
LCC
4.10
2.84

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel methodology to solve the topic-focused multidocument summarization task that uses a predeﬁned list of important aspects
in a random walk framework by performing a deeper semantic analysis of the
source documents instead of relying only on document word frequencies to select
important concepts. Experiments on the DUC-2006 and TAC-2010 data indicate
that augmenting the important aspects into the random walk model considerably outperforms the random walk model alone. This suggests the fact that the
aspects can provide a certain amount of supervision to cover all the relevant perspectives of a topic and hence, the use of it with any sophisticated model such as
random walk can enhance the model’s performance substantially in comparison
to the model if used alone.
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Abstract. Topic-specific opinion summarization (TOS) plays an important role
in helping users digest online opinions, which targets to extract a summary of
opinion expressions specified by a query, i.e. topic-specific opinionated
information (TOI). A fundamental problem in TOS is how to effectively
represent the TOI of an opinion so that salient opinions can be summarized to
meet user’s preference. Existing approaches for TOS are either limited by the
mismatch between topic-specific information and its corresponding opinionated
information or lack of ability to measure opinionated information associated
with different topics, which in turn affect the performance seriously. In this
paper, we represent TOI by word pair and propose a weighting scheme to
measure word pair. Then, we integrate word pair into a random walk model for
opinionated sentence ranking and adopt MMR method for summarization.
Experimental results showed that salient opinion expressions were effectively
weighted and significant improvement achieved for TOS.
Keywords: Topic-specific opinion summarization, topic-specific opinionated
information, word pair, MMR.

1

Introduction

With the development of Web 2.0, people have become interested in expressing their
personal opinions through online tools. There are a great amount of opinions widely
spread from the comments on the health reform to the evaluations on a feature of a
consumer product. In practice, people would like to focus on the summary of opinion
expressions with their own preference to make decision [1]. For instance, users would
like to give a query, “what are the opinions on X?” to express their preference of X,
where X could not only be a feature of a product, but also be a target of a general
domain opinion. Therefore, it is significant to study topic-specific opinion
summarization(TOS) to meet the user’s personal preference.
In Example 1, there are three opinion expressions tagged in bold in sentence (a). If
a query is given about a computer game, traditional summarization regards only
topical relevance, such as “game”, “operation”, “screen” to be the information need.
For TOS, however, it is supposed to take both topic-specific information and
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 398–409, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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opinionated information into consideration, e.g., “game is very small”. In this paper,
we define user’s information need of TOS as topic-specific opinionated information
(TOI), i.e. the opinion expressions about the user’s query.
Example 1:
(a) The [game is very small], [operation is very
flexible], and [screen is beautifully smooth].
(b) The [screen is small but adequate].

One of the fundamental problems in TOS is how to effectively represent the user’s
information need so as to evaluate and summarize salient opinion expressions.
Previous methods using KL-divergence [2] or feedback-style learning [3] have the
limitation that TOI is represented by one single word. In practice, one single word can
hardly represent both topic-specific information and opinionated information at the
same time, especially for those domain-independent sentiment words that barely
represent topic-specific information, e.g., “small” in Example 1. [4, 5] proposed to
express topic-specific information and opinionated information by topic-specific
words and sentiment words, respectively. However, they regarded the document as
bag-of-word, and neglected the contextual information, which means word-based
representation cannot hold the associative information between topic-specific
information and opinionated information in individual opinion expression and lead to
a mismatch. In Example 1, although topic-specific information and opinionated
information of three opinion expressions can be represented separately, the
associative information between them is lost due to lack of contextual information. In
an extreme situation, the fake opinion expression “small screen” will be selected as
the salient opinion expression.
Li et al. proposed to adopt word pair to represent TOI [6]. A word pair is
constructed by a sentiment word together with its corresponding topic-specific word.
The sentiment word represents opinionated information, i.e. the opinion, and the
corresponding topic-specific word represents topic-specific information, i.e. target
(also refer to the topic-specific word in this paper). With the help of pairwise
representation, the contextual information between the opinion and its corresponding
target could be maintained. Nonetheless, Li et al. neglected to measure the variant
associations between the sentiment word and the topic-specific word within different
word pair. In [6], a unified trade-off parameter was introduced to balance the topicspecific information and opinionated information for all word pairs. In practice, it is
inadequate to describe the distinct association of individual word pair, because one
sentiment word is supposed to modify different targets in different opinion
expressions. In Example 1, both sentence (a) and sentence (b) include the sentiment
word “small” which associated with different topic-specific words (“game” in (a) and
“screen” in (b)). Intuitively, “small” is a domain-independent sentiment word, and it
should be dynamically assigned different weights when modifying different targets.
Therefore, we argue that the trade-off parameter should be estimated for each word
pair to describe the distinct association.
In this paper, we also follow the TOI representation by word pair. According to the
above analysis of word pair, we first propose an effective weighting scheme from the
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perspective of information gain by selecting the word pair to measure both topicspecific words and sentiment words, and then provide an individual associative score
for each word pair. Thus, the TOI of individual opinion expression is able to be
measured. Finally, we integrate word pair into a random walk model for sentence
ranking and adopt maximal marginal relevance (MMR) method to generate the
topic-specific opinion summary.
To investigate the effectiveness of our approach, experiments were made based on the
TAC2008 and OpQA benchmark datasets. Significant improvements over the best run in
TAC 2008 and those models with word-based representation were shown in this paper.
In the remainder of this paper, we first present pairwise representation of topicspecific opinionated information together with a new weighting scheme in Section 2.
We then integrate word pair into a random walk model for sentence ranking and
generate opinion summary by using MMR method in Section 3. In Section 4, we will
show the experimental results. We review the related work in Section 5. Finally, this
paper is concluded and the future work is suggested in Section 6.

2

Representation of Topic-Specific Opinionated Information

Topic-specific opinion summarization (TOS) was first proposed in the Text Analysis
Conference (TAC) 2008, and the objective is to extract an informative summary of
opinion expressions about a given query, as found in a document collection [7].
Different from traditional topic-specific summarization that concentrates only on the
topic-specific information, TOS concerns on the topic-specific opinionated
information (TOI). More precisely, the TOI of an opinion expression is supposed to
contain the following attributes: opinion (i.e. opinionated information), holder, target
(i.e. topic-specific information) and polarity [8]. In this section, we will first describe
how to express TOI by pairwise representation, word pair. Then a new weighting
scheme is introduced for measuring the pairwise representation.
2.1

Pairwise Representation

Without loss of generality, we assume that there is a document set
(
, , , ,
) that includes a set of sentences
, , , ,
, and a user
generated query
, , , ,
, where , , , , are the key words. TOS
aims at extracting an informative summary of
(
) with opinion expressions
from about the .
In order to represent TOI, we need to consider all the attributes of an opinion
expression together with the associations between these attributes. We also utilize
topic-sentiment word pair [6] in this paper. The notion of word pair was first proposed
for opinion retrieval to capture the contextual information between the opinion and its
corresponding target [6]. Since most opinion holders are implicit to be the author in
the blogosphere, we do not take opinion holder attribute into consideration.
Definition 1: topic-sentiment word pair
consists of two elements, one
represents the opinion, and the other one represents the modified target,
,
|
,
.
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is the topic-specific words collection with all candidate targets, and the target
reflects the preference of user by the query matching.
is the sentiment word
lexicon which is used to express opinions. We maintain the semantic information
between the topic-specific word and the sentiment word by pairwise representing.
Thus, TOI of an opinion expression is represented by a word pair. We assume that for
one query the candidate targets and opinions are in , and , respectively. The total
).
, (| |
,| |
number of the word pair is
In practice, the weight of a sentiment word may differ from variant targets. In the
following section, we will describe a weighting scheme to measure word pair from
the perspective of information gain, and introduce a method by normalizing Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) between the sentiment word and the corresponding
topic-specific word to compute the associative score for individual opinion
expression.
2.2

Weighting Scheme for Word Pair

Previous weighting schema would like to capture both topic-specific information and
opinionated information by one single word. It either assigns a relevance weight to
the sentiment word, such as using the distribution divergence from the query words
[9], or integrates the sentiment weight into query word, e.g., computes the Point-wise
Mutual Information (PMI) score between sentiment word and the target combined
with tf-idf value of query words [10]. In this work, we regard the topic-specific
information and opinionated information of an opinion expression to be represented
by topic-specific word and sentiment word of a word pair, respectively. Therefore, we
measure both topic-specific words and sentiment words by computing the information
gain in selecting the word pair.
In TOS, both sentiment words and topic-specific words are considered as
informative content words, and described as “term” (denoted by ). Additionally, we
would like to concentrate on the granularity of sentence rather than document.
We can compute term weight of ,
by Equation (1):
log

/

(1)

For simplicity, we assume that any term
follows Poisson distribution. (discuss
other distributions in Section 4)
on the whole set of words with the parameter
| |⁄| | (| | is the total number of words in ), while it also follows another
Poisson distribution
on the set of sentences including
with the parameter
| |⁄|
| (|
| is the total number of words in the sentences including ).
Obviously
.
We measure each term according to its distributions between the sentence set it
occurs and the whole sentence set. In other words, we weigh sentiment word by
computing the gain in selecting a sentence containing the sentiment word.
Recall Example 1, one sentiment word (resp. target) may be assigned different
weights when associated with different targets (resp. sentiment words). Therefore,
there is a must to embody the different associations between sentiment words and
topic-specific words.
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Previous works [4, 5, 6] focus on using a unified parameter to express variant
combinations between topic-specific information and opinionated information. It is
inadequate to express the variant of associations even to one specific domain. We
propose to compute an associative score (also referred as trade-off parameter in this
paper) for each individual association between the sentiment word and the topicspecific word.
Inspired by the fact that Mutual Information is a measurement to assess how two
words are associated, and achieves better performance in [12], we therefore utilize
mutual information to estimate the trade-off parameter for both sentiment words and the
target words.
In our method, for each word in , we compute its mutual information scores
and normalize the scores. Informally, mutual information
for all words in
compares the probability of observing and
together (the joint probability) with
the probabilities of observing
and
independently. The mutual information
between words and
are calculated as follows:
∑

;

,

∑

log

,

,

(2)

where
and
are binary variables indicating whether
absent.
The parameters are estimated as follows:
1
0

1

1
1 ⁄

where

1

1

1,

1

1,

0

0,

1

0,

is present or

1 ⁄

1
0

or

0

1,

1

1

1,

1
1

1 and

1

1,
1,

1

1

1

0,

1

1,

0

are the numbers of sentences containing word

and , respectively,
1,
1 is the number of sentences that contain both
and , and is the total number of sentences in the collection. We then normalize
|
to balance the
the mutual information score to obtain a trade-off parameter
weight of when associated with :
|

|

;
∑

;

V

;
∑

V

;
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|
is computed in the same way to balance the weight of
when associated
with . The probability would be higher if the two words co-occur with each other
more frequently.
After estimating the associative score between the two elements of a word pair, we
can assign the weight to individual word pair .

|

|

(3)

where
and
are the term weights of and , which can be computed
from Equation (1).
As to those word pairs with a negation operator around, an alternative would be to
as
. Since the negation operator only shifts
rewrite the individual word pair
the polarity of the word pair, we assign
with the same weight as .

3

Word Pair Based TOS

In this section, we first integrate word pair into a random walk model [14], for
sentence ranking. Then, we utilize MMR method to generate a summary.
3.1

PageRank Based on Word Pair

In Section 2, we introduce a weighting scheme for measuring individual word pair.
According to the definition of word pair, it is intuitively that the sentence with word
pair representing salient opinion expression should be assigned a relatively high
weight. We, therefore, consider the global information of word pair for sentence
ranking by the recursive procedure in the random walk model, PageRank.
One of our objectives is to investigate the effectiveness of our proposed weighting
scheme for word pair, so we compute the similarity between sentences according to
the weighted word pair. Moreover, in our approach, we do not explicit divide
sentiment words into domain-dependent and domain-independent, but use the
corresponding target as an indicator. This will weaken the effect of domainindependent sentiment words. In order to correct the opinionated information of a
domain-independent sentiment of a word pair, we utilize synonym dictionary
SentiWordNet [13]. We choose the sentiment word with the highest PMI score over a
topic-specific word in Equation (2) as the cue word and consider all synonyms of the
cue word together with the corresponding target to be the same word pair.
We define a PageRank model that has sentences to be summarized as nodes and
edges placed between two sentences that are similar to each other.
We can then score all the sentences based on the expected probability of a random
|
walker visiting each sentence. We use the short-hand
to denote the
probability of being at node
at a time given that the walker was at
at time
1. The jumping probability from node
to node
is given by:
|

,
∑

\

,

(4)
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where
is a similarity function defined on two sentence/excerpt nodes based on
the word pair they contain.
∑

,

·

,

∑

(5)

∑

The saliency score
for sentence
can be calculated by mixing query
similar score and scores of all other sentences linked with it as follows:
∑

where

|

|

·

|

1

(6)

|
∑

|

∑

|

·

,Q

∑

(7)

∑

where
are the weights of in , and Q, respectively.
Finally, all the sentences will rank according to the saliency score. As for each
query, we choose a number of sentences with weights higher than a threshold as
candidate set for TOS.
3.2

Summary Generation

In order to generate a summary, we adopt maximal marginal relevance (MMR)
method and incrementally add the top ranked sentences from into the answer set.
max
\

|

1

max

,

is the ranked list of sentences retrieved by the PageRank model in Section 3.1,
given the document set and a query . We set the relevance threshold , below
which it will not be regarded as candidate sentences.
is the subset of sentences in
already selected; \ is the set difference, i.e., the set of as yet unselected
sentences in . We compute
,
and
|
and by Equation (5) and
Equation (7), respectively in Section 3.1. The parameter lying in 0,1 controls the
relative importance given to “relevance” versus redundancy. As different users with
different information needs may require a totally different summary, especially for
TOS, one of the attractive points of MMR is by setting the value of parameter , it
can particularly generate summaries according to a user’s need. In the experiment, we
set
0.5 to balance the novelty and the relevance.

4

Evaluation

4.1

Experiment Setting

4.1.1 Benchmark Datasets
Our experiments are based on two benchmark datasets for topic-specific opinion
summarization, TAC2008 and OpQA.
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TAC2008 dataset is the benchmark data set for the topic-specific opinion
summarization track in the Text Analysis Conference 2008 (TAC2008), which
contains 87 squishy opinion questions. The initial topic words for each question are
also provided. Summarizations for all queries must be retrieved from the TREC
Blog06 collection [15], which consists of review and blog data. The top 50 documents
were retrieved for each query.
The Opinion Question Answering (OpQA) corpus consists of 98 documents
appeared in the world press between June 2001 and May 2002. The documents
covered four general topics, and 30 questions were given. [16]
4.1.2 Sentimental Lexicon and Topic Collection
In our experiment, we use SentiWordNet as the sentiment lexicon. SentiWordNet is a
popular lexical resource for opinion mining, which consists of 4800 negative
sentiment words and 2290 positive sentiment words. For each sentiment word,
SentiWordNet also provides its synonyms.
In order to acquire the collection of topic terms, we adopt two expansion methods,
dictionary- based method and pseudo relevance feedback method [6].
4.1.3 TOS Approaches for Comparison
To demonstrate the effectiveness of pairwise representation for TOS, we compared it
with the following models:
(1) Baseline 1: This model [18] achieved the best run in TAC2008 opinion
summarization task. We treated it as Baseline 1 in the experiment.
(2) OPM-1: This model was proposed for opinion question and answering, which
achieved 2% improvement over the best run in TAC2008 Opinion QA track [19].
(3) OPM-2: This model was similar with OPM-1, but use PageRank model for
sentence ranking instead.
(4) GOSM: This model was originally designed for opinion retrieval, and it adopted
pairwise representation of TOI. GOSM adopted “relevance” measurement for
sentiment word and utilized a uniform parameter to balance topic-specific information
and opinionated information. We re-designed GOSM to deal with TOS by using Pairbased HITS model so that we could compare the effectiveness of different weighting
schema for word pair [6].
(5) PPM: our proposed approaches.
Additionally, in our experiments, we will also investigate the performance of sentence
retrieval with different probability models. We used the metrics in the Text Retrieval
Conference (TREC), which are average precision (AvPr), R-precision (R-Pre) and
precision at 10 sentences (P@10).
4.2

Performance Evaluation

4.2.1 Parameter Tuning
In our proposed approach, there are two parameters and . is a user-defined
parameter according to the specific need. In our experiment, we set the parameter
0.5 to balance the novelty and the relevance.
We studied how the parameter (in Equation (6)) influenced the performance of
sentence ranking in both TAC2008 and OpQA datasets. The results are given in Fig. 1.
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OpQA

0.24

TAC2008

0.22
0.20

F 0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.00

0.20

0.40

0.60

0.80

1.00

Fig. 1. Pair-based PageRank Performance with varying parameter γ on TAC2008 and OpQA

Best F value was achieved, when was set around 0.8 in both TAC2008 and
OpQA datasets. Therefore, in the following experiments, we set γ 0.8.
4.2.2 Comparisons on Sentence Ranking
In our evaluation, we also tested the performance of sentence ranking of other
probability models, including tf-idf model and Bose-Einstein model. We used the
metrics in the Text Retrieval Conference 10 (TREC), which are average precision
(AvPr), R-precision (R-Prec) and precision at 10 sentences (P@10). In our
experiment, we created the judgment through pooling method.
The experimental results based on these metrics are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison of sentence ranking on OpQA and TAC2008 datasets

AvPr

Metrics
R-Prec P@10

Poisson
tf-idf

0.212
0.229

0.233
0.230

0.408
0.397

Bose-Einstein
Poisson

0.208
0.180

0.245

0.206

0.421
0.361

tf-idf
Bose-Einstein

0.177
0.175

0.198
0.212

0.354
0.369

Dataset

Probability

OpQA

TAC
2008

Table 1 showed that Bose-Einstein model achieved best R-Prec and P@10 on OpQA
and TAC2008 datasets. Thus, we chose Bose-Einstein model for further evaluation.
4.2.3 Comparisons on TOS
We were also interested in the performance comparison with the other models for
TOS.
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Table 2. Comparison of TOS on OpQA and TAC2008 datasets

Data set

OpQA

TAC
2008

Approaches
Baseline 1
OPM-1
OPM-2
GOSM
PPM
Baseline 1
OPM-1
OPM-2
GOSM
PPM

Measurements
Precision Recall
0.280
0.356
0.274
0.368
0.281
0.354
0.286
0.360
0.276
0.375
0.101
0.217
0.102
0.256
0.113
0.245
0.102
0.241
0.103
0.268

F(3)
0.325
0.343
0.362
0.379
0.385
0.186
0.195
0.208
0.216
0.231

Table 2 showed that PPM achieved around 6% and 5% improvement in F value
compared with Baseline 1 in OpQA and TAC2008, respectively.

5

Related Work

Research on opinion summarization started mostly on review-type data, and much
progress has been made in automatic sentiment summarization in the review domain
[20]. These summarizations referred to as feature-based summarization or aspect
summarizations are extracted from a collection of reviews on some specific product.
Benefited from the limited topics and fixed sentiment words in specific domain,
technologies such as LDA, LSA, pLSA, have been utilized and they achieved good
performance in product review [21, 22, 23, 24]. In this paper, we focus on TOS,
which is about general domain summarization, and the above works are out of the
scope of TOS due to the constraints of limited targets and fixed sentiment words.
For TOS, lots of work concentrates on term weighting to improve the precision of
sentence ranking. A weighted sentiment dictionary was generated from previous Text
Retrieval Conference (TREC) relevance data [11]. This dictionary was submitted as a
query to a search engine to get an initial query-independent opinion score of all
retrieved documents. Similarly, a pseudo opinionated word composed of all opinion
words was first created, and then used to estimate the opinion score of a document
[3]. This method was shown to be very effective in TREC evaluations.
Ernsting et al. applied the KL divergence to weigh opinionated word [25]. However,
the weights of the terms in the sentiment word dictionary were biased towards the terms
with high values. Experimental results showed that this method had detrimental effect on
the performance. [9] followed the KL divergence measurement and made a positive
experimental result by taking term frequency into consideration.
Li et al. proposed a new representation based on word pair [6] for TOI. With the
help of word pair, the associative information between the opinion and its
corresponding target could be uniformly represented. However, [6] didn’t give an
explicit approach to weigh word pair but utilize the relationship between word pair
and document instead, which is in accordance with “relevance”.
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In this paper, we also utilize word pair to represent TOI. Different from previous
work, we present a weighting scheme, which regards both topic-specific words and
sentiment words as informative content to represent topic-specific information and
opinionated information. Moreover, regarding the specialty of TOS, we propose a
method to estimate individual associative score for each word pair to measure the
association of topic-specific information and opinionated information, and take
negation into consideration and integrate it into word pair for TOS.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we present a method for topic-specific opinion summarization inspired
by the representation of word pair. Based on word pair, we further propose a
weighting scheme so that both topic-specific words and sentiment words are weighed.
We also provide a method by normalizing PMI between sentiment word and topicspecific word to compute the associative score for individual word pair. Thus, the
topic-specific opinionated information of individual opinion expression is able to be
well expressed and measured. We integrate word pair into the PageRank model for
sentence ranking and adopt maximal marginal relevance method to extract salient
sentences as the result of TOS.

In the future, more research is required in the following directions:
(1) Deeper NLP techniques e.g., discourse analysis [26], dependency parser,
collocation identification[17] may help to extract word pair and understand the
meaning of opinion so as to improve the accuracy.
(2) Opinion holder is another important attribute of TOI [27]. It would be
interesting to study opinion holders for QOS.
(3) Since the new weighting scheme and the trade-off parameter indicate topicspecific opinionated information effectively, it is worth further study on other
opinion oriented applications.
Acknowledgments. This work is partially supported by National 863 program of
China (Grant No. 2009AA01Z150), the Innovation and Technology Fund of Hong
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an unsupervised approach for multipolarization of topic person names. We employ a model-based EM method to
polarize individuals into positively correlated groups. In addition, we present
off-topic block elimination and weighted correlation coefficient techniques to
eliminate the off-topic blocks and reduce the text sparseness problem
respectively. Our experiment results demonstrate that the proposed method can
identify multi-polar person groups of topics correctly.
Keywords: Sentiment Analysis, Person Name Clustering, Text Mining.

1

Introduction

Topics that involve competing viewpoints are interesting and may be reported by
hundreds of documents. Generally, topic documents cover every detail of different
polarities (stances) and provide a balanced view of the topics. However, readers often
have difficulty assimilating the information in numerous topic documents that cover
various perspectives. Thus, several topic mining techniques have been developed to
help readers. Existing topic mining approaches focus on extracting important themes
from documents, and summaries of the themes are provided to help readers digest
topics quickly. For instance, Mei and Zhai [13] developed a mixture of unigram
models to extract salient themes from topic documents; while Nallapati et al. [16] and
Feng and Allan [4] grouped topic documents into clusters, each of which represents a
unique theme in a topic. Even though the extracted themes and summaries distill the
topic contents clearly, readers must still expend a great deal of time in comprehending
the extracted information if they are not familiar with the topics.
Basically, a topic is associated with specific times, places, and persons [16].
Identifying the polarity of important persons in topics that involve competing
viewpoints can help readers construct the background of the topics and facilitate
reading. For example, if readers know the important persons of the competing
political parties in a presidential campaign, they can learn about the campaign more
easily. Chen and Wu [1, 2] proposed a PCA-based method to identify the polarities of
topic persons, and showed that the signs of the entries in the principal eigenvector of
PCA are effective in partitioning topic persons into different polarities; however, the
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 410–421, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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method is only useful for bipolar topics. In practice, a topic that involves competing
viewpoints may contain more than two polarities, i.e., multi-polarities. We define the
person name multi-polarization problem in this paper and propose an effective
method for identifying the multi-polarities of person names in topic documents. The
identified person polarities function as character descriptions of novels and fictional
stories to help readers construct the background of the topics and facilitate reading. A
challenging issue in the multi-polarization of topic person names is that the polarity of
the individuals is context-dependent. For instance, politicians often change their
policies for the sake of expediency, so their polarities change accordingly. In such
cases, no external knowledge source is available for person name multi-polarization.
To solve the problem, we propose a model-based EM method that polarizes person
names in an unsupervised manner. As the method only considers the word usage
patterns of person names in topic documents, it does not require external knowledge
sources and it can capture the polarity dynamics effectively. We also present off-topic
block elimination and weighted correlation coefficient techniques to eliminate offtopic blocks and reduce the text sparseness problem respectively. Our experiment
results demonstrate that the proposed method can identify multi-polar person groups
of topics effectively.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a review of
related works. We describe the proposed method in Section 3, and evaluate its
performance in Section 4. Then, in Section 5, we present our conclusions.

2

Related Work

Although person name multi-polarization is closely related to sentiment analysis [17],
which focuses on discovering textual units with bipolar orientations, it differs from
sentiment analysis in a number of respects. First, most sentiment analysis approaches
identify the polarity of adjectives, adverbs, and verbs because the syntactic constructs
generally convey sentimental semantics. For instance, Hatzivassiloglou and
McKeown [6] employed language conjunctions, such as and, or, and but, to judge the
polarity of conjoined adjectives. Ganapathibhotla and Liu [5] investigated the polarity
of comparative adjectives (e.g., quick) or adverbs (e.g., quickly) combined with
product features (e.g., run time) to identify the pros and cons of products discussed in
product reviews. Ding et al. [3] also considered sentiment verbs, such as like and hate,
to extract further sentiment comments about a product. In contrast, person name
multi-polarization considers the polarity of person names, which are nouns that rarely
express sentiment information. Second, sentiment analysis generally classifies textual
units in terms of a positive or negative orientation, but a person’s polarity may not
have a positive or negative meaning. Specifically, people with different polarities take
opposing stances regarding a certain topic, while people in the same polarity group
reach a consensus or have the same goal. Finally, sentiment analysis usually requires
external knowledge sources or human-composed sentiment lexicons. For example,
Turney and Littman [21] manually selected seven positive and seven negative words
as a sentiment lexicon and used pointwise mutual information (PMI) to calculate the
polarity of a word. Kim and Hovy [10] and Hu and Liu [8] determined a word’s
polarity by classifying the synonyms and antonyms of the word in WordNet [14];
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while Ku et al. [11] dealt with Chinese sentiment analysis by considering the
sentiment words in the General Inquirer lexicon [20]. However, as a person’s polarity
is dynamic and context-dependent, no external knowledge source is available for
person name multi-polarization research. The property of context-dependence and the
lack of knowledge sources make the person name multi-polarization task a
challenging research issue.

3

Method

3.1

Model-Based Person Name Multi-polarization

Given a set of documents about a topic that involves competing viewpoints with K
polarities, we first decompose the documents into a set of non-overlapping blocks B =
{b1,…,bL}. A block is a content coherent unit, i.e., a document or a paragraph, which
we represent as an M-dimensional frequency vector bl whose i’th entry, denoted as
bl,i, is the frequency of person name i in block l. Let N = {n1,…,nM} represent a set of
topic person names. A person name ni is an L-dimensional frequency vector whose
l’th entry, denoted as ni,l, is the frequency of person name i in block l. We employ a
model-based approach to identify the polarities of person names. Let θ = {ω1, ..., ωK,
α1, …, αK} represent a polarity model, where ωk is an L-dimensional representation
vector of polarity k whose l’th entry, denoted by ωk,l, is the weight of block
l in polarity k, and αk is polarity k’s weight, s.t., Σαk=1. Given the person name
occurrence data N, the topic person name multi-polarization task searches for an
appropriate polarity model. The task can be formulated as the following model search
problem:

θˆ = arg max P (θ | N ).

(1)

θ ∈search space

As the number of polarity models is infinite, we assume that all models have the same
prior probability [15]; then, using Bayes theorem, Eq. (1) can be converted into the
following form:

θˆ = arg max P(θ ) ∗ P( N | θ )
θ ∈search space

= arg max P ( N | θ )
θ ∈search space

= arg max

M

K

∏α P(n

θ ∈search space i =1 k =1

k

i

| ω k ).

(2)

To search for an appropriate polarity model, we need to define P(ni|ωk). Kanayama
and Nasukawa [9] validated that polar text units tend to occur (not occur) jointly to
make contexts coherent. Consequently, if the occurrence of a person name are
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coincident with those of a polarity’s members, the person should be a member of that
polarity and have a high P(ni|ωk). In this research, we learn P(ni|ωk) from topic blocks
and use a correlation coefficient to discover the joint behavior of person names.
However, as the range of the correlation coefficient is [-1,1], to avoid negative
probabilities, we convert the range of the correlation coefficient by using the
following equation:

corr ^ ( n i , ω k ) = (corr ( n i , ω k ) + 1) 2 ,

(3)

where corr(.) denotes the correlation coefficient between the frequency vectors of
person i and polarity k. The range of the converted correlation coefficient corr^(.) is
within [0,1]. It returns 1 when person i and polarity k are positively correlated, and 0
when they are negatively correlated. Next, we define P(ni|ωk) as follows:

P (n i | ω k ) =

corr ^ (n i , ω k )



M
i =1

corr ^ (n i , ω k )

.

(4)

The denominator in Eq. (4) is a normalization factor; hence, persons positively
correlated with polarity k would be members of ωk. Then, our objective, i.e., Eq. (2),
is to cluster persons into positively correlated groups.
Let <zi,1, …, zi,K> denote a sequence of binary variables of person i. zi,k = 1 if
person i belongs to polarity k; otherwise, zi,k = 0. As person name multi-polarization is
an unsupervised problem, the values of the variables are unobserved. Here, we
employ an EM method to search for appropriate person polarities. First, we randomly
initialize the model parameters, and execute the following EM steps iteratively until
convergence.
E - step : E[ zi ,k ] = α k ∗ P ( n i | ω k )



K
j =1

α j ∗ P(ni | ω j ) .

(5)

M - step : αk = i =1 E[ zi , k ] M and
M

ωk = i =1 E[ zi , k ]n i
M



M
i =1

E[ zi , k ].

(6)

The E-step computes the expectation of an unobserved variable zi,k, by using the
current polarity model. The M-step re-computes the polarity model as the maximum
likelihood estimates given all the calculated expectations. Wu [22] proved the
convergence of model-based EM methods. When converged, E[zi,k] indicates the
probability that person i belongs to polarity k. We then assign person i to the polarity
with the maximum probability.
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Off-Topic Block Elimination

While collecting the experimental data, we observed that topic blocks are sometimes
off-topic. Since persons tend to be absent from the blocks jointly, including the blocks
in the dataset would cause the EM method to overestimate the correlation between
opposing persons and polarities. To reduce the influence of off-topic blocks, we
propose an off-topic block elimination (OBE) procedure. For each topic, we construct
a topic representation vector by averaging bl’s. Then, the blocks whose cosine
similarity [18] to the representation vector is lower than a predefined threshold γ are
considered off-topic blocks and excluded from the process of the EM method.
3.3

Weighted Correlation Coefficient

Although OBE eliminates off-topic blocks, the proposed EM method is still affected
by the text sparseness problem. Based on the principle of least effort [23], document
authors tend to use a small vocabulary of common words to reduce the reading
(writing) effort of readers (the authors). Consequently, the frequency distribution of
person names follows Zipf’s law [19] that is, there are only a few frequent (important)
person names, and most person names rarely occur in topic blocks. Consequently,
many frequency vectors of topic person names contain a lot of zeros, which affect the
calculation of the correlation coefficient. The absence of person names from topic
blocks could cause overestimation (or underestimation) of the correlation between
persons and polarities. We therefore propose the following weighted correlation
coefficient, called wcorr(.), to weight absent blocks:
wcorr (n i , ω k ) =
 (1 − β )  (ni ,b − ni~ ) ∗ (ω k ,b − ω k~ ) + 


b∈co ( i , k )
/

~
~
β  (ni ,b − ni ) ∗ (ω k ,b − ω k ) 

b∈B − co ( i , k )


 (1 − β )  (n − n ~ ) 2 + β  (n − n ~ ) 2 ∗
i ,b
i
i ,b
i

b∈co ( i , k )
b∈B − co ( i , k )

 (1 − β )
(ω k ,b − ω k~ ) 2
 (ω k ,b − ω k~ ) 2 + β b∈B

b∈co ( i , k )
− co ( i , k )


(7)



,




where co(i,k) denotes the set of blocks whose frequencies in both ni and ωk are nonzero. In other words, if we treat ωk as the representative person of polarity k, co(i,k)
denotes the set of blocks in which person i and polarity k co-occur. Here,
ni~=1/LΣLl=1ni,l and ωk~=1/LΣLl=1ωk,l are the average frequencies of person i and
polarity k respectively. Parameter β, whose range is within [0,1], weights the
influence of non-co-occurring blocks when we calculate the correlation coefficient. A
large β makes non-co-occurring blocks important for multi-polarization. Like
correlation coefficient, the range of wcorr(.) is within [-1,1]. We therefore employ Eq.
(3) to avoid negative probabilities when calculating P(ni|ωk). In the experiment
section, we examine the effect of β on person name multi-polarization.
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Performance Evaluations

In this section, we first introduce the data corpus and the evaluation metric. Then, we
examine the effect of the system components. Next, we compare our model-based
person name multi-polarization method with well-known clustering algorithms.
Finally, we demonstrate multi-polarization results via case studies.
4.1

Data Corpus and Evaluation Metric

In natural language processing, evaluations are normally based on official
benchmarks. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no official corpora for
person name multi-polarization because the research subject is relatively new. We
therefore compiled a data corpus for evaluations. As shown in Table 1, the corpus
comprises eight topics with competing viewpoints about 4 sports tournaments and 4
global business events. All the topic documents were downloaded from Google
News1. We selected the topics for evaluation because they are all related to global
news events, so readers can comprehend the multi-polarization example presented in
Sec. 4.4 without specific cultural or background knowledge. To compare our method
with Chen and Wu’s bipolarization approach, we prepared four bipolar topics (i.e.,
Topics A~D). Topics E~H are multi-polar topics, each of which involves four
basketball teams competing in a tournament. For each of the eight topics, we
extracted all the person names mentioned in the topic documents by using the
Stanford Named Entity Recognizer2. Given an input text, the Stanford Named Entity
Recognizer extracts all possible named entities from the text. The recognizer also tags
an extracted entity as a person name, a location name, or an organization name. We
used the extracted person names for evaluation. Since there is no perfect named entity
recognition approach, the recognizer identified false person name entities, e.g., person
name typos. To evaluate the true multi-polarization performance, we removed the
false entities comprised of the name of a person and the name of an organization (or a
location) because they were ambiguous. We did not remove any typo entities because
they refer to specific (unambiguous) persons and retaining them for the evaluations
helps us test the robustness of our method. We counted the frequency of each
extracted person name. We observe that many of the extracted person names rarely
occur in the topic documents and the rank-frequency distribution of person names
follows Zipf’s law, as shown in Figure 1. The low frequency names are usually
persons that are irrelevant to the topic (e.g., journalists), so they are excluded from the
evaluation. For the evaluation, we selected the first frequent person names whose
accumulated frequencies reached λ percent of the total person name frequency count.
In other words, the evaluated person names accounted for λ percent of the person
name occurrences in the examined topic. In the following experiments, we assess the
system performance under λ = 60%. All the evaluated person names represent
important topic persons.
1
2

http://news.google.com
http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtm
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Table 1. The statistics of the evaluation corpus
Date

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

2010/7/182010/7/22
2010/8/42010/8/6
2010/6/12010/6/3
2010/1/132010/1/15
2008/5/202008/5/30
2009/5/192008/5/30
2010/5/162010/5/30
2011/5/142011/5/27

Topic description
# of topic documents # of extracted persons # of evaluated persons
Smartphone manufacturers deny Apple reception claims
123
74
5
Google-Verizon denies tiered-web deal report
74
53
7
Prudential’s shareholders opposed buying AIG’s Asian Unit
154
93
3
Google ends four years of censoring the Web for China.
48
103
13
The 2008 NBA Conference Finals
119
77
12
The 2009 NBA Conference Finals
78
147
17
The 2010 NBA Conference Finals
166
162
17
The 2011 NBA Conference Finals
292
135
13

Fig. 1. The rank-frequency distribution of person names

We asked two experts to annotate the person polarity and to establish a reliable
ground-truth for evaluations. We utilized the rand index [12], a conventional
evaluation metric frequently used to compare clustering algorithms, to evaluate the
performance of our multi-polarization method. Specifically, the rand index is based
on name pairs. After a set of person names are partitioned into K polarities (clusters),
the index measures the percentage of clustering decisions that are correct (e.g.,
placing a name pair with the same polarity in the same polarity). As large topics
generally dominate small topics in micro-averaging [19], we use the macro-averaging
to average the multi-polarization rand indices of the evaluated topics in order to
compare the global performance. Paragraph tags are not provided in the evaluated
topic documents, so a block is a topic document in our evaluation.
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Effect of System Components

In this section, we examine the effect of system components. As the performance of
our method depends on EM initialization, we run the method twenty times with
random initializations. For each EM experiment run, we examine the performance
difference with and without off-topic block elimination. The OBE threshold γ is set at
0.3 as the setting produces superior performances under a validation process. The
parameter β is set between 0.1 and 13, and increased in increments of 0.1 to examine
the effectiveness of the weighted correlation coefficient. To prevent overestimation by
our method, we take the average rand indices of the twenty EM runs under various
settings, as shown in Figures 2.

Fig. 2. Person name multi-polarization rand index under λ = 60%

Although eliminating off-topic blocks improves the multi-polarization performance
overall, the improvement is small under some parameter settings. We observe that the
blocks eliminated by OBE only account for 8.6% of the topic content. As OBE just
excludes a small portion of the topic content, it only corrects the correlation between
persons and polarities slightly. Consequently, the improvement derived by OBE is
small. We observe that some of the evaluated person names seldom occur in topic
blocks. Since the purpose of the weighted correlation coefficient is to reduce text
sparseness, the weighted correlation coefficient is effective in identifying the polarity
of infrequent person names. Figure 2 shows that a small β generally yields inferior
multi-polarization performances. We observe that many topic blocks, especially in the
sports topics, are recaps of polarity competitions, which tend to mention persons of
different polarities together. As a small β makes such co-occurring blocks important,
the corresponding rand index is inferior. It is noteworthy that a large β produces
superior multi-polarization performances. This is because a large β makes non-co3

We did not test β = 0 because person names sometimes have no co-occurring block (i.e.,
co(i,k) is empty). The sparseness phenomenon leads to a zero denominator in Eq. (7) and
makes the weighted correlation coefficient non-calculable.
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occurring blocks important for multi-polarization and non-co-occurring blocks
between persons and polarities provide useful information in determining polarity
relationships. To summarize, by eliminating off-topic blocks, a large β generally
produces superior multi-polarization performances. Hence, the proposed off-topic
block elimination and weighted correlation coefficient polarize topic person names
effectively.
4.3

Comparison with other Methods

The person name multi-polarization task is a special clustering problem that groups
persons into polarity-coherent clusters. Here, we compare our method with the
following four clustering algorithms: 1) the K-means algorithm [19]; 2) the PLSI
algorithm [7]; 3) the HAC algorithm [18]; and 4) Chen and Wu’s PCA-based method,
which polarizes persons by examining the sign of the entries in the principal
eigenvector of PCA. In addition, a naive method, which considers all the person
names as a single polarity, serves as a baseline to evaluate the efficiency of the
clustering-based multi-polarization approaches. Both the K-means method and the
HAC method represent a person as a high-dimensional frequency vector (i.e., ni) and
employ a cosine similarity measure to group similar person names into clusters.
Hofmann treats each latent variable z of PLSI as a concept and groups the terms (or
documents) of a text corpus into clusters according to P(z|w) (or P(z|d)). In our
experiment, a term w is a person name. For our method, the parameter β is set at 0.6
based on the experiment results in Section 4.2. As the clustering performance of
PLSI, K-means, and our method depends on cluster initialization, we randomly
initialize the algorithms twenty times and examine their best, worst, and average
results. For each of the algorithms, we also show the rand indices of the runs (denoted
as obj-best and obj-worst) that produce the best and worst objective function values
for a fair comparison.
As the PCA-based method cannot polarize multi-polar topics (i.e., Topics A-D),
Table 2 compares the multi-polarization rand index and the bipolarization rand index.
As shown in the table, the proposed method outperforms the compared algorithms in
terms of the rand index. Although the PCA-based method yields comparable rand
indices, it cannot deal with multi-polar topics. We observe that the performance of the
K-means approach is inferior when popular persons are selected as the centroids of
initial clusters. The frequency vector of a popular person usually contains a lot of nonzero entries, which tend to produce a high similarity score because the cosine
similarity is the inner product of the normalized vectors. Under K-means, selecting
such a person as the centroid of the initial cluster would merge cosine-similar but
opposing persons together, and therefore impacts the multi-polarization performance.
The inferior performance of the HAC single-link strategy also reflects the
shortcomings of the cosine similarity measure. This is because the strategy determines
the similarity between two clusters by examining the cosine similarity of the most
similar persons in the clusters. Consequently, a high cosine similarity score between
popular but opposing persons would result in opposing person groups being merged
together. The PLSI algorithm also groups popular but opposing person names
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together. This is because its objective function tends to compute a high P(z|w) to
persons that co-occur frequently in topic blocks. Consequently, popular but opposing
persons would be grouped together. By contrast, the proposed method determines
person-polarity relationships in terms of the correlation coefficient, which indicates
how the occurrences of persons and polarities vary jointly. Therefore, it can identify
the relationships between popular persons correctly and achieve a better multipolarization performance.
Table 2. The multi-polarization results of the compared methods
PAC-based method
Our method (best)
Our method (avg.)
Our method (worst)
Our method (obj-best)
Our method (obj-worst)
K-means (best)
K-means (avg.)
K-means (worst)
K-means (obj-best)
K-means (obj-worst)
PLSI (best)
PLSI (avg.)
PLSI (worst)
PLSI (obj-best)
PLSI (obj-worst)
HAC (single-link)
HAC (complete-link)
HAC (average-link)
HAC (centroid-link)
Baseline

4.4

Topics A~D
55.27%
84.49%
62.11%
38.28%
80.64%
38.28%
77.35%
59.54%
31.36%
72.86%
42.13%
77.35%
54.84%
42.77%
69.78%
44.05%
55.40%
62.51%
63.10%
64.89%
25.07%

Topics E~H
n.a.
83.77%
75.52%
63.57%
78.16%
65.49%
77.27%
64.76%
50.77%
70.94%
56.69%
74.40%
66.25%
57.88%
71.17%
62.39%
72.00%
74.21%
73.56%
74.21%
19.01%

All topics
n.a.
84.13%
68.81%
50.92%
79.40%
51.88%
77.31%
62.15%
41.06%
71.90%
49.41%
75.87%
60.54%
50.32%
70.47%
53.22%
63.70%
68.36%
68.33%
69.55%
22.04%

Multi-polarization Example

Due to space limitations, we only provide a multi-polarization example in Table 3.
The table shows the multi-polarization results of Topic E. The first column of the
table list the evaluated person names of topic E and the remaining columns list the
expectation E[zi,k] generated by our method. A person belongs to the polarity with the
maximum expectation. The results show that the proposed method polarizes the
important players of the conference finals perfectly. It is noteworthy that, in Topic E,
our method correctly polarizes Chauncey Billups as a member of the Detroit Pistons,
as shown in Table 3. However, in Topic F, Billups was traded to the Denver Nuggets
which also played in the 2009 conference finals. As our method polarizes person
names in terms of word usage patterns in topic documents, it captured the polarity
dynamics and polarized him correctly as a member of the Denver Nuggets. The
examples show that our unsupervised method is context-oriented and can identify
polarity dynamics without using any external knowledge source.
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Table 3. The multi-polarization results for Topic E (λ = 60%, β = 0.6 with OBE)
Chauncey Billups
Richard Hamilton
Antonio McDyess
Kevin Garnett
Paul Pierce
Ray Allen
Tony Allen
Manu Ginobili
Tim Duncan
Kobe Bryant
Lamar Odom
Pau Gasol

5

E[zi,Pistons]
0.41
0.36
0.47
0.30
0.32
0.30
0.25
0.19
0.17
0.16
0.17
0.19

E[zi,Celtics]
0.28
0.29
0.14
0.36
0.33
0.39
0.37
0.17
0.16
0.15
0.16
0.17

E[zi,Spurs]
0.14
0.16
0.15
0.16
0.16
0.14
0.18
0.37
0.38
0.33
0.23
0.31

E[zi,Lakers]
0.17
0.19
0.24
0.18
0.19
0.17
0.20
0.27
0.29
0.36
0.44
0.33

Conclusions

A topic that involves competing viewpoints usually creates a lot of interest and
generates a large number of documents. Identifying the polarities of the important
persons mentioned in the topic documents can help readers understand the topic
quickly. In this paper, we have defined a topic person name multi-polarization
problem and proposed an effective EM method to identify person polarities without
using external knowledge sources. The number of topic polarities is pre-defined. In
our future work, we will incorporate the number of polarities into a multi-polarization
objective function to determine the appropriate number of polarities and polarity
members automatically. In addition, effective model initialization techniques will be
investigated to produce high quality multi-polarization results.
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank the anonymous reviewers for
their valuable comments and suggestions. This research was supported in part by NSC
100-2628-E 002-037-MY3 from the National Science Council, Republic of China.
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Abstract. When predicting the polarity of a review, not all sentences are
equally informative. In this paper, we divide a document into key sentence and
trivial sentences. The key sentence expresses the author's overall view while
trivial sentences describe the details. To take full advantage of the differences
and complementarity between the two kinds of sentences, we incorporate them
in supervised and semi-supervised learning respectively. In supervised
sentiment classification, a classifier combination approach is adopted; in semisupervised sentiment classification, a co-training algorithm is proposed.
Experiments carried out on eight domains show that our approach performs
better than the baseline method and the key sentence extraction is effective.
Keywords: key sentence, sentiment classification, classifier combination,
co-training algorithm.

1

Introduction

Sentiment classification [1][2][3][18-20] has gradually become a research hotspot
with broad application prospects. A key problem of sentiment analysis is to determine
the polarity of a review is positive (thumbs up) or negative (thumbs down). Unlike
topic-based text classification [4][21-22], where a high accuracy can be achieved
because the topic clusters are typically well-separated from each other, resulting from
the fact that word usage differs considerably between two topically-different
documents [5]. However, many reviews are sentimentally ambiguous for a variety
reasons. Objective statements interleaved with the subjective statements can be
confusing for learning methods, and subjective statements with conflicting sentiment
further complicate the classification task [6].
One of the main challenges for document-level sentiment classification is that not
every part of the document is equally informative for inferring the polarity of the
whole document. Thus, we think that making a distinction between key sentence and
trivial sentences will be helpful to improve the sentiment classification performance.
In this paper, we first propose an approach for key sentence extraction, and then
incorporate key sentences in supervised and semi-supervised sentiment classification
respectively.
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 422–433, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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For key sentence extraction, our approach takes three attributes into account:
sentiment attribute, position attribute and special words attribute. Sentiment attribute
discriminates whether a sentence is accompanied by subjective feelings. Position
attribute guarantees that sentences at the beginning and end have higher probability
than the middle part. Special words attribute increases the weight for those sentences
that contain special words such as “overall”. Finally, a weighted sum model is used to
extract the key sentence from each document.
In supervised learning, a classifier combination approach is adopted. This kind of
method requires individual classifier as independent as possible for ensemble methods
to work well. In our work, key sentences are usually summative and brief while trivial
sentences are descriptive and multifarious, so key sentence and trivial sentences are
different and complementary. As a result, key sentence classifier and trivial sentence
classifier have different feature space and they provide different knowledge and
benefit, that is why classifier combination approach could work well in our approach.
In semi-supervised learning, a co-training algorithm is proposed to incorporate
unlabeled data for sentiment classification. The main idea behind this method is: Key
sentences and trivial sentences follow different distributions. When an example can
be labeled confidently by the key sentence classifier, it may be not easy to be
classified by the trivial sentence classifier, so the trivial sentence classifier will get
useful information to improve itself and vice versa. It is the diversity of each classifier
that makes co-training algorithm applicable.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the related work
of sentiment classification. Section 3 presents the key sentence extraction approach.
Section 4 and Section 5 show the supervised and semi-supervised methods on
sentiment classification respectively. Experimental results are presented and analyzed
in Section 6. Lastly we conclude this paper in Section 7.

2

Related Work

According to granularity, sentiment classification can be conducted on: words,
sentences and documents. According to training mode, sentiment classification can be
categorized into: supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised. In this paper we
focus on supervised and semi-supervised document sentiment classification.
Supervised methods usually regard the polarity predicting task as a classification
task and use the labeled corpus to train a sentiment classifier. Pang et al. [1]
conducted early polarity classification of reviews using supervised approaches. They
employed Support Vector Machines, Naïve Bayes and Maximum Entropy classifiers
using a diverse set of features and concluded that sentiment classification is more
difficult than standard topic-based classification. Mullen and Collier [7] used SVM
and expanded the feature set for representing documents with favorability measures
from a variety of diverse sources. Gamon [8] demonstrated that using large feature
vectors in combination with feature reduction, high accuracy can be achieved in the
very noisy domain of customer feedback data. Koppel and Schler [9] used neutral
reviews to help improve the classification of positive and negative reviews.
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McDonald et al. [10] investigated a structured model for jointly classifying the
sentiment of text at varying levels of granularity. Li et al. [11] employed two-view
model for sentiment classification based on personal/impersonal views.
Semi-supervised methods make use of both labeled and unlabeled data for training,
typically a small amount of labeled data with a large amount of unlabeled data [12].
Goldberg and Zhu [13] presented a graph-based algorithm that addresses the rating
inference problem in the semi-supervised learning setting, where a closed-form
solution to the underlying optimization problem is found through computation on a
matrix induced by a graph representing inter-document similarity relationships, and
the loss function encodes the desire for similar items to receive similar labels. Li et al.
[14] employed lexical prior knowledge for semi-supervised sentiment classification
based on non-negative matrix tri-factorization, where the domain-independent prior
knowledge was incorporated in conjunction with domain-dependent unlabelled data
and a few labeled documents. Dasgupta and Ng [5] firstly mined the unambiguous
reviews using spectral techniques, and then exploit them to classify the ambiguous
reviews via a novel combination of active learning, transductive learning, and
ensemble learning.

3

Key Sentence Extraction

The polarity of a review mainly depends on the author’s overall evaluation rather than
the details of the specific product or service. We think that a key sentence is the
statement that expresses the author’s overall attitude or opinion, which is more
discriminative than the trivial sentences. Here, we aim to extract the key sentence
from the document automatically. There’re three attributes to be considered and three
functions to be constructed respectively. The final score of each sentence is the
weighted sum of three attributes score and sentence with the highest score is
considered as key sentence.
Each document d is represented as a sequence of sentences: d={s1, s2, …, sm}
where m is the number of sentences and each sentence si is represented as a sequence
of words: si={wi1, wi2, …, win} where n is the number of the words.
3.1

Sentiment Attribute

The opinion and preference of the product reviews are usually reflected by the
opinion words, thus we take opinion words into account and introduce sentiment
attribute. Here, sentiment attribute measures the sentiment importance of a sentence
and its function is defined as:

f _ sentiment (si ) =

n

n

j =1

j =1

|  positive(wij ) − negative(wij ) |
n

where positive(wij) and negative(wij) are defined as :

(1)
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1
positive( wij ) = 
0

wij ∈ positive

1
negative( wij ) = 
0

wij ∈ negative

wij ∉ positive

wij ∉ negative
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(2)

(3)

Here, a sentiment lexicon (http://www.keenage.com/ html/e_index.html) is used to
identify whether a word is positive or negative. Denominator n of f_sentimen (si) is set
to avoid extracting overlong sentence. Numerator of f_sentiment(si) in the form of
absolute value is to solve the sentiment ambiguity when a sentence has opposite
polarity words. For example, “The computer looks clumsy but works well”, the word
“clumsy” and “well” are in the same sentence but have opposite polarity which may
confuse the polarity predicting. Therefore, only the unipolar sentiment sentence is
regarded as key sentence. Overall, function of sentiment attribute reveals
characteristics of the key sentence from two aspects. On one hand, a key sentence is
accompanied with emotion and preference and the more the better. On the other hand,
the emotion and preference of a key sentence is unipolar and confident.
3.2

Position Attribute

Two psycholinguistic and psychophysical experiments showed that in order to
efficiently extract polarity of written texts such as customer reviews on the Internet,
one should concentrate computational efforts on messages in the final position of the
text [15]. However, the first sentence of the text usually comes straight to the point, so
we think that both beginning and ending sentences have higher probability to be a key
sentence than the middle part. Function of position attribute is defined as:

f _ position(si ) = α ∗ pos(si )2 + β ∗ pos(si ) + c

(4)

subject to

−β m
=
2α 2

pos ( si ) = i

α>0 ; β>0 ;
where m is the number of sentences in document d; pos(si) is an integer indicating the
position of si in d; α, β and c are polynomial coefficients. As a matter of fact,
f_position(si) is a parabola concave up and its peak represents the position of middle
sentence whose score is the lowest. According to function of position attribute,
sentences near the beginning and end will have higher score than the middle part.
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Special Words Attribute

Some conclusive words such as “overall” often appeared in a key sentence, which
offers good heuristic information to key sentence extraction. In this paper, we
collected ten common special words that usually occur in key sentences. The special
words are collected as follows: Firstly, we suppose that the last sentence of a review
is key sentence. Secondly, we compute the frequency of the front unit (segmented by
comma) of all pseudo key sentences. Finally, we regard the units with high frequency
as special words.
Function of keyword attribute is defined as:
n

f _ keyword ( si ) =  keyword ( wij )

(5)

j =1

wij ∈ keywords
wij ∉ keywords

1
keyword ( wij ) = 
0

4

(6)

Classifier Combination with Key Sentences

After key sentence extraction, the training data is divided into two parts: key
sentences and trivial sentences. Key sentences and trivial sentences follow different
word distributions. The feature space of key sentences is usually smaller than that of
trivial sentences because key sentence is just one sentence while trivial sentences
consist of many sentences. Besides, key sentence is usually summative and trivial
sentences are descriptive, so expressions in key sentences are less diverse but more
discriminative than trivial sentences.
In supervised sentiment classification, we adopt classifier combination method.
Firstly, three base classifiers are trained: f1 and f2 are trained on datasets of key
sentences and trivial sentences; f3 is trained on the whole training data. Each base
classifier outputs not only the class label but also some kinds of confidence
measurements, e.g. posterior probabilities of the testing sample belonging to each
class. Secondly, the class label of a testing sample is assigned by the combination of
f1, f2 and f3. There’re many combining methods, and we choose the simple sum rule
as combining rule without loss of generality.
The chosen sum rule combines base classifiers by adding the posterior possibilities
together and using the sum possibility for decision. Given a testing example d, the
final class label cj is assigned by Equation 7.
3

j = arg max  p (c j | d )
i =1

(7)
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Co-training with Key Sentences

Classifier learned on key sentences and classifier learned on trivial sentences provide
different knowledge and benefits when predicting the polarity of a document. If the
document has a key sentence, the key sentence classifier will be more confident about
its decision. Furthermore, key sentence classifier is appropriate for ambiguity existing
case because it can ignore the complex content and focus on limited features.
However, not every document has a key sentence, so trivial sentence classifier is still
necessary.
As mentioned before, key sentence classifier and trivial sentence classifier are from
different views and sometimes complementary. If one classifier can confidently
predict the class of an example, which is very similar to some labeled ones, it can
provide one more training example for the other classifier. But, of course, if this
example happens to be easy to be classified by the first classifier, it does not mean
that this example will be easy to be classified by the second classifier, so the second
classifier will get useful information to improve itself and vice versa.
In semi-supervised sentiment classification, a co-training algorithm is adopted.
There’re three views in our co-training algorithm: key sentence view, trivial sentence
view and full-text view. The algorithm of co-training is described as follows:
Given:
- Fkey, Ftrivial, Ffull are sets of features, where Fkey represents the key sentence
features, Ftrivial represents the trivial sentence features, Ffull represents the
full-text features;
- L is a set of labeled training reviews;
- U is a set of unlabeled reviews;

Loop for I iterations:
(1) Learn the first classifier fkey from L based on Fkey;
(2) Use fkey to label reviews from U based on Fkey;
(3) Choose n1 positive and n1 negative the most confidently predicted reviews
Skey from U;
(4) Learn the second classifier ftrivial from L based on Ftrivial;
(5) Use ftrivial to label reviews from U based on Ftrivial;
(6) Choose n2 positive and n2 negative the most confidently predicted reviews
Strivial from U;
(7) Learn the third classifier ffull from L based on Ffull;
(8) Use ffull to label reviews from U based on Ffull;
(9) Choose n3 positive and n3 negative the most confidently predicted reviews
Sfull from U;
(10) Removes reviews Skey∪Strivial∪Sfull from U;
(11) Add reviews Skey∪Strivial∪Sfull with the corresponding labels to L;
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6

Evaluation

6.1

Experimental Setup

To validate the effectiveness and robustness of proposed method, we conduct
experiments on product reviews of eight different domains. The product reviews on
the first four domains (book, DVD, electronic, and kitchen appliances) are collected
from http://www.amazon.com/ by Blitzer et al. [16]. The product reviews on the other
four domains (network, software, pet, health) are collected from
http://www.amazon.com/ by Li et al. [11]. Each of the eight domains contains 1000
positive and 1000 negative reviews. In the experiments, we choose Naïve Bayesian as
base classifier and use all words as features without reduction and selection. In
supervised sentiment classification, the baseline classifier is trained on full-text.
Besides, if a document has only one sentence, it is regarded as key sentence.
In supervised sentiment classification, we choose 50% labeled data as training data
and the rest 50% labeled for testing for each domain. The classifier combination
approach is compared with the baseline classifier which is trained on full-text.
In semi-supervised sentiment classification, we choose 10% labeled data as
training set , 20% labeled data as testing set and 70% data as unlabeled set for each
domain. The co-training approach is compared with the following baseline methods:
(1)Self-learning: uses the unlabeled data in a bootstrapping way and only the
baseline classifier is used to select most confident unlabeled samples in each iteration.
(2)Transductive SVM: seeks the largest separation between labeled and unlabeled
data through regularization [17].
(3)Co-training with full-text classifier: samples are selected by three base
classifiers and labeled by full-text classifier in each iteration.
(4)Co-training with combined classifier based on random key sentence: samples
are selected by three base classifiers and labeled by combined classifier based on
random key sentence.
6.2

Experimental Results

Table 1 presents ten random examples of key sentences extracted from book domain
by our method, and the original texts with bold key sentences are shown in appendix.
The first five are extracted from positive reviews and the last five are extracted from
negative reviews. The evaluation of key sentence is too subjective, thus we don’t test
the accuracy of extracted key sentences. Seen from the examples in appendix, all key
sentences are appropriate and discriminative, which justifies the effectiveness of our
key sentences extraction method.
Table 1. Examples of extracted key sentences
Polarity
Positive
Positive

Key Sentence
I would strongly recommend this book.
I really like the book and I think you will too.
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Table 1. (continued)
Positive
Positive
Positive
Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative

Overall, the book is a captive read and strongly recommended.
Do yourself a favor and buy this book.
I love this book.
I found this book very boring.
This book waste my life.
In short, please give this book a pass.
I was really disappointed with this book.
Overall, I thought this was mediocre and a bit of a waste of time.

To make use of the discrepancy and complementarity of key sentences and trivial
sentences, we incorporate the key sentences both in supervised sentiment
classification and semi-supervised classification. In the experiments, we first compare
the proposed classifier combination approach with the baseline method. Table 2
shows the comparison results in supervised sentiment classification.
Table 2. Comparison results in supervised sentiment classification

0.699

Trivial
Sentences
Classifier
0.691

Full-text
Classifier
(baseline)
0.714

Combined
Classifier with
key sentences
0.742

0.727

0.729

0.74

0.773

Domain

Key Sentences
Classifier

Book
DVD
Electronic

0.766

0.741

0.762

0.780

Kitchen

0.778

0.792

0.815

0.837

Network

0.812

0.684

0.739

0.788

Software

0.640

0.645

0.686

0.715

Pet

0.640

0.623

0.636

0.650

Health

0.659

0.547

0.568

0.602

Average

0.7151

0.6815

0.7075

0.7359

From Table 2, we can see that combined classifier based on the extracted key
sentences consistently outperforms the baseline across eight domains with an average
performance improvement of 2.84%, which justifies that using key sentences can
improve performance of supervised sentiment classification. Moreover, before
classifier combination, single classifier trained on key sentences outperforms the
baseline (classifier trained on full-text) on average, not to mention that the scale of
key sentences is much smaller than that of full-text. In some case, key sentence
classifier is more confident about its decision because of its compact features
distribution, such as in “Network” domain and in “Health” domain, the classifier
trained on key sentences even outperforms combined classifier.
In the experiments of semi-supervised sentiment classification, we set the classifier
trained on initial 10% labeled data as baseline and conduct four bootstrapping like
methods to compare with our co-training approach. Table 3 shows the comparison
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results in semi-supervised sentiment classification after 100 iterations. In each
iteration, two top-confident samples are chosen in each category, i.e. n1=n2=n3=2.
Table 3. Comparison results in semi-supervised sentiment classification

Domain
Book
DVD
Electronic
Kitchen
Network
Software
Pet
Health
Average

Co-training
Co-training Co-training
Transductive
with
Baseline Self-learning with full-text with random
SVM
combined
classifier
view
classifier
0.66
0.6875
0.6975
0.6875
0.6575
0.7225
0.575
0.7075
0.665
0.7025
0.6525
0.6975
0.6875
0.685
0.7275
0.6975
0.6825
0.735
0.7025
0.775
0.7825
0.790
0.750
0.7975
0.6825
0.7575
0.7475
0.750
0.755
0.7775
0.6575
0.660
0.695
0.6825
0.7475
0.7075
0.465
0.5875
0.5675
0.5775
0.500
0.605
0.4125
0.405
0.520
0.4775
0.410
0.5525
0.6053
0.6581
0.6753
0.6706
0.6444
0.6994

Seen from Table 3, co-training with combined classifier based on key sentences
significantly outperforms the baseline with 9.41% accuracy improvement across all
eight domains on average. On “Pet” domain and “Health” domain, the accuracy even
improves 14%.
Co-training with random views performs worse than co-training with full-text
classifier, which proves that the impressive improvements are mainly due to the key
sentences extraction rather than the combination strategy again. Of all the five semisupervised learning methods, co-training with combined classifier based on extracted
key sentences performs best.
The main reason for the effectiveness of our approach in co-training algorithm is
that we don’t threat sentences of a document equally. Key sentences and trivial
sentences have different feature space and different ways of expressing feelings and
opinions. Key sentence classifier can confidently predict the class of an example,
which may be not easy to be classified by the trivial sentence classifier, so the trivial
sentence classifier will get useful information to improve itself and vice versa.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an approach for key sentence extraction, which takes three
attributes into account: sentiment attribute, position attribute and special words
attribute. After key sentences extraction, we incorporate key sentences and trivial
sentences in supervised and semi-supervised sentiment classification. In supervised
learning, a classifier combination approach is adopted to take advantage of the
discrepancy of key sentences and trivial sentences. In semi-supervised learning, a cotraining algorithm is proposed to make each classifier learn from each other. The
experiments carried out on eight domains show our classifier combination approach
and co-training algorithm significantly improve the performance.
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Appendix: Examples of Original Text and Key Sentence
Sphere by Michael Crichton is an excellant novel. This was certainly the hardest to put down of
all of the Crichton novels that I have read. The story revolves around a man named Norman
Johnson. Johnson is a phycologist. He travels with 4 other civilans to a remote location in the
Pacific Ocean to help the Navy in a top secret misssion. They quickly learn that under the
ocean is a half mile long spaceship. The civilans travel to a center 1000 feet under the ocean to
live while researching the spacecraft. They are joined by 5 Navy personel to help them run
operations. However on the surface a typhoon comes and the support ships on the surface must
leave. The team of ten is stuck 1000 feet under the surface of the ocean. After a day under the
sea they find out that the spacecraft is actually an American ship that has explored black holes
and has brought back some strange things back to earth. This novel does not have the
research that some of the other Crichton novels have, but it still has a lot of information on
random things from the lawes of partial pressure to behavior analysis. I would strongly
recommend this book.
I think you would like this book if you read it. It was a little bit wordy at the beginnig but
each page gets better than the one before. You will be glad you got past the first few pages
because it gets a lot more interesting as you go along. And the ending of this book is really
something else, it makes the whole book well worth reading. I really liked the book and I
think you will too
This is a simple, yet heartfelt and elegant tale of the lives and struggles of women in rural
China of the 1920s and 1930s. The story centers on Pei, who as a young girl, is sold by her
parents to work in a silk factory. The story evolves as Pei befriends other women in the silk
factory, participates in a strike for fair working conditions, reconnects with her family, loses
loved ones, and escapes from advancing Japanese soldiers. The plot is succinct and the
characters are interesting, varied, and believable, if perhaps lacking somewhat in psychological
depth. Socio-cultural aspects of life in 1920s-30s China are elegantly woven into the plot.
Themes of friendship, love, and courage are convincingly presented. Overall, the book is
a captivating read, and strongly recommended.
This is the best Rich Dad book to date. The book is filled with priceless information that 90%
of people in the U.S.(particularly baby-boomers) are clueless about today. Most Rich Dad
fans will know that Kiyosaki's books tend to talk about the same general principles and don't
touch on many new and groundbreaking concepts. This book, however, is the exception. I
learned so many eye-opening things from this masterpiece. It has truly changed my life and
the way I look at money. Do yourself a favor and BUY THIS BOOK.
Wow..I LOVE this book! The recipes are creative and the presentations beautiful. I love the
simplicity of each recipe, which give the warmth and richness of traditional old fashioned taste
with a twist of the class &amp; sophistication of today's refined culinary experience! Sara's
food philosophy and the atmosphere she has created in her market has been my dream. I'm
living it through her cookbook right now
I found this book very boring. Tyler does a good job on detailing the charictors but I kept
waiting for something to happen. Poor Maryam never developed into a person she was so
caught up in trying to be a proper American. I will read another of her books since she is so
well thought of
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THis book was horrible. If it was possible to rate it lower than one star i would have. I am
an avid reader and picked this book up after my mom had gotten it from a friend. I read half
of it, suffering from a headache the entire time, and then got to the part about the relationship
the 13 year old boy had with a 33 year old man and i lit this book on fire. One less copy in the
world...don't waste your money. I wish i had the time spent reading this book back so i could
use it for better purposes. THis book wasted my life
Simple arithmetic and you know it's stupid to expect much from a 227 content book that
attempts to tell the success stories and forumlas of 55 business leaders. Definitely everyone of
them deserves its own biography instead of an average 4.13 pages. So I had lowered my
standard before I read it. Still I had been quite disappointed. All passages were columns
published previously on IBD written by different reporters that not only the writing style but
the focus on individual leaders fluctuated much between hard data/history and success formula,
primarly on the former. I am sorry that I could gain little knowledge/insight (that I really
wanted to learn "how" they succeeded) during the reading. I felt even worse after reading from
the previous reviewer that the content had been available on the net. In short, please give this
book a pass!
I was really disappointed with this book. A lot of the recipes are identical to one another,
with just one ingredient - eg a different type of vegetable - substituted. With no pictures
and not much more content, I really regret buying it.
I agree with one the comments posted below. The main problem with this book is Mitch is a
totally one-dimensional character and it's impossible to find any depth in him. Over the course of
the book he doesn't change, he's unsympathetic, and by the time we've reached page 500, we
don't know anything more about him than we did on page 10. I found myself dying to get to the
end of this book, just so I could start another book with some substance and some well-drawn
characters. Another major problem is that most of the characters in this book use the same
wise-cracking speaking style so there is no sense of the characters being different from each
other in any way. Overall, I thought this was mediocre and a bit of a waste of time
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Abstract. Community Question Answer (cQA) archives contain rich
sources of knowledge on extensive topics, in which the quality of the
submitted answer is uneven, ranging from excellent detailed answers
to completely unrelated content. We propose a framework to generate
complete, relevant, and trustful answer summaries. The framework discusses answer summarization in terms of maximum coverage problem
with knapsack constraint on conceptual level. Global inference algorithm
is employed to extract sentences according to the saliency scores of concepts. The saliency score of each concept is assigned through a twolayer graph-based random walk model incorporating the user social features and text content from answers. The experiments are implemented
on a data set from Yahoo! Answer. The results show that our method
generates satisfying summaries and is superior to the state-of-the-art
approaches in performance.

1

Introduction

Community Question Answer (cQA) archives are successful instances of Social
Media, in which users pose and reply questions in natural languages as well as
evaluate and select the best answers, e.g., Naver (www.naver.com), Yahoo! Answer (answers.yahoo.com), Baidu Zhidao (zhidao.baidu. com) and AnswerBag
(answerbag.com). The user-generated question-answer pairs in cQA websites
have inherent advantages: humongous amounts, rapid growth rate, wide range
of subject matter, and multiple languages support [2]. Nevertheless, the quality
of the content is with high variance, ranging from excellent detailed answers to
completely irrelevant or commercial advertisements, and even abusive language.
This reduces the eﬃciency and user satisfaction of question-answer-pair reuse,
if answers from similar questions are used to tailor users’ information needs.
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 434–445, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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The approach to resolve the uneven quality in answer content is to composite
multiple answers from a question and generate a complete, succinct summary.
The task approximates to the query-biased multi-document summarization task,
in which questions are mapped into queries and answers into documents.
We present a framework for answer summarization, which employs the graphbased random walk model to weight each concept in answers and extract a set
of sentences which maximize the value of the objective function by exploiting a
global inference algorithm based on dynamic programming. The summaries with
the maximal values are chosen as the ﬁnal answers.
We focus on several essential questions to fulﬁll our objective:
(1) What granularity of concepts distilled from answers is suitable in the graphbased random walk model for reinforcing diversity and relevance of summaries?
Generally, sentences are chosen as nodes to construct the graphs in most
of literatures about document or answer summarization [8,1]. Under limitation
of the amount of words in summaries, these reduplicative information between
sentences might subduct diversity of summaries. In this paper, we use concepts
with a ﬁner granularity than that of sentences to represent nodes in the graphbased random walk model. Concept-level representation helps to recognize and
decrease redundancy in sentences when abstracting sentences from sets of answers. In addition, measuring the similarity between concepts is more accurate
and easier than between sentences as fewer words are included in concepts.
We employ a topic-sensitive model to improve the relevance of generated
summaries. The model assigns each concept a saliency score according to its
relevance to questions as well as its similarity with other concepts in answers.
Hence concepts related with questions are weighed relatively high saliency scores.
(2) What roles does the authority of users play in enhancing trustworthiness
of answer summaries?
In most cases, the answers responded by more authoritative users are more
trustworthy. Hence, the concepts from authoritative users should have greater
saliency scores than those from other users. For such purpose, a two-layer link
graph is constructed to redistribute concept saliency scores through incorporating user social features and text content from answers.
(3) How to improve the coverage and conciseness of answer summaries through
global inference algorithms?
With concepts weighted by the saliency scores from graph-based random walk
model, summary generation is cast to the problem of ﬁnding the maximum coverage with knapsack constraint on all answers. This problem can be resolved by
exploiting a global inference algorithm. The objective function of the algorithm
is the key of boosting the coverage and conciseness of answer summaries. A good
objective function should reduce redundancy and retain relevant information in
summaries as much as possible.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes how to
employ graph-based random walk model to assign the saliency scores of concepts
according to the information of text contents and user social features in detail.
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Section 3 illustrates how to apply the global inference algorithm to generate
the complete and succinct summaries. Section 4 exhibits the conduct of several
experiments and discusses the results. Section 5 contains an overview about the
document and answer summarization. Finally, conclusions and orientations for
future work are presented.

2

Ranking Concepts Using Graph-Based Random Walk
Model

2.1

Graph-Based Random Walk Model on Text Content

A graph-based random walk model is employed to rank the answer content
through assigning a saliency score to each nodes in the graph. In this paper, we
suppose each answer consist of many concepts and represent each node in graphs
by a concept from answers.
Given a question q and a set of concepts from its answers C={c1 , c2 , . . . , cn },
we ﬁrst deﬁne a graph G=<V, E> as an undirected graph, where V is a set
of vertices representing n concepts, and E is a set of edges representing the
similarity between vertices, a subset of V ×V . The graph G is regarded as n×n
weighted matrix A, where aij is a similarity score from the node i and j. Then,
we normalize the matrix A into a similarity matrix S such that each element sij
a
in S is equal to  n ij aik and all rows in S sum to 1.
k=1
According to a given question q, a relevant vector B is constructed, where bi is
deﬁned as the maximum relevant score between the concept ci from answers and
the concepts from the question. We derive an normalized vector D from B such
that di =  nbi bk and the sum of all values in d is 1. Then, we transform D into
k=1
a square relevant matrix R, where each element in the ith column is assigned to
di .
We deﬁne a transition matrix M as follows:
M = [d · R + (1 − d) · S]

(1)

where d is a damping factor with a real value of [0, 1]. Since all rows in the matrix
M have non-zero values and sum to 1, the transition matrix M is a stochastic
matrix. Each element mij in M means the transition probability from i to j
in Markov chain. Thus, M has a unique stationary distribution p=M T p. The
stationary distribution p can be used to rank the concepts in answers. We write
the model (denoted as Rank-1) into the equation (2) in matrix notation.
p = [d · R + (1 − d) · S]T · p

(2)

The simpliﬁed equation of the model Rank-1 is rewritten as follows:
p(ci |q) = d · 


sim(ci , ck )
rel(ci |q)

+ (1 − d) ·
· p(ck |q)
rel(c
|q)
j
cj ∈C
cj ∈C sim(ci , cj )
ck ∈C

(3)
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where C is the set of all concepts in answers, and d is a damping factor with a real
value of [0, 1] indicating the “question bias”. The topic-sensitive saliency score
p(ci |q) of a concept ci is determined as the sum of the concept’s relevance to the
question q and the similarity with other concepts in the answer set. The damping
factor d is used to control which parts is more important in answer summaries:
relevance to the question or the similarity with other concepts. sim(ci , cj ) is the
function to measure the similarity in ci and cj . We adopt a similarity measure
proposed in [12] to calculate the concept similarity. rel(ci |q) is the function for
calculating the relevance between ci and q. The relevance of a concept ci is
deﬁned as the maximum similarity between ci and the concepts from questions.
For improving the diversity and generating compendious summaries, we employ concepts with ﬁner granularity than sentences to represent the nodes in
graphs. The concept representations are listed as following:
Phrase: A phrase is a non-overlapping span in a sentence and can be obtained
through partitioning a sentence based on the syntactic structure. We employ a
natural language processing tool SST [4] to obtain phrases in sentences.
N-gram: N-gram is a subsequence containing the continuous n words in a sentence. In this paper, unigram, bigram and trigram are chosen as the graph nodes,
respectively.
Phrase and n-gram are two kinds of common approaches of partitioning sentences and widely used in natural language processing. Both phrase and n-gram
contain fewer words than sentences, which contributes to accurately reﬂect the
relationship of nodes and identify redundancy information. Noted that stop
words, such as articles, pronouns, prepositions, and conjunctions, are removed
before calculating the similarity.
2.2

Two-Layer Link Graph for User Social Features

In cQA websites, the authoritative users tend to provide answers with high
quality. Hence, user social features can facilitate the generation of a reliable
summary. A two-layer link graph is utilized to incorporate the text content and
user social features in a uniﬁed framework. The two-layer graph-based random
walk model is shown in Figure 1. The ﬁrst layer denotes the concept relationship
in the topic-sensitive random walk model. The second layer represents all users
which reply questions. The connection between two layers indicates the inﬂuence
for ranking concepts under condition of user authority.
Given a question q, a set of concepts from its answers C={c1 , c2 , . . . , cn }, and
the set of the users U ={u1, u2 , . . . , um }, in which ui is the corresponding author
of the answers of q, the two layer graph is denoted as G∗ =<C, U, Ec−c , Eu−c >.
Ec−c represents the set of the edges between concepts, and Eu−c denotes the set
of edges between concepts and users. If the user ui is the author of the answer
including the concept cj , there is an edge eij in Eu−c , otherwise no connection.
Taking user authority into account, the similarity matrix S is rewritten into a
sim(ci ,cj |ui ,uj )
new matrix S ∗ , where each element s∗ij = 
sim(ci ,ck |ui ,uk ) . sim(ci , cj |ui , uj )
ck ∈C
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Fig. 1. Two-layer link graph

is a new similarity measure under the condition of ui and uj and is calculated
according to the following formula:
sim(ci , cj |ui , uj ) = sim(ci , cj |ui ) + sim(ci , cj |uj )
= sim(ci , cj ) · auth(ui ) + sim(ci , cj ) · auth(uj )

(4)

where ui and uj are the authors of the original answers including ci and cj ,
respectively. auth(ui ) denotes the user authority in community. auth(ui ) is calculated through a HITS-based method from [6], which regarded users who pose
questions as “hubs” and users who provide answers as “authorities”. An algorithm based on HITS is employed to compute the hub and authority value of
users on the link graph according to three relationship: user-question, questionanswer and answer-user. The hub and authority values of users are calculated
by the following equation:

H(i) = j∈UA A(j)

A(j) = i∈UQ H(i)
(5)
where the set UA contains all the users who provide answers, and UQ includes
all the users who pose questions. H(i) is the hub value of the user i and A(i) is
its authority value.
The ﬁnal saliency score for the two-layer graph-based random walk model is
denoted by:
p(ci |q) = d· 


sim(ci , ck |ui , uk )
rel(ci |q)

+(1−d)·
·p(ck |q) (6)
rel(c
|q)
j
cj ∈C
cj ∈C sim(ci , cj |ui , uj )
ck ∈C

The matrix form of the model is: p = [d · R + (1 − d) · S ∗ ]T · p. The model is
denoted as Rank-2.
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The model Rank-2 can provide more reliable answers than the model Rank-1.
This is because the model Rank-2 tends to extract sentences from authoritative
user into answer summaries compared with the model Rank-1 through assigning
the concepts from answers of authoritative user a higher saliency score than the
concepts from other users.

3

Global Inference Algorithm for Answer Summarization

After a sentence is represented as a set of concepts with saliency scores deduced
based on a graph-based random walk model, the aim of answer summarization is
transformed to maximize the covered concepts and minimize the number of sentences included in the summary. Namely, we require to ﬁnd a subset of sentences
which satisfy two conditions: the length (the number of words or bytes) of summaries must be at most L (cardinality constraint), and summaries should cover
as many concepts as possible. The ﬁrst condition guarantees the conciseness of
generated summaries, and the second one ensures the diversity and coverage.
Hence, the answer summarization is mapped into a maximum coverage problem
with knapsack constraint (MCKP). MCKP is an NP-hard problem [7]. For alleviating this problem, a global inference algorithm based on dynamic programming
is employed.
We set the following objective function (denoted as Obj-1) to maximize the
sum of the weights of concepts included in the generated summary:

Maximize:
wi · xi
i


Subject to:

lj · yj ≤ L

j



occij · yj ≥ xi

∀i

j

xi , yj , occij ∈ {0, 1}

∀i, j

(7)

In the above program, sj is a sentence from answers and its length is lj . ci is
a concept from sentences and its weight obtained from a graph-based random
walk model is wi . S denotes the generated summary and is a subset of sentences
included in multiple answers. The variable xi and yj indicate whether the concept
ci and the sentence sj occur in the summary S, respectively. If appearing, the
corresponding variable xi or yj is equal to 1, otherwise 0. The variable occij
represents whether the concept ci exists in the sentence sj . If existing, the value
of occij is 1, otherwise 0.
The objective function accumulates the weight of concepts only once regardless of total times of occurrence in S, which beneﬁts to redundancy control of
summaries. There are two constrains in the program: one is the length constrain,
which limits the number of words in summaries, and the other is the consistency
constrain, which demonstrates that S must contain at least one sentence sj such
that occij is equal to 1 if the concept ci occurs in the summary S.
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For further eliminating redundancy, we introduce the concept groups, in which
concepts are partitioned into the same group when the similarity between two
concepts is above a threshold δ. All of concepts in the set of answers are divided
into concept groups under the threshold δ. The new objective function (denoted
as Obj-2) is described as follows:

Maximize:

wig · xgi

i


Subject to:

lj · yj ≤ L

j



occgij · yj ≥ xgi

j
xgi , yj , occgij

∈ {0, 1}

∀i
∀i, j

(8)

In the above program, sj is a sentence from answers and its length is lj . gi is a
concept group and its weight wig is deﬁned as the maximum saliency score in the
concept group. S denotes the generated summary and is a subset of sentences
included in multiple answers. The variable xgi denotes whether the concept group
contains the concepts in S. If containing, the variable xgi is equal to 1, otherwise 0.
yj indicates whether sj occurs in the summary S. If appearing, the corresponding
variable yj is equal to 1, otherwise 0. The variable occgij represents whether a
mutual concept exists in both the sentence sj and gi . If existing, the value of
occgij is 1, otherwise 0.
The objective function Obj-2 takes the similar concepts above the threshold
δ only once into account when summaries are generated. Hence, it is inclined
to contain more information into answer summaries than the objective function
Obj-1, thus improving in the coverage and diversity of summaries.

4
4.1

Experiments and Discussion
Experimental Setup

Data Sets. We conducted experiments on the data sets from Yahoo! Answers
portal, which were compiled by Tomasoni and Huang [14]. The original dataset
contained 216, 563 questions and 1, 982, 006 answers created by 171, 676 users in
100 categories. A ﬁltered version were picked out which reserved 89, 814 questionanswer pairs with adequate statistical and linguistic characteristic. Trivial,
factoid and encyclopedia-answerable questions were eliminated. They also considered some factors related to the task of summarization, such as the number of
answers, length of the longest answer and length of the sum of all answers, and
produced a smaller dataset for summarization. The new dataset was composed of
100 questions and 358 answers manually selected according to subjective and human interest from 89, 814 question-answer pairs. Three human annotators were
asked to generate extractive summaries of 100 questions with the limitation of
250 words.
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Table 1. Performances under diﬀerent concepts
Method
ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
Unigram+Rank-1+Obj-1 0.6213
0.4944
0.6041
Bigram+Rank-1+Obj-1
0.6201
0.4953
0.6032
Trigram+Rank-1+Obj-1
0.6180
0.4935
0.6010
Phrase+Rank-1+Obj-1
0.6133
0.4837
0.5951
LexRank
0.6022
0.4623
0.5838
NegativeRank
0.6012
0.4604
0.5819
Bigram-GIM
0.6174
0.4911
0.6005
Baseline
Best Answer
0.5632
0.4676
0.5515

In the following experiments, the 100 questions with 358 answers were used
for evaluation of summarization. The 300 manual summaries were regarded as
the gold standard for 100 questions. The data set including 89, 814 questionanswer pairs was exploited to measure the user authority which is referred to in
section 2.2.
Compared Algorithm. We compared our method with the topic-sensitive
LexRank [13] and NegativeRank [1], which were the sentence-level methods
based on random walk model. The semantic similarity between sentences was
measured by the approach proposed in [12]. We also carried out the concept-level
global inference algorithm (denoted by Bigram-GIM) proposed in [5] based on a
dynamic programming, which weighted concepts only by the number of bigrams
appearing in documents. Bigrams were chosen as concepts because they obtain
better performance than unigrams or trigrams under a variety of ROUGE measure. We treated the best answer chosen by the users as the evaluation baseline.
Evaluation Metrics. We employed the standard ROUGE (version 1.5.5) [9]
for evaluation. ROUGE has been widely used in automatic summarization evaluation through counting the number of overlapping units, such as n-gram, word
sequences and word pairs between the summaries generated by machines and the
gold standard by humans. We calculated three metrics against human annotation
on data set: ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L. ROUGE-1 depends on the
co-occurring unigrams between a candiate summary and a set of reference summaries, ROUGE-2 depends on the co-occurring bigrams, and ROUGE-L relies
on the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS).
4.2

Results

Experiment 1: Performances under diﬀerent concepts. We analyzed the
impact of diﬀerent concepts through the task of answer summarization. We
chose four kinds of concept representations: unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, and
phrases. The graph-based random walk model only on text content (Rank-1)
was employed to assign concept saliency scores. The best answers in Yahoo!
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Answer were regarded as the baseline. We compared with two sentence-level
methods: topic-sensitive LexRank [13] and NegativeRank [1]. We also implemented a concept-level approach Bigram-GIM [5]. The experiment results of
methods under diﬀerent concepts were listed in Table 1.
All of four methods using concept-level representations excel the best answer in performance. Especially, unigrams obtains the best performance in four
concept representations. “Unigram+Rank-1+Obj-1” climbs up the performance
10.3% in ROUGE-1, 5.7% in ROUGE-2 and 9.5% in ROUGE-L than best
answers, respectively.
Four concept-level methods also are superior to LexRank and NegativeRank.
“Unigram+ Rank-1+Obj-1” improves the performance 3.2% in ROUGE-1, 6.9%
in ROUGE-2 and 3.5% in ROUGE-L than LexRank, and 3.3% in ROUGE-1,
7.4% in ROUGE-2 and 3.8% in ROUGE-L than NegativeRank, respectively. The
increase derives from the diﬀerent node representations in link graph. Conceptlevel representations are beneﬁcial to more accurately capture the relations
between nodes than sentence-level ones.
“Unigram+Rank-1+Obj-1” also slightly outperforms “Bigram-GIM”, improving 0.6% in ROUGE-1, 0.6% in ROUGE-2 and 1.7% in ROUGE-L respectively.
This shows that the saliency scores of concepts assigned according to the graphbased random walk model performs better than the weights from the number of
concept appearance in documents.
Experiment 2: Performances under the graph-based random walk
model Rank-1 and Rank-2. We evaluated the eﬀect of the user information in
generating summaries. Table 2 shows the experiment results employing Rank-1
and Rank-2, respectively. In generally, the methods using Rank-2 obtained better performance than the ones using Rank-1 under all of concept representations.
“Trigram + Rank 2” had the greatest increase in all concept representations.
The model Rank-1 is a graph-based random walk model only on document
content, which prefers to pick out the sentences containing important concepts.
The model Rank-2 is a two-layer random walk model on document content and
user links, which tends to extract the sentences from authoritative users with
vital information. Rank-2 is based on the assumption that authoritative users
tend to provide reliable answers. The experiment results in Table 2 verify this
assumption is correct.
Experiment 3: Performances under the objective function Obj-1 and
Obj-2. We also compared the objective function Obj-1 and Obj-2 to evaluate the inﬂuence of grouping concepts in improving diversity and coverage of
answer summarization. The model Rank-2 was used to rank concepts under different concept representations and objective functions. The results were listed in
Table 3.
Grouping concepts under a given threshold is eﬀective for the methods employing bigrams and trigrams as graph nodes. “Trigram+Rank-2+Obj-2” obtained the optimal result when varying concepts, ranking models and objective
functions.
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Table 2. Performances under the graph-based random walk model Rank-1 and Rank-2
Method
ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
Unigram+Rank-1+Obj-1
0.6213
0.4944
0.6041
Unigram+Rank-2+Obj-1
0.6214
0.4988
0.6055
Bigram+Rank-1+Obj-1
0.6201
0.4953
0.6032
Bigram+Rank-2+Obj-1
0.6193
0.4970
0.6037
Trigram+Rank-1+Obj-1
0.6180
0.4935
0.6010
Trigram+Rank-2+Obj-1
0.6224
0.5006
0.6061
Phrase+Rank-1+Obj-1
0.6133
0.4837
0.5951
Phrase+Rank-2+Obj-1
0.6187
0.4959
0.6027

Table 3. Performances under the objective function Obj-1 and Obj-2
Method
ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
Unigram+Rank-2+Obj-1
0.6214
0.4988
0.6055
Unigram+Rank-2+Obj-2
0.6215
0.4989
0.6056
Bigram+Rank-2+Obj-1
0.6193
0.4970
0.6037
Bigram+Rank-2+Obj-2
0.6224
0.5013
0.6069
Trigram+Rank-2+Obj-1
0.6224
0.5006
0.6061
Trigram+Rank-2+Obj-2
0.6234
0.5023
0.6072
Phrase+Rank-2+Obj-1
0.6187
0.4959
0.6027
Phrase+Rank-2+Obj-2
0.6193
0.4964
0.6031

5

Related Works

The appearance of Community Question Answer portals has appealed to numerous researchers, and their work involves searching for similar questions already
answered [15], ranking content quality using social features such as the authority
of users [6,2], predicting asker satisfaction [10] and other application.
A graph-based random walk model is widely applied on the document and
answer summarization, most of which chooses sentences as the nodes in graphs.
Otterbacher et al. [13] introduced a topic-sensitive random walk model LexRank.
Chall and Joty [3] improved LexRank through substituting the sentence similarity based on syntactic and semantic tree kernels for the sentence similarity
based on tf-idf. Achananuparp et al. [1] proposed the algorithm NegativeRank
for increasing answer diversity through assigning negative weights to edges in
the graph-based random walk model.
McDonald [11] applied the global inference model in multi-document summarization, which consider relevance and redundancy at the sentence level. The
objective function is designed into the form of the sum of relevance scores of
sentences minus the sum of the redundancy scores of each sentence pair in a
summary. Gillick and Favre [5] enhanced McDonald’s algorithm and proposed
a concept-level global inference model, which assumed the concepts are independent. Tomasoni and Huang [14] proposed an answer summarization on cQA,
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which utilized four metadata-aware measures on the concept level to evaluate
answers: Quality, Coverage, Relevance and Novelty. The ﬁnal summaries about
questions were generated through a global inference algorithms similar with a
maximum coverage model.
Our method has two main diﬀerences compared with those above algorithms.
First, we adopt the graph-based link analysis to distribute the node weights
under a ﬁner level than sentences. This contributes to the analysis of dependency
relationship between nodes and redundancy reduction in generated summaries.
Second, we construct a two-layer link graph for strengthening the impact of the
user authority in answer summarization.

6

Conclusion

We propose a framework to automatically generate answer summarization for
questions posed by user in cQA services. In the framework, a series of methods
are employed to improve diversity, coverage, relevance, trustworthiness, and conciseness of answer summaries: (1) We choose diﬀerent concept representations
with ﬁner granularity than sentences on a graph-based random walk to enhance
the diversity. (2) We incorporate user authority and document content from
answers into a two-layer link graph to strengthen the trustworthiness of summaries. (3) We cast the summary generation into a maximum coverage problem
with knapsack constraint, boosting the coverage and conciseness through the
optimization process. The experimental results demonstrate our approach outperforms current methods.
In future work, we plan to distill syntactic or shallow semantic structures to
represent concepts. We also plan to implement the evaluations on the larger-scale
data set.
Acknowledgments. This research is supported by State Key Laboratory of
Software Development Environment (under grant no. SKLSDE-2011ZX-03) and
the National Natural Science Foundation of China (under grant no. 61170189).
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Abstract. A variety of know-how such as recipes and solutions for
troubles have been stored on the Web. However, it is not so easy to
appropriately ﬁnd certain know-how information. If know-how could be
appropriately detected, it would be much easier for us to know how to
tackle unforeseen situations such as accidents and disasters. This paper proposes a promising method for acquiring know-how information
from the Web. First, we extract passages containing at least one target object and then extract candidates for know-how from them. Then,
passages containing the know-how are discriminated from non-know-how
information considering each object and its typical usage.
Keywords: know-how, how-to type question answering, object, usage
information, procedural question.

1

Introduction

A variety of know-how such as recipes and solutions for troubles have been
stored on the Web and they are often referred to by using web search. It has
been reported that about 40% of all non-factoid questions on Q&A sites are
how-to questions [8], and the know-how information has potential to give us the
answers to the questions. However, it is not so easy to appropriately ﬁnd knowhow information related to a particular how-to question. If know-how could be
appropriately detected, it would become easy to ﬁnd answers to how-to questions. Also, it would become possible to let us know how to tackle unforeseen
situations if know-how information could be stored beforehand and classiﬁed
into several classes according to their topics.
In this research, we assume that know-how is a procedure or an advice. Figure
1 shows two examples of know-how. In previous researches, know-how information was acquired by using typical words such as “how to” and clue words such
as “only if” and “ﬁrst” [10]. However, it is diﬃcult to eﬃciently acquire knowhow information based on the conventional methods because a variety of clue
expressions are required to appropriately detect know-how information which is
often described without using clue words or the typical words “procedure”, “how
to” and “ﬁrst” as you can see in Figure 1.
Well then, what is a clue to eﬃciently obtaining know-how information? Our
observation for this question is as follows. Firstly, know-how information often
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 446–457, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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Fig. 1. Examples of know-how

includes at least one object that plays an important role; for instance, “hair
dryer” in the ﬁrst example and “thermometer” in the second one in Figure
1. Secondly, the typical usage of the object is often described in each knowhow; for instance, “to heat something” in the ﬁrst example, and “to monitor
a temperature” in the second one. As seen in the examples, know-how is often
characterized by an object name and the description of its usage. We examined
100 lists of know-how information randomly sampled from a web site1 and found
that 75 out of the 100 lists included at least one object and the description of
its usage. This supports our intuition.
In this paper, we propose a method for acquiring know-how information by
focusing on each object and how it is used. First, we extract passages containing
at least one target object and then extract candidates for know-how from them.
Then, lists of know-how information are acquired based on the description of
the object and its typical usage.

2

Related Works

In previous works, a few studies have addressed the acquisition of procedural
texts. Takechi et al. proposed a method to categorize HTML texts tagged with
OL or UL as either procedural or non-procedural by using word N-grams [7].
Aouladomar proposed a method to estimate questionability of web texts by using
tag information (title, advice, warning, etc.) annotated by rule-base methods
[2,3] and clue expressions [1]. Yin et al. proposed a method for measuring the
1

http://know-how.fc2.com/ (in Japanese)
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Fig. 2. Flow for acquiring know-how information

degree of procedurality of texts containing the phrase “how to” by using syntactic
tags, morphological tags and cue phrases [10].
In this study, we acquire procedures and advices as know-how information.
Our proposed method uses not only clue expressions which were also used in
previous works but also an object and how it is used.

3

Acquisition of Know-How

Aouladomar classiﬁed procedural texts into three categories [1]; procedures (e.g.
recipes, maintenance and construction manuals, etc.), injunctions (e.g. orders,
regulations, etc.), and advices (e.g. beauty advices, health management methods, etc.). In this research, we acquire procedures and advices as know-how information since they are frequently asked on Q&A sites, namely there are many
demands to obtain information on procedures and advices.
We acquire know-how information by focusing on an object and how it is used.
In this research, we assume that objects are noun phrases which are hyponym
of “physical entity” in Japanese WordNet 1.12 . We use expressions representing utilization of an object (utilization roles) to capture how the object is used.
For example, the utilization role of “hair dryer” is to “heat” and that of “thermometer” is to “monitor.” Figure 2 illustrates the ﬂow for acquiring know-how
information. We assume that a unit of know-how is a passage since know-how
is very often composed of multiple sentences, but it is not always composed of
all sentences in a document. We also assume that lists of know-how information
are acquired for each object. First, given a target object, the candidate passages
for know-how are extracted by using several methods since most passages would
not contain know-how information. Then, the candidates are classiﬁed as either
they contain know-how information or not by using clue patterns, an object and
its utilization roles.
2

http://nlpwww.nict.go.jp/wn-ja
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In the following sections, we assume that the target language is Japanese
because know-how information is not well organized yet, although the method
can be expanded to any languages. We used the Web corpus consisting of 500M
Japanese parsed sentences extracted automatically from the Web [5]. The sentences in the corpus have been automatically annotated with morphological and
syntactic information. The syntactic information in a sentence is represented as
a dependency structure between Japanese phrasal units, bunsetsu.
3.1

Extraction of Know-How Candidates

First, passages are extracted in the following way. Every segment that contains
at least one target object and is enclosed by a pair of the following HTML tags
is extracted:
body, div, table, span, p, blockquote, h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6
If the number of sentences contained in a segment is less than or equal to a
threshold α, the segment is extracted as a passage. Otherwise, we split the
segment into one or more passages with the TextTiling algorithm [4] using α as
the window size. This is because there exist Web sites where HTML tags are
used incorrectly.
Next, the candidate passages that might contain know-how information are
extracted. They are extracted by using the following four conventional methods
(A,B,C,D) and our proposed method (E). Multiple methods are used since the
acquired know-how information might be limited when only one method is used.
We take the union of the candidate passages as the candidates for know-how.
(A) Extraction of the passages containing the term houhou (how to) [10]3 .
(B) Extraction of the passages tagged with OL or UL tags [7].
(C) Extraction of the passages containing any of 47 expressions (e.g. “in order
not to”, “prefer”, “as long as”, etc.) which have been manually generated by
referring to the policy of generating patterns in the previous works [3,10].
(D) Extraction of the passages containing any of 638 expressions such as
“get well” and “feel good” found in the semantic lexicon constructed by
Kobayashi et al. and tagged with keiken (experience) tags in the lexicon [6].
This is because we assume that know-how information contains expressions
representing experience.
(E) Extraction of the passages containing any of 3-tuples which are composed
of an object and its utilization roles. Utilization roles of a given object o
are deﬁned as paraphrases of such expressions as “using o” or “enjoying o”
and expressed by a pair of a postposition p and a verb v. For example, the
utilization role of a hair dryer is de(by), atatameru(heat). The 3-tuples
o, p, v (ex.  doraiya(hair dryer), de(by), atatameru(heat) ) are assumed
to appear in the dependent bunsetsus; o and p (doraiya+de (by using hair
3

The term was originally proposed in English. We manually translated them into
Japanese and used them.
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dryer)) appear in a bunsetsu which depends on another bunsetsu containing
v (atatameru (heat)). The method for acquiring utilization roles is described
in detail in Section 3.2.
3.2

Identiﬁcation of Know-How

The extracted candidates are classiﬁed as either they contain know-how information or not by using a machine learning model. Clue patterns, part-ofspeech information, target objects and their utilization roles (3-tuple) are used as
features4 .
– clue patterns
Clue patterns are manually generated by referring to know-how and nonknow-how information in a development data. The patterns are applied to
a sentence or bunsetsu (Japanese phrasal unit) sequences in a sentence in
a target passage. The frequency of the sentences matched with each clue
pattern, the total frequency of the sentences matched with the patterns and
the number of types of the matched patterns are used as features.
– part-of-speech information
The appearance frequency of each part-of-speech normalized by the number
of the sentences is used as a feature.
– 3-tuples
The total number of the frequency of the 3-tuples o, p, v is used as a feature.
The target objects and their utilization roles are our newly added features.
Henceforth, we call a set of clue patterns and part-of-speech information PT
features. The following subsections describe the method for acquiring utilization.
Acquisition of Utilization Roles. Torisawa made the following three assumptions about the characteristics of utilization role p, v for a given noun n: 1) An
n marked by p often appears with v. 2) First-person pronouns such as “watashi
(I)” often occupy the agent role of v. 3) The postposition “de” is a good candidate of a postposition in a utilization role. Utilization roles were acquired by
using the following formula reﬂecting these assumptions [9].
U (n) = argmax(v ,p )∈V ×A {U score(n, p , v  )}
V is a set of verbs, which can be a verb in possible utilization roles. As verbs
in V , we used 6,485 verbs which appeared in the Web corpus with the verbal
suﬃx “tai,” which can be translated to “want.” We also manually removed 20
verbs that can never take utilization roles such as “naru (become)” or mean
literally “using” and “enjoying” such as “tsukau (use)” from V. A is a set of
postpositions.
4

Word n-grams were not used because they did not work well in our preliminary
experiments.
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Table 1. Sizes of training and testing data

objects
air conditioner
cell-phone
digital camera
electric fan
iron
microwave
oven
refrigerator
vacuum cleaner
washer
total

# of passages containing know-how # of passages
A B C D E
total
14 16 33 5 6
70
492
11 5 11 0 0
27
495
8 14 19 5 9
53
487
17 29 37 5 11
92
476
34 43 31 9 37
144
468
24 61 27 13 69
183
482
28 79 32 7 70
208
476
28 56 22 1 60
165
494
14 34 31 5 45
117
478
13 26 14 3 27
78
479
201 363 258 53 334
1137
4827

U score(n, p , v  ) =

P (n, p , v  )P (S|AP, v  )Bias(p )
P (n)

P (n, p , v  ) is the co-occurrence probability between the verb v  and n marked by
the postposition p . As for P (S|AP, v  ), S denotes a set of ﬁrst-person pronouns,
and 17 pronouns were used. AP is a set of postpositions which can mark agent
roles, and “ga” and “ha” were used. P (S|AP, v  ) is the probability that the
ﬁrst-person pronouns occupy the agent role of v  . Bias(p ) denotes the bias
concerning the postposition “de.” If p is “de,” the bias is 25, otherwise the bias
is 1 by referring to Torisawa’s method [9].

4

Evaluation

4.1

Preparation

Construction of Training and Testing Data. For our experiment, ten objects were selected from electric products that had appeared 10,000 times or
more in the web corpus [5] and also appear in Japanese WordNet 1.1. We constructed training and testing data from the web corpus using the methods in
Section 3.1. Passages were extracted using 205 as the window size α. We chose
two sets of 100 passages at random from each group of passages extracted by
using the methods A and B, and three sets of 100 passages in decreasing order
of frequency from the groups of passages extracted based on the C, D and E
methods, and judged manually whether they contained know-how information
or not. As utilization roles, we used top 25 pairs of a proposition and a verb automatically produced by the method described in Section 3.2. In this research,
we assume that the passage is judged to be correct if a given passage contains
5

The same window size was used throughout all of the experiments mentioned in this
paper, and it was not well tuned to particular data.
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Table 2. Size of development data
# of passages containing know-how # of passages
A B C D E
total
43 44 41 16 34
148
444

know-how information. Note that if a given passage contained only a fragment
of know-how information, the passage was judged as incorrect. The sizes of the
data are shown in Table 1.
Generation of Clue Patterns. We constructed the development data in the
same way as training and testing data by extracting candidates for know-how
from the web corpus with the methods described in Section 3.1 and judging them
manually whether they contained know-how information or not. The breakdown
of the development data is shown in Table 2.
We manually generated 79 types of patterns by referring to the development
data. Some examples of the patterns are shown in Table 3. The symbols “|”, “+”
and “.∗” in column 2 represent a disjunction, a word boundary and any word
sequences, respectively. Column 3 represents the targets that the patterns are
applied to. S, L, R1, R2 and R3 represent a sentence, the leftmost bunsetsu in a
sentence, the rightmost bunsetsu in a sentence, the rightmost two bunsetsus in
a sentence and the rightmost three bunsetsus in a sentence, respectively.
In our experiments, the patterns were generated based on the development
data constructed focusing on the object “hair dryer.” However, we found that
the patterns tended to depend not on an object but on the types of knowhow information such as procedures and advices according to our preliminary
investigation.
4.2

Settings

In the experiment, the 3-tuples and PT features (clue patterns and part-of-speech
information) were used to train machine learning models. We used the following
two types of 3-tuples:
3Tauto As utilization roles, the top 25 pairs of a postposition and a verb produced by the method described in Section 3.2, which were the same pairs
used for constructing the training and testing data, were used.
3Tman As utilization roles, pairs of a postposition and a verb were manually
selected from among top 100 pairs produced by the method described in
Section 3.2, and were used. The average number of the manually selected
pairs was 25.
Support Vector Machines were used as machine learning models and they were
trained using LibSVM6 . For the experiments, we prepared the following baseline
method:
6

http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼ cjlin/libsvm/
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Table 3. Clue patterns
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

patterns
mazu|hajimeni|hajime+ha|saisho+ha (ﬁrst, primarily, to begin with)
sore+kara|tsugini |konoato|sonoato|soshite (then, next, secondly)
dekiagari|kansei |shuryo|kanryo (ﬁnish, end, complete, accomplish)
verb+hou+ga.*yoi |verb+no+ga.*anshinda (prefer, preferable)
verb+yasui (easier to + verb)
kinmotsu|dameda|genkin|kiken (danger, caution, prohibition)
verb+nai+youda.*verb|verb+nu+ni.*verb (never, avoid + verb)
ki +wo+tsukeru|te+wo+nuku+nai|tyuui (see to, warning)
wo+taishou|ni +gentei |ni +kagiru (limit, target, restrict)
hitsuyouda|youi|kakaseru+nai|hissuda (necessary, need, essential, vital)
yakudatsu|katsuyaku|benrida|kouritsu (useful, helpful, eﬃcient)
teineida|shintyouda|kinnitsu|shikkari (carefully, advisedly, fastly)

target
L
L
R1
S
R2
S
S
R3
R3
R3
R2
S

baseline (conventional method) Identify whether a given passage contains
know-how information or not by using the model based only on PT features.
In the next section, the eﬀectiveness of using both an object and its utilization
roles is shown by comparing models with and without the 3-tuples.
4.3

Experimental Results

We split the data for each object in ﬁve and carried out 5-fold cross validation by
using data composed of ten objects. The experimental results are shown in Table
4. In comparison with the model using only PT features (baseline), the models
using both PT and 3T features signiﬁcantly improved in both the precision and
the recall. This indicates that lists of know-how can be eﬃciently acquired by
focusing on an object and its utilization roles. In addition, the model using both
PT and 3Tauto features achieved good results although the rates were a little
lower than ones using both PT and 3Tman features.
In the above experiment, both the training and testing sets contained the
same 10 objects. Thus, the results do not show that the proposed models would
achieve good results for the data containing objects which are not contained
in the training set since the patterns and the 3-tuples appearing in know-how
information might depend on an object. Therefore, we carried out 10-fold cross
validation by training the data containing nine objects out of ten and testing
the data containing the rest (one object). The experimental results are shown
in Table 5. The results show that both the precision and the recall were signiﬁcantly improved by using the 3-tuples. This indicates that using an object
and its utilization roles is useful even though the training set does not contain
data for the target object. The diﬀerences between the proposed methods and
the baseline method are statistically signiﬁcant according to Mcnemar’s test
(p < 0.01).
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Table 4. Experimental results by 5-fold cross validation
Feature
Precision
Recall
F-measure
PT (baseline) 73.0% (588/805) 51.7% (588/1137)
60.6
PT + 3Tauto 74.6% (660/885) 58.1% (660/1137)
65.3
PT + 3Tman 75.6% (666/881) 58.6% (666/1137)
66.0
Table 5. Experimental results by 10-fold cross validation
Feature
Precision
Recall
F-measure
PT (baseline) 71.9% (550/765) 52.8% (550/1137)
57.8
PT + 3Tauto 72.8% (600/824) 52.8% (600/1137)
61.2
PT + 3Tman 73.4% (614/836) 54.0% (614/1137)
62.2

The 3-tuples feature of our proposed method is a template or a type of features while the patterns used as baseline features are surface strings or tokens.
Therefore, the training data do not have to contain all of the 3-tuples appearing in the testing data. This indicates that the proposed method works without
creating training data for all objects.
4.4

Discussion

Error Analysis. In order to detect the causes of errors, we investigated the
results by 10-fold cross validation with the model that uses both PT and 3Tman .
We investigated 222 passages acquired incorrectly and found following three
main causes:
– Passages containing only a fragment of know-how information
There were 93 (41.9%) passages. This is because passages were extracted
inaccurately from the documents. If these passages had been extracted accurately, the passages would have been judged as correct. There were 190
passages containing only a fragment of know-how information in the training
and testing data. It would be important to develop a method for accurately
extracting passages if the acquired passages are separated from documents
and then used. In the case that people refer to the acquired know-how information, it is a matter of no importance that the boundaries of passages are
incorrect since they can understand know-how by referring to the know-how
information in conjunction with surrounding contexts.
– Passages containing utilization roles
There were 69 (31.1%) passages. They were either diaries or commercial
articles which contained typical usage of the target object and did not contain
know-how information. This type of errors would be reduced by taking into
account co-occurrences and sequences of the patterns, the target object and
its utilization roles.
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Table 6. Experimental results using arbitrary pairs and results combining models
Feature
PT (baseline)
PT+3Tall
*PT+3Tauto
*PT+3Tman
PT (without the method E)

Prec
71.9%
71.5%
72.8%
73.4%
71.5%

Rec
48.4%
49.3%
52.8%
54.0%
46.0%

F1
57.8
58.3
61.2
62.2
56.0

– Passages containing injunctions
There were 21 (9.5%) passages. We did not target them in this research.
However, it is a type of procedural texts, and it could be a type of knowhow.
We investigated 523 passages that are know-how but could not be acquired.
Objects besides the target object were used in 450 (86.0%) passages. That is to
say, these know-how information might be acquired by targeting other objects.
Furthermore, we expect that the recall will be more improved by simultaneously
considering two or more objects and their utilization roles.
Eﬀect of an Object and Its Utilization Roles. In order to show the contribution of our 3-tuples compared with that of arbitrary 3-tuples to acquisition of
know-how information, we carried out 10-fold cross validation using the following
feature:
3Tall The total number of the frequency of the 3-tuples o, p, v, where o is a
target object and p, v is the pairs of any postposition and any verb, was
used.
In addition, we carried out experiments by using only conventional methods in
both extraction of know-how candidates and identiﬁcation of know-how. That
is, know-how candidates were extracted by using the method A through D in
Section 3.1 (without the method E considering 3-tuples) and know-how information was identiﬁed by using the model based on PT features. Experimental
results are shown in Table 6. The models attached with * in Table 6 are statistically signiﬁcant than the baseline method according to Mcnemar’s test (p
< 0.01). The model based on PT and 3Tall features is not statistically signiﬁcant than the baseline method. Moreover, the models attached with * in Table
6 are statistically signiﬁcant than the model based on PT and 3Tall according
to Mcnemar’s test (p < 0.01). These results indicate that the 3-tuples should be
selected for eﬃciently acquiring know-how information and one of the promising
selection method is based on an object and its utilization roles. The last row in
Table 6 shows the results obtained by using only conventional methods. The results show that the 3-tuples play important roles in both extraction of know-how
candidates and identiﬁcation of know-how although we can not simply compare
them since the size of the data are diﬀerent.
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Table 7. Experimental results of open-domain experiments
Feature
Precision
PT (baseline) 68.4% (171/250)
PT + 3Tauto 70.5% (172/244)
PT + 3Tman 69.0% (176/255)

To our knowledge, this study is the ﬁrst trial to show that an object and its
usage play an important role in acquiring know-how information.
4.5

Open-Domain Tests

We performed experiments on data for diﬀerent domains. For the experiments,
we selected eight objects (curtain, hunger, ladder, lighter, mirror perfume, scissors, stove) which are diﬀerent types of objects from electric products. They were
selected almost randomly except that frequent nouns were preferred to others.
The passages were automatically extracted in the same way as the construction
of the training and testing data and classiﬁed whether they contained know-how
information by the models trained using the training and testing data.
Table 7 shows the precisions for acquiring know-how information. The model
using automatically acquired 3-tuples improved the precision and the recall (the
number of lists of successfully acquired know-how information).
Thus, we expect that know-how information can be acquired by focusing on
an object and how it is used without depending on domain.

5

Conclusion

This paper presented a method for acquiring know-how information by focusing
on an object and how it is used. First, we extracted know-how candidates for
each object. Then, by using both an object and its utilization roles, passages
containing know-how information were eﬃciently acquired from them. Various
lists of know-how information could be acquired by expanding the number of
target objects although they were restricted in our experiments as a ﬁrst trial.
In this paper, we used manually extracted patterns to compare our method
with those in the previous works. We would like to acquire know-how information
using automatically extracted patterns. In the future, we would like to consider
(grammatical) objects of verbs for utilization roles since we expect that they are
more useful information for identifying know-how information. For example, to
“monitor a temperature with thermometer” is more important than to “monitor
something with thermometer” in the second example in Figure 1. In addition, we
would like to focus on multiple objects and how they are used since it is often the
case that multiple objects are used in know-how. Know-how information would
be more eﬃciently acquired by simultaneously considering two or more objects
and their utilization roles.
In this study, we assume that know-how information could be mostly covered
by the physical entities of WordNet. However, the coverage should be improved
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to get statistically valid data for obtaining utilization roles. We are planning to
generalize nouns not found in WordNet.
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Abstract. One of the most important issues in cross language information retrieval (CLIR) is where to obtain the translation knowledge.
Multilingual corpora are valuable resources for this purpose, but few
studies have been done on constructing multilingual corpora in Persian
language. In this study, we propose a method to construct a PersianEnglish comparable corpus using two independent news collections and
based on date and topic criteria. Unlike most existing methods which
use publication dates as the main basis for aligning documents, we also
consider date-independent alignments: alignments based only on topics
and concept similarities. In order to avoid low quality alignments, we
cluster the collections based on their topics prior to alignments which
allows us to align similar documents whose publication dates are distant. Evaluation results show the high quality of constructed corpus and
the possibility of extracting high quality association knowledge from the
corpus for the task of CLIR.
Keywords: Clustering, Comparable Corpora, Cross Language Information Retrieval, Topic-based Alignment.

1

Introduction

Because of the fast growth of the World Wide Web and the amount of information existing in diﬀerent languages, cross language information retrieval (CLIR)
has become a very important task. CLIR is the task of retrieving documents
where queries and documents are in diﬀerent languages. One of the most important issues in CLIR is where to obtain translation knowledge. Diﬀerent translation resources have been used for this purpose. Comparable corpora are one
of the useful resources widely used in diﬀerent languages. However, few studies
have been done on constructing and using comparable corpora in Persian [8,6].
Karimi’s Persian-English comparable corpus [8] consists of 1100 loosely translated BBC News documents and UTPECC Persian-English comparable corpus
[6] is constructed using Persian articles of Hamshahri newspaper1 and English
articles of BBC News2 .
1
2

www.hamshahrionline.ir
www.bbc.co.uk

M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 458–469, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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Diﬀerent resources have been used to construct comparable corpora. Many
researches use news articles to obtain comparable corpora [10,4,16,1,6], some
methods crawl the web [18,13,20,7], and some others use the research corpora
like CLEF and TREC collections [17,3,14] to obtain comparable corpora. Many
studies to construct comparable corpora, easily align news articles in diﬀerent
languages by date [19,20,1]. Although this approach may work in some languages,
this is not the case in Persian because of the lack of news agencies that publish appropriate articles in both Persian and English. Some studies try to align
documents in comparable corpora based on both date criteria and content similarities [3,17,6]. These methods can align news articles which are related to the
same event, however, are not able to identify all possible alignments with distant
dates. Intuitively, some news articles which are published in distant dates, may
have similar concepts, or be about related events or discuss the same topic even
though are not related to any speciﬁc event, for example two documents that
discuss ”skin cancer prevention”. These kinds of alignments can also be useful
for the CLIR task. However these alignments should be considered very carefully
to avoid aligning unrelated documents with common keywords.
In this paper, we propose a method for aligning related documents that cannot
be identiﬁed using date criteria. On top of the previous methods for aligning the
documents, we propose to align documents based on ”concept similarities” and
”topics” and without the date criteria. For this purpose, we propose to ﬁrst
cluster the collections based on their topics and then align the documents in the
corresponding clusters in the two languages based on their concept similarities.
This enables us to align similar documents whose publication dates are distant,
like scientiﬁc articles. These documents with similar concepts not only have
common keywords, but also are about the same topic, thus we can avoid aligning
unrelated documents in diﬀerent topics that share common keywords.
For topical clustering of the documents, we propose a method based on edge
betweenness measure [5] and extract major features of each cluster using the
mutual information (MI) graph. These features represent the topics of the collection and are used to cluster the documents in the collection. To construct
the comparable corpus, we follow the general procedure proposed in [6]. We ﬁrst
apply the proposed alignment method on the whole collection to ﬁnd the alignments based on concept similarities and date criteria. We then apply a similar
method on each cluster to align the documents based on concept similarities and
topics. Our experiment results show that the proposed approach improves both
the quality and size of the existing Persian-English comparable corpora. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. We explain the details of constructing the
comparable corpus in section 2. We discuss the experiment results in section 3
and ﬁnally bring the conclusions and future work of our study in section 4.

2

Constructing the Comparable Corpus

We use two independent news collections, one in English and another in Persian,
to construct the comparable corpus. We construct the comparable corpus considering two kinds of alignments: (1) alignments based on the concept similarity
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of the documents and the publication dates, similar to the method proposed in
[6], and (2) alignments based on topics and concept similarities.
In the ﬁrst phase, two diﬀerent news articles are aligned if their publication
dates are not distant and they have common describing keywords. Using date
criteria, we cannot align news with similar concepts which are not published
in same period of time. Intuitively, some news articles which are published in
distant dates may have similar concepts. For these reasons we try to further align
related news that cannot be aligned with date criteria. We cannot align such news
simply by omitting date criteria and just based on concept similarity because a
lot of noise will be added to the corpus this way. For example we may mistakenly
align news articles that talk about diﬀerent topics, but share some keywords. In
order to avoid such alignments, we propose to ﬁrst cluster the collections based
on their topics and then align the documents in the corresponding clusters based
on their concept similarities.
We follow these steps in the proposed method: (1) extract best representative
features of the English collection, (2) construct the mutual information graph
of the features (the MI graph describes the relatedness of the features and by
analyzing these relations, we can recognize diﬀerent topics of the collection), (3)
cluster the MI graph and extract independent components that represent the
topics of the collection, (4) enrich the features of each component using ChiSquare method and cluster the documents based on these features, (5) extract
the corresponding clusters in the Persian collection based on translation of the
features and Persian MI graph, (6) and ﬁnally align the documents in each
cluster. In the rest of this section, we present the details of the method for
constructing and evaluating the comparable corpus.
2.1

Base Features Selection and Construction of the MI Graph

In these steps, we extract the best representative features of the English collection and construct a pruned mutual information graph using these features.
Extraction of the features is necessary because using all unique words of the
collection for constructing the MI graph can considerably decrease the quality
of clusters and the performance of the clustering method. In order to select the
words which best represent the news collection, we apply the RATF formula
[11] and extract the main features of each document of the collection. In this
formula, we set the parameters to their best values reported in [17].
We then sort all these extracted features based on their collection frequencies.
Each feature is representative of at least one document. If the feature occurs
rarely in the collection, it cannot be a good representative of a topic in the
collection and thus we omit it. In this way, we come up with the list of features
that are expected to be the representatives of major domains of the collection.
We use these features to construct the Mutual Information (MI) Graph. The
features are vertices of this directional graph and each vertex is connected to
100 top related vertices based on their MI score. We decrease the noise in the
graph and the size of the graph by pruning unimportant edges and vertices in
the following steps:
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1. Omit the edge from vertex X to vertex Y if the Mutual Information between
the two features X and Y is less than threshold M I thr.
2. Omit the edge between two vertices if it is not bidirectional. If the edge is
not bidirectional it shows that one of the two words is not in the top MI
related words of the other one so these two words are not tightly related to
each other.
3. Omit the vertices with few edges because such words are loosely connected
to the graph and they are not informative.
4. Repeat the steps 2 and 3 until the convergence, i.e., to the point that no
weak edges or vertices can be further removed.
This ﬁnal graph is less noisy than the MI graph of all features of the collection
because it doesn’t contain high frequency and low frequency words. Besides, the
size of the graph is much smaller which increases the performance of our further
computations.
2.2

Extraction of Major Topics Using MI Graph

The goal in this step is to recognize major topics of the collection by clustering
of the MI graph. Our intuition is that the features related to each topic mostly
co-occur, so in the MI graph they construct tightly connected components that
are loosely connected to the other components. In order to cluster the graph, we
propose to use the edge betweenness measure [5]. Edge betweenness measures
the betweenness centrality of the edges by summing up the number of all shortest
paths that run along them. If the graph contains tightly connected components
that are loosely connected to the other ones by some inter-group edges, the
shortest paths between diﬀerent components must go along these few intergroup edges and these edges will have high edge betweenness. By removing the
edges with the highest betweenness in a hierarchical algorithm, we can separate
diﬀerent components that represent diﬀerent topics of the collection.
In [2], the authors propose a fast algorithm for calculating betweenness centrality of vertices in O(mn) for unweigthed graphs where m is the number of
edges and n is the number of nodes. We make a minor change in this algorithm
for generalizing the node betweenness centrality to edge betweenness centrality.
Starting from the constructed MI graph, we remove edges to the point that
the components have acceptable number of vertices and the size of all the components are in an equal range. It is important to note that by removing the
edges, we will come up with some vertices with zero degree which are ignored.
Applying this algorithm to the MI graph, we achieve the major clusters of the
graph. Each resulting component will be representative of a major domain of
the collection.
2.3

Construction of Document Clusters

In the previous step, we obtained features that are representative of major topics
in the English collection. In order to improve the quality of clusters, we enrich
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the features. We extract representative features of each topic of the collection
using the Chi-Square feature selection. If each new feature extracted by chisquare method has relation with more than 10% of the representative features
of the topic on the MI graph, we add it to the feature word list.
We use these extracted features to cluster the documents in the collection.
To this end, we construct queries using the MI graph of extracted features and
retrieve documents using these queries. In each topic, we ﬁrst use the node
centrality algorithm [2] to select the most central words. The high centrality
score shows the vertices are on considerably large number of shortest paths and
that they can reach to the other vertices on relatively short paths. By removing
the central vertices, we divide the graph to a number of subcomponents. We
then construct the queries based on these subcomponents. The words of each
subcomponent are added to one query. In order to prevent constructing large
queries, we divide large subcomponents to more than one query and add speciﬁc
number of words to each query. Central words are added to the query if their
corresponding vertices in the graph are connected to one or more query words.
After constructing the queries, we use a retrieval model to rank the top 1000
documents based on their similarities to the queries. The more times a document
appears in the results, and the higher it is ranked, the higher score it gets. The
documents are then sorted based on their scores. In this model documents can
appear in more than one topic, we assign a document to a cluster if its score
in that topic is higher than its score in the other topics. Major topics of the
collection are extracted and at next step, we derive the same topics from the
Persian collection.
2.4

Extraction of Related Topics in the Persian Collection

Now that we have clustered the English collection to major topics, we extract
corresponding clusters in the Persian collection. Having the English features of a
topic, we use an English-Persian dictionary to translate the features to Persian.
We use the top 3 translations for each word in the dictionary. Some English
words are translated to phrases in Persian (containing verbs, prepositions, and
stop words), and some of the translations are not related to the considered topic,
so we need to clean up the translated features and remove the noise as much as
possible. To this end, we ﬁrst break down all translated phrases to corresponding
words, and remove the stop words. We then use the Persian mutual information
graph extracted from the Persian collection to recognize words related to the
topic: we ﬁrst remove the words that are not connected to the other words and
then we construct Persian queries using the ﬁnal feature words for the cluster.
We extract central features and subcomponents from the MI graph and construct
the queries using discussed methods in section 2.3. We ﬁnally rank and cluster
the Persian documents in the same way as we did for English documents. At
the end of this step, we come up with an English and Persian cluster for each
topic.
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Document Alignment

As discussed before, we align the documents in the comparable corpus either
based on concept similarity and publication date or based on concept similarity
and topic. In order to align the documents in the whole collections based on the
concept similarities and publication dates, we use the method proposed in [6].
We ﬁrst construct a query for each English document by applying the RATF
formula. We then translate the query words to Persian using a dictionary, Google
machine translation system for the words not found in the dictionary, and Google
transliteration system for the words which are still not translated. The idea for
this kind of alignment is that if an English document and a Persian document
have a high similarity score and are published at close dates, they are likely
talking about a related event. We apply a combination of three diﬀerent score
thresholds (θ1 < θ2 < θ3 ) to search for suitable document alignments. The
threshold becomes tighter for more distant publication dates.
In the second phase, in order to align the documents based on the concept
similarities and topics, we extract topics as explained in section 2.2, construct
the corresponding English and Persian clusters and align the documents in these
two clusters. We align two documents in the corresponding clusters of a topic
if their similarity score is higher than θ% of all the similarity scores on the
topic. We should set the θ threshold to a high value in order to prevent low
quality alignments. The combination of all obtained alignments comprises our
ﬁnal comparable corpus.

3

Experiments and Results

In this section, we explain our experiments on creating the Persian-English comparable corpus as well as extracting word associations from the corpus and using
them in cross-lingual IR. In our experiments, we used two independent news collections, the English news articles of BBC News dated from Jan. 2002 to Dec.
2006, and the Persian news articles of Hamshahri newspaper published between
1996 and 2007. We used the Lemur toolkit3 as our retrieval system and Porter
stemmer to stem the English words. All the parameters are tuned to their best
values.
3.1

Creating and Evaluating the Comparable Corpus

To construct the comparable corpus, ﬁrst we select major representative features
of the collection and construct their mutual information graph using the method
discussed in section 2.1. We further omit the features that rarely occur in the
collection: we remove the words with collection frequency less than 80 and we
set M I thr = 0.001. In this way, we come up with 53142 extracted features. We
then cluster the MI graph to its subcomponents by removing central edges. In
our experiments, we force the size of each cluster to be greater than 100 words.
3

http://www.lemurproject.org/
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Table 1. Statistics on the proposed comparable corpus

#
#
#
#
#

of
of
of
of
of

alignments
14979
unique English (BBC) documents
10724
unique Persian (Hamshahri) documents
5544
alignments using concept similarity and date 8041
alignments using concept similarity and topic 6938

By removing 6000 edges, the termination conditions are met and 6 diﬀerent
clusters are obtained in the English collection. To cluster the documents in the
collection using the method discussed in 2.3, we select 20 central words of each
topic and add them to the queries. We also divide large subcomponents to more
than one query, adding 10 words to each query.

Table 2. Evaluation of the proposed comparable corpus (a) The coverage percentage
of BBC classes (b) Quality of alignments for BBC articles published between 1st of
Dec. 2006 and 13th of Dec. 2006
(a)

(b)

BBC
% of Coverage % of Coverage
Class
in UTPECC in Proposed CC
Health
3.3
19.4
Technology
3.8
20.3
Business
6.1
20
Nature
8.1
24

# of
% of
Alignments Alignments
Class1
7
11.67
Class2
18
30.0
Class3
18
30.0
Class4
15
25.0
Class5
2
3.33
Total
60
100

In the experiments we set the score thresholds θ1 , θ2 , θ3 to the best values
reported in [6] which are θ1 = 60, θ2 = 80 and θ3 = 85. In the second phase in
which we align documents in clusters based on concept similarities and topics,
we set the threshold to a tighter value, θ = 98, to prevent adding low quality
alignments. Table 1 shows some statistics about the proposed comparable corpus.
To assess the coverage of the comparable corpus on diﬀerent topics, we leverage the BBC News classes. Each article in BBC News is tagged based on its
topic. We have not used these tags for our topical clustering for two reasons.
First these classes have diﬀerent granulites. For example, the topic of one class
is ’health’ which is very general and the topic of another class is ’boxing’. Second the topics of some of the classes are not very meaningful. For example some
articles are classiﬁed based on the region that the event occurred in like Europe,
Africa, and paciﬁc Asia. Although these tags are not good topic indicators for
our clustering purposes, we can use them to compare the coverage of our comparable corpus with the existing ones. We compute the coverage percentage of the
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most meaningful classes for the UTPECC. We also measure the coverage percentage of these classes in the proposed corpus. The results are shown in Table 2
(a). As can be seen, the proposed method increases the coverage percentage of
the classes considerably.
We further show that although we increase size of the corpus, the proposed
corpus has proper quality. We evaluate the proposed corpus by measuring the
quality of alignments. We manually assess the quality of alignments whose BBC
news publication dates are between 1st of Dec. 2006 and 13th of Dec. 2006,
on a ﬁve-level relevance scale [3]. The ﬁve levels of relevance are: (Class 1)
Same story, (Class 2) Related story, (Class 3) Shared aspect, (Class 4) Common
terminology, and (Class 5) Unrelated. The results in Table 2 (b) show that
most of the alignments belong to classes (1) through (4) and only few unrelated
documents are aligned in the proposed comparable corpus. As discussed in [3],
for extracting terms for CLIR applications, classes (1) through (4) are helpful
and a corpus with such alignments is considered a high quality corpus.
Table 3. Word associations for eight English words and their associations extracted
from UTPECC

English
Word
wimbledon
corrupt
pollut
south
anti
kidnie
blood
industri

3.2

Persian
Google
Persian
Google
Word Translation of
Word
Translation of
(Proposed) Persian Word (UTPECC) Persian Word

 
  
   

 
 
!"
$  
' 

tennis
corruption
pollutants
south
virus
kidnei
blood
production

 
   
 

 

 
#  
% &
(

football
election
kyoto
country
country
diabetes
illness
year

Extracting Word Associations

As the second criterion to examine the proposed comparable corpus, we try to
extract word association knowledge from the corpus. Using the method proposed
in [17] with a minor change. We replace the M axtfk , maximum term frequency in
document dk , in the formula [17] by Avgtfk . As discussed in [15], and conﬁrmed
in our experiments, Avgtf normalization performs better than M axtf .
Intuitively, a high quality corpus should lead to high quality associations.
Table 3 shows some sample Persian-English word associations extracted from
the proposed corpus and its comparison with the associations extracted from
UTPECC. For each English word, we show the top associated Persian words.
The English words are stemmed and suﬃxes are omitted. We also report the
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Persian word Google translations for the readers not familiar with Persian. As
can be seen, most of the extracted associations from the proposed corpus have
very high quality and they show considerable improvement compared to the
associations extracted from UTPECC corpus.

Fig. 1. Mean average precision with diﬀerent number of word associations

3.3

Cross-Language Information Retrieval Experiments

In this step, we use the extracted word associations to do cross language information retrieval. As the cross-language information retrieval task, we focus on
the CLIR task of CLEF-2008. We also repeat some of the CLIR experiments on
the INFILE collection (CLEF INFILE track). In our experiments, we use the top
K extracted word associations to translate English queries to Persian. We do an
exponential transformation on the scores of the associations and then normalize
the scores to obtain word pair probabilities. We use the obtained probabilities to
construct the Persian query language model for each English query and retrieve
documents using the KL-divergence retrieval model [9]. We run a monolingual
retrieval as baseline. We did not stem the Persian queries because of the lack of
high performance Persian stemmer and we only use the topic ﬁeld of each query.
For evaluating our experiments we use mean average precision (MAP), precision
at top 5, precision at top 10 and recall of 1000 top documents.
We repeat our experiments using diﬀerent values for K. Figure 1 depicts the
MAP-K graph which shows resulting MAP for diﬀerent values of K using the
associations extracted from both the proposed corpus and UTPECC. The result
shows that using this weighting system and by increasing in the amount of K,
the resulting MAP does not change and thus the selection of best K is not an
issue in our retrieval system. It also shows the improvement in the quality of
extracted associations compared to the associations extracted from UTPECC.
In our experiments on CLEF-2008 CLIR task, the Persian document collection and CLIR are both on the same Hamshahri collection. In order to have
a fair set of experiments and to make sure that the extracted associations are
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Table 4. The performance of cross language retrieval

Method (Collection) MAP % of Prec @5 % of Prec @10 % of
Mono
Mono
Mono
Mono (Hamshahri) 0.4081
0.648
0.624
UTPECC
0.1169 28.64 0.224 34.5
0.216 34.6
The Proposed CC 0.1331 32.61 0.252 38.8
0.218 34.9
Mono (INFILE) 0.211
0.344
0.322
UTPECC
0.085 39.8 0.1125 32.7
0.10
31.05
The Proposed CC 0.1272 60.28 0.1917 55.72 0.1854 57.57

Recall % of
Mono
0.868
0.468 53.9
0.546 62.9
0.634
0.481 75.15
0.615 97

not biased toward the Hamshahri corpus, we ran the set of experiments on the
INFILE data set as well. Table 4 shows the results for both collections. The
results on Hamshahri collection show that using the extracted associations from
the proposed comparable corpus, compared to the monolingual retrieval, we can
achieve up to 32.61% of MAP and also compared to the experiments using the
UTPECC, we can achieve 13.85% improvement in MAP. The results on INFILE
collection also show that using the extracted associations from the proposed comparable corpus we can achieve up to 60.28% of monolingual MAP and compared
to the experiments using the UTPECC, we can achieve 49.64% improvement in
MAP. This improvement shows the improvement in quality of the associations
and quality of the proposed comparable corpus.
Table 5. Retrieval results using the extracted knowledge from Wikipedia, dictionary,
and the proposed comparable corpus

Method

MAP % of Prec @5 % of Prec @10 % of
Mono
Mono
Mono
Dic&Wiki
0.209 51.2 0.392 60.49 0.360 57.6
CC+Wiki(k=2) 0.227 55.6 0.428
66
0.371 59.4
CC+Dic(k=1)
0.226 55.3 0.476 73.4
0.411 65.8
CC+Dic+wiki(k=1) 0.24 58.8 0.476 73.4
0.419 67.2

Recall % of
Mono
0.534 61.5
0.596 68.6
0.636 73.2
0.636 73.2

We set up another experiment to combine two other translation resources with
our extracted word associations to improve the performance of cross language
IR. The ﬁrst resource is an English-Persian dictionary which contains more than
50,000 entries. The second resource is the Persian-English translation knowledge
extracted from Wikipedia using the method proposed in [12]. For each English
query word, we compute the intersection of Persian translations extracted from
the proposed comparable corpus and those extracted from Wikipedia and/or the
dictionary. We sort the result Persian word list, I, based on the association scores.
If the size of I is smaller than K, the number of translations for the query word,
we extend the list with translations extracted from the comparable corpus. In
this approach we do not blindly add translations from dictionary and translation
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knowledge of Wikipedia to the queries, but instead using these resources, we
emphasize the importance of common translations in diﬀerent resources.
In this experiment, we retrieve documents using the simple-KL-divergence
model and we set up K to diﬀerent values and we report the best results. Table 5 shows the results of CLIR using diﬀerent combinations of translation resources. The results show that using the dictionary or the translation knowledge
extracted from Wikipedia improves the quality of the extracted associations
from the corpus by rearranging the associations. Results in Table 5 show this
method improves the MAP of the proposed method using the associations as the
only resource by 80.4% and the MAP of the method using the dictionary and
translation knowledge of Wikipedia by 14.8%.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we constructed a Persian-English comparable corpus from two
independent news collections. We proposed a method to construct a comparable corpus based on concept similarities and topics. This approach enabled us
to align similar documents whose publication dates are distant, avoiding alignments of unrelated documents with common words. We assessed the quality of
the proposed corpus using a ﬁve-level relevance scale. We also extracted the
word associations from the corpus and used these associations as translation
knowledge in cross language information retrieval. Experiment results show considerable improvement in performance of CLIR compared to the same method
extracting translation knowledge from the existing Persian-English comparable
corpus [6]. We also set up an experiment to combine a dictionary and the translation knowledge extracted from Wikipedia [12] with extracted associations from
the corpus. Using the three resources, we achieved up to 58.8% of MAP compared to the monolingual baseline and were able to improve the MAP of the
method using the same dictionary and extracted knowledge from Wikipedia [12]
by 14.8% that shows the high quality of the extracted associations.
In future works, we are going to construct a comparable corpus using other
resources like web pages instead of the news collections. We will also try to
construct a bigger corpus that covers more topics. We are going to focus on
extraction of translation knowledge from the corpus and improving the quality
of the translations using other useful resources like the web pages and search
engine results. We will also focus on CLIR task to improve the performance of
Persian-English cross language IR.
Acknowledgments. This research is partially supported by Iran Telecommunication Research Center (ITRC).
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Abstract. Current researches on Question Answering concern more complex
questions than factoid ones. Since complex questions are investigated by many
researches, how to acquire accurate answers still becomes a core problem for
complex QA. In this paper, we propose an approach that estimates the similarity
by topic model. After summarizing relevant texts from web knowledge bases,
an answer sentence acquisition model based on Probabilistic Latent Semantic
Analysis is introduced to seek sentences, in which the topic is similar to those in
definition set. Then, an answer ranking model is employed to select both statistically and semantically similar sentences between sentences retrieved and
sentences in the relevant text set. Finally, sentences are ranked as answer candidates according to their scores. Experiments show that our approach achieves
an increase of 5.19% F-score than the baseline system.
Keywords: Question Answering, Answer Sentence Acquisition, Probabilistic
latent semantic analysis, Topic Model.

1

Introduction

Current researches on Open-Domain Question Answering (QA) mainly target more
complex questions than factoid ones. The ciQA track in TREC2007 [1] focused on
‘Relationship’ questions, which is defined as the ability of one entity to influence
another, including both the means to influence and the motivation for doing so. In
NTCIR-8, complex questions [2] are taxonomically divided into five types(Event,
Definition, Biography, Relationship and Why). Sentences that contain correct
responses are extracted as answer candidates.
Complex questions refer to complex relations between semantic concepts, or synthesizing processes of deep knowledge as well as rich information need. Take a question-answer pair in Table 1 as an example. The question is a definition one, in which
the information need is supposed to be the characteristic of some people who have
much concern about the security of computer and network, and their activities of
breaking computer security as well. Therefore, Answer 1 and Answer 2 are both
correct answers for the question.
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 470–478, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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Table 1. A question answer pair
Question
Answer 1

Answer 2

What is the hacker?
In computer security, a hacker is someone who
focus on security mechanisms of computer and
network systems.
Hacking in the sense of breaking computer security had already been in use as computer jargon,
but there was no public awareness about such
activities.

Essentially, the complexity of a complex question lies in two folds: (1) it is difficult to acquire user requirements from the question and; (2) the answer to the complex
question is a mixture of complex semantic relations and should be accurate as while
as non-redundant. Most current researches combined the two problems as one core
problem, namely how to acquire accurate answers. To this end, many systems aim at
investigating the sentence patterns of the complex questions, i.e., leverage the syntactic styles of complex sentences and convert them to patterns for answer sentence retrieval. Wu et al. [3] extracted definitional patterns from the Wikipedia data using
regular expressions. Cui et al. [4] employed soft patterns (also known as probabilistic
lexico-syntactic patterns), which were produced by unsupervised learning. These
approaches are supported either by manual work or by annotated corpus more or less.
On the other hand, some approaches consider the two problems independently. Harabagiu [5] decomposed the complex questions to the factoid ones using WordNet, and
answers to the complex questions are appropriately combined as the answer to the
original question. Such approaches cast the problem of acquiring information need of
the complex questions to that of question decomposition, by which the unspecific
information need is alternated to the specific concepts in terms of hyponymy. However, general lexico-semantic resources against some specific resources, i.e., paraphrases or manually collected entailment rules, may result in low performance because lexical alternation doesn’t take the semantically related context into account.
For a better performance, most systems employ specific knowledge bases such as
Wikipedia or Encarta; and the essential reason is that the specific knowledge involves
almost entire information need for complex questions. Hickl et al. [6] searched the
original complex questions into Wikipedia and calculate similarity between sentences
in Wikipedia and the corpus. Zhang et al. [7] utilized multiple web knowledge bases
to improve EAT acquisition. However, most of these systems achieve low performances, since complex questions imply complex(i.e., deep semantic) relations between
terms, whereas those systems just statistically retrieve and rank documents or sentences by centroid-based (or bag-of-words) methods.
In this paper, we treat the two problems independently. For acquiring user requirements in questions, we summarize texts from web knowledge bases, i.e., Wikipedia, as the answer references. At the answer acquisition stage, we employ a topic
model for answer sentence acquisition to extract sentences that may contain the answers. By mapping into a latent semantic space, sentences that are semantically
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related with the questions are selected and ranked as the answer candidates. We also
consider linguistic information in answer ranking and employ the web knowledge
bases to expand the questions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give methods of answer acquisition model in detail. Section 3 discuss the experimental results. Finally,
the conclusion and the future work are given in Section 4.

2

Complex Question Answering Based on Web Knowledge
Bases

2.1

Summarization from Web Knowledge Bases

Although web knowledge bases are cleaned up and organized by manual work, they
still contain insignificant information that may decrease the performance of document
retrieval or answer ranking. In order to get significant information for a question,
some systems make use of summarization methods to acquire important portions from
web knowledge bases. In this case, the performance of the systems depends on the
quality of summarized texts. In other words, when the contents related to a question in
web knowledge bases are not rich, the initial query generated is insufficient to retrieve
semantically related documents. Since some web knowledges such as Wikipedia provide the links to combine the relevant concepts of documents, they can be leveraged
to obtain more reliable texts. Ye et al. [8] proposed a novel approach that produces
summaries with various lengths. By building an extended document concept lattice
model, concepts and non-textual features such as wiki article, infobox and outline are
combined. Experiments showed that system performance outperformed not only traditional summarizing methods but also some soft-pattern approaches. In this paper, we
utilize the approach to summarize contents in Wikipedia. Sentences summarized for
each question are put into a text set.
Although most relevant texts can be found in Wikipedia, we still utilize other two
web knowledges as a supplement. Following an unsupervised summarization approach proposed by Ji et al. [9] to rank sentences, text summarized are put into the
text set without sentence redundancy.
The summarization method carries out with the following steps. First, extract the
words and named entities from a question as well as eliminate the stop words or clue
words, i.e., interrogative words, from the questions. Note that a longer word in the
question gives the more reliable indication for the summarization method. For example, the question “What is the greenhouse effect” contains two words “greenhouse”
and “greenhouse effect” that are both indexed by Wikipedia, whereas “greenhouse
effect” is more reliable than “greenhouse” for the question. More specifically, summarized texts of the search result of “greenhouse effect” are more semantically relevant than that of “greenhouse” for the question. Then, make use of the words and the
named entities to search from web knowledge bases. All texts summarized from the
searched results are finally combined without redundancy.
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Answer Sentence Acquisition Using Topic Model

For a complex question, the accurate answer sentences mostly indicate the complex
semantic relations within it, whereas the bag-of-word models that compute the similarity between the answers and the questions are clearly insufficient. To this end,
some systems [11,12] employ Latent Semantic Analysis(LSA) model to build a semantic layer, in which the similarity between documents and words, or documents
and documents are capable to compute by using the semantically latent relations.
However, the meaning of the decomposition algorithm is indefinite so that the model
could lead to an uncontrolled performance for retrieval. For a clear decomposition
meaning, Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis(PLSA) model is introduced to build
a semantic space of underlying topics, in which words and documents can be mapped
as vectors. Some QA systems utilize PLSA to improve answer validation, i.e., modeling languages for document relevance estimation. In our system, we employ PLSA
model as the answer sentence retrieval model. Following is the description of the
PLSA model in our system.
Given a sentence set S, a term set W and a topic set Z, the conditional probability
of sentence-term P(s, w) can be described as follows:
(1)

In (1), P(w | z) represents the conditional probability of words in latent semantic layers(or topics), P(z | s) represents the conditional probability of topics in sentences.
Here the count for topic set Z is between 20 and 100. Then the model fits with the EM
algorithm and export the optimal P(Z), P(W | Z) and P(Z | S). When a new query is
coming, it is projected to the topic space Z by using EM algorithm. The similarity of
the query and each sentence can be acquired by computing the similarity of the probabilistic distribution between them in the topic space.
Our algorithm is described as follows. First, initialize the P(s, w) for each sentence
s ∈ {s1 , s2 ,..., sn } in the retrieved documents(here we make use of a general retrieval
model Lucene to search words and named entities extracted in section 2.1 and get the
retrieved documents) by using the ratio of the frequency of w in s and in the sentence
set; and P(w | z) for each word and P(z | s) for each sentence are iteratively computed
by EM algorithm. Then the query built from the question is mapped into the topic
space to compute by using EM algorithm, keeping P(w | z) invariably. After that,
the conditional probability P ( w | q ) and P ( w | s) for each sentence in the retrieved
documents is computed according to the formula (2)-(3).
(2)

(3)
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Finally, a cosine similarity method is utilized to compute the similarity between the
query q and each sentence in retrieved documents, and the sentences that the weighting values are above a threshold are selected as the answer sentences.

(4)
For a better performance, we submit each question to Wikipedia and summarizing the
results as the additional queries. Then we compute the similarity between each sentence in retrieved documents and query sentence set. Sentences that their similarities
are above the threshold are selected into the answer set.
2.3

Answer Ranking

For a better performance of answer validation and ranking, some approaches employ
various resources, whereas most of them are language-dependent and less helpful for
the complex questions. To implement a general system, our answer ranking model
considers two main factors, namely semantically structural and bag-of-word features
of sentences. The motivation is, a sentence can be a potential answer candidate if 1)
the sentence and the question are semantically relevant and; 2) most of the words in
the sentence are also appear in questions or sentences derived from web knowledge
bases. More specifically, although the retrieved sentences have the latent semantic
similarity with questions, we should still consider the long distance dependency relations that could probably result in a low score for an answer candidate. On the other
hand, a statistical similarity that treats the sentences as a bag of words could probably
balance the impact of the semantic bias.
For semantic similarity, we consider the similarity of the main semantic roles because they cover most of the meaning of a sentence and easy to acquire. We choose
the verb based labeling architecture derived from PropBank, in which ‘predicate’,
‘subject’, ‘object’ and some modifiers are the core roles for a sentence. For each sentence in answer candidate set we only label PRED, A0-A4, AM-LOC and AM-TMP
and combine each predicate and the corresponding argument as well as its type of
semantic dependency relation to a pair. The structure of a pair is described as follows:

If a pair lies in both a sentence and a question, it is viewed as a matched pair of within
them. More specifically, every term and its semantic dependency relation should be
matched if the pair is matched. Following is the weighting formula that we compute
the semantic similarity:

(5)
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denotes the pair in sentence s, while
denotes the pair in query .
denotes the similarity between
and
. Here the similarity defines as a boolean
value, representing whether the two pairs are full matched.
For labeling of semantic roles, we utilize a system that we proposed in [10] to extract pairs. The system handles syntactic dependency parsing with a transition-based
approach and utilizes MaltParser 1 as the base model. The system also utilizes a
Maximum Entropy model to identify predicate senses and classifies arguments.
For statistical similarity, we simply utilize a cosine similarity to compute it. The
weighting formula of our method for answering ranking is as follows:
(6)
α is an adjusting parameter, and q denotes each sentence in the query sentence set
described in the previous subsection. According to (5), the sentence that mostly similar to a query is acquired. Finally, 30 answer sentences is extracted and ranked by
their ranking scores.

3

Experimental Results

We select NTCIR-8 CCLQA CS dataset as experimental document collection. The
collection contains Chinese questions of five types: Definition(10), Biography(10),
Event(20), Relationship(20) and Why(20). The baseline system in our experiments
makes use of the same architecture with JAVELIN [13], whereas it does not take
answer types into account and simply extracts noun phrases from questions as key
terms. For answer extraction and ranking, the system selects sentences that contain
key terms from high ranked documents. Table 2 shows the result of the experiment.
Table 2. Overall Performance (F-score)

Definition Biography Relationship Event
this paper
baseline

0.1933
0.1359

0.1514
0.1178

0.2065
0.1505

Why

0.1697 0.1082
0.1146 0.0508

Average
0.1658
0.1139

The results indicate that our approach based on web knowledge bases can improve
the overall performance of the complex QA system. We can also see that, results for
definition and relationship questions are better than those for other type of questions.
It is mainly because the information need of the questions of these two types are simplex, while the questions of other types concern more complex relations. Take the
biography type as an example, temporal terms almost appear at every biographic text
whereas they can not represent a rich semantic concept; the PLSA retrieval model can
not make a relationship with them and a topic in layer Z. Thus those sentences may
1

http://w3.msi.vxu.se/~jha/maltparser/
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not have a tight relationship with definitions from web knowledge bases although
they could be answers. We also notice that, the system achieves a very low performance for the question of the type ‘Why’. It is mainly because that the semantic relations in these questions are more complex than others. Actually, most answers
logically related with the question rather than synonyms or shallow semantic ones.
For example, when asking ‘Why do the Shenzhou spacecrafts always launched in cold
season’, the answer is probably like a reasoning chain:
The spacecraft is recovered by the survey vessels. →
The survey vessels are mainly located in the southern hemisphere. →
The recovery task befits in summer. →
The climate is different between the southern and the northern hemisphere. →
For the sake of recovery, Shenzhou spacecraft always launched in cold season.
However, most keywords, i.e., southern hemisphere, survey vessels and recovery task,
do not appear at the question. Alternately, sentences in answers have logical(more
specifically, casual) relations that should be inferred from one to another. The answer
to the question can be acquired only if all the relative events are chained through inference. Hence the inference models should be considered for a better performance of
‘Why’ questions.
Table 3. Comparsion of system performances based on different parts (F-score)

VSM+key term
PLSA+key
term
PLSA+sem
ts+PLSA+sem

Definition
0.1167

Biography Relationship Event Why Average
0.0723
0.1290
0.0923 0.0406 0.0902

0.1564

0.1187

0.1602

0.1272 0.0690

0.1263

0.1859
0.1933

0.1422
0.1514

0.1896
0.2065

0.1533 0.0905
0.1697 0.1082

0.1523
0.1658

We also investigate performance of each part in our system. ts means the summarization method in our approach mentioned in Section 2.1. For sentence retrieval, two
models, which are based on VSM and PLSA mentioned in Section 2.2, are also involved in the experiments. For answer ranking, as a comparison, we invoke the approach of the baseline system that rank sentences by key terms to replace our method
proposed in Section 2.3(sem). Table 3 shows the result of the experiments.
From Table 3 we can see that when using VSM model to replace PLSA, the average performance decreases 3.61%. Noticeably, the average performance decreases
2.6% by using key term method to replace the method of computing semantic plus
statistical similarity. Data show the facts that: (1) effective summarizing method from
Wikipedia improves ordinary QA systems to a better performance; (2) a large number
of synonyms as well as data sparse phenomenon exist in texts, thus topic based models can be more fit than centroid-based models for definition QA systems; (3) a sentence that just contains key terms could not be considered as an answer unless it has
semantic pattern features that the question bears.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an approach to acquire answer sentences from documents
effectively. The main contribution to our approach lies in two folds: 1) a PLSA model
based answer acquisition approach is introduced for complex questions; and 2) semantic and statistical information are combined in the answer ranking model for a
better performance. Although a general performance is achieved according to the
official evaluation results, we still face two important problems: 1) with the improvement of the complexity of questions, deep knowledge in them should be acquired by
some inference mechanisms; 2) more refined nugget extraction model are needed to
improve the precision of the system.
Acknowledgements. This research is supported by Natural Science Foundation of
China(Grant Nos. 90820005, 61070082) and the Post-70s Scholars Academic Development Program of Wuhan University.
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Abstract. Keyphrases extracted from news articles can be used to concisely represent the main content of news events. In this paper, we ﬁrst
present several criteria of high-quality news keyphrases. After that, in
order to integrate those criteria into the keyphrase extraction task, we
propose a novel formulation which coverts the task to a learning to
rank problem. Our approach involves two phases: selecting candidate
keyphrases and ranking all possible sub-permutations among the candidates. Three kinds of feature sets: lexical feature set, locality feature
set and coherence feature set are introduced to rank the candidates, and
then the best sub-permutation provides the keyphrases. The proposed
method is evaluated on a multi-news collection and experimental results
verify that our proposed method is eﬀective to extract coherent news
keyphrases.
Keywords: keyphrase extraction, learning to rank, Support Vector
Machine.

1

Introduction

Keyphrase extraction is a long studied topic in natural language processing. A
keyphrase, which consists a word or a group of words, is deﬁned as a precise
and concise expression of one or more documents. In recent years, keyphrase
extraction has received much attention [2,11,3,6,7].
Keyphrases are usually manually chosen by authors, for scientiﬁc publications,
magazine articles, books, et al. Because the manual eﬀort of assigning keyphrase
is expensive and time consuming, web pages and online news rarely contain
keyphrases. It should be useful to automatically extract keyphrases from online
news to represent their main contents. There are already a number of studies
which focus on extracting keyphrases from scientiﬁc publications or single news
article [13,8,10,4]. We also notice that, currently, many websites provide the
service which group related news together to facilitate users browsing. In this
paper, we focus on extracting keyphrases from a group of news articles which
describe the same news event by diﬀerent publishers.
Most of the current methods focus on judging the importance of each phrase,
and individually extract phrases with the highest scores. In this paper, we regard the keyphrases as a sequence and aim to extract syntactically coherent
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 479–488, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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keyphrases for summarizing a collection of news articles about the same subject
or event. After analyzing the human assigned keyphrases, we observe that the
keyphrases of news should satisfy the following properties:
1. Relevance. The keyphrases should be semantically relevant to the news
theme. The most important ones should be selected as keyphrases.
2. Indication. The keyphrases should be indicative of the whole news event.
3. Coherence. Here, coherence means keyphrases should be not only semantically related but also syntactically coherent.
4. Conciseness. We should keep least redundancy in keyphrases.
In order to automatically select keyphrases which can satisfy the above properties, we propose a keyphrase extraction approach under a learning to rank
framework. This approach involves two phases: selecting candidate keyphrases
and ranking all sub-permutations among candidates. Three feature sets: lexical
feature set, locality feature set and coherence feature set are introduced to rank
the candidates, and then the best sub-permutation is extracted as keyphrases.
The major contributions of this work can be summarized as follows: 1) We
present a novel approach based on learning to rank framework to extract coherent keyphrases from news. 2) Keyphrases are extracted as a sequence, and the
relationships among them are considered. 3) Some novel features are introduced
to improve the quality of keyphrases. 4) Experimental results on the dataset consisting of 150 groups of news articles with human annotated keyphrases demonstrate that our method is eﬀective to extract coherent news keyphrases.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we review
the related work and the state-of-the-art approaches in related areas. Section
3 presents the proposed method. Experimental results in the test collection of
“NewsKEX” are shown in section 4. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2

Related Work

Existing methods can be categorized into supervised and unsupervised
approaches.
Unsupervised approaches usually select general sets of candidates and use a
ranking step to select the most important candidates. For example, Mihalcea and
Tarau propose a graph-based approach called TextRank, where the graph nodes
are tokens and the edges reﬂect co-occurrence relations between tokens in the
document [9]. Wan and Xiao expand TextRank by using a small number of topicrelated document to provide more knowledge, which improves results compared
with standard TextRank and a tf.idf baseline [13]. Liu and Sun argued that
the extracted keyphrases for documents should be understandable, relevant, and
good coverage and an unsupervised method based on cluster was proposed to
extract high-quality keyphrases [6].
Supervised approaches use a corpus of training data to learn a keyphrase
extraction model that is able to classify candidates as keyphrases. A well known
supervised system is Kea that uses all n-grams of a certain length as candidates,
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and ranks them based on a Naive Bayes classiﬁer using tf.idf and position as
its features [2]. Extractor is another supervised system that uses stems and
stemmed n-grams as candidates [11]. Turney introduces a feature set based on
statistical word association to ensure that the returned keyphrase set is coherent
[12]. Hulth argues that some linguistic knowledge, such as NP chunks and POS
tag, can improve the performance when learning model is applied [3].Nguyen and
Kan present a keyphrase extraction algorithm for scientiﬁc publications [10].

3
3.1

Learning to Extract Keyphrases
Learning to Rank

Recently, learning to rank technologies have been intensively studied. Diﬀerent
from classiﬁcation and regression, the goal of learning to rank is to learn a function that can rank objects according to their degree of preference, importance,
or relevance[14,1].
In this paper, we employed a kind of learning to rank method to perform our
two-phase task. We will take the phase 2 as an example to explain why it is
suitable to employ a pairwise learning to rank method. The reason is that, it is
more natural to consider the likelihood of a sub-permutation’s being keyphrase
sequence in a relative sense than in an absolute sense. For example, given two
phrase sequences p1 and p2, suppose, p1 is more suitable to be keyphrase sequence than p2, but the absolute scores of them can not be easily evaluated. So
we should consider the problem in a relative sense and a pairwise method can be
employed. Speciﬁcally, in pairwise learning to rank framework, the optimization
goal is p1’s priority to p2 in the ranking list. And their absolute scores are not
our concern.
3.2

Two-Phase Ranking Approach to Keyphrase Extraction

In this section, learning to rank model is employed for our two-phase task.
Candidate Keyphrase Selection. In this step, we are aiming to select suitable
phrases as candidate keyphrases according to their importance. First, we regard
each word w as a ranking instance, create a feature vector for each w and train
a ranking model to sort the words by employing a pairwise learning to rank
framework described in section 3.1. Then, top-n phrases are selected as candidate
keyphrases(n is assigned to 6 after tuning the parameter).
Keyphrase Extraction from Candidates. This step is to ﬁnd the indicative, coherent and concise keyphrases from the candidate keyphrases. So we
need to ﬁnd, not only the appropriate keyphrases from the candidates, but also
the appropriate order. To accomplish this goal, we generate all the possible
sub-permutations of candidate keyphrases. However, there will be exponential
number of possible sub-permutations. To reduce the number of candidate subpermutations, we use the following strategies. A sub-permutation will be selected
if both conditions are satisﬁed.
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1. Select only sub-permutations composed of two to four phrases. As observed
by our annotators, most news has keyphrases in this range.
2. Select only sub-permutations with POS tag sequence which exists in the
training data.
Then each sub-permutation is regarded as a ranking instance. We employ a
pairwise learning to rank framework to sort all sub-permutations and select the
top one as keyphrase sequence.
3.3

Features in Two Phases

In this section, we will describe the features we used in two phases. The two
phases of keyphrase extraction share some similar features, especially, lexical
features and locality features. The diﬀerence between them is that features for
candidate keyphrases selection are in word-level, while features for keyphrases
extraction are in phrase sequence level.
Single Word Features for Candidate Keyphrase Selection. In this section, features are all in word-level, including TF-IDF score, position of a word’s
ﬁrst occurrence, a word’s appearance in news title [4] and keyword prior. Here,
TF-IDF score and keyword prior are lexical features, and the other two are locality features. Actually, the features in this paper are all based on multi-news.
Phrase Sequence Features for Keyphrase Extraction. Similar to phase
1, the lexical and locality feature set are also used to represent a keyphrase
sequence, but their meaning is slightly diﬀerent - this time, they are deﬁned on
phrase sequence level. Additionally, a new set of features for measuring coherence
are introduced in this section. Next we will explain each feature set in detail.
Lexical Feature Set
1) TF.IDF
Here we calculate the average TF.IDF value for the keyphrase sequence of K.
T F.IDF (K) =

 T F.IDF (w)
n

w∈K

Where n is the total number of words in the keyphrase sequence K.
Locality Feature Set
1) Appearance in Title
The case of word existence in title will oﬀer evidence to keyphrases extraction.
So we also calculate the average value for keyphrase sequences.
InT itle(K) =

 InT itle(w)
n

w∈K
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n is the number of words in the keyphrase sequence.
2) First Occurrence in the Article
When given sub-permutation K , the feature can be calculated as:
F irstOccur(K) =

 F irstOccur(w)
n

w∈K

Where w is a word in the keyphrase sequence K , and n is the number of words
which appears in K .
Coherence Feature Set
1) Mutual Information(MI)
Turney argued that keyphrases should be semantically related [12]. So a wellknown phrase association measure mutual information is applied. To tackle the
situation of arbitrary number of variables, the two-variable case can be extended
to the multivariate case. The extension called multivariate mutual information
(MVMI) can be generalized to:
I(p1 , p2 , ...pk ) =

1
n



I(pi ; pj )

i,j={1,2...k;i=j}

where n is the number of pair I(pi , pj ). i, j = {1, 2...k; i = j}
I(pi ; pj ) = p(pi , pj ) log

p(pi , pj )
p(pi )p(pj )

and p(pi , pj ) is co-occur times of pi and pj within a window of 10 words[5].
2) Sequence-Based
Sequence-based feature aims to guarantee a suitable sequence for keyphrases
by ensure the consistence between keyphrase sequence and news article. Specifically, we obtain the sequence-based feature by calculating average of pairwise
values for keyphrase sequence.
Sequence(K) =


2
(t(pi , pj ) − t(pj , pi ))
m(m − 1) i<j

Where m is the number of terms in keyphrase sequence, and t(pi , pj ) is the
frequency that phrase pi exists in front of phrase pj in a sentence in the news
article.
3) Syntactic Feature
Hulth argued that linguistic features can help when extracting keyphrases[3].
So in this paper, syntactic feature are applied to ensure the coherence of
keyphrases. Speciﬁcally, dependency relation of keyphrase sequence is employed.
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In this step, keyphrase sequence are ﬁrst parsed by a dependency parser, in
which 24 dependency relations (e.g. SBV, VOB, ATT...) are deﬁned.
In a dependency tree of keyphrase sequence, their dependency relation sequence are applied to represent the keyphrase sequence. For instance, (SBV,VOB)
can represent the keyphrase sequence “Toyota” “Recall” “Prius”. Dependency
relations can provide evidence to the coherence of keyphrases to some extent.
We can acquire possible dependency relation sequences from the training data,
and score them according to their occurrence probabilities. The value can be
calculated as:
num(Dependency(K))
DependencyV alue(K) = 
num(Dependency(K i ))
Ki

Where num(Dependency(K)) is the number of dependency relation sequence of
K the in training set.

4
4.1

Experiment
Experimental Data

There are almost no publicly available datasets with manually annotated gold
standard keyphrases for news, due to the high expense of labor and time for
manual annotation. In this experiment, we randomly selected 150 groups of
online news articles from Goolge News. We divided the dataset into two subsets:
100 for training and 50 for test. The detail of our dataset is shown in table 1.
Table 1. Details of the “NewsKEX” dataset
Description
News Articles
Words
News Articles per group
Labeled Keyphrases per group

value
1103
345K
7.35
4.6

In the phase of candidate keyphrases selecting, human annotators are asked
to label the words with two levels of relevance, which represent whether the
word is a part of keyphrases or not. In the second phase, human annotators
are asked to label the each sub-permutation of candidate keyphrases with three
levels. We assign level 2 to sub-permutations which are the most suitable as
keyphrase sequences and level 1 to those probable as keyphrase sequences, others
are assigned with level 0.
4.2

Evaluation Measures

In order to evaluate news keyphrases clearly, we introduce two kinds of evaluation
measures: quantitative measures and qualitative measures.
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Quantitative Measures
For evaluate the obtained keyphrases, we ﬁrst report the in quantitative
measures: Precision, Recall, and F-value. Precision means the percentage of
“keyphrases truly extracted” among “keyphrases extracted by system”. Recall means that “keyphrases truly extracted” among “keyphrases manually assigned”. F1 is the average of Precision and Recall.
Qualitative Measures
We also ask 6 human annotators to evaluate the quality of extracted
keyphrases, meaning that whether they can meet the properties we have presented: indication, coherence and conciseness. The average Kappa statistic among
them is around 85%, which shows good agreement. Then we respectively report
Indication, Coherence and Conciseness to measure these three performances. The
measure is calculated by the number of news which obtains indicative (coherent
or concise) keyphrases divided by the total number of news.
4.3

Performance of Keyphrase Extraction

We applied the RankSVM implementation available in the SVM light package1 .
Table 2 shows the diﬀerent performance based on seven diﬀerent feature sets.
We report the quantitative results in Precision, Recall, F-value, as well as qualitative results in Indication, Coherence, Conciseness. The results show that F4
feature set obtains the best performance in Precision and F6 gets the best in
Recall. These conﬁrm that locality feature and lexical feature are both eﬀective to extract keyphrases. The table also illustrates that coherence feature set
can help to improve the overall quality of keyphrases. When combined with coherence feature set, the performances are signiﬁcantly improved, especially, in
measure Indication, Coherence and Conciseness. And F7 feature set obtains the
best performance in measure F-value, Indication and Coherence.
Table 2. Comparison of news keyphrase extraction in Precision, Recall, F-value, Indication(Ind), Coherence(coh), Conciseness(con) for diﬀerent feature sets. The best in
each column is highlighted.
Feature set
Precision Recall F-value Ind Coh Con
F1: Lexical
82.00% 67.13% 73.83% 32% 40% 68%
89.00% 76.07% 82.03% 40% 70% 86%
F2: Locality
84.00% 84.90% 84.45% 68% 78% 80%
F3: Coherence
93.3%
77.3% 84.56% 42% 68% 92%
F4: Lexical+locality
85.33% 84.23% 84.78% 70% 84% 88%
F5: Lexical+Coherence
83.50% 86.07% 84.76% 72% 78% 82%
F6: Locality+Coherence
F7: Lexical+Locality+Coherence 87.00% 85.40% 86.19% 72% 86% 86%

1

http://kodiak.as.cornell.edu/svm_light
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Comparing with other Algorithms

In this section, we implement two baseline methods on the same dataset for
comparison and here our approach is based on F7 feature set applied due to the
best performance.
Baseline-1: Baseline-1 is based on a classiﬁcation method, SVM. We classify phrases in the multi-news documents as keyphrases and non-keyphrases
by applying SVM method. The features include TF-IDF, InTitle, FirstOccur,
Keyphrases prior.
Baseline-2: The title of news articles provides a good enough summary or
keyphrase sequence. So baseline-2 is performed based on the titles of news articles. We sort the phrases in multi-news titles according to the TF*IDF scores
and select top-k as keyphrases. We assign k to 4 after tuning the parameter.

Fig. 1. Comparison of news keyphrases
extraction in quantitative measures(Precision,
Recall,
F-value)
for two baseline methods and our
approach

Fig. 2. Comparison of news keyphrases
extraction in quantitative measures(Indication, Coherence, Conciseness) for two baseline methods and our
approach

Figure 1 shows the results in quantitative measures. The results illustrate that
our approach perform better than both two baseline approaches in quantitative
measures. As shown in Figure 2, our approach obtain signiﬁcant improvement
in qualitative measures compared with two baseline methods, since our method
introduces some coherence features in phrase sequence level to ensure the quality
of keyphrases. These conﬁrm that our approach can signiﬁcantly improve the
quality of news keyphrases with no loss in quantitative measure. The results
also show that we can’t obtain high-quality keyphrases simply based on titles of
news article.
4.5

Discussion

Contribution of Individual Feature. To determine the contribution of individual feature, we employ our approach, omitting one feature each time and
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evaluation measurements including quantitative measures, as well as qualitative
measures. Table 3 shows our results in quantitative measures. We can ﬁnd that
each feature is eﬀective. Speciﬁcally, when eliminating locality features “InTitle”
it results in a decrease in quantitative measures. The observations imply that
the locality features are discriminative in predicting the keyphrases, because the
information of occurrence of title in the articles are really helpful. Table 3 also
shows the lexical feature TF.IDF score have strong connection to quantitative
measures, which support that lexical information is helpful in prediction the importance of phrases in news articles. We also ﬁnd when eliminating coherence
features “sequence-based” it results in a notable decrease in all quantitative
measures. That conﬁrms that consistence between keyphrase sequence and news
articles is helpful in quantitative measures.

Table 3. Contribution of each feature in quantitative measures Precision, Recall, F-value. The best in
each column is highlighted.
Features Precision Recall F-value
NoTFIDF 83.5%
86.07% 84.76%
NoInTitle 85.33% 84.23% 84.77%
85.0% 85.99%
NoFirOcc 87.00%
82.67% 86.97% 84.76%
NoMI
77.67% 63.73% 70.01%
NoSeq
86.00% 84.90% 85.45%
NoSyn
87.00% 85.40% 86.19%
All

Fig. 3. Contribution of news
keyphrases extraction in measure
Indication, coherence, conciseness
for diﬀerent features

As shown in ﬁgure 3, when omitting the coherence features such MI and
Sequence-based, the qualitative measure: Indication, Coherence and Conciseness signiﬁcantly decreases. That implies coherence feature are eﬀective when
extracting high-quality keyphrases. Additionally, the feature of “InTitle” and
“TFIDF” are also related to qualitative measure.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we try to extract coherence keyphrases from online group news
instead of single news. we ﬁrst present several criteria of high-quality news
keyphrases. After that, in order to integrate those criteria into the keyphrase
extraction task, we propose a novel formulation which coverts the task to a
learning to rank problem. The proposed model has been veriﬁed on multi-news
collections and the results show that our approach is eﬀective to extract coherence keyphrases. Additionally, the eﬀect of diﬀerent feature sets and even
contributions of individual feature are analyzed. We ﬁnd that all of three kinds
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of feature set can help to extract higher quality keyphrases. Future works include developing ranking algorithm and trying other measures representative of
performance for keyphrases.
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Abstract. In this paper we study whether a question and its answer can be
related using analogical reasoning by using various kinds of textual occurrences
in a question answering (QA) task. We argue that in a QA passage retrieval
context, low cost language features can contribute some positive influence in
the representation of the information need that also appears in other passages,
which have some analogical features. We attempt to leverage this through query
expansion and query stopwords exchange strategies among analogical question
answer pairs, which are modeled by a Bayesian Analogical Reasoning
framework. Our study by using ResPubliQA 2009 and 2010 dataset shows that
the predicted analogical relation between question answer pairs can be used to
maintain the information need of the QA passage retrieval task, but has a poor
performance in determining the question type. Our best accuracy score was
achieved by using‘bigram occurrences by using stemmer and TF-IDF
weighting completed with named-entity’ feature set for the query expansion
approach, and ‘bigram occurrences by using stemmer and TF-IDF weighting’
feature set for the stopwords exchanged approach.
Keywords: Bayesian Analogical Reasoning, Question Answering System,
Passage Retrieval, Query Expansion, ResPubliQA.

1

Introduction

Question Answering System (QAS) is a form information retrieval that tries to
produce an exact answer given a natural language question. Despite its natural task to
find a single answer, a QAS needs supporting textual context from one or more
document collections, in the size of a sentence, a passage, a paragraph or even the
whole document [1]. This is one of the reasons why question answering also
considered as a challenging field in information retrieval.
Most typical QAS pipeline architectures consist of four main components, i.e.:
question analyzer, query formulation, information retrieval and answer validation.
The task of a question analyzer is to classify a question into one or more question
types, which will be used as the expected answer type during the answer validation
phase. In the query formulation component, a question will be formulated into a
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 489–498, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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specific keyword-based query, for instance by using bag-of-words (BOW) approach
after removing stopwords, or by using WordNet for term expansion [2]. In the
information retrieval component, usually by using third-party search engines, such as:
Indri, or Lucene, appropriate top-n textual candidates will be retrieved. Finally, the
answer validation component needs to validate whether a retrieved answer candidate
reflects some information need, with respect to the expected answer type, and produce
a final single answer. The difficult task of constructing a final answer will be made
easier if the final answer is already included in a limited set of passage retrieval
results [3, 4, 5]. In this context, the performance of an underlying information
retrieval system is important to retrieve relevant passages.
Recent works in information retrieval strategies that are specific to the question
answering (QA) task are mostly focused on: linguistic and semantic constraints [4, 6],
relevance feedback [7], semantic role labeling [8] or by topic indexing [9]. Despite
these recent approaches, performing QA passage retrieval in a more conventional
information retrieval way, i.e. by using textual features consisting of appropriate
question terms, could be preferable if important search terms are already stated in the
question. Recently, a new approach has been developed that focuses in the relational
data between existing questions answer pairs [10]. By assuming that answers are
related to their questions through certain types of implicit links, it is theoretically
possible to learn these links from existing data, and to apply the learned model for
relating unseen questions to their appropriate answers.
Table 1. Example of overlapping information need between QA pairs collections
QA Pairs Collections

Question

Passage Gold Standard

ResPubliQA 2010 (#91, In which country will the 2010
question type: Factoid) FIFA World Cup be held?

Repeats its demand that the Mugabe
regime … value from either the run-up to
the 2010 World Cup or the tournament
itself; in this regard, calls on [South
Africa], the host nation, and on FIFA to
exclude Zimbabwe … in pre-World Cup
matches, … national teams involved in the
event;

ResPubliQA 2009
(#7, question type:
Factoid, feature:
‘unigram occurrences’)

The Centre's objective is to provide, [in
the areas referred to in Article 4], the
Community and … with objective, reliable
and comparable information … … drugs
and drug addiction and their
consequences.

Overlapping unigram
between QA pairs

In which areas will objective
information be provided on
drugs and drugs addiction?

in, which, will, be, on, and, the

Inspired by this work, we study whether a question and its answer can be related
using low cost language features in a QA passage retrieval scenario. We argue that in
a QA passage retrieval context, low cost language features, such as n-gram, can
actually contribute some positive influence to represent the information need that also
appear in other passages, which have some analogical or related features. Table 1
gives an example of such a case, the words in bold show the overlapping words
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between the question and the answer, underlined words show the overlapping words
between both question answer pairs, and the text surrounded by ‘[ ]’ are the exact
answers.
In Table 1, seems that the two questions have different question types. The first
question could be classified into 'COUNTRY' question type and the second one into
'LOCATION' question type. But if we consider the QA pairs as a relation, the answers
of both question are directing into something in common, i.e. a kind of named-entity,
by using the question word 'WHICH', either it is about ‘location of an event’ or
‘location of a section in a regulation document’. In this way, we could define an
analogy as measure of similarity between structures of related objects.

2

Question Answering Approach

As stated in [2, 3], most typical QA architectures consider questions and answers as
independent elements. The consequence of this kind of architecture is that question
type and the related expected answer type cannot be learned in a single learning
mechanism framework. To compensate for the independence of a question and its
answer pair, we exclude the question type component in our approach, and use a
single learning mechanism framework to learn the relations of a question and its
answer pair. We propose to use the related features of a question and its answer as a
means to recognize the information need of a question, which at the same time could
also give an indication of how a question should be answered. The related features are
learnt from a collection of question answer pairs, in which the answer is given in the
form of a passage. The complete approach can be seen in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Proposed QAS Approach. Question analysis component is excluded and the learnt
question answer pairs are used as a means to recognize the information need.

In our approach, we assume that all words that appear in a question are important
and have influences during the information retrieval phase. Each passage candidate
and its related question will be compared to a set of question answer pairs which
relation has been learnt by using an analogical learning mechanism. This comparison
value will produce a new score that shows how information need from a passage
candidate is related to the set of learnt question answer pairs, which also depends on
the feature set during the analogical learning. We hypothesized that it is theoretically
possible to exchange those related features or to enhance the original question, and
use them to re-run the query in a second phase (shows as dotted-line in Fig. 1), to
form the final passage answer.
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Bayesian Analogical Reasoning

Bayesian Analogical Reasoning (BAR) was originally introduced in [11, 12], which
basic idea is to learn model parameters and priors from related objects, and update it
during the comparison process of a query to obtain marginal probability that relates
the query with the objects that have been learnt.
Assume there is a space of unseen functions Q × A → {0, 1}. If two objects, a
question Q and an answer A are members of a set S, which are related by an unknown
function f(Q,A) = 1, what needs to be quantified is how similar the function f(Q,A) is
i
j
to another unseen function g(. , .), that classifies all pairs of (Q , A ) ∈ S as being
i j
linked where g(Q ,A ) = 1. The functions f(., .) and g(. , .) are unseen, and thus we
need a set of priors that will be used to integrate them over the function space.
Suppose for each pair (Q i ∈ Q , A j ∈ A) , there exists a feature vector:

[ (

)

(

X ij = Φ 1 Q i , A j  Φ k Q i , A j

)]

T

, defined by the mapping: Φ : Q × A → ℜ , as a single
point of link representation on the feature space Φ.
This feature space mapping computes a K-dimensional vector of features of the
question answer pairs, which is hoped to have a relevant link prediction between the
K

ij

objects in the pairs. The feature vector X , for each pair of question and answer
consists of the same number of features, and thus we can define a measure as the link
representation between such pair. In this case we use the cosine distance.
If there is an unseen label Lij , with L ij ∈ {0,1 } as a predicted indicator of the
existence of a relation between Qi and Aj, then we will have a model parameters
vector Θ = [Θ 1  Θ K ]T , which models the presence or absence of interaction
between objects, and could be learnt by performing the logistic regression model:

(

P L ij = 1 | X

ij

)

(

,Θ =  ogistic Θ T X

ij

)

(1)

where logistic(x) is defined as: 1 (1 + e − x ) .
The priors are learnt by using:
~

~

P (Θ ) = Ν( Θ ,(c T ) − 1 )

(2)

~

where Θ is the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) of Θ , N(m, v) is a normal of
~

mean m and variance V. Matrix T is the empirical second moment’s matrix of the
link object features, and c is a smoothing parameter, which is set to the number of
links that exist in the trained set.
During the retrieval process of linked pairs, a query is compared by the functions
for links prediction by marginalizing over the parameters of the functions. If we have
LS as the vector of link predictions for S, then each L∈ S has the value L = 1,
indicating that every pair of objects in S is linked. The final score of a retrieval
process indicating the order of predicted links between the query and the related
objects that has been learnt, and is compute as follows:

(

)

(

)

(

score Q i ,A j = logP Lij = 1|X ij ,S,LS = 1 − logP Lij = 1|X ij

)

(3)
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Silva et al. in [11, 12] use the variational logistic regression to compute this scoring
function.

4

Experimental Setting

To evaluate the influence of analogical reasoning in our question answering scenario,
we use Indri [13, 14], to retrieve the top-5 passage candidates of the testing question
set, in a bag-of-words approach. We evaluate the performance in terms of accuracy at
the top-1 answer against the gold standard. The accuracy is computed according to the
formula:
C@1 = tp (tp + fp)

(4)

where tp is the number of ‘true’ answer at the top-1, and fp is the number of ‘wrong’
answer.
We use the question answer pairs from ResPubliQA 2009 paragraph selection gold
standard as our training set, and ResPubliQA 2010 as our testing data. To maintain
the question type’s equality between the two question collection sets, we use the:
Definition (95 questions), Factoid (139), Reason-Purpose (187), and Procedure (79)
question types during the experiments, and exclude the Opinion and Other question
types. In total, we have 500 question answer pairs from ResPubliQA 2009 collection,
and 133 questions from ResPubliQA 2010, which consist of: Definition (32
questions), Factoid (35), Reason-Purpose (33), and Procedure (33) .
The document collections that were used during this study are JRC-ACQUIS and
EUROPARL [15]. We created an index that was based on paragraph segmentation
with Indri indexing tools. In total, we have about 1.5 million paragraphs indexed that
were considered as documents. Indri is a search engine that is specially designed for
passage retrieval, thus will be fitted to the retrieval task in this study [14]. The works
in [15] showed that paragraph selection is a challenging task, and one of the
successful methods is to improve paragraph retrieval by using overlapping uni- and
bigram occurrences’ as contextual information. This is the main motivation that we
explored the following textual feature sets during the experiments:
•
•
•
•
•

unigram occurrences;
unigram occurrences after using (Porter)
stemmer;
unigram occurrences by removing
stopwords and using a stemmer;
unigram occurrences by using TF-IDF
weighting;
unigram occurrences by using stemmer and
TF-IDF weighting;

•
•
•
•
•

unigram occurrences completed with namedentity;
bigram occurrences;
bigram occurrences by using a stemmer and
TF-IDF weighting;
bigram occurrences by using stemmer and TFIDF weighting completed with named-entity;
named-entity occurrences, by using Stanford
NER and dictionary-based NER [2].

Finally, we decomposed the feature sets into SVD 25-dimension, as the main
feature dataset, in order to reduce the word features dimensionality.
During the passage retrieval phase, we made two types of query enhancement. The
first one is to add overlapping non-stopwords word occurrences, which appear in the
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top-5 retrieved analogous question answer pairs, to the original question, as a kind of
query expansion method. The second one is to use the stopwords that appear in the
best analogous question answer pair, to complete the stopwords that was removed
from the original question. Each query is considered as a BOW model. To evaluate
our expansion method, we also run some experiments of the original question by
using Indri pseudo-relevance feedback, which were set to some configuration of
smoothing parameters and weights for the original query [14, 16].

5

Results and Discussions

We present our results in the following aspects: the accuracy performance of the
query expansion strategies, the comparison of the performance with respect to Indri
relevance feedback, and the influence of the retrieved analogous pairs to the passage
retrieval ranking performance.
5.1

Performance of Query Expansion

The result of the re-run scenario by using overlapping of non-stopwords which occur
in the top-5 of analogical pairs is given in Table 2. The best accuracy score was
achieved by the ‘bigram occurrences by using stemmer and TF-IDF weighting
completed with named-entity’ feature set, i.e. 0.31. For our example in Table 1, by
using the ‘bigram-stem-TFIDF-ne’ feature set, the question will be enriched by some
other non-stopwords term(s) that occur in the top-5 analogical pairs, as follows : “In
which country will the 2010 FIFA World Cup be held + European”.
The low accuracy performance is mainly influenced by out-of-topic terms. Such cases
are mostly occurred when the analogical pairs come from different topic or when the
semantics of the question and answer are too far to be captured in the analogical model.
For example the question: “what is maladministration?” (Q#6-2010: Definition type),
the analogical model only considered the word “what is”, as related important features,
and thus fail to enrich the query with something that is related to “maladministration”.
To create another view of retrieval performance, a running result of the original
questions that were expanded using WordNet is included in Table 2. This expansion
strategy is performed for every verb and noun from the original questions [2, 17]. The
result is mostly below the accuracy of our approach. The original questions were
mostly enriched with out-of-topic terms which decreased the retrieval accuracy. For
our example in Table 1, the query would be expanded as follows: “In which (country
OR commonwealth OR state OR land OR nation OR "res publica" OR "body politic")
will the 2010 FIFA World Cup be (held OR maintained OR kept)”.
Table 3 shows the result of the re-run scenario by using the stopwords that appear
in the best analogous question answer pair. Again, the retrieval result for the WordNet
query expansion is also included, which performance is lower than our approach. The
best performed feature set is the ‘bigram occurrences by using stemmer and TF-IDF
weighting’, with 0.34 accuracy. For our example in Table 1, the question, by using the
‘bigram occurrences by using stemmer and TF-IDF weighting’, will be reformulated
as the following bag-of-words query: “country FIFA World Cup held + What is the
of A top side to of which is”.
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The stopwords exchanged have the same failure analysis as the non-stopwords
enhancement. In overall the stopwords exchanged performance is slightly better in
terms of accuracy than the non-stopwords expansion.
Table 2. Overlapping non-stopwords performance in decreasing order
“Overlap-of-Terms-Top5” Features

Table 3. Stopwords exchanged performance
in decreasing order

C@1

“Stopwords-Exchanged” Features

C@1

Indri BOW

0.35

Indri BOW

0.35

Bigram-stem-TFIDF-NE

0.31

Bigram-stem-TFIDF

0.34

Bigram-stem-TFIDF

0.30

Bigram-stem-TFIDF-NE

0.33

Named- entity

0.30

Unigram-TFIDF-stem

0.33

Bigram

0.29

Unigram-stem

0.31

0.26

Bigram

0.29

Unigram-stem-remove stopwords

0.26

Unigram

0.29

Unigram-stem-remove stopwords-NE

0.24

Unigram-stem-remove stopwords

0.28
0.28
0.27

Unigram

0.24

Unigram-stem-remove stopwords-NE

Unigram-stem

0.23

Unigram-TFIDF

WordNet

0.23

Named-entity

0.26

0.21

WordNet

0.23

Unigram-TFIDF

Unigram-TFIDF-stem

5.2

Indri Pseudo-relevance Feedback

To evaluate the performance of our best feature set expansion approach, we compare our
results to the Indri pseudo-relevance feedback of the original questions, with various
parameter settings. The first parameter setting is regarding the document smoothing to
overcome data sparseness problem [14]. We use Dirichlet smoothing, and experimenting
with: µ = 2500 (default), and µ = 2000 (optimum for the query and document length).
Those values were chosen based on the work in [16]. Another parameter setting is the
Indri feedback smoothing (fbMu = 0.0 (default), and 0.5), the query word weighting
(fbOrigWeight = 0.5, 0.8 and 1.0), the number of terms for the feedback (fbTerms=10),
and the number of documents for the feedback (fbDocs=5). The comparison is presented
in Table 4.
Table 4. Best BAR feature set (Bigram-stem-TFIDF-NE ) of non-stopwords expansion vs. Indri
pseudo-relevance feedback in decreasing order
Parameter Setting

C@1

MRR@5

Indri BOW (mu = 2500, no relevance feedback)

0.35

0.45

Indri BOW (mu = 2500, fbOrigWeight = 1, fbMu = 0)

0.35

0.45

Indri BOW (mu = 2000, fbOrigWeight = 0.8, fbMu = 0.5)

0.32

0.43

BAR expansion with ‘Bigram-stem-TFIDF-NE’ (mu=2500; no rel. feedb.)

0.31

0.43

Indri BOW (mu = 2000, fbOrigWeight = 0.5, fbMu = 0.5)

0.31

0.43

Indri BOW (mu = 2500, fbOrigWeight = 0.5, fbMu = 0.5)

0.29

0.40
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From Table 4, we can observe that the accuracy of our expansion approach (0.31)
is quite similar to the accuracy of Indri pseudo relevance feedback (0.32). This
indicates that the expanded terms of the analogical question answer pairs can maintain
the information need of the original query. Further analysis on the top-5 retrieval
results, in terms of Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) performance; give us promising
results for answer validation strategy, which is beyond this study.
5.3

Question Type and Retrieval Performance Issues

Table 5 gives a number of analogous pairs examples, relating to the question type, of the
‘Bigram-TFIDF-NE’ feature set in Table 2. The ‘question type’ classification accuracy
from this feature set is 0.31. In our opinion, one of the problems is due to the term
variations in the training and testing sets. The ResPubliQA collection [15] is
characterized by its wide scope of questions and documents coverage in parliamentary
domains. On the other hand, the BAR framework assumes that the feature space should
provides a reasonable classifier to predict the existence of links. Such case is not in
general decomposable as similarities between only the textual features in the question
part, but also the presence or absence of the features in the answer part of related pair.
Table 5. Examples of question analogical pairs with respect to the question type (QT)
No.

2010

Question
What actions does the competent
authority for maritime security of
a port carry out?
In which country will the 2010
FIFA World Cup be held?

QT

2009

Best Analogous Question

QT

PR

#338

What should be done in the
case of epizootic?

PR

F

#216

1.

#73

2.

#91

3.

#105

What is the WTO Agreement?

D

#58

4.

#188

What was the purpose of EU
states in establishing new
permanent political and military
bodies?

R

#418

Who will be involved in
radiotherapeutic practices?
Why is the increase of the
weight of the 50 cent coin
from 7 g to 7,8 g necessary?
What is the main objective
of producing electricity in
public thermal plants?

F
R

R

If we inspect further into each question type, for instance, from the ‘BigramTFIDF-NE’ feature set in Table 2, this will gives us a distribution of question type
accuracy that can be seen in Table 6. Such typical distribution also occurs in other
feature sets in Table 2 and Table 3. The Reason-Purpose question type always has the
best accuracy, and Definition question type always has the lowest one.
Table 6. Question Type Accuracy Distribution ‘Bigram-TFIDF-NE’ Feature Set in Table 2
Question Type

Accuracy

Reason-Purpose

0.45

Factoid

0.37

Procedure

0.21

Definition

0.19
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This result gives us an indication that the analogical relations among common bigram
terms, such as: ‘in order’, ‘order to’ or ‘objective to' in the Reason-Purpose type, could
provide us much better expanded terms, in contrast to the relations of quite specific terms
in the Definition question types, such as: ‘define as’, or ‘the meaning.
Table 7 presents some cases of expanded queries with their influence to the
retrieval ranking performance.
Table 7. Some examples (as in Table 5), of expanded queries with their influence to the
retrieval ranking (we only consider the top-5 retrieval)
No.

2010

1.

#73

2.

#91

3.

#105

4.

#188

Question
What actions does the competent
authority for maritime security of
a port carry out?
In which country will the 2010
FIFA World Cup be held?
What is the WTO Agreement?
What was the purpose of EU
states in establishing new
permanent political and military
bodies?

Baseline
Retrieval

After
Expansion

application,
competent

5

2

european

1

1

order

> 5

>5

account, competent,
decide, order

>5

4

Expanded Q. Terms

The result presented in Table 7 indicates that a simple question has in fact more
term variations in the answer, as for example in the Definition type. In contrast, a
more complex question with numerous term occurrences’ in the answer part, has the
tendency to be more related to their analogous pair, and hence could achieved a better
retrieval performance, as in the Reason-Purpose type.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In general we conclude that the predicted analogical relation between question answer
pairs can be used to maintain the information need of the QA passage retrieval task
(c.f. section 5.2), but in the case of our experiments, analogical reasoning does a very
poor job of classifying the expected answer type of a question (c.f. section 5.3). The
overall passage accuracy in this study is much below the best performance of the
ResPubliQA 2010 baseline [15], which is 0.73. It seems that the feature sets which were
explored during the experiments are not enough to bridge the semantic gap between
question and answer pairs. The choice of feature set is a crucial step in our study, which
give significant influence to the retrieval results. In our study the best performed feature
set is ‘bigram occurrences by using stemmer and TF-IDF weighting completed with
named-entity’ for the query expansion approach, and ‘bigram occurrences by using
stemmer and TF-IDF weighting’ for the stopwords exchanged approach (c.f. section 5.1).
Considering that we cannot always have all possibilities of question answer pairs
during the training, it might valuable to aggregate patterns from n-most analogous
question answer pairs, as recurring patterns, would seem to specify an indicative
feature of the information need. Such automatic pattern generation strategy will be
useful to expose question type analysis and its expected answer type in a question
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answering system. To address these issues we plan to conduct study in feature
selection mechanism to be fitted in the analogical model as our future work.
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Abstract. We propose a collaborative approach to improve document
summarization by incorporating social contextual information into the sentence
ranking process. Both the relationships between sentences from document
context and the preference information from user context are investigated in the
approach. We validate our method on a social tagging dataset and
experimentally demonstrate that by incorporating social contextual information
it obtains significant improvement over several baseline methods.
Keywords: Document summarization; social context; sentence ranking.

1

Introduction

Document summarization has been widely explored for a long time, which has shown
the particular potential to simplify information consumption in many applications
such as snippet creation for search engine, contextual advertising [1] [2], etc.
A variety of summarization methods have been developed, which can be roughly
divided into two classes: extractive approach and abstractive approach [3]. An extract
summary preserves its content in the original form, whereas to generate an abstract
summary, the content from the document may be paraphrased, compressed or
regenerated. In this study, we focus on extractive approach. Many extractive
approaches have been proposed by making use of the local information in a document
or incorporating document contextual information into the sentence ranking process
[4], in which a number of unsupervised, semi-supervised and supervised algorithms
are adopted [5-16].
Recently, based on the assumption that similar documents can provide more useful
clues to help summarize a specified document, document expansion methods have
been proposed to build an appropriate document context for summarization [17][18].
To the best of our knowledge, most methods usually only consider document or
document context while ignore social contextual information (i.e. the combination of
document context and user context) when summarizing a single document in an
online social environment.
In this study, we propose a collaborative summarization approach called
SocialContextSum to make use of social contextual information in the summarization
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 499–508, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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process. Firstly, document context and user context are recognized from online
documents through clustering algorithm. Secondly, the relationships between
sentences from document context and the preference information from user context
are employed to rank sentences respectively. Finally, a few most important sentences
are extracted from the specified document to generate a summary by fusing
document-context based score and user-context based score.
Experiments have been performed on a social tagging dataset, and the results
demonstrate that the proposed approach leveraging social contextual information
outperforms several baseline methods.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the details of the
proposed approach. Section 3 evaluates the performance of SocialContextSum by
comparing with other baselines. Section 4 concludes the paper with future work.

2

The Proposed Approach

SocialContextSum mainly consists of three phases: social context recognition,
sentence ranking and sentence extraction. The first phase aims to discover both
document context and user context for a specified document from online documents.
The second phase aims to use the social contextual information to evaluate the
importance of each sentence in the document. The third phase aims to extract a
number of sentences with highest overall scores into the summary.
2.1

Social Context Recognition

Given multiple documents with social tagging information, in which each document
needs to be summarized respectively, SocialContextSum incorporates both document
context and user context into the collaborative summarization process.
In our study, each document di in the documents is represented by a combined
vector Di consisting of three component vectors (i.e. content vector Di(c), user vector
Di(u), and tag vector Di(t)), which can be demonstrated as Di =(Di(c), Di(u), Di(t)), Di(c)=
(xil | l=1,2,...,|W|), Di(u)= (yim | m=1,2,...,|U|), Di(t) =(zin | n=1,2,...,|T|). Here xil denotes
the weight of term wl in document di, which can be calculated by the TF*IDF scheme.
|W| is the total number of words in the documents. yim denotes the times that
document di is annotated by user um, |U| is the total number of users who tagged the
documents. zin denotes the times that document di has been tagged with tag tn, and |T|
denotes the total number of tags associated with the documents. Similarly, each user
can be modeled with all the documents that have been tagged by the user and all the
tags that have been used by the user, in our study, each user ui is represented by a
combined vector Ui consisting of two components (i.e. document vector Ui(d) and tag
vector Ui(t). Ui(d)= (aip | p=1,2,...,|D|), Ui(t)= (biq | q=1,2,...,|T|), where aip is the times that
document dp has been annotated by user ui and biq is the frequency that tag tq has been
used by user ui. |D| and |T| are the total number of documents and tags respectively.
Based on this representation, we can measure the similarity between any two
documents (users) by their corresponding vectors.
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Then the social contextual information can be recognized by clustering document
vectors and user vectors respectively, in which k-means clustering algorithm is
adopted in this study. Since the latent numbers of document clusters and user clusters
are hard to predict in advance, in this study we simply set them to the square root of
the total number of documents and users respectively.
In the clustering results, each document cluster includes topic-related documents
and acts as a document context for any document in the cluster. Each user cluster
includes the users with similar information preference and different user cluster shows
different preferences. In most social tagging websites, a user’s tagging behavior can
reflect the user's information preference to certain extent. For a user cluster and two
documents x and y, if the number of users who tags document x is greater than that of
users who tags document y, we may assume that the user cluster is more interested in
the content of document x, so we choose a number of documents that have been
tagged by most of the users in each user cluster as the user context for each cluster.
2.2

Sentence Ranking Based on Social Context

For collaboratively summarizing a single document, after the social context is
recognized, all the documents in the document context which the specified document
belongs to are segmented into sentences and each sentence is ranked by document
context and user context respectively.
2.2.1 Sentence Ranking Based on Document Context
To rank sentences based on its document context, a graph-based ranking algorithm is
applied by making use of the inter-sentence relationships [19]. The inter-sentence
relationships are described by a sentence affinity graph Gs with each vertex si
representing a sentence in the document context and each edge eij representing the
affinity relationship between sentence si and sj (i ≠ j) whose weight is associated with
the similarity between the pair of sentences. Gs can be encoded by either the matrix
Mintra or the matrix Minter with each entry corresponding to Gs’s sub-graphs Gintra and
Ginter, which describe either the within-document sentence relationships or the crossj int ra and
document sentence relationships. Then Mintra and Minter are normalized to M
j int er by making the sum of each row equal to 1.
M
The ranking score of sentence si based on document context can be denoted
as Score ( si ) , which is calculated by the following formula:
dc

Score dc ( si ) = λ ∗ Score dc int ra (si ) + (1 − λ ) ∗ Score dc int er (si )

(1)

where λ is a weight adjusting parameter specifying the relative contribution from
the within-document relationships and the cross-document relationships, which is set
to 0.4 in the study. Score int ra and Score int er are the scores of the corresponding
dc

dc

sentence by considering either the within-document relationship or the crossdocument relationship, which can be computed respectively as follows.
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Score dc int ra ( si ) = δ ∗

j int ra ) + (1 − δ )
Score dc int ra ( s j ) ∗ ( M
j ,i
n
all j ≠ i

(2)

Score dc int er ( si ) = δ ∗

 Score

(1 − δ )
n

(3)



all j ≠ i

dc

int er

j int er ) +
(s j ) ∗ (M
j ,i

where n is the number of sentences in the document context of the specified document
d, sj is any other sentence linked with si, and δ is a damping factor usually set to
0.85. The convergence of the above iteration computing process is achieved when the
difference between the scores calculated at two successive iterations falls below
0.0001.
2.2.2 Sentence Ranking Based on User Context
To rank sentences by considering all the user context’s influences, each user context
UCk is firstly transformed into a pseudo-query-sentence qk that is represented by the
centroid vector of all the sentences in the user context. qk can be processed in the
same way as other sentences. Then, the graph-based manifold ranking algorithm is
adopted to rank sentences based on each user context UCk by naturally making use of
the sentence-to-sentence relationships and the sentence-to-user-context relationships
in a manifold-ranking process [16].
In this study, an affinity graph Guk can be constructed in which the vertex set
includes all the sentences in the specified document’s document context and the kth
pseudo-query associated with the kth user context, and the edges encode both the
relationships among the sentences and the relationship between the kth pseudo-query
and the sentences.
The ranking score of sentence si based on the kth user context can be denoted as
Scorek (si ) , which is calculated by the Table 1.
uc

Table 1. User-context based sentence ranking via the manifold ranking algorithm
Input:

Guk: The affinity graph.
N: The total sentence number in the sentence set S, which includes all the sentences
in the specified document’s document context.
Output:
The limit value

VS i * of the sentence ranking function VS: S → ℜ , which

refers to

Scorek uc (si ) in this study and can be represented as a vector VS=[ Vq k , VS 1 ,…,

with each element
sentence.
Process:

VS i denoting

VS N ]T

the user-context based score of the corresponding
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k
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YS N ]T, in which Yq k is set

1

th

th

to 1 since it corresponds to the k pseudo-query associated with the k user context,
which can be regarded as the only labeled seed on the affinity graph, and other vector
elements in YS are set to 0.
Step 2: Define the affinity matrix WS= ( wS

i, j

) ( N +1)×( N +1)

with each element

wS i , j

denoting the affinity weight w(Si ,Sj) between the sentences Si and Sj.
Step 3: Normalize WS by

N S = DS −1/2 ⋅ WS ⋅ DS −1/ 2 ,

where DS is the diagonal

matrix whose entry (i, i) equals to the sum of the i-th row of WS.
Step 4: Iterate according to the following equations until convergence.
VS (t+1)= β NS VS (t)+ (1- β ) YS
Where the parameter

∈[0,1] specifies the relative contribution to the ranking

β

scores from the neighborhood sentences and the initial scores, which is set to 0.6 in our

study.
Step 5: Let

VS i *

its ranking score

denotes the limit of the sequence { VS

i

(t ) }, each sentence Si gets

VS i * .

In the above algorithm, all sentences spread their ranking scores to their neighbors
via the corresponding affinity graph, and the whole spreading process is repeated until
a stable state is achieved and each sentence gets the user-context-based score. In this
way, the ranking score for sentence si on the rest of user contexts can be deduced
similarly.
The final score of sentence si assigned by all the user contexts can be denoted
as Score uc (si ) , which is calculated by the combination of all scores from different user
contexts as follows:
N uc

Score uc (si ) =

 Confidence(UC , DC
k

k =1

si

) ∗ Scorek uc (si )

(4)

N uc

 Confidence(UC , DC
k =1

k

si

)
uc

where Nuc is the number of user contexts, and Confidence(UCk , DCs ) denotes the
recommendation confidence of the user context UCk to the document context DCs of
i

i

sentence si, which is calculated by the similarity between UCk and DCs .
i
2.3

Sentence Extraction

In order to evaluate the importance of each sentence si within the specified document
based on social context, we fuse both the document-context based score Score dc ( si )

and the user-context based score Score uc (si ) in a unified way as follows:
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Score(s i ) = η ∗ Score dc ( si ) + (1 − η ) ∗ Score uc (s i )

(5)

where η ∈ [0,1] is a weight adjusting parameter, specifying the relative contribution
to the sentence’s final score from the impact of document context and user context. If
η =1, only the document context’s impact is considered and the final score equals to
Score ( si ) ; if η =0, only the user context’s impact is considered and the final score
dc

equals to Score uc (si ) ; if η =0.5, the two context’s impacts are considered equally.
Finally, the overall score for each sentence within document is obtained and the
sentences with highest scores and least redundancy are chosen into the summary.

3

Experiments

3.1

Data Set

Since there is no existing evaluation benchmark dataset for social contextual
summarization, in this study, we construct a dataset to evaluate the proposed method
by downloading 200 bookmarked CNN news web documents from delicious website1
on diverse topics. The “Story Highlights” are extracted from each news document to
form the gold-standard summary.
3.2

Evaluation Methods

The ROUGE toolkit is adopted for evaluation because it is an automatic evaluation
method that was officially adopted by DUC2 [20]. ROUGE measures a summary’s
content quality by counting overlapping units such as the n-gram, word sequences,
and word pairs between the automatically generated summary and the gold-standard
reference summaries. Formally, ROUGE-N is an n-gram recall based measurement
between a candidate summary and a set of reference summaries, which is computed
as follows.
ROUGE − N =





S∈{reference summaries} gramn ∈S



Countmatch ( gramn )



S∈{reference summaries} gramn ∈S

Count ( gramn )

(6)

where n stands for the length of the n-gram, gramn, and Countmatch(gramn) is the
maximum number of n-grams co-occurring in a candidate summary and a set of
reference summaries.
In the following, we will show three ROUGE scores in the experimental results:
ROUGE-1 (unigram based metric), ROUGE-2 (bigram based metric), and ROUGESU4 (skip bigram and unigram based metric with maximum skip distance 4).
1
2

http://www.delicious.com/
http://duc.nist.gov/
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Experimental Results

As a preprocessing step, in the experiments, all the documents were segmented into
sentences, stop-words were removed and the remaining words were stemmed by the
Porter Stemmer. All the sentences were represented as the term vectors. The process
of redundancy removing and the setup of the corresponding parameters of the
following baselines are also the same as that of the proposed approach.
Given a document set, we implement the following baselines for comparison based
on how to use the contextual information when computing the importance scores of
sentences.
Baseline-R: Baseline-R is implemented by extracting sentences randomly from the
specified document to generate a summary.
Baseline-DCI: Baseline-DCI computes the importance score of a sentence in the
specified document based on only intra-document links between sentences, which can
be computed by formula (2).
Baseline-DC: Baseline-DC computes the importance score of a sentence in the
document context based on intra-document and inter-document links between
sentences, which can be computed by formula (1).
All the above baselines employ either the specified document’s internal
information or the document contextual information, yet the user contextual
information is neglected. The proposed summarization approach SocialContextSum
considers the social contextual information in a unified framework, which includes
both document context and user context.
We show the evaluation results of different approaches in Table 2.
Table 2. Evaluation results of different approaches

Approach

ROUGE-1

ROUGE-2

ROUGE-SU4

SocialContextSum
Baseline-DC
Baseline-DCI
Baseline-R

0.35267
0.34249
0.33837
0.24575

0.05190
0.05076
0.05002
0.02859

0.09974
0.08308
0.08228
0.05989

In our study, the best result of SocialContextSum is achieved when the weight
adjusting parameter η is set to 0.5.
Seen from Table 2, the proposed approach (i.e. SocialContextSum) using the social
contextual information achieves the best performance on all ROUGE metrics
comparable to that of the baselines, which demonstrates that both document context
and user context are very important for improving the performance of single
document summarization.
We also observe that the Baseline-DC performs better than the Baseline-DCI and
Baseline-R. It shows that document context can benefit the sentence’s evaluation by
proving more external clues related to the specified document.
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Impact of the Adjusting Parameter η

To discover how the relative contribution from document context and user context
influences the summarization performance, we investigate tuning the weight adjusting
parameter η .
Figure 1 shows the ROUGE-1 evaluation results of the proposed approach with
respect to the parameter η .

0.354
e 0.352
ul
a 0.35
v
1- 0.348
EG
U 0.346
OR
0.344
0.342

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
weight adjusting parameter value

Fig. 1. The ROUGE-1 evaluation results of the proposed approach with respect to the weight
adjusting parameter

Seen from Figure 1, it is clear that the summarization performance on ROUGE-1
firstly increases with η, when η is larger than 0.5, the performance tends to decrease
or at least stop increasing. It shows that considering appropriate user contextual
information is important for improving document summarization performance.
The reason underlying the above observations that the proposed social contextual
summarization approach can improve the performance of document summarization is
that there are many different online documents to discuss the same topic from various
perspectives, and the recognized appropriate social context would guarantee that the
influences through the different documents and different user clusters are more
reliable.

4

Conclusion and Future Work

Although document summarization has been comprehensively analyzed in the past
decade, the study of social-context based summarization just started. In this paper, we
propose a collaborative summarization approach based on social contextual information.
Both document context and user context are incorporated into the sentence ranking
process, and the preliminary experimental results have demonstrated the significant
improvement of the proposed approach over several baselines and clearly highlight the
potential benefits of the incorporation of social contextual information.
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In future work, we would like to investigate the performance of the approach on
other data sets with richer social contextual information such as blog and micro-blog
entries, comments on social networks, and other social bookmarking services, etc. In
addition, we also plan to investigate how to generate community-focused summaries
by making use of more implicit or explicit social media information from community
user’s feedback to further improve summarization system’s performance.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the National Natural Science
Foundation of China (No. 90820005 and No. 61070082).
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a method for classification of an author’s
sentiment for a linked blog (we call this sentiment link polarity), as a first step
for finding authoritative blogs in the blogosphere. Generally, blogs that are
linked positively from many other blogs are considered more reliable. In citing
a blog entry, there are passages where the author describes his/her sentiments
about a linked blog (which we call citing areas). We extract citing areas in a
Japanese blog entry automatically, and then classify a link polarity using the
information in the citing areas. To investigate the effectiveness of our method,
we conducted experiments. For classification of link polarity, we obtained a
high precision and recall than baseline methods. For the extraction of the citing
areas, we obtained the same Precision and Recall as manual extraction. From
our experimental results, we confirmed the effectiveness of our methods.
Keywords: Blog, Link polarity, Sentiment analysis.

1

Introduction

Recently, with the explosive spread of blogs, users can express their private ideas or
opinions on the internet easily and actively. The importance of this information is
recognized widely; however, the information in blogs contains a mixture of wheat and
chaff. Therefore, identifying reliable information efficiently has become an important
issue. Many researchers have been trying to collect individual opinions from blogs
and analyze them. We have been studying the automatic identification of authoritative
blogs in the blogosphere.
At present, methods based on the number of links are used to find authoritative
information, such as the PageRank algorithm used by Google [1]. However, the
algorithm does not reflect author sentiment about the site being linked. Therefore,
blogs on the receiving end of abuse are sometimes highly ranked on by search
engines.
To solve this problem, we focus on the author’s sentiment about a linked blog. We
call this sentiment link polarity. In a citing blog entry, there are passages where the
author describes their sentiments about a cited blog, as shown in Figure 1 (which we
call citing areas). In the case of Figure 1, both cited blogs A and B have three citing
blogs. Based on the number of links, these cited blogs have the same authority.
However, we identify cited blog A as more authoritative using link polarity.
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 509–518, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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In this paper, we automatically extract the citing areas in a blog entry, and classify
the link polarity using the information within the citing areas. This information is
useful for identifying authoritative blogs in the blogosphere efficiently, because blogs
that are linked positively from many other blogs are considered more reliable.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related
work. Section 3 explains our methods for classifying link polarity. To investigate the
effectiveness of our methods, we conducted some experiments, and Section 4 reports
the experimental results. We present conclusions in Section 5.

Fig. 1. Citation relationships between blogs

2

Related Work

In this section, we describe some related studies on sentiment analysis, lexicon for
sentiment analysis, and classification using citing area.
2.1

Sentiment Analysis

In this paper, we focus on the author’s sentiment for a linked blog, classifying
sentiment as a link polarity. We can regard the classification of link polarity as a kind
of sentiment analysis. Nanno et al. [2] presented a system called “blogWatcher”,
which collects Japanese blogs, performs searches on them, and classifies the
sentiment for a search query as positive, negative or other, using a sentiment analysis
technique. If a user uses the name of a commercial product, such as “iPhone”, as a
search term, the system extracts and classifies the sentiment for “iPhone” as a polarity
for the commercial product.
There have been several reports of research that automatically classify online movie
reviews [3, 4]. Turney applied an unsupervised learning technique based on polar words,
such as “excellent” and “poor” [3]. Manual information is computed using statistics
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gathered by search engines. Pang et al. classified reviews using the three machine
learning methods (Naive Bayes, maximum entropy classification, and SVM) [4]. They
used uni-gram and bi-gram as features for machine learning.
Nanno et al. classify the polarity of commercial products. Turney and Pang et al.
classify movie reviews. In our work, we aim to classify the polarity of author
sentiment of a cited blog.
2.2

Lexicon for Sentiment Analysis

For sentiment analysis, researchers use a lexicon that contains polar phrases and their
polarity values. Kaji and Kitsuregawa built a lexicon for sentiment analysis from
Japanese HTML documents [5]. We call the lexicon the sent lexicon. The sent lexicon
contains approximately 10,000 Japanese polar phrases with their polarity values. The
polarity value is a numerical value indicating the strength of polarity, which is
referred to as a polarity value. To disambiguate orthography, all polar phrases were
transferred into their original form with Juman1 software for morphological analysis.
For example, the sent lexicon contains
(“beautiful”), but does not contain
either
or
, which translate to the same word. When blog authors
mention the link, they sometimes use
(“recommend”) and
(“reference”).
As the sent lexicon contains adjectives and adjective phrases, these words are not
included. In this paper, we build a lexicon for classification of link polarity. We call
this lexicon the link lexicon.

きれいだ キレイだ

2.3

綺麗だ
お勧め

参考

Classification of Link Polarity

There have been several reports on research to classify links in blog entries
automatically [6, 7]. Kale et al. devised a method that classifies links in blog entries
as either positive or negative [6]. They used a lexicon of positive and negative
oriented words and matched the token words from x characters before and after the
links to determine the polarity. The link polarity was calculated as follows.
Polarity=(Np-Nn)/ (Np+Nn)

(1)

Here, Np is the number of positively oriented words and Nn is the number of
negatively oriented words. We manually created rules for the automatic extraction of
any surrounding sentences that mention the link (citing areas). Alternatively,
Martineau proposed a machine-learning approach for link classification from several
viewpoints using words that appear in the context of citations of URLs as features [7].
Several researchers focused on links in a social net [8, 9]. Guha and Kumar studied
data sets from a general consumer review site, Epinions [8]. Leskovec et al. studied
data sets from Epinions, Slashdot, and Wikipedia [9]. They predicted positive and
negative links in data sets using a method based on machine learning, and compared
these with theories of balance and status from social psychology. They use the
1

http://nlp.ist.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/EN/index.php?JUMAN
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number of links as a feature for machine learning. In this paper, we focus on links in
blog entries, and classify the link polarities using the sentiment in the text surrounding
the link.
In a research paper, there are passages where the author describes the essence of a
citing paper and the differences between the current paper and the cited paper (we call
them citing areas). These passages can be considered as a kind of summary of the
citing paper from the current author’s viewpoint. Nanba et al. [10] automatically
classified the types of citation relationships that indicate the reason for citation, using
information in the citing areas. They classified the reason for citation into three
categories.
To construct collections of hyperlinks for a tourist spot, Ishino et al. [11] classified
the link in travel blog entries [12] into four categories with citing areas. They
manually created rules using cue phrases for the automatic extraction of citing areas.
For the classification of links, they obtained a high precision with the information in
the citing areas.
In this paper, we automatically extract citing areas in the same way as Nanba et al.
and Ishino et al., and classify link polarity with the information in the citing areas.

3

Classification of Link Polarity

In this section, we define link polarity in Subsection 3.1, and then explain our
approach for classification of link polarity in blog entries in Subsection 3.2.
3.1

Link Polarity

Authors of blogs often link to other blogs with a sentiment for a linked blog. We call
the sentiment link polarity. In general, a link polarity can be classified into three
categories: positive, negative and other. However, there were only five negative links
in 840 links that we collected. Because the link polarities were overwhelmingly
positive, we classify link polarities in this paper as either positive or other.
3.2

Classification of Link Polarity

The procedure for the classification of link polarity is as follows.
1.
2.
3.

Input a blog entry.
Extract a hyperlink and any surrounding sentences that mention the link (a
citing area).
Classify the link by taking account of the information in the citing area.

In the following, we will explain Steps 2 and 3.
Extraction of Citing Areas. We manually created rules for the automatic extraction
of citing areas. These rules use cue phrases. When authors of a blog mention links,
they use particular words, such as “blog” (
), “entry” (
) , or author’s

ブログ

記事
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name/title of the linked blog. Therefore, we manually selected the cues, and used
them for citing area extraction. For extraction of citing areas, we take account of the
HTML anchor types and classify the anchor into the following three categories.
 Anchor type 1: Anchor is a URL of linked blog.
 Anchor type 2: Anchor contains blog author’s name of linked blog.
 Anchor type 3: Other than anchor types 1 and 2.
We manually created rules 1, 2, and 3, for Anchor types 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
 Rule 1 for anchor type 1
1. Extract a sentence that includes the link and extract X sentences that appear
before or after a web hyperlink, and add them to the candidate. Here, we
used the value of X = 2, which was determined via a pilot study.
2. Extract the author’s name or title of the linked site from one sentence that
appears before or after a web hyperlink. When blog authors introduce web
sites, quotation marks or brackets are often used immediately before and
after the title of the site. We extract character strings within quotation marks
or brackets as keywords. We also extract a word with “Mr.” ( ) and
“Ms./Mrs.” (
) as an author name of the linked blog.
3. Extract all sentences including the title of the linked blog in the blog entry as
citing areas.
4. Extract all sentences including the author’s name of the linked blog in the
blog entry as citing areas. If cues appear in a sentence that appears before or
after the sentence including cues, we extract them as citing areas.
 Rule 2 for anchor type 2
1. Extract a word with “Mr.” ( ) and “Ms./Mrs.” (
) as the author’s name
of the linked blog.
2. Extract all sentences including the author’s name of the linked blog in the
blog entry as citing areas. If cues appear in a sentence that appears before or
after the sentence including the title of the linked blog, we extract them as
citing areas.
 Rule 3 for anchor type 3
1. Extract a sentence that includes the link and extract X sentences that appear
before or after a web hyperlink, and add them to the candidate. Here, we
used the value of X = 2, which was determined via a pilot study.
2. Extract sentences include the same character strings as the anchor and
character strings just before particular cues, such as “blog of” (
),
), as the author’s name of the linked blog.
or “entry of” (
3. Extract all sentences including the author’s name of the linked site in the
blog entry as citing areas. If cues appear in a sentence that appears before or
after the sentence including cues, we extract them as citing areas.

君

さん

君

の記事

さん

のブログ

Building the Link Lexicon for Classification of Link Polarity. We build a lexicon
containing positively oriented words for classification of link polarity. We call the
lexicon the link lexicon. If the citing area contains positively oriented words, we
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classify the link polarity as positive. If not, we classify the link polarity as other. The
procedure for building the link lexicon is as follows.
First, we collect sentences containing the word “this blog” (
) as candidates
for the polar sentence from blog entries and a “Web Japanese N-gram” database 2
provided by Google, and manually classify the polarity of the sentences. Examples of
polar sentences are shown in Table 1. Second, we manually extract positively oriented
words from sentences classified as positive. The double-underlined parts are the
positively oriented words. We extract positively oriented words, such as “recommended”
(
) and “filled with information” (
). Finally, we record the positively
oriented words in the link lexicon. The link lexicon contains 135 positively oriented
words.

このブログ

オススメ

情報満載

Table 1. Examples of polar sentences
Polarity

Polar sentence

このブログはマジでオススメである。
このブログは情報満載なのでリンクさせて頂きます。
[original]

positive

[translation]
This blog is strongly recommended.
I link to this information-rich blog site.
[original]
other

このブログは、オレの気の向くままに運営しております。
このブログは参加しにくい。
[translation]
I administer this blog as my fancy dictates.
It is difficult to participate in this blog.

4

Experiments

To investigate the effectiveness of our methods, we conducted several experiments.
4.1

Data Sets and Experimental Setting

We randomly selected 840 links in blog entries, manually classified the link polarity,
and used them for our examination. Table 2 shows the number of positive links and
other links. We used precision, recall and F-measure as evaluation measures.
Table 2. The number of hyperlinks for each type

Link polarity
The number of links

2

Positive
378

Other
462

Total
840

http://www.gsk.or.jp/catalog/GSK2007-C/catalog.html
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In this paper, we propose two methods for building the link lexicon for
classification of link polarity and extraction of citing areas. Thus, we considered and
evaluated two different approaches. First, to evaluate the link lexicon, we use blog
data A with manual extraction of citing areas. Second, to evaluate the method for
extraction of citing areas, we use blog data B with automatic extraction of citing areas
by our method.
4.2

Evaluation of the Link Lexicon

To evaluate the link lexicon, we use blog data A with manual extraction of citing
areas manually. There are two main methods.
[Methods based on Kale et al.’s words]



Kale_LinkLex (our method): Use the link lexicon.
Kale_SentLex[θ]: Use the sent lexicon. By using polarity value and
threshold θ(>0), we decided whether a word is a polar word or not. If the
polarity value of the words is greater than θ, we regard the word as a positive
word. Similarly, if the polarity value of the words is less than –θ, we
regard the word as a negative word. We calculate link polarity using
equation (1).

[Methods based on Martineau’s method]
We used the TinySVM (http://chasen.org/~taku/software/TinySVM/) software as
the machine-learning package. We performed a four-fold cross-validation test.




Martineau_LinkLex (our method): Use the link lexicon as features.
Martineau_SentLex (our method): Use the sent lexicon as features.
Martineau_Base: Use the words as features.

Results and Discussion
The evaluation results are shown in Table 3. Kale_SentLex[θ] achieved a high
precision with large θ. Kale_SentLex[θ] achieved a high recall with low θ We found
Kale_SentLex[11] achieved the highest precision and Kale_SentLex[3] achieved the
highest recall, as shown in Table 3. Kale_LinkLex obtained a high precision and
recall in comparison with the baseline method based on polar words. Finally,
Martineau_LinkLex obtained a high precision and recall in comparison with the
baseline method based on Martineau’s method. The methods using the link lexicon
obtained the highest precision and recall. Therefore, we have confirmed the
effectiveness of the link lexicon that we built for classification of link polarity. In
addition, Kale_LinkLex obtained the best performance.

.
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Table 3. Evaluation results for link lexicon

Kale_LinkLex
Methods based on (our method)
Kale et al.’s method Kale_SentLex[11]
Kale_SentLex[3]
Martineau_LinkLex
(our method)
Methods based on Martineau_SentLex
Martineau’s method (our method)
Martineau_Base

Precision
(%)

Recall
(%)

F-measure
(%)

85.2

90.3

87.8

72.0

9.5

40.8

55.9

67.7

61.8

81.7

74.8

78.3

78.8

74.1

76.5

78.0

71.6

74.8

The performances of methods based on Kale’s method were better than the
performances of methods based on machine learning. When blog authors introduce a
) and
linked blog, they use particular words, such as “recommended” (
“nice” (
). There are a few variations of polar words in blogs. Therefore, we
obtained higher performances with methods based on Kale et al.’s method than
Martineau’s method. We show the number of correct and incorrect classification in
Table 4. There are many differences in the incorrect number between Kale_LinkLex
and Martineau_LinkLex. If we combine the methods based on Kale et al.’s and
Martineau’s methods, and we can further improve the performance of link polarity
classification.

オススメ

ステキ

Table 4. Evaluation results of Kale_LinkLex and Martineau_LinkLex

Kale_LinkLex
Total

correct
incorrect

Martineau_LinkLex
correct
incorrect
640
105
44
51
684
156

Total
745
95
840

With Kale_LinkLex, there were two typical errors in the classification of link
polarity: (1) the lack of polar words in the link lexicon and (2) the limitation of the
method depending on polar words. We describe these errors as follows.
(1) Lack of cues
For classification of link polarity, we manually collected polar words and built the link
lexicon, as described in Subsection 3.3. To improve the coverage of polar words, a
statistical approach, such as applying n-gram statistics to a larger blog corpus, will be
required.
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(2) Limitation of the method depending on polar words
Our method mistakenly classified the following example as positive. We proposed the
method based on taking account of polar words in citing areas for classification of
link polarity. In the example, “nice” (
), which was collected as a polar word,
appears in the citing areas, so our method classified it as positive. The blog author
said that the present was nice. However, the blog author did not say the linked blog is
nice. Our method cannot analyze what is nice. To improve the performance of
classification of link polarity, we need to consider language structure.

ステキ

[original]

先日いつも仲良くしていただいている
<a href=“http://blogs.yahoo.co.jp/tenmomomini/” target=_blank>テンファミリ
ー＋オチビ</a>の「もりりんさん」から、 ステキなプレゼントが届きま
した～～
[translation]
The other day, I received a nice present from Ms. Momorin who was the blog
<a
href=“http://blogs.yahoo.co.jp/tenmomomini/”
author
of
target=_blank>Tenfamily and Ochibi</a>
Fig. 2. An example of a failure

4.3

Evaluation of Citing Areas

To evaluate our methods for extraction of citing areas, we use blog data B with
automatic extraction of citing areas by our method.


Kale_LinkLex_Auto (Our method): Use the link lexicon as features.

Results and Discussion
The evaluation results are shown in Table 5. Kale_LinkLex_Auto used blog data B
with automatic extraction of citing areas by our method. Kale_LinkLex used blog data
A with manual extraction of citing areas. The result of Kale_LinkLex is from Table 3.
Kale_LinkLex_Auto shows the same precision and recall as Kale_LinkLex.
Therefore, we have confirmed the effectiveness of our method for the extraction of
citing areas. In this paper, we proposed the method for extraction of citing areas using
cues. In our future work, we will consider linguistic information from the linked site
and sentences surrounding the link and improve the performance of extraction of
citing areas.
Table 5. Evaluation results for citing areas

Kale_LinkLex_Auto
(our method)
Kale_LinkLex
(our method)

Precision (%)

Recall (%)

F-measure (%)

86.5

87.6

87.1

85.2

90.3

87.8
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Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed methods for classification of link polarity in blogs. First,
we collected polar words and built the link lexicon. Next, we extracted citing areas
from blog entries and classified the link polarity in the blog as positive or other using
the link lexicon. In the evaluation of the link lexicon, Kale_LinkLex obtained
precision and recall scores of 85.2% and 90.3%. Martineau_LinkLex obtained
precision and recall scores of 81.7% and 74.8%. Kale_LinkLex obtained the best
performance. In the evaluation of our method for the extraction of citing areas,
Kale_LinkLex_Auto shows the same precision and recall as Kale_LinkLex with
manual extraction of citing areas. The experimental results confirmed the
effectiveness of our methods.
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Abstract. We propose how to extract procedural knowledge rather than
declarative knowledge utilizing machine learning method with deep language
processing features in scientific documents, as well as how to model it. We
show the representation of procedural knowledge in PubMed abstracts and
provide experiments that are quite promising in that it shows 82%, 63%, 73%,
and 70% performances of purpose/solutions (two components of procedural
knowledge model) extraction, process’s entity identification, entity association,
and relation identification between processes respectively, even though we
applied strict guidelines in evaluating the performance.
Keywords: Information Extraction, Text Mining, Procedural Knowledge
Modeling, Procedural Knowledge Extraction.

1

Introduction

Technology Intelligence is an activity helping companies or organizations to make
better decisions by gathering and providing information about the state-of-the-art
technologies [1]. Recently, the systems supporting Technology Intelligence have been
actively developed to assist researchers and practitioners to make strategic technology
plans [2]. Usually, these systems import text mining methodologies to analyze tacit
information inside company or on the Internet. However, they focused on extracting
declarative knowledge, which describes objects and events by specifying the
properties which characterize them; it does not pay attention to extract the actions
needed to obtain a result, but only on its properties [3]. Therefore, we propose a
methodology that enables to build procedural knowledge using text mining technique
based on deep language processing. In general, procedural knowledge has been
considered as knowledge of how to do something or knowledge of skills [4]. It is
contrasted with propositional knowledge or declarative knowledge. Even though two
kinds of knowledge have been defined differently in different domain, Sahdra and
Thagard [4] summarized them as shown in Table 1.
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 519–528, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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Table 1. Different terms used with respect to knowledge-how and knowledge-that

Philosophy
Psychology
Artificial
Intelligence

Knowledge-that
propositional knowledge
Explicit knowledge,
declarative knowledge

Knowledge-how
procedural knowledge, abilities
Implicit knowledge, tacit
abilities, skills

Declarative knowledge

Procedural knowledge

If we could build the Knowledge-how information from documents, there could be
a lot of application analyzing such highly organized procedural knowledge. As an
example, the procedural knowledge in the biomedical domain enables doctors or
researchers find state-of-the-art technologies and their detailed procedures
conveniently. So, they can improve the quality of medication services as well as
technology enhancements. Moreover, it is also beneficial to the policy makers in
governments or companies on building new plans preparing for the upcoming highly
diversified world. We explain related work in section 2 and describe how to model
and extract the procedural knowledge in PubMed1 abstracts in section 3. Section 4
shows two major experiments; purpose/solution sentence classification and unit
procedure identification. The results on how to extract procedural knowledge using
text mining methodologies are followed at section 5. At last, we summarize and
conclude in section 6.

2

Related Work

A lot of research on extracting information like terminology, entity, and concept using
various resources such as dictionary, thesaurus, or ontology has been published
continuously until now [5-7]. The research on relation or event extraction between
them also has been popular these days . However, those works have been focusing on
knowledge-that instead of knowledge-how. Even though Jung, et al. [8] extracted
procedural knowledge and built ontology from the web documents like eHow2 and
wikiHow 3 , their target documents are already structured (listed) in a bulleted
sequential form. For an example in wikiHow, there is an article labeled “How to
Celebrate National Egg Month”. It contains 6 sequential instructions which are
imperative sentences. From the article, he extracted sequential actions and built
ontology for further usage. The sequential instructions are structured by the
wiki-authors. In addition, parsing the sentences is straightforward since almost of
them are simple sentences rather than compound or complex sentences.

1
2
3

PubMed: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
eHow URL: http://www.ehow.com
wikiHow URL: http://www.wikihow.com
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Methodology for Procedural Knowledge Extraction

3.1

Modeling
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We modeled the procedural knowledge which is structured to solve a specific purpose
or goal. That is, procedural knowledge in a document consists of a set of unit
procedures and each unit has a common purpose to be resolved by the procedures. So,
the target document could be represented as a pair of purpose and its solution(s)
which consists of a set of graphs of unit procedures. It can be depicted as following
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of procedural knowledge in PubMed abstract: T, A, and M are
acronyms of Target, Action, and Method respectively

As depicted in Fig. 1, we defined procedural knowledge as a combination of a
purpose and a corresponding solution. And the solution consists of one or more unit
procedures having relationships with each other. The unit procedure is a triple
combination of Target, Method, and Action; Target is defined as diseases, symptoms,
objects, organs, and so on. Method is treatments, operations, medications, etc. Action
is a predicate part connecting or relating Target with Method to explain how to apply
a Method to treat a Target disease or symptom. This modeling has been carried out
with medical doctors who have supported us because of their professional knowledge
in the medical domain and being one of the best benefit recipients from this research.
3.2

Extraction Procedures

According to the model constructed in subsection 3.1, we designed how the procedural
knowledge could be extracted. The major four steps to build procedural knowledge are as
follows. 1) Preprocessing target documents by extracting possible lexical, syntactic, or
semantic features using various natural language processing techniques; such POS
tagging, syntactic parsing, predicate-argument structure tagging, and ontology based
terminology identification. 2) Classifying the purpose and solution sentences among the
entire sentences belonging to a document. The features gathered in the step 1 are supplied
to machine learning algorithms that actually classify the sentences into one of the three
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categories (purpose/solution/other). 3) Identifying the unit procedures in each purpose or
solution sentences. A unit procedure consists of three basic entities,
Target/Action/Method. Unit procedure must have at least two entities except that in
purpose sentence. The triple from the purpose sentence is considered as not an actual
procedure but a nominal procedure. So, the triple is used only for simplifying purpose
sentence. 4) Assigning the relationship between two unit processes. The relationship
could be sequential, parallel, casual, etc.
3.3

Target Documents

In this paper, the target document for procedural knowledge is confined to the areas of
Gastric Cancer and Spinal Disease by the help of medical doctors having been
working together. That’s because those diseases have more probability of sentences
containing appropriate procedural knowledge as well as they are popular and familiar
topics people are interested in. Most of review papers or case study papers popular in
the biomedical domain are not appropriate for procedural knowledge extraction since
they do not include experiments or methodologies which contain procedural
information. The target document is semantically divided into several blocks by
authors on submitting their papers. The blocks are classified as OBJECTIVE,
BACKGROUND, METHODS, RESULTS, and CONCLUSIONS in general.
Sometimes, one or more block are omitted or merged. By the way, we are focusing on
classifying purpose and solution parts which include two or more out of the three
entities. So, it is differentiated with other researches on sentence classification [9],
[10] because we only select the sentences possibly containing one or more entities
(Target, Action, and Method). In general, the solution part consists of one or more
methodological sentences.
3.4

Training Corpus

We developed a training corpus for extracting procedural knowledge by the help of two
medical doctors. Total 1309 documents are tagged with purpose/solution labels which
contain one or more unit processes (Triple: Target, Action, and Method). In addition, the
relationship between two unit processes is also marked. After tagging, the two doctors
carried out cross-validation of the tagged corpus. The corpus consists of two domains:
Spinal Disease (949 documents) and Gastric Cancer (360 documents).

4

Experiments

The experiments are divided into two parts; purpose/solution classification, unit process
identification. The former classifies sentences into one of three classes: purpose, solution,
and others, but the latter identifies the triple, Target/Action/Method, in the
purpose/solution sentences. For preparing the two experiments, several text mining
techniques are applied to the target documents explained in the next subsection.
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Preprocessing

The target documents are preprocessed with Part Of Speech (POS) Tagging, Syntactic
Parsing, Predicate-Argument Structure Tagging, and Ontology Mapping. The POS
tagging has been applied using Enju parser 4 . Predicate-argument structure [11] is
applied, which is a representation of the meaningful relationships of words in a
sentence according to the relation between predicate and its arguments. At last, the
ontology mapping for terminology identification is added. The terms corresponding to
ontology item in UMLS5, UniProt6, or GO(Gene Ontology)7 are marked. This deep
processed information is utilized on training or testing the machine learning based
algorithms explained in subsection 4.2.
4.2

Purpose/Solution Sentence Classification

Extracting purpose/solution sentences from an abstract could be regarded as a
classification problem selecting one category out of three categories such as purpose,
solution, and other. For this task, we utilized two machine learning approaches,
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) 8 and Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) 9 . The
reason why we applied CRFs, frequently used in sequence labeling problem, in
addition to the SVMs is that the order of the semantic blocks in abstract are
sequential.
The features for this experiment consist of four kinds of items. 1) Content features:
unigrams and bigrams in target sentence. Stemming and Stopwords elimination are
applied. 2) Position features: sentence number of target sentence in the abstract. The
purpose sentence tends to be located at the first few sentences and the solution
sentences are rather later part of the abstract. 3) Neighbor features: content features of
previous and next k sentences of the target sentence. 4) Ontological features: ontology
terms in the UMLS, UniProt, and GO.
4.3

TAM Identification

This experiment is to extract the three entities as Target, Action, and Method
(abbreviated as TAM) using CRFs algorithm with 4 kinds of features as follows. 1)
Word features: word, word lemma, POS tag, whether first character is capital or not,
whether all characters are capital or not. 2) Context features: words and POS tags of
previous and next k words of the target word. 3) Predicate-argument structure:
predicate type and its argument words and POS tags. 4) Ontological features:
ontology terms in the UMLS, UniProt, and GO. This task is to find the boundary of
the word or phrase that is recognized as Target, Action, or Method. Therefore, we
4
5
6
7
8
9

Enju Parser, http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/enju/
UMLS, http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/
UniProt, http://www.uniprot.org/
Gene Ontology, http://www.geneontology.org/
LIBSVM v3.0, http://www.uniprot.org/
Mallet 2.0 for CRFs, http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/
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used most widespread representation so-called IOB tags for chunking of each entity.
The B and I tags are suffixed with the entity type, e.g. B-Target, I-Target, B-Action,
I-Action, B-Method, and I-Method. Of course, it is not necessary to specify a chunk
type for tokens that appear outside an entity, so these are just labeled O. An example
of this scheme is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Tagging TAM entities

4.4

TAM Association

In previous sub-section, we identified all entities in each sentence. However, a
sentence may contain one or more TAM triples. In some cases, one or more entities
between two TAMs could be shared. In an example sentence, “T1 and T2 was A1 by
M1 and M2”, many triples such as <T1, A1, M1>, < T1, A1, M2>, <T2, A1, M1>,
etc. could be extracted. So, the entities in a sentence should be engaged with each
other in a way that each action tries to connect to each Target or Method and decides
whether it is appropriate to be a Target or Method of the Action, as depicted in Fig. 3.
There are one Target, one Action, and two Methods in the example sentence. Based
on the Action ‘analyzed’, two triples could be extracted, like <’simulated
electrograms’, ‘analyzed’, ‘basic time-domain method’> and <’simulated
electrograms’, ’analyzed’, ’frequency-domain method’>. This task could be regarded
as binary classification at the Action entity since it is a decision problem of whether
each link from Action to either Target or Method is appropriate or not.

Fig. 3. Multiple TAMs in a sentence
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Therefore, we applied SVMs binary classification algorithm so as to decide
whether each link from Action to Target (or Method) is feasible or not, using the
following three features. 1) Position features: position (previous: negative value, next:
positive value) of Target (or Method) from Action. 2) Context features: words and
POS tags between two entities. 3) Predicate-argument structure: predicate type and
predicate word between two entities, whether the Target (or Method) is related
through predicate-argument structure. The Target or Method entity could be absent
while the Action should exist. So, the triple <Target, Action, > or <, Action, Method>
is possible, but <Target, , Method> is not.
4.5

Relation Extraction

After associating TAMs to identify a unit process in a sentence, we need to associate
each TAM to the other based on their relationships. In Fig. 3, there are two unit
processes consisting of a triple entity, TAM, as described in subsection 4.4. The two
processes have parallel relationship with each other because the two methods (CFE
and DF) are carried out separately and in parallel, according to the example sentence.
Fig. 4 shows an additional example of a sequential relation. There are three unit
processes and they are engaged in sequential manner according to the clue words,
‘first’, ‘then’, and ‘finally’.

Fig. 4. An example of sequential relationship between two unit processes from a snippet text

This task could be thought of as a multi-class classification because we have to
find one among several relationships between the pair of unit processes in a sentence
or adjacent (previous and next) sentences, using various clue words. For this task, we
defined only two relationships such as sequential and parallel relationship as a
feasibility task. And we utilized SVMs for this binary classification task using the
following three feature groups. 1) Position features: position (previous, next) of the
target unit process, clue words (first, second, finally, parallel, one, the other, and,
both, as well as, … ) and their relative positions to the unit process. 2) Context
features: words and POS tags between the processes, POS tag of Action word in the
unit process, the composition of the unit process such as <T,A,>, <,A,M>, or
<T,A,M>. 3) Predicate-argument structure: predicate type and predicate word related
to the two processes.
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5

Results

5.1

Results on Purpose/Solution Sentence Classification

The training and test set are divided in the ratio 8:2 (leave-two-out method) and CRFs
and SVMs methods are applied to train purpose/solution sentence classification models.
The F-1 score of purpose sentence classification using CRFs achieved 85% while it is
relatively low (69%) in solution sentence classification. The reason why the performance
is rather bad in solution sentence classification is that there are quite a few sentences that
have not at least two entities out of the TAM, even though the sentence sequences of the
abstract affect the performance in assigning categories of the sentences.
Table 2. Purpose/Sentence Classification Results

Purpose
Solution
Total

Precision
CRFs
SVMs
0.8326 0.8462
0.6923 0.8333
0.7279 0.8369

Recall
CRFs
SVMs
0.8578
0.9009
0.6913
0.7610
0.7326
0.7957

F-1
CRFs
0.8450
0.6918
0.7303

SVMs
0.8727
0.7955
0.8158

However, the result using SVMs is quite promising since the F-1 scores of the two
tasks are 87% and 80% respectively in Table 2. Recall that the model for this
experiment is not only for a sentence classification but also for checking whether the
sentence contains TAM or not. Actually, some sentences in METHODS block could
not be assigned to solution category because they only have at most one component of
TAM. So it is rather different from the general sentence classification [9], [10] which
performs over 0.90 in their F-1 scores. The both machine learning methods show in
common that performance on purpose is better than that on solution because of the
consistency in writing the purpose sentences. Usually, ‘to ~’, ‘the aim of this study ~’,
and ‘the goal is ~’ are the sentence patterns frequently observed in purpose sentences,
while it is hard to find the common pattern in solution sentences.
5.2

Results on TAM Identification

For this experiment, the training and the test set are also divided in the ratio 8:2
(leave-two-out method) and only the CRFs method is applied to train TAM
identification model. As we mentioned previously, the performance below does not
include partial matching in multi-word entities since most of the medical terms are
very sensitive in the semantic perspective according to medical experts. For example,
the substring such as ‘cooperative ataxia rating scale’, ‘ataxia rating scale’, or
‘rating scale’ is not regarded as the correct one in the Method term, ‘international
cooperative ataxia rating scale’, shown in subsection 3.3. The result on Action entity
shows high compared to the other two because the number of words in Action entity
is at most 2-3 and the main word is verb or verb equivalent. On the contrary, Target
and Method entities are large in their length and they contain relatively more
adverbs/adjectives as well as composite nouns.
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Table 3. TAM Identification using CRFs

Entity
Target
Action
Method
Total
5.3

Precision
0.5212
0.7878
0.6014
0.6401

Recall
0.5696
0.7753
0.5078
0.6102

F-1
0.5443
0.7815
0.5507
0.6248

Results on TAM Association and Relation Extraction

We also used leave-two-out method with SVMs classification method and got a result
like Table 4. According to the result, the performance of Action-Target Association is
superior to Action-Method. It’s because the syntactic variation in sentence of the
Method components is much complicated than that of the Target which is usually
located in the beginning part of sentence. Additionally, we also performed relation
identification experiment using SVMs classification method with leave-two-out
method. We only focused on two relations (Sequential and Parallel) as a feasibility
task. The parallel relation identification is better than the sequential one since its clue
is more direct that the sequential clue because the parallel clues are ‘both’, ‘and’, ‘as
well as’, ‘at the same time’, and so on.
Table 4. Unit process association using SVMs

Association
ActionMethod
ActionTarget
<T,A,M> match

Precision
0.7455
0.7921
0.6305

Recall
0.6823
0.7087
0.6003

F-1
0.7125
0.7481
0.6150

Table 5. Relation Identification using SVMs

Relation
Sequential
Parallel
Total

6

Precision
0.6799
0.7122
0.6961

Recall
0.6911
0.7210
0.7061

F-1
0.6855
0.7166
0.7010

Conclusion

We proposed a procedural knowledge modeling and extraction method for
Technology Intelligence based on machine learning approaches with deep language
processing analysis. The experiments showed that the proposed approach is quite
promising because it shows 63%~82% in each step of the procedural knowledge
extraction steps, even though we applied strict guidelines in evaluating the
performance. In addition, we built a handcrafted valuable training corpus with two
medical doctors, which have 1309 PubMed abstracts categorized into 8 diseases from
both gastric cancer and spinal disease. For future work, we plan to apply the approach
to the full-text of documents such as papers, patents, and/or reports.
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Abstract. Incorrect recognition of adjacent small words is considered one of
the obstacles in improving the performance of automatic continuous speech
recognition systems. The pronunciation variation in the phonemes of adjacent
words introduces ambiguity to the triphone of the acoustic model and adds
more confusion to the speech recognition decoder. However, small words are
more likely to be affected by this ambiguity than longer words. In this paper,
we present a data-driven approach to model the small words problem. The proposed method identifies the adjacent small words in the corpus transcription to
generate the compound words. The unique compound words are then added to
the expanded pronunciation dictionary, as well as to the language model as a
new sentence. Results show a significant improvement of 2.16% in the word error rate compared to that of the Baseline speech corpus of Modern Standard
Arabic broadcast news.
Keywords: Speech recognition, pronunciation variation, small-word, phonetic
dictionary, language model, Modern Standard Arabic.

1

Introduction

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is a key technology for a variety of applications.
Speech recognition is often used as the front-end for many natural language processing
(NLP) applications. Some of these typical applications include voice dialing, call routing,
data entry and dictation, command and control, and computer-aided language learning.
Intuitively, improving the ASR's performance will improve the related NLP applications.
In fact, speech communication with computers, PCs, and household appliances is envisioned to be the dominant human-machine interface in the near future.
The substantial goal of ASRs is to enable people to communicate more naturally
and effectively. But this ultimate dream faces many obstacles such as different speaking styles, continuous speech, and small words. The small words problem appears
when augmenting two adjacent small words to form one compound word that does
not exist in the pronunciation dictionary list. This ambiguity leads to the Out-OfVocabulary (OOV) problem. OOV is a percentage of the unsatisfied requests among
all queries to the dictionary. In the case of unsatisfied request, another word with a
sequence of nearest match pronunciation (might be wrong) will be chosen, consequently increasing errors and reducing performance. Initiatively, to ameliorate the
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ASRs performance, OOV should be reduced as much as possible. This reduction in
OOV will alleviate the difficulties that may rise during the decoding process. OOV
problem is partially solved by adding more candidate pronunciation variations (e.g.
compound words) to the dictionary.
Augmenting small words is like the cross-word modeling, a well known approach
to augment words according to the phonological rules. As a comparison, the crossword method does not pay attention to the words length, unlike the small word modeling which is based exclusively on the words length, without caring about phonology.
Cross-word modeling demonstrated in many publications, and for many languages.
Phonological rules are used for cross-word modeling in [1], [2], [3], and [4] for US
English. Research work for other languages such as Dutch, French, Malay, Mandarin,
Korean, etc., also exists.
In contrast with phonological rules approach, a data-driven approach can also be
used to augment small words. The Data-driven approach depends solely on the corpus
transcription to generate compound words. In [5], a significant enhancement was
achieved when applying the data-driven approach to model small-words for US English. To the authors' knowledge, the small-word problem has not been tackled in modern standard Arabic (MSA), which is the recently spoken Arabic in news casts and
formal speeches.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 elaborates on the motivation. We describe the Baseline system in Section 3. In Section 4, we present the Arabic phoneme
set. Next, Section 5 provides a description of the Baseline pronunciation dictionary.
After that, Section 6 presents our proposed method. We, then, show the results in
Sections 7 and finally conclude the work in section 8.

2

Motivation

Unlike isolated speech, continuous speech is known to be a source of augmenting
words. This augmentation depends on many factors such as the phonology of the
language and the lengths of the words. Our work is focused on adjacent small words
being a source of this merging of words. During our previous research work in Arabic
speech recognition, it became evident that adjacent small words contribute negatively
to achieving less than optimal performance. Table 1 presents an example of the smallword problem.
Table 1. A small-word problem explanation

A speech sentence to be
tested
Recognized as (Baseline):

ﱠﺔ
ِﻴ
ُوﺑ
ُور
ل اﻷ
َِ
ﱡو
ِﻦ اﻟﺪ
ٍ ﻣ
َد
َﺪ
َﻦ ﻋ
َ ﻋ
ِﲔ
ﱢﻠ
َﺜ
ُﻤ
َﻣ
و
ﱠﺔ
ِﻴ
ُوﺑ
ُور
ِ اﻷ
َل
ﱡو
اﻟﺪ
ِﱠ
ن
إ
َﻦ
ِﲔ ﻋ
ﱢﻠ
َﺜ
ُﻤ
َﻣ
و

Table 1 shows that small words were negatively affected by the concatenations.
The decoder mistakenly recognized two separated small words as one word, although
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it recognized longer words correctly. So, we expect that if we compound the small
words as one word, a better performance will be achieved.

3

The Baseline System

The Baseline system used is the Arabic speech recognition system developed at
KFUPM. The system was built using CMU Sphinx 3 speech recognition engine by
Ali M. [9]. The engine uses 3-emmiting states Hidden Markov Models (HMM) for
triphone-based acoustic models. The state probability distribution uses a continuous
density of 8 Gaussian mixture distributions. The Baseline system is trained using
audio files recorded from several TV news channels at a sampling rate of 16 k samples per seconds. Our corpus includes of 249 business/economics and sports stories
(144 by male speakers, 105 by female speakers), summing up to 5.4 hours of speech.
The 5.4 hours were split into 4572 files with an average file length of 4.5 seconds.
The length of wave files ranges from 0.8 seconds to 15.6 seconds. An additional 0.1
second silence period is added to the beginning and end of each file. Although care
was taken to exclude recordings with background music or excessive noise, some of
the files still contain background noise such as low level or fainting music, environmental noise such as that of a reporter in an open area, e.g., a stadium or a stock market, and low level overlapping foreign speech, occurring when a reporter is translating
foreign statements. The 4572 wav files were completely transcribed with fully diacritized text.
The transcription is meant to reflect the way the speaker has uttered the words,
even if they were grammatically wrong. It is a common practice in MSA and most
Arabic dialects to drop the vowels at the end of words; this situation is represented in
the transcription by either using a silence mark (Sukun) or dropping the vowel, which
is considered equivalent to the silence mark. The transcription file contains 39,217
words. The vocabulary list contains 14,234 words. The Baseline WER is 13.39%.

4

Arabic Phoneme Set

A phoneme is the basic unit of the speech that is used in ASR systems. Table 2 shows
the listing of the Arabic phoneme set used in the training, and the corresponding phoneme symbols. The table also shows illustrative examples of vowel usage. This phoneme set is chosen based on the previous experience with Arabic text-to-Speech systems in [6],[7],[8], and the corresponding phoneme set which is successfully used in
the CMU English pronunciation dictionary.
Table 2. The complete phoneme set used in the training
Phoneme
/AE/
/AE:/
/AA/

Example◄Letter
ب
َ ◄ -َ Fatha
ــَﺎ ◄ﺑَﺎب
خ
َ ◄  َـHard Fatah

Phoneme
/DH/
/R/
/Z/

Letter
( ذThal)
( رRaa)
( زZain)
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Table 2. (continued)
 َـ ◄ َدSoft Fatah
ب
ُ ◄  ُـDamma
ــُﻮ ◄دُون
ُـ ◄ﻏُﻀﻦ
 ِـ ◄ﺑِﻨﺖKasra
ــِﻲ ◄ﻓِﻴﻞ
ِـ ◄ﺻِﻨﻒ
ــُﻮ ◄ﻟَﻮم
ــَﻲ ◄ﺿَﻴﻒ
( ءHamza)
( بBaa)
( تTaa)
( ثThaa)
( ﺟﻴﻢ ﻓﺼﺤﺔJeem)
( حHaa)
( خKhah)
( دDal)

/AH/
/UH/
/UW/
/UX/
/IH/
/IY/
/IX/
/AW/
/AY/
/E/
/B/
/T/
/TH/
/JH/
/HH/
/KH/
/D/

/S/
/SH/
/SS/
/DD/
/TT/
/DH2/
/AI/
/GH/
/F/
/Q/
/K/
/L/
/M/
/N/
/H/
/W/
/Y/

( سSeen)
( شSheen)
( صSad)
( ضDad)
( طTaa)
( ظThaa)
( عAin)
( غGhain)
( فFaa)
( قQaf)
( كKaf)
( لLam)
( مMeem)
( نNoon)
( ﻩHaa)
( وWaw)
( يYaa)

Ali M. In [9] contains more elaborate information about the Arabic phoneme set
(40 phonemes) used in this work.

5

Phonetic Dictionary

Phonetic dictionaries are essential components of large vocabulary natural language
speaker-independent speech recognition system. For each transcription word, the
phonetic dictionary contains its pronunciation in terms of phonemes sequence. Ali M.
in [9] developed an application to generate a dictionary for transcriptions. We utilized
this tool to generate the Enhanced dictionary as it will be explained in section 6, the
proposed method. Ali M. dictionary already takes care for some of within-word variation such as:
•
•

The context in which the words are uttered, For example, Hamzat al-wasl
(  ) اat the beginning of the word and the Ta’ al marbouta (  ) ةat the end of
the word.
Words that have multiple readings due to dialect issues.

The following example shows the within-word variants of ()َأدِﻧﺒﺮَة, in the Baseline
dictionary:
َة
ِﻧﱪ
َد
أ
َة
ِﻧﱪ
َد
(أ2)
َة
ِﻧﱪ
َد
(أ3)
َة
ِﻧﱪ
َد
(أ4)

E
E
E
E

AE
AE
AE
AE

D
D
D
D

IH
IH
IH
IH

M
M
N
N

B
B
B
B

R
R
R
R

AA
AA
AA
AA

H (default)
T
H
T

The Baseline dictionary contains 14234 words (without variants) and 23840 words
(with variants)
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The Proposed Method

Modeling the small-word problem is a data-driven approach in which a compound
word is distilled from the corpus transcription. The compound word length is the total
length of the two adjacent small words that form the corresponding compound word.
The small word’s length could be 2, 3, 4 letters, or more. During training, several
experiments were made to choose the best small word’s length. As an illustrative
example, suppose as shown in Figure 1 that the sentence has many words, and that w2
and w3 are small words. According to our method, w2 and w3 will be merged to generate a compound word. It is worth mentioning that no phonological rules or any kind
of knowledge based approaches are involved in this merging. Figure 1 also shows that
the boundary appearing between word 2 and word 3disappears after merging.

Fig. 1. The concept of modeling small-word

The generated compound words are then filtered to remove all duplicates. Finally,
the unique compound words are added to the dictionary and to the language model.
The process can be explained in the following example:
َِﻨ
ِﻲ ﺑ
ب ﻓ
َُﺎ
ِﺘ
ِآﺘ
ﺮ اﻻ
ََ
َﻬ
َﻇ
أ
ِﱢ
ي
َﺮ
َﻄ
َﺎن اﻟﻘ
ﱠﻳ
ﻚ اﻟﺮ
َﻨﻚ
ِﻴﺒ
ُ ﻓ
َﺎب
ِﺘ
ِآﺘ
َ اﻻ
َﺮ
َﻬ
َﻇ
أ
ِي
ﱢ
َﺮ
َﻄ
َﺎن اﻟﻘ
ﱠﻳ
ِ اﻟﺮ
The first sentence is from the Baseline corpus transcription sentences, where the
text in bold represent two words, one 2-letter word followed1 by one three-letter word.
The second one shows that the two small words found in the first sentence were
merged to generate the new compound word. In this example the total length of the
small words is 9, as the diacritics are included in computing the length. Both
sentences will be appended during corpus transcription to generate the enhanced pronunciation dictionary and the enhanced language model. The expansion of the
pronunciation dictionary and the language model depends on the length of small

1

Arabic is read from right to left.
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words chosen for merging. As it gets larger, the dictionary and the language model
expand more. The proposed method can be described by the following steps:
Small-word pronunciation modeling algorithm
While there are more corpus transcription
Read next two adjacent words
If their length is less than or equal certain threshold
Merge them into a new compound word
Add the compound word to the Baseline dictionary
Represent the compound word in the related sentence
Add the generated sentence to corpus transcription
Build the language model
After finishing the recognition process, the results will be scanned for decomposing compound words to return them back to their original form. This process can be
done using a lookup table. For example: ِ
َﻨﻚ
ِﻴﺒ
 ﻓwill be reverted back to ِ
َﻨﻚ
ِﻲ ﺑ
ﻓ.

7

Testing and Evaluation

In order to test our proposed method, we split the audio recordings into two sets: a
training set and a testing set. The training set contains around 4.3 hours of audio while
the testing set contains the remaining 1.1 hour. We use the CMU language toolkit to
build the Baseline language model from the transcription of the fully diacritized text
of 5.4 hours of audio. The enhanced language model is built after expanding the Baseline transcription. In order to analyze the effect of the length of the small words on the
system performance, we compare the results of our approach when applied on compound words of lengths 5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 and 13. Table 3 summarizes the results of
executing the 9 experiments. We use the following shorthand for the keys in Table 3:
TL: Total Length of the two adjacent small words.
TC: Total Compound words found in the corpus transcription.
TU: Total Unique compound words without duplicates.
TR: Total Replaced words after recognition process.
AC: Accuracy achieved.
EN: enhancement achieved. It is also the reduction in word error rate (WER).
Table 3. Results for different small word lengths
TL
5
6
7

TC
8
103
235

TU
6
48
153

TR
25
41
51

AC (%)
87.80
88.23
88.53

EN (%)
0.01
0.44
0.74
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Table 3. (continued)
8
9
10
11
12
13

794
1618
3660
5805
8518
11785

447
985
2153
3687
5776
8301

132
216
374
462
499
510

89.42
89.74
89.95
89.69
89.68
88.92

1.63
1.95
2.16
1.90
1.89
1.13

Accuracy

Table 3 shows that the best reduction of 2.16% in (WER) is achieved when the
length of the compound word is 10. It also shows that performance noticeably decreases when the number of characters in the compound words exceeds 10. Figure 2
shows the accuracy of the system with respect to the words length.

90.5
90
89.5
89
88.5
88
87.5
87
86.5

Baseline
Enhanced

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13

Compound word's length

Fig. 2. Comparison of achieved accuracy for different lengths of compound words

With 87.79% accuracy of the Baseline system, Figure 2 shows that the accuracy
of the Enhanced system starts increasing until a specific compound word’s length
(10), and then starts decreasing. The reason of this reduction in accuracy is the confusion introduced in the language model. Figure 3 shows that using a high number of
compound words does not openly increase the performance. There is a maximum
limit to utilize these compound words, after this limit the performance start decreasing
according to the ambiguity occurred in the language model. Figure 3 shows that
510 compound words used (see table 3, TL=13) do not help to maintain the
performance.
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Fig. 3. Compound words usage

The standard measure for language model quality is perplexity. The perplexity for
the Baseline language model is 32.88 which is based on 9288 words (testing set
words) words. For the Enhanced system, the perplexity is 7.14 computed based on the
same testing set words (9288 words). This means that the performance of the Enhanced system is better than the Baseline system since it has a lower perplexity value.
With regard to the enhancement, we used the performance detection method suggested in [10] to investigate the significance of the achieved enhancement. We used a
level of confidence of 95% to specify the confidence intervals. In addition, we used
the total number of words in the Baseline corpus and the word accuracy of the Baseline system. We found the boundaries of the confidence interval to be (+/-) 0.61%.
Since our achieved enhancement is greater (2.16%), we can conclude that it is a statistically significant improvement.
The great impact on the perplexity could be understood in two ways: first, the robustness occurred in the language model increases the probability of the testing set
W=w1,w2,…,wN., therefore reducing the perplexity according the perplexity formula:
PP(W) = N

1
P(w1, w2,…, w N )

Where PP is the perplexity, P is the probability, and N is the total number in the testing set. Second, the 2153 compound words (see table 3, TL=10) added to the transcription as new words have an extremely low perplexity. For example: consider the
two words ( )ﻣﻦand ()ﺑﻌﺪ. These two words have an average certain perplexity. When
the compound word ( )ﻣﻤﺒﻌﺪrepresented in the language model, it will share others with
its very low perplexity, so reducing the overall perplexities. For more information
about the effect of compound words, Saon and Padmanabhan in [5] showed mathematically that compound word will enhance the performance. They demonstrated that
compound words have the effect of incorporating a trigram in dependency in a bigram
language model, as an example.
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Finally, our method is implemented as a preprocessing step to extend the span of
the dictionary and the language model. The training stage is not involved; i.e. the
acoustic model of all training utterances has not been changed during the experiments.

8

Conclusion

We proposed and tested a data-driven approach to model the small words for modern
standard Arabic MSA. Our method depends on augmenting adjacent small words and
have them represented in the pronunciation dictionary and the language model as
well. The results show that our method significantly improves the performance, particularly for compound words of lengths 10. The perplexity of the language model
was also enhanced.
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Abstract. A model for the unsupervised segmentation and linguistic analysis of
Arabic texts of Prophetic tradition ( adī s), SALAH, is proposed. The model
automatically segments each text unit in a transmitter chain (isnād) and a text
content (matn) and further analyses each segment according to two distinct
pipelines: a set of regular expressions chunks transmitter chains in a graph labeled with the relation between transmitters, while a tailored, augmented version of the AraMorph morphological analyzer (RAM) analyzes and annotates
lexically and morphologically the text content. A graph with relations among
transmitters and a lemmatized text corpus, both in XML format, are the final
output of the system, which can further feed the automatic generation of concordances of the texts with variable-sized windows. The model results can be
useful for a variety of purposes, including retrieving information from adī
texts, verify the relations between transmitters, finding variant readings,
supplying lexical information to specialized dictionaries.
Keywords: segmentation, Arabic text treatment, information retrieval, morphological analyzer, hadith, regular expressions, graph.

1

Introduction

Information retrieval in Arabic has often pivoted on contemporary texts, for obvious
reasons: electronic availability, usefulness of information, analogy with work done in
other linguistic domains. However, Classical texts are much more important in contemporary Arabic culture than in most Western countries, as witnessed by the large
diffusion of websites which make Middle Ages books available not only to scholars,
but also - and most important - to laymen interested in such texts.
∗
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A special role in this context is played by adī texts, the set of narratives on the
life and deeds of the Prophet that altogether constitute the sunna, or Islamic Tradition
(see Section 2). These texts do not have only a historical importance, they are the
cornerstone of Muslim law and a favored reading of most Muslims around the world,
and their presence in contemporary written Arabic is widespread.
Notwithstanding their importance, Classical texts have not been - at least to the
best of our knowledge - the subject of any scholar research project as far as information retrieval is regarded: to search the texts, most scholars still refer to older, paper
resources such as Wensinck's concordances [1].
On the contrary, adī texts are a privileged fields for information retrieval texts.
Their structure, which couples a text with a preceding chain of transmitters that assures the validity of the tradition, or isnād, is already (if informally) organized in such
a way that readers are able to detect information with a relatively small amount of
ambiguity. Yet, notwithstanding the importance of relations among transmitters in
order to ascertain the legal validity of a tradition, such data are still managed in a
rather haphazard way, by recurring to traditional resources such as prosopographical
repertories and by evaluating transmission relations in a mostly impressionistic way.
The same is true of the lexical and grammatical content of traditions: in most cases,
interpreters analyze each adī on its own merit, making few, if any, recur to
cross-textual regularities and collocations.
Our research project aims to devise methods and algorithm to extract as much information as possible from such texts in an automatic way. The subject matters on
which we started working are the automatic segmentation of isnād and narrative text
(or matn: see Section 3), the reconstruction of chains of transmitters through graphs,
the creation of (semi-)automatic lexical concordances and the prospective development of a grammar suitable to (semi-)automatically interpret texts and to build semantic representation which can further be employed in inference (by modeling a classical
method used by Islamic law scholars). Preliminary results of a morphological
analyzer and lemmatizer (see Section 4) are discussed (see Section 5).

2

Contents and Structure of the Corpus: The

adī s

adī , lit. ‘narrative, talk’, is the term used to indicate each member of the set of
shorter or longer narratives on the life and deeds of the Prophet Muḥammad (571632) that report what he said or did, or of his tacit approval of something said or done
and by itself define what is considered good, by providing details to regulate all aspects of life in this world and to prepare people for the beyond, clarifying the Koranic
shades; adī texts constitute the sunna, lit. ‘way of life’, or Islamic Tradition, that in
Muslim culture is considered second in authority only to the Koran: other sources of
the Islamic Law (u ūl al-fiqh), ijmā‘ ‘consensus’ and qiyās ‘analogical reasoning’
have generally a lower rank.1
1

Since adī s become sources of rules of conduct as authoritative example of the Prophet’s behavior, then very badly wanted: in fact the Companions of the Prophet, or simply those who had
known him, should have much to tell about him and the new converts wished to learn what he
said or did to imitate him, to conform to his traditional standards of behavior, as a rule, in name
of the taqlīd (the so called imitatio Mu ammadica or ‘imitation of Muḥammad’).
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adī s structure is a sequence of binary elements: a text of the narrative, matn,
with a preceding chain of transmitters (isnād, literally ‘support’), that have transmitted the narrative, and that assures the validity of the tradition, following one another
until the first one who saw or heard Muḥammad.2
For the selection of input data computational and linguistics criteria were privileged, rather than philological ones. Among the canonical collection of adī s, it has
been chosen an on-line edition of the collection known as a ī Al-Buḫārī, compiled
by Muḥammad ibn Isma‘īl al-Buḫārī [3]. Its features, namely full digitalization and
vocalization, allow a wide range of investigations without any needing of manual
intervention or preparation. The text has been processed as is, and a systematic control of orthographical and philological coherence has been postponed as not relevant
at this stage of project’s architecture’s implementation.

3

Extracting Surface's Information: From Segmentation to
Representation

The automatic segmentation is a process that assigns segment boundaries to get discrete objects from a non-discrete continuum [4]. This approach aims to avoid or at
least to limit drastically the supervised intervention, which is rather resourceconsuming in time and human involvement, especially considering large amount of
data [4-6].
3.1

adī 's Segmentation: Pairing Explicit and Implicit Information

The task of segmenting adī texts is in many respects analogous to other cases of
semi-structured texts in (pseudo-)natural languages, such as semi-formal texts in descriptions of mathematics. Wolska and Kruijff-Korbayová [7] approached the analysis
and formalization of symbolisms and formulas used in mathematics manuals, and
drafted a model that: (i) finds regularities in a text; (ii) employs them as patterns to
extract textual and meta-textual information; (iii) conceives a set of rules based on
these patterns in order to automatically translate extensive verbal expression in math’s
formulas and vice-versa. This study and others [8], point out that segmentation could
be used in textual analysis not only to identify discrete strings, but to try to assign,
through an analysis of regularities and recurrences, a global structure to the text itself
as well. This structure could be seen as governed by a sort of contextual “grammar of
rules”, which also controls connections between content's information and its textual
organization.
As written above, the adī collections fit undoubtedly well the definition of “structured texts”. The organization of a adī is, in fact, almost rigorous and dependant on a
2

Isnād is a guarantee of truth for ḥadīṯ, through the reputation and the good faith of the
transmitters who handed down the narratives orally [2]: Islamic civilization was built upon
the supremacy of the spoken word and hearing, the written fixation has only a support role,
as prescriptive and restrictive measure, against the aptitude to establish false chains of
traditions, considered valid.
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set of recurrent “functional expressions” (based on verbs and prepositions in particular)
that bound, define and sometimes nest different kind of content [9-10]. The text’s continuum could therefore read as formed by two levels, the first one containing information
and the other which assumes, beside its textual value, a meta-textual function which organize and define the first level. This seem to show, although in a linear way, somehow a
similar structure of that employed in databases, in which records contain information
defined by fields. The parallelism with mathematics and information science is far from
perfect, however. In fact, a look at literature about the structure of adī collections
shows that there is not a general agreement about the original value, meaning and translation of these “functional expressions” [11-12-13] and a complete set of them has not been
jet fully defined. However, they could be undoubtedly considered as provided with some
extra meanings beside the merely linguistic ones: (i) they separate one transmitter from
another; (ii) they specify the authority and typology of transmission; (iii) sometimes they
show the “direction” of the transmission. An automatic recognition of these elements in
text and their role seems able to draft a rather solid structure of relationships and
meanings.
3.2

Extraction and Organization: The HadExtractor Program

In order to test the above-mentioned models of segmenting and structuring texts, a
specific program named HadExtractor (HE) has been designed to deal with adī
corpora, aiming to: (i) read the full collection and identify single adī s; (ii) segment
for each adī isnād from matn; (iii) extract from each isnād all transmitters’ names
together with relative supplementary information (position, typology and direction of
transmission). HE was written and implemented in Python [14]. At the present HE has
designed as rather close system, as specifically requires as input adī texts only and
not jet other Classical Arabic textual structures.
Direct processing of Arabic script in programming languages is possible in theory
but hard to manage, especially for switching direction (right to left – left to right)
among strings in different characters’ systems. The original Arabic script has been
therefore converted by using a set of characters based on Buckwalter transliteration
system [15] and modified by us in order to fit to Python and regular expressions’ constraints on special reserved characters. This transliteration uses ASCII characters only
and substitutes usual diacritics employed academically in Latin characters with capital
letters and, where needed, supplying with non-alphabetic characters. We implemented
the conversion by employing a specific program that allows back transliteration to
Arabic at every stage and processes together either vocalized and not vocalized
strings [16].
The core of HE is based on Regular Expressions Syntax, conceived in the 1950s by
Kleene as tool of automata theory to describe formal languages and developed afterwards by Thompson to be used in programming languages [17]. A regular expression
(regex) consists of a formally structured text string for describing complex search
patterns, which could be applied to other strings in order to find for matches. The
complexity of constants and operators employed allows regexs to be powerful and
deeply expressive instruments to retrieve textual segments [18]. HE has been built
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mainly on three regexs: the first one identifies single adī , the second one separates
isnād from matn, the last one catches the transmitters’ names.
After the identification of single adī s, HE looks for the textual separation point
between isnād and matn, through a regex that models a pattern containing as variable
the above-mentioned “functional expressions” and some look-back and look-forwards
operators that verify the context to detect effectively the “functional” value of the
expression as, obviously, the same word could recur in other contexts, for example
inside matn without any particular meta-textual role. Once that all isnāds are obtained, another regex, working in similar way but referring to a larger list of “functional expressions”, extract all transmitters’ names pairing them with the corres
pondent “functional expression”. Concerning the extracted matns, they were paired
with a digitalized English translation [19-20], which was processed by a tailored
version of HE.
Once HE has implemented all regex routines and related tasks, it produces as output an XML file, in which all extracted information is organized, automatically
tagged and nested. The following lines show an excerpt from output XML file, related
to a single adī (Arabic script is in Buckwalter modified transliteration):
<hadith id_ar="7296" id_cor="">
<source_info> <vol>9</vol>
<num>7554</num></source_info>
<isn> <trasm type="Had+aCaniy">muHam+adu b_nu Eabiy GaAlibI</trasm>
<trasm type="Had+aCanaA">muHam+adu b_nu eis_maAciyla</trasm>
<trasm type="Had+aCanaA">muc_tamirU</trasm>
<trasm type="samic_tu">Eabiy</trasm> […]
<trasm type="Ean+a">Eabiy raAficI</trasm>
<trasm type="Had+aCahu Ean+ahu samica">Eabuw huray_raoa</trasm>
</isn>
<mat>yaquwlu […] camalNA</mat></hadith>

3.3

Representation: Transmitters’ Chains and Graphs

Once HE has been applied to the adī corpus, a large amount of automatically extracted information was available for further investigations, most of them dealing with
extracted matn (see Section 4). Focusing instead on the isnād, a smart example of
representation of information about transmitters is given here below, with the aim to
focus on objects' relationships rather then objects themselves.
We structured accordingly the features of extracted isnād's information in the following categories: (i) name of transmitter; (ii) its position in the single adī transmission chain, which starts usually from the collector and arrives to the Prophet
Muḥammad); (iii) the typology of transmission (see Section 3.1). These categories
were read as pertaining to a simple model in which “objects” have different kinds of
“relationships” among them. This model is undoubtedly similar to the ones coming
from the graph theory, in which a graph is defined as a structure of nodes and edges to
model relations among objects from a given collection [21]. These nodes and
edges are drawn on a bi-dimensional grid through specific algorithms, in order to
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graphically visualize the above-mentioned relationships [22]. It was therefore clear
that the graph theory could be usefully applied to our data in order to try a graphical
representations of transmitters’ chains. This kind of representation aims to offer a
sophisticate and quantitative-based instrument in a field of research traditionally characterized by analogical and human-based approaches [23] [11].
On the basis of fundamental literature on graph drawing [24-25] we have conceived and implemented in Python another specific program, named ChainViewer.
This application, by using existing Python libraries for graph drawing: (i) gets all
information about transmitters stored in the XML file containing previously extracted
data through HE); (ii) for each adī assigns the transmitters' names to nodes , the
relationships among each transmitter and the previous/next one to edges(i.e. the
chains), the typology of transmission to edges' types; (iii) through an algorithm is able
to generate graphs for single chains or joins together multiple chains in the same
graph (in this case if a transmitter's name appears twice or more is shown once but
with multiple edges).
At the current stage of development, ChainViewer works well with limited number
of chains only (see fig. 1), but could virtually be applied to all chains at the same
time, in order to automatically gather in a unique graph all the transmitters of an adī
collection together with the complete set of their transmission's relationships. This
task obviously presents new problems to deal with, namely: (i) the needing of a semiautomatic instrument able to disambiguate homonyms, unify various inflected forms
of the same name, identify nicknames and aliases; (ii) a specifically designed drawing's algorithm that could deal with thousands of nodes and edges, and dynamically
represent them with expansion/compression tools.

Fig. 1. A portion of a not-directional graph of transmission chains obtained by processing 11
adī s together (Arabic script is in Buckwalter modified transliteration)

4

Analyzing the Corpus: The Revised AraMorph Analyzer

4.1

The Original AraMorph Implementation

As a starting point for the implementation of the text analysis module of the SALAH
project, the morphological analyzer and lemmatizer AraMorph (AM) by Tim Buckwalter
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[26] was chosen. The main reasons for this choice are the simplicity of design of the
model, its high performance level even in unsupervised environment and the easiness of
its maintaining and extending.3
Opposite to a long-standing linguistic and computer science tradition which emphasized the need for complex, multi-layered, “deep” morphological components in
order to analyze properly Arabic texts and to account for the apparent lack of linearity
of many Arabic morphemes —see examples and discussion in [26][28-30], — AM
chooses to treat Arabic words (in the rather naive, but computationally efficient sense
of “any sequence of characters separated by spaces”) as elements linearly decomposable in three sub-elements: a prefix, a stem, and a suffix, the stem being the only necessary sub-element (in fact, zero prefixes and suffixes are postulated, sometimes
adding some grammatical information to the stem according to the time-honoured
morphological concept of “zero morpheme”).
This simple account is straightforwardly implemented in the (possibly) simplest
way, by feeding the system with three lookup lists of, respectively, (a) prefixes, (b)
stems and (c) suffixes, together with three compatibility tables between, respectively,
(d) prefixed and stems, (e) prefixes and suffixes and (f) stems and suffixes. Entries in
the lookup lists are made up of four fields: (i) unvocalized and (ii) vocalized forms of
the morpheme, (iii) grammatical category and (iv) English gloss; compatibility tables
just list couples of compatible morphemes, all other combinations being incompatibles. Supplementary pieces of information, not employed in the analysis proper but
potentially useful for glossing the texts (root and lemma for a group of morphemes),
are provided in the stem lookup list in the form of pseudo-comments.
The analysis, both in the original Buckwalter model (implemented in Perl) and in
the Java implementation by the AM project, is performed through a brute-force search
of every possible decomposition of words into prefixes, stems and suffixes, by looking up for prefixes from 0 to 4 letters long, stems from 1 letter upwards, and suffixes
from 0 to 6 letters long. Only the unvocalized form of words is taken into account
(short vowels and other diacritics are stripped before looking up): candidate prefixstem-suffix decompositions are first matched against the first fields of the respective
lookup lists and discarded if any of the elements is missing, then the grammatical
categories of the surviving combinations are matched against the compatibility tables
and discarded if any of the combination is not present. As a result, each word of the
input text can be labeled as (i) unrecognized, if no possible analysis passes the text,
(ii) unambiguous or (iii) ambiguous if, respectively, one ore more analyses are
licensed.
This model, whose beauty lies in its very simplicity, is a good starting point for a
successful morphological analysis, but does not fits our needs for a plurality of reasons. First, while the emphasis on the unvocalized form of the word is relatively justified for the ideal text genre targeted by Buckwalter —newspaper texts and other
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) non-literary texts that largely comprise the LDC
3

Buckwalter’s system, has been used in many different projects, mostly in its Java implementation; it is, for instance, included as a morphological analysis tool in the Arabic WordNet
Project [27].
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Arabic corpus— it is far from ideal for other types of texts, first of all fully vocalized
ones like adī corpora, but also sparsely vocalized texts: each diacritic added to the
consonantal skeleton of a text reduces ambiguity, and thus a system that, like the original AM model, deliberately chooses to ignore this information accepts to live with a
higher degree of (morphological) ambiguity and automatically passes a number of
wrong analyses that would instead be ruled out by taking into account diacritics
present in the text.
The second weak point in the original model lies in the fact that the lookup lists
and the relative compatibility tables were built from a sample of the text corpora
Buckwalter worked on: again, only morphemes attested in a subset of MSA texts and
their combinations are included in the lookup lists and the combination tables, which
unavoidably brings to reject or analyze wrongly many words attested in other textual
types.
A third weakness in the original AM implementation, which is linked to the previous one, lies in the lack of any stylistic or chronological information in the lookup
lists. This way, many morphemes that are virtually exclusive of MSA texts —for
instance, a not negligible number of transliterated foreign named entities which cannot be found in Classical texts and which are relatively rare in modern literary texts as
well— are included in the lists (and more ore less properly vocalized —foreign proper
names are never vocalized in real-world Arabic texts— in order to respect the field
structure of the lists themselves) and are likely to give rise to a number of false
positives in the analysis of some textual genres.
4.2

Modifications to the Algorithm

In order to overcome the weaknesses listed in the previous section, a number of modifications to the original AM algorithm were devised that tackle the single problems
detected above; the new algorithm has been dubbed “Revised AraMorph” (RAM).
The first modification is about the token identification mechanism: instead than discarding vocalization, our revised lemmatizer uses it to reduce the number of false
positives by taking into account all the vowels present in the text. The comparison
phase is less trivial than it might seem, since it must proceed on a three-stage level: (i)
the token is segmented in consonants and diacritics (where everything between two
characters marked as a consonant is a diacritic); (ii) consonants must match exactly —
in fact some qualifications are orders which take into account current practice, e.g. an
alif with hamza above or below matches a simple alif (which the original AM accounts for pragmatically, but rather inefficiently, by multiplying entries), and some
more are required to reflect idiosyncrasies in the adī orthography;— (iii) diacritics
present in the token must not contradict the full vocalized form in the lexicon (that is,
e.g., missing vowels are ok, but a vowel cannot match a different one).4
4

Some parameters were introduced in the experiments to test the impact of full vocalization
in ḥadīṯ texts: since the texts were full vocalized, it is meaningful not to allow additional
vowels nor a tašdīd (reduplication) symbol if not present in the text. Both the original algorithm and our implementation were rewritten in Python 2.6 in order to profit from other existing tools and to have the possibility to treat directly Arabic texts in Unicode format (even
if this is not expedient in some cases, see also Section 3.2).
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To tackle the second weak point, namely the partial and unbalanced coverage of
Arabic lexicon in the original AM implementation, a file with additional stems automatically extracted from Anthony Salmoné Arabic-English dictionary [31] (a work
from the end of the 19th century encoded in TEI-compliant XML format within the
Perseus project) was added to the system. Moreover, an analysis of most frequent
types of unrecognized tokens allowed to add a limited, but important, number of
additional lists of prefixes and suffixes together with the relative combination tables.
The single more important addition was the set of prefixes, suffixes and combinatory
rules for verb imperatives, a category entirely missing from the original AM implementation —perhaps on purpose, since Arabic imperatives are morphologically
complex and quite rare in newspaper texts— and relatively frequent in adī texts,
given the abundance of prescriptions and performative contexts in the latter.
To reduce the third problem detected, namely the genre and style indistinctness
in the AM lexicon, we experimented with automatically remove items that are likely
to correspond to contemporary foreign named entities, especially proper names and
place-names.5 In order to do so, we first extracted a list of potential named entities
by exploiting a suggestion by Tim Buckwalter himself that in most cases a gloss
starting with an uppercase letter is a named entities in 99% of cases; we after perform a full-text search for each word in Salmoné’s dictionary and retain only words
found there. This way, we are likely to exclude most foreign contemporary named
entities by retaining Arabic proper names and place-names which can be found in
Classical texts and which are often (but unfortunately not always) included by
Salmoné.

5

Results and Evaluation

Results of both HE and RAM have been submitted to standard practice of evaluation
[32] through division of the corpus in a training (95%) and testing (5%) section; the
testing section has been held relatively small in consideration of the homogeneity of
the corpus and the necessity to manually annotate the test sentences. At the present
stage of development, the results obtained through both modules are brilliant but quite
faceted. The total number of processed adī was 7305, and the segmentation produced outputs for 7135 of them, showing an effectiveness’ rate of 97.7%. A manual
screening of the testing adī sample showed a rate of 7.7% incorrect, of which 6.8%
are false negatives and 0.9% false positives.

5

The original AraMorph implementation, true to its newspaper-based spirit (in this case, the
source was the AFP corpus), included pretty contemporary items such as the Arabized version
of the names of the Belgian tennis player Sabine Appelmans or the Czech soccer team Sigma
Olomouc. In some cases, confusion with Arabic words is in fact possible, especially if we take
into account the fact that nothing like capitalization is available in the Arabic script: for instance,
the transcription of the English first name ‘John’ (juwn) is indistinguishable from jūn ‘inlet,
bay’.
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Table 1. Summary of HE results

segmentation
effective
wrong

97.7%
2.3%

testing of segmented data
error rate
precision
recall
F measure

7.7%
99.2%
93.1%
96.1%

The accuracy is going to be improved mainly by refining the above-mentioned operators, and secondly by raising human control on outputs whereas automatic recognition is still impeded.
As to RAM, the system was applied only on the effectively segmented matn text
output by HE. We obtained a corpus that gathers only matn’s section and consists of
382,700 words. Then we applied the original AM analyzer to get a preliminary system
output; the results were then compared to the output of the RAM analyzer with
different parameter settings.
Table 2. Summary of RAM results

recognition
original AM
unanalyzed
10.36%
univocal
29.45%
ambiguous
60.19%
testing of segmented data
error rate
60.54%
precision
64.90%
recall
74.56%
F measure
69.40%

RAM

with vocalization

RAM

with added entries

RAM

with contemporary
NEs removed

12.55%
58.98%
28.47%

7.23%
62.52%
30.25%

8.12%
67.79%
24.09%

32.77%
74.57%
92.66%
82.64%

27.65%
81.47%
90.88%
85.92%

24.58%
83.37%
92.05%
87.50%

The RAM system with vocalization fares far better than the original AM in univocal token recognition, even if the rate of unanalyzed token is slight higher. In fact,
the result is equivocal, since AM gets a better result at the price of a higher number of
false positives (which RAM discriminates through vocalization).

6

Further Research

Both HE and RAM can be seen as starting points for future research. HE can be extended
and generalized to other domains within Classical Arabic culture where texts are
arranged according to semi-formal criteria: genealogical repertories, specialized dictionaries, definition lexica (as opposed to lexical encyclopedia). RAM can be further extend to
cope with a larger domain of textual genres, especially if coupled with some reasonably
well performing system of Arabic Named Entities recognition. As showed by the flowchart in fig. 2 and alluded in the Introduction, this might well feed other, higher-level
systems of text analysis and information retrieval.
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Fig. 2. The SALAH process flowchart
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Exploring Clustering for Multi-document Arabic
Summarisation
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Abstract. In this paper we explore clustering for multi-document Arabic summarisation. For our evaluation we use an Arabic version of the
DUC-2002 dataset that we previously generated using Google Translate.
We explore how clustering (at the sentence level) can be applied to multidocument summarisation as well as for redundancy elimination within
this process. We use diﬀerent parameter settings including the cluster
size and the selection model applied in the extractive summarisation
process. The automatically generated summaries are evaluated using the
ROUGE metric, as well as precision and recall. The results we achieve
are compared with the top ﬁve systems in the DUC-2002 multi-document
summarisation task.

1

Introduction

Multi-document summarisation is the process of producing a single summary of
a collection of related documents. Much of the current work on multi-document
text summarisation is concerned with the English language; relevant resources
are numerous and readily available. Arabic multi-document summarisation is
still in its infancy. One of the obstacles to progress is the limited availability
of Arabic resources to support this research. We are not aware of any publicly
available Arabic multi-document gold-standard summaries apart from what we
have created ourselves in earlier work, translating the Document Understanding
Conference (DUC) 2002 English dataset [5] into Arabic [7].1 The original dataset
provided gold-standard extractive and abstractive summaries in English, both
human and machine generated.
Our overall aim is to improve the state of the art in Arabic multi-document
summarisation. This requires advances in at least two areas. First, appropriate
Arabic test collections are needed. Second, experiments need to be conducted
with diﬀerent approaches to the summarisation process to ﬁnd techniques that
produce good quality Arabic summaries.
1

Although we anticipate this will change soon, at the time of writing the only competition we know of which included Arabic was the DUC-2004 task 3, where noisy Arabicto-English machine translated articles were provided. The task was to produce very
short cross-lingual single-document summaries. The summaries were required to be
generated in English.
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We have addressed the ﬁrst issue in earlier work by creating a parallel EnglishArabic version of the commonly used DUC-2002 dataset [7]. The dateset allows
Arabic summarisers to be compared with English summarisers. The current paper is primarily concerned with the summarisation process itself, in particular
the use of clustering. We explore diﬀerent ways of using clustering, and compare
our results to other systems.
The paper is structured as follows. We will start with a discussion of related
work in Section 2. We will then reprise how we created an Arabic summarisation
test collection in Section 3. Section 4 will describe the clustering approaches we
are working with together with a description of our summarisers and the experimental setup. Results are discussed in Section 5, and we conclude in Section 6.

2

Related Work

First we will describe multi-document summarisation, the application of clustering to summarisation, our test collection, and the evaluation methodology.
2.1

Multi-document Summarisation

The analysis for multi-document summarisation is usually performed at the level
of sentences or documents. Multi-document summarisation systems follow two
approaches: extractive or abstractive. There has been only limited work on abstractive summarisation; it requires natural language analysis and generation
techniques that do not yet appear to be suﬃciently robust for unconstrained
data. For this reason, most of the current summarisation systems rely on the
extractive approach.
One early multi-document summariser used information extraction (IE) to
identify similarities and diﬀerences between documents [16]. Later systems combined IE with a process that regenerates the extracted units in order to improve
the quality of the summarisation [1]. Zhao et. al [29] describe a method for
query-focused multi-document summarisation.
In our own work we will not consider query-based summarisation as we are
focusing on query-independent summarisation.
Summarisation of Arabic documents has not advanced as fast as work in
other languages such as English. The summariser “Lakhas” [4] was developed
using extraction techniques to produce ten-words summaries of news articles.
Turchi et. al [26] presented a method for evaluating multilingual, multi-document,
extractive summarisation, using a parallel corpus of seven languages. In their
approach, the most important sentences in a document collection were manually
selected in one language. This gold-standard summary was then projected into
the other languages in the parallel corpus.
Our work aims at making progress in Arabic multi-document summarisation
which has started to attract more attention in the research community. An
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example for that trend is the inclusion of Arabic as one of the languages in the
new TAC MultiLing pilot track2 this year.
2.2

Clustering for Summarisation

Data clustering is the assignment of a set of observations into subsets, so called
clusters. As a method of unsupervised learning, clustering has received a lot of
attention in past years to improve information retrieval (IR) or to enhance the
quality of multi-document summaries [6]. Clustering has been applied to many
document levels starting from the document itself down to sentences and words.
Clustering can broadly be grouped into hierarchical clustering and partitional
clustering.
In our work we focus on the partitional clustering technique, in particular
“centroid-based” clustering. In centroid-based multi-document summarisation,
similarity to the cluster centroid is used as a measure to rank sentences. The
centroid is deﬁned as a pseudo-document consisting of words with TF*IDF scores
greater than a predeﬁned threshold [19,20]. It is this centroid-based clustering
that we will also focus on here.
Liu et al. [15] proposed a Chinese multi-document summariser which is based
on clustering paragraphs of the input articles, rather than sentences. The number
of clusters used changes automatically depending on the number of paragraphs.
Wan et al. [27], proposed a multi-document summarisation technique using
cluster-based link analysis. In their work they used three clustering detection
algorithms including k-means [12], agglomerative and divisive clustering. Their
system seeks to cluster the sentences into diﬀerent themes (subtopics), the number of clusters is deﬁned by taking the absolute square root of the number of
all sentences in the document set. In contrast, we use a ﬁxed number of clusters
for each run, although we do explore the impact of using diﬀerent numbers of
clusters.
Sarkar [23] presented a multi-document summariser which used sentencebased clustering. The system adopted the incremental clustering method that
has been used for web clustering in [11]. In Sarkar’s work the clusters are reordered according to the number of sentences they contain. This is based on the
assumption that size of a cluster correlates with its importance.
To the best of our knowledge, little work has been reported on applying clustering for Arabic multi-document summarisation. Schlesinger et al. [24] present
CLASSY, an Arabic/English query-based multi-document summariser system.
They use an unsupervised modiﬁed k-means method to iteratively cluster multiple documents into diﬀerent topics (stories). They rely on the automatic translation of an Arabic corpus into English. At the time of their experiments, the
quality of machine translation was not high. This led to diﬃculties in reading
and understanding the translated dataset. The translation resulted in inconsistent sentences; core keywords may have been dropped when translating. Errors
in tokenisation and sentence-splitting were among the main challenges.
2
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Test Collections

In our work we also rely on machine translation. This is just to overcome the
lack of Arabic multi-document datasets for multi-document summarisation. The
DUC–2002 English dataset [5] provides articles and multi-document gold standards for extractive summaries. We performed sentence-by-sentence translation
of this dataset into Arabic [7]. The translation is not part of the summarisation process; it is merely intended to allow us to evaluate Arabic summaries
against English gold standards. The technique involved translating the DUC2002 dataset into Arabic using Google Translate3 .
One reason we created our own parallel translated dataset is because the wellknown freely available parallel corpora such as Europarl [13] and JRC-Acquis
[25] do not include Arabic. Although Salhi [21] provides an Arabic/English parallel corpus (The English-Arabic Parallel Corpus Of United Nations Texts —
EAPCOUNT), we decided not to use it for a number of reasons. The corpus contains 341 texts aligned by paragraphs rather than sentences. We also required
a corpus that was divided into groups of related articles, which is not the case
with EAPCOUNT.
We also wished to be able to compare the performance of our Arabic multidocument summariser against the results of top performing (English) summarisers as published in conferences such as DUC and TAC. Having an Arabic-only
corpus would make it extremely diﬃcult to compare our summariser against the
best performing English summarisers. Our parallel English–Arabic dataset provides a solution to this problem, and allows us to compare Arabic summaries
with gold-standard English summaries.
2.4

Evaluation

Evaluating the quality and consistency of a generated summary has proven to be
a diﬃcult problem [9]. This is mainly because there is no obvious ideal, objective
summary. Two classes of metrics have been developed: form metrics and content
metrics. Form metrics focus on grammaticality, overall text coherence, and organisation. They are usually measured on a point scale [3]. Content metrics are
more diﬃcult to measure. Typically, system output is compared sentence by sentence or unit by unit to one or more human-generated ideal summaries. As with
information retrieval, the percentage of information presented in the system’s
summary (precision) and the percentage of important information omitted from
the summary (recall) can be assessed.
There are various models for system evaluation that may help in solving this
problem. Automatic evaluation metrics such as ROUGE [14] and BLEU [18]
have been shown to correlate well with human evaluations for content match in
text summarisation and machine translation. Other commonly used evaluations
include assessing readers’ understanding of automatically generated summaries.
Human-performed evaluation may be preferable to automatic methods, but the
cost is high.
3
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Arabic Translation of the DUC–2002 Dataset

As indicated earlier, we chose to use the DUC-2002 dataset [5] to create an
Arabic test collection.4 This dataset contains 59 collections of related newswire
and newspaper articles. On average, each collection contains ten related articles.
The dataset includes fully-automatic, multi-document gold-standard summaries, each on a single subject. The summaries were of approximately either
200 or 400 words (white-space delimited tokens), or less.
All the summaries were extractive, consisting of some subset of the sentences
predeﬁned by NIST in the sentence-separated document set. Each predeﬁned
sentence was used in its entirety or not at all in constructing an extract5 .
The main objective of experimenting with DUC-2002 is to be able to compare our Arabic multi-document summariser with the currently available English summarisers. In order to do this, we ﬁrst had to translate the sentences
in each article into Arabic. This was done using the Java version of the Google
Translate API. A total of 17,340 sentences were translated. The public, online
version of Google Translate imposes limits on the size of text that can be translated, and on the number of translations that can be requested within a given
period. Our software had to work within these limits, making just one translation
request every half second. The above process resulted in a parallel sentence-bysentence Arabic/English version of the DUC-2002 dataset. The summaries for
the corpus were created using the applicable English or Arabic version of our
multi-document summariser system. For our purposes, it was not necessary to
translate the gold-standard summaries themselves into Arabic. Given that we
had a sentence-by-sentence translation, we could compare the results of our Arabic summariser (under diﬀerent settings such as cluster sizes and summarisation
approaches) with the top performing systems in the DUC-2002 multi-document
English summarisation competition as well as against each other and sensible
baselines simply by using the sentence identiﬁers.

4

Cluster-Based Summarisation

For all our experiments we are using our generic multi-document summarisers
that have been implemented for both Arabic and English (using identical processing pipelines for both languages). These summarisers take a set of related
articles and generate a summary by selecting sentences from these articles. Having summarisers for both English and Arabic allows us to conﬁrm that the summarisation technique is working and that the impact of using Google Translate
to create the parallel dataset is minimal. In the future, it will also allows us to
contrast the impact of related techniques, such as stemming, when applied to
diﬀerent languages.
We will now describe the clustering methods employed in our experiments, the
actual summarisation process and the experimental setup. We explored clustering in two diﬀerent ways, ﬁrst of all by clustering all sentences prior to selecting
4
5
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a summary. In the second experiment we applied clustering as part of the redundancy elimination step following an initial selection of sentences.
4.1

K-means Clustering

K-means clustering [12] is a partitional centroid-based clustering algorithm. The
algorithm randomly selects a number of sentences as the initial centroids, the
number of sentences is dependent on the cluster size assigned. The algorithm
then iteratively assigns all sentences to the closest cluster, and recalculates the
centroid of each cluster, until the centroids no longer change. For our experiments, the similarity between a sentence and a cluster centroid is calculated
using the standard cosine measure applied to tokens within the sentence.
4.2

Experiment 1: Clustering All Sentences

In this experiment we treat all documents to be summarised as a single bag of
sentences. The sentences are clustered using diﬀerent cluster sizes and we then
select a summary using two approaches:
1. Select sentences from the biggest cluster only
2. Select sentences from all clusters.
The intuition for the ﬁrst approach is the assumption that a single cluster will
give a coherent summary all centered around a single theme, whereas the second
approach is expected to result in summaries that contain more aspects of the
topics discussed in the documents and therefore a summary that gives a broader
picture.
4.3

Experiment 2: Clustering for Redundancy Elimination

Redundancy elimination is an important part of automatic summarisation. A
summary that contains very similar sentences drawn from diﬀerent documents
is not ideal. Previously we used redundancy elimination algorithms applied to an
initial set of selected sentences. Experiments demonstrated that this has worked
eﬀectively [7]. We used the vector space model (VSM), latent semantic analysis (LSA) and Dice’s coeﬃcient. We expect that clustering of the pre-selected
sentences has the potential of improving the summarisation quality further.
In contrast to query-based summarisation [2,10], in generic summarisation
there is no query that can be used to identify relevant sentences. Instead, we use
the ﬁrst sentence of each article to provide the relevant selection criteria. This is
based on the assumption, born out in practice, that the ﬁrst sentence of a wellwritten article provides a good starting point for generic summarisation [8,28].
Together with the ﬁrst sentence from each document we select from each
document a second sentence, the one most similar to the ﬁrst one using the
VSM [22]. We are eﬀectively performing an initial ﬁltering step, as a result of
which we have a similar (but smaller) bag of sentences compare to those of
Experiment 1. All the subsequent steps are then the same as in that experiment.
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Experimental Setup

We run k-means clustering using diﬀerent numbers of clusters, the number of
clusters used is 1, 2, 5, 10, 15 and 20. Clustering using a single cluster essentially
results in a list of sentences which can be ranked according to the centroid of all
sentences.
Two selection methods are used to pick sentences for inclusion in the summary:
1. Select the ﬁrst sentence of each cluster;
2. Select all the sentences in the biggest cluster.
The ranking of sentences is done according to similarity to the centroid. The
biggest cluster is deﬁned as the one comprising the largest number of sentences.
In the resulting summary we keep the order of sentences as they appear in the
clusters (i.e. a sentence very similar to the centroid appears earlier on in the
summary than one that is less similar).
There were two parts to each of the summarisation experiments. First, we
created summaries for the DUC-2002 dataset using the English version of our
multi-document summariser. The results were evaluated against the English goldstandard summaries, using ROUGE. Second, we summarised the Arabic parallel translation version of using our Arabic multi-document summariser. These
Arabic summaries were evaluated by re-constructing the corresponding English
translations using the sentence identiﬁers. We were then able to evaluate the
“translated summaries” using ROUGE. Running both English and Arabic experiments acts as a check on the automatic translation process, and provides some
assurance that the underlying summarisation algorithm itself is sensible.
Note that in our experiments we do not trim the resulting summary to a
particular length. ROUGE will do this automatically for summaries that are too
long. Alternatively, we could produce a summary that does not exceed a ﬁxed
maximum length.
ROUGE-1 was used as the evaluation metric. This is for two reasons. First, it
was the metric used in evaluating the top performing summarisers in DUC-2002,
with which we wish to compare our approach. Second, it has been shown to work
well in multi-document summarisation tasks [14]. The ROUGE evaluation was
performed having N-gram 1:1 and conﬁdence interval of 95%, which was believed
to give results close to those of human evaluation.
Where appropriate, we determined signiﬁcant diﬀerences by performing pairwise t -tests (p < 0.05) using the R statistics package.6

5

Results and Discussion

Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the results of our Arabic summarisers applying k-means
clustering to all sentences using the two diﬀerent selection methods. The highest
ROUGE scores are displayed in bold font. Similarly, Tables 3 and 4 represent
the results of clustering for redundancy elimination.
6
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Table 1. Clustering all Sentences (Biggest Cluster)
Number of
Clusters
1
2
5
10
15
20

Rouge-1

Precision

Recall

0.3899
0.3701
0.3736
0.3848
0.3882
0.3898

0.3849
0.3660
0.3697
0.3800
0.3839
0.3853

0.3952
0.3744
0.3778
0.3899
0.3930
0.3946

Table 2. Clustering all Sentences (First Sentence from each Cluster)
Number of
Clusters
1
2
5
10
15
20

Rouge-1

Precision

Recall

0.1725
0.2322
0.3152
0.3822
0.3878
0.3848

0.6733
0.5495
0.4516
0.3954
0.3868
0.3819

0.0997
0.1496
0.2469
0.3729
0.3898
0.3879

We observe the following results.
1. The best overall ROUGE score is obtained by clustering all sentences and
creating a single “cluster”, i.e. by selecting sentences to form the summary
that are most similar to the centroid of all sentences. In fact, when selecting
the biggest cluster of all sentences we observe that the number of clusters in
our experiments does not have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the ROUGE scores. All
results are fairly consistent with no signiﬁcant diﬀerence measurable between
any pair of results.
2. An alternative way to obtain top ROUGE scores is to use clustering for
redundancy elimination (as illustrated in Tables 3 and 4). However, in this
case the experimental settings do have a signiﬁcant impact. If the cluster
size is small (1 or 2) when clustering a pre-selected set of sentences and then
using the biggest cluster to form the summary, we get a ROUGE score that
is signiﬁcantly better than using clusters of size 10 or above. Inversely, we get
a ROUGE value marginally smaller than the top overall score by selecting
the centroids from a large set of clusters. Given our approach to redundancy
elimination we would in fact expect the ROUGE scores (as well as precision
and recall) to vary across diﬀerent cluster sizes and selection methods.
3. We also observe that for certain experimental settings (as just described) the
cluster-based redundancy elimination approach can (marginally) improve our
previously applied redundancy elimination steps which are using no clustering. Table 5 reproduces the results of our earlier work [7].
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Table 3. Redundancy Elimination (Biggest Cluster)
Number of
Clusters
1
2
5
10
15
20

Rouge-1

Precision

Recall

0.3806
0.3817
0.3591
0.3346
0.2718
0.1704

0.3761
0.3788
0.3794
0.3991
0.4270
0.4614

0.3852
0.3853
0.3504
0.3134
0.2290
0.1149

Table 4. Redundancy Elimination (First Sentence from each Cluster)
Number of
Clusters
1
2
5
10
15
20

Rouge-1

Precision

Recall

0.1421
0.2279
0.3638
0.3645
0.3676
0.3820

0.4680
0.4267
0.3848
0.3616
0.3638
0.3777

0.0848
0.1570
0.3470
0.3676
0.3717
0.3865

4. Throughout the experiments we observe that high precision goes hand in
hand with relatively low ROUGE score, i.e. very low recall values.
5. We also found that none of the pairwise comparisons of ROUGE scores
when comparing the Arabic summariser with the corresponding English summariser are signiﬁcant. This is an indication that the automatic translation
process did not aﬀect the summarisation quality.
The ROUGE-1 results of the ﬁve best performing summarisers in DUC-2002
are given in [17], where the authors of that paper compared their summariser
to those systems. The results are reproduced in Table 6. These results were
produced using an earlier version of ROUGE. For this reason, we sought to
replicate their baseline experiment to ensure comparability of the results. The
baseline summariser simply selects the ﬁrst sentence of each article of the set
of related articles in the dataset and combines them. The baseline results we
reproduced for the DUC-2002 dataset were comparable to those published in
[17], with just a slight increase in the ROUGE-1 evaluation.
Comparing the ROUGE-1 results of our systems with those of the top ﬁve
summarisers in DUC-2002 competition, we observe that our multi-document
summarisers achieve slightly higher scores than the top systems reported at
DUC-2002. This is true for the English system (top ROUGE score 0.3856), but
more importantly for this paper, also for our Arabic multi-document summariser
(working on the Arabic translation of the dataset).
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Table 5. Summarisation with Redundancy Elimination (no Clustering)
System
Dice–Sum–Arb
Dice–Sum–Eng
VSM–Sum–Arb
VSM–Sum–Eng
Our Baseline
LSA–Sum–Eng
LSA–Sum–Arb

Rouge-1
0.37085
0.36945
0.36411
0.35666
0.29457
0.28986
0.28734

Precision
0.37366
0.36950
0.39115
0.37998
0.29505
0.39071
0.41296

Recall
0.36915
0.36958
0.34784
0.34220
0.29421
0.23810
0.22986

Table 6. Top 5 Systems in DUC-2002
System
System26
System19
System28
System29
System25

Rouge-1
0.3578
0.3450
0.3435
0.3264
0.3056

The main ﬁnding of our experiments appears to be the fact that a simple
centroid-based similarity clustering with a single “cluster” when performing summarisation could be considered an alternative to using several cluster. The work
by Sarkar and by Radev et al. [19,20,23] had a variable number of clusters when
performing clustering, depending on the number of sentences, whereas our experiments demonstrate that for the given test collection the closeness to the centroid
to identify the important sentences can produce summaries with similar quality.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we explored clustering for multi-document Arabic summarisation.
We investigated how clustering can be applied to multi-document summarisation
as well as for redundancy elimination within this process. We used diﬀerent
parameter settings including the cluster size and the selection model applied in
the extractive summarisation process. Using ROUGE, precision and recall we
could measure the diﬀerent eﬀects objectively. One of our main ﬁndings is that
selecting sentences similar to the centroid of all sentences in the collection of
related documents gives the highest ROUGE scores. We also showed that the
Arabic (as well as English) summarisation system we developed has comparable
performance with the top performing (English summarisation) systems at DUC2002.
Running our summarisation experiments in parallel on Arabic as well as an
English version of our summariser has allowed us to conﬁrm that the automatic
translation process does not aﬀect the quality of the result. In future it will allow
us to compare the impact of similar techniques on the two languages.
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We intend to explore the application of more ﬁne-tuned clustering to improve
results further. We also aim to experiment with more language-speciﬁc features
(such as light stemming) which we suspect will be more eﬀective for Arabic than
for English.
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Abstract. In this paper we investigate automatic identiﬁcation of Arabic temporal and numerical expressions. The objectives of this paper are
1) to describe ZamAn, a machine learning method we have developed
to label Arabic temporals, processing the functional dashtag -TMP used
in the Arabic treebank to mark a temporal modiﬁer which represents a
reference to a point in time or a span of time, and 2) to present Raqm, a
machine learning method applied to identify diﬀerent forms of numerical
expressions in order to normalise them into digits.
We present a series of experiments evaluating how well ZamAn (resp.
Raqm) copes with the enriched Arabic data achieving state-of-the-art
results of F1-measure of 88.5% (resp. 96%) for bracketing and 73.1%
(resp. 94.4%) for detection.
Keywords: Temporal Expression, Numerical Expression, Temporal Phrase,
Machine Learning, Recognition, Extraction, Labeller.

1

Introduction

The ﬁrst task addressed in this paper concentrates on extracting temporal expressions (TMPs). Extracting TMPs has a considerable importance in a variety
of applications such as event detection, question answering and text summarization. For event detection, identifying TMPs can be useful since an event is
deﬁned as something that happens at a particular time and place. In question
answering, it is useful to resolve temporal references such as the date in the
sentence “Prince William and Kate Middleton are to marry on April 29, 2011”
to answer the question “When is the royal wedding?”. In summarization, TMPs
are used to establish a time line for all events in multiple documents to create
a coherent summary. Certain characteristics of Arabic such as the large number
of distinct word-forms, the relative freedom with respect to word order, and the
syntactic information expressed at the level of words increase the complexity of
detecting temporal phrases and make this task very challenging. For instance,
the list of names representing months in Arabic includes names from the solar
calendar (e.g. January), the lunar calendar (e.g. Muharram), and also from the
Syriac calendar (e.g. Kaanoon Althaanee). In addition, Arabic speakers tend to
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 562–573, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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use the ﬁve daily Muslim prayers as a reference of time (e.g. meeting before the
sunset prayer). However, prayer times changes every day as it depends on the
sun hours and the geography.
Our focus in this paper, in contrast to previous work, is on detecting temporal
phrases rather than temporal expressions (e.g. “in 1942” vs. “1942”) present in
the Arabic Penn Treebank (ATB)[22]. One of the aims of this work is to investigate how labelling temporal phrases improves statistical parsing results. More
future work (not discussed in this paper) is the transformation/normalisation of
temporals into a formal semantic knowledge representation (e.g. on next Saturday before lunch time → 23/07/2011 [10am-12pm] GMT) in order to provide an
input to powerful tools developed for real world applications [28].
The ATB is a treebank containing syntactic and semantic annotations including temporal annotation, namely those phrases that hold a -TMP dashtag.
According to the ATB annotation guidelines1 , dashtags are used only if they are
relevant, for instance -TMP cannot be associated with -SBJ or -OBJ dashtags.
As our research focuses on labelling -TMP, we have manually annotated the rest
of -TMP not appended in the development and test sets. To the best of our
knowledge, a technique for identifying temporal phrases has not been presented
in the literature on Arabic Natural Language Processing. The method used for labelling temporals, named ZamAn, is based on a Support Vector Machine (SVM)
classiﬁer trained on existing -TMP phrases in the ATB using various lexical,
syntactic, semantic and external features. Syntactic features include head word
features for which we developed our own head-ﬁnding rules inspired by the Bikel
parser [6].
The second task addressed in the paper is the identiﬁcation and normalisation
of numerical expressions (NUMs). This task is very useful in machine translation, speech recognition and text-to-speech applications. In machine translation,
NUMs in the source language are normalised into a digital form and then used to
generate them appropriately in the target language. Text to speech and speech
recognition systems need to identify NUMs in order to convert the digits into
words and generate a correct output for numerical expressions. This task is challenging because numbers can be represented in diﬀerent forms: digits, multi-word
sequences or a mix of both [13]. Moreover, the strong inﬂective nature of Arabic generates various forms for numeric words in temporal expressions such as
 +,'”,“twenty” depending on
  *+,'”,“twenty” which can be written as “ $*
“ )
its position in the sentence.
The identiﬁcation of NUMs is often merged with the identiﬁcation of Named
Entities [27]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the only method dedicated
to identifying and normalising Arabic NUMs is a rule-based method [13]. Our approach to detecting NUMs, named Raqm, is based on a SVM classiﬁer trained on
NUMs extracted from the ATB. Unlike temporal expressions, numerical expressions are not annotated in the ATB. Therefore, we semi-automatically annotate
NUMs present in the ATB based on their Part Of Speech (POS) tags and we
exploit this annotated data to train a classiﬁer with lexical features as learning
1

http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/ArabicTreebank/
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features. Normalising NUMs is done using an improved/extended version of the
normalisation method proposed by [13].

2

General Background

2.1

Temporal Expressions (TMPs)

Guidelines for the identiﬁcation of TMPs in multilingual corpora were developed
for this speciﬁc task. There are two main guidelines that deﬁne temporal expressions: TimeML and TIMEX2. TimeML [26] is a speciﬁcation language designed
to address events and TMPs in natural language. TIMEX2 focuses more on
TMPs and covers both their detection and normalization [9]. Several TimeML
corpora were created for English and other languages including TimeBank [25],
TempEval and AQUAINT TimeML2 . The Automatic Content Extraction corpus
(ACE)3 , in which TMPs are annotated based on TIMEX2 speciﬁcations, is the
only corpus that contains annotated Arabic temporal expressions. However, the
total number of temporal expressions is only 865. This number is not suﬃcient
to train a machine-learning-based system.
The ATB4 contains 5,496 non-overlapping temporal phrases and hence it is
more appropriate to train a machine-learning-based system. In addition, the
ATB provides syntactic annotation for constituency parsing. The following are
  -.  /
 =
some examples of temporal phrases extracted from the ATB:“ 3 (





 2  !!' ( /  
since 38 years”, “   01+'  = in the same month”, “ )/

456 017 2  ' = on the occasion of the ﬁrst night of the nights of the month
Muharram”.
The dashtag -TMP is appended as a temporal modiﬁer which refers to a
point in time or a span of time. This dashtag marks phrases that answer the
questions when, how often, or how long. Possible temporal modiﬁers are NPTMP, PP-TMP, S-NOM-TMP, SBAR-NOM-TMP, ADVP-TMP, S-TMP, and
SBAR-TMP. The dashtag -TMP is not speciﬁed for other scenarios (e.g. if a
subject is also a temporal, the dashtag -SBJ has priority and -TMP will not be
added). Table 1 describes the presence of -TMP tags in the ATB. For instance,
in the training set, there are 2,771 temporal phrases marked -TMP of length
between 2-5 tokens.
2.2

Numerical Expressions (NUMs)

The Message Understanding Conference introduced the NUMEX guidelines
to annotate NUMs only for currency and percentages [10]. The ACE data
is annotated for NUMs. Although diﬀerent types of values exist including
phone numbers, currency and percentages, the ACE contains only 13 Arabic NUMs. Therefore, we used the ATB as our data set for extracting NUMs
2
3
4

http://www.timeml.org/site/timebank/timebank.html
LDC Catalog No. LDC2006T06.
Unvocalised version of the Penn Arabic Treebank (ATB), Part3v3.2 [22].
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(see Table 1, ATB contains 6,890 NUMs). Unlike temporals, numerical expressions are not annotated in the ATB. Instead, numerical words are only given a
POS tag indicating whether the word is a cardinal number or an ordinal number. Therefore, we semi-automatically annotated NUMs using their POS tags in
addition to some rules. The following are examples of NUMs extracted from the



ATB: “ $ !/ 8 ,9 = 1,2 million”, “ 3 :;   - < ” = 4.8 percent”, “  '” = the


  *+= >” = twenty one”.
second”, “ )
Table 1.

Distribution of the functional dashtag -TMP and NUMs in the ATB
ATB
Size (sentences)
Number of NUMs
Number of -TMP
|TMP|= 1 token
1 token <|TMP|≤ 5 tokens
5 tokens <|TMP|≤ 10 tokens
|TMP|>10 tokens

2.3

Train Dev Test
10,540 1,326 1,335
6,855 860 948
5,496 686 708
1,115 148 139
2,771 360 367
801
94 102
809
84 100

Evaluation of Temporal and Numerical Expressions

In the literature, two evaluation metrics are used to evaluate TMPs extraction [29] : detection performance (DP) and bracketing performance (BP). DP is
generous in the sense that it considers any system output correct as long as at
least one word overlaps with the reference expression. BP measures the ability of
the system to correctly determine the extent of the temporal expression where
the output of the system and the reference expression must match exactly.
[13] introduces three evaluation measures to evaluate the identiﬁcation of
NUMs: Full-Match, CoreMatch, and SpanID. Full-Match requires the system
output and reference value to match exactly in value, type (plural, ordinal or
cardinal) and span. Core match requires the numerical value and the span to
match only. SpanID evaluates the identiﬁcation of the span of a numerical expression. Since we do not need to identify the type of a numeral and we are
concerned only about detecting and normalizing NUMs, we found that the use
of the same evaluation metrics as for temporals is more appropriate for our work.
2.4

Related Work

TMPs Detection: There are two main approaches to detect temporal expressions: rule-based approaches and machine-learning-based approaches.
For English, [21] uses a rule-based system achieving an F-score of 96.2%,
[23] handles conﬂicts between possibly overlapped tags achieving 92.6% DP and
87.2% BP and [7] uses a rule-based system based on a cascade of ﬁnite-state
grammars achieving 89.6% DP and 81.7% BP. Machine learning approaches
used to detect temporal expressions are either based on tokens or phrases.
Token level approaches use token features such as POS tag, word case, and
whether a word belongs to a certain class of tokens. [14] considers the problem
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of detecting time expressions as a tagging problem at the token level. They
use lexical, syntactic, semantic as well as external features from a rule based
time expression tagger achieving 93.5% DP and 87.8% BP for English (resp.
90.5% DP and 78.6% BP for Chinese). [1] uses a Conditional Random Fields
classiﬁer and [24] uses SVM and an Inductive Logic Programming system. Phrase
based approaches use features of phrases such as the syntactic annotation of the
phrase and head rules. The latter approaches usually use a parser to extract
phrases from text. These approaches are very similar to chunking approaches
and named-entity recognition systems [5]. [2] treats TMP recognition as a binary
phrase classiﬁcation. Using the Charniak parser, 90.2% of the TMPs were exactly
aligned with a parse. They use SVM and various features including parse-based
features and report 84.4% DP and 78.7% BP. [16] shows that binary constituent
based classiﬁcation of chunk phrases outperforms a token-by-token classiﬁcation
system with 85.2% DP and 82.8% BP.
To the best of our knowledge, there is not much research speciﬁcally addressing
the problem of detecting temporal expressions in Arabic. [15] developed TREX,
a rule-based temporal reference extractor for Arabic texts based on stemmed
temporal Arabic words achieving an f-score of 92%. However, the corpus used
was small and lacking in temporals. Another linguistically motivated approach
was proposed by [4] on spoken Jordanian time expressions. In this study, time
expressions are classiﬁed into three types : precise, semi-precise and imprecise.
Precise time expressions include a speciﬁc clock time or calendar day. Semi
precise time expressions are the ones similar to the word “ ?5 @” = “moment” in




 ?5@ ” = “one moment please” and imprecise time expressions are
“ A! B )/
  
expressions whose temporal speciﬁcations are vague such as “  C C5@ D E ? (
  01' ” = “the truth will come out eventually”. This research however focuses

only on the linguistic features of TMPs rather than on their detection.
NUMs Detection: [3] presents two grammars for converting Arabic numbers
from digits to word forms and vice versa. [8] developed an implementation of the
Arabic numeral system in the Grammatical Framework programming language.
[13] deﬁnes the task of identifying numbers in a natural context and develops a
corpus to evaluate their eﬀorts in identifying Arabic numbers achieving 77.9%
DP and 73.3% BP. However, all previously mentioned work is based on rule based
methods. Our numerical expressions identiﬁcation system, Raqm, is a machine
learning system trained on the ATB corpus.

3

ZamAn: Temporal Expressions Labeller

We use Yamcha (Yet Another Multipurpose Chunk Annotator) to detect temporal expressions [19,17,18]. Yamcha uses an SVM learning algorithm. We search
for non-overlapping temporal structures because the number of overlapping
entities present in the training data is much lower than the non-overlapping
structures; and secondly, the search for non-overlapping representations has the
potential to correctly label temporal phrases of any length, unlike overlapping
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structures, for which an upper bound on the length must be ﬁxed for tractability.
In addition, apart from [14], all machine-learning-based TIMEX systems reduce
the identiﬁcation task to identifying non-overlapping structures only.
We also develop a post processing rule-based system to identify instances of
-TMP common in Arabic but not detected by ZamAn.
3.1

Preprocessing the ATB

Preprocessing the raw ATB trees is an important step in order to smooth and
prepare the data for temporal labelling. The preprocessing consists of:
1. Spelling variation: We collapse all possible variants of the character Alif
to normalise the data. The variation can be seen as a level of vocalisation
and also because in Arabic raw text the diﬀerent forms of the Alif are very
often misspelled.
2. Reducing the tagset: The ATB tagset consists of 492 ﬁne-grained POS
tags encoding morphological features. For example, Al+dawol+atayoni (the
states) receives the following tag DET+NOUN+NSUFF FEM DU GEN,
annotating a deﬁnite, feminine, dual noun in the genitive case. Due to the
large size of this tagset, we use the Bikel-Bies POS mapping provided with
the ATB, which maps the original ATB tagset onto a small PTB-style tagset
(28 tags), discarding almost all morphological features that are not also
present in the English PTB (except for deﬁniteness information).
3. Splitting the treebank: We apply the usual treebank split (80% training,
10% development, 10% test [20]).
4. Manual annotation for -TMP: as our research focuses on labelling -TMP,
we decided to annotate manually the remaining -TMP not appended in the
development and test set in order to reduce the number of false positive.
3.2

Classiﬁcation Features

Our method is comparable to the work of [14] in terms of the detection method
and the features used in detection. However, the results are not comparable
because we are not searching for the same entities. In fact, this paper describes
temporal phrase labelling and [14] describes temporal expression labelling (e.g.
“in 1942” vs. “1942”). The dataset is also diﬀerent as well as the languages.
We treat the problem of detecting temporal phrases as a chunking problem at
the level of tokens.
– Tokens: Unvocalised and gold tokenized tokens are used as a classiﬁcation
feature where each token in the data set is considered to be a feature. In
fact, tokenisation is necessary in Arabic as a single word can comprise up to
four independent tokens.
– POS tags: We tag the data (development and test sets) using MADA [12],
a state-of-the-art tool for morphological processing5. We used two diﬀerent
5

Tested on the ATB, MADA is reported to achieve high accuracy for POS tagging,
achieving more than 93%. MADA performs tokenisation, lemmatisation, diacritization, POS tagging, and disambiguation of Arabic texts.
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tagsets in our experiments. The ﬁrst is the full tagset of the ATB which
includes morphological information (492 tags), and the second is the BikelBies reduced tagset (28 tags). We include POS tags as a feature in our system
to help the disambiguation of tokens as Arabic is a morphologically complex
language. In the ATB, 492 morphological tags are used to cover the data but
theoretically 333,000 diﬀerent complex tags are possible. In contrast, English
morphological tagsets use 50 tags to cover all morphological variation [11].
– Token frequency: We use two diﬀerent conﬁgurations with counts created
from the training data: the ﬁrst conﬁguration counts the frequency of the
tokens in the training data and the second counts the frequency of both
the token and the POS tag. The second conﬁguration aims at reducing the
ambiguity at the lexical level (e.g. “ A!/” is a noun (king), verb (own), adj).
– Lemmas: Arabic is known for its morphological richness leading to the high
number of distinct word-forms, and their inﬂections. To reduce this data
sparsity in labelling TMPs, we map tokens to their associated
lemmas. (The
3
lemma of both “ #?'” = “the physician” and “ F G ” = “physicians” is
“physician”). We report the result of using lemmas (obtained using MADA)
as features instead of tokens.
– Token patterns: We identify ﬁve speciﬁc patterns for temporal expressions
as follows: 1) is the token a digit? 2) does the token belong to a day of the
week? 3) is the token 3a name of a month? 4) is the token an atomic temporal
expression (e.g. “ / ” = “yesterday”) ? 5) is the token a numerical word


(e.g. “ H” = “three”, “ *+=” = “ten”)? We construct a list of all possible
days of the week and another list for all months (single word months as well

  *+ I” = “November”). For patas multiple words months such as “  ' )

terns 4 and 5 we manually build lexicons that contain the lemmas of temporal
words and numerical words that consist of a single token.
– Constituency relations: We parse our data to identify the label of the
immediate syntactic mother node of each token, namely the types of phrases
or clause: NP, VP, PP, S, SBAR, SQ, etc. We decided to apply constituency
parsing to include the head-word feature as well but base phrase chunking
can be used instead.
– Head words: We specify whether each token is the head word of its mother
node, it appears to the left of the head word or to the right of the head
word. For this task, we build our own Arabic head-rules starting from the
list present in [6].
– Dynamic features: dynamic features refer to the use of the output tags,
predicted by ZamAn, of a window of n (3≤ n ≤5) tokens preceding the
current token as features to predict the label of the current token.
– Contextual features: a window of size m (3≤ m ≤5) is speciﬁed such that
the m tokens preceding the current token and the m tokens succeeding the
current token and their associated features are used as features to identify
the tag of the current token.
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ZamAn: Experimental Results

Table 3 describes the classiﬁcation results we obtained using various feature
combinations. We notice from Table 1 that 85% of -TMP present in the training
set are composed of 10 tokens or less, thus, we experiment with the identiﬁcation
of -TMP of <5 (5 tokens or less), of <10 (10 tokens or less), and of all lengths
(length is not speciﬁed).
Run 1 represents our baseline (83.6% DP and 63.6% BP), where only tokens
are used as a feature to train ZamAn. Run 11 provides the best results (90.7%
DP and 76% BP), when all features are used together with the reduced BiesBikel tagset and a post processing rule-based system we designed to identify
instances of -TMP not detected by ZamAn (see Table 3).
We experiment with the use of lemmas instead of the tokens themselves (runs
12-15) but the results are generally lower, especially when detecting -TMP of any
length. The use of lemmas hurts the bracketing results considerably because it
increases the ambiguity at the lexical level. We also experiment with a version of
the labeller which uses the full tagset (492 tags) to make use of the morphological
information present in the tags (runs 16-18). However, the results are lower as
the tagset is too ﬁne-grained.
The error analysis shows that the number of undetected -TMPs can be decreased using a rule based labeller because missing phrases are often common
Arabic expressions that are very
M  but not frequent in the training set such

 M short

as:   01+'  J KL :;   J '  J C!(. Using the literature on Arabic temporal
 

expressions [15], we built our own rule-based system to detect common Arabic
temporal phrases and add the detected temporal phrases to ZamAn’s output
and re-evaluate the new output (see Table 2, best results on dev and test sets).
The remaining missing -TMP are mainly due to inconsistencies in the original
ATB annotation. For instance, the phrase 21/08/2001 is tagged in the ATB
incorrectly as 21/(08/2001). Since ZamAn detects the whole structure as one
entity, the evaluation classiﬁes the labelling as incorrect compared to the gold.
In addition the rule based labeller does not search for embedded structures. As
expected from the work of [14], using all features gives the best performance.
Arabic results (90.7% DP and 76% BP) for temporal phrases recognition are close
to those obtained for the Chinese system for temporal expression recognition
(90.5% DP and 78.6% BP) even though the results are not directly comparable.
As the ACE Corpus contains annotations for Arabic temporal expressions, we
decided to evaluate the performance of ZamAn using this data. We preprocessed
the temporal expressions already annotated in this corpus in order to convert
them to temporal phrases similar to the ones in ATB. This preprocessing mainly
  =since” to

consists of adding prepositions such as “  =in/at/on/etc” and “ /

the extent of an expression. We used the model trained on ATB (run 1, -TMP
of length 10 as this was the average length of TMPs in the ACE) for this evaluation. Although, we detect almost all temporals present in the ACE, the results
we obtained were low: 43.3% DP and 24% BP due to the large number of unannotated
3 temporal phrases (1,136 -TMP) in the ACE detected by ZamAn (e.g. “
!  N&(   ” = “in September”), and also, due to incomplete annotation in
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the ACE such as “Friday evening” where only “Friday” in annotated (ZamAn
detects the whole expression).

4

Raqm: Numerical Expressions Labeller

We annotate NUMs in the ATB semi-automatically to create training data for
Raqm using POS tags and lexical information. Special treatment is required 1)
for multi-word expressions containing the conjunction “= and” or a comma
in order to decide when “ ” is used between two individual expressions “ ) N
“,”
N' 8O8< ,PP  8O8. ,OP = between 1513,50 and 1514,00 ” or is a part of one
  *+=  > = twenty one” and 2) for splitting two
multi-word expression “ )


 = it reaches in
independent consecutive digits “ 3 :;   88 ,Q- 8Q-P 4 = R!

1980 11.98 per cent”.
3
Due to a high level of ambiguity, we exclude the words 3 “  = ﬁrst” and

“  '= second” if they are part of 3a month name as in “   $  " =Decem
ber”. We also exclude the word “ > =one/anybody” because it is always
3 labelled
 )/

as a number
by
MADA
even
if
it
is
not
a
number
as
in
“

>

SC  )'
'
3
” > ’means in this case “anybody”.
To prepare the training data, we convert all the digits into numeric words
using a lexicon of digits and their corresponding words to run the Yamcha SVM
classiﬁer using tokens, dynamic and contextual features (see Section 3.2).
4.1

Normalisation of NUMs

The next step is the normalization of NUMs. We use the same algorithm proposed by [13] with two extensions.
- Extension 1: [13] do not mention the processing of fractions. For instance, the
 
ATB contains NUMs indicating a fraction such as “ TBI” = “half” and “ R ”
= “one quarter”. If a numerical expression contains one of those words followed
by another numeric word, we multiply the fraction by the next number e.g. “
 I  !/= one million and half million” is converted to “1000,000 w
$ !/ TB

500,000”. Then we convert the expression to “1,500,000”.
- Extension 2: [13] fails to correctly normalize long NUMs containing several
scales6 . For instance, “six hundred and twelve million and ﬁve hundred thousand” is converted to 612,000,500,000 instead of 612,500,000. To solve this issue,
we modify the algorithm to rank the scales and use an additional stack to save
the number obtained when a value is multiplied by its scale.
4.2

Raqm: Experimental Results

The results of Raqm on the dev and test sets are shown in Table 2. We achieved
state-of-the-art performance in identifying NUMs (96% DP and 94.4% BP). The
remaining non labelled NUMs were due to the ambiguity in using the conjunction
6

A scale can have the value of thousand, million, billion, etc.
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“= and” in a multi-word expression vs. using it to split two diﬀerent NUMs.
The performance of our systems ZamAn and Raqm has been also evaluated and
validated using 3-fold cross validation.
Table 2. Best Performance of Raqm and ZamAn systems on dev and test sets using
full length expressions for temporals
Raqm
DP BP
Dev set 94.9 92.6
Test set 96 94.4
ACE
n/a n/a

ZamAn
DP BP
90.8 77.5
88.5 73.1
43.3 24

Table 3. Performance of ZamAn System at diﬀerent feature combinations: tok: tokens,
lem: lemma, tf: term frequency, tpf: frequency of token and its POS tag, rpos: reduced
POS tags, fpos: ATB POS tag set, ddm: whether the token is a digit, day of week or
month, ddmt: ddm + whether the token is an atomic temporal token or not, ddmtn:
ddmt + whether the token is a numeric word or not, const: constituency relations,
head: head words information
|TMP|
|TMP|
<= 5
<= 10
DP BP DP BP
69.5 62.3 75.9 64.1
68 61.1 73 60.8
68.6 64 72.4 62.8
67.4 63.5 72.2 62
70.6 66.7 74.9 63.5
+
70.1 66.3 75.5 64.6
+
+
67.4 63.5 72.2 62
+
67.8 64.5 71.7 61.6
+
+ 67.1 63.6 72.3 62.1
+
+
+
+ 69.8 66.2 74.5 64.3
+
+
+
+ 70.8 66.6 74.5 65.4
63.7 57.5 71.6 58.7
63.9 58.3 70.7 58.3
68.5 63.7 73.4 62.6
67.4 62.4 74 63.2
66.3 61 71.5 61.6
61.5 55.5 68.2 56.7
+
+
+
+ 68.8 64.8 73.5 64.4
common -TMP not detected by ZamAn

Run tok lem tf tpf rpos fpos ddm ddmt ddmtn const head

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

5

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+
+ +
+ +
+
+
+ +
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+ +
Run 11 + post processing

TMP
All
DP BP
83.6 63.6
81.6 60.8
81 64
80 61.1
82.8 64.6
83.4 64.5
80 61.1
79.4 61.4
80.2 63.4
83.4 66.6
84.1 67.4
80.9 58.8
79.5 57.6
80.6 61.9
80.5 61.4
80.7 62.6
76.8 57.8
83.8 66.8
90.8 77.5

Conclusion

We develop the ZamAn system to label temporal structures and the Raqm system to detect numerical expressions achieving state-of-the-art results with an
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F-score of 88.5% (resp. 96%) for bracketing and 73.1% (resp. 94.4%) for detection. As far as we are aware, ZamAn is the ﬁrst robust and accurate system
for recognition and extraction of temporal phrases for Arabic. In the future, we
aim to use this system for normalisation of temporals in Arabic texts in order
to improve Arabic statistical parsing.
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Abstract. The task of sentence and paragraph alignment is essential for
preparing parallel texts that are needed in applications such as machine
translation. The lack of sufficient linguistic data for under-resourced languages
like Persian is a challenging issue. In this paper, we proposed a hybrid sentence
and paragraph alignment model on Persian-English parallel documents based on
simple linguistic features as well as length similarity between sentences and
paragraphs of source and target languages. We apply a small bilingual dictionary
of Persian-English nouns, punctuation marks, and length similarity as alignment
metrics. We combine these features in a linear model and use genetic algorithm
to learn the linear equation weights. Evaluation results show that the extracted
features improve the baseline model which is only a length-based one.
Keywords: Sentence Alignment, Paragraph Alignment, Parallel Corpus,
Bilingual Corpus, Persian, English, Machine Translation.

1

Introduction1

A parallel corpus is made up of sentences of two languages that each sentence from
one language is a translation of the sentence in the other one [1]. Sentence aligned
corpora are necessary for the task of statistical machine translation. Furthermore,
there are many other applications of parallel corpora such as lexicography and
language analysis [2]. The importance of parallel corpus increased since the IBM
translation models [3] has been introduced. One of the main steps of building a
parallel corpus is sentence alignment [4], so in order to obtain a sentence aligned
corpus, it is necessary to perform sentence alignment on bitext documents. Sentence
alignment is the task of mapping each sentence in the source language to its
corresponding sentence (or sentences) in the target language [5]. In addition, if the
parallel data are not aligned in the paragraph level, it is essential to align paragraphs
before the sentence alignment task, because knowing paragraph boundaries help to
reduce candidate space for sentence alignment. There are some ways to collect
bilingual texts. Using widely translated books such as holy religious books [6], multilingual catalogues [7], or getting parallel texts from web [8] are some of the ways for
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collecting bitext data. Therefore, building appropriate parallel text is a hardship for
under-resourced languages similar to Persian language.
Persian is a variation of Arabic-script language that is mostly spoken in Iran,
Afghanistan, Tajikistan and some parts of India and Pakistan. One of the most
challenging issues of Persian language processing and information retrieval (IR) is the
lack of feasible corpus. For example, to our knowledge, there is no syntactically
and/or semantically tagged corpus in Persian. There are some bilingual PersianEnglish corpora. One of them is introduced in [9]. Another Persian-English parallel
corpus is introduced in [10] that is made of Persian-English aligned movie subtitles
wherein the Persian parts are in colloquial shape instead of official Persian language
that is used in academic and governmental organizations and medias. Therefore, it is
required to have a corpus of official Persian language. The process of manually
aligning corpora is a time consuming task, where intelligent computer programs may
help reduce the time, so automatically building parallel Persian-English corpora made
sentence is a hot topic.
In this paper, considering the need for a feasible parallel Persian-English corpus,
we propose a hybrid approach to extract aligned paragraphs and sentences from
translated documents. We used some clues such as paragraph or sentence length,
punctuation marks and a small bilingual lexicon of simple one-word nouns. In the
following sections, after reviewing some related works on sentence alignment in
Section 2, we describe our proposed method in Section 3. We have done two
experiments on Persian-English data, one for paragraph alignment and one for
sentence alignment that are described in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the
paper.

2

Related Works

There have been many sentence alignment models in recent years that can be
categorized into three model types: 1) length-based approaches, 2) Lexical matching
approaches, and 3) Hybrid approaches. Furthermore, there are some other approaches
such as measuring cognate similarity between sentences. Most of the works on
sentence alignment models are based on the assumption that paragraph anchors are
aligned [11-15]. Even though, in some works, candidate sentences are chosen based
on a window size of adjacent sentences in the text without any information about
paragraph anchors [16].
The first attempts on sentence alignment were done based on length-based models.
In the length based approach, it is assumed that the sentence pairs of source-target
languages are similar in their length. For example, the sentences in German-English
parallel corpus have a correlation of 0.91 [17]. The first attempts on length-based
approaches were in [11, 12, 17]. Not only this model is very simple and language
independent, but also it can gain global optimum [18]. On the other hand, small
deletions and insertions decrease the accuracy drastically [14] and error propagation
may happen [18]. The second approach is based on lexical matching. In this approach,
bilingual lexicons are used as guides to alignment. The early works on this approach
were done by [14, 15, 19, 20].
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In the third approach, the combination of statistical and linguistic features (such as
bilingual lexical matching and simple linguistic clues) is used as a guide to the
alignment task. The main reason to use this approach is that for many languages,
simple statistical approaches do not gain enough accuracy and there is a need for new
approaches to overcome this problem [21]. Most of the recent works on sentence
alignment is based on hybrid models. In [13], three phases were used in order to
extract aligned sentences. In the first phase, some aligned sentences were extracted
via length based models. In this phase, a threshold was considered on length similarity
to select only reliable parallel sentences in the corpora. In the second phase, IBM
model 1 was used on the extracted aligned corpora and a bilingual lexicon was built.
In the last phase, the program used both the gained lexical information and length
similarity to find aligned sentences. This work became state of the art in its time and
many other researchers improved this model. In [22], a combination of dynamic
programming (DP) and divisive clustering was used to improve Moore's model[13].In
this work, DP allows many-to-many alignments and divisive clustering refines those
alignments with iterative binary splitting. In [23], a two step clustering approach was
used to improve both accuracy and efficiency of Moore's model. In the first step the
program finds a model-optimal alignment made up of possible 0/1 to 0/1 alignments
and in the second step, it merges those alignments into larger ones. That method was
550 times faster than the work in [22].
In [24] cognates similarity (similarity based on transliteration) was used as a
measure of similarity. In [25], the order of punctuation marks in bitext and lexical
information were combined to achieve aligned sentences. In [26], the combination of
punctuation marks, cognates and length similarity was used to find better alignments.
In addition, probabilistic neural network (P-NNT) and Gaussian mixture models
(GMM) were used to combine those features. In [5], a modification of the
Champollion in [27] was proposed. This approach was based on a hybrid model that
optimized the process of splitting the bilingual texts into small parts for alignment. In
[28], an iterative model was used to improve alignment accuracy. That work was an
extension of [29] that was used for aligning OCR generated texts. In that work, a
length based approach was used in the initialization phase. In the next iterations, a
statistical machine translation (SMT) model was built and based on that model; bleu
measure was used in the next iterations to compare the translated text by the
translation model to the candidate sentences. In the last iteration, the final SMT model
was built from the sentence aligned corpora. In [30], a bootstrapping algorithm was
done on bitext based on cosine similarity measure to measure similarity of the
documents based on TF-IDF. In [31], Wikipedia was considered as a good source of
multilingual data with many noises such as sentences without translations. Some
features such as date matching, same pictures in the pages and a little manually
aligned train data for building bilingual lexicon was used as guides to alignment. In
[32], based on the assumption that parallel web pages have similar page structures and
translators respect the original structure of the document, an HTML tree alignment
model was proposed using dynamic programming. In [33], a language independent
context model based on Zipfian word vector was proposed to improve sentence
alignment problem. The Zipfian word vector is a vector of values in the sentences
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based on the logarithmic division of the word frequency in the sentence context and a
threshold. In that work, dynamic programming was used to align sentences. There are
also some alignment works on movie subtitles based on simple clues such as sentence
length and time overlap that some of these works are proposed in [34, 35].

3

Extracting Parallel Paragraphs and Sentences

One of the main problems we faced in Persian-English parallel corpus extraction is
the lack of paragraph aligned corpora. Indeed, in this paper we focus on introducing a
new model that can be used both for sentence alignment and paragraph alignment. In
the study we have done on Persian-English bitext, we found that the most of the
paragraph lengths are in the similar length order and using pure length-based models
results in unreliable alignment. On the other hand, the methods used in [13] is
employed IBM model 1 [3] which is not efficient for long paragraphs. The length of
paragraphs in Persian is about 100 words (based on our test bed). The IBM model
performance is proportional to the sentence length, where for long sentences the space
of candidates and processing time increases. We chose three most efficient ones as: 1)
length similarity, 2) punctuation mark similarity, and 3) semantic similarity between
words of source and target paragraphs or sentences that is calculated exploiting a
bilingual dictionary of nouns.
3.1

Feature Similarities

For the length based similarity we used Poisson distribution that is employed in [13,
26, 31]. This distribution has only one parameter and is simpler than Gaussian
distribution used in [11]. The Poisson distribution only needs the length rate between
the source and target sentences as shown in (1) where lt and ls are sentence length of
the target and source languages and r is the sentence length rate.
l

p length(S, T)

e-ls r .(ls.r t )
=
lt !

(1)

For the punctuation similarity, we chose 11 different punctuation types that are
comparable in Persian and English1. Equation (2) calculates the punctuation similarity
score of each punctuation mark (punci), where min(s,t) and max(s,t) are the minimum
and maximum number of occurrence of punctuation punci in the source and target
sentence or paragraph respectively.

1

We replace brackets with their open form; as an example, close parenthesis mark is replaced
with open parenthesis mark. Therefore, punctuation marks in the text are mapped into the
(,;?!.-{[": set. Some Persian punctuation marks are different but corresponding with
English ones such as “،” in Persian that corresponds to “,” in English, or “ ”؟in Persian
corresponds “?” in English.
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p( punci ) =

min(s, t)
, max(s, t) > 0
max(s, t)

(2)

So, the overall punctuation probability will be as equation (3), where np is the number
of distinct punctuations.
np

p punc ( S , T ) =

 p( punc )
i

i

(3)

np

We used a small dictionary of Persian one-word nouns and their English translations. In
order to calculate the semantic similarity of sentences or paragraphs, we count the cooccurrence of translated nouns (either in word form or stem form) in source and target
sentences or paragraphs as shown in (4) where dic ( si ) and dic (ti ) are the number
of translated word occurrences. In addition, count(S) and count(T) are the number of
distinct words in the source and target languages respectively. In other words, for each
noun in the source sentence or paragraph, if the corresponding translated word exists in
the target sentence or paragraph, we count a co-occurrence score for that word.

min(dic( si ), dic(ti ))

pdic ( S , T ) =

3.2

 max(dic( s ), dic(t ))
i, j

i

i

max(count ( S ), count (T ))

, max(dic( si ), dic(ti )) > 0

(4)

Combining Similarities

In order to combine similarity scores, we used a linear model similar to the
mathematical union, in which each part of the equation is weighted by a coefficient as
in (5) where w1 and w2 are in [0, 1] and the other coefficients are in [-1, 1]. The
reason that we used this form is that it is simple to use and with this type of equation
all types of linear combinations of variables is considered, so the learner adapts
appropriate weight to each coefficient.

p align (S, T) = w1 p punc (S, T) + w 2 p length (S, T) + w 3 pdic (S, T)
+ w 4 p punc (S, T).p length (S, T) + w 5 p punc (S, T).p dic (S, T)
+ w 6 p dic (S, T).p length (S, T) + w 7 p punc (S, T).p dic (S, T).p length (S, T)
With this assumption, it is needed to find 18 unknown weight coefficients in (5).

(5)
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3.3

Using Genetic Algorithm for Weight Learning

We used genetic algorithm to find the unknown weight coefficients. It is worth to say
that in[36], genetic algorithm was also used for sentence alignment. Elitism is used in
the genetic algorithm in order to keep good chromosome in each generation. The
fitness function is shown in (6). The precision of the weights of the chromosome in
the training data is used in the equation to find the fitness.

Fitness(cromosome) =

4

e

precision( cromosome)
10

e

precision( cromosome)
10

(6)

Experiments and Results

We evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed alignment method for both sentence
and paragraph alignment. In the experiment 1, we evaluated our method through
paragraph alignment. The length rate for Poisson distribution has been chosen as 1.
Uniform distribution was used to choose each chromosome gene for crossover in
learning part using genetic algorithm. The uniform probability is chosen as 0.5 and
the crossover rate as 0.9. The mutation rate is chosen as 0.01. In the experiment 2, we
used our method for sentence alignment. To stem English words, we used an opensource code of Porter stemmer [37] and for Persian words, we used lemmatization
code proposed in [38]2.
4.1

Experiment 1: Paragraph Alignment

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of semantic similarity and exploiting a bilingual
dictionary, we relaxed (5) to (7) and compare the results.

palign (S, T) = w1 p punc (S, T) + w 2 plength (S, T)
+ w 3 ppunc (S, T).p length (S, T)

(7)

In this experiment, we extracted about 400 lecture paragraphs from the Iran supreme
leader official website3 that provides both English and Persian edition of lectures. The
translation mode in this website is free and there are many free deletions and insertions in
the translations. There are also some Arabic sentences (like holy Quran verses) during
lectures. In order to find parallel documents, we matched the dates of the lecture pages
and aligned the paragraphs manually. Finally, we prepared a paragraph level aligned
corpus with about 300 Persian paragraphs and about 350 corresponding English
2

The Persian lemmatizer code is available in the Virastyar software pack in:
http://sourceforge.net/projects/virastyar/.
3
http://www.khamenei.ir
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Paragraphs. The reason of difference between the numbers of Persian and English
paragraphs in the manually aligned corpus is a source paragraph may be translated into
two or more paragraphs in target language as we have one-to-one, one-to-two, one-tothree, and one-to-four alignment in our corpus. To overcome the small training data
issue, we used 6-fold cross-validation. The results of paragraph alignment using our
proposed method are shown in Table 1. In order to compare the results with the baseline
length-based model, we tested the baseline on this data and did not get alignment
precision more than 35% considering only the length of paragraphs, which means that the
pure length-based model is not appropriate enough for sentence alignment.
Table 1. Results of paragraph alignment experiment
Fold #

Precision with Semantic Similarity

Precision without Semantic Similarity

1

100

71.93

2

94.12

79.41

3

100

44.12

4

90

70

5

89.01

47.26

6

81.25

59.37

Average

92.40

62.01

4.2

Experiment 2: Sentence Alignment

After experiment 1, we developed a visual user-friendly software for manually
aligning sentences. We used translated novels as our initial data. In order to build a
binary classifier, all bilingual sentences pairs are labeled by our method as “arealigned” or “not-aligned”. In this way, we are able to calculate both precision and
recall. We also evaluate the effectiveness of punctuation similarity relaxing (5) to (8).

palign (S, T) = w1 pdic (S, T) + w 2 plength (S, T)

(8)

+ w 3 pdic (S, T).p length (S, T)

The dataset of our test is composed of 26,108 aligned sentences (13,054 sentences in
each language). The results are shown in Table 2, the punctuation similarity improved
the model performance, but the improvement is not significant. The reason is that for
sentences, numbers of punctuation marks are very small and it does not guide the
model very well. On the other hand, in the paragraph level, there are much more
punctuation marks which help the model predict better alignments.
Table 2. Results of sentence alignment experiment
Method

Precision

Recall

F1-Measure

Precision with punctuation similarity

96.63

79.42

86.48

Precision without punctuation similarity

92.25

79.45

86.03
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5

Conclusion

We faced some problems in using parallel data; as an instance, we tried to use texts
extracted by OCR but due to poor performance of Persian OCR software, rate of
erroneous recognized words was very high. The problem of copyright in translations,
un-uniform Persian characters, the lack of bilingual electronic texts and colloquial
language typography in many Persian texts made the task in Persian harder than
languages like English.
As seen in the experiments, the performance of the model depends on the task. If it
used to paragraph alignment, the punctuation mark and bilingual dictionary
significantly improve the accuracy of the pure length-based model result about 35%.
But in the sentence alignment, the length and number of words are small enough to
suppress other features. Furthermore, the cognate similarity is not applicable to
Persian-English texts, because the alphabet types of these two languages are different.
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Abstract. Arabic Document Clustering has increasingly become an important
task for obtaining good results with the unsupervised learning task. This paper
aims to evaluate the impact of the five measures (Cosine similarity, Jaccard
coefficient, Pearson correlation, Euclidean distance and Averaged KullbackLeibler Divergence) for Document Clustering with two types of pre-processing
morphology-based The Information Science Research Institute (ISRI) is
equivalent to the root-based stemmer and light stemmer; and without stemming
without morphology) for an Arabic dataset. Stemming is known as a
computational process used to reduce words to their stems. For classification, it
is categorised as a recall-enhancing or precision-enhancing component. It is
concluded that the method of ISRI for words is proved to be better than without
stemming methods which use a five similarities/distance measures for
Document Clustering.
Keywords: Similarity measures, partitional clustering, document clustering,
Stemming.

1

Introduction

In the recent past, the world has been witnessing a growing increase in the area of
information search and retrieval due to the spread of the Internet. However, it is
unfortunate that, this increasing growth of information is still restricted to the English
language as this is the most dominant language used. Attempts and efforts devoted to
improve the area of information search and retrieval in Arabic language are still
limited and simple compared to the efforts done in the same area in other languages.
As indicated by Khoja [1] the Arabic language is different from other indoEuropean languages in terms of its syntax, morphology and semantics. Since the
morphological nature of the Arabic language is characterised by being complex, a
wide of body of research has been conducted in this area, and more specifically,
focusing on the impact of Arabic morphology on Arabic Document Clustering. It is
indicated that the Arabic morphology in Document Clustering aims to conflate words
of similar or related meanings. Moreover, it is suggested that the retrieval
effectiveness over the use of words or stems is increasingly and significantly
enhanced by indexing Arabic text using roots [2].
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 584–593, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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In defining Document Clustering, it is categorised as an unsupervised learning
task, which does not demand pre-defined categories and labelled documents. It aims
to group or put text documents with high intra-group similarities and low inter-group
similarities in a group [3].
The first section of this study is to review related work. The second section is
methodology, which is divided into four parts; the first part indicates pre-process
tokenisation and normalisation, the second part which has method for stemming the
data named ISRI, the third part provides a discussion of the representation process of
the Arabic dataset. The forth part is concerned with the similarity/distance measure.
The third section of the study is evaluation which is divided into two parts, which are;
explaining and discussing cluster data by using K-mean algorithm, describing of
Arabic data set and viewing of performance measure. The forth section is experiments
and result. Finally, a conclusion and future work is provided.

2

Related Work

The two most effective Arabic stemmers are Khoja [4] based on root-extraction
stemmer and Larkey’s light stemmer [5], [6]. Moreover, Duwairi [7], El-Kourd et al
[8] and Mustafa et al. [9] discovered that N-gram stemming technique is not efficient
for Arabic Text processing.
In a study by Larkey’s [5] the researcher proposed several light stemmers based on
heuristics and a statistical stemmer based on co-occurrence for Arabic retrieval. It was
determined that the effectiveness of the best light stemmer was better for crosslanguage retrieval than that of a morphological stemmer which attempted to find the
root for each word. Darwish [10] examined the effect of improved morphological
analysis, in particular, the focus was on the effect of the context sensitive morphology
on monolingual Arabic Information Retrieval (IR). Based on the results of a
comparison of the effect of context sensitive morphology with that of non-context
sensitive morphology, it was revealed that better coverage and improved correctness
dramatically impacted the IR effectiveness and that context sensitive morphology
further enhanced the retrieval effectiveness.
Taghva et al [11] indicated that by using a root-extraction stemmer for Arabic
which is similar to the Khoja stemmer but without a root dictionary, in comparison
with Khoja stemmer, the performance of the stemmer was equivalent to the Khoja
stemmer. It was also found that it is equivalent to the so-called light stemmers in
monolingual document retrieval tasks. Froud et al. [12] assessed the effect of
stemming on Arabic Text Document Clustering by using similarity/distance
measures. It was found that the Euclidean Distance, the Cosine Similarity and the
Jaccard measures obtained comparable effectiveness for the partitional Arabic
Document Clustering of tasks for finding more coherent clusters in cases when used
without stemming and without stemming better than Khoja and light stemmers. On
the other hand, the Pearson Correlation and averaged KL Divergence obtained quite
similar results when using Khoja and light stemmers.
In this paper we evaluated same five similarities/distances measure for Document
Clustering, with morphology-based ISRI stemming and without stemming, where
ISRI stemmer does not need a root dictionary in order to make clustering faster.
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Methodology

This section comprises four parts: Arabic text pre-processing, stemming proposed,
term representation and similarity/distance measures.
3.1

Arabic Text Pre-processing

In the first phase, processing of the Arabic document is conducted according to the
most common Arabic tokenising and normalising methods. This is a part of the text
pre-processing methods which are applied as the followings:
Step 1: Conversion of the text to Unicode.
Step 2: Removal of digits, diacritics and punctuation marks for each text in the
Arabic dataset as example Remove ( ', ',': ','? ',' \ ' …).
Step 3: Filtering the non Arabic words.
Step 4: Splitting the text into tokens which usually consist only of letters.
Step 5: Normalize  ﺁ, أ, إto ()ا. Removing the hamza in this case does not affect the
root.
3.2

Arabic Stemming Algorithm

According to the report of The Information Science Research Institute’s (ISRI)
generated by Taghva et al [11] the Arabic stemmer is proved to have common
features with the Khoja stemmer. However, the main difference between the two
stemmers is that no root dictionary is used in the Arabic stemmer. As we indicate in
the following table:
Table 1. Summary of ISRI Algorithm

ISRI
Input: Arabic documents.
Phase one: remove stop word.
Phase two: Remove length three and length two prefixes in that order.
Phase three: Remove connector وif it precedes a word beginning with و.
Phase four: Return stem if less than or equal to three. Attempting to shorten stems
further results in ambiguous stems.
Phase five: Length = 4: If the word matches one of the patterns 4, extract the
relevant stem and return. Otherwise, attempt to remove length-one suffixes and
prefixes in that order provided the word is not less than length three.
Phase six: Length = 5: Extract stems with three characters for words that match
patterns 5. If none are matched, attempt to remove suffixes and prefixes, otherwise
the relevant length-three stem is returned. If the word is still five characters in length,
the word is matched patterns 5 to determine if it contains any stems of length 4. The
relevant stem is returned if found.
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Table 1. (continued)

Phase seven: Length = 6. Extract stems of length three if the word matches a pattern
6. Otherwise, attempt to remove suffixes. If a suffix is removed and a resulting term of
length five results, send the word back through Phase six. Otherwise, attempt to
remove one character prefixes, and if successful, send the resulting length-five term to
Phase six.
Phase eight: Length = 7. Attempt to remove one-character suffixes and prefixes. If
successful, send the resulting length-six term Phase seven.
Output: stemmed documents
3.3

Term Representation

We used the bag-of-words (BOW) methodology which is commonly used in the
previous studies of Document Clustering. This has been found to be efficient as a
language-independent method since they are independent of the meaning of the
language and perform well in case of noisy text [13]. In the current study the term
weighting method based on Boolean weighting was used, this was considered as the
simplest and easiest method for term weighting. In applying this approach, 1 is the
matrix to which the weight of a term is assigned in the case when the term appears in
the document and 0 is the matrix to which the term the weight of a term is assigned in
case when the term does not appear in the document. Weighting each term will be
conducted by using the Term Frequency × Inverse Document Frequency (TF×IDF)
weighting. In this approach, proportional assigning of the weight of term i in
document d is to the number of times of occurrence of the term in the document is
done, and in inverse proportion, it is assigned to the number of documents in the
corpus in which the term occurs.
=
3.4

log

).

(1)

Similarity Measures

For the current study, the similarity/distance measures are Cosine Similarity, Jaccard
Coefficient, Pearson Correlation Coefficient, Euclidean Distance and Averaged
Kullback-Leibler Divergence, where not every distance measure is a metric. To
qualify as a metric, a measure d must satisfy the following four conditions.
Let x and y be any two objects in a set and d(x, y) be the distance between x and y.
1. The distance between any two points must be nonnegative, that is, d(x, y) ≥ 0.
2. The distance between two objects must be zero if and only if the two objects are
identical, that is, d(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y.
3. Distance must be symmetric, that is, distance from x to y is the same as the
distance from y to x, i.e. d(x, y) = d(y, x).
4. The measure must satisfy the triangle inequality, which is d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) +
d(y, z).
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A. Cosine Similarity
Cosine similarity is one of the most well-known similarity measures which is applied
to text documents in numerous information retrieval [14] and clustering applications
[15]. In measuring the given two documents t and t their cosine similarity is:
.

SIMC (t , t )

|

.

(2)

|

Where t and t are seen as m-dimensional vectors over the term set T t … t .
Each term with its weight in the document is represented by a particular dimension,
which is non-negative. Therefore, the cosine similarity is non-negative and bounded
between [0, 1]. The cosine similarity is independent of document length, which is an
important property of the cosine similarity that makes it distinguished. For instance,
in measuring the cosine similarity between two identical copies of a document d
which are combined to get a new pseudo document d0, the cosine similarity between d
and d0 is 1, thus, implying that these two documents are regarded to be identical.
B. Jaccard Coefficient
The Jaccard coefficient, which is another similarity measure, is used to measure the
similarity in the intersection divided by the union of the objects. For text documents,
the use of Jaccard coefficient is to make a comparison of the sum weight of shared
terms and the sum weight of terms presented in either of the two documents but on
condition that they are not the shared terms. The formal definition is as follows:
.

SIMJ t , t

.

.

(3)

According to the Jaccard coefficient, the similarity measure ranges between 0 and 1.
It is 1 when the t =t and 0 when t and t are disjointed. The corresponding distance
measure is DJ =1-SIMJ and DJ is used instead in subsequent experiments.
C. Pearson Correlation Coefficient
The Pearson’s correlation coefficient is another similarity measure. It functions to
measure the degree of relationship between two vectors. It is formulated in different
forms. Given the term set T= t … t a popularly used form is:
SIMP t , t

∑
∑

,
,

TF

,

TF
∑

TF
,

TF

(4)

Where TF = ∑ w , and TF = ∑ w , , Like other measures, the Pearson’s
correlation coefficient is also a similarity measure. However, it differs from other
measures in that it ranges from -1 to +1 and it is 1 when t =t In subsequent
experiments, the corresponding distance measure, which is Dp=1-SIMp is used when
SIMp ≥0 and Dp=| SIMp| when SIMp < 0.
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D. Euclidean Distance
The Euclidean distance is a distance measure which is used in clustering problems,
including Document Clustering. It is also identified as a measure for determining the
default distance used with the K-means algorithm. In measuring the distance between
text documents, given two documents da and db are represented by their term vectors
t and t respectively. The Euclidean distance of the two documents is defined as
follows:
∑

DE t , t

w,

/

w,

.

(5)

According to this, the term set is T t … t and as previously mentioned the tfidf
value is used as term weights, that is wt, a = tfidf (da, t).
E. Averaged Kullback-Leibler Divergence
In Document Clustering which is based on information theory, a document is
recognised or identified as a probability distribution of terms. The distance between
the two corresponding probability distributions is known as the similarity of two
documents which has to be measured. The Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL
divergence). Given two distributions P and Q, the KL divergence from distribution P
to distribution Q is defined as:
DKL P||Q

P log

P

.

Q

(6)

In such document scenario, the divergence between two distributions of words is:
∑

DKL t ||t

w,

log

,

.

,

(7)

In contrast to the previously discussed measures, the KL divergence is not symmetric,
i.e. DKL (P||Q) ≠DKL (Q||P) Therefore, it is not a true metric. Thus, the averaged KL
divergence is used instead in the current study, and which is defined as:
DA
π

Where

P
P Q

KL

P||Q

, π

Q
Q P

π DKL P||M

π DKL Q||W .

and M=π P

π Q for documents, the following

(8)

formula provides or shows computation of averaged KL divergence:
DA
Where π

KL

t ||t ) =∑
,

,

,

,π

π

DKL w , ||w

,
,

,

and w =π

π
w,

DKL w , ||w
π

.

(9)

w , . It is also stated

that there is a symmetry ensured by the average weighting between two vectors. In
other words, the divergence from document i to document j is symmetrical to the
divergence from document j to document i.
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Evaluation

For the testing dataset, we experimented with three similarities and two distance
measures using two methods: ISRI using the morphological analyser from Taghva et
al [11] and without stemming.
4.1

Clustering

Cluster analysis [16] refers to the process of classifying objects into groups of similar
objects based on a similarity/distance measure. It has been applied in a wide number
of different fields including text mining, information retrieval and machine learning.
K-means is a method which has been widely used for partitional clustering with a
linear time complexity [17]. It has proved to be useful and workable when it is used
with distance measures which principally aim at minimising the within-cluster
distances.
The Euclidean distance and the averaged KL divergence are defined as measures
used for distance whereas the cosine similarity, Jaccard coefficient and Pearson
coefficient are measures used for similarity. In the current study, a simple
transformation was used for the purpose of converting the similarity measure to
distance values. Since both cosine similarity and Jaccard Coefficient are bounded in
(0, 1) and monotonic, D = 1-SIM is taken as value of the corresponding distance. As
far as Pearson coefficient, which ranges from −1 to +1 is concerned, D=1-SIM is
taken when SIM ≥ 0 and D = |SIM| when SIM < 0.
4.2

Data Description and Performance Measure

The testing dataset consisted of 4 categories namely art, economics, politics and
sport articles, and each contains documents taken from Al-salemi and Aziz [18]
1680 documents where used in testing the dataset.
For measuring the external quality in the current study, the overall purity and
other measures called overall F-measure, which is the most well-known and used
measure in Document Clustering, was used for this purpose [17] where the higher
overall purity and F-measure means the best cluster.

5

Experiments and Result

Three different sets of experiments were created. Moreover, each experiment was
run 5 times and the results are the averaged value over 5 runs. Each run had different
initial seed sets.
The first experiment aimed at Clustering Documents which are clustered under
two different groups, based on Table 2 the distance measure better than similarity
measure as a general with or without stemming, In contrast the similarity with ISRI
stemming is better than without, where the best value was (0.75%) with DAvg KL as a
distance measure and (0.7%) with cosine similarity measure.
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The second experiment was conducted to Cluster Documents which belonged to
three groups, based on Table 3 the results are equivalent between cosine, Jaccard and
DAvg KL In addition, the ISRI method was better than without stemming with
similarity/distance measure.
The last experiment was carried out to examine the effect on clustering of the four
different groups. The aim of carrying out the later experiments was to examine the
effect on highly relevant documents, based on Table 4 the cosine and Jaccard was
better than Pearson as similarity measure and Euclidean better than DAvg KL measure,
on the another hand ISRI stemming was better than without stemming.
Table 2. Overall purity and F-measure evaluation on 2 categories (art, economics)

Stemming evaluations Cosine Jaccard Pearson Euclidean DAvg KL
ISRI
Without

Purity
F-measure
Purity
F-measure

0.7
0.67
0.7
0.67

0.65
0.6
0.6
0.52

0.6
0.58
0.45
0.37

0.6
0.52
0.6
0.52

0.7
0.69
0.75
0.74

Table 3. Overall purity and F-measure evaluation on 3 categories (art, economics, politics)

Stemming evaluations Cosine Jaccard Pearson Euclidean DAvg KL
ISRI
Without

Purity
F-measure
Purity
F-measure

0.6
0.57
0.6
0.55

0.6
0.58
0.6
0.51

0.53
0.52
0.4
0.38

0.47
0.39
0.43
0.37

0.6
0.62
0.57
0.59

Table 4. Overall purity and F-measure evaluation on 4 categories (art, economics, politics, sport)
p )

Stemming evaluations Cosine Jaccard Pearson Euclidean DAvg KL
ISRI
Purity
0.2
0.42
0.2
0.57
0.57
F-measure
0.52
0.29
0.38
0.28
0.54
Without
Purity
0.5
0.2
0.42
0.2
0.55
F-measure
0.21
0.35
0.28
0.49
0.49

6

Conclusion and Future Work

We concluded based on our experiments which are detailed above, that the
similarity/distance measure is more effective on ISRI stemming as morphological
words than without stemming; especially when they group documents on similarity
measures more than distance measures.
The main reason for determining the effectiveness of the three similarities and
two distances with the ISRI method, is that without a stemming method have understemming error in which some terms that should be stemmed to one root are not,
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which leads to create similarities among the unrelated documents containing the
same roots for different words, as shown in Table 5. The ISRI method have overstemming error that means there are two words with different stems which are
stemmed to the same root as displayed in Table 5. These errors of stemming
decrease the effectiveness on the similarities and distances measure. The similarities
and distances calculate the term frequency for each word, and within the previous
errors, the frequency of the terms split or merge. So that, the ambiguity with the
similarities and distances measure can be done as shown in our results, and also a lot
of terms have under-stemming more than over-stemming so that the ISRI method
has on the result better than without stemming. The cosine as specific and jaccard as
general similarity have proved to be better than the Pearson in our experiments.
Table 5. Example of under-stemming and over-stemming errors

Words
ﻳﺸﺮﺑﺎﻥ,ﺃﺷﺮﺏ, ﺗﺸﺮﺏ,ﻳﺸﺮﺏ
ﺍﻟﻔﻴﺘﺎﻣﻴﻦ
ﺍﻟﺴﻌﻮﺩﻳﺔ
ﺳﻌﻴﺪﺓ

methods
root
ﺷﺮﺏ
ﻓﻴﺘﺎﻣﻴﻦ
ﺳﻌﻮﺩﻳﺔ
ﺳﻌﺪ

Without stemming
ﻳﺸﺮﺑﺎﻥ, ﺃﺷﺮﺏ, ﺗﺸﺮﺏ,ﻳﺸﺮﺏ
ﺍﻟﻔﻴﺘﺎﻣﻴﻦ
ﺍﻟﺴﻌﻮﺩﻳﺔ
ﺳﻌﻴﺪﺓ

ISRI
ﺷﺮﺏ
ﻳﺘﺎﻡ ﻳﺘﻢ
ﺳﻌﺪ
ﺳﻌﺪ

There are some suggestions are mentioned for future research. Firstly, a
combination of different models is planned as to make a representation of the
documents. So that, we propose another similarities/distances measure such as
Probabilistic Models as BM25 and Language models. Secondly, using another
stemming method or generating new one which is based on the morphological and
syntactic structure same as generated by [19]. These are due to the idea of stemming
and stop word to decrease the words which are not important to the documents.
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Abstract. Nowadays, although many researches is being done in the field of
word sense disambiguation in some languages like English, still some other
languages like Persian have many things to be done. Some difficulties are in
this way which might have made it less interactive for researchers. For
example, Persian WordNet or FarsNet is newly developed and there is no sense
tagged corpus developed based on it yet. So we propose a semi-supervised
approach for extending FarsNet with some new relations and then use it for
WSD. Also a method to extract semantic keywords or key-concepts from
textual documents is used. As the key-concepts are extracted exploiting
FarsNet, we call them Key-synsets. In fact Key-synsets of a document are those
synsets which are semantically related to the main subjects of that document.
This method is exploited to improve the precision of the proposed WSD.
Although our approach is tested on Persian it can be easily adopted for other
languages such as English.

1

Introduction

Word sense disambiguation is a critical task in many applications like translation and
semantic search. Many approaches are implemented in order to facilitate it; some of
them are supervised and some others are unsupervised. In English some sense tagged
corpora which are tagged with WordNet can be found, like SemCor [1]. Thus
supervised approaches have the feasibility to be implemented. But in some languages
like Persian, there isn’t any sense tagged corpus to be used for the learning phase.
In this paper, we introduce a software system which extracts the candidate senses (and
so synsets) of the words within a context using FarsNet relations; and then with
respect to the relations between these candidate synsets, it finds the Key-synsets of
the context to make the approach more precise. In this way, some new relations are
extracted semi-automatically and added to FarsNet. The results show a significant
improvement in precision with these new relations.

2

Related Work

This paper discusses a key concept extraction method to be used in word sense
disambiguation. Thus in this section we briefly point to the related work on WSD and
keyword extraction.
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 594–603, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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According to [2] word sense disambiguation methods are categorized into three
categories; supervised, unsupervised and knowledge based. Some other researchers
have different categorizations. Tsatsaronis and colleagues [3] categorize WSD
methods into supervised and unsupervised and say that unsupervised WSD methods
comprise corpus-based [4], knowledge-based such as Lesk-like [5] and graph-based
[6] methods, as well as ensembles [7] that combine several methods.
Supervised approaches (such as [8]) use corpora which are tagged with the
concepts of ontologies, for their training phase. While semi-supervised approaches
restrict the need to such a resource. For instance Tang and colleagues [9] use the
examples of an ontology and some raw text resources and extract their subjectpredicates and predicate-objects as collocation words. Then the training data are
obtained with two approaches: SRP which means that within all possible senses sets
of a word collocation, the one which has the most redundant information between
senses is the best; and PRP which is calculated by exchanging the words with their
synonyms, etc. and finding the most co-occurring ones.
Unsupervised approaches often are used for languages which have no or less
concept tagged corpus for training phase. Results show that supervised approaches are
often more precise but limited to those words that have sense tagged data [10 quoting
[11]. For example, Tsatsaronis and colleagues [12] utilize WordNet, and use neural
network and a spread activation method to disambiguate the words of sentences. Tran
and colleagues [13] construct a wide tree of word relations with their weights using
many internet web pages. Then for disambiguation of a word in a context, the glosses
of all of its senses and the context of the to-be-disambiguated word are parsed and
using the constructed tree each gloss obtains a score. The sense whose gloss obtains
the most score will be selected for that word.
Knowledge based approaches use some knowledge resources like dictionaries or
thesauri for WSD task. As Navigli [2] mentioned, their precision is less than
supervised methods but their coverage is more expanded because of the expanded
resources they have. Lesk [5] and extended Lesk [14] are two of these methods. They
use the glosses of the senses in WordNet to disambiguate the words.
Recent research results [2] show that “the accuracy of the state of the art
supervised WSD methods is above 60% with an upper bound reaching 70% for all
words, fine-grained WSD for English, while the accuracy of unsupervised methods is
usually between 45 − 60%”. There are some known Baselines which can be used for
evaluation phase of WSD works. The best known of them is the First-Sense approach.
Also Lesk method can be used as a baseline, as Navigli [2] mentioned.
In Persian, as there is no corpus tagged by word senses, there is no supervised
work on WSD. Saedi and Shamsfard [15] propose a knowledge based WSD method
to be used in a Persian to English machine translation system. Faili [16] introduces an
English to Persian translation method which has a WSD approach on English texts
that uses a parallel corpus for its training phase. There is no work which assigns
senses according to a Persian WordNet so far.
Keyword extraction is another field related to the subject of this paper. Many
features are used for keyword extraction process. For example Xu and colleagues [17]
use Wikipedia to derive a set of novel word features which reflect the document’s
background knowledge. These features are the inlink, outlink, category and infobox
information of the document’s related articles in Wikipedia. Ercan and colleagues
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[18] concern the relations between the words of the document to extract the
keywords. In fact, using a supervised method, a lexical chain is developed from each
document by using WordNet to be used for keyword extraction.
Hulth [19] explains some methods for extracting the keywords. Some methods use
the syntactic information of words (such as [20]), some have supervised learning
phase (such as [21]) and some others are statistical (such as [22]).

3

Word Sense Disambiguation Approach

The proposed method is composed of three essential processes: Stemming and
tokenizing, Word sense disambiguation and Key-synset extraction. Stemming and
tokenization of Persian documents are done by STeP-1 software [23]. In the rest of this
section, we will discuss WSD and Key-synset extraction approaches in more details.
3.1

Persian Word Sense Disambiguation

FarsNet [24] is a Persian WordNet, recently developed in NLP lab of Shahid Beheshti
University. In this lexical ontology, various kinds of relations are defined between
synsets including: Hypernym, Hyponym, Meronym, Holonym, Antonym and Cause.
Many researchers have used these kinds of relations to disambiguate the words
senses. For example Fragos et al. [25] proposed a method to find the words senses
using WordNet relations. Here, we have used synsets’ relations of FarsNet to find the
senses of words.
Our experiments showed that the above relations are not enough to find the word
senses, because some combinations of related words haven’t got any of these kinds of
relations. For instance, human’s mind comprehends a semantic relation between “”ﺷﻴﺮ
(shir, means: lion) and “( ”ﺟﻨﮕﻞjangal, means: jungle). But this relation is not among
the above kinds. We call these relations just as “Is related to” without putting any
specific name or label on them. Neither FarsNet nor most of the other WordNets
include this kind of relation. We have extended FarsNet relations with a few new “Is
related to” relations for some concepts semi-automatically. Results of using these new
relations for disambiguation showed that they really increase the precision.
Semi-automatic extraction of semantic relations. As it was described before,
extracting semantic relations between synsets can improve the precision of search.
Here, we have used a semi-automatic approach to do it. To find the words which are
related to a target word, first we search it via Hamshahri-1 corpus [26] with tf-idf
method and retrieve some highest ranked documents. In each document, we extract
the words within a 5-words sized window around the target word which are not stop
words. Then, all possible synsets of these adjacent words and their hypernyms up to
two levels are extracted from FarsNet and added to a list. The frequency of
occurrence of each of these synsets in the obtained list is considered as its rank. “n”
best synsets with respect to their ranks are semantically related synsets with the target
word. It should be considered that the synset of the target word is assigned manually,
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but the synsets of its co-occurring words are obtained automatically. Thus the
approach is semi-automatic.
Some of the co-occurring words of our target words are not presented in FarsNet
and though with this approach we will lose them. Thus, we introduce a new relation
type which is between a synset and an unkown word (word which is not in FarsNet).
It means that although we haven’t got that word in FarsNet and don’t know which
synset it can occurs in, but we know that this word is co-occurring with some specific
sense of the target word. These relations will be considered as direct relations in
FarsNet in the process of disambiguation. Our results show some improvements in
precision by adding these new relations.
Using FarsNet for ranking the synsets' semantic relations. Having FarsNet
relations, we can find the weight of the relation between any two FarsNet synsets.
Equation (1) shows how to calculate this weight. In this equation distance(Si,Sj) is the
number of relations that should be passed from Si to arrive to Sj.
Weight(Si , Sj ) = log10

1
distance(Si ,Sj )

+ c.

(1)

In the next part we will explain the use of this weighting process for our
disambiguation algorithm.
Finding the set of words’ synsets of each block of content. To disambiguate the
words of each document, we need to split it to smaller blocks. Then, in each block we
can find the relatedness weight of any two synsets of any two words to find the best
synsets of the block’s words. In this work, we examined some different number of
words within blocks to know which one is better. The results and comparisons are
presented in our results section. Also as it is mentioned in our results section, the
jump number of blocks has an important effect on the efficiency of the approach.
Jump number is the number of words that we will pass after disambiguation of a
block, in order to obtain the next block. For example, if we set the block’s number of
words to 4 words and set the jump number to 2, the sentence “What is the past tense
of split?” will be split to these three blocks (here without omission of stop words):
“What is the past”, “the past tense of” and “tense of split - ”.
Having each block of “n” words, each possible sense (and so synset) of each word is
found from FarsNet, and then the relatedness weight of any two synsets of them will
be calculated as described before. Here, we only consider direct relations of synsets
and ignore indirect ones to reduce the computation time. Now we have a set of synset
pairs with their similarity weights. Equation (2) shows how to calculate the total score
of each pair. In this equation, pos(Wj) and pos(Wi) are respectively the position of
second and first words in the current block.
TotalScore(i,j) = coef(i,j) * Weight(i,j).
coef(i,j) = log10

1
pos(Wj ) - pos(Wi )

+ c.

(2)
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After acquiring the set of pair synsets with their total scores, each two pairs which are
not mutex will be merged together to build a bigger set. Two pairs are mutex if they
contain at least a similar word with different senses. After merging the pairs, the score
of the new collection is the addition of the scores of its components. This process will
be continued until no new collection can be added. After that, the collections will be
sorted by their scores, and better collections are extracted for the next phase.
3.2

Key-Synset Extraction Approach

The main idea of this method of key synset extraction is taken from a general
principle about information density. For example, in clustering algorithms, the points
which are inside a dense part have more probability to be a cluster, and points which
have less density may be noises.
Inspired by this idea, we claim that those senses of a document which have more
valuable relations with other senses are more probable to be key senses. In
continuation of this section, this method will be described in more details.
Calculating the pseudo-frequency. As we described in previous sections, better
combinations of synsets of each block of “n” words will be used to find the key
synsets. Actually, each synset which occurs in any of the best combinations can be a
candidate to be a key synset. So, we will calculate a rank for each of them to find
better ones. To calculate this rank, first using equation (3) we will compute a pseudofrequency for each synset, which somehow shows the amount of its occurrences in the
document. In this equation, the pseudo-frequency of ith synset is calculated. ColSeti is
the set of collections that ith synset occurs in them and Score(Colk) is the score of kth
collection.
SFi = ∑k

ColSeti Score(Colk ).

(3)

Calculating the total ranks. The last thing we need is to compute the total rank of
each synset in each document, which is the main criterion to find the Key-synsets.
What we need, is to calculate the relation score between each two candidate synsets of
the document as described before. Here, we used indirect relations with the threshold
of “at most ten fathers” in addition to direct ones for the process of relation scoring.
We used this parameter (relation score) before for some other reasons. Here we are
using it to calculate the importance of each synset in the document, but before, we
used it to disambiguate the senses of the words of “n” words blocks.
Finally we have everything we need! Using Equation (4) we can calculate the total
rank of each synset to find Key-synsets of each document’s words. Here, “k” is the
number of candidate synsets.
TRi = SFi * ∑j=1:k SFj *Weight(Si , Sj ).

(4)
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Experimental Results

As there is no Persian sense tagged corpus being tagged with FarsNet, we had to
make our own test corpus. We have used Hamshahri-1 corpus for this task. First of
all, we divided the corpus into %70 training and %30 testing corpora randomly. Using
these corpora, we can find the new relations and evaluate our approach.
4.1

Training Phase

First we chose three ambiguous words that more than one of their senses occur in the
corpus. These words are ““( ”ﺷﻴﺮshir” means: lion, faucet, breastfeeding, milk), “”ﺳﻴﺮ
(“sir” means: garlic, full. or “seir” means: process, travel) and ““( ”ﮔﻞgol” means:
flower, goal). Then these three words have been searched within training corpus with
tf-idf measure. For our search, we used Lucene1 search engine that uses tf-idf measure
in order to rank the results of search. Within the highest ranked documents, we
extracted the co-occurring words. Then with the explained method, new relations
between synsets and between unknown words and synsets were extracted.
4.2

Building the Test Corpus

In order to build the test corpus, those three words were searched within test corpus
and about 600 “nearly 200 character phrases” around our specified words were
extracted from the retrieved documents to build a test corpus. Our three words were
tagged manually within the test set and the content of each phrase was stemmed with
STep-1. Then the proposed method was evaluated via this built corpus over the
tagged words.
4.3

Evaluation of the Method

The proposed method was tested over the built test corpus with different states. Each
state will be described below and its results will be presented. The programs are
written in java and the tests are being done on an ordinary PC with 2GB RAM and
2.66GHz CPU.
Precision of baselines. Lesk and extended Lesk approaches were implemented as our
baselines, because there was no Persian WSD method working with FarsNet to be
compared with our method. Also as there were no sense tagged corpora, the precision
of MFS couldn’t be calculated, but here, we calculated the best case of MFS within
the test corpus and used it as another baseline. Table 1 shows the precision of
baselines.

1

http://lucene.apache.org/
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Table 1. Precision of baselines
Method
First Sense (In best case)
Lesk
Extended Lesk

Precision
64%
10%
16%

Precision of our approach with different parameters and features. The proposed
approach has some kinds of parameters and features. Results show that changing them
have a significant effect over the precision. Here, first we will show the effect of these
parameters, then we will compare our approach with baselines and eventually we will
show the effect of features.
Word number and jump number effect. We have calculated the precision of our
approach over the test corpus with different words number of blocks and jump
number. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the experimental results.
30

80%
60%
Time
(Sec)

Precision 40%
20%

20
10
0

0%
2

3 4 5 6 7 8
words number of blocks

2

9

3

4 5 6 7 8 9
words number of blocks

Fig. 1. The left curve shows the Precision of proposed approach with different words number of
blocks and jump number of one. The right curve shows the computation time of each complete
phrase (each “nearly 200 character phrase”) in test set with mentioned conditions.
70%

25
20
Time 15
(Sec) 10
5
0

65%
Precision

60%
55%
50%
1

2

3 4 5 6
Jump number

7

8

1

2

3 4 5 6 7
Jump nember

8

Fig. 2. Left curve shows the precision of proposed approach with 8 words in each block and
different jump numbers. Right curve shows the computation time for each phrase with
mentioned conditions.

Fig. 3 shows the comparison of the precision of our approach with the base lines.
Our approach’s precision is calculated with different words number of blocks and
jump number of one. Results show that our approach has out-performed the baselines.
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Fig. 3. comparison of our approach with baselines. B-MFS stands for Best case of MSF and ELesk stands for Extended Lesk.

Different features effect. We have calculated the precision of our approach with and
without each of the proposed features. Table 2 shows the results of the test.
Table 2. Precision of our approach with different features. Here “+ something” means that the
state has that thing and “- something” means that it doesn’t have it. Also syn-syn relation means
the added relations which are between two synsets and unk-syn relations are the added relations
that are between an unknown word and a synset. Our approach’s precision is calculated with
concerning 4 words inside each block and jump number of 2 as an example. As it can be
understood from this table, without the extraction of new relations for FarsNet, this approach is
so inefficient, but with adding new relations, the precision grows much. Also adding the
relations between unknown words and synsets will improve the method by about 8 percent. In
addition, without the post-process of Key-synset extraction, the results show a worse precision.
Feature
- syn-syn rels.
- unk-syn rels.
+ syn-syn rels.
- unk-syn rels.
- syn-syn rels.
+ unk-syn rels.
+ all other features
+ syn-syn rels.
+ unk-syn rels.

- Key-synset

Precision
7%
48%
23%
55%
44%

Complexity of the method. If we assume that the words number of block is “n”, the
average senses of each word is “m”, the jump number is “j” and the average number
of words in each context is “c”, then the complexity of finding Key-synsets of each
c
document in its worst case is calculated in equation (5). In this equation is the
j

)*(m.n
)*(m.n
) is the complexity of
number of blocks in the document and (m.n
2
2
2
disambiguating each block.
c

c * m6 * n6

j

j

)*(m.n
)*(m.n
))= O (
O ( *(m.n
2
2
2

5

).

(5)

Conclusion and Future Works

We have presented an approach for WSD with FarsNet on Persian texts. Our
approach uses both FarsNet relations and some other relations that are extracted by a
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semi-supervised approach and added to FarsNet. In addition, we made an automatic
overall revise over the detected synsets of words to make them more precise, or in
other words, we found the Key-synsets of the distinct words within the context. The
results show improvement in the precision with adding these new features. Also our
approach out-performs First sense, Lesk and extended Lesk with respect to the
experimental results. The most important disadvantage of our approach is its
computation time which can be better with making some optimizations in approach.
Of course it should be considered that the computation times are calculated within our
runs over an ordinary PC and they would be much better over a stronger server.
For our future work we might optimize our approach to make it faster. Then we
will develop a semantic search engine to use this approach for indexing the
documents. We think that common search engines don’t work well in Persian and
have no sense to the semantic of queries and documents. Thus, we are going to apply
these semantic methods over search engines to make the results more admissible.
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Abstract. FarsNet is a lexical ontology for Persian language. SUMO is an
important upper level ontology that contains global knowledge. Mapping of
lexical to general knowledge of these two ontologies will be beneficial for
Persian language. Producing a mapping of FarsNet to SUMO began after
development of the first phase of FarsNet. Since we had mapping to WordNet
for some FarsNet synsets, the mapping of FarsNet to SUMO was started with
contribution of mapping FarsNet to WordNet. Obviously, there are some gaps
between two languages of Persian and English such as lexical gap. So, there is
no compulsion to obtain mapped SUMO concepts only through the WordNet
mapping directly. Therefore, for covering the gaps, we take advantage of
hierarchy relations in FarsNet. Hence, the bias of our mapping to English
WordNet will be reduced. In this paper we propose the methodology of our
semi automatic mapping method.
Keywords: Mapping, Ontology, Princeton WordNet, Suggested Upper Merged
Ontology, FarsNet.

1 Introduction
Nowadays semantic processing of natural languages has became more important and
we can see significant progresses in this domain. Semantic lexicons and lexical
ontologies are important resources in semantic processing of natural languages. They
are used in various tasks and applications especially where semantic processing is
evolved such as question answering, machine translation, text understanding,
information retrieval, content management, text summarization and search engines
[1]. Because of these reasons an effort for development of a Persian WordNet was
begun [1] and the result was called FarsNet [2].
Our motivation from mapping FarsNet to SUMO was to extend the ability of
Persian language semantic processing by integrating the lexical knowledge of FarsNet
and common knowledge of SUMO. SUMO is an influential upper level ontology and
has excellent power in description of general concepts in the world. Merging SUMO
and FarsNet provide an appropriate source for those who need global knowledge in
conjunction with Persian language processing.
There are two approaches for mapping FarsNet to SUMO but there are difficulties
with them. The first approach is mapping FarsNet to SUMO in a straightforward
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 604–613, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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manner and without utilizing any external source. In this approach it is better to make
an automatic mapping but it is so complicated and perhaps impossible. Therefore, the
only solution in this approach is manual mapping. This kind of mapping is obviously
a time consuming process. Accordingly, the first approach is not a good choice.
The Second approach is utilizing a third party. Applying lexical resources such as
WordNet seems suitable. There are some problems in this method, too. First of all,
because of some reasons like lexical gaps between Persian and English languages,
some FarsNet synsets were not mapped to WordNet. In the second place, there is a
certain amount of risk in biasing the result of mapping to English language. In spite of
these complications we selected the second approach for our mapping. But we
attempted to cover the gaps and avoid from biasing to English language. Hierarchical
relations in FarsNet helped us to keep the mapping away from troubles.
In this paper we propose our methodology for mapping FarsNet to SUMO via
WordNet. We have mappings of some FarsNet synsets to WordNet synsets and on the
other hand, we use mapping of WordNet 3.0 to SUMO. In other words, we use
WordNet as an intermediator. The mapping of FarsNet to WordNet has been created
before [2,3]. In our project we now benefit from their work and also we reviewed it
and made a few slight changes in some details. In section 2 we introduce our
resources that are necessary for producing the mapping such as WordNet, FarsNet and
SUMO. In the third section the methodology of our approach is explained and in
section 4 we analyze our results.

2 Resources
We have three important resources that will be introduced in this section.
2.1 Princeton WordNet
Princeton WordNet (PWN) [4] is an electronic lexical database that is designed in
Princeton University for English language. It has been first developed by Miller in a
hand-crafted way. PWN uses synonymous sets, called synset. The latest version of
WodrNet contains 155,287 words organized in 117,659 synsets [5]. PWN includes
nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs. Synsets in PWN are connected to each other
with semantic relation such as: synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy, hypernymy,
meronymy, troponymy, etc.
2.2 FarsNet
FarsNet [2] is a lexical ontology for Persian language. FarsNet 1.0 includes the
lexical, syntactic and semantic knowledge about more than 17000 persian words and
phrases organized in about 10000 synsets of nouns, adjectives and verbs [2]. FarsNet
has different kinds of relations such as: synonymy, hypernymy and hyponymy,
meronymy, antonymy and causes. FarsNet has three parts: nouns, adjectives and
verbs and about %70 of it is mapped to WordNet 3.0.
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2.3 SUMO
SUMO (Suggested Upper Merged Ontology) [6] is an important upper level ontology.
SUMO and its domain ontologies form the largest free, formal ontology set [7].
SUMO has a MID-Level Ontology (MILO) and some domain ontologies. Altogether
they have about 20000 terms and 70000 axioms. SUMO was created at Teknowledge
Corporation and owned by IEEE[6]. The Knowledge representation language is a
version of KIF. SUMO is mapped to PWN and thus two significant resources of
lexical knowledge and global knowledge can benefit from each other.

3 Our Mapping Methodology
According to our study on mapping FarsNet to PWN and mapping PWN to
SUMO, FarsNet synsets can be categorized into different groups of nouns, adjectives
and verbs. In this section we first discuss these groups and their features and
then mine some general rules for mapping FarsNet to SUMO according to these
categories.
3.1 Adjectives
In this part we confront with three different categories of adjectives which is
necessary to adopt new techniques for processing each of them:
1. The first group has no difficulty and complication in mapping to SUMO and is
mapped to SUMO straightforwardly via PWN. There is an illustration of this group
in table 1.
Table 1. An example of the first group of adjectives

WordNet

FarsNet
‘afsordeh’ :اﻓﺴﺮدﻩ
‘ghamgin’ :ﻏﻤﮕﻴﻦ،
‘mahzoun’ :ﻣﺤﺰون،

01361863: sad |
experiencing or showing
sorrow or unhappiness

Relation: Equivalence

SUMO
Unhappiness

Relation: Hypernymy

Relation: Hypernymy
2. There is a category of FarsNet adjectives that are (or should be) mapped into PWN
nouns instead of adjectives. This is one of the interesting differences of the Persian
and English languages. These words are used in forms of adjective in Persian
while, they are nouns in PWN. Accordingly, we use mapping of PWN nouns to
SUMO for this category. An example of this group is shown in table 2.
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Table 2. An Example of the second group of adjectives

FarsNet

WordNet

SUMO

05803747: credit_rating , credit|an
estimate, based on previous dealings, of
:ﻧﺴﻴﻪ
‘nesiyeh’ a person's or an organization's ability to
fulfill their financial commitments
Relation: near-equivalent

Subjective
Assessment Attribute

Relation: Hypernymy

Relation: Hypernymy
2.1. There is a subgroup in the second category. This subgroup makes a large part
of FarsNet adjectives that has no equivalent in PWN adjectives. There is a gap
between adjectives in Persian and English, but this gap is not a lexical gap.
There is not such an adjective in English. These kinds of adjectives are made
by combining a noun and a latter: ‘’ی. The meanings of these adjectives
present a pertaining to a noun. We define a kind of new relation between these
adjectives and their corresponding nouns in PWN and named it ‘Characteristic
of’. In the following you can see two illustration of these adjectives:
Noun + character = دﺑﻴﺮﺳﺘﺎن: dabirestan ‘high school’+ ‘دﺑﻴﺮﺳﺘﺎﻧﯽ = ’ی:
dabirestani , pertaining to high school
Noun + character = ﺑﺎﻧﮏ: bank ‘bank’+ ‘ﺑﺎﻧﮑﯽ = ’ی: banki, pertaining to bank
An example of the relations in this group is showed in table 3.
Table 3. An Example of the subgroup in the second group of adjectives

FarsNet

WordNet

SUMO

08409617:
senior_high_school
,
senior_high , high , highschool 0
دﺑﻴﺮﺳﺘﺎﻧﯽ
‘dabirestani’ high_school | a public secondary school
usually including grades 9 through 12
Relation: Characteristic of

Secondary
School

Relation: Hypernymy

Relation: Partial Characteristic of
3. The next group of adjectives has no equivalence in PWN. In other words, these
adjectives haven’t been lexicalized in English and there is a lexical gap between
two languages. So there is no compulsion for mapping this group to PWN.
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Therefore, they will be mapped to SUMO directly and without any intermediator.
Some examples of this category is illustrated in Table 4.
Table 4. An Example of the third group of adjectives

FarsNet

Meaning

ﭼﻨﺪرﻏﺎز: ‘chender-ghaz’

The property of little
money
(of) someone whose father
has had salvation, son of a
blessed man
Bringing goodness ,
harbinger of good things

 ﭘﺪر ﺁﻣﺮزﻳﺪﻩ: ‘pedaramorzide’
ﺧﻮش ﺧﺒﺮ: ‘khosh-khabar’

SUMO
Subjective Assessment
Attribute
Subjective Assessment
Attribute
Subjective Assessment
Attribute

Relation: Hypernymy

3.2 Nouns
In this section, the method of mapping nouns is explained. We divide them into three
categories and handle them differently. There are four kinds of relations between noun
synsets of FarsNet: hypernymy, hyponymy, holonymy and antonymy. In this step in
order to make mapping, we sometimes use these relations. There are three different
groups of nouns:
1. Similar to the first group of adjectives, the first group of nouns became mapped to
SUMO via PWN automatically without any problem.(table 5).
Table 5. An example of the first group of nouns

FarsNet

WordNet

SUMO

 ﺗﻬﺮان: ‘Tehran’

08911421:Teheran, Tehran,
capital_of_Iran, Iranian_capital

City

Relation: Equivalence

Relation: Instantiation

Relation: Instantiation
2. The next group of nouns is not lexicalized in English. But the difference of this
group with the third group of adjectives is that, we have relations for them in
FarsNet and it is possible to find their mapping via these relations automatically. In
the following example we show how relations facilitate our method of mapping for
some synsets that don’t have any mapping to PWN.
The word ‘ ﺟﺎری: Jari’ in Persian means: womans whose husbands are brothers.
There is a synset for this word in FarsNet. This word is not lexicalized in English
and therefore there is no equivalent for it in PWN. This synset in FarsNet has
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hypernym relation with the synset ‘ ﺧﻮﻳﺸﺎوﻧﺪ،اﻗﻮام:khishavand, aghvam’, which
means: a person having kinship with another or others. The new synset that was
obtained from hypernymy relation is mapped to a synset of PWN with an
equivalence relation and the synset of PWN was mapped to ‘familyRelation’
concept of SUMO with a synonym relation. So a hypernym relation is resulted
from ‘ﺟﺎری: jari’ to ‘familyRelation’ (Figure 1).
FarsNet

‘Aghvam’ :اﻗﻮام
‘Khishavand’ :ﺧﻮﻳﺸﺎوﻧﺪ

Princeton Wordnet
Relation:
Equivalence
10236304:

SUMO
Relation:
Synonymy

Kin, Kinsperson,
family

Family
Relation

Relation: Hypernymy
Relation: Hypernymy

‘Jari’ : ﺟﺎری

Fig. 1. An example of the first group of nouns

3. The members of the third group of FarsNet nouns don’t have any equivalent in
PWN. The reason of that is not because of lexicalization issues, however it is
because of cultural or religious issues. We separate these synsets of FarsNet. For
some of these synsets that there are hierarchical relations for them in FarsNet, we
made mapping in the same way as the previous group. The noun synset ‘ﻓﻄﺮﻳﻪ:
fetriyeh’ in Persian language that means : alms given at the festival of the end of
fasting month, has hypernymy relation with a synset ‘ واﺟﺐ،ﻓﺮﻳﻀﻪ: vajeb, farizeh’
that means: duties that attention to them is mandatory. ‘ﻓﻄﺮﻳﻪ: fetriyeh’ doesn’t
have mapping to PWN but ‘ واﺟﺐ،ﻓﺮﻳﻀﻪ: vajeb, farizeh’ has an Equivalence
relation to PWN and this synset of PWN has a hypernymy relation to
‘ReligiousProcess’ concept of SUMO. So it is possible to build a hypernymy
relation from ‘ ﻓﻄﺮﻳﻪ: fetriyeh’ to ‘ReligiousProcess’ concept of SUMO via the
father of synset ‘ﻓﻄﺮﻳﻪ: fetriyeh’ at FarsNet (Figure 2).
FarsNet

‘farizeh’: ﻓﺮﻳﻀﻪ
‘vajeb’ : واﺟﺐ

Princeton Wordnet
Relation:
Equivalence

01029406:
rite, religious rite

SUMO
Relation:
Hypernymy

Religious
Process

Relation: Hypernymy

‘fetriyeh’ : ﻓﻄﺮﻳﻪ

Relation: Hypernymy

Fig. 2. An example of the second group of nouns
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3.3 Verbs
Fortunately, many of the verbs in FarsNet have been mapped to PWN and so,
automatic mapping of FarsNet to SUMO can be done directly via PWN for many
verbs of FarsNet. There are different relations for the verbs in FarsNet such as
antonymy, causes, hypernymy. We use these relations for those verbs that don’t have
mapping to PWN, in the same way as what we do for the nouns that don’t
have mapping to PWN. Figure 3 shows an example for mapping of a verb that doesn’t
have equivalence in PWN and has mapped to SUMO via his father in FarsNet. The
meanings of the verbs in figure 3 are explained in the following:
‘ ﺁهﻨﺮﺑﺎ ﮐﺮدن: ahan roba kardan’ = magnetize , make magnetic
‘ ﺁهﻨﺮﺑﺎ ﺷﺪن: ahan roba shodan’= to became magnetized
Princeton Wordnet

FarsNet

:ﺁهﻨﺮﺑﺎ ﮐﺮدن
‘ahan roba kardan’

SUMO
Relation:
Hypernymy

Relation:
Equivalence

00399788 : magnetize,
magnetise

Process

Relation: Causes

:ﺁهﻨﺮﺑﺎ ﺷﺪن
‘ahan roba shodan’

Relation: Hypernymy

Fig. 3. An example of mapping verbs synsets of FarsNet to SUMO

4 Discussion
In this section the result of mapping is explained and mapping rules for our
methodology are described.
4.1 Mapping Output
The outcome of the mapping is available in form of some textual records in three
separate parts for nouns, adjectives and verbs. This format is similar to the result of
mapping PWN 3.0 to SUMO [8]. The following example is a record of mapping for a
FarsNet synset:
2751 *3453,ﺟﻤﻠﻪ,* WordNet:06285090, Sentence=
The first number shows the ID of FarsNet synset. The expression between two ‘*’
declares senses of this synset. The next term is synset of PWN that FarsNet synset is
mapped to and the last one is SUMO concept that the PWN synset is mapped to it with a
relation. The ‘=’ sign, makes clear the kind of relation between FarsNet synset and
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SUMO concept. We used three signs same as [8], for representing the kinds of relations:
‘=’ for synonymy, ‘+’ for hypernymy and ‘@’ for instantiation. Moreover we used ‘-’ for
characteristic of, ‘&’ for causes, ‘#-’ for partial characteristic of and ‘#&’ for partial
causes.
But this is not enough for us. we know that there are some FarsNet synsets that are
not mapped to SUMO via PWN. Moreover there is nothing about explanation of
relations between FarsNet and SUMO. So we showed this record in the form of
something like the following XML format in figure 4 that belongs to synset “”ﺗﻮﻗﻒ
(stop) in FarsNet.
<SYNSET>
<ID>3129</ID>
<UID>5100000877</UID>
<POS>Noun</POS>
<SemanticCategory>Nothing</SemanticCategory>
<EXAMPLE> <ﺗﻮﻗﻒ ﺟﺮﻳﺎن ﺁب ﺑﺎﻋﺚ اﻳﺠﺎد ﺳﻴﻞ ﮔﺮدﻳﺪ/EXAMPLE>
<GLOSS><ﻋﻤﻞ ﺑﺎزداﺷﺘﻦ ﭼﻴﺰي/GLOSS>
<STATUS>DEFAULT</STATUS>
<REVISE>UnRevised</REVISE>
<COMMENT/>
<MappedWNsynId>
<OFFSET>1076046</OFFSET>
<Type>Equivalence</Type>
</MappedWNsynId>
<MappedSUMO>
<CONCEPT>Prevents</CONCEPT>
<Type>Hypernym</Type>
</MappedSUMO>
<SENSES>
<SENSE>
<WID>3220</WID>
<SID>1</SID>
<STATUS>DEFAULT</STATUS>
</SENSE>
</SENSES>
</SYNSET>
Fig. 4. XML format of mapping result

4.2 Mapping Rules
There are several rules for making relations from FarsNet synsets to SUMO concepts.
We introduce them corresponding to the relations that are from FarsNet to PWN and
PWN to SUMO. These rules are described in table 6. The second column in the table
displays all kinds of relations that there are in FarsNet to WordNet 3.0 mapping. The
third column displays all kinds of relations that there are in WordNet 3.0 to SUMO
mapping. The last columns express all kinds of relations that may be produced by
combining two prior columns.
The rule numbers 1, 2, 3 have used in noun, adjective and verb synsets of FarsNet.
But 4,5,6 have applied in only adjectives of FarsNet. The relations from second
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column and in the seventh till twelfth rows of table have composed from a hypernymy
or causes relation in addition to an equivalence relation. We display the sign ‘+’ for
those FarsNet synsets that don’t have direct relations to PWN. The first operand of ‘+’
explains a relation between two FarsNet synsets and the second operand explains a
relation between FarsNet synset to PWN synset. These kinds of relations belong to
noun or verb synsets which don’t have mapping to PWN.
Table 6. Rules for mapping FarsNet to SUMO

Rule
Relations from FarsNet Relations from WordNet Relations from FarsNet
to SUMO
to SUMO
Number
to WordNet

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Equivalence
Equivalence
Equivalence
Characteristic of
Characteristic of
Characteristic of
Hypernymy + Equivalence
Hypernymy + Equivalence
Hypernymy + Equivalence
Causes +Equivalence
Causes +Equivalence
Causes +Equivalence

Hypernymy
Instantiation
Synonymy
Hypernymy
Instantiation
Synonymy
Hypernymy
Instantiation
Synonymy
Hypernymy
Instantiation
Synonymy

Hypernymy
Instantiation
Synonymy
(partial) Characteristic of
(partial) Characteristic of
Characteristic of
Hypernymy
Instantiation
Hypernym
(partial)Causes
(partial)Causes
Causes

The table can be summarized in the following rules:
Considering a synset F in FarsNet;
• A: If F is mapped to synset P in PWN with relation R1 and P is mapped to concept S
in SUMO with relation R2 then there is a relation R3 between F and S in such a way
that:
1. Rule 1: if R1 (or R2) is equivalence or near-equivalence or synonymy then
R3=R2 (or R1)
2. Rule 2: else if R1=R2 and R1 is transitive then R3=R1.
3. Rule 3: else if R2 is hypernymy then R3= (partial)R1
• B: otherwise if F is not mapped to PWN but is related to F' by R' and F' is mapped
to synset P in PWN by R1 and P is mapped to concept S in SUMO by R2, then
there is a relation R3 mapping F to S in such a way that:
4. Rule 4: if one of R', R1 or R2 is equivalence or near-equivalence or
synonymy and the other two are equal and transitive then R3 is equal to the
other two.
5. Rule 5: else if two of R', R1 or R2 are equivalence or near-equivalence or
synonymy then R3= the third one.
6. else if R' is hypernymy and R1 is equivalence or near-equivalence then R3=
(partial)R2
and we can even summarize rules 4 and 5 into
7. Rule7: if any of R1 or R2 are equivalence or near-equivalence or synonymy
then we can ignore this relation and treat the others as we are in case A.
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4.3 Mapping Rates
In the table 7, ten concepts of SUMO that have greatest number of mappings from
noun, adjective and verb synsets of FarsNet are declared respectively. In the rate
columns of table, we represent the rate of mapping FarsNet synsets to the SUMO
concepts that are in the concept columns. There is an interesting observation from the
result of this table. ‘SubjectiveAssessmentAttribute’ is the only concept of SUMO
that is mapped by three groups of FarsNet synsets: noun, adjective and verb.
Table 7. Mapping rate for noun, verb and adjective synsets

Noun
Concept
Subjective
Assessment
Attribute
Device
Artifact
Position

Verb

Adjective

Rate

Concept

Rate

6.43%

Intentional
Psychological Process

5.1%

2.12%
1.9%
1.65%

SocialRole

1.42%

Region
Text
Process
Human
BodyPart

1.32%
1.22%
1.17%
1.12%
1.07%

IntentionalProcess
Process
Communication
SubjectiveAssessment
Attribute
Removing
Putting
SocialInteraction
Motion
BodyMotion

Concept

Rate

Subjective
29.84%
Assessment Attribute

4.78%
4.19%
3.77%

Nation
Capability
NormativeAttribute

4.29 %
2.89%
2.59%

2.92%

ShapeAttribute

1.99%

2.76%
2.07%
2.02%
1.59%
1.54%

TraitAttribute
FieldOfStudy
ColorAttribute
EmotionalState
Human

1.39%
1.29%
0.99%
0.99%
0.89%
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Abstract. This paper focuses on Topic Detection (TD) for Arabic Unvowelized documents. Our topic detection system was implemented using
two diﬀerent metrics: adapted TF-IDF and Jaccard indicator. The experiments were conducted while studying the impact of working with stems
or roots of words, all the words or nouns only. To enhance the TD system we developed The MWTs extraction prototype to generate MWTs
vocabularies. To the best of our knowledge MWTs vocabulary has never
been used in arabic documents topic’s detection. In this paper we investigate the impact of such use on the quality of topic detection. We used
the standard measures: Recall, Precision and F-measure to evaluate the
performance of the realized systems on Wattan; an Arabic newspaper
corpus.
Keywords: Topic Detection, Topic Oriented Vocabulary, Mutual Information, Jaccard Indicator, TF-IDF, Multi-Word Terms Extraction,
C-value, LLR.

1

Introduction

The continuous growth of Arabic electronic documents leads to increasing
attention in researches and improvement covering the Arabic Natural Language
Processing (ANLP) tasks such as : topic detection and Multi-Word Terms Extraction, taking in consideration, particularities and complex morphological
composition of the Arabic language.
Topic detection is a very important task in NLP. Many researches [1–3]
have been conducted to improve it and use the obtained results in other NLP
tasks such as: categorization, classiﬁcation, QA system, summarizing; speech
recognition. . . Topic detection is based on supervised machine learning using
a training corpus to represent each topic with a speciﬁc content obtained by
methods including: statistical methods(TF-IDF, Mutual Information, Information gain . . .), data mining methods(decision tree, neural networks, SVM) and
others NLP tasks (summarizing , MWTs extraction).
MWTs Extraction is an important task of Automatic term recognition and is
employed in numerous NLP ﬁelds such as: text mining[4], syntactic parsing [5, 6],
Machine Translation[7] and text classiﬁcation[8]. The MWTs extraction task
M.V.M. Salem et al. (Eds.): AIRS 2011, LNCS 7097, pp. 614–623, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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covers detection and extraction of a consecutive set of semantically related words.
The technics used in MWTs extraction can be classiﬁed into four categories:
–
–
–
–

Statistical approaches based on frequency and co-occurrence measures[9].
Symbolic approaches using parsers, morphological analysis and patterns[10].
Hybrid approaches combining statistical and morphological methods[11, 12].
Word alignment approaches[13].

The hybrid approaches are wildly used since they combine the beneﬁts of statistical and symbolic methods.
Our work is part of the semantic processing of unvowelized Arabic documents
and aims to develop a topic detection system for Arabic texts based on machine
learning. We constructed Topic Oriented Vocabularies (TOV) based on Mutual
Information and classiﬁed documents on the basis of Jaccard indicator and an
adaptation of the TF-IDF classiﬁer to topic detection. We also implemented a
MWTs Extraction prototype based on the hybrid approach, and used MWTs
vocabulary in the topic identiﬁcation.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we present related works.
In section 3; our topic detection system is explained. We present the MWTs
extraction tool in Section 4. Section 5 details the conducted experiments and
obtained results. The last section concludes the paper and announces future
works.

2

Related Works

Works on topic detection for Arabic documents take into consideration the complex morphological speciﬁcities of the Arabic language. [14] realized a classiﬁcation and clustering document system based on the extraction of key phrases
using statistical methods such as Mutual Information and maximum entropy
modelling. [15] used Naı̂ve bayes algorithm to classify unvowelized Arabic web
documents and achieved 68.78% in cross validation and 62% in evaluation set
experiments. A comparative study between two methods of classiﬁcation: TFIDF and SVM by [16] shows that both methods give good results for Arabic
documents: TF-IDF achieves results of 90.95% in terms of F-measure. SVM
classiﬁer outperforms the results obtained by TF-IDF by more than 7.5%. The
experiments of [17] included the study of three statistical methods: the TFIDF classiﬁer, the SVM method and the Topic Unigram Language Model, and
showed the superiority of the SVM classiﬁer and its high capability to distinguish topics. [18] proposed a study of topic identiﬁcation for Arabic language
by using two methods: the k Nearest Neighbors which is used as a baseline and
the TR-Classiﬁer which gives the best performances using reduced size of topic
vocabularies with 90% in terms of recall.
Numerous MWTs extraction systems and prototypes have been developed for
various languages such as: English, French, Chinese, Turkish, Dutch, urdu. . .
Few researches have been dedicated to the Arabic language. The authors of [19]
explore three approaches: the ﬁrst one based on crossing correspondence asymmetries between Arabic Wikipedia titles and titles in 21 diﬀerent languages,
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the second approach uses translated English MWTs to Arabic language and
proceeds to validation. The last one beneﬁts from large corpora and lexical association measures. These approaches prove to be very eﬃcient for large-scale
extraction of Arabic MWTs. [11] created a MWTs extraction tool by adopting
the standard approach that combines grammatical patterns and several statistical scores: T-Score, FLR, Mutual Information and LLR which gave the best
result: 85% in terms of precision. A similar work was presented in[20]: a larger
set of patterns was used by introducing the noun deﬁnition notion, and using
the c-value and LLR metrics. The experiments shows that using a combination
of the two previous metrics in ranking MWTs, gives better results than using
only one of them.

3

Topic Detection System

Our developed topic detection system relies on topic oriented vocabularies to
classify Arabic documents. Each topic is described by a vector of words (vocabulary) that represents speciﬁcally and accurately the topic [21]. Various methods
for generation of vocabulary features were proposed in the literature. Although
the word frequency is the most intuitive approach, other methods based on
probabilistic measurements are more eﬃcient such as: mutual information, gain
information, unigram model. . . The generated topic oriented vocabularies describe a semantic relationship between words in documents of the same topic.
The topic detection System matches documents against the generated TOVs to
determine the general topic of each document. The implementation of our system is based on several phases to identify and classify the texts according to
their general topic.
3.1

Documents Pre-treatment

This phase is crucial in order to extract relevant information. It consists of the
following steps:
– Documents encoding uniﬁcation: The uniﬁcation of the encoding objective is to represent all the documents in the same encoding system. We
adopted the UTF-8 that supports the Arabic language.
– Documents normalization: Suppression of: Latin words, symbols, numbers, markers, special characters. . .
– Stop words elimination: Suppression of noisy words by comparing each
word with the elements of a handmade list of over 600 noisy words including:
prepositions, demonstrative pronouns, identiﬁers, logical connectors. . .
– Roots and stems extraction: Although several articles on classiﬁcation
estimate that working with words roots favors the obtention of eﬃcient results due to the reduction of the noise and best qualiﬁcation of words, we
conduct a comparative study between roots and stems to evaluate which
is the most eﬀective for the Arabic language. To achieve that, we used the
morphological analyzer: Alkhalil[22]. We adapted Alkhalil to recover for each
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document two lists: one for stems and the other for roots. Alkhalil realizes
morphological analysis for each word in the corpus and returns among other
morphological information all possibly related stems and roots to the considered word. So, we implemented a Viterbi algorithm to keep only the stems
and roots that are relevant to the context.
3.2

Vocabulary Oriented Topic Generation

Our approach is based on the generation of a speciﬁc vocabulary for each topic.
The vocabulary is composed by features which deﬁne speciﬁcally the topic. Various methods are used to create these vocabularies, we used the mutual information method which measures the inﬂuence of a word w on each topic t and
attributes the word to the appropriate topic (the one that has the greatest IM
value) based on the formula:
IM (w, t) = log(P (w|t)) − log(P (w))

(1)

We calculate the mutual information for each word in the test corpus with each
topic. The word will be aﬀected to the topic which gives the maximal value [23].
Finally, we generate six vocabularies speciﬁc to each topic of the training corpus
by considering for each one the aﬀected words ordered by decreasing mutual
information. We considered vocabularies of various lengths: 50, 100, 150, 200,
250, 1000 and 4000.
3.3

Topic Detection

During this phase, we tested our system on the test corpus with 2035 articles
belonging to six topics. Each document is represented with a vector of words
composing it and each topic is represented by its vocabulary vector. The topic
detection of a new document consists in calculating the similarity between the
vector representing the document and those representing the topics. We based
our similarity calculus on two approaches: Jaccard indicator and TF-IDF.
Jaccard indicator: The Jaccard indicator[24] measures the degree of similarity
between two documents. The indicator is expressed as:
sj =

mc
md + md  − mc

(2)

Where mc is the total number of words of the ﬁrst document, md represents
the total number of words of the second document and md is the number of
common words between the two documents.
The choice of Jaccard indicator is motivated by the fact that it employs words
in their brut state and thus semantic information is accounted for.
TF-IDF: We adapted The classic TF-IDF [25, 26] to construct topics vectors. Each Topic is represented by a vector that contains the weights of the
topic vocabulary words. the weight of the k th vocabulary word of topic j is
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tjk = nfkj ∗ idfk , where nfkj is the frequency of the word k in documents of the
training corpus relative to topic j . Let df k be the number of documents not
relative to topic j in which the word k appears at least once and N the total number of corpus documents. idfk , the inverse document frequency, is given
by: idfk = log( dfNk ). Test documents are also represented by vectors containing
weights of their words. To judge the similarity between a topic t and a document
d, we used the cosine similarity:
n
dik tjk
n
cos(θ) = n k=1
(3)
2
2
k=1 dik
k=1 tjk
The smaller the θ is the bigger is the similarity between a test document d and
topic t. The topic of highest similarity will be assigned to the test document.

4

Multi-word Terms Extraction System

Our system is based on the hybrid approach and performs in two major steps:
4.1

Linguistic Filter

The linguistic ﬁlter has a major importance due to its contribution in the very
early selection of MWTs candidate terms. To establish the linguistic ﬁlter, we
follow these steps:
Documents pre-treatment: This task covers the uniﬁcation of documents
encoding to avoid any ambiguity, elimination of Latin words, symbols, numbers,
Roman numeral, special characters . . . In this step, no morphological treatment
is applied on words.
Stop-word elimination: We eliminate the stop-words using the same stopword list used previously in the topic detection system. As we are using words
with no stemming , we implemented a program that assigns connectors like:

’ U’,’ ’,’ ’,’ ’,’ V’ to stop-words in order to create all the variations of words











 

in the list. For example: ’  W’→’  0X’,’  E'’,’  W’,’  E’,’  E ’. Thus, we can
delimit approximately stop-words appearing in documents with variation.

Sentence boundary determination: In order to extract MWTs from documents, We implemented a program that breaks up the corpus documents to
sentences. The full stop is considered to be the sentence delimiter.
Document POS-tagging: We assign morphological tickets to the corpus documents sentences using The Stanford Arabic POS Tagger. This step will help us
to detect possible MWTs following the patterns bellow:
– [N oun]+ .
– N oun, [Adjective]+ .
– N oun, P reposition, N oun.
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In order to extract MWTs vocabulary for each topic, we compared each two
consecutive sentences to detect the set of words repeated in both of them. If
the document was composed with one sentence only, we extract the set of words
repeated more than once in this sentence. The linguistic ﬁlter permit to extract
MWTs candidates with various sizes; Bigrams, Trigrams and Four-grams.
4.2

Statistical Filter

In order to reduce linguistic ambiguities and increase the ratio of correct extracted MWTs, we adopted a combination of two well known methods for their
high eﬀectiveness in MWTs extraction:
– C-value metric[27]: a termhood statistical method based on the frequency
of occurrence that gives best results for nested MWTs ranking.The C-value
measure comes together with a computationally eﬃcient algorithm, which
scores candidate multi-token terms according to the measure.
– LLR [28]: a unithood method used to qualify the association between two
words in Bigrams by calculating the ratio between two likelihoods : the
probability of observing one component of a collocation given the other is
present and the probability of observing the same component of a collocation
in the absence of other.
We used The C-value metric for the nested words and their variations, the LLR
metric was used for the remaining MWTs Bigrams.

5

Experimentation and Results

For the realization of our system, we used a corpus of over 20.291 articles, collected from the Arabic newspaper Wattan of the year 2004[18]. The corpus contains about 20000 articles covering the six following topics: culture, economics,
international, local, religion and sport. We used 90% as a training corpus and
10% to test the prototype. We conducted several experimentations on the test
corpus to study and compare the inﬂuence of factors such as: the variation of
the vocabulary size, the morphological nature of words i.e: stem or root and the
use of nouns only.
We used Precision, Recall and F-measure metrics to evaluate the performances
of our realized systems:
Recall =

Number of correctly labelled documents
.
number of topic’s documents

P recision =

Number of correctly labelled documents
.
number of labelled documents

F − measure =

2 × Precision × Recall
.
Precision + Recall

(4)

(5)
(6)
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5.1

Topic Detection

Fig.1 depicts the F-measure metric realized by our proposed topic identiﬁcation system using Jaccard Indicator over two morphologically distinct corpora.
The former was obtained by stemming Wattan documents, while the latter’s
documents contain only the roots of words. It shows that the developed system
realizes higher performances when using the stemmed corpus. The best performance is obtained for the Local topic with 14.87% of enhancement. To study the
impact of removing non-noun words from the corpus on the system performances
we used Stanford POS-tagger for Arabic language to identify nouns contained
in our corpus and stripped documents from other words.
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Fig. 1. F-measure, Stems vs Roots vocabulary of 250 words
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Vocabulary length

200

250

Fig. 2. F-measure, Stems vs stems of
nouns only

Fig.2 indicates that the system performances are not aﬀected by this operation. The performance decrease is around 1%. Thus, we conclude that nouns in
the Arabic language are more useful to construct VOT than verbs, adjectives,
adverbs. . . as they hold the essential of semantic information. Statistical classiﬁers such as TF-IDF are widely used in topic detection literature. We compare
the performance of the developed system for TF-IDF and Jaccard indicator.
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Fig. 3. Recall, TF-IDF vs Jaccard for a
vocabulary of 1000 stemmed words
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Fig. 4. F-measure, TF-IDF vs Jaccard for
a vocabulary of 1000 stemmed words
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Fig.3 indicates that the recall of our system using Jaccard indicator on
stemmed documents outperforms the results obtained by TF-IDF except for
the culture topic. This can be explained by the fact that the culture topic contains numerous words that are shared with other topics and this fact results in
classiﬁcation errors. The F-measure results depicted in Fig.4 correlate with the
Recall ones.
5.2

MWTs Extraction

To test the performance of our MWTs extraction prototype, we used the manual
validation of extracted terms.
The results are showed by Fig.5. Which gives the precision of the developed
system according to several size of terms of the 200 ﬁrst MWTs extracted with
the highest score raking by the combination between C-value and LLR. The
average precision of our MWTs extraction system is 90.25%.
To the best of our knowledge, it’s the ﬁrst time an Arabic detection topic system employs MWTs vocabulary. As shown in Fig.6, the system achieves higher
performances for: religion and sports topics. This can be explained by the speciﬁcity of the MWTs extracted for these topics and the literature nature of the
others topics which produces some ambiguity. The average Precision of our topic
detection system with MWTs vocabularies is 84.10%.
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Fig. 5. Precision of the MWTs Extraction tool
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Fig. 6. Precision for topic detection system using MWTs vocabulary

Conclusion

We developed a topic detection system based on topic oriented vocabulary for the
Arabic Language using Jaccard indicator and an adapted TF-IDF classiﬁer. Our
system manages to achieve 84% of correctly classiﬁed documents over Wattan
corpus. We conducted several experiments to improve our system performances.
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We showed that working with the stemmed corpus is more eﬃcient than using
roots. Also, we found that stripping Wattan corpus from non-noun words does
not aﬀect our system performances, the resulting performances decrease is only
of 1%. The obtained results prove that the use of Jaccard indicator is judicious
in Arabic Language topic detection.
To study the impact of MWTs on topic detection, we built a hybrid prototype that reaches over 90.25% in term of MWTs extraction precision and cerated
a MWTs vocabulary for Topic detection. We were able to extract words with
bigrams, trigrams and four-grams. Our Topic detection system achieved a performance of 84.10% in term of F-measure when using MWTs vocabulary.
As future works we intend to explore other features such as: Named Entities
(NE) to enhance our Topic detection system performances.
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